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Utensils tor Garnishing

Garniture of Summer Dishes

Bv Eleanor M. Lucas

SUMMER dishes require more

elaborate garnishing than do those

that are set before us in winter

season : and. cenainly. the knack of

serving edibles temptingly and daintily

is an art. Often certain judicious foils

must be brought into play to arouse the

flagging and capricious appetite.— a

point of proficiency easy to attain, if one

have a discerning eye and an aptitude for

artistic results. The non-possessor must

borrow dainty ideas from the more

fortunate.

Parsley is in almost universal use as

a garnish : but it is fast finding a rival

in the more delicately scented chers'il.

with its crisply curled foliage and fine

flavor.

Another preny herb, much in demand
for garnishing, is the pimpernelle. It

resembles a fern leaf. Ions; and slender.

its tiny leafiets beautifully serrated

vividly and darkly green, with a fra-

grance like unto a fresh cucumber. It

gives an exceedingly nice garnish for

fish, when the leaves are arranged in

some fancy pattern about the edge of the

dish, as, for instance, in the form of a

star with a bit of lemon for a centre.

Parsley or cher\-il, tied in small

bunches to simulate tiny bouquets, will

adorn any dish. These may be used

alone or laid in the centre of a white

ring formed from the white of a hard-

boiled ^gg.

Shrimps make a prett\- garnish for

fish. The Unle pink curls may be laid

in circles, or half-circles, surrounded with

tiny wreaths of green, or a small mound
of shrimps, arranged alternately with bits

of lemon separated by a green sprig, is

attractive.
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Mint and capers serve many a pur-

pose. Mint can be laid in small bunches,

with a bit of lemon cut in tiny discs or

crescents and pressed into the centre of

the bunch. For roast lamb, mint is com-

bined with small cubes of stewed apples.

Mashed potatoes are pressed in the

form of tiny pyramids with flat tops.

These are dipped in the white of an egg,

then in fine-minced parsley, giving the

effect of small green pyramids through

which the white of the potato gleams

temptingly. These may be used with

small pyramids cut from stale bread

and fried a delicate brown in hot butter.

They are arranged about a dish alter-

nately with stars or cubes of lemon

between.

Slices of bread cut in fanciful shapes,

rings, stars, diamonds, and so on,

browned in butter, make a simple and

pretty decoration. They can be tipped

with parsley, or decorated alternately with

chopped parsley and grated egg yolk.

Curries, ragouts, or fricassees, are more

ornamental if served in a border of rice

or mashed potatoes. These are moulded

creamed chicken, fish, or oysters. The
potato is forced, in a rotary motion,

through a pastry bag, brushed over with

egg-white, and placed in a cool oven to

dry. Handles are simulated by sprays

of parsley arched to meet above, and

green rims are given with chopped

parsley.

A fillet of beef or a veal roast is

effectively garnished with artichoke

hearts, brimming with new peas, each

choke placed in a nest of green ; and,

delicately grilled, they are even more in-

viting surrounded with asparagus tips or

little hearts of blanched lettuce.

Crispy fried potatoes make a fitting

garnish to a broiled steak, the whole en-

closed in a wreath of parsley, upon which

are placed, at intervals, small cubes cut

from raw tomatoes. Also, green peppers,

cut in even rings, are an effective gar-

nish for broiled steaks, chops, or birds.

If the birds are served whole, let them

rest on a bed of shredded green peppers

or cress.

Currant jelly, cut in small cubes and

laid on star-shaped bits of sour orange,

Aspic Jelly, Pim-Olas, Lemon Basket, Butterflies and Slices, Orange Slice with Jelly, Radishes

in pretty fluted forms, and decorated by

brushing the rim and raised portions

with the white of a raw egg, and then

sprinkling with chopped parsley.

Small baskets, about the size of a tea-

cup, are made of mashed potato, to hold

with little tufts of green, is attractive for

game.

The small, olive-shaped radish, in its

varied shades of red, pink, and white, is

always effective ; and the small red and

yellow cherry tomatoes are a novel deco-
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ration. In fact, the possibilities of toma-

toes as a garnish are endless. Beets,

thin-sliced and stamped into stars, cres-

cents, discs, or diamonds, give a pretty

bit of color. Truffles, employed in the

same manner, give a good black, while

nothing can compare with the white of

an egg for pure white.

Salads suggest many fancy combina-

tions. A plain lettuce salad assumes a

ing effect, and giving a most inviting

sense of coolness and freshness to the

fruit it encircles.

Candied fruits, whole or divided, with

little flecks of green, decorate dessert

dishes handsomely.

Delicate fruit compotes, jellies in

fancy forms, blanched almonds, whole

or chopped,— all play important parts in

the embellishment of the dessert.

Potato Garnishes

different aspect when served in ruddy

tomato cups or shining green-pepper

cases, and a rosy ring of tomato jelly

may enclose a plain celery or endive

salad. Salads can be decorated with

chopped green herbs, hard-boiled eggs,

radishes cut to represent little tulips,

oUves, and nasturtium leaves and

blossoms.

Aspic jelly is a valuable aid in gar-

nishing salads, cold meats, game pies,

and so on. It is refreshing to the eye

always, and may be made to assume any

form or color. Cubes of pale aspic, laid

in rings of green peppers, have an ex-

ceedingly pretty effect; or the aspic is

chopped to present a rough surface.

Dessert dishes admit of much display

of taste. Fruits are charming when gar-

nished with green foliage. A dainty

garniture for fruits is the ice plant, its

crystalUzed dewdrops producing a pleas-

Puddings made of gelatine can be

moulded with crystallized or fresh fruits,

and the fruit is pretty for a border.

Whipped cream, also, finds a mission

in the garniture of the dessert. The
cream may be laid in little mounds, with

a dot of bright-hued jelly or pretty fruit

in each mound, or the cream is sprinkled

with chopped pistachios, or faintly flecked,

here and there, with grated chocolate.

Whipped cream is most accommodat-

ing in taking colors, but avoid glaring

colors. A faint green, pale rose, or

delicate yellow, is a safe color. The
piquant nasturtium blossom, with its

trinity of seed pods and crisp round

leaves, is an invaluable aid for dessert

decoration ; and fern tips overlaid with

delicately tinted rose petals, or half-

blown roses, are a dainty decoration,

pleasing to the eye and most appropri-

ate to the season.



Educating the Palate

Bv Mantie Sigler Hunter

IF
you chance to have partaken of

luncheon at ^Irs. Burnham's five

years ago, it is not at all likely that

you have repeated the experience. Few
have cared, or dared, to partake of two

of her luncheons. But would that you

mignt muster courage to tiy again I This

is not w.. ^n in a spirit of retaliation : for

what revenge could be sweeter than to

drum down a swarm of curious people

on a defenceless woman, at luncheon

time ? Far from it. I am trying to set

a charming hostess right before a lot of

carping friends, who are dominated by

their aristocratic palates.

Mrs. Burnham always had beauty and

tact enough to grace the head of an am-

bassador's establishment : but her palate

did not belong to the type of the •• 400."

It was plebeian, decidedly plebeian, in-

herited, probably, along with the white

of her skin, the glint in her eyes, and

the sheen on her hair, from her north-

country ancestors.

Should you go to one of her luncheons

now, with the memory of that of five years

ago haunting you, it would be like floun-

dering across a treacherous, fog-scented

marsh, and then to come, unexpectedly,

upon an odorous blossom-bedecked Cali-

fornian valley.

And if, perchance, you are a friend

whose opinion is valued. Mr. Burnham

will mysteriously beckon you to a remote

and cosey corner, above which is a bric-

a-brac shelf; and, with almost reverent

air, he will point out a tiny gold, easel

upon which rests a silver dollar of 1896.
• That.*" he will say, " I call our mission-

ary dollar.— not that it exactly brought

religion in its advent, but it paved the

way for everything, religion included,

that is sweet and wholesome in life. Ask
Stella to tell you its stor}\"

The next day, having heard the story

and thought the matter over, you will de-

cide that, being a man and seeing things

through the inevitable stomachic lens, he

had drawn extreme conclusions, albeit

you will acknowledge that the silver

piece was souvenir of an incident that

brought about, in one case, a remarkable

revolution in a strangely neglected de-

partment of housekeeping.

But not to anticipate. You certainly

will linger after the luncheon is over, and

the other guests, if such there be, have

gone, then nestle down in the cosey

corner and wheedle the story out of

Stella.

" It is a strange tale," she will begin;

" and, had you not eaten here some years

ago, and then again to-night, I should

not much expect you to believe it. Before

I go farther, let me recall to your mind

how the blind are taught to distinguish
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colors and the deaf to talk. Then, per-

haps, the story of how my palate was

educated, without the aid of the senses,

will not seem so utterly incredible.

" One day about four years ago, in

looking through a periodical, I came
across a prize menu competition. For

sheer want of something to do I made
out a menu and sent it in, and in due

course of time, to my surprise, received

the dollar, which Ned showed you and

which he values so highly. It was the

lowest prize in the list, and the first

dollar I had ever earned. That I had hit

upon an acceptable food combination

was mere accident, for I did not know
the first principles of the science of

cookery.

" The prize offer was a feature of the

periodical in question ; and, as the dollar

had whetted my appetite for self-earned

money, I tried again, but, alas ! without

success. After a half-dozen of failures

I realized the futility of groping in the

dark with a chance of only now and then

stumbling upon a reward. Ned has

always said that, if I am anything, I am
persistent. I sent for sample copies of

several magazines devoted to domestic

science, and after examination sub-

scribed for three of them. Then I

settled down to study. After a while I

won another and somewhat larger prize,

and with the money bought a few books

treating of the chemistry of food. In

the course of a year or two menu prizes

were won with little effort, because I

understood so thoroughly the foodstuffs

adapted to the various seasons and the

proper combinations of the same.
" Now comes the strangest part of my

story. My knowledge was entirely theo-

retical. Not once had I put any part of

it into home practice. We had an in-

different cook in the kitchen, and let her

go unrestrained the way of soggy pota-

toes and overdone chops. A suspicion

that my palate was undergoing cultiva-

tion dawned upon me, when I began to

long for coffee whose aroma had not

been wasted ; and the suspicion culmi-

nated in certainty, when I craved French

dressing for the salad. I had always

disliked the taste of olive oil, because as

a child I had been dosed with great

spoonfuls of it, to alleviate croup symp-

toms. So you can imagine that a hanker-

ing after the greenish yellow fluid aston-

ished me, and I added it sparingly at

first. But, to my joy I found that the

medicinal tang of childhood had given

place to the fine Fpicurean flavor of fit-

ness.

''So it was with curries, sauces, ices,

never tasted, but for which I had written

recipes time and again. \Mien these were

added to our daily menus, they seemed

familiar to my palate. I cannot recall a

single instance where a new dish tasted

differently from what I anticipated. So

broadly has my taste been cultivated by

untiring rambles along the highways and

byways of theoretical culinary art that,

only as new recipes issue from experi-

mental stations, or are evolved from my
own brain, does it meet with a surprise

so dear to the epicure. And it demands

well-cooked food as well as variety in

the same : hence the homage Ned pays

to the magical dollar,"

Here our hostess will pause a moment,

and glance at you to see how your faith

stands. Then she will add, " Isn't it a

strange story : I shall not blame you, if

you do not quite believe it."

But, if you have eaten of the two

luncheons separated by an interval of

five years, you will reply :
—

" But I do believe. I believe every

word of it, my dear. It is but another

proof of the supremacy of mind over

matter."

Then, perchance, you wi^' take the

roses from your corsage, au' v them

before the little gold easel wi tc

burden.



The Prophet and his Club
By Helen Campbell

F
IRST of all," said the Prophet,

it is a Club of To Eat."

" But a moment ago you called

it an Ethical Club. It cannot be that

ethics and eating are one, O Prophet,

or do you count them so ?
"

"Yea, and verily so. What else ? Have
I not told you as I ground true ingredi-

ents for true dishes in your so desirable

American grinder,— a thing of joy and

of use, which in good time will be

true of all use,— have I not told you

that all food is to feed soul and body

together ? and, if soul be not fed, then

body has not sense of any rules, and

cannot so obey soul ! Oh, yes ! I tell

this frequently, very frequently. I could

also talk of color ; but let that with all

its related brethren abide in its own
place, till once more I say to you that

the club shall be, first, to bring together

such men and women and girls and

boys as listen to the word and wish to

obey it. I do not say will obey it ; for

that is of growth, and growth not of

mustard seed in a night, but of tree so

strong it will not fear uprooting wind.

Slow? Verily, for all true growth is

slow. But sure forever,— yes, because

one month only of this life shows him

who lives it what reward is from hour

to hour."

The Prophet paused, and looked about

on his little audience, then smiled his

peculiarly childlike and confiding smile,

like none other worn by native man in

all the big city.

" This singular but always so inter-

esting America," he said, " where else

shall i t be that all will learn in a day,

an hour even, what it has taken years,

and then more years, to acquire .'' For

I do not think a thing, and then say,

' I know.' To know is to experiment,

to analyze and recombine ; to test, at

every turn, all forms that present them-

selves ; and, at last, when time has made
all sure, then to speak. So do I now.

It is because a group who believe are

ready that I have come again, and be-

lieve that some of you, too, will join us.

Now, if I say this Ethical Eating is vege-

tarianism, oh, heavens, what woe for

me ! What misunderstanding ! Shall

I be prophet, if you will call me so, of

pap and pulp ? I tell you, your pap and

pulp mean brain like it. It shall not

be for me to wipe out savor from the

world into which God has put it with

intention. Food that is true food shall

be rich in character, in variety, in color

and odor. It shall be prepared relig-

iously. Never shall anger or worry or

uneasiness enter in. It is not a trouble-

some duty, a wail of despair that body

must have it. It is joy that each cell

in this body temple shall have its own
food, and each human being know what

this should be and rejoice in it. Of the

vegetable kingdom, re-enforced by all

in the animal that means upbuilding.

Meat that, waiting a little, turns carrion

before your eyes, is a stimulant as gross

as your whiskey. But eggs, milk, cheese,

butter,— these are gifts from that king-

dom of the animal. Now add all fruits,

all grains, nuts, herbs, spices, peppers,

which your pap and pulp people bar out,

and there you have eternal variety for

the eternally growing and varying man.

And fear dies. Fear dies."

" But how ? Fear must be for mortal

Hfe."

" Not as mortal life has known it, my
friend. Meat, meat, meat, raw for Brit-

ish savage in the day that Roman
legions found him,— half raw for the

still half-savage world,—barbarian under
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a veneer that you say is civilization !

O friend, civilization cannot be till

men see what the true food is, and, truly

fed, lose the ugly craving false food has

made,— not only for liquor, but for more

food than God meant any human
stomach to know,— always too much in

bulk, never enough in right combina-

tion.

" Now I say another thing. Too much
sweet is the curse of to-day. Enough

we must have, but not that mass in pie,

cake, sweetmeats, candy, the forms you

so love. There is natural sugar in all

good fruit, and most in dried fruit, sweet

in its own juices. But you eat, as you do,

of all that inflames, and then cry for

sweets, for tobacco, for alcohol ; and

after all that, it may be, the even more

depraved taste will have morphine. So

fill the insane asylums. So idiots are

born, and worse than idiots,— the things

called Degenerates. Yet all this could

end : no more need it be, if men be-

lieved. There is not one need of the

body that the food I tell you of will not

supply. Great range of thought must

have great range of food. It is more to

growing boy and girl than any man has

dreamed, though it is true, men begin to

dream what might come of it, if we were

wise. Physical exercise, yes, and much
life in the open air. Let those who love

it not, stay in their north. But for us is

the Southland at its best. Florida is

good, but California is best of all, though

Colorado and its sun are also of the best.

" Now when I say club, or a little

colony, it may be, to develop this thing

on all sides, it is not a place where all

must elbow each other. There must be

space to live,— space for eye-stretch,

space for personal solitude. And I

would have, no less, space for reflecting,

— a spot of beauty, high and clean and
still, and service soundless, if it might

be, and food the most perfect,— never

your series of many courses, that are de-

struction. But beauty,— beauty in all.

Delicate food, food with savor and taste.

No pap for my colony, no ! And now
.which of you are coming, and which of

you will vow to study with me the law,

and know why plants grow and trees

blossom and bear fruit,— all that men's

bodies may some day be fair as they,

but never till they learn the law ? Which
of you is coming? "

The Prophet disappeared so suddenly,

it was as if the floor had opened to re-

ceive him, and the most excitable mem-
ber of the party gave a little shriek.

" You didn't see that he was standing

against a door : the curtain hides it al-

most," said the hostess, explanatorily.

" Old Mr. Jinks has been waiting some
time to see him ; and he fell through on

him, as it were.

" The grinder is ready, and he is pres-

ently to make us a salad. Everything is

ready but that. The question is, Who
will cook after his methods, if he really

does have a colony ? He can't cook and

exhort, too."

" He has done it so far," said the

oldest experimenter, "but, if he wants

deputies, I offer myself and a woman,

who is trained cooking-school teacher

and now wants to study his theories.

There is no hurry. The club must take

time to grow."

" Time !
" said the Prophet, reappear-

ing as suddenly as he had vanished. " It

has had from the beginning of the world,

— all the time there is. And now it is

not to be : it is, and goes on."



Suggestions for Home Nursing^
By M. C. Limerick and L. R. Balderston

Article No. 5

HOT-AIR BATHS.— For a hot-

air bath use an alcohol lamp

and a cradle (frame for holding

bed-covers). Arrange the bed as for a

bath. The sheets and night-gown are

removed, and the patient is wrapped in

a blanket. Spread the blanket over

the cradle to render the bed air-tight.

Place a chair or stool at the foot of the

bed, if of iron, or, in case of a foot-

board, at the corner. On this place an

agate basin in which stands a small

alcohol lamp. Over the lamp place a

stove-pipe, which should be covered with

asbestos or a piece of oil-cloth, with the

cloth side next to the pipe. Insert the

pipe under the clothes, so the hot air

will enter on a level above the body and

not too close. Induce perspiration by

bathing patient with tepid water, placing

wet cloths on the head, and giving drinks

of cool water often. After the patient

has perspired freely and as long as the

physician orders, sponge the body with

alcohol and cool water, and dry thor-

oughly. Put on the gown, and keep him

warm afterward.

If the patient is nervous about the

lamp, put it out. This nervousness will

do more harm than the bath does good

;

and, because of the nervous condi-

tion of the tissues, there will be, con-

sequently, no perspiration. In such

cases, hot bricks, irons, or even stove-

lids, wrapped in flannel and set in

earthen dishes, may be used under the

clothing.

Steam or Vapor Baths.— Arrange

patient and bedding in the same man-

ner as for hot-air baths. In addition

to the lamp have a small tea-kettle, one

that will boil fifteen minutes. Should

it boil dry and more steam be needed,

fill with boiling water. Place the spout

of the tea-kettle under the bed clothes

and allow it to remain until the desired

result is attained. If the patient be

nervous, a rubber tube may be attached

to the spout of the tea-kettle. This will

allow the fire to be removed to some
distance from the bed. Occasionally a

cold compress is put over the kidneys

before beginning work, binding it on

with oiled silk or a towel. A ther-

mometer is often placed in bed, and

steam continued until the temperature

registers 120° Fahrenheit. When the

steam is stopped, the patient is treated

in the same manner as after a hot

bath. The nurse must be most careful

about the fire or making the patient

nervous.

For a patient able to leave the bed,

a hot-air or vapor bath can be given

easily by using a wicker chair. Let

the patient, entirely without clothing,

sit on the chair with feet on a stool.

Cover with several blankets, and under

the chair burn an alcohol lamp with a

large wick. A vapor bath differs only

in the use of a kettle. Follow all other

directions as given above in either

case. Always be careful not to expose

the patient in any way, and, if tired,

wrap in a blanket and allow him to

rest before putting on clothes.

One having a vapor cabinet will find

it more convenient than the chair, be-

cause the patient is less likely to be

exposed. The lamp in the cabinet

should be lighted ten or fifteen min-

utes before the patient goes in. No
blankets are needed, except to cover

the patient as he is moved to the bed.

Copyright.
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Careful watch should be kept over

the patient. Pulse should be taken at

the temples. In the prime of life the

pulse will beat seventy to seventy-five

times per minute, while in old age only

sixty to sixty-five times per minute.

The pulse for children is about one

hundred and twenty times per minute.

The normal pulse varies, some people

having naturally a high pulse, while

that of others will be as low as forty

to sixty per minute. A pulse is regular

when beats come with regular intervals

and all are of the same strength. In

a quick pulse, each beat occupies less

than the usual time ; that is, each beat

is of short duration. A pulse is full

when greater than usual. In an irreg-

ula? pulse, succeeding beats differ in

length and force. An intermittent pulse,

a beat now and then lost, is always

less serious than an irregular one.

These special baths, together with the

kind of bath and length of time, always

depend entirely upon the physician's

orders. For baths the nurse will always

await orders from attending physician,

and follow them exactly. Judiciously

employed, baths are valuable thera-

peutic agents ; but their unadvised use,

as is true of all powerful remedies, may
be harmful rather than helpful.

Berry Times
By Augusta L. Hanchett

(Written for the Boston Cooking-School Magazine)

When the ripened berries,

Gleaming rosy red,

Shine like precious rubies

In the strawberry bed,

Then's the time for living.

Everything's in tune.

Sunshine floods all nature,

In the month of June.

When the raspberries' blushes,

And the blackberries' shine,

Tempt our reckless fingers

With their stored-up wine,

And all scratched and heated,

But triumphant still,

With full mouths and baskets

We have wrought our will.

Visions of a closet,

And a luscious store,

Fill our panting bosoms
As we search for more.

When the huckleberry

In the pasture glows.

And the blueberry purples

Where the sweet-brier grows,

Then is stirred our fancy,

Sparkle then our eyes,

And our mouths just water

For the berry pies.

Later in the season,

Tasselled barberries red

Sway in Autumn's breezes.

Brown leaves overhead.

Nature has turned rusty,
"

Crabbed, sour, and cross;

And we make wry faces

Over shoe-peg sauce.

But the year is waning,

Creeping to its tomb.

And the patient turkey

Now has met his doom.

Mingled sweet and sourness

Fills the old year's cup;

And the cranberry's tartness

Helps to heap it up.

Who ^YOuld have all sweetness ?

Solid sweetness cloys.

If there were no sorrows.

There would be no joys.

Nature charms us always,

Clad in green or gray.

Shade as well as sunshine

Makes the perfect day.



A Little Sour Cream and What may
be Done with It

By Mary E. Stickney

IT
not infrequently happens that the

thrifty housewife finds herself facing

the problem of a little cream turned

sour. Possibl}' she has never dis-

covered what a simple matter it is with

a " Keystone " or " Dover "— or, indeed,

any good— egg-beater to solve the

question in a very few minutes with a

dainty pat of fresh butter. The butter-

milk is pressed out with the back of a

wooden spoon, and washed away to the

last trace in baths of clear, cold water

;

and the golden ball, perhaps, is left

unsalted, to grace the table in the appe-

tizing garniture of a lettuce-leaf.

Or perhaps my lady considers that she

has not enough to be utilized in such

fashion, while yet too much to be con-

scientiously thrown away. She may lack

the experience necessary to dispose of it

to such good end as is vaguely in her

mind, and she may search her cook

books in vain for any light upon the

subject, in this age of baking-powders.

Perchance, lured on by the memory of

some country cousin's delicious sour

cream biscuit or delicate cake, she may
undertake to use the tempting cupful

after some sweet-milk formula, altering

and innovating in accordance with what

she is pleased to term " judgment "
;

but seldom is the result a happy one.

The biscuit may come out of the oven,

but symphonies in yellow, their golden

crusts flecked over with the rich red-

brown of undissolved saleratus, or the

cake will be soggy with over-much of the

rich embryo butter ; and the discouraged

experimenter will be disposed forever

after to relegate sour cream to the limbo

of the scrap bucket.

But in proper combination nothing

may produce more satisfactory results.

The most skilled chemist might be puz-

zled to explain exactly why it should

be so ; but, none the less, the old-

fashioned housekeeper will contend, and

offer convincing proof in her cookery,

that sweet milk and baking-powder will

rarely bring out cakes or biscuit of such

light and delicate texture as may be made
with sour cream or sour milk with soda.

That these ingredients in the hands of a

tyro too often prove disappointing may
be due, more often than otherwise, to the

uncertain degree of the acidity, making

the proper complement of the sweeten-

ing soda a mere matter of conjecture

and chance. Quite commonly, too much
soda is the result, while that may be but

imperfectly dissolved, producing viands

not only unsightly, but unwholesome.

In the following recipes, each one

of which has stood the test of years of

use, care should be taken to see that

the cream, which should be rich, has

reached the thickened stage, while the

soda, measured with punctilious pains,

should be stirred into the cream, until

it is perfectly in solution, the whole a

foamy mass, in which the spoon struck

against the side of the cup gives back

a hollow sound altogether eloquent of its

condition to the experienced ear.

In this connection it may be re-

marked that good authorities advise

always dissolving soda in a little hot

water ; but this, while effectively accom-

plishing the end in view, is hardly to be

recommended, the soda losing a little of

its strength in the hot liquid, while the

water, even if but a tablespoonful, is

rather a detriment than otherwise in a

delicate cake.
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The recipes given can be recom-

mended, not only on the score of econ-

omy of materials, as neither butter nor

baking-powder is called for, but on the

ground of labor-saving as well, there

being no demand for wearisome cream-

ing together of butter and sugar, while

in no case are the whites and yolks of

the eggs to be separately beaten.

It may be added that the cup used, in

each instance, is the tin measuring-cup

marked in quarters, and holding a half-

pint.

Sour Cream Nut Layer Cake
2 eggs.

1 cup of granulated sugar.

^ a cup of rich sour cream.

2 cups of flour measured before sifting.

yi a teaspoonful of soda.

I level teaspoonful of baking-powder.

A pinch of salt.

Beat the eggs till whites and yolks are

well blended, and add sugar. Dissolve

the soda in cream, stirring it then into

the eggs and sugar. Sift into the mixture

the flour, baking-powder, and salt, and

beat well together. Bake in three layer

cake tins.

Filling.

I cup of pecan or walnut meats run

through meat-chopper, or crushed with roll-

ing-pin on bread-board.

1 small ^gg.
'% a cup of confectioner's sugar.

% a cup of sour cream.

A few drops of vanilla.

Beat the egg well, white and yolk

together : add the sugar and nut meats,

and last of all the cream and vanilla,

stirring it then only enough to mix all

together. Spread between the layers

and over the top of cake when cold.

Sour Cream Spice Cake
The yolks of 2 eggs and i whole ^%g.

^ a cup of granulated sugar.

^ a cup of sour cream.

2 cups of flour measured before sifting.

I level teaspoonful of baking-powder.

yi a teaspoonful of soda.

1 teaspoonful, each, of ground clove, cin-

namon, and mace.

Beat the eggs slightly, add the sugar,

and then the cream in which soda has

been dissolved. Sift into the mixture

the flour, baking-powder, and spices,

and stir until smooth. Bake in three

layer tins in moderately hot oven.

Filling

Add to the whites of two eggs one-

quarter a cup of sweet cream or rich

milk, and stir into the mixture confec-

tioner's sugar, until an icing has been

obtained of such consistency that a

little spread upon the cake and scored

with a knife-blade will leave a perfectly

defined parting. Flavor with vanilla,

and spread between layers and upon top

of cake when cold. Score top frosting

with knife-blade, marking pieces of the

proper size for serving.

The recipe given above makes a loaf

cake, omitting the spices and adding

either a cup of seeded raisins, or broken

pecan meats, which should be thrown

loosely into the sifted flour, and the

batter then thoroughly beaten before it

is disposed in the pans. It will make
two brick-shaped loaves, which, when
cold, should be spread with confection-

er's icing. Allow a cupful of confec-

tioner's sugar to each loaf, adding hot

water, a little at a time, until the icing

will spread nicely.

Sour Cream Gingerbread

}( a cup of thick sour cream.

yi a cup of molasses.

yi a cup of granulated sugar.

2 cups of flour measured before sifting.

2 eggs.

A rounding teaspoonful of baking-soda.

A tablespoonful of ginger.

A dessert spoonful of cinnamon.

Beat together eggs, sugar, and mo-

lasses. Add half the cream and dissolve

soda in the remainder, after which beat

all lightly together. Sift into the mix-
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ture flour, ginger, and cinnamon, and

stir until smooth. Bake in moderate

oven about half an hour.

Sour Cream 1 biscuits

I cup of flour measured before sifting.

y, a cup of sour cream.

'X a cup of sweet milk.

I level teaspoonful of baking-powder.

Yi a teaspoonful of soda, scant measure.

I3'
a teaspoonful of salt.

Sift the flour, baking-powder, and salt

together in a mixing-bowl. Add the

cream, in which the soda has been per-

fectly dissolved, and, when well mixed,

the milk. Mix smooth and roll out,

using as little flour on bread-board as

may be possible. Roll about an inch

thick, and bake ten minutes in hot oven.

This will make about ten biscuits, two

inches in diameter before baking.

Insects as Factors in Spreading Disease

By Julia Davis Chandler

AT a recent lecture at the Acad-

emy of Natural Sciences, Phila-

delpliia. Dr. Heniy Skinner, in

speaking of insects as factors in disease,

referred not only to the carr}'ing of

malarial fevers by mosquitoes, and bu-

bonic plague by rats, fleas, etc., but he

also spoke of what comes nearer home,

—

dangers from the domestic fly. As it

was well proven in army camps during

our Spanish War, flies spread t}^phoid.

When the life liistory of insects is

known, intelligent preventives can be

used. For instance, flies breed in horse

manure : but with the coming of trolleys

and automobiles, and so the need of

fewer stables, our cities and towais are

freer of flies. And on farms greater care

can be exercised. In swamps, crude

petroleum used early destroys the larvae

of the mosquitoes.

The doctor thought too much care

could not be taken to exclude rats,

roaches, and bedbugs, as experiments

with rabbits and monkeys prove that the

last mentioned can easily convey cancer,

consumption, and the most dangerous

contaminations possible.

He advised the filling of all cracks

w^ith plaster of Paris, and to pour in

smaller cracks melted naphthalene to de-

stroy Buffalo bugs, moths, etc. This

melts at low temperature, care being

taken not to let it catch fire. Gasohne

is eft'ective, but dangerous.

In addition to this it might be said,

if you disUke rats, do not leave your

window^s unscreened, in case your house

is covered with Japan or Boston ivy.

Young rats wall mount on these easily to

third stor}^, and come walking in close

to people w^ho are quietly reading. This

the writer knows from most trying nights

for some weeks, until the vines were cut

down ; for, even wdth screens, it was not

pleasant to gaze at the full moon and see

the silhouette of a rat against its disk.

For filling cracks, Helen Campbell

recommends a crude papier-fpiacke, which

is durable and cheap.

Boil together one pound of flour, a

dessert spoonful of alum, and three

quarts of water. While still hot, thicken

wdth shredded newspapers, making a

pulp that will be, when cold, of the con-

sistency and toughness of putty. Use

before it is quite cold in floor cracks,

around base board, etc. It is especially

well in a new^ country w^here cottages are

built of unseasoned wood. When dry,

the floor can be painted or stained. It

is well to mix dry color with the paste.

Then, if the paint wears away, the filled

crack is not so perceptible.



Recipes From Public Demonstrations at

Boston Cooking School

Creole Soup

Cook three tablespoonfuls of chopped

green peppers and two tablespoonfuls of

chopped onion in one-fourth a cup of

butter five minutes. Add one-third a

cup of flour, and, when frothy, add gradu-

ally one quart of brown soup stock and

one pint of tomatoes, and let simmer

fifteen minutes. Pass through a sieve,

add two tablespoonfuls of grated horse-

radish, one teaspoonful of vinegar, one-

fourth a cup of macaroni cut in rings,

salt and cayenne.

Florentine Consomme
Cover the head, bones, and trimmings

of haddock or cod with cold water.

Add carrot, onion, parsley, celery stalk,

bay leaf, and peppercorns, and let sim-

mer an hour or more. To a quart of

the strained stock add one cup of

chopped clams, and let simmer five

minutes. When ready to serve, add the

yolks of three eggs, beaten and diluted

with a cup of cream, and salt and pep-

per to taste. Serve with

Parmesan Pate a Choux

Scald two and one-half tablespoonfuls

of milk with half a teaspoonful, each, of

butter and lard. Add one-fourth a cup

of flour and a few grains of salt, and

stir vigorously. Remove from the fire,

add an unbeaten egg, and beat the mix-

ture until thoroughly blended and light.

Add two tablespoonfuls of grated Par-

mesan cheese, shape in tiny rounds, and

bake in a hot oven.

Fillets of Beef Sauted a la Moelle

Cut the tenderloin of beef across the

grain into slices one inch thick, season

with salt and pepper, and cook in a hot

frying-pan in a little hot butter six

minutes. Remove the marrow from a

marrow bone, and cut in one-fourth inch

slices. Poach in boiUng water about

six minutes, then drain. Dispose the

slices of steak on a hot platter, put a

slice of marrow on each, and pour

around a sauce made by cooking two

tablespoonfuls of flour in the butter left

in the frying-pan, then adding salt and

pepper, one cup of brown stock, and

Madeira to taste.

Planked Shad with Creamed Roe

Parboil the roe from a shad in boil-

ing salted and acidulated water twenty

minutes. Remove the outside mem-
brane and mash the roe. Cook one

teaspoonful of fine-chopped shallot in

three tablespoonfuls of butter five

minutes. Add the roe, sprinkle with

one tablespoonful and a half of flour,

and stir in gradually one-third a cup of

cream. Let cook slowly ten minutes,

then add the yolks of two eggs, salt,

pepper, and lemon juice to taste. Fasten

shad skin side down on a hot, oiled

plank, season with salt and pepper,

brush over with butter, and cook twenty-

five minutes in a hot oven, or under a

gas flame. Remove from the oven,

spread wdth the prepared roe, sprinkle

with buttered crumbs, and return to the

oven to brown the crumbs. Garnish

with mashed potatoes, lemon and parsley.

Spaghetti Creole

Cook two tablespoonfuls of chopped

green pepper, one tablespoonful of

chopped onioUj one fine chopped truffle

and mushroom cap, in three tablespoon-

fuls of butter five minutes. Add one

tablespoonful and a half of flour, and,
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when blended and frothy, three-fourths a

cup, each, of stewed and strained tomato

and brown sauce. Reheat three-fourths

a cup of macaroni, that has been cooked

tender in boiUng salted water, in the

sauce, adding salt and pepper as needed,

also sherry wane, if desired.

Pepper-and-grape-fruit Salad

Remove the tops from six green pep-

pers. Take out the seeds and refill with

grape-fruit pulp, fine-cut celery, and

English walnut meats mixed with mayon-

naise dressing. To one cup and a half of

the mixture add one-fourth a cup of heavy

cream, beaten stiff, and tint a delicate

green with vegetable color. For each

pepper use three halves of walnut meats

and half as much celery as grape-fruit.

Noisette Sandwiches

Scald half a cup of milk. Add half a

cup of boiling water, and, when luke-

warm, three-fourths a cake of compressed

yeast softened in three tablespoonfuls of

lukewarm water, half a tablespoonful,

each, of lard and butter, two tablespoon-

fuls of molasses, one cup of nut meats,

half a cup of white flour, and enough
entire-wheat fiour to knead. Plnish and
bake as ordinary bread. Let stand

twenty-four hours ; cut in thin slices and
in fanciful shapes, if desired. Spread
with butter and put together in pairs,

with currant jelly or orange marmalade
between.

Jelly Jumbles

Cream half a cup of butter. Add
gradually one cup of sugar, one egg well

beaten, half a teaspoonful of soda dis-

solved in one-third a cup of sour milk,

one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt, and flour

to make a soft dough. Let chill on the

ice, then pat into a sheet (a small piece

of dough at a time), shape with a round

cutter, and with a thimble cut three small

openings in one-half of the rounds.

Spread the plain rounds with jelly, cover

with the other rounds, press the edges

together slightly, and bake in a rather

hot oven, to keep the jumbles in good
shape.

Flowers for Wedding Decorations

THE principal point that is to

be remembered in connection

with the matter of floral decora-

tions for wedding luncheons and break-

fasts is the fact that at last the fad for " set

pieces " is entirely dead. The old-fash-

ioned and inartistic "wedding-bell" of

roses and its companion, the " wish-bone",

are out of date, though they managed to

hold their positions in pubhc favor long

after that style of thing had been practi-

cally banished from the banquet table.

The idea now is to avoid just as much as

possible the appearance of artificiality.

The flowers most in evidence to-day

are the tall white Bermuda Ulies, white

peonies, and white orchids, with ferns and

palms for the green effect, the hlies being,

however, for the room (not the table)

decoration. White and pink roses, lilies

of the valley, apple blossoms, and daisies

have also found numerous sponsors. And
smilax and asparagus ferns are still relied

upon in many instances to grace

chandeliers, mantels, etc.

The great principle to be remembered
is not to present too great a variety of

flowers or colors. No matter whether

the decoration itself is to be elaborate or

not, the color scheme should be simple

and should be strictly adhered to.

—

T/ie Caterer.



Verses

Selected from Rubalyat of Omar Khayyam

Wake ! For the Sun, who scatter'd into flight

The Stars before him from the field of night,

Drives Night along with them from Heav'n and

strikes

The Sultan's turret with a shaft of Light.

But if the Soul can fling the Dust aside,

And naked on the air of Heaven ride,

Were't not a shame— were't not a shame for

him
In this clay carcase, crippled, to abide ?

Come, fill the Cup, and in the fire of Spring

Your Winter-garment of Repentance fling:

The Bird of Time has but a little way
To fly — and, lo, the bird is on the wing.

Strange, is it not, that of the myriads who
Before us pass'd the Door of Darkness through.

Not one returns to tell us of the Road,

Which to discover we must travel, too.

Each morn a thousand Roses brings, you say ;

Yes — but where leaves the Rose of yesterday ?

And this first Slimmer month that brings the

Rose

Shall take Jamshyd and Kaikobad away.

I sent my Soul through the Invisible,

Some secret of that after-life to spell.

And by and by my Soul return'd to me
And answer'd: I myself am Heav'n and Hell.

The worldly Hope men set their hearts upon

Turns Ashes— or it prospers ; and anon.

Like Snow upon the Desert's dusty face.

Lighting a little hour or two— was gone.

Heav'n but the vision of fulfilled Desire,

And Hell the Shadow^ from a Soul on fire.

Cast on the Darkness into which ourselves.

So late emerged from, shall so soon expire.

Think, in this batter'd Caravanserai

Whose Portals are alternate Night and Day,

How Sultan after Sultan with his Pomp
Abode his destin'd Hour and went his ray.

We are no other than a moving row

Of Magic Shadow-shapes that come and go

Round with this Sun-illumin'd Lantern held

In Midnight by the Master of the Show;

Lo, some we lov'd, the loveliest and best

That from his Vintage rolling time has prest.

Have drunk their Cup a round or two before,

And one by one crept silently to rest.

Impotent Pieces of the Game He plays

Upon this Checker-board of Nights and Days
;

Hither and thither moves, and checks, and slays,

And one by one back in the Closet lays.

Why, all the Saints and Sages who discuss'd

Of the Two Worlds so learnedly are thrust

Like foolish Prophets forth ; their Words to

Scorn

Are scatter'd, and their mouths are stopt with

Dust.

With them the seed of Wisdom did I sow,

And with my own hand wrought to make it

grow

;

And this was all the Harvest that I reap'd,

—

" I came like Water, and like Wind I go."

So when that Angel of the darker Drink

At last shall find you by the river-brink.

And, offering his Cup, invite your Soul

Forth to your Ups to quaff— you shall not

shrink.

The Moving Finger writes ; and, having writ,

Moves on : nor all your Piety nor Wit

Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,

Nor all your Tears wash out a Word of it.

Indeed, indeed. Repentance oft before

I swore— but was I sober when I swore ?

And then and then came Spring, and Rose-in-

hand
My thread-bare Penitence apieces tore.

Alas that Spring should vanish with the Rose

!

That youth's sweet-scented manuscript should

close

!

The Nightingale that in the branches sang,

Ah, whence, and whither flown again, who
knows ?
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ANNOUNCEMENT

BEGINNING with the present

issue, the first number of Vol.

VL, the Boston Cookingf-School

Magazine, will be published ten times

in a year; that is, on the first of each

month, saveJuly and September* The
issues of June-July and Au§:ust-Sep-

tember will be made double numbers.

This makes the magfazine practically

a monthly instead of a bi-monthly

publication. The two double num-
bers are to be adapted in matter and
content to cover fully the respective

months included. By this means the

publishers aim to place the magazine
upon an equal footing, in all respects,

with kindred publications ; and, at the

same time, some concession is made to

the ever-increasing demands of the

vacation season and the consequent

inactivity therein in business pursuits.

The magazine has taken position

as a leading authority in domestic

science, and to sustain it as such is our

sole concern. No time or pains will be

spared to improve each issue, both in

regard to matter and quality. The
entire contents of its pages are pre-

pared for use* In the words of Elbert

Hubbard, we believe **' art is not a

thing separate and apart,— art is only

the beautiful way of doing things.''

With this expansion, of necessity

the price of the magazine per annum
must be changed. This, however,

will not go into effect until the first

of October next. Up to that date—
namely, October first— the price of a

yearly subscription to the magazine
will remain fifty cents. After October

first the price of a subscription, or the

renewal of a subscription, will be one
dollar per annum, postpaid, to all parts

of the United States, Canada and
Mexico.

The deferment of change in price of
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subscription is made especially in favor

of our present subscribers* At the

same time it offers an unusual opportu-

nity to youngf and progressive house-

keepers everywhere to obtain ten

copies, a complete volume, of a first-

class culinary publication at a very

low figfure*

To avoid possibility of a misunder-

standing, let us restate this : the price

of subscriptions, new and renewed, be-

fore October first, will be fifty cents.

After that date the price will be one

dollar per year. Every subscriber is

entitled to a copy of each number
published within the term of subscrip-

tion*

The magazine is ever to be sub-

jected to the most careful examination

and exacting criticism. May we not

appeal here to our present subscribers,

many of whom have taken the maga-
zine from its first issue, to continue their

esteemed patronage, and thus aid us

in maintaining the standard and ex-

tending the influence of a publication

devoted exclusively to the economic

welfare and highest interests of the

household ?

IN
the press and on the platform

women and their education is the

topic of most frequent discussion.

While it is conceded that educational fa-

cilities and higher courses of study are

no longer wanting to women, the call for

reform in the kind and character of these

courses is becoming urgent. All other

features of an ideal educational system

appear insignificant when compared in

import with this. In most institutions

men are able to pursue courses of study

that are more or less easily adjustable

to their immediate needs ; but, as yet,

courses for women differ little from those

laid out for men. From a recent report

of a lecture by a learned man the follow-

ing sentences are full of meaning. They

indicate, also, the trend of thought in the

educational world :
—

" To try to live like a man when nat-

ure has made one a woman is a prob-

lem too difficult for solution. Though
women have been working at it steadily

for many years, if they were asked to

give their honest opinion of it all, one

cannot help thinking that a majority of

them would acknowledge the impractica-

bility of the undertaking.

" Why do not some of the club speakers

tell their hearers stories of women who
have been notable housekeepers and

good mothers ? Is it because they feel

these things are of less importance than

painting a fine picture, thrilling the

world with an inspiring lecture, writing a

book, or composing music ? Yet on the

basis of good home Ufe rests the founda-

tion of the whole round world. Art,

science, Uterature, noble as they are,

must bow before the woman who has the

genius of home-making.
" In the struggle to give women the

higher education, what provision has

been made for this great art, which in-

cludes science in its all-embracing grasp ?

The higher education for which women
have striven, and which they have now
been given the facilities to obtain, has

been along the same lines as that pur-

sued by men for years. That college

appeals the most readily to women w-hose

curriculum differs but little from the cur-

riculum in men's colleges, while coedu-

cation puts women on their nerve to

equal, if not to surpass, the men students.

Often they do this, and their small

world rings with the fame of their glori-

ous achievements. But the college does

nothing to fit women for their lives as

home-makers. To be sure, it gives them

trained minds, refines them, teaches them

how to use their energies in the best way
;

but the technical training for the home-

maker is forgotten."

As a result, too many women, it is to
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be feared, have come to despise the

womanly arts, and look upon housework

as something beneath them, something

to be done by hirelings who are not of

the family,— outsiders, to whom for a

mere wage is to be intrusted all that

helps to make life worth living. In their

commendable zeal to secure an education

equal to that of men, women have been

pursuing courses of study too nearly

identical with men's courses. In seek-

ing a career for themselves, the distinc-

tion, in line of training, between equal

and equivalent has not been observed.

The remedy for this is the mission of

the school and college to teach, and the

matter of first importance may be stated

thus. To the curriculum of every

woman's college " a course in domestic

science should be added, that shall stand

on equal terms with all the other courses."

Woman must be taught to realize the

proper sphere of her activities, the dig-

nit}' and beauty of domestic Hfe. The
domestic virtues, now^ quite out of fashion

and forgotten, need exaltation. What
accomplishments are more attractive and

lasting than these ? What end to all

life's digging and delving, unless it be in

refined homes ? Teach woman, to be

sure, the finest and best in science and

art; but, above all, teach her the art of

home-making, the noblest duty and privi-

lege of the sex.

UNDER the title of '• Studying

Farming on a Salary" a writer

in the Saturday Eve7ii7ig Post

gives account of '- an experiment about

to be undertaken by the Department

of Agriculture, which is going to give

employment at moderate wages to a

considerable number of newly graduated

collegians of both sexes, while equip-

ping them in special branches of knowl-

edge and making them able to earn

more money. At the end of two years

they will be adopted into the regular

classified ser\'ice of the government

at good salaries.

" It is anxiously desired by the gov-

ernment to create a corps of thoroughly

trained experts in various branches

of science relating to farming, garden-

ing, and fruit-growing, from which it

may draw for talent of that kind when-

ever it is wanted. At the present time

no university or other educational es-

tablishment in the country furnishes

the equipment required for much of

the work that the Department of Agri-

culture has to do,— such work, for

example, as the study of soils and the

diseases of plants,— and hence the

department is driven to adopt the ex-

pedient of instructing young men and

women in these branches.

" Fifty young men and women are

to be chosen immediately from newly

graduated classes at the agricultural

colleges ; and fresh batches of them

will be accepted by the Department

year after year, to replace those who
have passed into the classified service,

so that there may always be a corps

of students passing through the educa-

tional process and preparing for pro-

motion. Each student will bear the

dignified title of ' scientific aid,' and

will receive a stipend of forty dollars

a month.
" A notable feature of the opportunity

is obser\'able in the fact that the open-

ing is for young women as well as for

young men. Some of the agricultural

colleges have annexes, where ambitious

girls are taught just like the boys, hav-

ing the same chance to acquire the

rudiments of various sciences. These

annexes are well attended, and the

number of pupils is steadily growing.

After acquiring the rudiments of chem-

istry, the girls learn the principles of

sanitation, how to compound a ration

to feed a human being properly, and

other matters of practical usefulness."



After Breakfast Chat
By Janet M. Hill

cc ^-pNHAT is the best government which desires to make the people happy, and knaivs how to

A make them happy."

—

Macaulay.

" Government is a trade, which requires learning, and to which no one ought to aspire who

has not learned it."— Goethe.

" The less government we have, the better; the fewer laws and the less confided power. The

antidote to this abuse of formal government is the influence of private character, the growth of

the individual."— Emerson.

MUCH is written and said of

household economics ; but, in

reality, to many a housekeeper

the scope of the subject is rather in-

definite. There is one word, however,

that covers the subject quite fully ; and

that is " happiness." If we were to say

that by a study of household economics

one learned how to go without many
things she had become accustomed to

consider desirable, the idea might be

considered as incompatible with happi-

ness. But, bringing the matter down to

a working basis, the student of house-

hold economics is trying to learn how
to spend, or spare, the income of the

family, whether of money, time, or tal-

ents, so as to secure the highest enjoy-

ment or happiness of all. It would

seem that, the smaller the income in

money, the greater the ability of the

financier, who manipulates it, needs be,

and the greater the need of cultivating

a capacity for enjoyment with small

means. But, in reality, size of income,

in matters of enjoyment, makes less dif-

ference than one would at first suppose
;

for the *' necessities " of a family in-

crease as does the income. In this con-

nection, though not, perhaps, to be

highly commended, there is " food for

thought " in the bon-mot of Motley,

" Give me the luxuries of life, and I

will dispense with its necessities."

" Take no thought of the morrow,

what ye shall eat," etc., is not to be

interpreted too literally. Food, shelter,

clothing, must be supplied ; but the Httle

bits of recreation that make these items

things to be desired, while oftentimes

discarded as mere luxuries, are, in re-

ality, necessities also. The mind that

questions, " Is it worth while ?
" "Is Hfe

worth living ? " has not been brought to

feel the full force of the true inwardness

of a study of home economics. Without

contentment, everything we aspire to

goes for naught. It is not enough that

bread is at hand, that a roof protects

us, that our raiment is suitable to our

needs
;
provision must be made to se-

cure the contentment of each and every

member of the family, or we have not

solved the problem of home life. True,

if the members of our famiUes are nat-

urally contented,— and very existence

itself and the hopes of what the future

has in store render young people, in the

glow of health, happy in the main,

—

this part of our many-sided task be-

comes less compHcated.

The environment and sanitary condi-

tion of the home being above reproach,

variety in food, selected and cooked to

satisfy individual wants, garments that

are comfortable, that conform to the

canons of good taste, and leave the

wearer unconscious of habiliments, being
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provided,— we may turn attention to

other contingencies, such as recreation

and amusement.

We are inclined to let our lives run in

grooves. Why should we do the same

things ourselves, and expect the inmates

of our homes to follow the same routine,

year in and year out ? We cultivate

monotony in everything,— in food, dress,

and \vays of taking our amusements. If

guests are bidden, why always prepare

for a formal affair ? Each Christmas

we invite the same company, give like

stereotyped gifts, and mumble the old set

phrases of years past. There are no

red-letter days in our calendar. Why
wonder that young people are coming to

regard hoUdays, at home, as occasions to

be gotten through with somehow, and

to look for real enjoyment elsewhere ? It

is the unexpected that charms us. Al-

most anything, provided there be

change, is preferable to monotony,

—

even in church-going. It is a pleasure

to attend church. Still, if we have been

regularly every Sunday for six months,

one of these Sunday mornings in June,

passed on the piazza with a good book,

the stillness broken by no sound save the

bees in the wistaria vine, may be a

source of unalloyed pleasure.

A woman whose slightest want has

always been supplied, and in whose

house flowers are by no means uncom-

mon, said :
" It would make me very

happy, if my husband should bring or

send me a blossom. He has never done

so : he has never thought of it." Even
improvidence, occasionally, is a form of

providence. The cultivation of the

spirit that leads one to think of the little

amenities of life is as surely a part of

the idea included in the term " household

economics " as is that of proper sanita-

tion, or hygienic feeding, though there be

a difference in degree of value. It is the

development of the full, well-rounded

life, spiritually as well as physically, for

which we are working.

Nor is the woman of the family the

only one who should make a study of

household economics ; neither should she

be the only one shut out from the bene-

fits accruing from such study. She, too,

is part and parcel of the economic sys-

tem ; and her pleasure and comfort, in

the adjustment of affairs, are to be taken

into due consideration. The mother of

a growing family, probably, cannot, prof-

itably to herself, her family, or her club,

find time to hold the onerous office of

president; but some literary work and

an occasional social hour are among the

essentials of every properly rounded Hfe.

D O not let accidents disturb or

outward objects engross your

thoughts, but keep your mind

quiet and disengaged, that you may be

at leisure to learn something good and

cease rambling from one thing to an-

other. There is Ukewise another sort

of roving to be avoided ; for some

people are busy, and yet do nothing.

They fatigue and wear themselves out,

and yet aim at no goal nor propose

any general end of action or design."—
Marcus Aurelms Antonirms.

" Every man's life lies all within the

present, which is but a point of time;

for the past is spent, and the future is

uncertain."



Menus for Occasions

Wedding Breakfast.— June (12 Guests)

Slje's beautiful, anK tjjerefore to be fajoaeU

;

S^e is a hjoman, tijerefore to be bjon.

— King Hejiry VI.

©oton on gour knees,

^nt( ti)anlt t)eaijen, fasting, for a gooU man's lobe.

— As You Like It.

Floral Decorations

Bowl of white and pink (very delicate shade) sweet-peas, raised slightly in the centre of the table and

surrounded by a mat of feathery green, gypsy-filler, maiden-hair fern, or asparagus vine, reaching nearly

to the plate line. Arrange festoons or half-circles (with the open ends towards the plates and the middle

point of the top touching the green mat) of sweet-peas above each plate. Use pink and white sweet-peas

in all the festoons, save in that above the bride's plate, which should be all white. Dispose in the open

spaces, between the green mat and the festoons, dishes for olives, bonbons, and such other articles as

appear upon the table thoroughout the meal.

MENU
Strawberries, Unhulled, Sugar.

Egg Timbales, Asparagus Tips in Cream Sauce.

Radishes. Twisted Bread Sticks.

Chicken-and-almond Croquettes.

Pim-Olas. Hot Rolls. Preserved Cherries.

Chaudfroid of Sweetbread. Lettuce. Peas. Mayonnaise Dressing.

Graham Sandwiches.

Pineapple Souffle (Frozen in Individual Cases).

Cake. Coffee.

Class-day Spread— Evening

iFire m eacfj ege, anU papers \\\ eaejj \^z.\^,

^tfS ^a^f> recite, antj maliKen rounti ti)e lanO.

— Pope.

I.

Moulded Chicken and Egg (Sliced Thin).

Mayonnaise of Lettuce and Radishes.

Cress-and-nut-bread Sandwiches. Olives.

Coffee. Cake. Wafers.

Strawberry Ice-cream Moulded with Orange Sherbet.

Fruit Punch.

XL

Lettuce, Tomato Jelly, and Chicken (Julienne Style).

Mayonnaise Dressing.

Nut-bread-and-butter Sandwiches.

Apricot Sorbet, Wafers, and Small Cakes.

Fruit Punch.



Menus for One Week 3^ul^

Supper at Night

" It seems dinners are but innovations, whilst breakfasts and suppers are men's most

ancient and natural meals."

"Breakfast

Grape Nuts, Sugar, Cream.
Salt Codfish Balls. Cucumbers.

Yeast Rolls, reheated.

Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Veal Broth with Tapioca.

Braised Beef Tongue, Tomato Sauce.

Peas cooked with Mint.

New Potatoes.

Lettuce-and-Peppergrass Salad.

CaroUnes. Raspberries. Coffee.

Supper
Cream Toast. Neuchatel Cheese.

Raspberry Sherbet. LiUle Cakes.

Iced Tea.

"Breakfast

Old Gristmill Toasted Wheat,
Milk, Sugar.

Scrambled Eggs. Wlieat Muffins.

Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner

Beef Broth with Julienne Vegetables.
Rice and Curried Chicken Croquettes (left over).

Green Peas. Baked Beets.

Lettuce-and-Tomato Salad.

Pineapple Blanc Mange (cornstarch).

Sugar, Cream. Black Coffee.

Supper
Broiled Tomatoes.

Cold Boiled Ham, Sliced Thin.
New Entire-wheat Bread.

Blackberries. Cream Sponge Cake. Tea.

"Breakfast

Barley Crystals, Sugar, Cream.

Steamed Eggs. Baked Potatoes.
Radishes. Dry Toast. Coffee.

"TXnner

Veal Broth with Tapioca, Reheated.
Broiled Mutton Chops.

Summer Squash. Escalloped Potatoes.

Blackberry Sponge (made from Bread).

Cream and Sugar.

Cereal Coffee.

Supper
Diced Tongue with Macaroni and Tomato.

Entire-wheat Bread, Butter.

Blackberries. Tea.

"Breakfast

Quaker Oats, Milk, Sugar.

Eggs shirred in Tomatoes.
Parker House Rolls, reheated.

Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner

Boiled Leg of Lamb, Caper Sauce.
Boiled Potatoes. Buttered String Beans.

Lettuce and Beet Salad.

Caramel Custard (Baked).

Black Coffee.

Supper
Chopped Ham and Eggs Scrambled.

Sliced Beets Pickled.

Bread and Butter. Jelly Jumbles.
Iced Tea.

"Breakfast

Ralston Breakfast Food, Milk, Sugar.

Eggs au Miroir. Rye Rolls.

Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner

Mock Bisque Soup, Croutons.
Curried Chicken.

Boiled Rice. Baked Egg Plant.

Lettuce Salad. Blueberry Pie.

Coffee.

Supper
Smoked Halibut.

Potatoes in Cream Sauce.
Red Raspberries, Sugar, Cream.

Tea.

"Breakfast

Boiled Rice, Milk, Sugar.

Broiled Finnan Haddie.
White Hashed Potatoes. Sliced Tomatoes.

Corn-meal Muffins. Cereal Coffee.

"Picnic Dinner [Out-doors)

Cold Lamb, Sliced Thin.

Pim-Olas. Stuffed Eggs.
Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches.

Peach Turnovers. Coffee. Lemonade.

Supper

Salt Codfish Creamed on Toast.

Pim-Olas. Blackberries. Wafers.
Tea.

"Breakfast

Barley Crystals,

Milk, Sugar.
Individual Blackberry Shortcakes.

Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner Supper
Tomato Soup (Lamb Liq UOr)

.

i^'^^e Piazza, off Difwig-room)

Lamb Souffle. Peas in White Sauce. Egg Timbales, Asparagus in

New Onions. Cabbage Salad. White Sauce. Parker House Rolls.

Cherry Pie. Cottage Cheese. Lettuce Salad.

Rlark Tnffpp Raspbernes, Cream, Sugar,
iilack l^Ottee. Wafers. Tea.



Seasonable Recipes

IN all recipes where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of

such material.

Imitation New Potatoes

{The Hotel Monthly)

Pick out small, round, ripe potatoes,

wash and peel them. Put them into a

cheese-cloth sack and tie the top. Have
ready a saucepan containing enough of

equal parts of milk and water (slightly

salted) to cover the potatoes. Simmer
slowly until they are done. Lift out the

sack, allow them to drain on a colander

a few minutes, then place in the oven

to dry five minutes. Prepare a rich

cream sauce seasoned with butter and

salt. Remove potatoes from the sack,

put them in a saucepan over hot water,

and cover with the sauce. Serve in a

deep vegetable dish.

Chaudfroid of Sweetbreads with

Vegetable Salad

Press parboiled and braised sweet-

breads under a weight, then spUt in

halves and trim. Cover with white or

yellow chaudfroid sauce, and decorate

with capers, and white and sifted yolk of

cooked eggs. Pour over liquid aspic,

and insert pieces of macaroni to simu-

late chop bones ; when cold cover these

with paper frills. Dispose on dressed

lettuce leaves against a mound of cooked

peas, asparagus tips, and carrot dice, sea-

soned with French dressing. Pass a

bowl of mayormaise at the same time.

For chaudfroid sauce see page 222, Feb-

ruary-March issue. Use white stock

instead of brown.

Lemon Cake
Cream one cup of butter. Add grad-

ually two cups of sugar, beating after

each addition until very light and fluffy.

Beat the yolks of five eggs until thick

and light-colored. Add one cup of

sugar, and beat into the butter and

sugar. Add, alternately one cup of milk

and four cups of flour sifted with a scant

level teaspoonful of soda. Add the

whites of five eggs beaten dry, and, lastly,

the grated rind of a lemon and four

tablespoonfuls of lemon juice. Bake in

two loaves (not layers). A Turk's head

pan gives good results. Cover with

icing flavored with lemon juice and

grated rind. This cake is at its best
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after being kept two or three days,

oven should be quite slow.

The

Drop Cookies

One cup of butter, two cups of sugar,

two eggs, one cup of sweet milk, one cup

of molasses, six cups of flour, one tea-

spoonful of soda, two teaspoonfuls of cin-

namon, one teaspoonful of cloves, one and

one half cups of currants. Mix as any

cake with butter, but without beating the

eggs separately. Drop from a spoon on

to a buttered tin, having the cakes some

distance apart. Sift sugar over the tops

of the cakes and bake in a slow oven.

Cinderella Fingers

Prepare an angel cake mixture, using

the whites of six eggs, three-fourths a

cup of fine granulated sugar, one cup of

flour, one-third a cup of cornstarch,

half a teaspoonful of cream of tartar, and

half a teaspoonful of vanilla extract.

Shape like small lady fingers, dust with

sugar, and bake about ten minutes in a

slow oven. Appropriate to serve with

ice-cream or chocolate.

yolks of three eggs and one-fourth a

pound of blanched almonds pounded fine,

then one cup and a half of flour sifted

with a scant one-fourth a teaspoonful

of soda and half a teaspoonful of cinna-

mon. Add, also, half a teaspoonful of

vanilla extract. Knead slightly, then

roll to the thickness of one-fourth an

inch. Cut into fanciful shapes. Brush

over with beaten white of egg, sprinkle

with coarse granulated sugar and

shredded almonds. Bake, on an oiled

pan, in a quick oven.

Black or Wedding Cake
Mix one pound of butter and one

pound of light brown sugar together

smooth without beating. Beat one

pint of eggs to a stiff froth without

separating. Stir one-third at a time

into the first mixture, and add half a

cup of double cream. Mix four cups

and one-half of fiour with two pounds

of well-cleaned currants, two pounds of

raisins seeded and chopped, two pounds

of sultanas, one pound and a half of fine

cut citron, two grated nutmegs, two

Chaufroid of Sweetbreads

Mignons
Cream together half a cup of butter

and half a cup of sugar. Add the beaten

tablespoonfuls of cinnamon, one tea-

spoonful of mace, and one tablespoonful

of powdered cloves. Add to the other
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ingredients, and beat thoroughly. Bake

in tins Hned with several thicknesses of

paper, in a very slow oven, about four

hours.

White Fruit Cake

Cream half a cup of butter. Add one

cup of ; sugar, then half a pound of

Strawberry Ice-cream (with Junket)

Let a quart of milk and a cup of

double cream heat to about one hun-

dred degrees Fahrenheit ; remove from

the fire, and stir in one cup of sugar

and one junket tablet, crushed and dis-

solved in a tablespoonful of cold water.

White Fruit Cake

blanched almonds, shredded, three-

fourths a pound of citron, cut fine, and

three-fourths a pound of fresh cocoanut,

grated. Beat the whites of five eggs

until dry. Add a part to the cake

mixture, then add half a teaspoonful of

almond extract, one cup and three-

fourths of flour sifted with one tea-

spoonful of baking powder, and the rest

of the beaten whites of the eggs. Bake

in a loaf. Cover with boiled frosting,

flavored with lemon and mixed with

grated cocoanut.

Apricot Sorbet

Mix one pint of apricot pulp (syrup

and fruit), the juice of two oranges and

one lemon, with one cup, each, of water

and sugar, then freeze as usual. Serve

in cups, with a glace, preserved, or mar-

aschino cherry on the top of each glass.

Let stand undisturbed until jellied, then

begin to freeze as usual. Crush a

basket of strawberries with a cup of

sugar, let stand an hour, then pass

through a fine sieve. Add the juice

of half a lemon, and beat into the half-

frozen mixture, and finish freezing. Set

aside to ripen, either in the freezer or

in moulds, packed in equal parts of ice

and salt.

Strawberry Ice-cream (with

Cornstarch)

Scald a quart of milk ; thoroughly mix

one tablespoonful of cornstarch or arrow-

root with two cups of sugar, and stir into

the hot milk, stirring constantly until the

milk thickens, then, occasionally, for

fifteen minutes. Add a quart of thin

cream, and strain. When cold, freeze

to a mush, then add two boxes of straw-
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berries, crushed with two cups of sugar

and the juice of half a lemon, and finish

freezing. Strain the fruit and sugar

mixture before adding it to the cream.

able, the berries may be pressed through

a potato ricer. Oftentimes, if the crushed

fruit be passed through a cheese cloth

to remove the seeds, the jelly may be

Strawberry and Pistachio Ice-cream molded in Brick Mold

Strawberry Jelly with Sliced

Oranges

Soften one-third a package of gelatine

in one-third a cup of cold water, and

dissolve by standing in hot water. Add
the juice of a lemon, two-thirds a cup of

sugar, and one pint of strawberry juice

and pulp. Shape in a mold. Serve

with orange sections freed from mem-
brane. If the seeds are not objection-

eaten by those to whom strawberries are

otherwise a " forbidden fruit."

Rice and Fruit, Creole Style

Press a cup of rice, cooked as for

croquettes, into a buttered funnel-shaped

mould. Let poach ten minutes. Unmould
and arrange around this lengthwise

slices of pineapple, steeped in cold

syrup. Around these dispose halved

peaches— the skin removed in boiling

Strawberry Jelly with Sliced Oranges
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water— dressed with cold syrup. Press

angelica points into the rice above the

pineapple, and fill the centre with pre-

served red cherries. Serve with the syrup

in which the pineapple and peaches

were steeped. To prepare the syrup,

cook together two cups of sugar and one

cup of water five minutes. Let cool

before pouring over the fruit. Serve

the rice hot, the fruit and syrup cold.

Carolines with Strawberries

Stir one cup of flour into a cup of

water and half a cup of butter, boiling

together. When the mixture cleaves in

stirring, from the sides of the pan, turn

into a mixing-bowl and beat in three

eggs, one at a time. With pastry bag

cream be used for filling, serve with

fresh or preserved strawberries on the

same plate. Spread the tops of the

Carolines with confectioner's sugar mixed

with hot water or syrup to a consistency

to spread. The Carolines may be made
the size of small lady fingers, as in the

half-tone ; but for a luncheon, especially

of several courses, they are quite appro-

priately made the size of a bread stick.

Strawberry Bombe Mixture in

Paper Cases

Make a strawberry sherbet (page

279, April-May magazine). When
frozen, remove the plain inner cases from

fancy paper cases for ice-cream, and fill

two-thirds full with the frozen mix-

Rice and Fruit, Creole Style

and small, plain tube, press the mixture

onto a buttered baking sheet in strips

five inches long and half an inch wide,

and bake in a slow oven about fifteen

minutes. They are done when they feel

light upon being taken up in the hand.

When cold, spHt on one side, and fill

with the usual custard or cream filling,

or with sweetened whipped cream, alone

or mixed with crushed strawberries.

If the usual custard or plain whipped

ture. Into this press lady fingers (one

in each) cut in halves, lengthwise

and then crosswise, and fill the open

space with whipped cream, thoroughly

chilled, sweetened and flavored with

vanilla, or wine, before whipping. Ar-

range the cases in layers— putting waxed

paper between the layers— in a large

pail that can be made water-tight. A
tight-fitting cover pressed down over a

sheet of wrapping paper is usually all
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that is needed. Pack the pail in equal

parts of ice and salt, and let stand an

hour or more. At serving, replace the

plain in the ornamental cases, and put

a choice strawberry on the top of the

cream in each case.

Carolines with StrawDernes

Suggestions on Freezing and Serving Ices

IN
a private family, the simplest way

to prepare ice for use in making des-

serts is with hammer and pick to

crack off two or three pieces from the

cake of ice and crush them in a coarse

canvas or burlap bag. A few blows with

the flat side of an axe upon the outside

of the bag suffices to pulverize the entire

mass.

The mixture to be frozen needs be

thoroughly chilled before it is turned into

the can of the freezer, lest a second sup-

ply of ice be needed to complete the

freezing process. A mixture too sweet

will not freeze readily ; while a mixture

that is lacking in sw^eetness freezes

quickly, but it will be coarse and granu-

lar in texture.

For a general rule — though subject to

changes according to the flavor-— use

one cup of sugar to one quart of cream

or milk, and another cup to each dozen

of egg yolks, when these are used as

thickening agent. If syrup be used, one

cup and a half of syrup registering 28

degrees, on the syrup gauge, will be

equivalent to a cup of sugar.

Syrup is preferable to sugar in creams

and those water ices that are desired

smooth and fine-grained. A cup of

syrup, at 32 degrees, on the syrup gauge,

is equivalent to one cup of sugar.

The proportion of salt to ice aft'ects

the time required in freezing, and, inci-

dentally, the smoothness of the product.

With a freezer operated by a crank, use

three measures of ice to one of salt,

when cream ices and sherbets are to be

frozen.

Uncooked cream expands more in

freezing than does cooked cream. It

gives an ice of light, fluffy texture.

Cooked cream loses in quantity, but

gives a firm, close-grained ice.

In cooking cream, always use a double

boiler. Stir while it is heating; and,

when tiny bubbles appear around the

edge of the milk close to the utensil,
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remove from the fire, add the sugar,

stir until dissolved, cool quickly, and

flavor when cold. If orange or lemon

peel, cinnamon bark, vanilla bean, or

ground coffee, be used for flavoring, scald

these with cream. Fruit juices and

pulps are usually added when the mix-

ture is half frozen.

For sherbets add enough fruit juice of

the kind desired to change the density

of the syrup from 28 degrees, by the

syrup gauge, to 20 degrees. For lemon

sherbet this will take the juice of six

lemons, or a cup of juice to three cups of

syrup. Of other juices, from a cup and

a half to two cups will be needed. This

quantity of syrup may be made by boil-

ing one quart of water and one pint of

sugar about twenty minutes.

In serving individual portions of ice-

cream from the can, a small, cone-shaped

utensil is of service.

The can of the " Twentieth Century "

freezer gives a long cannelon shape,

that cuts into convenient slices for

serving.

Individual ices are moulded in lead

moulds shaped to represent fruit, flowers,

etc. ; but, to serve in perfection, these

must stand in some sort of an ice

For individual service, handsome glass

or china cups, either with or without a

saucer, are provided. These are quite

generally used for punch, frappe, sher-

bet, or a cream ice that is accompanied

by a sauce.

Meringues, also paper cases, provide a

favorite means of serving individual ices.

Meringues are filled just before serving.

Paper cases, after being filled, are set

aside in a vessel, closely packed in ice

and salt, for an hour or more. To serve,

set the filled case inside a larger and

more ornamental case.

Of the simpler shapes of moulds for

family service, the melon, single or

double, and brick moulds are appropriate

for all occasions.

When a chilled mould, w^ith two covers,

is to be filled, spread a piece of wrapping-

paper over one of the open faces, letting

it come out beyond the mould on all

sides. Press a cover over this, and

partly bury the mould in ice and salt.

Then fill the mould to overflow with the

frozen mixture, first beating it thor-

oughly with a wooden paddle or spoon.

Fill solidly and wdth care to avoid

bubbles of air. Spread a second piece

of paper over the cream as before, and

Strawberry Bombe Mixture in Paper Cases

" cave " after being unmoulded and tinted.

Hence they are thought too troublesome

to prepare with home conveniences.

press the second cover down over this.

Let stand, buried in three parts of ice to

one of salt, an hour or more. If tw^o or
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more varieties of ice are to be sen-ed from

the same mould, arrange them in even

layers or in pompadour style ; i.e., first,

a spoonful or more of one, and then of

another, thus filling the mould with a

medley of colors. A melon mould is

usually lined with one kind of ice, and

the centre filled with a second kind.

To serve, remove the mould from the

ice and salt, and rinse with cold water.

Wipe the mould. Let stand a few mo-

ments. Then remove the covers, and.

if the ice does not readily drop from the

mould, press upon it with a spatula. If

the ice be defaced in so doing, invert to

present the smooth side. If the ice be

ser\'ed without a puree of fresh fruit, jelly.

or preserves, unmould upon lace paper.

Ices frozen in moulds are often dressed

on an ice foundation. Water tinted with

vegetable colors is frozen in moulds de-

signed for the purpose, and unmoulded

on a ser\ing-dish covered with lace

paper. An ice thus raised from the

dish is displayed to good advantage. In

winter, these blocks will freeze over night,

left standing in the open air. The Na-
tional Baker is authority for the follow-

ing formula for freezing these stands in

summer. Let the moulds stand "buried

four hours in a mixture of salt, salt-

petre, and ice. in the proportion of two

pounds of salt and four ounces of salt-pe-

tre to six or eight pounds of crushed ice."

Tin and Lead Molds tor Frozen Desserts



In Reference to Menus and Recipes

FULLER, in speaking of the

ravens that brought Ehjah bread

and flesh in the morning and even-

ing, draws the conclusion given as the

heading of the menus for a week in July.

In the main, this idea that dinner or a mid-

day meal is an innovation accords with all

history. Historians agree that the fact

of the preparation of but a single meal

in a day is one of the chief marks of

distinction between savage and civiUzed

races. The single meal of the savage is

prepared toward the close of the day,

after food has been secured from the

streams, or as trophies of the chase.

The world's events move in circles, and

the innovation of a mid-day meal is

surely disappearing, in favor of the an-

cient custom of dinner after the work of

the day has been accompUshed.

In this custom there are advantages

and disadvantages. If the family consist

of growing children, the hot mid-day meal

becomes quite necessary. Throughout

the whole period of school life the growth

of the body is going on, the individual

organs are increasing in size, and the

entire framework of the body is being con-

stantly enlarged and strengthened. To
meet this growth, there must be an abun-

dant allowance of food— and food of the

proper kind— to furnish new tissue (pro-

teid) and to supply force and activity (car-

bohydrates). Then, too, monotony in

diet, which is really less common from

economic reasons than from carelessness

or failure to understand the importance

of the subject, must be avoided.

During the period of youth the foun-

dations of future health or disease are

laid ; and, while more care needs be ex-

ercised in the care of children of feeble

constitution by inheritance, a matter of

such vital importance to all children

needs be under the direct and constant

supervision of a thoughtful mother.

Oftentimes, during the school year, dif-

ference in the hours of closing the vari-

ous grades of schools, which the children

of a large family attend, renders the

serving of the noon-day dinner a trou-

blesome matter ; but the situation is dif-

ferent during vacation time. Hence at

this season we give the dinner at noon

and supper at night. The breakfast is

made a simple meal ; and the dinner

will be given full justice.

One hot dish is usually provided for

supper. Dishes have been selected that

require little preparation for serving. By
many housekeepers the hot dish at night

is considered quite troublesome, but

often it may be made ready for cooking,

while cleaning away after the dinner

hour. A daughter might consider this

her duty, and by the end of a vaca-

tion have acquired quite a repertoire

of simple, inexpensive, and wholesome

dishes.

Bread, unless in some special form,

does not always appear in the menus
;

but its appearance at all meals is im-

plied. Professor Blot (a famous teacher

of cookery, who visited and lectured in

this country about forty years ago), in

common with most French authorities on

the subject, thought that bread should

be properly called bread only when its

composition is restricted to flour, yeast,

salt, and water. But when we consider

the price of eggs, fish and meat, in con-

nection with the statements of such

dietists as Dr. Thompson, of Bellevue

Hospital, who considers that growing

children at least twice per day need

proteid in as concentrated form as is

found in the above-mentioned articles,

we cannot but think that milk in bread

might be used to supplement a portion

of this expensive proteid. True, milk

in some localities is also dear ; but

skimmed milk is not. Such milk lacks
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fat, but it contains all the protein of

whole milk. This item is worthy the

consideration of many a motlier. whether

the composition be called bread, or be

given some other name.

In the menus for one week in July, on

^londay night, for supper there is shced

tongue with macaroni and tomato. For

this the macaroni may be cooked in the

morning, and set aside in the tomato

sauce. At night, reheat over boihng

water (in double boiler), then add the

renmants of the braised tongue cut in

cubes.

For breakfast. Tuesday, eggs au

miroir are given. The name is from

the glassy or shinj- appearance of the

yolks, occasioned by basting the yolks

while cooking with a little melted butter.

To cook the eggs, break them into a

buttered china or paper case, or into

a cocotte, set the dishes into the oven,

in a dish of hot water,— water must be

omitted when paper cases are used,— and

cook imtil the yolk is set. basting two or

three times, as indicated.

For breakfast, Saturday, individual

blackberry shortcakes are sened. If a

little sour cream be at hand, use this in

making the crust following the di-

rections given for biscuit, in tlie article

on the uses of sour cream given on

another page of the present issue of the

magazine. We have been wont to allow

one teaspoonful of soda to one pint of

thick sour milk ; and the proportion of a

scant half a teaspoonful to half a cup

of sour cream, as given in this recipe,

seems rather large, ^^'e have experi-

mented with it, but the thick cream

procurable in the cit}- has been Pasteur-

ized or treated by other process; and

even heat and long keeping do not

render it the same product as the tliick

sour cream of the countn\ The result

of our trial were most tender, delicate

biscuits, but objectionable in color : they

were a '' symphony in yellow." If city

cream, though sour, be used, one-fourth

a teaspoonful of soda will certainly suf-

fice.

In the menu for the wedding break-

fast, sen^e half a dozen preserved

cherries— in this case, marascliino or

wliite— with a \er\ little syrup on the

plates with the croquettes. If the cro-

quettes be passed on a ser\^ing-dish, deco-

rate with a wreath of parsley or cress,

and the cherries, without the syrup.

Use enough cherries to ser\e half a

dozen to each guest.

On page 25 is an illustration of a novel

punch bowl. Tliis idea was given by a

subscriber, who has used such a bowl

successfully on several occasions. The
bowl, with ferns and flowers concealing

the pan in which it rests, may form the

decoration of the large table set with

cakes, ices, bonbons, etc., for a reception,

or it may be set up on a side table used

for this purpose only. The dimensions

of the block of ice were about 16

inches by iS inches, and 12 inches in

height The block should be made to

fit into a dripping-pan or tray, to which,

at one comer, a tube has been soldered.

To this a rubber hose is attached, which

conducts the water as the ice melts

through an extra leaf of the table to a

jar beneath, -\rtificial ice. on account of

its clearness and solidit}^ is much to be

preferred ; but ordinary- ice will do.

With sharp chisel or ice-pick, heated

flat-irons, and a vessel of proper size,

kept full of hot water, the inner bowl

may be quite readily scooped out and

shaped. As the bowl will keep in good

condition at least a day, it may be made
some hours before it is needed.
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Query 462.— Mrs. F. C, Washington,
D.C. :

" Kindly give the ingredients ior pot-

pourri with rose leaves ; also, directions for

preservation."

Potpourri for Rose Jar

Have ready partly dried rose petals,

lavender and orange blossoms and vio-

lets, also mint, thyme, sweet marjoram,

sweet basil, rose geranium, bay, laurel,

and verbena leaves. The proportions

of the various leaves and blossoms may
be selected at pleasure. In this case

use pounds of rose leaves to ounces of

the other kinds. Put the blossoms and

leaves into a jar, having a close-fitting

cover, in layers, alternately, with a sHght

sprinkUng of salt. Use about an ounce

of salt to a pound of half-dry^ materials.

Set aside in a cool, dark place for a

month, stirring once every twenty-four

hours. Now add dried cinnamon, mace,

cloves, orris root, lemon and orange

peel, broken or cut in tiny pieces. For

each quart of leaves procure a cup of

cider vinegar, or alcohol. Put the ma-

terials into the ornamental jar in layers,

sprinkhng each layer with the cider or

alcohol. Cover, and let stand undis-

turbed a month or more. It will keep

its delightful fragrance and in good con-

dition several years.

lU. :
" Kindly publish a recipe for choco-

late pie with one crust."

Chocolate Meringue Pie (Boston

Cooking School)

Line a plate with plain paste and

build up a fluted nm as for custard pie.

Melt one square and a half of chocolate,

and add to it very slowly one cup and

two-thirds of scalded milk. WTien

smoothly blended, gradually stir into two-

thirds a cup of sugar sifted with half a

tablespoonful of cornstarch. Let heat to

the boiUng-point, then cool slightly.

Add three yolks of eggs and one whole

egg, beaten sUghtly, and half a teaspoon-

ful of vanilla extract. Strain into the

plate hned with pastry and bake until

firm. Let cool slightly, then cover with

meringue, and return to a slow oven

about ten minutes.

Meringue

Beat the whites of three eggs until

very light and foamy, then beat in grad-

ually three level tablespoonfuls of pow-

dered sugar. Beat until the mixture is

very firm, then fold in three level table-

spoonfuls of powdered sugar and one-

foiurth a teaspoonful of vanilla extract.

Query 463.— Mrs. H. H. D., Chicago, for glazed nuts."

Query 464.— Mrs. G. W. L.

:
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Glazed Nuts

Cook a cup of granulated sugar and

a cup of boiling water to the hard ball

stage. When tried in cold water, the

syrup will form a hard ball between the

thumb and finger. Remove from the

fire, add a few drops of lemon juice and

half a teaspoonful of vanilla extract.

With a skewer dip the nuts (English wal-

nut or pecan nuts) into the syrup, then

drop on to the oiled paper to cool.

Chestnuts need be blanched and cooked

tender in syrup before glazing ; almonds,

blanched and, if desired, browned in the

oven.

Query 465.— Mrs. W. F. D., Mont-
pelier, Vt. :

" Does the recipe for ' fig

souffld, boiled custard,' in the April-May
number, read correctly.? Sugar is added
twice."

Fig Souffle

The recipe is correct as written.

Note that, in the first case, sugar is

beaten into the mixture, and, in the sec-

ond case, it is folded into the same.

Query 466.— A. S. L., Providence, R.I.

:

" Recipe for potato yeast."

Potato Yeast (Fanny Wells)

Grate four large raw potatoes and stir

each, as grated, into two quarts of boiling

water. Let cook about five minutes

after all have been added, then stir in

one-fourth a cup of salt and three-fourths

a cup of sugar. When lukewarm, stir in

one pint of yeast, and let the mixture

stand, to rise, about twenty-four hours,

stirring it down as it becomes light.

Store in fruit jars tightly closed with

new rubbers. Fill the jars not more
than half-full.

Query 467.— Miss D. M., South Omaha,
Neb. :

" Recipes for lady fingers, oatmeal
sticks to serve with soup, and sp.lit pea
soup."

Lady Fingers

Beat the yolks of six eggs until thick

and light-colored. Add gradually one
cup and a fourth of powdered sugar, a

grating of lemon or orange rind, and the

juice of half a lemon. Fold in half the

whites of six eggs beaten dry, then half

a cup of sifted flour, the other half

of the whites, and a second half-cup of

sifted flour. Shape with pastry bag and
lady-finger tube. Sprinkle with pow-
dered sugar, and bake about ten minutes.

The portions of dough should be an

inch wide and five inches long. For

white lady fingers, see Cinderella fingers,

page 26.

Oatmeal Sticks (for Soup)

Pour a cup of scalded milk over half

a cup of oatmeal. Add one-fourth a

cup of butter, a tablespoonful of sugar,

and half a teaspoonful of salt. When
lukewarm, add one cake of compressed

yeast, softened in one-fourth a cup of

lukewarm water, the beaten white of one

egg, and about four cups of white flour,

or use half white and half entire-wheat

flour. Knead till smooth and elastic,

and set aside to rise. When doubled in

bulk, shape into small balls, roll the balls

with the hands on the board (without

flour) into sticks of uniform thickness,

trim to equal lengths, let rise a second

time, and bake in rather hot oven.

Split Pea Soup

Soak one pint of split peas over night

in cold water. Wash, drain, and simmer

in three pints of water, stirring often

with a wooden spoon and adding more

water as evaporation takes place. W^hen

the peas begin to grow tender, add an

onion and four or five stalks of celery,

cut fine and sauted in a little dripping,

(that from the top of a dish of stock

preferred). When all are tender, press

through a puree sieve, reheat, and stir

into the boiling soup three tablespoon-

fuls, each, of flour and butter, creamed

together and diluted with a little of the
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soup to a smooth paste. Let simmer

ten minutes. Serve with croutons. A
ham bone may be cooked with the peas

at discretion.

Query 468.— Mrs. F. E. H., Redlands,

Cal. :
" Recipe for kornlet souffle, codfish,

ambassador style, etc."

Kornlet Souffle

Melt one-fourth a cup of butter ; cook

in this two tablespoonfuls of flour, one-

fourth a teaspoonful of salt, and a dash

of pepper ; add half a cup of milk, and,

when smooth and cooked, three-fourths

a cup of kornlet and the beaten yolks

of three eggs. Then fold into the mixt-

ure the whites of three eggs, beaten,

dry, and bake in a buttered baking-dish,

standing in hot water, about twenty-five

minutes. Serve at once either with or

without a white or tomato sauce. Other

cooked vegetable pulp, as onion, spinach,

asparagus, etc., may be used in place

of the kornlet. A recipe for codfish,

ambassador style, was given in the Feb-

ruary-March issue ; also, the other rec-

ipes asked for are to be found in late

numbers of this magazine.

Query 469.— S. S. H. :
" Please give

hints and novel recipes for dainty refresh-

ments, at a June reception, for about fifty

ladies."

June Receptions

Cakes, ices, and fruit punch are ap-

propriate refreshments for a summer
reception. If more be desired, salads,

sandwiches, tea, and coffee would be in

order. For cakes, Cinderella fingers,

made very small and put together in

pairs, with just enough strawberry jam

between to hold them together,— it

should not be in evidence to soil gloves,

—

are novel in make up, easily made, and

very satisfactory with ices. Almond
wafers, always a favorite, are made at

slight expense ; but time and experience

are needful for success. German crisps

are more easily made, but might be

thought rather too rich to serve with

ices, other than a water ice. Sponge,

pound, or even a dehcate cup cake, cut

in fanciful shapes, iced, and decorated

with cocoanut, candied fruit, or with

fillets of browned almonds to simulate

a daisy, and small squares of chocolate

cake (page 269, April-May magazine)

with white icing, will give variety and

effectiveness to a service of cake.

In ices new combinations are endless.

Strawberry ice-cream in sherbet glasses,

with vanilla sauce, and vanilla ice-cream,

with strawberry sauce, are both good

and novel, being first presented in this

magazine the present season, as is,

also, the combination of strawberry ice-

cream and orange sherbet moulded to-

gether. For individual serving, nothing

can well be more dainty than the in-

gredients for a strawberry bombe glace

served in paper cases. See illustration

and recipe page 31.

The materials for fruit punch are more

plentiful now than at any other season,

and one cannot well make a failure in

its composition. Sugar syrup is prefer-

able to plain sugar for sweetening ; but

no fruit juice should be added to the

syrup until it is cold, excepting always

pineapple juice. This juice, in cooking,

loses in great measure, if not entirely,

its antiseptic property; but the fruit

grated or cut fine is often cooked in

the water of which the syrup is to be

made, to secure both juice and flavor in

full. This is not necessary, however, if

the pineapples be of prime quality, ripe,

and juicy.

If a salad be desired, chicken would

seem to harmonize best with the prob-

able menu. The quantity of chicken

could be lessened by the use of veal or

calf's brains and sweetbread. A pair of

the latter, with the brains, would add a

touch of elegance to the dish. In place of

celery use cucumbers, cut in small cubes.
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augmented with long radishes, cut in thin

sUces and without removing the pink

skin. Of course, the dressing should

be mayonnaise. A spoonful of salad

disposed on a heart leaf of lettuce, with

a crescent-shaped olive beside it, and a

small salad roll, or plain bread-and-but-

ter sandwich, would complete a very

satisfactory first course. Salted almonds

and sugared ginger are always appre-

ciated.

Almond Wafers

Cream half a cup of butter. Add
gradually one cup of powdered sugar,

and then, drop by drop, half a cup of

milk, and, lastly, two cups of pastry

flour and half a teaspoonful of vanilla

extract. Spread very thin on the bot-

tom of dripping-pans, inverted and but-

tered. Mark in squares, sprinkle with

almonds, blanched and chopped fine,

and bake in a slow oven about five min-

utes. Cut the wafers apart at the

scoring. Roll at once, while warm,

either in tubular or cornucopia shape.

Before rolling, turn the wafers, to bring

the nuts on the outside.

German Crisps

Cream one cup of butter. Add grad-

ually two cups of sugar, three eggs

beaten light, the grated rind and juice

of one lemon, and flour to make a

dough. Knead slightly, then roll into a

sheet. Cut in fanciful shapes, brush

over the tops with white of egg, beaten

and strained. Sprinkle with coarse

granulated sugar and chopped or shred-

ded nuts, or candied fruit. Bake a deli-

cate straw-color.

Query 470.— Mrs. A. B. C, Cambridge,
Mass. : " Suggestions for menus, for a series

of four or five inexpensive but nice lunch-

eons, in May, for six ladies, to include a

soup, meat course, salad, and dessert. Is it

customary to serve coffee at ladies' lunch-

eons, except elaborate ones? How can

brine for keeping olives be made .'' What
proportions of vinegar and lemon should be
used in cleaning badly tarnished brass ?

"

Luncheon Menus
This query came too late for earUer

reply. We give menus for early June :
—

(i) Cream of Pea Soup, Croutons.

(2) Chicken Croquettes. Asparagus Tips

in Bechamel Sauce.

(3) Lettuce, French Dressing.

Cream Cheese.

(4) Strawberries and Cream.
Lady Fingers.

Tea.

II.

(i) Cream of Asparagus, Browned Crackers.

(2) Cold Boiled Tongue, Sliced Thin.

Lettuce-and-Tomato Salad,

Mayonnaise Dressing.

Rolls.

(3) Individual Strawberry Shortcakes.
Tea or Coffee.

III.

(i) Strawberries, Unhulled.

(2) Chicken Broth with Macaroni Rings.

(3) Frenched Chops, Broiled.

New Potatoes in Cream Sauce, or New Peas,

Buttered.

(4) Watercress and Sliced Egg Salad,
Light Mayonnaise Dressing.

(5) Pineapple Bavarian Cream,
Sliced Pineapple as Garnish.

Tea or Coffee.

IV.

(i) Veal Broth with Julienne Vegetables.

(2) Fillets of Beef Tenderloin, Sauted,
Brown Sauce.

Saratoga Potatoes.

(3) Lettuce. Beets, Stuffed with Chopped
Cucumber. French Dressing.

Graham Bread Sandwiches.

Fruit Sherbet. Wafers.

Tea or Coffee.

Brine for Olives

Try canning the olives in boiling

water, to which just enough salt is added

to give an agreeable taste. Of course,

the olives will not keep long after the

can is opened.
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To clean Brass

Miss Parloa, in " Home Economics,"

gives the following method of cleaning

tarnished brasses or copper : Wash in

a solution of sal-soda, to remove all

grease, then rub with acid, either oxaHc

acid, lemon juice, or strong vinegar.

Wash thoroughly and wipe dry. Polish

with rotten stone or tripoli and sweet

oil. Use a woollen cloth, and rub hard.

Wipe off the oil and scouring mixture,

and go over the surface with a dry

flannel and dry tripoh, or rotten stone.

Finish with a soft, clean cloth.

Query 471.— Mrs, A. H. Harlem, New
York: " Recipes for salad chiffonade, lobster

sauce, for boiled sea bass, pickled red cab-

bage, and pickled lambs' tongues. Give
proportions for plain steamed pudding to be
served with strawberry sauce. What kind
of a dish or pan is used for rice, custard,

and bread puddings ?
"

Salad ChifFonade

A salad chiffonade is a salad of fine

shredded materials, usually, but not neces-

sarily, of several salad plants. When
several plants are used, they may be

mixed together for dressing, or each

may be dressed apart and disposed

separately upon the serving-dish.

A Salad Chiffonade

Cut peeled tomatoes in slices, and
the slices in shreds or juUennes. Cut a

head of lettuce in shreds, the light

colored and the dark green leaves by
themselves. Cut the white 'of two hard-

boiled eggs in shreds. Dress each

separately with French dressing. Dis-

pose the tomato along the centre of a

rectangular serving-dish, and the light

shreds of lettuce on either side, the

darker shreds on the outside. Arrange
the white of egg in little groups upon
the tomato, leaving an open space in the

centre of each group. Fill these centres

with sifted yolk of egg.

Lobster Sauce

Add half a cup of lobster meat, cut in

cubes, and, if at hand, a tablespoonful

or more, of lobster butter, to a cup of

Hollandaise, or drawn butter sauce.

For the drawn butter sauce use two

tablespoonfuls, each, of butter and flour

and one cup of lobster, fish stock, or

water. Then beat into the sauce, httle

by little, two tablespoonfuls of butter.

A teaspoonful of lemon juice improves

drawn butter sauce.

Pickled Red Cabbage

Strip off the outer leaves and cut

the cabbage into quarters, lengthwise.

Take out the hard centre and cut in

pieces, crosswise. Put into a large col-

ander, or sieve, and sprinkle with salt.

Let drain twenty-four hours, then squeeze

dry in a cheese cloth. Scald enough

vinegar to cover the cabbage. Add
cloves, allspice, berries, chilUes, and

mace, using much or little, as is desired.

Assorted whole spices put up in pack-

ages for use in pickling may be pur-

chased at 10 cents each. These spices

give an especially fine flavor to pickles.

Put the cabbage in a stone jar, and pour

over the vinegar. Cover closely, and

set aside in a cool place. This gives a

crisp pickle. If a softer pickle be de-

sired, let the cabbage scald with the

vinegar, then drain thoroughly. Scald

a second quantity of vinegar, and pour

over the cabbage in the jar. The
spices may be strained from the vinegar,

or tied in a bag and left in the jar.

Pickled Lambs' Tongues

Pack hot, well-cooked, and skinned

tongues in a jar from which the air

may be excluded. Pour over scalding

hot vinegar with salt and spices, until

the jar overflows. Close with a new
rubber, and cover as in canning. Set

aside in a cool place. A tablespoonful
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of mixed spices is ample for a quart of

vinegar.

Proportions for Steamed Wheat
Flour Pudding

The average composition for this kind

of pudding is the weight of the eggs, in

their shells, of flour, and half to the

whole weight, each, of butter and sugar.

Flavor and fruit to taste. Half a tea-

spoonful of baking-powder, to each cup

of flour, is often used. When the quan-

tity of butter, as in the plainer puddings,

does not equal the weight of the flour,

milk is needed, to give the batter the

consistency of sponge cake batter. The
following may serve as a sample. Fruit

will be omitted, when the pudding is to

to be served with a strawberry sauce.

Plain Steamed Pudding

Four eggs, their weight, eight ounces

(two cups), of flour, half their weight,

four ounces (half a cup), each, of sugar

and butter, one teaspoonful, each, of bak-

ing-powder and milk. Mix as cake

dough. Fill a buttered mould two-thirds

full, and steam three hours. Replenish

the steamer as needed with boiling

water.

Strawberry Sauce (A. Howe)

Cream together butter and powdered

sugar. Add flavor, and, when ready to

serve, mix in one or two crushed berries,

to tint the sauce ; add also a generous

quantity of hulled berries, cut in shoes.

Dish for Baked Puddings

White-lined dishes of steel, round and

oval in shape, agate ware, yellow and

white earthen ware, and Japanese ware,

are used for baking puddings. Silver-

plated baking dishes, with movable

rims and white-lined basins, are often

used for puddings. The pudding is

baked in the inner basin, set, in place, in

the silver case, and sent to the table.

Very pretty and serviceable paper cover-

ings, adjustable to several sizes and
shapes of baking-dishes, may be bought

for five cents each.

Query 472.— H. M. R., Milwaukee:
" Why not add sugar to sauce (apple or

other) until nearly cooked ? What causes
blisters in bread dough ? How can the

Chinese live on rice, which contains so little

protein? "

Sugar in Cooking Fruit

In cooking fruit, as apples, straw-

berries, and rhubarb, as it is desirable to

preserve the shape as much as possible,

set the fruit to cook with the sugar or

syrup. Other fruit that will keep shape,

as pears, quinces, figs, and prunes,

which are covered with a tough skin,

should be cooked tender in boihng water,

after which sugar may be added. In

the case of the two latter fruits, sugar

is often omitted, especially if they be

cooked slowly a long time. Less sugar is

required to sweeten fruit, if it be added

when the fruit has become tender,

as the sugar, through chemical change

brought about in cooking, seems to lose

somewhat of its sweetening qualities.

Cause of Blisters in Bread Dough
Bhsters in bread are caused by

bubbles of air enclosed in kneading, and

are made possible on account of the

elastic quality of the gluten in the flour.

Food of Chinese

The Chinese do not five on rice ex-

dusii'ely. They eat, also, fresh and dried

fish, fowl, and other items, containing

protein, not generally considered edible.

If the race at large ate more protein,

they would, doubtless, rank higher in

civilization.

Query 473.—Mrs. N. F. M. ; East Ran-
dolph, N.Y. :

" Menu for a supper to be
given in September or October to ten men.
Would like to include soup and salad.

How cook and serve the dishes ?
"
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Menus for Men's Supper

(September or October)

I.

Consomme with Flageolets and Carrot.

Fried or Devilled Oysters, Pim-Olas.

Boston Brown Bread-and-Cucumber

Sandwiches.

Cold Galantine of Turkey, Garnish of

Aspic.

Cauliflower au Gr-\tin in Cheese Shell.

Tomatoes stuffed with Mayonnaise of

Celer)- and Nuts.

Salad Rolls.

Peach Sherbet.

Coffee.

II.

Chicken Broth with Peas, and Diced

Chicken.

Celer)-. Ohves.

Scalloped Lobster in Shells.

Rolls.

Medallions of Mutton. Sliced Tomatoes,

Mayonnaise Dressing.

Peach Bombe Glace' (Melon Mould). Cake.

Tiny Cheese Souffle or Camembert Cheese.

Crackers.

Coffee.

Flageolets (French kidney beans of

green color) and strips of carrot are

cooked and drained before adding to the

soup. The soup may be in place, ^vhen

the dinner is served, or, if delay in seat-

ing be feared, it may be passed after the

guests are at the table.

Steam the brown bread in pound-size

baking-powder boxes, to avoid trimming,

cut in thin sUces, put together in pairs,

with a sUce of cucumber dipped in

French dressing bet^veen.

A galantine of turkey, or fowl, is made
by filling a boned fowl with forcemeat.

strips of cooked tongue, bacon, etc. A
recipe will be sent on application. Plates

holding three or four fried oysters, or a

shell or paper case of devilled oysters,

and a sandwich, may be placed before

each guest from the left. These in turn

may be followed by a larger plate for the

galantine;— veal or cliicken loaf, cold

tongue or ham. mav be substituted. Cut

in slices, garnish with cubes of aspic jelly

and nasturtium leaves and blossoms, and

pass to the left of each guest. .After

which the cauUfiower— cooked tender

and disposed in the cheese shell with

alternate layers of white sauce and but-

tered crumbs on top— may be passed,

to be eaten from the same plates. Potato

croquettes also may be ser\^ed with the

meat, if desired. Use English walnuts

and celery mixed with mayonnaise in

stuffing the tomatoes. Ser\-e each

tomato on a heart leaf of lettuce : put

a little mayonnaise on the top of the

stuffing, and pass an extra quantity in a

sauce-boat for use, if needed.

A recipe with half-tone of medalUons

of mutton was given in Februar}--March

number. Serve to each individual a

medalUon on a sUce. or half, of tomato

resting on lettuce leaves, with mayon-

naise on the lettuce. The medallions

may be prepared from chops, from a

rib roast of mutton, or from sweetbread.

In either case, braise with vegetables.

If chops are used, proceed as in the

recipe. If a roast, let cool, then cut in

slices, and finish as before.

Devilled Oysters

Chop one quart of oysters, add one

pint of soft bread crumbs (more if the

mixture seems too soft), one tablespoon-

ful of grated onion, one tablespoonful of

lemon juice, one-fourth a cup of butter,

and salt and pepper to taste, also mus-

tard, if desired. Heat over the fire,

then add four raw eggs slightly beaten,

and, when thoroughly mixed, turn into

buttered shells or paper cases. Cover

with one cup of cracker crumbs stirred

into one-fourth a cup of melted butter.

Set into the oven long enough to brown

the crumbs.

Cheese Souffle

Melt t\vo tablespoonfuls of butter. In

this cook one-fourth a cup of liour, one-
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fourth a teaspoonful, each, of salt, soda,

and paprika. Add, gradually, half a cup

of tomato puree (milk may be used in-

stead), and then one cup (four ounces)

of grated cheese. When the cheese is

melted, add the yolks of three eggs,

beaten light, and fold in the whites of

the eggs, beaten stiff. Bake in indi-

vidual china dishes, buttered, or in paper

cases, oiled and well dried in the oven

before filling, until the souffle is well

puffed and deUcately colored. Serve at

once.

Query 474.— Miss B. C. Newport, Ken-
tucky :

" Kindly tell me how to make French
bread."

French Bread

A recipe for French bread, adapted

from one by Professor Blot, was given

under the name of " Water Bread," on

page 280, of the April-May number of

this magazine.

Query 475.— Mrs. A. W., Hyde Park,

Mass. : " Recipe for fruit punch."

Fruit Punch
Boil three pints of water and three

cups of sugar twenty minutes. When
cold, add a pint of strawberry juice, a

cup of orange juice, the juice of three

lemons, and one quart or more of water.

Fruit Punch No. 2

Cook a pineapple, chopped fine, with-

out removing the skin, in two quarts and

a half of cold water twenty minutes.

Strain through a firm cloth, pressing out

all the juice. To two quarts of the

liquid add four cups of sugar, let boil

twenty minutes, cool, and add a pint of

strawberry juice, a cup of orange juice,

the juice of three lemons, and one quart

or more of water.

Query 476.— Mrs. A. H. J,, Tampa,
Fla. :

*' How do you steam brown bread ?

Kindly give recipe for baking powder bis-

cuit, and white loaf cake, similar to angel

cake, but not so tough."

Steaming Brov^n Bread

Brown bread may be steamed by let-

ting stand in a steamer over boiling

water, or on a trivet, in a kettle of boil-

ing water. The water should rise to

about half the height of the mould. In

either case, the mixture is to be placed in

a tightly closed mould. The best re-

sults are secured when the water is

gradually raised to the boiling-point.

After this point is once reached, it needs

be maintained until the cooking is fin-

ished, about three hours. Even longer

cooking is of no disadvantage.

Baking Powder Biscuit

Sift together two cups of pastry flour,

half a teaspoonful of salt, and four level

teaspoonfuls of baking powder. With a

knife cut in from one tablespoonful to

one-third a cup of butter. When the

mixture looks like meal, pour in slowly,

cutting the ingredients together mean-

while, about three-fourths a cup of milk,

or milk and water. When all the flour

has been moistened, turn onto a floured

board, knead slightly, then pat and roll

out with rolling pin to three-fourths an

inch thick. Cut into rounds with a small

cutter dipped in flour. Bake about fif-

teen minutes in a hot oven.

Bride's Cake
Cream one cup ofb utter. Add, gradu-

ally, one cup of sugar. Beat the whites

of eight eggs until dry. Add one-half to

the butter and sugar, then add two cups

of sifted flour sifted again with two level

teaspoonfuls of baking-powder. Beat

thoroughly, and add the other half of the

beaten whites and a teaspoonful of

lemon or rose extract, or half a teaspoon-

ful or less of almond extract. Bake in a

round pan with a tube. Cover with a

boiled icing flavored with lemon juice.

Query 477.— Mrs.

English tea cakes."

Recipe for
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Yorkshire Tea Cakes (Mary

Harrison)

Put three-fourths a pound (four cups)

of flour into a basm, and rub one ounce

(two tablespoonfuls) of butter into it.

Add half an ounce of German yeast,

blended with one gill and a half of luke-

warm milk, and strain into the flour.

Add one beaten egg, and beat all well

together. Knead lightly, then divide

the dough into two pieces. Make each

part into a ball, and put them in floured

cake tins. Let rise in a warm place for

one hour (until light), and then bake

twenty minutes. Brush over with milk

or white of egg, to glaze.

Bath Tea Cakes (Mrs. Marshall)

Cream a quarter pound of butter.

Mix in six ounces of sugar, a pinch of

ground cinnamon and ground ginger.

Add three-quarters of a pound of fine

flour, sifted and warmed, with four

whole raw eggs. Add three-quarters of

an ounce of baking-powder and two

tablespoonfuls of rose-water, with a

quarter pound of well-washed and dried

currants. Have little fancy cake tins

brushed over with warmed butter and

dusted with dried sweet cocoanut, and

partly fill them with the preparation,

Place a dried cherry in the centre of

each, and two or three halves of

blanched split almonds. Bake in a

moderate oven, and use for afternoon

tea.

Query 478.— Mrs. A. F. D., Sheshe-

quin, Pa. :
" Can you give directions for

making Leckerli. It is an imported cake
containing nuts and spices, arid my memory
of it, as a child, is of something delicious."

Leckerli or Basil Honey Jumbles

(Henrietta Davids)

One pound of honey, one pound of

sifted sugar, one pound of almonds, cut

lengthwise, one pound of flour, two

ounces of citron, the fine cut peel of a

lemon, one-half a nutmeg, cloves, and

half a glass of rum, or arrac. Melt the

honey on the stove. Into this pour the

sugar and almonds, and stir together.

Add the other ingredients, and knead to

a dough, which is set aside for a week.

Then roll the dough about half an inch

thick, lay on a waxed pan, and bake in

a hot oven. Cut the cake into pieces

about an inch wide and two inches long.
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Lake Placid Conference on Home
Economics

Tentative Programme

Friday^ June 28, 10 a.m.— " Courses of

Study for Grade Schools " (report sub-

mitted in print).— " The Year's Prog-

ress," statement by chairman, Miss

Helen Kinne, Teachers' College, Colum-

bia University, New York. Discussion

led by Mrs. Mary E. WilHams, super-

visor of cooking in pubUc schools, New
York; Miss Emma S. Jacobs, director

of cooking in public schools, Washing-

ton, D.C.— " Household Arts in Country

Schools : How to teach them," Mrs.

Jean Joy, Toronto, Can. ; Miss Al-

berta Thomas, Muskegon, Mich. Dis-

cussion.— " Physical Development by

Means of Housework," Miss A. M.
Homans, director Boston School of Gym-
nastics.

Friday, 2.30 p.m., Open Meeting.—
" English Methods in Practical Hygiene,"

Miss Alice Ravenhill, special commis-

sioner of Board of Education for Eng-

land and Wales, and of Sanitary Insti-

tute (London) on Domestic Science and

Hygiene in American schools and col-

leges.— " Practical Methods of Interest-

ing Parents and bringing them into

Sympathy with this Work in Schools.

Vacation Schools," etc. Discussion.

Miss Helen M. Spring, Drexel Insti-

tute, Philadelphia; Mrs. Wilham M.
Ellicott, Baltimore, Md. ; Miss Theodosia

G. Amnions, Fort ColUns, Col— " Out-

hne of Work for 1902," Mrs. Ellen H.

Richards, Boston.

Friday, 4 p.m.— Drive to John Brown's

grave, six miles round trip, or climb

Little Cobble, two-hour trip, half-hour

cHmb.

Friday, 8 p.m., Open Meeting.— "Em-
bellishment and Utilization of Small

Home Grounds " (with lantern slides),

Mrs. Virginia C. Meredith, Minnesota

Agricultural School.— " The Model Cot-

tage, Boulder, Col. (with lantern sUdes),

Miss Theodosia G. Ammons, Fort Col-

Uns, Col.

Saturday, June 29, 10 a.m.— "Read-
justment of Values, Social and Economic,

a PreHminary Need," Miss CaroUne L.

Hunt, Lewis Institute, Chicago. Dis-

cussion.— " Report on Nomenclature,"

Mrs. Richards.— Discussion, Miss Bevier,

Miss Jacobs.—" Report on Classification

and Bibliography," Mrs. Melvil Dewey,

Albany.— " Courses of Study." Discus-

sion continued.

Saturday, 2.30 p.m.— Steamer trip

round Lake Placid.

Saturday, 8 p.m., Open Meeting.—
"What New York is doing to promote

Home Education," Melvil Dewey, Direc-

tor State Home Education Department,

Albany. Discussion and questions.

Monday, July i, 10 a.m.— "Report of

Committee on Syllabus for Study Clubs,

1900," Mrs. Dewey.— " Report on Food
Syllabus for 1901," Mrs. Mary Hinman
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Abel. Baltimore. Discussion.— '' Report

on Ideals and Standards in Living,"

Miss Susannah Usher, Boston. Dis-

cussion.— -'Report on Simphfied and

Municipal Housekeeping,'' Mrs. Abel.

Mrs. Richards.

Monday, 2.30 p.m., Open Meethig.—
•' Refined Life on Small Incomes, or the

Woman who does her own Work," Mrs.

A. B. Woodworth. Concord, N.H. ; Mrs.

Wade, Quincy, i\Iass. Discussion.

—

" Journalism in Relation to Home Eco-

nomics," Miss Barrows, American

Kitchen Magazine ; Mrs. Janet M. Hill,

Boston Cooking-School Magazine.

Monday, 8 p.m.. Open Meeting.— " The

Woman who beUeves in Progress, and

knows what she can do with it,'' Mrs.

William M. Ellicott, Baltimore.— " Hos-

pitality in the Modern Home,'' Mrs.

Mary J. Lincoln, Boston.

Tuesday, /lily 2, 10 a.m.— " Report of

Committee on Courses of Study in Col-

leges and Universities," Miss AUce A.

Chown, Field Secretary Household Eco-

nomic Association, Kingston, Ont.

—

" Home Economics in Agricultural Col-

leges : Its Future," Miss Amnions, Mrs.

Meredith.— " Reading Courses for Farm-

ers' Wives,'' Miss Martha Van Rensse-

laer, Cornell University, College of Agri-

culture, Ithaca.

Tuesday, 2 p.m.— Drive to Cascade

Lakes (twenty miles round trip) or drive

to Wilmington Notch and High Falls

(twenty miles).

Tuesday, 8 p.m., Open Meeting.—
" Present Century Housekeeping as a

Profession," Mrs. Linda Hull Earned,

President National Household Economic
Association, Syracuse.— '* Social Service

and the Slum Home, including the Sa-

loon," Mrs. Helen Campbell, Denver,

Col.

Wed7iesday,JuIy 3, 10 a.m.— "Report
of Committee on Programme for 1902,"

Discussion. — " The Non-commercial

Value of Household Arts and Crafts."

—

" Business Opportunities for Women in

the Crafts taken out of the Home."
Wednesday, 2.30 p.m., Business Meet-

ing.— L'nfinished business.— Resolu-

tions.— Appointment of committees.

—

Outline for Work of Next Year.

Wed?iesday, 8 p.m., Open Meeting.—
" Women as Sanitary Inspectors," Miss

Alice Ravenhill, Inspector of Hygiene,

West Riding of Yorkshire, England.

—

" Women on Charity Boards," Mrs. INIary

Hinman Abel, Baltimore.

Thursday,July 4.— Day at Adirondack

Lodge, the " Heart of the wilderness "

(twenty miles round trip).— Drive, 9-

10.45.— Climb Mt. Jo, 11 a.m.— Dinner

at Lodge, i p.m.— 2-4.30 p.m., walks

and boating on Heart Lake.— Drive to

club, 4.30 P.M.

Thursday, 8 p.m.— Social evening at

Lakehouse.

Friday, 9 a.m.— Final report of com-

mittees.— Unfinished business.

INIiss Emily Marion Colling will again

this year fill the position of principal of

the cooking schools at Mt. Gretna, the

Pennsylvania Chautauqua, and Moun-
tain Lake Park, the Maryland Chautau-

qua. She will give a course of lectures

at both places.

This will be her third season at Mt.

Gretna and her second at Mountain

Lake Park.

During the spring months ^liss Col-

ling has been kept ver)' busy with her

work for the gas companies in Pennsyl-

vania. Massachusetts, and Michigan.

\Miile in Ann Arbor, she gave a course

of lectures to the nurses at the Univer-

sit}' Hospital.

Miss S. E. W. Craig has had an

exceedingly busy and prosperous win-

ter in connection with the Household

Economic Department of the Young
Women's Christian Association of Cin-

cinnati. Classes in this department
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close the first of June, when Miss Craig

will give her attention during the sum-

mer months to work for gas companies.

On February i6 the pupils of the

ninth-grade cooking schools, Worcester,

Mass., gave a bread exhibition at the

Walnut Street kitchen. Doors were

open at two o'clock, and three hundred

proud little girls showed samples of

their cooking to fond papas and mammas.
On long tables covered with white

and decorated with bunches of daffodils

and white carnations the bread was

displayed. There were big loaves and

Httle loaves, double and single, oblong

and round, each having attached to it a

card bearing the name of the young

baker.

The fact that prizes were to be

awarded had been kept as a surprise

for the girls. Their excitement grew

more and more intense, as they watched

the judges take a loaf from this table

and one from that, examine its outward

appearance, its shape, its color, then

cut into it, and look even more closely

at its texture. At last the decisions

were made, and the kind lady who had

offered the prizes gave to the Httle girl,

whose loaf was nearest perfection, a

silver dollar. The second prize was

fifty cents. Twelve girls, whose bread

was considered excellent, were given a

quarter of a dollar each.

At the close of the exhibition the

children sent part of their bread to the

Welcome Mission, for the tramps' sup-

per, and the rest to the Temporary

Home, for the poor, hard-working

mothers and their little ones. And so

even those who received no prizes went

away happy with the consciousness that

*' it is more blessed to give than to

receive."—^. D. T.

A novel school was recently opened

in Bangkok by an English lady. There

are fifteen pupils, and all are princesses

of the royal family of Siam. They re-

ceive lessons each day in reading, writ-

ing, and music ; but the time which they

spend in this way is trifling compared

with that which they spend in learning

to become good housewives.

They board at the school ; and they

are taught to cook, sweep rooms, wash
clothes, bake bread, and do everything

else that a good housekeeper is sup-

posed to know. They cook the meals

in turn ; and, while one is thus engaged,

the others lay the table, arrange the

flowers, and write the menus.

These girls are from ten to fifteen

years old. In Siam a girl of fifteen is

quite mature. She is generally mar-

ried before that age. Consequently, it is

certain that some of the elder princesses

will soon leave the school, and go direct

from there to the homes of their hus-

bands. Meanwhile no man is at any

time allowed to enter the school under

any circumstances. There is a rigid

rule in Siam that young girls of high

birth shall not meet any man except

their immediate relatives.

The advantage of this school, it is said,

lies in the fact that through its pupils it

is giving to the court and aristocracy of

Siam valuable object-lessons as to the

benefits of European civilization.

Rely upon

Piatt's Chlorides

as your household

disinfectant.

An odorless, colorless liquid

;

powerful, safe, and cheap.

Destroys disease germs and
noxious gases, thus preventing

sickness. Sold in quart bottles

only, by druggists and high-class

grocers. Prepared only by Henry
B. Piatt, Piatt Street, New York.
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Mr. C. J. Van Houten, who died re-

cently in Algiers, rightfully deserved the

title of prince of cocoa manufacturers.

The house of Van Houten began busi-

ness in Weesp, Holland, in 1817, having

been launched on its great career by

the father of the late proprietor. The

son, by his skill, energy, and inventive

genius, brought the business to its

present proportions. He had faith in

the potency of printers' ink, and at one

time advertised to the extent of $1,000,-

000 a year. Novelty was constantly

sought, and every means adopted for

keeping the name consiDicuously before

the public.

In 1889 the house was authorized by

royal decree to assume the name " Royal

Cocoa Factory." The factory, which

covers an area of eighty-five acres, em-

ploys 3,500 people, the balance of the

population of Weesp, 6,000, having been

at some former time identified with the

institution. This loyalty on the part of

employer and employee tells a rare story

of mutual regard. The children have

no thought of ever getting employment

elsewhere. The city possesses all the

advantages of other places of its size,

—

theatres, schools, hotels, etc. ; but eveiy-

thing is owned or controlled by the

house of Van Houten, and no other

factory is to be seen in the town. Mr.

Van Houten was well known as an

extensive traveller, having visited all

parts of the world, and was in the

United States at the time of the World's

Fair. He was an extremely affable

companion, of a jovial nature and clever

at repartee. Music and the sciences

were his pleasure and recreation. He
was never married.

An Innovation

Inklings of Industrial Ideas inaugurated at the

Mills "Where Purity is Paramount.'"

A recent issue of the National Cash
Register Company's publication entitled

Wouldn't Sell It

Her Pure and Clear Complexion Not For Sale

A Cornell girl was put on a Grape-

Nuts diet and discovered some facts.

She says :
" While a student at Cornell

I suffered from improper diet. The
banquets and other social functions-

—

with their rich refreshments— served to

completely upset a stomach already

weak from rich pastry, highly seasoned

meats, and confections furnished by lov-

ing parents at home.

I became irritable, nervous, and my
appetite became more and more capri-

cious. Only rich, highly seasoned food

suited me, and this further wrecked my
health. I was sallow, having lost my
pink and white complexion. I became

dull eyed and dull brained, the victim

of agonizing dyspepsia and intestinal

trouble.

I was finally forced to leave school

and came home an irritable, wretchedly

sick girl. The plainest food disagreed

with me, and I bade fair to starve to

death, when a physician advised my
physician to put me on Grape-Nuts Food

diet. To make a long story short, the

transformation from wretched ill health

to good health was marvellous. I liked

the new food so well, and it agreed with

my tortured stomach perfectly, regulated

my bowels, my headaches left, and the

color of the skin gradually grew better.

In eight months I found myself rosy,

plump, and strong.

I would not sell my clear complexion,

bright eyes and general good feeling for

the costhest, richest mess of Delmonican

pottage.

I returned to Cornell, finished my
course, and can now study, think and

live. The food that enabled me to re-

gain my health I shall never forget."

Name furnished by Postum Cereal Com-
pany, Limited, at Battle Creek, Mich.
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" The N. C. R." contained the follow-

in* paragraph :
—

*' That the efficient work of Miss Lil-

lian C. Igler as head of our Domestic
Economy Department has been recog-

nized is evidenced by the flattering offer

received from the Purina Mills of St.

Louis, to take service with them in a

similar capacity. Miss Igler has ac-

cepted the offer, and on March 15 ter-

minated her connection with this com-
pany, to the regret of all. She is

succeeded by Miss Katherine Igler, who
will no doubt prove a worthy successor

to her sister."

The above is interesting from the fact

that Purina Mills is the first milling

concern to adopt those methods which,

through years of careful test, have made
the National Cash Register Company of

Dayton, Ohio, famed the world over for

presenting the ideal in factory life.

There are to-day a half-dozen busi-

ness houses in the country who serve

meals to employees, yet Purina Mills is

the only concern which has ever at-

tempted to conduct the work on hy-

gienic principles ; and their long and
successful study of pure foods in their

relation to the best dietary of mankind
•is bound to be a success from the ver}-

start.

In the cookery department at the Bos-

ton Cooking School the normal pupils

are now busily engaged in serving com-

pany dinners, luncheons, etc., to small

parties of invited guests.

Miss Ethel Willett, class of 1899, has

classes of children in cookery at St.

Mark's Church, Southboro, Mass.

Miss Willey, class of 1900, has ac-

cepted a position as resident teacher of

cookery at the Presbyterian Hospital,

Philadelphia, Penn.

In the latter part of August, Mrs.

Janet M. Hill, editor of this magazine,

will visit Des Moines, la., where she

has been invited to give a course of

lectures and demonstrations on food

products in connection wdth the State

Fair to be held in that city.

Boston Cooki?ig-School Magazine :

Geiitlevien,— Enclosed, find mail order
for paying bill enclosed. Wife says,
" Ca7i't cook without // " ; and I say that,

if the remarkably good things she gives

me to eat are the result of a careful

perusal of your magazine, be sure that

she receives it regularly and without fail.

Yours truly,

W. W. L., St. Paul.

Old Soakers

Get Saturated with Caffeine

When a person has used coffee for a

number of years and gradually declined

in health, it is time the coffee should be

left off, in order to see whether or not

that has been the cause of the trouble.

A lady in Huntsville, Ala., Mrs. S. M.
Brazier, says she used coffee for about

forty years, and for the past twenty years

was troubled with stomach trouble. " I

have been treated by many physicians,

but all in^vain. Everything failed to

perfect a cure. Was prostrated for some
time, and came near dying. When I re-

covered sufficiently to partake of food

and drink, I tried coffee again and it

soured on my stomach.

I finally concluded coffee was the cause

of my troubles and stopped using it. I

tried tea and then milk in its place, but

neither agreed with me. Then I com-

menced using Postum Food Coffee. I

had it properly made and it was very

pleasing to the taste.

I have now used it four months, and

my health is so greatly improved that I

can eat almost anything I want and can

sleep well, whereas, before, I suffered

for years with insomnia.

I have found the cause of my troubles

and a way to get rid of them. You can

depend upon it I appreciate Postum."
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The Cruise of the

^^ Siesta''

By A. G. Pettengill

SHE was a little sloop-rigged boat,

and was called the " Siesta.*' be-

cause her owner, the Teacher, spent

the most of his summer vacation in her,

sailing and drifting over the quiet waters

of a beautiful harbor. One morning in

August the Teacher bumped the white

nose of his Uttle vessel against the black

rocks at Grimes's, and took on board his

friend, the Historian, for a short pleasure

cruise to the eastward. Their course lay

over the sea to the " Islands of the

Blest,'' which to the prosaic fisherman

and traveller are known as '' the

Georges." In storm and fog a danger-

ous journey this ; but in quiet, clear

weather it is the culmination of all that

is good, beautiful, and satisfying in

scenery and sailing.

To the pleasure-seeking crew of the

diminutive bark the conditions were such

as to give joy and satisfaction. In the

east the sun was mounting in clear path

to the zenith. A light, warm breeze from

the north gently rippled the surface of

the sea. The hurr}'ing billows, capped

with seething white of days before, were

fallen to long, low swells slowly undu-

lating landward. On their left the irreg-

ular Une of a hundred-harbored coast.

bold headlands, great bays gemmed with

plentiful islands, grass-bordered inlets

leading far into the main, all covered

with green, a " countiy of the pointed

firs," indeed. Far to the north-east the

mountains of Camden, blue, mysterious,

beautiful, loomed out of the plain. On
their right the sea, calm and smiling,

stretched to the line where the blue sky

bends to meet it. On this vast plain

vessels, in all stages of visibility, from

the near-by fishing smack, lazily lunging

along, to the distant ship, whose upper

sails only rose a dim white patch above

the cur^'ing waters, journeyed, by cross-

ing paths, to dif^'erent ports, all of them

God's beautifully artistic touches on the

canvas of his great marine.

On by beauty of land and sea the

good boat rippled to the beauty that lay

just beyond, for beauties never cease in

this attractive region. Prosaicism passed

from Teacher and Historian ; and they

became poets, at least in feeling, lost in

the sweet contemplation of the -'glory of

the terrestrial." which to their quickened
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souls was none other than the "glory of

the celestial.''

'* This is all absorbingly beautiful,'' at

length remarked the Historian to his

S^
On Summer Seas

friend; ''but, do you know, it is histori-

cally interesting as well ?
'"

The Teacher replied by a non-com-

mittal nod. "It is,'' persisted the stu-

dent of the past ;
" and I can easily prove

my claim. Over there," pointing to an

island on his right. " is old Monhegan,

a landfall of the earliest explorers, and

the possessor of the most thriving set-

tlement on the coast of Maine two hun-

dred and fifty years ago. Back here,

within a couple of miles of the island

with the prominent white cliffs, occurred

the famous sea fight between the ' Enter-

prise ' and the ' Boxer ' in the War of

1812. Up there at the head of John's

Bay are to be seen the ruins of the

ancient city of Jamestown and its fort.—

a city that once bade fair to outstrip

Boston in the race for commercial su-

premacy. While all over these waters

and about these headlands that nimble

pirate of Pemaquid, Dixey Bull, chased

the richly laden craft of fisherman and

trader, bent on appropriating their most

portable treasures to his own possession

and comfort."

Having duly impressed the good skip-

per with these interesting facts, the His-

torian remained quiet, until the '' Siesta
"

had finished her strictly ocean journey.

and was about to round Allan's Island

for a radical change of course, when he

suddenly exclaimed to the Teacher, " Do
you see that point of water midway
between here and Monhegan ?

"

Following with his eyes the direction

indicated by the extended arm of the

speaker, he rephed, " I do."

" Well, then," continued his questioner.

" keep your eye on it a few moments,

and become duly impressed ; for that

little patch of sea is fraught with as

great and interesting associations as any

on the coast of New England. There

the English explorer, Captain George

Weymouth, fresh from attempts to find

the elusive north-west passage to India,

dropped anchor one fine day in May,
two hundred and ninety-three years ago,

and from there worked his good ship up

through this channel, between Allan's

and Burnt Islands, to Georges Island

harbor, where he met and traded with

the Indians, and whence he explored the

Georges River and the surrounding

country. He was next to Champlain in

inland exploration in this region. He
was one of the fathers of Maine. We
are now about to follow the same course

he took to Georges Island harbor and

up the river to Thomaston.

"

" Indeed !
" ejaculated the apparently

deeply impressed pedagogue. But with

a twinkle in his eye he continued, " Did

he stake out his course, and shall we be

able to see the stakes ?
"

'• Stakes ? Of course not," replied his

friend, deeply indignant at the implied

scepticism in these words. " We don't

need stakes. If the enthusiast can't find

that course, he has no sense of direction,

and therefore lacks one of the first

elements of successful historical re-

search."

Fully subdued, the teacher-skipper

thenceforth devoted himself to his boat.

With true sea-dog skill he shifted sail to

the new course, avoided the sunken
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ledges, and soon placed his little vessel

in the identical harbor, where rested the

good ship " Archangel " that pleasant

Sunday so long in the past. Except for

the few homes of the fishermen and the

absence of the great trees that once

must have covered these islands, the

harbor is the same as in Weymouth's

day.

An hour's delay upon the shore of

Allan's Island, where, tradition says, the

venturesome Englishman and his crew

built a boat, dug a well, and planted a

garden, and then aboard again for the

islands, the river, and the old town. At

this point the Teacher, although properly

and fully awed by the great loquacity and

seeming knowledge of his first mate, ven-

tured a remark. " I think this harbor,

taken all in all, to be fully as unique and

interesting as that of Monhegan," he

said.

This was a little heretical for a lover
*

of Monhegan, but he certainly had much
reason for his opinion.

A fisherman, in his smug little lobster

boat, was running within hail.

" What is the way to Thomaston ?
"

bawled out the Teacher, as if he had

been a countryman with a jogging nag

inquiring his way into town.

" See them mountings up yander ?
"

yelled the lobsterman in reply, indicating

by a sweep of his arm the Camden hills

lying to the north-east."

"Yes."
" Wal, steer straight fur them."

And the helmsman did " steer straight

fur them." What a glorious run it was !

Weymouth did not have so good a time,

for he was compelled to be cautious.

Caution spoils free and full enjoyment.

With sail well bellied, " a bone in her

teeth," and pennant merrily flying, the

little sloop flew over the rushing waves.

Her crew sprawled, in keen enjoyment,

over her top, drinking in the bracing

salt air and the striking beauties of

near-by island, shining water, and distant

mountain. The acme of enjoyment is

Georges Island Harbor

With the wind free and freshening

every minute, the " Siesta's " prow was
turned toward her journey's end. De-
spite the confidence of the Historian, the

Teacher was uncertain of his course.

yachting in beautiful waters. Like a

bird the stanch boat glided into the

river, by noble headlands, between banks

wooded to the w^ater's edge, by spacious

coves and fertile farms, into the bay
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before the good old town : and there she

— stopped. Stopped how ? Slowly.

proudly, like a sea-gull aUghting ? Con-

scious of dut}* well done ? To lie at

anchor in trim elegance upon the moving

waters, the cynosure of all eyes ?

Would that she had 1 But she stopped

in a way most unbecoming to marine

suddenly, upon a bank of

a half-mile from shore. And
dignity,

mud.

there she stuck ignominiously for hours,

until the tide came in and floated her.

Did the crew have to remain with her ?

No. They boarded a passing dory, and

were landed. As they walked up the

street to their hotel, the Teacher re-

marked to the Historian, in his quiet,

dream}- way, '* I wonder if Captain

George Weymouth found that bank of

mud ?

"

Surf at Ocean Point

The Hayloft

Through all the pleasant meadow-side

The grass grew shoulder high,

Till the shining scythes went far and wide,

And cut it down to dry.

These green and sweetly smelling crops,

They led in wagons home

;

And they piled them here in mountain-tops,

For mountaineers to roam.

Here is Mount Clear, Mount Rusty Xail,

Mount Eagle, and Mount High :

The mice that in these mountains dwell

Xo happier are than I !

Oh, what a joy to clamber there

!

Oh, what a place for play ".

With the sweet, the dim, the dusty air,

The happy hills of hay !

— Robert Louis Stevenson.



A Nasturtium Luncheon
Bv C] ara .ouise Kel ^^gS

THE table is laid with a thirty-

three-inch centre embroidered

in bunches of nasturtiums with

a border in rococo design. Between the

bunches of flowers is the same scrolly

arrangement wrought in the •• Bulb
'"

stitcher}-.

The twelve-inch plate doylie. the

smaller eight-inch bread-and-butter-plate

doylie. placed close at the left of

Nasturtium Centrepiece

the larger plate, and a little higher, at

right of plate and above the knives, the

water-glass doylie. four inches in diame-

ter.— these three sets of doylies match,

in design and coloring, the centrepiece.

All these, as well as the lap napkins, are

made of the tinest of satin damask.

The latter (more properly called •• ser-

viettes "*
) have a narrow hemstitched

hem with bunches of nasturtiums em-
broidered in one corner, while in the

opposite corner is the monogram, in

white embroidery, of the hostess. Also,

the menu cards are in the form and color

of the flower : these are placed at top of

plate, and directly in front of each guest.

At right of plate lie the knives and the

soup spoon : at the left the forks. At

the top. or above the plate are the spoons

and forks used for punch, the sweet

course, and dessert.

Upon the corners of the brilliantly

colored table are three chain-connected

specimen vases of cut glass, holding

bunches of loosely placed nasturtiums

with buds, seeds, and leaves, while the

same are arranged in single specimen

vases on the four sides of a large fruit

epergne. which is placed in centre of the

embroidered centre piece. This is filled

with red and yellow fruits, lying in a

bed of leaves and edged with brilliant

blossoms.

The sweets (four in number) are ar-

ranged on little silver bonbon dishes,

quite flat in style (two oval, two round),

with the sweets (ginger, chocolates, per-

fume drops, and peppermints) lying on

pale yellow lace papers.

As we seat ourselves at table, we find

placed on the bread-and-butter plates

three prettily cut bread sandwiches, in

heart, diamond, and club shapes, filled

with a nasturtium salad. Hors-d'ceuvres

are first presented. To the caviare have

been added chopped nasturtium seeds,

Rose Centrepiece
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the anchovies are surrounded by the

leaves, while the stuffed olives and Liver-

wurst lie wreathed in the blossoms.

Next '* httle necks " are placed be-

fore us. They add the same dehghtful

coloring, as they are arranged with their

shells Ipng in a bed of flowers : and on

the sUces of lemon are powdered the

leaves that have been dried in the oven,

then crushed and sifted.

Then comes moulded salmon in a bed
of aspic jelly, with, here and there, a

nasturtium blossom and bunches of

seeds, edged with the dark leaves, dotted

vdih tomatoes, and with a tartare sauce

dressing. With this are sen-ed thin

slices of cool cucumber and onions,

sprinkled with capers and nastmrtium

buds.

^^'hen this course has been removed,

the pate-de-foie gras follows, in cups of

yellow decorated with bunches of nastur-

tium buds and seeds lying on top of

each.

Then chops and peas are served on

yellow lace paper; and in the yeUow
frills that cover the ends of chops are

small bunches of flowers, and dotted

over the tray are the blossoms snipped

closely.

A yellow jelly-like dessert, surrounded

with creamy deUcacies in lighter shade,

the cheese, bonbons, etc., all added to

by these beautiful flowers, together with

lace and fringed papers in the same
coloring, combine to show what a dear

htde luncheon can be served with these

exquisite flowers.

Camp Rations
Bv Hattie Burton Michael

WHEN the allowance for a va-

cation is limited, the larder of

a camp for a summer's outing

may be well stocked at inconsiderable

expense.

If a localit}' be chosen for a camping

ground that is isolated from the summer
boarding-house, hotel, or small supply

store, which exists only during the season

for the convenience of campers, one

must depend almost entirely on the sup-

plies that are taken into camp. These

will consist chiefly of canned goods, salt

meats, and evaporated fruits, varied by

such delicacies as one's pocket-book wiU

allow.

Given, for example, a camp in the

Adirondacks, which may imply either a

tent, an open camp, or a building simply

enclosed and containing from one to six

rooms. It may be either a guide's or

hunter's lodge built of logs, or the hand-

some, well-appointed cottage of the

summer sojourner in the mountains.

If one occupies a tent, baking, and

much cooking, without a stove is out of

the question. Cottages, however, may
be rented or built, or, in the vernacular

of the north-woodsman, they occasionally

may be pre-empted, that is, occupied, rent

free, for sixty days without eviction, if

on the State Fores: Prescr. e. The term
•• camp " applies to any h : nie ::: the woods

that is a temporar)- sheher.

In any case the camp is usually

equipped with a table, cots, half a dozen

chairs, a few cooking utensils, dishes,

and a stove. Frequently the latter is

the abnormal Adirondack cook-stove,

built after the pattern of a Shanghai

rooster, with the exception of two short

legs added to its anatomy in front. The
large square oven, nearly on a level with

the shoulders, is perched on two long
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legs in the rear of the stove, while the

broad hearth in front reaches nearly to

the floor. Connecting the oven and the

hearth is the large square top with its

capacious firepot, holding many sticks of

wood about two and one-half feet long,

over which one must stoop in cooking.

Such a stove is only a step in the evolu-

tion from the old-fashioned fireplace

;

and, after using, our wonder is that our

grandmothers ever ventured to stand

erect. It is a tremendous heater ; and,

when in good condition, it bakes well.

With these appliances, and a member
of the part}' qualified to do the cooking

understandingly, a variet}^ of dishes may
enter into the dietar^^ of the daily routine

of canned goods.

The following list may be helpful in

ordering camp supplies. It gives the

total amount consumed by four people,

three men and one woman, in a camp in

the Adirondacks during nine weeks.

30 pounds of whole wheat flour.

20 <i " white flour.

20 " " corn-meal.

8 (i " a variety of breakfast cereals.

5
'« " rice.

5
« '* crackers.

6 « " molasses coffee cakes.

2
(( " cornstarch.

2 << " tapioca.

12 li " dried beef.

30 a " ham.

15
« " bacon.

10 u " salt codfish.

60 (( " granulated sugar.

6 <( " coffee.

I
a '« tea.

5
(1 " raisins.

3
<( " dried plums.

3
" " dried apples.

3
" " dried apricots.

3
« " dried peaches.

3
u " dried prunes.

ID " " lard.

25
" " butter.

10 (( " unroasted shelled peanuts.

2
" " baking powder.

12 cans of roast beef.

15
" " baked beans.

15
" " condensed ten-cent soups.

12
(( " tomatoes,

8 cans of com.
10 " " peas.

12 ** " succotash.

2 packages of beef extract.

12 " " jellycon.

6 quart bottles of sweet pickles.

1 bottle of curry powder.

2 packages of split peas.

5 quarts of dried beans.

I Edam cheese.

1 pineapple cheese.

5 pounds salt.

6 cakes of ivory soap.

T quart of ammonia.

3 packages of magic yeast.

20 dozen eggs.

2 quarts of molasses.

2 " " olive oil.

16 " " hickory nuts.

4 " " shelled popcorn.

I crate of Bermuda onions.

I bushel of potatoes.

I pound of candles.

1 gallon of kerosene.

2 bottles of catsup.

Pepper, spices, and mustard.

The potatoes, kerosene, and a part of

the butter were purchased at a store six

miles down the lake. Variety and a

better class of goods are insured by buy-

ing outside and shipping. The eggs

were sent in by the crate at different

times, other parties joining in the enter-

prise, at an average cost per dozen of

tAventy^-eight cents. The peanuts, roasted

and salted, supplied the place of meat to

a certain extent, being rich in proteid.

The hickory nuts and popcorn were

valuable as a food, as w^ell as furnishing

a means of entertainment around the

campfire.

The codfish should not be omitted,

for codfish balls are a staple in the

woods. The dietary is overbalanced in

carbohydrates, fats and salt meats ; but

life outdoors warrants this. Canned
salmon might take the place of fresh

meat, where lake and brook trout are not

abundant. Evaporated fruit was taken as

a matter of economy. Raisins and dried

apples stewed together make an ideal

dish, when fresh fruit is not obtainable,
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In the latter part of the season red

raspberries and huckleberries are to be

found on the carries and mountains.

Then berry duff, camp biscuits, pies,

and shrub hold sway. Much sugar is

used in syrup for griddle cakes and flap-

jacks; while fudge, a menace to the

stock of sugar, has been introduced into

the wilderness.

Olive oil is not a luxury ; for it takes

the place of butter, and keeps sweet

much longer. Delicious salads can be

made of canned vegetables and odds

and ends. Here is a recipe for

Adirondack Salad

One can of peas, washed and drained.

Two sweet cucumber pickles and one Ber-

muda onion, chopped fine. Two table-

spoonfuls of pineapple cheese, crumbled

fine. Cover with French or mayonnaise

dressing.

If one be conversant with mushrooms

and edible plants, a greater change may
be wrought in the daily fare. A snowy

white edible mushroom, commonly called

the coral, on account of its resemblance

to the branching coral, grows on logs in

clusters varying in size from a half-pint

to a four-quart measure ; and the puff-

ball grows in the clearings.

A bit of raw Indian cucumber-root

gives zest to a salad or a plain fish sauce.

Grated over a plate of fried brook trout,

it is a reminder of the cucumber of other

days.

Last, but of most importance, is the

subject of bread-making. Fortunate the

camper who has even the most primitive

oven in which to bake bread ; for, after

a few days of substitutes, any effort will

not be considered too great to obtain a

real loaf. The greatest favor that can

be conferred on boys, alone in camp, by

any woman within walking distance, is to

bake for them a loaf of bread.

Two college boys were camping on an

isolated island in an Adirondack lake.

By chance we met one of them with two

loaves of warm bread in his hands.

" Ain't they fine ? " he exclaimed, with

a beaming countenance,

" Where did you get them ? " we asked.

" Oh, I heard that one of the young

ladies in the camp over there could bake

bread. They have been in only a short

time, and, being a mile away, I wasn't

acquainted ; but I could stand it no

longer without bread, so I made a break

and went over to call, and she offered to

make me some bread."

We never learned how he had led up

to the subject of bread-making; but

afterward, during the summer, we fre-

quently met the young man and woman
in a guide boat on the lake, and it was
evident that the incident of the bread-

making had been the medium to a more
extended acquaintance.

" If your morals make you dreary,

depend upon it, they are wrong. I do

not say, * Give them up,' for they may
be all you have ; but conceal them like a

vice, lest they should spoil the lives of

better and simpler people. . . . There

is an idea abroad among moral people

that they should make their neighbors

good. One person I have to make
good,— myself. But my duty toward

my neighbor is much more nearly ex-

pressed by saying that I have to make
him happy, if I may."

—

Stevenson.



Suggestions for Home Nursing'

By M. C. Limerick and L. R. Balderston

Article No. 6

POULTICES, FOMENTA-
TIONS, AND OTHER AP-
PLICATIONS.— Poultices are

used as a means of applying warmth and

moisture. They soften the tissues and

relax the tension of inflamed parts,

thus reheving pain. If appHed early,

they may check the progress of inflam-

mation and prevent pus from forming.

If pus has formed, they hasten the

passage of matter to the surface, and

Hmit the inflammation. They are useful

in immediate contact with inflamed parts,

as in cases of boils, and for deep-seated

pain, as in pleurisy and appendicitis.

A poultice for inflammation, relief for

internal organs, or to hasten the forma-

tion of pus, should be large enough to

extend over considerable of the sur-

rounding surface. A poultice for a sup-

purating wound should be but a little

larger than the opening.

Apply as hot as can be borne, but do

not burn. Great care should be used in

poulticing children, as their sensitive

skin is easily burned. In cases of par-

alysis the skin may be blistered by a

poultice that would be scarcely felt by

a healthy skin. This is caused by the

inability of the patient's skin to resist

heat and cold. In applying a poultice,

the nurse should place her hand under it,

the back of the hand resting on the

patient : then slowly remove the hand,

allowing the poultice to rest in place.

This will accustom the patient to heat,

and is far better than suddenly putting

a hot poultice on an already sensitive

skin. Cover the poultice with some im-

pervious material, as oiled muslin, rub-

ber tissue, or manila paper, to keep in

the heat. Change frequently, the time

depending upon the thickness of the

poultice. One of ordinary size (about

6 X 10 inches) will keep warm three

to four hours. The time may be in-

creased by the use of a hot-water bag.

A poultice should not be allowed to

become cold and hard, as it will do more

harm than good.

A poultice used for inflammation may
be reheated two or three times in a

double boiler and used again. Do not

bake a poultice, as this will dry and

harden it. A fresh poultice is neces-

sary each time for a wound.

A poultice may be kept hot, while

carried to the patient, by laying it on a

hot plate and covering it with another

plate or a piece of flannel. Do not

remove one poultice until a fresh one is

ready to apply. The old one should be

placed in a basin, or newspaper, to be

carried from the room. Should there be

any trouble about keeping the poultice

in place, it may be bound on with a

flannel bandage. This will not only

keep the poultice in place, but also will

keep in the heat.

To MAKE Poultices.— Muslin, old

tulle, or mosquito netting, and flannel

are used in making poultices. One way
is to cut a piece of muslin the desired

size, leaving an inch and a half of

margin in each direction. This may be

turned up on the sides, and a cover of

thin material laid on top. The side-

with the thin material is laid next the

patient. Another method is to cut the

muslin twice the length, spreading one-

half and folding the other half over as

a cover. Flannel is used in making a

bag, one end being left long to fold

over. The cover is sometimes omit-

* Copyright.
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ted, and the poultice is laid directly

on the skin ; but it is likely to stick,

so that it is difficult to remove neatly.

A little oil will keep poultices soft and

less likely to stick.

Linseed Poultice.—Heat one quart

of water to a boiling-point, and, without

removing from the fire, add gradually the

meal until thick enough to cut with a

knife. Make smooth and free from

lumps. Spread evenly about one-fourth

an inch thick with a knife. It is most

convenient to spread the poultice on a

board.

Flaxseed Poultice may be made as

linseed. In sprinkling mustard on a

poultice, care should be used not to burn

patient. If used, it can be mixed in the

paste.

Bread Poultice.— Bread poultices

are Hghter and milder than Unseed ; but

they cool quickly and hold less moisture,

and on drying become hard. The bread

should be mixed with water instead of

milk, as the latter sours and has no ad-

vantages over the water. Pour boiling

water over slices of bread without crust.

Let simmer a few moments until well

soaked, drain, then beat up the bread

quickly with a fork, and spread.

Yeast Poultice.— This is used as a

stimulant for slow-healing wounds. Mix
same as for bread dough, using three

ounces of Hquid yeast, and quarter of

a pound of flour, oat-meal, flaxseed, or

corn-meal. Let rise in a warm place,

and while fermenting spread like any

other poultice. Bread dough will serve

the purpose of the yeast poultice. It

is not necessary for the dough to rise

before applying, as the heat of the

body will cause it to do so. Allow

plenty of room in the bag for it to

rise and spread.

Starch Poultice.— Starch poultices

are used in skin diseases and cancers,

to allay irritation. Make the same as

thick boiled laundry starch, about four

tablespoonfuls of starch to one quart

of water.

Spice Poultice.— For a small poul-

tice, as for the cheek, use one teaspoonful,

each, of cayenne pepper, cloves, ginger,

and cinnamon, with half an ounce of flour.

Instead of mixing with water, use hot

whiskey, brandy, or alcohol, making the

consistency of thin paste. This poultice

will retain its heat about half an hour.

The same effect may be produced by

sewing spices in a flannel bag and dip-

ping in whiskey or brandy, when needed.

Mustard Poultice.— One part of

powdered mustard and two to six times

the quantity of flour, according to the

strength desired. Mix with warm water^

as hot water or vinegar, often recom-

mended, will weaken the mustard.

Spread thin and evenly on two pieces

of musUn. Keep the plaster on from

twenty to thirty minutes. If left on too

long, a sore will be produced, which is

painful and slow to heal.

For a child, one-third of glycerine in-

stead of pure water may be used, as the

action will be less severe.

The burning sensation, after the use

of the plaster, may be relieved by dust-

ing the part with flour, or fine starch, or

dressing with vaseline and covering with

cotton.

Pepper Plaster.— Cayenne pepper

plaster is made by mixing a tablespoon-

ful of cayenne into a thin paste of flour

and water. Spread like a mustard

plaster.

Cranberry Poultice.— A cranberry

poultice, made of a thick sauce of cran-

berries, is used in many cases of ery-

sipelas.

Fomentations, or Stupes.— Fomen-

tations, or stupes, poultices in modified

form, are applications of hot water by

means of pieces of flannel or flat

sponges.

Stupes are made by using two pieces

of flannel, each of the desired size.
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They should be saturated with boiling

water, and wrung as dry as possible. A
towel may be used in wringing, by laying

the tlannels within and twisting the ends

in the opposite directions. A safer

method is by use of a stupe-wringer, a

piece of stout towelling with a stick run

through the hem at each end. Place the

stupe in the middle and twist sticks in

opposite directions, until no more water

can be squeezed out. A small flannel

may be wrung out with a wooden lemon-

squeezer. A stupe, cool enough to be

wrung out by the hand, is too cool to be

of much use. It should be dry enough

not to wet the bed or the clothing. As
in poulticing, fresh stupes must be ready

before a cool one is removed.

The stupes should consist of t7i<o lay-

ers^ and no more. Shake these a little,

to let air in between them. Cover with

oiled muslin or rubber, and over that

place a flannel. This covering will keep

in the heat and the bedding dry.

After fomentations are discontinued,

carefully dry the part, and cover for a

time with warm dry flannel.

Fomentations may be made of pure

or medicated water. Twenty to thirty

drops of turpentine or laudanum may be

sprinkled over each stupe, or to the

water may be added a decoction of hops

or poppy-heads. For children, Jamaica

ginger and paregoric may be added to

the hot water, using one-third of each.

Ice Poultice.— Ice is best applied in

a rubber bag. Have the bag half filled.

The ice will keep longer, if mixed with

one-third its bulk of sawdust, bran, flax-

seed meal, or oatmeal.

Salt Poultice.— Place salt in flannel

bag and heat in oven.

Hop Poultice.— Hops may be used

in the place of salt.

Hot-water Bottle.— Hot-water bags

should always be covered with a flan-

nel cover. The safest covering is a

flannel bag with draw-string.

Hot applications are usually better

than cold, the cold being used mostly

for inflammation. The simplest method

for cold fomentation is by pieces of mus-

lin laid on ice to cool, or wrung from ice-

water. Change as soon as warm. The
ice poultice, mentioned above, is also an

easy method, and does not require such

constant attention.

Lotions.— Evaporating lotions, such

as alcohol, vinegar, or muriate of am-

monia, should not be covered after ap-

plying. A flannel cover may produce a

blister. Lotions that do not evaporate

may have covering of lint. This lint

can be rewet without removing.

Liniments should be rubbed in until

the part is dry. Liniments usually con-

tain poisonous ingredients, so they should

be used with care, the hands being well

washed before touching a sensitive spot.

Gargles are fluids for treating the in-

terior of the throat. About one table-

spoonful, at a time, should be used, four

or five times successively. After an acid

gargle, the mouth should be rinsed with

some alkaline solution, like bicarbonate

of soda (cooking soda) or lime water.



HP,HE suitable is beautiful "

;

and, surely, no piazza fur-

M nishings are suitable that

cannot endure wind and weather and

an occasional scrubbing or visit to the

laundry.

Fortunately, piazza living is now so

popular that proper furnishings of all

kinds are both good and inexpensive.

No screen to shut out sunshine or the

gaze of curious passer-by is comparable

to luxuriant-growing vines ; but these

cannot be grown in all situations ; and,

when they can, will not mature in a

night, like Jonah's gourd. As a substi-

tute, the Japanese bamboo shades or

screens are better than ticking or any

other texile hanging, because they ad-

mit more or less air and are not in the

least injured by rain. From being novel

and high-priced, these screens now come
in several sizes, and are inexpensive.

To give a veranda its most cosey and

inviting look, there must be a floor rug

of some sort, if only a breadth of rag

carpet or matting. The latter or a fibre

rug is preferable to a woollen rug, and

yet there are few rains when the latter

will become wet if rolled back against

the house.

A box-seat across one corner is as

convenient as it is comfortable and invit-

ing. Have the cushion loose, and utiUze

the box for this and other cushions and
pillows during the night and rainy

weather.

Rattan or wicker chairs, with loose

cushions for seat and back, are both

light and easy ; but, whether these or

wooden ones are used, they should be

given a coat of waterproof varnish or

enamel paint. If the latter, choose some
inconspicuous color rather than bright

red. A capacious rocker, with pocket

Piazza Furnishings

reading matter attached tofor holdin<^

one arm, is a treasure ; and many per-

sons prefer a reclining or swinging chair

to a hammock.

Be sure to have a generous-sized recep-

tacle for magazines and newspapers

hung against the house.

A woven hammock is not only more

comfortable, but more durable than a

netted one.

One can scarcely have too many cush-

ions— of the right sort. Let their

covers give the requisite touch of color,

and be both washable and strong. From
Madagascar-grass cloth to domestic

gingham there are any number of such

fabrics. In genuine Japanese prints,

nearly all colors are fadeless ; but, in

domestic weaves, only indigo blue,

madder red, and iron-rust color can be

depended upon, although green, old gold,

and other more dainty colors often prove

to be.

Curled hair is a cooler filling than

feathers, and an air cushion is preferable

to either sort in a sultry day.

The Japanese floor pads, woven of

rushes, are an inexpensive comfort,

and, while not soft and easy as a floor

cushion, are proof against sunshine and

rain.

Few piazzas are roomy enough to have

the luncheon or tea table a regular fixt-

ure, although there is no more charming

place to serve either.

No piazza is really complete without a

few blossoming plants ; but it is any

number of times better to have none than

too many. Long, narrow boxes, after

the fashion of window boxes, fastened

just outside the top of the balustrade or

on line with the outer edge of the floor,

are perfect for growing plants and vines.

Country Gentlemen.



Reveries

A School-girl's Graduating Essay

ON a hot day there may be seen

on the surface of a stagnant

pool, contrasting strangely with

their surroundings, glowing rainbow

colors,— purple and gold and red.

Gleaming through the noisome rancid-

ness of the waters about them, do you

know of what they make me think ?

-Those excellent moral precepts, those

thoughts superlatively wise, which shine

brightly through the error of the heathen

philosophy of Plato, Plutarch, and their

kind.

Now what was there in those men
that prompted those precepts ? To be

sure, they were admirably well versed in

profane learning ; but enveloped as they

were in the darkness of heathenism, with

nothing to lighten the pathway of

morality but the flickering lamp of

reason, do they not provoke our wonder ?

In creating man, God said, " Let us

make man in our image "
; and I firmly

beUeve that, though Satan has succeeded

in bringing about man's fall, not all his

craft nor all man's pronenessto evil ever

has been able, or ever will be able, to

quite erase that divine image engraven

on the soul of Adam and transmitted to

his descendants. How great and yet

how small we are ! What a jumble of

folly and wasdom !

In his wonderful work, Enchiridion,

Epictetus, the Stoic, says :
" Remember

you ought to behave yourself in life as

at an entertainment. Does anything

come in course to you, stretch out your

hand and take it gracefully. Does it go

by you ? Do not stop it ! Is it not

come yet? Do not long after it, but

wait till it come to you !
" Could a more

excellent rule for contentedness in any

station of life be laid down ? And this

is but one of the many grains of gold

dust found in his work. Epictetus

staked his claim, and it " panned out

"

pretty well ; but I wonder if he was not

a trifle blind, and if he did not some-

times mistake grains of sand for the

precious metal.

In the Meditations of Antoninus we
are said to have the best system of

moral teachings from the hand of

heathen. Whence did he derive his

best sentiments, if not from contact with

that religion which he yet despised and

persecuted ? He preached, but Uke

many another he did not practise.

" Ay, there's the rub." Did we all

practise what we preach, I suppose

this world would be a place vastly dif-

ferent from what it is. Don't you ?

Fluttering about the lamp above me is

a swarm of flies. Round and round,

aimlessly, blindly, tirelessly, do they flit.

They have the whole room in which to

rove about, they have doors and win-

dows through which to fly into the open

air, they have countless places free from

danger to which to repair ; and yet pell-

mell they rush over to that one closed

window. And witness their fate ! Those
that do not beat themselves senseless

against the pane, in a mad endeavor to

get out, are caught and made to do duty

as a head to the pin stuck through them
by that barbarous small boy there.

" Silly, silly flies !
" say we. But stop

a minute. To say nothing of times past

and times to come, are there not many of

us, who like the flies aim at nothing, and

follow that aim with surprising zeal ? I

do not say inertly idle, but uselessly

doing. And yet, were we perfect, we
would not be men, would we ?

We of the present day have advantage

upon advantage over the ancients ; but,

of course, in the hotly contested race for
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wealth, we can find no time to moralize,

as did they.

This being so, here is the question

that strikes me,— Which will stand the

better chance at the judgment day, the

ardent Stoic or the lukewarm Christian ?

An Ooma
By Julia Davis Chandler

THIS pretty piece of silver for

the table is of old Dutch origin.

It is for a spice-shaker, and
" belonged to Dirck and Margarita Ten
Broeck." Their joint initials, in the

style of marking then usual, are on the

inside of the cover.

The name " ooma " was derived from

the Dutch " 00m," signifying " uncle,"

as the article was a favorite gift of an

uncle to either a niece or nephew. It

was used to sprinkle the mixed cinna-

mon and sugar on hot waffles.

This silver is now owned by Mrs.

Sidney Smith, of Argyle, N.Y., whose

husband was a descendant, through

Catryna, the eldest child of the family.

Dirck Ten Broeck died on the 3d of

January, 175 1, and was interred in the

Albany church.

It is very interesting to trace the sur-

vival of national customs in cooking as

well as in anything else.

Queen Victoria was of German blood
;

and she was fond of spice and sugar,

also, according to a story told of her a

few years ago.

When dining after the manoeuvres at

Aldershot, a Spanish melon was served,

very like our delicious muskmelon, of

which the English nation is ignorant.

" She looked graciously upon the coohng
viand. Then she began to search for

something. The page in waiting was
thrown into despair. It is frightful that

a queen must look for something unpro-

vided. The royal lady deigned not to

say what was wanted ; and it was not

till the melon was about to be pushed

away that the unfortunate youth remem-

bered, that, of all things, his royal mis-

tress hked powdered cinnamon with her

melons,— indeed, ordering many of her

sweets and ' plats ' to be generously

flavored with the spice. He flew on the

wings of the wind to the next in author-

ity ; and so the word was passed to the

regions dedicated to cookery. But,

when the cinnamon appeared, the melon

was gone, and a day's happiness utterly

wrecked for a household of royal ser-

vants. Alas I who would shed a tear,

if we missed our cinnamon ?
"
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BEGINNING with the next num-
ber and October i, the Boston

Cooking-School Magazine will ap-

pear on the first of each month until

June next. Then, again, the issues of

June-July and August-September will be

double numbers, enlarged and adapted

especially to the distinctive claims

of out-of-door life and the vacation

season. Will subscribers please note,

also, that after October i the sub-

scription price of the magazine per year

will be o?ie dollar ?

ASTEADY growth in form, mat-

ter, and practical utility in the

home, is the ideal that has ever

been kept before the pubUshers of the

Cooki?ig-School Magazine from the first

issue. The contents are designed to

save the housekeeper annually many
times the price of a subscription, while

simple, sanitary, and improved ways of

living are ever upheld. A disposition

to preserve and ability to improve, taken

together, we would make our standard

as pubhshers.

TOO many people are striving

to get a living without fairly

earning it. Chance, speculation

and selfish greed, in every line of activity,

seem prevalent. Were conditions such

that no one could secure a penny, save

in charity, without giving in turn fair

compensation for the same, what a
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transformation in present business

methods would take place ! And yet

who can deny or refute the justness of

the proposition ?

In reference to recent events, a writer

in the Century Magazifie remarks

:

" There have been sufferers in the vicis-

situdes of social gambling. There have

been sufferers among the uninnocent

innocents of 'the street.' But these

sufferers are the least to be pitied.

Those to whom the greatest harm comes,

in all the methods of gambling, are the

successful. They are the ones whose

views of life and honest labor have been

set hopelessly awry." And right here

is the truest of truths : honest labor, with

its suitable reward, is the one thing that

most needs exaltation in the present

age.

AT the Lake Placid Conference

on Home Economics the place

^of domestic science in college

courses was a topic of discussion ; and, in

the course of the debate. Professor W. O.

Atwater said, '' that he had made it a

point to interview college women as to

the tendency of college life, and the

usual answer received was that it was

away from the home."

The college should remedy this ; for

the point is well taken, and the criticism

is just. But that the school and home
have different aims and pursue divergent

ways is not well. The time has come
when, from an educational point of view,

the things near at hand concern us more

than those that are remote. To know,

for instance, the composition of food is

more vital to human welfare than the

latest theories on the composition of the

stars.

By no means does it follow that sci-

ence and art are becoming less important,

or that our standards of education are

too high, but these standards and the

ideals and standards of living should be

brought more nearly into harmony. As
an educator of long experience in another

conference infers, the demand of the age

is " that education should constantly ad-

just itself to the requirements of life, and

to the development of the best faculties,

and that the necessary and useful in

education should ever be placed above

the merely ornamental."

THE Women's Educational and

Industrial Union, at their School

of Housekeeping on St. Botolph

Street, this city, has not yet, it seems,

solved the servant problem. According

to report, the work at the school in the

coming year will differ in many respects

from that of the past. " The work is to

be done exclusively with housekeepers

and educators, and the serving class is to

be left out altogether." The reason for

this, as it is given, "is found chiefly in

the fact that women themselves need to

be instructed as to their own needs and

to the needs and requirements of other

women, and again to the equally patent

fact that the servant class do not recog-

nize that they need any instruction in

this business of housekeeping. They
can get as much money, find places as

readily, and are as much in demand as

if they had all the training in the world
;

and it stands to reason that they are not

going to spend either time or money, and

certainly not both, to learn something

which they can do as well without."

Accordingly, they will offer two courses

of study. " One course is designed es-

pecially for home makers ; that is, for

young women who find themselves with-

out necessary training, and wish to ac-

quire, in the shortest time possible, some

knowledge of the management of a

household on an economic and hygienic

basis." Also, a professional course is

designed, for students and others who
have had a college training, or its equiv-

alent. " This is planned to form a
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practical foundation for those who are

attracted to the new Hne of apphed soci-

ological work, and offers a foundation

for three possible lines of development,

— teaching, practical management, and

social service."

No school has ever planned broader,

more useful and helpful courses of study.

Each is a model in excellence and com-

pleteness. While this and other schools

of housekeeping are still passing through

the experimental stage, the influence for

helpfulness they are destined to exert, in

uplifting the standards of home life, is

incalculably great. The experiment is

might)' in import, and wisely directed to

the noblest attainment. In the mean
time, a solution will be found for the

servant problem, when no class of work-

ers are thus known, and the business of

housekeeping is done by means of trained

employees, as business is now conducted

in other lines of industry.

EVEN Darwin wrote as the conclu-

sion of his invaluable studies

:

" What shall it profit a man, if he

find the origin of species and know ex-

actly how earth-worms and sun-dews

conduct themselves, if all the while he

grow blind to the loveHness of nature,

deaf to music, insensible to poetry, and

as unable to lift his soul to the divine

and eternal as were the primeval apes

from whom he has descended ? Is this

all that science can do for her devotee ?

Must he be shorn of the glory of human-

ity when he is ordained her priest ?

Does he find his loftiest faculties atro-

phied, when he has become a machine

for grinding general laws out of a large

collection of facts ?
"

" NaturaUsts say that, when examined

minutely with a microscope, it will be

found that no creature or object in

nature is positively ugly ; that there is a

certain harmony or symmetry of parts

that renders the whole agreeable rather

than the reverse. So the most disagree-

able tasks in life, when viewed in their

proper proportions, reveal a poetic, an

attractive side hitherto undreamed of.

Turn on the sunlight of good cheer, the

determination to see the bright as well

as the dark side, and you will find some-

thing pleasant, even in the most dreaded

task."

The management of the Boston Cook-

ing-school Magazine have come to a wise

conclusion, and one that the people who
have become attached to it will learn

with gladness. Beginning with the pres-

ent number, the magazine will be pub-

Hshed ten times a year instead of bi-

monthly, as in the past. The June-July

and August-September issues will be

made double numbers, and the remainder

of the year the magazine will be pub-

Ushed each month. The contents of the

present number just issued are of a

quality to prove its value to any house-

keeper or home-maker.— Daily Courier,

Lowell, Mass.

" What do you suppose started the

impression that fish was efficacious as

brain food ?
"

" The fact that fish are themselves

educated,— they go in schools, you

know."

An advertisement in a New York

morning paper lately calls for a " ste-

nographer who can cook." Another de-

mands " a housekeeper who understands

shorthand and typewriting."



After Breakfast Chat
By Janet M. Hil]

" It is good to rub and polish one's brain against that of others."— Moniaigne.

" Home-keeping youth

i4 S we go about the world and find,

A\ perhaps, at our antipodes peo-

j^ .^ple who are conversant with the

Uves and concerns of our own families

and acquaintances, we are wont to ex-

claim, " What a little world this is, after

all !
" But, small as the world sometimes

may seem, the most of us pass through

Ufe, and see only the veriest corner of it.

Money is a first requisite for travel

(and few are in possession of a surplus),

though the trolley and the bicycle have

made it possible for many to visit and

enjoy new scenes who otherwise would

be compelled to remain at home.

Many who travel do so in a very con-

servative way ; and, though a choice of

various attractive routes between objec-

tive points be presented, they take no

chance, but cling to the old way with

whose ins and outs they have become

familiar. This is wrong, in the main,

though the ability to extract pleasure

from externals is largely inherent in the

individual disposition. One finds beauty

and pleasure in fertile valley, winding

river, and commodious farm-houses,— or

in the blossoming mountain laurel, the

tasselled chestnut-trees, and children

wading in the mountain stream ; while

another fails to realize anything save the

discomforts of a dusty road and the opT-

pressive heat.

But, after all, in vacation season the

avoidance of excessive heat or the getting

away from the dull routine of life is the

main point to be considered. Change —

have ever homely wits,"

— Shakespeare.

change of air, water, and food, change

of scene and manner of life— is the one

subject that has come to engross the

attention of everybody during the sum-

mer months. This being granted, the

question where to go and how to get

there may best be answered by taking

into consideration our environment dur-

ing the rest of the year.

It is not always advisable that the

entire family spend its outing together.

Each member has his own peculiar tem-

perament and need, and, in the vacation

period, he is to renew and build up his

strength for the coming year. Then, too,

young people become more self-reliant,

and better fitted to discriminate in choice

of people and things, after they have

come in contact with those whose opinions

they are not in duty bound to respect.

Even if, while young, they are wont to

draw faulty conclusions, with proper care

we may hope they will come, in time, to

form correct judgment in regard to

matters of moment.

Camping out affords an ideal outing

for many ; and the deeper the wilderness,

the farther away from railroad, post-office,

and human habitation, the greater the

benefit that will be Hkely to be derived

from sleep in the resinous pine woods

and the lazy patrolling of the trout

brook. Others need excitement of some

kind, something that will crowd out

business cares and perplexities and

change the entire tenor of thought ; for

the mind, even more than the body, be-
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comes worn by repetition of the same

processes, day after day, and longs for

respite.

In considering the vacation question,

the country home in a congenial commu-
nity, amid beautiful natural surroundings,

and with modern conveniences, offers an

ideal resting-place. But the expense

incumbent upon keeping up such a place

rivals that of the city home, and the

energies of the house-mother are doubly

taxed.

But membership in the modern country

club may combine all these advantages

and, at the same time, materially reduce

expenses and eliminate the care of house-

keeping ; and the co-operative idea, upon

which such a club is founded, is quite in

harmony wdth the spirit that is abroad

to-day.

A club usually controls a large tract of

land that is rich in natural scenery, with

central club house and cottages near

and remote. It has golf links, croquet

and tennis courts, boats and bath-houses,

farm and garden,— in short, all the ac-

cessories of pleasure and comfort. Of

course, these items may be reduced and

made to conform to such standard as the

club may elect; for these matters are

decided by the several members who
provide the funds to cover the cost of

plant, including buildings and furnish-

ings, and who alone assume the respon-

sibility of the management.

As no one can engage rooms or enjoy

the privileges of the club who is not in-

vited and introduced by a member,

congenial society is assured. Where
greater privacy is desired, a special cot-

tage may be leased, and first choice in

the occupancy for succeeding years be

retained.

Since a club is not organized for

money-making, but to secure the great-

est degree of health, comfort, and pleas-

ure possible to its members and asso-

ciates, and at the minimum of cost, and

as all expenses, including interest on

investment, are shared pro rata, it would

seem that no other plan can well be

found by means of which so much in

the way of a summer outing can be had,

and at so small an expense, as in connec-

tion with a well-organized and well-

conducted country club.

What a change from life in apartments

to the spacious grounds and generous

diet of the co-operative kitchen ! In-

deed, there are clubs that have won repu-

tations for excellence in cuisine^ their aim

being not to emulate the ways of a table

d^/iote, but to vie with custom in a re-

fined private home.

IN
the February and March issue of

this magazine, Frances Howard re-

marks that Lady Morgan's sending

for Careme is an experiment in solving

the domestic problem that has not been

fully tested.

In Abraham Hayward's " Art of

Dining " are menus of Ernest Augustus,

King of Hanover, brother of William IV.

of England, on which are given the

names of the various chefs who prepared

the dishes for the royal table. This

custom was followed for many years,

showing that the king maintained the old

adage, " Honor to whom honor is due."

In a recent lecture on Saint Francis of

Assisi, Professor Edward Howard Griggs,

in relating the incident of Saint Fran-

cis directing his early followers to go

into kitchens to assist, said that, if there

was a solution to be found for the present

domestic problem, it might be in follow-

ing that teaching of the dignity of loving

service in the household's daily duties,



Menus for Camping Party in ^lUgUSt

Serv. W<\izxt Utoellest tfjou ?

Cor. WS^tx tfje canopg.

— Shakespeare.

Pettijohn's Breakfast Food, Sugar, Butter.

Salt Mackerel, Planked or Broiled.

Baked Potatoes, Pickles. Bread and Butter.

Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Cold Boiled Ham (Cooked at Home).

Escalloped Potatoes and Onions. Olives.

Baking-powder Biscuit.

Crasts with Bananas and Raisins.

Coffee.

Supper

Canned Succotash Reheated.
Toasted Biscuit. Dried Apple Sauce.

Molasses Drop Cakes.
Tea.

'Breakfast

Ralston Breakfast Food. Blackberries, Sugar.

Omelet with Peas.

Boston Brown Bread, Toasted.
Cereal Coffee.

Dinner

Scalloped Chicken.
Dried Lima Beans, Stewed. Yeast Biscuit.

Tomato Salad (Large Pieces from Can).

Tapioca Pudding with Dried Peaches (Stewed),

Sugar, Butter. Tea.

Supper
Hot Boiled Rice with Butter and Grated Cheese.

Lima Beans, French Dressing.

Yeast Biscuit, Reheated.
Cereal Coffee.

'Breakfast

Old Gristmill Toasted Wheat.
Bananas, Sugar.

Codfish Balls, Chili Sauce.
Corn-meal Johnny Cake. Cereal Coffee.

'TXnner

Chicken Soup (Canned).

Cold Boiled Ham, Mustard.

Boiled Potatoes.

String Beans (Canned), French Dressing.

Blackberry Shortcake.

Coffee.

Supper

Potato Salad. Sardines.

Bread and Butter.

Molasses Drop Cakes. Cereal Coffee.

breakfast
Barley Crystals. Stewed Apricots.

Salt Codfish Cakes. Bacon.
Stewed Tomatoes. New Rye Bread.

Cereal Coffee.

'TXnner

Canned Salmon (Heated in Can).
Egg Sauce. Olives. Boiled Potatoes.

String Beans (Canned), French Dressing.
Cornstarch Blanc Mange.

Blackberries, Sugar.

Coffee.

Supper
Beans Baked with Tomatoes, Pickles.

Boston Brown Bread.
Blackberries, Sugar. Tea.

'Breakfast

Grape Nuts, Butter, Sugar.
Chopped Ham in Sauce (Chicken Soup) on Toast.

Pickles. Entire-wheat Biscuit.

Cereal Coffee.

IXnner
Brook Trout, Sauted.

Canned Peas.

Rice Cooked with Tomatoes and Bacon.
Stewed Prunes. Oatmeal Crackers.

Coffee.

Supper

Sardines, Slices of Lemon.
Toasted Biscuit.

Johnny Cake. Cereal Coffee.

'Breakfast

Quaker Oats. Blackberries, Sugar.
Salt Codfish Souffle, ChiU Sauce.

Rye-meal Muffins.

Cereal Coffee.

THnner
Roast Beef, Canned.

Baked Potatoes. Boiled Onions.
Blackberry Pie. Cheese.

Coffee.

Supper
Cold Potatoes Baked with Cheese.

Salmon-and-Pea Salad.

New Rye Bread.

Cereal Coffee.

'Breakfast
Boiled Rice, Butter and Sugar.

Welsh Rarebit with Tomato Pulp.
Evaporated Apples, Stewed.

Toasted Muffins.

Coffee.

IHnner
Baked-Bean-and-Tomato Soup.
Fritters of Roast Beef.

Peas. Olives.

Prune " Turnovers."

Coffee.

Supper
Cold Baked Beans,

French Dressing with Onion Juice.

Broiled Mushrooms.
Toasted Brown Bread.

Teaette.

a
w
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Menus for One Week in ^eptemtjet

lEconomg, i\}t poor man's mint.— Tapper.

{Gas range or oil stove.)

"Breakfast

Sliced Peaches, Sugar, Cream.
Boiled Rice.

Honeycomb Tripe, Breaded, Fried.

Broiled Tomatoes.
Bread and Butter. Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Veal Cutlets, Brown Sauce.

Noodles with Mushrooms.
Lettuce-and-Tomato Salad.

Sliced Peaches, Cream.

Coffee.

Supper
Lettuce-and-Egg Salad.

Bread and Butter.

Tea.

'Breakfast

Ralston Breakfast Food.
Sliced Peaches, Cream.

Bacon Omelet (Puffy). Muffins.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Potato Soup, Croutons.

Blushing Apples, Lemon Sauce.

Cottage Cheese. Toasted Muffins.

Tea.

"Dinner

Cannelon of Beef, Tomato Sauce.

Potatoes Browned with the Meat.
Lima Beans, Buttered.

Lettuce-and-Pepper Salad.

Peach Sherbet.

Coffee.

"Breakfast

Grape Nuts, Cream.
Broiled Tripe. Brown Hashed Potatoes.

Graham Biscuit. Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Savory Rice.

Cold Cannelon of Beef.
New Rye Bread.

Baked Sweet Apples, Cream.
Tea.

"Dinner

Baked Filets of Bass.
Pim-Olas. Tomato Sauce.

Escalloped Potatoes.
Baked Squash. Celery Salad.

Blackberries, Sugar, Cream.
White Cake. Coffee.

"Breakfast

Quaker Oats. Sliced Peaches, Creai

Steamed Eggs. Rye Bread.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Cream -of-celery Soup.
Lettuce-and-Beet Salad.

Caramel Custards (Individual).

Tea.

"Dinner

Filet of Veal, Roasted
Cucumbers Browned with the Meat.
String Beans. Sweet Potatoes.

Stewed Bananas and Raisins with Crusts.
Cole Slaw.

Cornstarch Blanc Mange, Cream.

Coffee.

"Breakfast

Barley Crystals. Baked Apples, Cream.
Eggs Baked with Cheese. Cucumbers.

Parker House Rolls.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Cream-of-corn Soup.

Apple Pie with Meringue.
Tea.

"Dinner

Cold Roast Veal. Mashed Potatoes.
Escalloped Tomatoes.
String-bean Salad.

Peach Short Cake.
Coffee.

"Breakfast
Gluten Grits. Sliced Peaches, Cream.
Dried Beef in Cream Sauce.

Mashed Potato Cakes Baked. Corn-meal Puffets.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Boiled Corn on the Cob. Curried Tomatoes.

Bread and Butter.

Baked Apple-and-Tapioca Pudding, Sugar, Cream.
Tea.

"Dinner (Guests)

Boiled Fish, Hollandaise Sauce.
Boiled Potatoes. Man-Olas.

Veal Croquettes. Lima Beans, Buttered.
Tomato Salad, Mayonnaise Dressing.

Vanilla Ice-cream in Small Melons.
Finger Cakes. Coffee.

<

"Breakfast
Old Gristmill Toasted Wheat.

Baked Pears.

Fish Cakes. Poached Eggs.

Sliced Tomatoes.
Spider Corn-cake.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Baked Tomatoes with Macaroni.

Bread.

Sifted Apple Sauce.

Soft Ginger Cookies.
Grapes.
Tea.

"Dinner

Summer Squash, Stuffed,
Creole Style.

Tomato-and-Egg Salad.

Grape Charlotte Russe.
Coffee,



Seasonable Recipes

IN all recipes where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of

such material.

Green Peppers Stuffed with

Oysters

Select ten or a dozen peppers similar

in size and shape. Cut out a round

piece from the stem end of each, and

remove the seeds and veins. Chop one

pepper and a slice of onion fine, and

saute in butter. Parboil the oysters,

then drain, and cut each in two or three

pieces. Soak about three cups of stale,

but not dried, bread crumbs in the

oyster liquor, press out the moisture, and

add the sauted pepper and onion, the

oysters, and salt to season. With this

mixture fill the peppers. Sprinkle over

the surface cracker crumbs moistened

with melted butter. Bake until the

mixture is thoroughly heated and the

crumbs browned. Serve with tomato

Baked Tomatoes Stuffed with

Macaroni

Cut a sHce from the stem end of each

of eight or ten tomatoes, and scoop out

the inside. Cook a cup of macaroni,

broken in half-inch lengths, in boiling

salted w^ater until tender ; drain, and

rinse in cold water. Have ready a cup

of cream or tomato sauce, or cream

sauce made of part cream and part

tomato pulp, using the tomato scooped

out. Season with salt, paprika, or

tabasco. Add half a cup of grated

cheese and a few tiny squares of cooked

ham. chicken, or tongue, if convenient

;

fill the tomato cases with the mixture,

and cover with buttered crumbs. Bake

in a hot oven about fifteen minutes.

Serve either with or without additional

sauce.

Curried Tomatoes

Cut six tomatoes in halves ; shake

over them a little salt and pepper, and

put a piece of butter on each. Bake

fifteen or twenty minutes until tender.

Take from the oven before the shape is

destroyed. Remove to a hot serving-

dish, and pour over them one cup of

Curry Sauce

Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter

;

add two tablespoonfuls of flour, one

teaspoonful, or more, of curry powder,

and one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt.
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When frothy, stir in gradually one cup of

milk or white stock, and let cook five

minutes. If a more highly flavored

sauce be desired, cook a tablespoonful

of chopped onion in the butter before

adding the dry ingredients.

Eggs with Noodles and Mush-
rooms

Arrange layers of noodles, cooked

and blanched, mushroom caps peeled,

broken in pieces and saute'd in butter

five minutes, then simmered in milk or

broth about twenty minutes, and hard

boiled eggs, cut in slices, in a gratin

dish. Cover each layer with cream, or

Bechamel sauce reduced with the liquid

in which the mushrooms were cooked.

Sprinkle the whole with melted butter

and grated Parmesan cheese, and reheat

in a hot oven. Garnish with mushroom
caps, peeled and cooked with the pieces

of mushrooms and slices of egg ; also the

few grains of salt and enough flour to

make a stiff dough and knead fifteen or

twenty minutes, when it will be elastic.

Roll into a sheet as thin as paper. A
piece of duck or sail-cloth is the best

surface upon which to roll the paste.

Let stand covered with a cloth about

half an hour, then with a sharp knife cut,

as desired, into threads or quarter inch

ribbons, or cut with a tube into rounds

half an inch in diameter, or with French

cutter into fanciful shapes. Cook the

threads, ribbons, or fanciful shapes in

boiling salted water twenty minutes, or

until tender, then add to the hot soup.

Fry the rounds in smoking hot fat : they

will puff in cooking. To cut threads

and ribbons, roll the paste as a jelly

roll lightly, then cut off in pieces of

width desired. To cut rounds, etc., fold

the paste to make two or more thick-

nesses, then stamp out as desired, sepa-

rate the pieces, and let dry an hour

Eggs with Noodles and Mushrooms

mushroom stems chopped fine may be before cooking. Serve in brown soup,

cooked with the pieces of mushroom. consomme, or as a vegetable.

Noodles Potatoes Scalloped with Cheese

To three eggs, sHghtly beaten, add a Put a layer of sliced boiled potatoes
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in a buttered baking-dish, sprinkle with

salt and paprika, and add a thin layer of

grated Parmesan cheese. Continue in

this order until the dish is filled. For

about three cups of potatoes pour over a

pint of thin white sauce, or milk to which

one or two beaten eggs have been added
;

and cheese, sprinkle the white with salt,

and set in the oven, until the eggs are

cooked to taste.

Tomato Salad

Plunge small tomatoes of similar size,

in a wire basket, into boiling water. Re-

Tomato Salad

sprinkle the top with cracker crumbs

mixed with melted butter (half a cup of

crumbs and a scant fourth a cup of but-

ter), and let cook in the oven until the

potatoes are thoroughly heated and the

crumbs browned. The oven should be

quite slow, if eggs are used. American

factory cheese may be used in place of

the Parmesan.

Eggs Baked with Cheese

Stamp out rounds of bread half an

inch in thickness, spread with butter and

cover with thin slices of cheese, leaving

a slight hollow in the centre. Arrange

the rounds close together in a baking-

dish that can be sent to the table. Break

a fresh egg over each round of bread

move at once and cut out a circular piece

around the stem end of each. Remove
the skins, and set aside on ice to chill.

When ready to serve, dispose each to-

mato on a lettuce leaf seasoned with

French dressing. Fill each cavity with a

spoonful of boiled dressing, and press

into the dressing quarters of hard boiled

eggs.

Boiled Salad Dressing

Mix one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt,

one-fourth a teaspoonful of mustard, and

a few grains of cayenne. Add the yolks

of two eggs and the white of one ; beat

until well mixed, then add four table-

spoonfuls of butter and three-fourths a

cup of sweet cream. Stir, and cook over
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hot water until thickened shghtly, then

gradually add two tablespoonfuls of vine-

gar and set aside to become thoroughly

chilled.

Summer Squash Stuffed with

Shrimp

(^Creole Recipe^ Mrs. Harris of New
Orlea7is^

Take half-grown squash and simmer

whole in water ten minutes. Cut

them in halves, if small ; in quarters, if

large. Scrape out the interior, leaving

the shells, however, thick enough to

handle without breaking up. Remove
seeds, if large. Press all superfluous

moisture out of the vegetable pulp, and

add to it the following : to enough

squash to serve six persons put one cup

of bread or cracker crumbs, one onion,

and one tomato minced fine, one-fourth

a clove of garlic, thyme, parsley, bay

leaf, two cups of shrimp chopped fine,

and two tablespoonfuls of lard. Fry the

pepper and a beaten o^gg. Turn over

and over with spoon, mixing it again

and again. Let the whole cook for

about ten minutes. Have the shells ar-

ranged in the baking-dish. Fill each,

rounding nicely. Sprinkle with cracker

crumbs, dot with a tiny bit of butter,

if liked, and bake until brown. Serve

hot.

The squash may be heaped upon a

pie-plate, and so baked without the

shells.

You may use crab, minced ham, veal,

— almost anything, in fact, which is

savory. Egg plants are stuffed in the

same way, but need a little longer boil-

ing than squash.

Apricots jellied with Charlotte

Russe

Select apricots to line a bombe mould,

and surround it. Cut in halves and cook

in sugar and water until tender, then

drain and chill. To a pint of juice add

Apricots jellied with Charlotte Russe

onion and shrimp lightly in the lard, and

add to it tomato and herbs. Into this turn

the squash, which has been thoroughly

mixed with the crumbs, also salt and

the juice of half a lemon and a generous

fourth a box of gelatine softened in

one-fourth a cup of cold water, then

strain. Have the mould standing in ice-
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water.— the cover of an old-fashioned

silver butter dish answers nicely,— the

apricots chilled and the jelly cold, but

not set. Dip the apricots in a Uttle of

the jelly, and with them line the mould,

first putting half a blanched almond in

the place from which the stone was taken.

When all are in place, fill up the open

spaces between the fruit with the chilled

water, on a folded paper, until firm.

When cold, turn from the moulds and

serve.

Griddle Cakes of Purified Mid-

dlings

{Emih Bright)

Sift together through a coarse sieve

one cup of middlings, half a cup of

Individual Custards Renversee

jelly so as to line the mould completely.

When quite firm, fill the open centre with

Charlotte Russe mixture. Brush over

the rest of the apricots with liquid jelly,

and turn the rest of the jelly into a

shallow dish, to cool. To serve, turn

the mould of jelly and cream mixture on

to a round of sponge cake, about an inch

thick. Surround with the apricots and

the jelly cut into cubes.

Individual Custards Renversee.

Stir constantly half a cup of sugar and

half a teaspoonful of lemon juice over

the fire until changed to a smooth cara-

mel. Turn a little caramel into a timbale

mould, keeping the rest hot, while the

mould is turned round and round, thus

lining it with the caramel. Proceed in

the same way with all the moulds. Beat

three whole eggs, two yolks, half a tea-

spoonful of salt, and one-third a cup of

sugar. Add one pint of milk, and strain

into the moulds. Cook standing in hot

Graham flour, one teaspoonful of soda,

and one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt.

Beat one ^gg : add two tablespoonfuls of

thick sour cream and two cups of thick

sour milk, and stir into the dr}- ingre-

dients. Bake on a hot well-oiled griddle.

Watermelon Salad

Cut a watermelon, chilled by standing

on ice, in halves. Cut out the red portion

and divide into cubes an inch square.

Have ready a mixture of half a table-

spoonful of ground cinnamon to half a

cup of powdered sugar, and sprinkle

this over the melon. Let stand a few

moments, and serve.

Molasses Cookies

{Miss Petrie)

Melt one cup of butter or other

shortening ; add one cup of sugar, two

cups of molasses, two beaten eggs, one

cup of cold water or milk, then stir in

three cups of flour sifted with two table-
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spoonfuls of soda and one tablespoonful,

each, of cinnamon and ginger. Add
flour to make a soft dough, and let stand

in a cold place over night. In the morn-

ing roll into a sheet, cut into rounds,

and bake in a hot oven.

Finger Cakes

(Miss Petrie)

Beat two eggs ver}^ light ; add a tea-

spoonful of vanilla extract and a cup of

granulated sugar less two tablespoonfuls.

Stir in one cup of flour sifted with two

level teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar,

half a teaspoonful of soda, and a few

grains of salt, then add flour to make a

stiff dough. Roll into a thin sheet,

sprinkle with the sugar reserved from

the cup, and roll it in very lightly. Cut*

the dough in strips a finger in width

;

do not let them touch in the pan. Bake

in a quick oven to a delicate brown.

Ice-cream sened in Muskmelon, See page 83

The Preservation of Fruit
" Here is fruit for an epicure meet,

Canned and pickled and smothered in sweet;

The wealth of summer's mellow prime,

To cheer the dearth of winter's rime."

—/. J/. Z.

INSTINCTIVELY, as it were, in

time of plenty we are incUned to

lay aside something for use in time

of need. This is particularly true when

one has a bountiful supply of fruit, which

in any form is a welcome addition to the

dietary, and which, unless preserved in

some manner, soon becomes worthless.

There is said to be one supreme mo-

ment when a peach is in a perfect con-

dition for eating. It is much the same

with all fruit. There is a time when it

is at its best ; but, passing that, it is satis-

factory neither for " putting up " nor for

eating raw. The first step, then, in the

process of preserving fruit is to secure

fruit that is uniform in ripeness and at

the height of its flavor. Thus selected,

the fruit should be so preserved as to

retain this flavor, and, when admissible,

its shape. The ease with which this

may be done and the wholesomeness of

the finished product are also worthy of

attention.

Long before people had any knowl-

edge of microbes, it was discovered that
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fruit could be readily kept and almost in-

definitely in a heavy solution of sugar, or

in a strong acid, like vinegar. Hence

came the composition, pound for pound

of sugar and fruit, called by our grand-

mothers jam, marmalade, jelly, and " pre-

serves." Preserves, though a general

term, is more particularly applied to

sweets made from whole fruit, or large

pieces of fruit, kept as whole as possible
;

while marmalades, jams, and butters are

made of fruit finely divided or crushed,

and jeUies, of fruit juices only. Fruit

" put up " in these ways owes its preser-

vation to the fact that the ubiquitous

microbe, whose primal mission is to re-

duce everything earthly to its " lowest

terms," cannot thrive and multiply in a

thick solution of sugar. On this ac-

count, though the usual sanitary ways of

cooking should always be employed,

care in securing absolute freedom from

all bacteria is not so imperative as it

is, when the fruit is put aside without

sugar, or in a Hght syrup. In the latter

cases the microbes that flourish upon the

outside of the fruit and in water and air

must be destroyed by heat at the boiling-

point, or by heat at lower temperature

applied for a short time on several oc-

casions, else the fruit is liable " to

spoil." A dry, sunny day is preferable

for preserving fruits, as for all cooking

of sugar.

Utensils

Among the utensils that are the most

necessary for use in preserving fruit

are scales, measuring-cups, porcelain or

agate ware saucepans, earthen or agate-

ware bowls, silver, agate, or wooden
spoons, a fruit press, an agate colander,

small dipper and funnel, jars with new
rubbers and perfect covers, glasses for

jelly, jam, etc., bottles for catsups and

sauces, and jelly bags of felt, loosely

woven flannel, or double cheese-cloth.

It is needless to add that each of these,

if not absolutely new, should be in an im-

maculate condition.

General Directions

Select fruit of uniform ripeness, free

from bruises and other blemishes. Put

berries, cherries, currants, and other

small fruits, freed of hull or stone, a few

at a time, in a colander standing in a

pan of cold water. The water should

just cover the fruit, and should be

changed, perhaps, several times. Then
turn the fruit on to a cheese-cloth to

drain. Scald plums to remove the skin,

or, if this is to be retained, wipe the out-

side, and prick in several places to avoid

its bursting. Peaches, pears, and similar

fruit should be neatly pared with a silver

knife, then rubbed over with the cut side

of a lemon, or kept covered in cold

water, until the moment of cooking (to

avoid discoloration). These latter fruits

are often cut in halves and freed from

core or stone.

The stems of pears carefully scraped

are often retained. To insure the re-

tention of flavor, quick cooking is es-

sential ; and but a small quantity should

be cooked at a time.

General Rule for Preserves

Take equal weights of prepared fruit

and sugar. To each pound of sugar add

half a pound (one cup) of water, and heat

to boiling-point. Skim ; add the pre-

pared fruit with a few kernels from the

stones, and cook until the fruit is trans-

parent. Lemon juice is an agreeable ad-

dition to either peach or pear preserve.

Three-fourths a pound of sugar to a pound
of fruit is often used for peaches, pears,

and strawberries. Often, in case of fruit

whose shape is liable to be injured by
long cooking, the fruit is set aside in the

boihng syrup three days in succession,

the syrup on the second and third

mornings being drained from the fruit,

reheated, and poured over it.
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Marmalade, Jam and Butters

These are made of the pulp and juice

of fruit. For the first two, apples and

quinces are cooked in water and sifted,

small fruits are mashed, and, when
the seeds are objectionable, are also

sifted. An equal weight of sugar is

used, but it is added by degrees to

keep the fruit soft. Frequent stirring is

necessar}' to avoid burning. In making

butters, the prepared fruit is cooked

slowly with a very little water. In the

mean time it is stirred with a peculiar-

shaped, perforated, wooden utensil, the

fruit being broken up by passing through

the perforations during the stirring.

Sugar, either pound for pound or three-

fourths a pound to a pound of fruit.

and spices are added during the cook-

ing, the larger portion during the latter

part of the cooking, to lessen the liability

to burn. Apples and peaches are the

boiled with sugar to the jellying state.

The shorter the time of boiling, the more

pronounced will be the fruit flavor.

Juice from currants may be extracted by

pressure, without the use of heat, or, as

in case of other fruits, the currants may
be cooked enough to release the juice

without pressure. To extract the juice,

a little water is added to the fruit, and

the whole is cooked steadily, but slowly,

over the fire, until the juice flows freeh',

or the fruit is cooked, without the addi-

tion of water, in a jar standing in a

vessel of hot water, until it is soft

enough to mash. In any case, pass the

juice twice through a jelly bag wrung

out of hot water, without pressure, then

heat to the boiling-point, skim, and add

an equal weight of granulated sugar that

has been heated in the oven without

browning. Let boil until a little will jell

slio^htlv on a cold dish. Five minutes"

fruits most often made into butters ; and

the cooking is a longer process than that

for jams, etc.

Jellies

The various processes of jelly-making

do not differ materially. Fruit juice is

boiling will usually suffice, though some-

times fifteen minutes' is required. If

jellv with less sugar be desired, reduce

the juice by boiling some minutes before

adding half or three-fourths the weight

of sugar. Turn the jelly as soon as

cooked into glasses, first rinsed in hot
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water and placed on a folded cloth

wrung out of hot water. When cold,

cover with melted parafhne, or paper

dipped in alcohol, then with a tin cover

or a second piece of paper. Store in a

dry place.

Canning

The several ways of canning fruit are

variations only of two original methods

;

i.e., by cooking the fruit in an open

saucepan and transferring to the jars,

and by cooking the fruit in the same jars

in which it is to be set aside. In either

case the fruit is but slightly cooked, and

no more sugar is used than would be

palatable, if the fruit were to be eaten

fresh. This quantity is about one cup

of sugar and one cup of water to a quart

of juicy fruit. The water is increased

to two cups for dry fruits like pears and

apples.

In canning, as the syrup is not of

sufficient strength to prevent the growth

of microbes, no pains must be spared to

insure complete sterilization. While the

fruit is cooking in the syrup in the sauce-

pan, let the jars stand, filled with boiUng

water, upon a folded cloth saturated with

boiUng water upon the back of the range.

When the fruit is cooked, pour out the

water and fill, at once, the jars to over-

flow with fruit and syrup. Adjust new
rubbers, and quickly screw on the lids,

which have been standing meanwhile in

boiling water. A wide-mouthed funnel

with spreading top is convenient in fill-

ing the jars. When the fruit is cooked

in the jars,— and this method conser\'es

the flavor more perfectly,— fill the jars

with the prepared fruit. Set them on a

heavy fold of cloth, paper, or on a per-

forated board, in a saucepan half filled

with warm water. Fill to overflow with

hot syrup, adjust new rubbers, and screw

down the covers lightly. Bring the water

in the saucepan to the boiling-point, and

let boil from five to ten minutes. If

necessarv, add more hot svrup to fill the

jars to overflow, or use one jar to fill the

others. Screw the covers on tightly, let

cool in the water, tighten the covers

once more, and set aside in a cool dark

closet.

Preserved Berries

For each pound of prepared berries

use ten ounces of sugar and one-fourth a

cup of water. Cook the sugar and

water to the soft ball stage, or to a thick

syrup, let stand a few moments to cool a

little, then pour on to the berries stand-

ing in fruit jars. Fill the jars to the top,

adjust the rubbers, and screw the covers

down tightly. Set the jars on a perfo-

rated board, folds of paper, or cloth in

a saucepan, and surround with water of

about the same temperature as the jars.

Bring slowly to the boiling-point, and let

boil ten minutes. Cool slowly in the

water, tighten the covers and set aside

in a dry, cool place. This confection is

richer than ordinar}- canned fruit, yet not

as rich as the traditional preserves. By
this formula the shape and color of the

berries are well preser\-ed.



In Reference to Menus and Recipes
THERE were men at Rome that taught people to chew, as well as to walk with good grace.

Montaigne.

The more time the food spends in the mouth, the less time it will spend in the stomach.

FOOD, as ingested, is not in a con-

dition to be assimilated and made
an integral part of the body. The

metabolism, by which assimilation is

made possible, is a long and curious

process. Yet we pay littte heed to

this, thinking it will be done somehow
and without any apparent effort on our

part. And, to a certain extent, this is

true ; but perfect health, long continued,

depends on many seemingly trivial

matters, of which this is, in reality, a very

important one. If, as Montaigne says,

teachers, who taught their pupils the

prosaic art of chewing gracefully, once

existed, we may hope that a branch of

education so practical will speedily meet

with a revival. For mastication, the first

step (after cooking) in the digestive

process, deserves particular and careful

attention.

That food be in a finely divided state,

when it comes in contact with the diges-

tive fluids in the stomach, is a prime es-

sential. Besides, if the teeth be relieved

of this duty, not only do they suffer

thereby, but the performance of their

work is given over to organs that are ill

adapted to the offfce. Thorough masti-

cation is not only needful in the case of

meat and food, not readily divided and

softened, but it is equally necessary for

the proper digestion of bread, cereals,

and other starchy food products. Dur-

ing mastication these should become

thoroughly impregnated with the starch-

digesting principle of the saliva, which is

not found outside the mouth.

Breakfasting with eyes on the clock,

whose hands insist upon perpetual mo-

tion, is not conducive to the practice

of proper method in eating. But the

vacation season, now at its height, fur-

nishes an opportunity for a trial of

graceful chewing ; and with the marked
gain to bodily comfort and general

health, soon to accrue, may come
the determination to force one's self to

spend in the future a longer time at

meals. To those who are camping out

in the silent w^oods, far remote from the

distractions of business and the departure

of trains, no more suitable occasion for

the cultivation of a judicious habit can

possibly arise.

In the breakfast menus for the camp-

ing party the serving of the cereals with-

out cream or butter will not prove an

unmixed evil ; for the latter tend to

shorten, the time of mastication. Bos-

ton baked beans and brown bread, the

former being baked either in a stove

oven or by burying the pots in the hot

earth beneath the coals of the camp
fire, are eaten with avidit}' by any

one who is living in the open air. But

both items demand the most thorough

mastication, if the system is to receive

more than passing benefit from their

ingestion. It avails little that the

surface of each bean be broken when it

enters the stomach ; beans are composed
largely of starch, the digestion of which

needs be well begun in the mouth, and

this means persistent mastication.

When the camp is far from habitation,

and, in consequence, fresh vegetables

and fruit are not readily procurable, the

diet is liable to be too concentrated ; and

olive oil, in the form of salad dress-

ing, and coarse flour need be relied

upon to supply waste and regulate the

system.

September is usually a hot month, and
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the gas range or oil stove will be found

more economical than the coal range.

But little fuel is needed to prepare the

meals on Sunday. The cutlets take the

longest time for cooking. A slice from

the leg is cut into pieces for serving,

sprinkled with salt and flour, and

browned, first on one side and then on

the other, in a little hot bacon or salt

pork fat, then water, milk, or light stock

is to be added, and the meat simmered

nearly an hour, or until tender. A
thickening of flour stirred smooth in a

little cold water, with such seasoning as

is desired (black pepper, onion or lemon

juice, tabasco or Worcestershire sauce)

give the finishing touch to a simple yet

toothsome dish. After the preliminary

browning, the cooking, it will be noted,

is done by letting gently simmer. The
nice adjustment of heat to the occasion

is the point which marks the dividing

line between the skilled and unskilled

cook. Better far to omit the veal from

the menu, than to waste fuel and mate-

rials in cooking the dish at the galloping

rate thought necessary by the ignorant,

or allowed by the careless.

The tripe, however, served at break-

fast requires quite different treatment.

For, when this is ready to prepare for

the table, it already has been simmered,

until tender, and chilled. After cutting

into strips of similar shape and size, it

should be carefully " breaded," or egged-

and-bread-crumbed, disposed, four or

five pieces at a time in a frying basket,

and immersed for one minute only into

fat at the proper temperature to brown.

Surrounded with carefully broiled toma-

toes, the dish is most presentable, and

may be eaten with rehsh, even on a hot

morning.

For the luncheon on Monday, as the

oven is not required for other articles,

the bread may be browned in hot butter

in a frying pan. The apples, to be eaten

hot, will require but a few minutes' cook-

ing, especially if the saucepan be covered.

The apples need close attention, or they

will lose their shape. Toast the muffins

by placing them in a double broiler

over the hot stove lid, turning often to

avoid burning. It is almost needless to

add that the gas needs be turned quite

low.

The baking of bread, on Tuesday,

gives opportunity for baking a pan of

sweet apples. In no kind of oven can a

loaf of bread be baked more perfectly

than in a gas oven ; but for a novice

attention is needed to adjust the flow of

gas to the conditions of the baking at

different stages. With experience this

is done almost automatically.

The steamed eggs for breakfast,

Wednesday, may be cooked on the

breakfast table by the use of one of the

many utensils that have been devised for

the purpose. Steam is usually generated

by the use of burning alcohol, but a tube

from the chandelier attached to the cook-

ing utensil is quite as satisfactory.

On Friday, as guests are present, the

dinner is made more elaborate than

usual. The ice-cream is served in tiny

melons about the size of an orange. A
piece is cut from the top to serve as a

cover. A narrow ribbon is passed

through sHts in this and tied in a bow
upon the top, as a means of lifting the

cover. The seeds are removed, and the

melons, chilled on ice. When ready to

serve, each is filled with ice-cream, and

the cover put in place. Cream flavored

with lemon and cinnamon slightly, or

flavored with vanilla and eaten with the

pulp of the melon, is considered an

agreeable combination. The idea is not

new, but dates back to the days when
ice-cream first came into fashion in this

country.
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Query 479.— Mrs. A. J. R., Evanston,

III. : " Recipes for pickled mangoes, sweet

cheese cakes baked in pastry shells called

' Maids of Honor.' "

Pickled Mangoes

Cut a round piece from the stem end

of each of the green muskmelons to be

pickled. If preferred, a slice may be

cut from the side. Remove the seeds,

and fasten the piece taken out back in

place. Let the prepared melons stand

overnight in a strong brine,— a cup of

salt to a gallon of water. Chop fine

green tomatoes, cabbage, small white

onions, small cucumbers, and green

peppers. Use such number and pro-

portions of these as is desired. Let

these, as also nasturtium seeds, stand

over night in salted water. Drain and

cover with weak vinegar, and let stand

over night. Heat the tomatoes in the

vinegar to the boiling-point, then drain

and press each of the vegetables until they

are quite dry. Put into each melon two

or three cloves, three or four pieces of cin-

namon, and half a teaspoonful of grated

horseradish, then fill with the prepared

vegetables and seeds. Sew into each

melon the piece that was cut out, and,

when all are ready, let stand again over

night, covered with cider vinegar. In

the morning cook the mangoes half an

hour in the vinegar in which they have

been standing, then remove to a jar, and
cover with strong cider vinegar. In the

morning drain off the vinegar. To each

gallon add a pint of sugar and a little

cayenne pepper, and pour this scalding

hot over the mangoes. Let stand over

night, then drain off the vinegar, and
pour scalding hot a second time over the

mangoes. Repeat this process three

mornings, when the pickles will be ready

for use.

Richmond Maids of Honor
Richmond Maids of Honor are said

to have originated with the maids of

honor of Queen Elizabeth, who had a

palace at Richmond. The first recipe

is supposed to be the original one used

in Queen Elizabeth's time.

Recipe

Sift eight ounces (one cup) of milk

curd, and add gradually to three-fourths

a cup of butter. Beat the yolks of four

eggs slightly. Add a glass of brandy,

three-fourths a cup of sugar, one cold

baked potato, peeled and sifted, one

ounce, each, of sweet and bitter almonds,

pounded and sifted, the grated rind of

three lemons with the juice of one, and

half a nutmeg grated. Mix these well

together, and add to the curd and but-
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ter. Mix again, and bake in small tins

lined with puff or plain paste.

Cheese-cake Mixture

(To be kept indefinitely for use when

needed.)

Stir half a cup of butter, two cups of

sugar, the yolks of six eggs and the

whites of four, and the grated rind and

juice of three lemons over hot water, until

the mixture begins to thicken. When
like honey, turn into glass jars, and, when

cold, cover as jelly is covered.

Cheese Cakes

Pass enough cottage cheese through a

colander to make one cup and a half.

Add one-third a cup of sugar, two table-

spoonfuls of cream, one tablespoonful of

melted butter, the grated rind and juice

of a lemon, three eggs beaten until Hght,

and half a cup of citron and currants cut

in small pieces. Beat until smooth.

Line small tins with pastry. Fill with

the cheese mixture, and bake about fif-

teen minutes, or until firm to the touch.

Sprinkle with powdered sugar, and serve

when partly cooled.

Query 480.— Mrs. A. J. M. Hamilton,

Ontario :
" Kindly give me the very best

recipe for making white bread with com-

pressed yeast."

White Bread with Compressed

Yeast

Add one-third a cake of compressed

yeast, softened in half a cup of luke-

warm water, to two cups of boiled water,

scalded milk, or a mixture of both cooled

to lukewarm. Stir in two tablespoonfuls

of sugar and one teaspoonful of salt, and,

if Uked, two tablespoonfuls of shortening.

Then add flour to make a dough suf-

ficiently stiff to be kneaded, from six to

eight cups. Knead until elastic. Let

rise until double in bulk. Mixed at ten

o'clock at night, it will be light by five or

six o'clock in the morning. Cut down
and shape for the pans when again

nearly doubled in bulk. Bake about one

hour. If preferred to let rise during the

day, use a whole yeast cake. Mixed at

seven, the dough will be light about

eleven o'clock.

Query 481.— Mrs. H. L. A., Elmira,

N.Y. :
" Kindly publish recipe of sugar

cookies that are soft when made and will

keep soft."

Soft Sugar Cookies

See recipe for jelly jumbles, page 16,

June-July number. Scrimp the quantity

of soda given. Cookies of any kind will

keep moist stored in an earthen jar.

Query 482.— Mrs. M. F. S., Bedford,

Mass. :
<' Please publish some recipes for

the use of canned strawberry juice, a pud-

ding preferred."

Strawberry Sauce (for Cottage

Pudding, German Puffs, etc.)

Stir two teaspoonfuls of cornstarch or

arrowroot, smoothed in a little cold

water, into a pint of hot strawberry

juice. Cook about ten minutes. If not

already sweetened, the dry cornstarch

may be mixed with sugar and stirred

into the hot juice. The juice of half a

lemon aids in bringing out the straw-

berry flavor.

Cornstarch Pudding

Scald one cup and a fourth of straw-

berry juice, and stir into three table-

spoonfuls of cornstarch mixed with half

a cup of sugar. Cook over hot water ten

minutes. Remove from the fire, and

fold into the mixture the whites of four

eggs, beaten stiff. Turn the mixture

into small moulds, buttered and dredged

with sugar, and bake, standing in a pan

of hot water, about ten minutes. Serve

with the sauce, as above, or with sugar

and cream, or with a boiled custard made
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of a pint of milk, the yolks of four eggs,

and half a cup of sugar. A few grains

of salt will be needed in the pudding and

in the custard.

Strawberry Tapioca Pudding

Heat one pint of strawberry juice in a

double boilfer. Stir into this four level

tablespoonfuls of any quick cooking

tapioca, and let cook until transparent.

Add the juice of half a lemon and addi-

tional sugar, if needed. Serve with cream

and sugar.

Strawberry Bavariose

Soften one-third a box of gelatine in

one-third a cup of cold water, and dis-

solve by standing in hot water. Strain

into a cup of strawberry juice and the

juice of half a lemon. Add about half

a cup of sugar, stir over ice-water until

the mixture begins to thicken, then fold

in, gradually, one pint of whipped

cream. Turn into a mould, and serve,

thoroughly chilled, with whipped cream,

or with cold strawberry sauce, made as

above.

Query 483.— Mrs. A. F. B., Medford,

Mass. : " Please tell me how I can use

peach syrup for desserts or in other ways."

Uses for Peach Syrup

Use peach syrup in place of straw-

berry juice in any of the preceding

recipes. Lemon juice will be needed to

bring out the peach flavor. Apples

stewed in peach syrup make a very pal-

atable sauce. It may also be used in

sherbets or fruit punches.

Query 484.— Mrs. J. H. N., Warren,

Ohio :
" Please give recipe for the nut bread

given in menu for class-day spread in June-

July magazine."

Nut Bread

The recipe is given on page 16 of the

June-July issue, under Noisette Sand-

wiches.

Query 485.— Mrs. J. S., Cleveland,

Ohio : " Is there a table for using the oven

thermometer ?
"

Oven Thermometer

No table is needed for the use of an

oven thermometer. A few days' experi-

ence in the use of a " heat indicator,"

such as is now attached to cooking

ranges, would enable the user to make
out an accurate table for herself.

Query 486.— Mrs. J. H. N., Warren,

Ohio :
" Kindly give recipe for cucumber

jelly used as a salad in tomato baskets, also

a list of the appropriate vegetables to serve

with meats."

Cucumber Jelly

Chop fresh pared cucumbers rather

fine. To a cup add a cup of cool

chicken or veal broth, three tablespoon-

fuls of tarragon vinegar, two tablespoon-

fuls of pickled nasturtium seeds chopped

fine, and half an ounce of gelatine

softened in one-fourth a cup of cold

water. Season to taste with salt and

pepper and set aside to chill. To serve,

cut in tiny cubes, and use as a filling.

Serve with mayonnaise or a boiled

dressing.

Cucumber Jelly

Cook the cucumbers with a slice of

onion until tender in boiling salted water,

pass through a sieve, and season to taste.

To each pint add half an ounce of gel-

atine softened in one-fourth a cup of

cold water. Chill in a mould. Cut in

cubes, and serve as before. As the water

in which the cucumbers are cooked is

used in the jelly, the quantity should not

be large.

List of Vegetables to serve with

Meat
Not more than one or two varieties of

vegetables should accompany a course.

With roast beef the favorite methods of
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serving potatoes are Franconia or baked

with the beef, escalloped, mashed, or

mashed and browned. Other vegetables

that may accompany the roast are cauH-

flower, Brussels sprouts, new beets, beet

greens, spinach, salsify, tomatoes, onions,

squash, white turnips, green corn, peas

and beans of all kinds, and rice, hominy,

farina, or macaroni.

Beefsteak, mutto7i or lamb chops, are

accompanied by sweet or white potatoes

in any form, freshly cooked or warmed
over, or by any of the vegetables served

with roast beef. Asparagus is often

served with meat, but it is more appro-

priately served as a course by itself.

With stewed or braised beef, potatoes,

turnips, parsnips, carrots, tomatoes, peas,

beans, or vegetables a la Jardi7iiere are

served.

With corned beef serve boiled pota-

toes (sweet or white), turnips, cabbage,

beets, carrots, beet tops, spinach, dande-

hons, Brussels sprouts, cauUflower, and

parsnips.

Boiled mutton or lamb may be accom-

panied by boiled potatoes, turnips, sal-

sify, onions, carrots, cauliflower, Brussels

sprouts, spinach, or green beans.

Roast mutton calls for same vegetables

as roast beef, and also red currant jelly.

With roast lamb serve potatoes, green

peas, beans, spinach, summer squash,

white turnips, and asparagus, if this be

not desired as a separate course.

With veal, roast or braised, choose

white turnips, spinach, beet tops, young

beets, peas, beans, dandeHons, or escal-

loped cabbage.

Roast pork calls for potatoes (white or

sweet), squash, onions, turnips, pars-

nips, spinach, salsify, or cauliflower and

apple sauce.

With poultry, roasted or boiled, serve

potatoes (white or sweet), turnips, celery,

cooked or uncooked, onions, Brussels

sprouts, cauHflower, squash, mushrooms,

green corn, peas and beans, rice, and

cranberry sauce. Asparagus accom-

panies broiled spring chicken.

With gafne the vegetables are usu-

ally prepared in a somewhat elaborate

manner. The vegetable considered the

vegetable par excellence is celery, which

may be served plain, stewed in cream

sauce, or as a salad. Other vegetables

are white potatoes in croquettes or

balls, sweet potatoes glazed, tomatoes

broiled or in a salad, cauhflower au gra-

tin, spinach a la creme, or peas. Olives

and black currant jelly are passed with

duck, currant jelly with venison, and

fried hominy with grouse and duck.

Qrery 487.— Mrs. L. B., Washington,

D.C. :
" Recipes for devilled crabs and clam

chowder."

Devilled Crabs

Saute' one-fourth a cup of chopped

mushroom in three tablepoonfuls of but-

ter five minutes, sprinkle in two table-

spoonfuls of flour, and, when blended,

add two-thirds a cup of stock. When
the mixture boils, add a cup of chopped

crab meat, a teaspoonful of chopped

parsley, the beaten yolks of two eggs, and

season quite high with salt and pepper.

Turn the mixture into crab shells,

trimmed and cleaned, and sprinkle with

fine bread crumbs mixed with melted

butter. Bake until the crumbs are

browned.

Clam Chowder

Pour a cup of cold water over a quart

of clams. Pick them over to remove bits

of shell, and separate the hard from the

soft parts. Drain and strain the liquor

through a piece of cheese-cloth. Heat

to the boiling-point, and strain again.

Chop the hard parts of the clams. Cut

an ounce of salt pork in bits, and try

out the fat. Add half a large onion

sliced, and let cook five minutes. Par-

boil a quart of sliced potatoes five

minutes, drain, put a layer into a sauce-
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pan, and sprinkle with salt and pepper.

Add a layer of chopped clams, then

another layer of each, seasoning as be-

fore. Add three cups of boiling water

to the onion and salt pork in the frying-

pan, and strain the liquid over the

potatoes and clams. Let cook until the

potatoes are tender, then add the soft

parts of the clams and a quart of milk

thickened with one-fourth a cup of flour

and butter creamed together. Let cook

five minutes, and add half a dozen

crackers split in halves, and, if hard,

softened by standing in cold milk. When
ready to serve, add the clam broth re-

heated.

Query 488.— C. M. G., North Easton,

Mass. : " Why do I sometimes have trouble

in removing an angel cake from the un-

greased pan in which it is baked and cooled ?

Should the baking-powder given in the

recipes for sour cream be used with the

soda?

"

Removal of Angel Cake from Pan

If one does not have a regular angel-

cake pan, a spatula can usually be run

down one side and under a cake, thus

faciUtating its removal. The best pan

for all sponge cakes is the pan invented

and patented by the Misses Lisk. Both

a round and a square tin of this kind may
be seen in the illustration of cake-pans

given on page 126 of the October-No-

vember magazine for 1900. When the

cake is cool, the fastenings that hold the

pan together are removed, the enclosing

sides are lifted, and the cake is left stand-

ing on the bottom.

Baking-powder with Sour Cream

Several queries have been received in

reference to the baking-powder men-

tioned in the recipes given in the

last issue of this magazine, in the

article on Sour Cream. Let one reply

sufhce for all. The recipes were printed

just as they were sent to us, and the dis-

crepancy in the statements in regard to

the baking-powder was not observed.

We presume the formulas were given as

the author intended. See also page 34,

June-July issue.

Query 489.— Mrs. J. T., New York City :

" A perfect recipe and plain directions for

making brioche, also a clam broth for the

sick made with milk."

Brioche

We have always made brioche by the

recipe given in the cake article in the

October-November number, 1900, of this

magazine. We are unable to give plainer

directions than those there given. Sum-
mer heat does not present a favorable

time to experiment with brioche. As
the dough is exceedingly soft, it cannot

be shaped without chilling on ice over

night, and then it needs be handled

most expeditiously.

Clam Broth with Milk
Wash and scrub the shells and steam

until the shells open. Drain off the

broth, and strain through a cheese-cloth.

Reheat and, at serving, add seasoning

and scalded milk to taste.

Query 490.— Mrs. C. M. H., Owen,
Wis. :

" Recipes for canning corn, peas,

and tomatoes in Mason or similar jars."

Canned Tomatoes
Scald the tomatoes to remove the skin,

and cut out, also, the hard piece around

the stem end. Put into the jars without

cutting in pieces unless too large, press-

ing in as many as possible and adding a

little salt. Set the jars in a high sauce-

pan, on thick folds of cloth, or paper, or

a board perforated with round holes, half

fill the pan with warm water, adjust the

rubbers, put on the covers of the jars

loosely, and then the cover over the

saucepan. Heat the water gradually to

the boiling-point. Let boil half an hour.
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then fill the jars to overflow, using the

tomatoes in one of the jars for the pur-

pose. Tighten the covers, let cool and

tighten again. Store in a cool, dry place.

Tomatoes may also be cooked with a

little salt in an open kettle until scalded

throughout, then finished as canned

fruit. Corn may be canned by the first

recipe, but it requires about eight hours

of cooking.

Query 491.— Mrs. J. L. S., Bridgeport,

Conn. : " How can biscuits, rolls, and gems

be made crusty? Recipe for clam fritters

and directions for frying to keep them from

falling apart."

Crusty Biscuits, etc.

Biscuits, etc., can be made crusty by

the addition of shortening and by giving

each plenty of space in baking.

Clam Fritters

Beat two eggs until white and yolks

are well mixed. Add one-third a cup of

milk and stir in one cup and a third of

flour sifted with two level teaspoonfuls

of baking-powder, then add a pint of

chopped clams with salt and pepper.

Dip a dessert spoon in fat. hot enough to

brown a crumb of bread while counting

sixty; drain, and with it take up a

spoonful of batter. Dip a second spoon in

the fat and with it scrape the batter from

the first into the fat in one mass. Let

cook about three minutes, or until of a

golden color. Fry a few at a time, re-

move with a skimmer, drain over the fat,

and then on soft paper.

Query 492.— Mrs. E. S. N. D., Balti-

more, Md. :
" Several casserole recipes."

Casserole of Chicken

Heat three tablespoonfuls of butter in

a frying-pan. Add an onion and car-

rot that have been cut in slices and par-

boiled, also a bay leaf, and cook five

minutes, then add a cup and a half of

stock or water, and, when hot, pour over

a chicken cut in pieces for serving and

disposed in a casserole. Cover closely

and let cook three-fourths an hour, then

add half a dozen mushroom caps, peeled

and browned in butter, and a dozen

potato balls, parboiled and browned in

butter. Season with salt, pepper, and

three or four tablespoonfuls of sherry

wine, and cook until the potatoes are

tender. Serve in the dish. A strip of

cotton, spread with flour paste, may be

pressed close upon the dish at the cover

to keep in the flavor. In this case it is

well to use a young chicken, and add all

the ingredients at first. The 'chicken

may also be browned in butter before it

is put into the casserole. Partridge,

grouse, and plover may be cooked in the

same way.

Query 493-— Mrs. T. B. W., St. Paul,

Minn. : " Recipes for codfish balls fried like

doughnuts, corn fritters with canned corn,

croquettes of canned sweet potatoes, and
oyster fritters of chopped cove oysters."

Codfish Balls

Pare six potatoes of medium size, and
cut in quarters. Put one cup of raw
salt codfish, picked into small pieces,

above the potatoes in a saucepan. Pour
boiling water about the potatoes, and
cook until tender. Drain off the water,

and set the saucepan, covered with a

cloth, on the back of the range to dry

the potatoes. Mash thoroughly, and add
paprika or black pepper to taste. Beat

an egg until the white and yolk are well

mixed. Add gradually a little of the

fish-ball mixture, and, when well blended,

return to that in the saucepan, and beat

thoroughly. Shape the mixture into

smooth balls, pressing lightly into shape.

Fry in deep fat, smoking hot. Use a

frying basket, and cook about five at a

time.
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Canned Corn Fritters

Use the recipe given for clam fritters,

omitting the milk.

Oyster Fritters

Use the recipe given on page 89 for

clam fritters.

Canned Sweet Potato Croquettes

Reheat the potatoes in boiling water,

then remove from the can, and pass

through a ricer. To a pint of potato

add three tablespoonfuls of butter, half

a teaspoonful of salt, a few grains of

pepper, and, if desired, a teaspoonful of

sugar and a little ground cinnamon.

Beat thoroughly, and form while warm
into balls, cylinders, or other shape.

Egg-and-bread-crumb, and fr)- in deep

fat.

Query 494.— Mrs. A. H., Harlem, N.Y.

:

" Kindly tell me how to prepare and cook

fillet d£ sole. What do you place inside of

a fish, which is to be boiled ? Of what ma-

terial are thermometers made, also how use

one in boiling water and hot fat. What is

the price, etc. ?
"

Fillet de Sole

We have no sole in our waters ; the

nearest approach to it are flounders or

chicken halibut. The fishmonger will

remove the flesh of either fish in fillets

free from skin and bone, or you may do

this at home. The fillets of either fish

often go by the name of sole. From a

flounder at least four fillets may be

taken. If the fish be large, these are

often spht apart to make eight. .Aiter

seasoning the fillets with salt, pepper,

onion, and lemon juice, they may be

rolled or folded, fastened \dth a tiny

skewer and either egged-and-bread-

crumbed and fried in deep fat, or with-

out crumbing baked in the oven. Ser\^e

sauce tartare with fried fillets, Hollan-

daise, cream, or other sauce with baked

fillets. A carrot is sometimes placed in-

side a fish to hold it upright on the fish

sheet while boiling.

Thermometers for Boiling and

Frving

The bulb and tube of thermometers

used in boiling water, syrup, and hot fat

are of tempered glass, surrounded by a

metal (usually copper) case. They cost

from $1.50 upward. One would find

very little use for thermometer in boil-

ing and fr}-ing. The heat indicator on

the oven door and a thermometer for

boiling sugar are, however, both of practi-

cal use in the kitchen. A sugar tlier-

mometer is plunged into the hot syrup,

and may be left there until the syrup is

boiled to the degree required.

Query 495.— Home subscriber :
" What

is a Scotch bowl for frying fish ? Do you

tie all fish in cheese-cloth when they are

boiled and when a fish-kettle is used? Why
do you put fish in lukewarm water, then

bring to the boiling, and then simmer.^ Are

all fish cooked in this way ? How is a fish

sauce made of a pink color?'*

Scotch Bowl

A Scotch bowl is an iron kettle with

round bottom that rests on three legs.

It is a favorite utensil for frying, being

well adapted to the purpose.

Fish Tied in Cloth

Fish are not usually tied in a cloth

when boiled in a fish-kettle. The cloth

is used as a means of lifting out of

water, draining, and removing to the

ser\'ing-dish. When a fish-kettle with

shde or fish-sheet is used, the latter

takes the place of the cloth.

Boiling Fish

Fish is put to cook in lukewarm water

to avoid drawing out nutriment. Hot

water would be better, if it did not con-
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tract and burst the skin, thus making

the dish unsightly. Gradual heating to

the boiUng-point obviates this. After the

juices are imprisoned by the heat of

boiUng water, the cooking is completed

at the simmering point, to insure tender-

ness and dehcacy. Salmon, to preserve

its color, is put to cook in cold water.

Its richness admits some loss of nutri-

ment. A fish sauce may be tinted pink

with vegetable coloring or with lobster

butter, made by pounding butter with

lobster shell and coral and then passing

through a sieve.

Query 496.— Mrs. A. J., Trenton, N.J.

:

" Recipes for green gooseberry jelly, grape

jelly and preserves."

Green Gooseberry Jelly

Cook the gooseberries in a double

boiler, until the juice flows freely. Turn

into a jelly bag, and let drip without

interference. If clogging checks the

flow of juice, scrape the inside of the

bag occasionally with a wooden or silver

spoon. If desired very clear, strain the

juice through a second bag. Measure

the juice and put an equal number of

cups of sugar in the oven to heat. Let

the juice boil vigorously from ten to

twenty minutes, according to the ripe-

ness of the fruit. Skim as needed.

Then add the hot sugar, and, as soon as

the jellying point is reached, turn into

glasses that have been rinsed in hot

water. For further particulars see

page 80

Grape Preserves

Weigh the grapes and allow three-

fourths a pound of sugar to a pound of

fruit. Rinse the bunches of grapes in

cold water, drain, and squeeze the pulp

from the skin of each grape. Heat the

pulp gradually, and cook until the seeds

come out easily. Ten or fifteen minutes

will be required. Pass through a sieve

just fine enough to keep back the seeds.

Cook the skins and the pulp together ten

minutes, then add the sugar, and con-

tinue cooking half an hour. Store in

earthen or glass jars.

Grape Jelly

Heat the fruit as for any jelly. Drain,

and strain a second time. Grape jelly is

rich, but not clear, even when most care-

fully strained. Boil the juice ten min-

utes. Add an equal measure, or weight,

of hot sugar, and, when melted, turn into

glasses.

Query 497.— Mrs. L. M. C, Lansing,

Mich.— " Kindly publish a list of things, the

avoidance, or the doing, of which will be a

means of insuring good digestion for the

children in a large family, where much per-

sonal attention cannot be given to individual

habits of eating."

Conditions for Digestion

(1) Try to adapt the kind and

quantity of food given to each child to

his or her capacity to oxidize and assimi-

late food. This will depend largely upon

the amount of exercise taken and the

rapidity of growth. Over-eating, how-

ever, is less liable to occur in case of

children than of adults.

Secure :

—

(2) The careful subdivision and insaU-

vation of the food by mastication.

(3) The proper temperature of the

food, which should be about 100 degrees

Fahrenheit.

(4) The ingestion of a sufficient quan-

tity of liquid and no more when added

to the digestive fluids, to insure the con-

version of the food into a semi-fluid

mass, or, in other words, the avoidance

of " washing down " the food with either

hot or cold liquids.

(5) Freedom from violent exercise half

an hour before and after meals.

(6) No eating between meals, and no

irregularity in the meal time.

(7) Cheerful atmosphere and conversa-

tion at meal times.
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Commencement at Boston Cooking

School

On Tuesday, June 25, occurred the

commencement exercises at the Boston

Cooking School. The class was the

largest that has ever been sent out from

the school. In the absence of the pres-

ident, Mrs. William B. Sewall, the vice-

president, Mrs. Bennett, presided. In

presenting the diplomas, she referred,

with much satisfaction, to the gradual

increase in numbers of the normal class.

In the past five years the number has

doubled.

The floral decorations have never been

excelled on a similar occasion. There

were roses everywhere, as also pink and

white daisies, potted ferns and palms.

That the menu served was delectable

goes without saying. As the daily rou-

tine of work is carried along until the

last days of the session, but little time

can be given to preparation for formal

exercises ; but the simple programme pre-

pared by the pupils was well carried out.

Miss Helen A. Parker presented the

subject of Cold Water, noticing its com-

position, uses in beverages for the sick-

room, its use in soup-making, in hydrat-

ing gelatine and starch, freshening veg-

etables, and also its latent heat and the

double action seen in freezing ice-cream,

where salt melts ice and the melting ice

dissolves salt.

Miss Mabel Valentine took up the sub-

ject of Hot Water, noticing the difference

between lukewarm, simmering, and boil-

ing water. She illustrated its uses by

preparing a cup of tea, and also by filling

a rubber bag with hot water for use in

the sick-room. First a cup of cold water

was poured into the bag. Upon this the

hot water, which was next poured in, fell.

This was done as a simple means to pro-

tect the bag from injury. Ida E. Bailey

followed with a talk upon Diet for the

Fever Patient. The substance of this ex-

cellent lesson will be printed in a future

issue of the Magazine. " Honey and

the Bee" and " The Relation of Cookery

to Higher Education" were the topics

ably presented by Florence A. Sturdy

and Mary L. Cooper, respectively.

Names of the Class of 1901

EtheUnd F. Allen, Denver, Col. ; Ida

E. Bailey, Swampscott, Mass. ; Sophie

Barclay, Baltimore, Md. ; Ildah M. Brins-

made, Oberlin, Ohio ; Mary L. Cooper,

Des Moines, la. ; Blanche Daggett, Attle-

boro Falls, Mass.
;

Julia I. Davis,

East Somerville, Mass.
;

Josephine T.

Dow, Elgin, 111. ; Florence B. Gilman,

Laconia, N.H. ; Olive T. Harlow, Med-

ford, Mass. ; Helen Holmes, Boston,

Mass. ; Isabel R. Jarvis, Littleton, N.H.

;

Mabel Kennedy, Medford, Mass.
;

Lena A. Knight, Plattsburg, N.Y.

;

Theresa S. McClellan, Eagle Bridge,

N.Y. ; Susan Milliken, Dorchester,

Mass. ; Winifred MacKeand, Montreal

;

Margaret Manning, Milton, Mass.

;
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Grace B. Nichols, Reading, Mass.

;

Mabel G. Nisbet, Rome, N.Y. ; Helen A.

Parker, Reading, Mass. ; Ethel R. Piper,

South Walpole, Mass. ; Rachel Rand,

Newton Centre, Mass.
;
Jessie D. Scott,

Burlington, Vt. ; Florence A. Sturdy,

Attleboro Falls, Mass. ; Helen C. Suth-

erland, Newton Centre, Mass. ; Bertha G.

Turner, Truro, N.S. ; Mabel Valentine,

Newtonville, Mass. ; Ida I. Weir, Brook-

Une, Mass. ; Lulu Lindley, Sudincktown,

Ohio ; Lydia G. Ross, Campbell, Cal.

;

Mary L. Canfield, Newark, N.J.

A New Departure

It is customary for people desirous of

securing trained cooks to send to the

Boston Cooking School, in the hope that,

by some lucky chance, their wants may
be suppHed ; but a new departure was

instituted near the close of the last

session, when a forlorn man wrote to the

principal requesting her to select a wife

for him from the class about to graduate.

Possibly there is more than a seeming

propriety in looking for a wife among
those who have secured scientific train-

ing in cookery, for of late weddings

among the graduates have been quite

the order of the day. The announce-

ment of the marriage of Miss Clara G.

Flint, of Andover, Mass., class of '94,

is the latest to be received.

At Brantford, Ont., a new Y. W. C. A.

building is being built on a generous

scale. Connected with the institution

there is to be a domestic science depart-

ment. Provision will be made for

ladies' classes and pupils from the pub-

lic schools and collegiate institute of the

place. There is no better way to mani-

fest zeal in a cause then by good works.

Miss Stella Dodge, class of '99, has

been unanimously re-elected to take

charge of School of Domestic Science at

Erie, Pa.

The Conference at Lake Placid

The most significant educational meeting

of the year

No more ideal place could have been

chosen for a conference to discuss the

scientific and sociological questions of

the home than the Lake Placid club-

house at Morningside, N.Y., over which

Mr. and Mrs. Melville Dewey, of Albany,

N.Y., so admirably preside. The pres-

ence of about fifty men and women,

prominent in domestic science circles,

assured the acceptable presentation of a

full programme of papers and discus-

sions during the seven days the confer-

ence was in session. While the various

land and water excursions, and the

unique method of seating the guests at

the tables in the dining-room, gave the

most favorable opportunities for free

interchange of thought and comment
upon matters that are to-day occupying

the attention of many of the foremost

men and women in both Europe and

America.

Mrs. Ellen Richards, of the Boston

School of Technology, presided ; and

Professor Atwater might have been re-

garded as the balance wheel to keep the

large majority of women from promul-

gating any rash theories, had the dis-

position been abroad. A most enjoy-

able evening was spent in listening to

an address by Miss Ravenhill of West
Riding, England, who was sent to this

country by the Board of Education of

England and Wales, to note the work

on Domestic Science and Hygiene in

American schools and colleges. Miss

Ravenhill is a ready speaker, and, hav-

ing acted as an inspector of hygiene for

several years, was able to give facts and

items to illustrate and make clear the

work as it is conducted in England.

Resolutions were adopted thanking

the club for its hospitality and acknowl-

edging the great indebtedness of the
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conference to Miss Alice Ravenhill, the

special commissioner of the iEnglish

government, for her clear expressions

on the importance of hygiene in educa-

tion.

It was also resolved " that we thank

the secretary of agriculture and his asso-

ciates for their interest in and offer to

co-operate with the work of this associa-

tion, and that, in the official presence of

their representative at this meeting, we
appreciate that the time is near, when
the best development of the school, the

farm, and the home shall be recognized

as of first importance to the State."

Another resolution adopted stated

that " the Lake Placid Conference on

Home Economics appreciates the op-

portunity offered to hold a round table on

domestic science at the Detroit meeting

of the National Educational Association,

and would respectfully request that at its

next yearly meeting the work in ' Home
Economics ' be recognized by placing it

on the programme for general discus-

sion." Ideals and standards of living

are the topics for next year.

A Foreign Exhibition

The Universal Cookery and Food As-

sociation of England gave its twelfth an-

nual exhibition in June. Food and

Cooker)' publish extracts showing how
the exhibition was received by the press.

These indicate also the spirit that is

manifested in the work abroad. The
following is from the London Daily

News : —
" If it is a fact that good cooking is an

unknown art in England, and that the

poorer classes display their want of thrift

by their ignorance of how to treat the

means at their disposal, the Universal

Cookery and Food Association is deter-

mined to remove the reproach. The
Association aims, among other things, at

promoting a better knowledge of cooking

among the poor and at sending teachers

of cookery into poor neighborhoods, with

a view of demonstrating the best means
of preparing economical and wholesome

food. The Association congratulates it-

self on the fact that the great importance

of the food question, and more especially

of cookery as a science and as an art, is

becoming increasingly recognized. The
twelfth Cookery and Food Exhibition,

promoted by the Association^ was opened

yesterday at the Prince's Skating Club,

by the Lord Mayor, who attended in

state, and was supported by Mr. Alder-

man Sheriff Vaughan Morgan, the Baron-

ess Burdett-Coutts, the Earl of Stamford,

Archdeacon Sinclair, and Mr. J. C. Buck-

master. The exhibition, besides being

a complete show of everything connected

with cookery, has a strong programme of

lectures, demonstrations, and competi-

tions, among the latter being trials in

army cookery, mercantile marine cookery,

and school girls' cookery."

Subscriber desires "recipes for devilled

chicken cooked in Aladdin oven, pork
cake, and white doughnuts that are light,

soft, and short, but not brittle." We
should be most happy to publish recipes

for these items and credit the same to

the sender. We should also be pleased

to receive suggestions as to the cause

and avoidance of the

pumpkin pies.

crackin< of

Rely upon

Piatt's Chlorides

as your household

disinfectant.

An odorless, colorless liquid

;

powerful, safe, and cheap.

Destroys disease germs and
noxious gases, thus preventing

sickness. Sold in quart bottles

only, by druggists and high-class

grocers. Prepared only by Henry
B. Piatt, Piatt Street, New York.
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Lack of Moral Teaching

" In the reaction against religious

teaching in the public schools the proc-

ess of secularization has gone so far as

practically to eliminate all systematic

moral training ; and no intellectual train-

ing, however complete and thorough, can

take the place of moral training. Knowl-

edge may, but does not necessarily,

become a motive power in directing

conduct and regulating character. A
specific effort must be put forth to train

the will, and make it an efficient instru-

ment in rectifying life. Here is where

the schools have demonstrably failed, for,

while their tendencies are not immoral,

they are not so vigorously and definitely

moral as to insure the essential righteous-

ness of the rising generation ; and this is

one of the prime demands which democ-

racy as well as humanity must make
upon the schools, as intelligence and

righteousness are fundamental attributes

of democratic citizenship.

" Observers in various stations of Hfe

have already noted a tendency toward

a lowering of moral standards, a less

scrupulous observance of the obligations

of honesty and good faith, and a readi-

ness to resort to sharp practices, which

do not augur well for the future. Again,

the standards of student honor are

notoriously lower than those that obtain

in society. These facts indicate that

there is an imperative necessity for a new
adjustment of our methods, so that this

evil may be remedied ; but it is much
easier to make a diagnosis of the case

than to prescribe the remedy."

A Pernicious Habit
" Women are addicted to many per-

nicious habits," said a cynical doctor the

other day ;
'' but I can't conceive of one

more idiotic than the placing of coins

in the mouth while the purse is being

opened. Most women do this, especially

in street-cars. I have often watched

them, and have been very strongly

tempted to utter an admonishing word.

But I dare say I would only be frowned

upon for my pains, and would probably

be told to mind my own business. I saw

a beautiful girl the other day give the

conductor a dime. Sitting opposite her

was a man whose hands looked as

though they hadn't been washed for a

year. He gave the conductor a nickel,

and the conductor handed it to the

young woman in change for her dime.

She placed it between her lips while she

took her purse from her muff and opened

it."

Food Cure
Nature's Way to regain Health

A man may try all sorts of drugs to

help him to get well; but, after all, the

" food cure " is the method intended by

Nature.

Any one can prove the efficacy of the

food cure by making use of the follow-

ing breakfast each morning for fifteen or

twenty days :
—

A dish containing not more than four

heaping teaspoonfuls of Grape-Nuts,

enough good, rich cream to go with

them, some raw or cooked fruit, not more

than two slices of entire wheat bread,

and not more than one cup of Postum

Food Coffee, to be sipped, not drunk

hurriedly. Let this suffice for the break-

fast.

Let one meal in the day consist of an

abundance of good meat, potato, and one

other vegetable.

This method will quickly prove the

value of the selection of the right kind

of food to rebuild the body and replace

the lost tissue which is destroyed every

day and must be made up, or disease of

some sort enters in. This is an age of

specialists ; and the above suggestions

are given by a specialist in food values,

dietetics, and hygiene.
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A Substitute for Meat
Vegetarians particularly will be inter-

ested in a " vegetable substitute for

meat " which has been newly patented.

The mere fact that it is declared by the

inventor to have the flavor and nutritive

properties of meat, while actually of

purely vegetable ingredients, would

amount to little, were it not that the

chemistry section of the Patent Office

has indorsed the claim as truthful. As
a matter of fact, the compound appears

to contain protein and other elements,

utilizable in the body for making flesh

and blood and for fuel, in about the

same proportions as in beef or mutton.

In a word, as claimed by the patentee,

the compound is a vegetable substitute

for meat, containing the same nutrients

in the same proportions, and easy of

digestion and assimilation. The stuff

of which it is made is wheat-gluten,

water, and peanut meal. Of course,

peanut meal is exceedingly rich in pro-

tein (the flesh and blood making sub-

stance of foods), while its oil is a capital

fuel for the body. Wheat-gluten fur-

nishes the remainder of the elements re-

quired to imitate meat.

In preparing the mixture, the gluten

is first washed, to free it from starch,

and is then mixed thoroughly with the

water and peanut meal. Finally, the

mixture is cooked in sealed cans for

from one to three hours, at a tempera-

ture of from 212 to 230 degrees Fahren-

heit, the result being a total change in

the consistency and flavor of the con-

tents. It is the cooking, indeed, that

seems to give a peculiar quality to the

product.

Farm in Washington

A few years hence one of the great

sights of the national capital will be a

perfectly appointed farm of 400 acres.

with buildings, orchards, truck gardens,

and grain-fields of every kind.

All the fruit and vegetables of the

United States and other countries which

experiment shall prove to be capable of

cultivation in this climate will be seen

there. Systems of drainage and irriga-

tion, model fencing, and the most perfect

methods of gathering and storing grain,

fruits, and vegetables, will be exhibited.

There will be a home place of six

acres, where beautiful lawns, pretty

shrubbery in artistic designs, and suit-

able shade-trees will give a lesson in the

beautifying of dwellings and their sur-

roundings in the country.

Signs of Paralysis

Can be discovered in time

" Numbness of the hands and arms,

with premonitions of paralysis, kept by

me while I was using coffee. I finally

discovered it was caused by coffee. When
I quit the coffee and began drinking

Postum Food Coffee, the numbness

ceased entirely ; and I have been very

well ever since. At that time I was un-

able to sleep, but now I sleep perfectly.

"Husband was also troubled from lack

of sleep while he was drinking coffee

;

but now he uses Postum Food Coffee

with me, and we both sleep perfectly.

Our little boy had pecuUar nervous spells
;

and I stopped the use of coffee with him

and have been giving him all the Pos-

tum Food Coffee he cared for. He is

perfectly well now.
" My sister was troubled with nervous

headaches while she used coffee. She

found how greatly improved we were

from discontinuing it and using Postum

Food Coffee. So she made the change,

and is now rid of her nervous headaches.

We are naturally strong advocates of

Postum." Mrs. J. Walford, Castaha,

Erie County, Ohio.
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The Food of School-children

By Helen Louise Johnson

IT
is not known when the intellectual

life is born. Dr. C. H. Henderson

believed that he expressed the ex-

perience of a large number of people in

stating that " this intellectual birth oc-

curs when for the first time we appre-

hend the principle of causation." Here,

then, might be found a reason for the

boasted mental superiority of the male

sex ; for certain it is that women are not

so prone as men to consider the cause

of an effect. It is a different thing to

acknowledge or even believe a statement

than it is to apprehend it as an experi-

ence of one's own intelHgence. It is all

very well to acknowledge that, " in the

sequence of events, causes are followed

by adequate and commensurate effects,

that back of all effects are adequate and

commensurate causes "
; but the test of

intelligence comes in acting upon that

knowledge,— in being consistent. It is

only when the relation between cause

and effect has been firmly estabUshed,

and the accidental as firmly eliminated,

that any branch of knowledge becomes

a science. The science of cooking does

not admit of luck, good or ill, though it

may admit of failure ; and the science

of feeding is estabUshed as such by the

test of Comte,— viz., that of the power of

prediction.

When, in the days of our forefathers, a

drought occurred and crops were ruined,

it was held to be a direct manifestation

of eternal wrath, a punishment for back-

sUding. To-day the Forestry Commis-
sion explains the decrease in water supply

in certain regions, and the sanitary con-

dition of a place is questioned when epi-

demics occur. To lay the blame to an

unknown power is the convenience of

ignorance. False inductions from genu-

ine facts are no less ridiculous, in this

twentieth century, than when it was the

profound belief that disease was but the

indication of a personified malignant

agency. To-day causes are sought for

rather than remedies. To-day to lay the

blame of a child's ill-temper or lagging

feet to an inherent disposition to evil or

laziness is to confess our own ignorance.

Long years ago Oliver Wendell Holmes
said :

" The shortest system of medical

practice that I know of is the oldest, but

not the worst. Nature taught it to the

first mother, when she saw her first-born

child putting some ugly pebble or lurid

berry in its mouth. I know not in what

language it was spoken, but I know that

in EngUsh it would sound thus :
' Spit

it out.' Art can do something more
than say this. It can sometimes reach

the pebble or berry after it has been

swallowed. But the great thing is to keep

these things out of children''s mouths^

The majority of intelligent mothers

are aware that the selection, adaptation,

and preparation of the infant's food is

a matter of great importance, requiring
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knowledge, thought, and attention to de-

tails. All too frequently, however, when

the age of book and school is reached,

do these same motliers deem what is

provided for themselves in the way of

food to be proper for the child. In

other cases the same method is used in

the feeding of children as the woman
employed in building her fire. She put

wood and paper and coal together, ap-

phed a match, then retired to her bed-

room to pray that she might have a fire.

It is not always so much fresh accession

of truth that is needed, as a more sincere

and persistent effort to live up to the

measure we have. Theoretically, we know

better. Practically, it seems hard to do

better.

In looking through magazines largely

devoted to the subject of dietetics, one

finds article after article upon infant

feeding, while that of youth and adoles-

cence receives only occasional mention.

Yet the question of the physiolog}' of

education is recognized to-day as of par-

amount importance. Too long has the

child been treated as if she were all

brain ; and the American school system

seems to aim to develop the child as the

Chinese build a house,— from the head

or top downward.

The normal, healthy child has an easy,

happy disposition, is most active, and

will work both mentally and physically,

when the employment is presented rightly.

The child's play is an important factor,

not only in the preservation of health,

but for the growth and alertness of both

body and mind. Thomas Wentworth

Higginson said that the most important

portion of a boy's life was perhaps his

outdoor training. For a full unfolding

of mental capacities, for the growth of

body and character, for the control of

desire and will, there must be proper

physical culture ; and for this the first

requisite is proper feeding.

This period of active growth, of de-

velopment both physical and intellectual,

is the most critical and wonderful of life.

Within a few years the material or struct-

ural growth is completed, the functions

of the various organs are developed, the

muscles are trained to act with vigor and

proper co-ordination ; and the nervous

system is taught by the constant receiv-

ing and storing of new impressions, the

regulation of their transmission, and the

proper relation of direct and reflex action.

All this and more is asked of the grow-

ing child, and the time is Umited in

which you may fashion this temple of

the soul. Do not permit eagerness to

promote intellectual culture to push aside

the great purpose of physical develop-

ment I for any check to the perfect and

complete evolution of the organs and

functions of the body may lead to in-

eradicable mischief, handicapping the

person for Ufe, Dr. Yeo has particularly

emphasized a fact all mothers and edu-

cators should remember, that the educa-

tion of the mind is a lifelong process,

but that the development of the body is

strictly limited to a certain period of

existence.

The growing child needs an abundance

of food of the right kind and quality :

of animal food, to build new tissues and

repair the waste ; of fat and starch, to

produce energy expended in the form of

heat and muscular activity ; and of min-

eral matter, particularly salts of lime, to

meet the requirements in the formation

of bones and teeth. The bulk of food

required by the child of from twelve to

fifteen is relatively very large, approxi-

mating in weight to that of a person in

the prime of life, and being only a little

less than that needed by the hard-work-

ing man ; and parents should not be mor-

tified at John's enormous appetite. The
digestion of the child dift'ers from that of

the adult, in being so active that assimi-

lation is more quickly completed ; and it

is perfectly natural for a boy or girl to be-
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come hungry at shorter intervals than the

parent. This is partly due to the child's

remarkable physical activity, which

should be controlled and directed, not

checked. To any animal of highly de-

veloped muscular energy, movement is

absolutely essential. It is positive tort-

ure for some children to be still ; en-

forced quiet is often the cause of fidgets

and familiar growing pains. If teachers

would only apprehend this fact and let

an unruly boy have an opportunity to

" let oft steam," punishment might many
times be avoided.

It is most undesirable that either boys

or girls be permitted tasks before break-

fast. Where it is unavoidable, the child

should be given a glass of hot milk or

cocoa, with bread and butter, before the

exercise. Hurry to or from meals is as

reprehensible as haste at table, and the

hours should be so regulated as to avoid

the excitement of haste or the immediate

resuming of mental exertion after meals.

It is easier to teach the need of slow eat-

ing and mastication than it is to enforce

the same, for the tendency of the boy is

to bolt his food ; but example, pleasant

conversation, in which the children can

join, and the requirement to remain at

the table throughout a fixed time are

certain aids to this end. To form proper

habits of conduct at table means more

than the mere teaching of table etiquette.

Cheerfulness is as essential as food.

Therefore, nagging, constant correcting,

and fault-finding, are out of place. Yet

for health as much as for custom and

appearance, eating slowly, taking small

mouthfuls, drinking properly, and exer-

cising self-restraint should be taught.

To hurry is bad form. At the table it is

more,— it is unhealthful. It is better to

be tardy than dyspeptic.

It is, unfortunately, not uncommon to

see children, coming to the breakfast

table with poor appetites, caused by ill-

ventilated sleeping-rooms, urged through

a hasty meal, and hurried off to school,

where they sit from three to five hours

without luncheon, or a most inadequate

cold one, to meet the keen disappoint-

ment of the parents when they show a

distaste for work or an inability to hold

high marks in their classes. Doughnuts

and cookies choked down with a glass

of milk are not the best brain or muscle

food. It is high time that parents

reaUzed that the breaking down of health

during the school age is quite as often

due to impoverished nutrition as to over-

work. If your neighbor's daughter is

at the head of her class, and yours at

the foot, do not scold the child : discover

the lack in your child's diet.

The breakfast taken usually from

seven to eight o'clock should be sub-

stantial : A cereal with sugar and cream,

protein in the form of meat, fish, or eggs.

whole wheat bread and butter, plenty of

butter, and sweets in the form of stewed

fruits, marmalade or jams. Give the

cereal, not the jam, first in the meal.

As has been explained the nitrogenous

foods are required in abundance for the

demands of growing tissues. So meat

should be provided twice a day, cr but

once, when fish or eggs are given.

Children, particularly girls, often have

no liking for meat ; but such idiosyncrasy

must be overcome, if possible, by tact

and care. It is a great misfortune to be

indulged and allowed to form habits of

disUke for certain articles of food ;
for it

is often mortifying in later life, and may
even be a serious obstacle to normal

development. Often it is but the re-

sult of a lack of proper education, and

should have been regulated before the

habit became rooted. The practice of

eating whatever is given should be early

inculcated ; for, unless the taste be in-

herited, the dislike of a food often occurs

as a result of suggestion.

The anaemic condition so often ob-

served in school-girls usually arises
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from one or two causes. Girls are apt

to take much less exercise than boys,

and therefore become constipated, in

which condition food is not properly

assimilated and anremia results. This

may often be regulated by a larger

supply of green vegetables or fruit in

the diet, or in providing a larger bulk of

food. To overcome constipation by

coarse foods, such as Graham bread,

may give rise to intestinal indigestion

and is not the most natural method.

Anaemia is a dearth of red blood cor-

puscles ; these are provided normally by

animal food that contains a maximum
of iron and material necessary for red

corpuscle making. When girls refuse

meat, especially beef, they are losing

from their diet a much-needed element

;

and the result is often the thin, pale,

tired-looking student. Good food and

fresh air are far better than medicine in

overcoming this condition.

On the other hand, boys will often

refuse green vegetables, which are

essentials in providing certain acids.

This is often due to carelessness in

cooking or serving, and closer attention

to presenting the vegetables in more

palatable or attractive forms will secure

their consumption. When this fails, use

them in soups or purees, and add a

larger proportion of fruit to the diet.

Few children refuse fruit in any form,

even green apples, which is said to be

one of the proofs of simian ancestry.

However that may be. Nature knows

what she is about ; and, when green

vegetables do not abound, one usually

finds a store of fruit, such as are in the

apple barrels.

To dislike certain forms of fat is a

common childish trait
;
yet phosphorized

fat is the food for the nervous system,

and the child must have it. Failure to

provide this substance, known as lecithin,

is a material factor in brain exhaustion.

The fat of meat is repulsive to some

children, because it disagrees with them,

especially when they are tired. This,

however, may be provided in bacon, which

most children like when it is properly

cooked, plenty of butter and cream,

and in suet puddings, a form of meat

fat they do not recognize and usually

relish.

Farinaceous and saccharine foods

supply heat and muscular energy ; and

these must be freely supplied. This

brings us to the much-discussed subject

of candy and sugar. The child's crav-

ing for sweets is usually the demand of

the system for food that supplies energy,

and results from lack in diet either from

mistaken planning or poor cooking.

Sweets do not mean simply candy, but

various forms of sugar, or foods into

which it enters. These are emphatically

force producers, increasing the possible

amount of muscular energy nearly

fourfold. A certain amount of plain,

wholesome candy, provided at the right

time, often does more good than harm

;

but the child should be given the proper

proportion of sugar at meals. This is

a reason for giving sugar with cereal.

Constant nibbling, eating between meals,

or spoiUng the appetite by eating candy

when hungry, is most unwise ; but a jam,

marmalade, or honey sandwich provided

for the mid-morning luncheon, or certain

simple cakes and cookies given with the

meals, will usually satisfy what is but a

natural demand.

The necessity for care in the cooking

of children's food is a real one. Food
should be nutritious and wholesome, but

daintiness and attractiveness in serving

cannot be overlooked. This has its two-

fold reason ; for even the noisy, blunder-

ing boy is more quickly affected than

would seem possible, not only by the

flavor, but by the appearance of his food,

— affected not alone in his appetite, but

in his character ; for, however he may
form his own environment later, it is his
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environment, especially in such detail,

that is to form the man.

It is unwise to permit the child to go

from 7 or 7.30 a.m. to 12.30 or i p.m.

without eating. Whenever or wherever

possible, a suitable luncheon should be

insisted upon, if it consist of nothing

but apples. Apples and gingerbread

form a very good luncheon for the

student. The mid-day lunch, at heme,

may be of broth or soup with whole

wheat or brown bread, hash in its various

forms, warmed over fish, and a light

farinaceous pudding some form of

simple preserve. When it is necessary

that the luncheon be carried to school,

affection should not lead the mother to

provide one of cake, cookies, and pie,

because the child likes them. Xicelv

made sandwiches of meat, nuts, and other

kinds, remembering that mayonnaise

dressing is a form of fat very good for

children, and the green vegetables are

essentials. These with salads, which

are easily packed in a lunch box, and.

when made of green things, are espe-

cially wholesome, gingerbread or gin-

ger cookies, and fruit, make none too

heart}' a luncheon.

Dinner may be of meat, potatoes,

one or two green vegetables, and either

some form of custard or delicate pud-

ding, or fruit, depending somewhat
upon the child's luncheon. The child

needs variety, both in kinds of food pro-

vided and in the manner of cooking, al-

though this must not be given at the sac-

rifice of simplicity and wholesomeness.



The Sorrows of an Up-to-date Husband
By Katherine Louise Smith

WE had been married about a

year when Maria became a

cUib woman. Now I was will-

ing to degenerate into that nondescript

article called " Mrs. Thompson's hus-

band," but vowed firmly I would not be

" a club woman's husband." I would

have some individuality, even if I had to

struggle for it. Accordingly, while I pre-

tended to remain complacent and let

Maria dive deep down into the occult, and

skirmish generally around the borders of

" the Higher Foolishness," I was plan-

ning a revenge. It was at this time that

Maria had her Ibsen attack. Now an Ib-

sen attack is a dreadful thing, even worse

than the Browning disease. It is really

trying to analyze the sayings of a man
who has confessed himself that he does

not know what he means. The fad had

permeated the whole country; and, not

having been vaccinated against it, Maria

naturally fell a victim. It was somewhat

hard on me ; for, while Maria was pre-

paring a paper on the " Ibsenism of Ib-

senian Literature as depicted in Ibsen's

Works," the baby and I suffered some-

what. I told Maria, however, I would

help her all I could, and even suggested

our making our housekeeping as simple as

possible, until the Ibsen throes were over.

I had heard of bouillon capsules ; and

I told Maria I would try some, as all one

had to do was to swallow one at a bolt,

drink some water, and, behold, your

stomach was full of soup ! I had found

also that a whole menu could be con-

densed into one pill, beginning with soup

and going through the various courses

down to pie and ice-cream. I proposed

to eat in this way, until the terrible dis-

ease was over.

" Is this not," I argued, " an excellent,

practical, working principle of your oc-

cultism ? By doing this the sensation

of taste would be gradually lost ; and, as

it is the aim of the Higher Foolishness

to deaden desire and rise above all phys-

ical sensation, the quicker one gets rid

of enjoyment of any kind, the sooner

Nirvana will be reached."

Maria, however, protested ; and, as I

would never have offered, unless I felt

sure she would, I yielded reluctantly, but

gracefully, and began a diet of Ibsen

hash, Ibsen coffee, and Ibsen food of all

kinds. I kept thinking, " What is food,

if I am the happy possessor of a wife

who can explain the Ibsenism of Ibsen-

ian Literature as depicted in Ibsen's

Works ?
"

Besides, I was planning a revenge. I

had suffered a good deal, at times, in my
life with the pronunciation fad. I had

met insufferable bores, who interrupted

you, in what you considered your happi-

iest fight of eloquence, to ask if you had

pronounced this or that word aright. I

had vowed I never would descend to the

level of a pronunciation fiend, but the

exigency of this occasion and the jaw-

breaking names in the recent Chinese

w^ar were too great a temptation to resist.

After a space in which Maria eat Ibsen,

breathed Ibsen, and absorbed Ibsen at

every pore, the time came for my great

coup (fefaf. I secretly took a few^ les-

sons in Chinese, and learned to talk

through my nose at a great rate.

I waited, until our armies were down
around Pekin and the papers were firing

Chinese names into our midst as if they

were nothin^:, though the editor himself

could not pronounce them, when I picked
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up the paper with a prefatory cough, and

said :
—

" My dear Maria, I am not feeUng

well. Will you read the war news to

me ? "

Maria amicably complied with the re-

quest, and began at once to read aloud.

" It is reported that the missionaries

in Pekin "—
" Pekin," I interposed. " Accent on

the last syllable."

" Do not trust Li Hung Chang," went

on my wife, apparently not noticing the

interruption.

" Come, come," I said, in the tone of

one giving advice, " you should say Le

Hung Chang. The / is e. That is the

way it is pronounced."

She went on rapidly, '' And are won-

dering if Prince Tuan "—
" Maria," I exclaimed with a look of

pain, " the way you pronounce Chinese

is heart-rending."

" I won't read any more of the article,"

cried Maria, with a toss of her head.
'' Thaddeus, if you want war news with

those atrocious names, you can read it

yourself. I will just read this telegram

about Tung-Fuh-Sang " —
" Great Heavens, Maria !

" I cried. " I

would not use that word without long

and arduous practice in my closet before-

hand. You fairly murder it. Don't you

know any Chinese at all ?
"

This last settled it. Maria threw down
the paper with flashing eyes.

" I have been opposed to these wars

all along. It is none of our business,

and people with such jaw-breaking names

ought to be swept from the face of the

earth. You are a horrid man, Thaddeus
;

and I hate you !

"

"Maria," I repUed softly,— for I was

conscious I had out-Ibsened Ibsen, and

I chuckled as I stooped to pick up the

paper,— " where is your ego ?
"

To this question I never received a

reply.

An Overlooked Blessing
By Kate M. Post

(Written for the Boston Cooking-School Magazine)

They have just the finest play-room,

Those little neighbors of mine,

With games and with toys and picture-books

Of newest and best design.

And they've a beautiful garden

Where they may roam as they will

;

And the barn holds a pony phaeton,

A treasure more valued still.

They've a nurse in cap and apron,

Teachers the best in the land

;

For whatever money can purchase

May be theirs, you understand.

But something there is that's lacking,

Something so pure and so sweet,

That the Hves of the richest children

Without it are incomplete.

'Tis mother's kiss in the morning,

A mother's caress at night

:

'Tis a mother's pervading presence

That soothes and makes all things right.

And they and their worldly mother

In vain crave some pleasure rare ;

But they're missing the choicest blessing,

With which naught else can compare.

And ever their hearts grow colder

For lack of that warm, pure love,

That treasure that, like God's sunshine.

Binds earth with heaven above.



New Foods at the Pan-American Exposition
By Mrs. L. O. Harris

ONCE upon a time there was a

tired housekeeper who wished

that she had been asked to as-

sist at the creation, which would have

given her a chance to suggest that

man be put upon the stage without a

stomach.

This woman, weary of preparing

three meals a day, would find some

comfort in the array of ready-to-swallow

foods now so enticingly set forth at the

Exposition in Buffalo. In the Building

of Liberal Arts the exhibit of foods

and their accessories presents a festive

appearance ; for what with sampUng,

demonstrating, handsome attendants

and artistically devised booths, this

Food Exhibit is, in a fashion, a rival

of the Midway, in the entertainment of

visitors.

As a part of this Food Exhibit,

Equatorial America is a realized dream

of tropical trees, plants, vines, foliage

and flowers, nestled within decorated

glass, ornate grills, and sparkling waters,

suggesting the dolce far ?iiente of Carib-

bean Seas. These have been selected

from plantations and botanical gardens

of tropical America, and include all the

spice-bearing trees and shrubs, minia-

ture tea and coffee plantations, together

with kola, mate', vanilla, tonka, cocoa,

sago, and arrow-root.

The more one considers the processes

whereby food shows have come to be

what they are, the more one is im-

pressed with their educational value.

Sampling, demonstrating, and the cook-

ing school lead to serious thoughts on

dietetics, nutrients, and well-balanced

family meals. What nobler occupation

for her activities can a young woman

find than the mastery of the art of

human brain, bone, and muscle build-

ing? The importance of good health

by means of good living can hardly be

overestimated, and the modern food-

show rises to a dignity above the mere

purposes of trade, when it inspires and

helps womankind to this end.

Now the education of the palate is

not the work of a day. Only the cos-

mopoUte is without prejudice, and hospi-

table to all new meats and drinks.

Verba mate, for instance, that South

American shrub from whose leaves a tea

is infused,— how many who taste it at

the Exposition ever care to drink it

again ? Yet the persistent experimenter,

the wise woman who realizes the folly of

building up a wall of Chinese tea against

all other teas, will taste again and again,

until some day she awakes to a realiza-

tion of her Hking for the queer mat^.

Yerba mate is a small evergreen

shrub of the holly family, which grows

wild along the Paraguay River. For

centuries the natives have prepared the

tea by gently roasting the green leaves

until dry enough to grind to a powder.

Until recently no systematic attempt

has been made to put mat^ in the

markets of the world, but now a rich

company has gone into the business

of producing and marketing it. The
tea is said to invigorate, and has, be-

sides, the sustaining properties of coffee.

Another South American food is the

Tania, a tuber, which has somewhat of

the appearance of a large white sweet

potato. It is good roasted, and is

eaten as an accompaniment to roast

meats, also with butter ; but it is dry and

inferior in flavor to the sweet potato.
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From Argentine comes Mandioc, a

food substance that will in all prob-

ability find an extensive market in the

near future, when its merits shall have

been made known. It is a product of

the cassava plant, and grows somewhat

after the fashion of a carrot. Our own
Bureau of Agriculture is now experi-

menting with the cassava in Florida,

and it is thought with success. Nas-

turtium seeds are another food shown

by Argentine. In the horticultural

greenhouse there is a red-hot corner,

where all the varieties of pepper grow,

in all shapes, colors, and sizes, and all

of them in good repute in the Southern

countries.

The people of the United States need

to be educated to a proper use of

pepper. Their too often tasteless cook-

ing would be vastly improved by its

judicious use. So would their poor di-

gestion. The Latin-American countries

show an astonishing variety of Chili

peppers, which are not hot, but sweet,

and which are used there as a salad, as

a flavoring for soups and stews, and as

a garnish. Parboiled, the inner part

removed and mixed with meat and

bread crumbs highly seasoned, and the

pepper-pods filled with this force-meat,

then baked and served hot, they make a

delightful entremet.

Chili brings a sort of Star Fish,

canned, which she pronounces the most

delicately flavored of any fish that is

caught in any sea. Her Bacaloa is

another delicious fish that she shows,

canned of course, a far-off and highly

aristocratic connection of the cod.

There is also to be seen in the Chilian

exhibit a food for infants, invalids,

and old people. AHmento Klein it is

called. It has the unstinted commenda-
tions of doctors and nurses. Composed
of milk, cocoa, and certain other well-

balanced nutrients, it is deUcious and

sustaining.

In the Building of Liberal Arts there

are demonstrations going on of cereal

coffees, each one claimed to be a perfect

substitute for the real coffee. Coffee, as

it is made in these United States, ought

to be the most easily given up of all

drinks. Boiled coffee is poor stuff, as

to taste, and not particularly comfort-

ing, even to the iron-clad stomach. The
chemists have iterated and reiterated

that there is but one way to extract the

virtue of coffee, and that is by percola-

tion.

There are coffee tablets and beef-

tea tablets, both useful in traveling.

Onion salt is a new thing and a good

thing. Its preparation is similar to that

of celery salt.

Of health breads there is no end. In

that stage of the world, when bread

was declared to be the staff of life, the

human stomach must have been made
of sterner stuff than the modern ma-

chine. Nowadays the way of bread in

the stomach seems to prove it the ver-

itable bread of affliction : else why so

many devices to make wheat non-

noxious food ? Some of the new breads

look suspiciously like dog biscuit, but

they carry a string of well-attested virt-

ues. Their outward appearance, how-

ever, is not seductive. One of these

crackers fell from the demonstrator's

booth into the aisle the other day, where

the sweeper on his rounds came upon it.

He picked it up, turned it over and

over, eying it contemptuously the while,

and then exclaimed, " This do be er

awful thing fur er wake stumnuk."

A variety of predigested foods are

shown, which only prove that the Amer-

ican stomach has gone " on strike,"

while the American head and the Amer-

can hand keep at work as hard as

ever. There is an albumenized egg-

food, which is undeniably excellent for

weak digestion, for infants and old

people, and, furthernw^re, is palatable.
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The same may be said of a lactated

food tissue.

A visitor from Mars just arrived on

this planet might be pardoned if, after

a perusal of our magazines, he came to

the conclusion that the only things

worth while in this queerest of queer

worlds were soap and baking-powder.

The makers of these did not forget to

go to the Exposition, but the only dis-

tinctively new baking-powder there is

one made of the white of eggs. It

certainly makes delicious hot breads and

cake.

In one booth Aunt Jemima makes

pancakes out of some new process

flour, and very good they are ; but Aunt

Jemima is a darky, who has been living

North so long that she has lost all the

characteristics of the genuine negro,

talks Chicagoese, and ought to change

her stage name to Cindy, or Tildy, or

Mandy, for no Jemima was ever found

south of the imaginary line.

California and Florida have brought

specimens of the pawpaw, whose juice

has a powerful, disintegrating quality.

A little of it, squeezed over meat, an hour

or two before cooking, will make tender

the toughest of beef, and that, too, with-

out injury to its flavor or wholesomeness.

Both of these States show the Loquat, or

Mespilus, locally known in Louisiana as

the Japan Plum. This delicious fruit,

sweet with an acid flavor, is of a bright

golden color from its skin through to its

shining brown seed. The tree that

bears it is an evergreen with great dark

green leaves ; and in February it is thick-

set with large, bouquet-like clusters of

white and brown blossoms of entrancing

sweetness. The Loquat deserves to be

more widely known. The olives, raisins,

prunes, and almonds of California make
a wonderful showing, many of them be-

ing even better than the imported fruits.

A new cooking and salad oil frankly

tells the story of its birthplace in the

cotton-fields of the South. It has the

flavor of olive oil, and also its color,

which is given to the olive oils by steep-

ing in them a certain grass that grows

commonly in the European olive-produc-

ing countries.

Some Culinary Hints from the House-

mother's Chair
By M. E. Converse

YES, bread and good bread. There

is no excuse nowadays for any-

thing else. And you don't know

what to do with the stale bread, and

there is so much of it ?

Now there is " Mumblety Bread " that

the children call for. One day, when our

school-girl came home tired and hungry,

she saw the cook take from the oven a

large meat-pan full of pieces of bread

that had been dried for pounding into

crumbs. She filled her hands full, and

ate them buttered for luncheon.

" This is deUcious, mamma," she cried.

" We must have it often. It is better

than any other hot bread I ever tasted."

After that there were rapturous excla-

mations whenever " Mumblety Bread "
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came on to the table. To be sure, we
could never get it more than once in

three weeks.

Then there was our " Bread Brewis,"

which the children hked to see made in

the chafing-dish. Have about a quart of

bread-dice browned in butter. Heat one

pint and a half of milk with two slices

of onion. When this boils, stir in a well-

beaten egg and a heaping teaspoonful of

flour dissolved in a little cold milk.

Season with salt and a little pepper, if it

is liked. When this has cooked a few

minutes, or until the milk is slightly

thickened, take out the onion and stir in

the bread-dice. They should be served

just as they are beginning to be soft, but

not mushy.

Our boys pronounce this dish " out of

sight." It always does disappear too

soon.

Then there is '* Queen Esther." Do
you ever have it ? We do whenever we
can get six large slices of stale bread at

one time. Leslie is sure it is called

Queen Esther, because it goes through so

much preparation before it is set before

the king. Here is her recipe :
—

Soak six large slices of bread in a pint

of milk mixed with two well-beaten yolks

of eggs and a pinch of salt. Fry in

butter to a handsome brown. Lay two

slices close together on a small platter,

and spread with currant or crab apple

jelly or some fine jam. Lay two more

slices over these, and spread them with

jam, and do the same with the last two

slices. Beat the whites of two eggs very

stiff, stir in one tablespoonful of granu-

lated sugar, and spread this evenly over

the top and sides of the pudding, then

brown slightly. It may be served warm
or cold.

Of course, you have a good, recipe for

a plum pudding made of bread crumbs
;

and you sometimes slice three or four

bananas into a plain bread pudding and

serve it with wine sauce.

If, after trying all these things, you still

have bread accumulating in the jar, we
advise you to do what our boys did once.

Get a goat.

We came from the Symphony rehearsal,

to be met by the little rogues at the gate.

They danced up and down, shouting

:

" We've got a goat ! Jim Roberts gave

us his goat ! We've got him down cellar

tied to the furnace, and we've made him

a pen out of the wood-pile and given him

our old overcoats to sleep on ; and you

won't be able to have any more bread

puddings, for our goat will eat all the

dry bread."

(Of course the goat was domiciled

elsewhere, but that is no part of our

story.)

Do you ever have baked beans left

over that you do not want to put on the

table again ? Turn them into a soup.

Pour hot water over them, and let them

simmer to the consistency of pea soup.

Season to taste, and pour into the soup

tureen over thin slices of lemon, cut into

quarters, and rounds of hard-boiled eggs.

It is very good, however, served without

these.

One thing more. Do you ever have

a blueberry pudding in winter time ?

" Man bodies " seem to appreciate them.

We buy a twelve-cent can of Cherry-

field blueberries. We make a batter

with one egg, well beaten, a pinch of

salt, a spoonful of sugar, a generous cup

of flour, and three-fourths a cup of milk.

Stir into this the blueberries, having first

strained ofl the juice into a small sauce-

pan. Pour into a buttered dish, and bake

about twenty minutes in a quick oven.

For the sauce, rub a tablespoonful of

butter and a cup of confectioner's sugar

to a cream. Heat the blueberry juice,

add a teaspoonful of lemon juice, and

stir into the creamed butter and sugar.

These are inexpensive and economical

dishes, which have worn well in practical

experience.



The Prophet and More of his Gospel

T
Bv Helen Campbell

jO chew ? That is a thing

the American knows not !

"

said the Prophet, with fine

scorn, at the same time displapng a set

of teeth that seemed good for a centun*.

and made up a part of the charm of his

curiously childUke smile.

'* I know." he pursued after a pause.

in which he eyed us reproachfully. '•' Up
and down all your land, as I travel, I

watch what you will do, and it is ever the

same. There are some, a few,— oh,

yes,— who know : but what are they

among the millions that know not, or,

knowing, do not ? To know and do not,

that is worst of all.

*• I have acquired a new word, a word

of power. I hear it but the other day.

and ask its meaning. It is R-a-m-p-a-g-e.

RAMPAGE," the Prophet continued after

another pause, and with a fine roll of the
a ^ " i. xhat is, I understand, to say

what we will, as we will, and it may be,

also, to do something. What I know
not, save that I should think it noise,

—

a bluster, as you say. So now I go on a

Rampage about this chewing, or want of

it, and also another thing that is as the

same.
•• Hear now. There come to me

women, who say they have weak hearts

and will soon die. and cannot do this or

that that I tell them is good to do.

Men also do the same. Thank God.

it is not all women with whom I must

deal. And I sit to think what it means,

and study much, looking at symptoms

and thinking, and at last letting chem-

istr}- tell me, when all else fails. For

the weak heart, nine times out of ten,

is but a fool stomach, that has swallowed

with no chewing, and so makes gas that

rolls inside and presses and aches till it

seems the heart, and so terrifies its

owner, that she and he will say, at

once, death is on them. I tell you now
the reason of it all.

" When the 'Lord of all made grain to

have starch in it, he made also for man,

the eater, a digester for starch. In the

mouth it lies ; and only when chewing

has made those buccal glands give forth

the saUva that deals with that starch can

it be ready for human stomach. But

what do you do ? You make it in pap.

You call it cereal food, and you shower

it with sugar and cover it with cream,

and then put it down into the stomach.

To eat a bit of bread \nth each mouth-

ful would mean some secretion of those

so needed glands. But no. Down it

goes, and deprived of what it most must

have. Then it rebels. There is gas,

and ever more gas. acid dyspepsia, all

the diseases that mean your millions of

pills and bottles. Why am I physician

but to know this ? And that is but part.

That acid eats enamel. The teeth de-

part from )'0u. Best dentists in the

world in this America. Oh, yes ! But,

then, suppose there need be no dentists

at all ? Do I need dentists ? Not I.

I knock low one that comes near me.

But. if I had been filled with cereal, and

never a chew, then certainlv I need them

all.

•' Now what shall be done ? For the

child's sake, I say, parch your grains and

grind or chew whole as you will, only

chew 1 A wise man talked with me one

day of the great Carlyle,— his power

and the wonder of his work, his temper

of the devil, and always a howl to all to

be silent, he alone to speak. ' What
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did he eat ?
' I say. ' Chiefly oatmeal,'

he says ; and then I know. I have

watched in a Scotch kitchen how they

do. Their porridge is poison, gas-

breeder, and temper-of-the-devil-breeder.

But they make antidote in their oat cake.

That is to chew, and with thirty-two

teeth, and no less. The teeth of Nor-

wegian, of Swede and Finn,— of all

people who make hard breads and chew,

— are teeth indeed, and abide in the head

that owns them. But Americans who
drop them, gayly it would seem, have

dentist and doctor and drug shop at

every corner !

"

The Prophet shook his head mourn-

fully, then grew cheerful again.

" So be it," he said. " That is for

them who have renounced sense, and

forever eat what will do most harm.

But for us, who would follow law, we
drop this pet cereal. Parch grains and
grind at will, or make them into crisp

cakes, but, for each form and all forms,

chew, chew, chew ! There shall be, in

good time, a cookery book. Do you

think I have not thought of that ? It is

only that I sink in my mind as I think

that the world will say, ' More of vegeta-

rianism 1
' and, without studying, go and

buy more cereal for the pap it loves.

That is painful. But we know that the

food that is to be is not of pap. It is

health and strength and power. It is

good in the eating, so that one may sing

for joy. It is better in its effects, so

that one shall sing ever. And is not

that the way to work,— the chant of

praise within, the working hand without,

obeying brain, and glad of body ? My
friends, that is what it shall mean to eat,

but not till we have shown what shall

be eaten, and how. I have now in this

pocket a letter that tells where we may
go, and I go to that hill to think there,

if it be the place. And I return to show

you yet another dish ; but its name I

tell not, till you eat and guess, and, if

you guess not well, once more I go on

Rampage !

"

Suggestions for Home Nursing*

By M. C. Limerick and L. R. Balderston

Medicines and their Administration.— Sleep : Methods of inducing it,-

Entertaining the Patient

MEDICINES.— There are five

ways of introducing medicine

into the system,— by the stom-

ach, the rectum, the skin, the cellular

tissue, and the lungs.

The most common mode of introduc-

ing medicines into the system is through

* Copyright.

the stomach. About twenty minutes is

required for a drug to act, when given

this way. Medicine is absorbed more

quickly, if given on an empty stomach,

or if given in solution, as in either case

the medicine may be quickly absorbed.

Medicines are taken into the stomach
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in various forms of pills, powders, and

solutions.

Pills.— The difficulty to swallow pills

is often overcome by increasing its size.

This is done by enveloping it in bread

or jelly. The smaller the pill, the

harder it is to swallow. Place it as far

back in the throat as possible, and fol-

low immediately with a large swallow of

water. Pills that have been kept long

become hard, and will pass through

undissolved. These pills should be

pounded up, and given like powders.

Powders may be given dry upon the

tongue or be swallowed by drink of

water, or may be dissolved in water or

milk. Those that are unpleasant to

take are now enclosed in wafers of rice

paper or capsules of gelatine. One
wafer is moistened and the powder is

laid in its centre, and another wafer is

laid over the powder, then the two are

secured by firm pressure. The wafer is

then laid on patient's tongue and swal-

lowed by drinking water.

Tonics.— A tonic is a medicine that

increases the strength and vigor of the

whole body. There are many kinds of

tonics, all of which act upon and im-

prove the tone of the organs upon which

they have a special effect.

Stimulants are to prevent some de-

pressing effect, as in shock or collapse,

or in typhoid fever, when the heart action

is depressed. To do good, they should

strengthen and slow the pulse and respi-

ration, lower the temperature, moisten

the tongue and cool the skin, lessen

deUrium and induce sleep. An opposite

effect would show they were doing harm,

and that they should be stopped and

reported.

Acids, which injure the teeth, should

be taken through a glass tube and the

mouth thoroughly rinsed afterward.

Baking-soda dissolved in water forms a

good wash after taking an acid.

Oils may be taken in coffee, hot milk.

beef tea, lemon or orange juice, and

beer froth. Oily medicines are some-

times given in capsules.

Purgatives must be given early in

the day, so that the patient will not be

disturbed at night ; while laxatives should

be given late in the evening, so the

result may be obtained in the morning.

Sedatives lessen the force and fre-

quency of the heart action. They have

a soothing influence on the system, and

lessen pain to a certain extent.

Care of Medicine.— All bottles

should be distinctly labelled, and kept

in a dry, cool, and dark closet. Damp-
ness impairs the activity of most drugs,

and many are decomposed by light and

heat. Buy medicine in small quantity

and of the best quality.

When a medicine is permanently dis-

continued, it should be thrown away, as

it is highly improbable that the same
combination will ever be needed. Lini-

ments, and all preparations for external

use, should be kept in a corner by them-

selves, and labelled " Poison." One
good precaution against taking the wrong

medicine in the dark or a hurry is to tie

a ribbon or string around all bottles con-

taining poisons. Medicines should be

kept under lock and key, especially with

children and delirious patients.

Administering Medicine.— The
nurse should read the label carefully be-

fore measuring the medicine ; a^nd, after

measuring, she should be sure the one

who substitutes for her understands

thoroughly about the medicines. In

pouring, keep the label on the upper

side, to avoid defacing it. Always

shake before opening the bottle. It is

often important, and always harmless.

Medicines should not be left uncorked

longer than necessary to pour.

If no special orders have been given,

allow one-half hour between medicine

and food. Most drugs act more power-

fully on an empty stomach, but some
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are too irritating to be borne. Arsenic,

iron, and cod-liver oil are always given

after eating. If medicines are to be

given just before meals, care must be

taken as to the diet that follows. Milk,

taken too near a dose of quinine or any

acid, may be soured. Iodine's activity

would be impaired by any starchy food.

The medicine spoon and glass should

be thoroughly washed as soon as used.

A separate glass should be kept for oily

and strong-smeUing medicines. Disa-

greeable tastes may be lessened, to some

extent, by holding the nose while swal-

lowing. A bit of bread is better than

anything else to remove the taste from

the mouth. It is sometimes necessary,

in the case of a child or a deUrious

person, to administer medicine by force.

This should only be resorted to when all

other means fail.

APPROXIMATE MEASURES.

I teaspoon (holding 45 drops

of pure water) . . . = about i drachm

I tablespoon = '* i ounce

I wine-glass = " -2 ounces

I teacup = "4 ounces

I coffee-cup = "8 ounces

An unconscious patient should have

medicine dropped far back on the

tongue, and powder must not be given

to such a patient for fear of suffocation.

Sleep : Methods of inducing it.—
No visitors should be admitted after

dark, as a rule. You should try to

quiet the patient and get him in a rest-

ful state of mind. Warm drinks of

milk or broth may be given with good

results, while hot drinks stimulate the

action of the heart. If the patient is

feverish, a cold sponge bath may be

soothing. Again, a warm sponge bath

may bring the best results.

Keep the feet warm. Have the room

well ventilated.

Sleep-producing medicines, called hyp-

notics, should not be given without the

doctor's prescription, and should only be

given, when all other means fail.

Should the patient sleep the first few

hours of the night, and then awake and

remain awake for a time, a light meal,

such as a cup of cocoa and cracker, toast

and warm milk, or malted milk, should

be given. This will often induce sleep

by drawing the blood supply from the

brain to the stomach.

Entertaining the Patient.— This

is a question that depends largely on

the individual. When the patient is

very ill, the question of amusement is

a small one ; but, as he convalesces,

some thought should be given to his

entertainment. To many patients, read-

ing is the most delightful amusement.

If such is the case, choose something

pleasing, something entertaining, without

unpleasant or exciting plot.

When the first time comes for sitting

up, the patient should have some light

refreshment before dressing. The cloth-

ing must be warm and light and easily

put on. The feet should be protected

with stockings and slippers. Place two

pillows in an easy-chair, one in the seat,

and the other up the back. Over the

pillows place a blanket, having it open

so the ends may be folded over the

patient's knees. Have a stool for the

feet. Never allow the patient to sit up

until exhausted. Have the bed warmed,

by means of hot-water bags, before allow-

ing the patient to get back into it.

Heavy wrappers with trains should be

avoided by the convalescent, as they are

heavy, and the weight fatigues and re-

duces the strength.
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THE present issue of the Boston

Cooking - School Magazine is

called the October number.
The next number will be published No-
vember I. We are pleased with the as-

surance, conveyed in almost daily letters,

that our readers so heartily approve of

our plan of publication, and we trust

they will combine with us in our effort

to make the publication all that a do-

mestic magazine should be in this

swiftly progressing age.

The November, or Thanksgiving,

number will contain many items of inter-

est to housekeepers. In this or the

Christmas number an illustrated article

on the " Dining-room and its Furnish-

ings," prepared by an expert designer,

will be presented. New and valuable

papers on " Some Duties of a Waitress "

and *' Home Nursing " will appear. The
" Finishing and Care of Uncovered
Floors " will be treated by an experienced

teacher in a manual training school.

Full page half-tones of tables laid for

the Thanksgiving and Christmas Din-

ners will be a new and special feature.

The illustrations and recipes will be se-

lected with care and special regard to

the season. A " Series of Elementary

Lessons in Cooking," as an aid to socie-

ties and housekeepers engaged in giving

instruction in charitable work, are in

course of preparation. These are a few

of the special articles that may be antici-

pated in our next issues.

ONCE more the vacation season

has passed, schools have re-

opened, and life for most of

us has resumed its normal channels.

Fondness of variety or change, a long-

ing for scenes in direct contrast with

one's customary environments, seems to

actuate the vacationist in his annual

migrations. The dweller by the sea, for

instance, seeks to find more complete

rest and satisfaction in mountain or
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inland resorts ; while the inland dweller

aims to gain more of pleasure and re-

freshment in an outing by the seaside.

It is true, perhaps, the lighter atmos-

phere of the one tends to quench thirst,

and braces the nervous system to

greater activity ; and, on the other hand,

the heavier atmosphere of the other tends

to increase the desire for fresh water,

and conduces to more languid repose.

Consequently, we go to the mountains

in search of active exercise and to the

seaside to insure deep and lasting sleep.

And yet the most valuable feature of

the vacation season is the complete

change it affords,— change in environ-

ment and forms of activity, change, es-

pecially, in food and drink; and, the

more marked this transition may be from

our ordinary mode of life, the more

beneficial and durable the results will

be.

May not the vacation with its ex-

periences offer some suggestion in the

way of relief to the daily routine

of housekeeping? Variety, or frequent

change in diet, is ever healthful to the

physical system, as diversity in occupa-

tion is restful to tired nerves. Let some-

thing new, then, be devised to relieve

the monotony of the daily bill of fare.

Expectation, even, of things to be desired

is an excellent tonic. A lively interest

in all the details of one's calling, what-

ever this may be, will soon transform a

condition of drudgery into a state of

hopeful cheerfulness.

SANITARY methods, it would

seem, are slowly but steadily

spreading. In camp and hospital,

in the public schools and other places

of general assembly, the laws of sanita-

tion are no longer entirely neglected.

The subject, of course, has become of

far greater concern in case of eighty

miUions of people with dense centres

of population, than it was once in case

of three millions in a sparsely settled

land.

That " cleanliness is, indeed, next to

godhness," has long been held as a

sacred maxim ; but to-day the ways and

means to secure cleanliness have become
an exact science, a science, too, second-

ary to no other in its far-reaching signi-

ficance. In no place or community can

the principles of sanitation be violated

with impunity ; and in the keeping of

them the well-being of society and of

each individual member thereof is best

conserved.

Sanitation most signally touches home-

life. The need of sanitary knowledge

becomes especially urgent in the manage-

ment of a household. The location and

arrangement of the house, including the

drainage and ventilation, the selection,

preservation, and preparation of food, are

matters that call for scrupulous care, on

the part of the housekeeper, and an inti-

mate acquaintance with the latest sani-

tary methods. The fact that " we have

lived under certain conditions forty or

fifty years, and got along pretty well,"

is no evidence that we might not have

lived better, and now have before us still

fairer prospects of many comfortable

years in the future.

The housekeeper of to-day must be

well-informed and progressive. The
world has made progress ; and her re-

sponsibilities, in like ratio, have in-

creased.

At present the subject of sanitation is

taught, as a science, in comparatively

few of our schools and colleges. It

should, of necessity, be given a prom-

inent place in the curriculum of every

public school in the land.

WHAT sanitation has already

done for the country is indi-

cated in a bulletin issued

recently from the Agricultural Bureau at

Washington. In giving the mortality
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statistics of the States and Territories

and of those cities , where accurate

records are kept, the following compari-

son is made. In 1890 the average age

of death was 30.1 years. In 1900 it was

35.2 years, a gain of more than five

years within the last decade.

ATEACHER of domestic science

in an article in the Epicure on

"The Decline of the EngHsh

Housewife " reaches this conclusion

:

" Train educated teachers in house-

wifery as they have already been trained

in cookery and laundry work, in sewing

and dressmaking. Housewifery com-

prises all these branches, each of which

is a science in itself, with the complete

management of home included. Teach

that neatness, thought, cleanliness, and

sanitation are the refinements, and not

the meannesses of life ; and let us work

and hope for the time when this instruc-

tion will be regarded as the right of

every EngHsh girl. Then we shall see

English homes and English housewives

regaining and far exceeding their former

reputation, inasmuch as intelligent and

trained work, in the long run, always

beats ignorant and thoughtless methods."

" 111 fares the land, to hastening ills a prey,

Where wealth accumulates, and men decay."

ONCE great riches and sure sal-

vation were thought incompati-

ble. To-day wealth and labor

are still subjects of gravest concern.

And yet it must be conceded that mate-

rial prosperity and civilized progress go

hand in hand. The love of gain and

higher aspirations are closely allied.

Certainly, condemnation of the desire to

accumulate wealth as a means to larger

sources of life and enjoyment is not

wise. Pursuit of gain is a legitimate

form of activity. Still there are, per-

haps, other and higher aims in life.

Wealth should not be the exclusive ob-

ject of endeavor. Does not the evil

that lurks in many an otherwise worthy

act or pursuit consist simply in excess ?

IN
the sad and tragic fate of our

greatly beloved President, as well as

in the death of England's lamented

queen, within the space of a single

year, we have had lessons anew in re-

spect to the strength and charm of home
ties,— lessons that will be recorded on

the pages of history. These domestic

traits, so well and widely known, are not

to be omitted in that last summary of

virtues, which is sure to place these

names among those of the world's good

rulers.

IN
our maddening struggle for wealth

and place, we are apt to overlook

the real sources of happiness; and

we come to reaHze our situation all

too late. He who fails to cultivate a

fondness of Nature, in all her varied

aspects, loses a chief means of satisfying

natural longings. Man's native activity

is in close contact with earth and sea and

sky. Nature never wearies : her moods

are endless. For outdoor life, October

days are all too short. Is it not signifi-

cant that the primary thought of home is

in its connection with mother earth ?

Let us never forget the true meaning

and place of the home in our social

fabric. Whatever tends to exalt home

life, or in any way enhance the attractive-

ness of its environments is an object to

be constantly borne in mind.

" To me more dear, congenial to my heart,

One native charm than all the gloss of art."
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After Breakfast Chat
By Janet M. Hill if

1

" The world moves along, not merely by the gigantic shoves of its hero-workers, but by the

aggregate tiny pushes of any honest worker whatever. All men may give some tiny push or

other, and feel that they are doing something for mankind."

*' Do not despise your situation. In it you must act, suffer, and conquer. From every point on

earth we are equally near to heaven and to the infinite."— A?nieL

INTIMATELY connected with the

home-coming, after the vacation

season, is the subject of domestic

service. The problem how to secure

the best work and the least friction is as

old as history. It has never been solved

except individually.

Under present conditions skilled labor,

in numerous homes, is entirely out of the

question ; for the supply of unskilled^ to

say nothing of skilled^ helpers is entirely

inadequate to the demand. Lines of

work, offering less compensation, that

are considered desirable, are over-

crowded; and thus it would seem that

housework needs be made a more de-

sirable calling, in order to draw to it the

requisite number of followers. Some
slight advancement in this direction has

been made, to be sure ; for at least cor-

poral punishment for sins of omission

and commission is no longer in vogue, as

it once seems to have been according to

the confession of famous Samuel Pepys,

the diarist. Still, the tone and tenor of

the following clipping from an English

contemporary would indicate that the

English are still most conservative in

their methods of dealing with this sub-

ject :
—

" A genius, hailing from far-off Orkney,

has hit upon a plan to solve the great

' servant problem ' ; and for the purpose

he has founded the British and Colonial

Servants' Association. He says that in

Orkney, Shetland, and many districts of

Scotland, excellently trained girls could

easily be enhsted for domestic service,

only they would require fair wages and

somewhat more liberal terms of service

than usually prevail. The idea is that

these girls should be paid from ;^i6 to

;^2o a year, if acting as general servants,

or from ;^2o to £2^^ if competent cooks.

But the crux of the whole scheme is that

the Association stipulates for a ' twelve

hours' day and one half-hoHday a week.'

This would certainly mean reorganization

of domestic Hfe, except in big establish-

ments and in hotels or boarding-houses.

It would mean grouping the women
servants into ante and post meridian
' watches.' Perhaps hope lies in that

direction."

What other calling demands a twelve

hours' day? The half-holiday (Thurs-

day afternoon) has, we are glad to say,

long been an accepted fact in this country.

Too much work is done in our houses.

We are not careful enough about saving

work. Things put in place, when we
are done with them, need not be " picked

up." Work well done is twice done.

Who does not know that a room properly

swept, or table linen properly ironed—

-
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barring accidents— is twice or thrice

swept or ironed, also that clothing

properly laundered outwears that which

is carelessl}' done ?

Temperament, fitness, and training for

the work at hand, rather than circum-

stances, need be the occasion of our

interest in any undertaking. Let us

magnify our calling. Let us bring honor

upon it by putting personality and abilit}-

into our effort, even if it be but in the

cleaning of lamps or the care of the

kitchen range.

Housekeepers have much to learn

from the conduct of business in other

lines. Women have not learned to

specialize. Once a shoe, a coat, or a

dress, was made by a single individual

;

the process was long, the finished prod-

uct expensive. By no means is the man
or woman with the all-round knowledge

to be despised ; but, when celerit}*, skill,

and economy are the factors in question,

we call upon him who does but one thing,

and does that well. Let the work of the

household once be given over to special-

ists, and the inspiration that comes from

success in specialization will give better

ser\'ice and greater happiness to all con-

cerned. The abilit}' of the average

housekeeper to meet the expense of

trained labor is one of the possibilities

that will result from co-operative methods.

Co-operation and speciaHzation, then,

are the instrumentalities by means of

which the much-needed reform in the

domestic situation must be brought

about. In this connection the follow-

ing item from the New York Post is

significant :
—

" The union of ser\-ant-girls continues

to attract wide-spread attention. The
local union in Chicago is fully organized

and officered, and is enrolling a large

membership. All the officers are act-

ually kitchen maids, whose names are

duly chronicled in the public print.

The rules and regulations of the union,

as published, are decidedly upsetting to

the traditions of service. No attempt

will be made to enforce the most radical

of them, however, till the society through

the country' is sufficiently strong to jus-

tify the proceeding. A prominent club-

woman of Chicago, with much ex-

perience among working-girls, passed

through this city last week, and was

asked what she thought the movement
would amount to. ' Probably not much
at once,' was the reply; ' but the move-

ment is to be welcomed rather than dis-

couraged. ResponsibiUty comes with

demands, and it will be found that sys-

tematic privileges and regular hours of

freedom will be apt to be met with

more conscientious work while on duty.

The better class of ser\'ants, those really

trained to their duties, usually seek large,

well-regulated establishments, where all

departments of work are carefully de-

fined, and where the girl's rights are as

rigidly respected as her capabiUty is

held to account. The conditions the

domestics are trying to impose will be

met by new conditions insisted upon by

housekeepers, with, I think, better re-

sults all around. On the other hand, an

attempt on the part of the union to be

unreasonably autocratic and unjust will

hasten the co-operative housekeeping

millennium, which, to my mind, is the

real solution of the question.'
"



Menus for One Week in (J^Ctoter

c^unlJag clears abiag tfjc rust of tijr hiijolc 'ajtt\i.— Addison.

<=Bre^kf£Lsi

Old Gristmill Toasted Wheat.
Baked Apples stuffed -with Dates, Cream

Eggs Scrambled with Tomatoes.
Muffins of Purified Middlings.

Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Cream-of-corn Soup.

Boiled Fowl. Savory Rice.

Stuffed Egg Plant. Cabbage Salad.

Peach Merringue. Coffee.

Supper

Herring Souffle on Toast. Man-Olas.
Stewed Apple Sauce.

Crackers. Cereal Coffee.

'Breakfasi

Grape Nuts, Cream.

Creamed Veal on Toast.

Poached Eggs. Sliced Tomatoes.
Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
\pples. Yeast Rolls.Coddled

Neufchatel Cheese Cocoa.

'TXnner

Cream-of-Lima-Bean Soup.
Escalloped Oysters. Baked Beets, Buttered.

Yeast Rolls, Reheated.
Tomato-and-Celery Salad.

Pineapple Cheese. Water Crackers.
Coffee.

breakfast

Quaker Oats, Cream. Sliced Peaches.

Creamed Chicken on Toast.

Baked Potatoes. Coffee.

Luncheon .

Succotash. Bread and Butter.

Cup Custards. Grapes.
Teaette.

T>inner

Chicken Soup. Galantine of Veal.

Escalloped Tomatoes.
Mashed Turnips. Celery Salad.

Rice-and-Raisin Croquettes.

Kremette.
Coffee.

"^Breakfsisi

Barley Crj-stals, Sugar, Cream.
Mutton Chops.

Broiled Tomatoes, Curry Sauce.
Stewed Potatoes. Popovers. Grapes.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Stuffed Eggs au Gratin. Bread and Butter.

Pickled Beets. Sliced Peaches. Teaette.

^TXnner

Cream-of-Celery Soup.
Beef a la Mode. Potatoes.

Plain Baked Squash. Cole Slaw.
Grape Juice Frappe. Cake.

Coffee.

"Breakfast

Ralston Breakfast Food, Cream. Pears.

Salt Codfish, Broiled,

Maitre d'Hotel Butter or

Broiled Sardines, Lemon Quarters.

Baked Potatoes. Dr>- Toast.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Egg Timbales, Tomato Sauce. Com on the Cob.

English Apple Pie, Cream.

Cottage Cheese. Teaette.

^Dinner

Mock Bisque Soup. Cold Galantine of Veal.
Mashed Potato. Cauliflower, Hollandaise Sauce.

Lettuce Salad. Fig Pudding. Hard Sauce.

Cereal Coffee.

"Brea-kfasi

Pears. Grapes.
Oyster Omelet. Sliced Tomatoes.

Baking-powder Biscuit.

English Breakfast Tea.

Luncheon
Corn Custard.

Apple Fritters, Lemon Sauce.

Tea.

'TXnner

Cold Beef i la Mode, Brown Sauce.

Escalloped Potatoes. Fried Cauliflower.

Tomato Sauce. String-Bean Salad.

German Apple Cake, Sugar, Butter.

Coffee.

"BreakfsLsi

Stewed Crab Apples.
Beef Hash with Green Pepper.

Corn- meal Cake.
Zwiebach.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Green Pea Soup,

Croutons.
Apple Cobbler without Crust.

Cocoa.

^Dinner

Epigramme of Lamb,
Macedoine of Vegetables.
Crusts of Pears, Bananas, and

Raisins.

Tomato Salad. Crackers, Cheese.

Coffee.



Menus for Occasions

Men's Dinner

B HjE ninncr of to^Uag not to gour taste? Eet us \)avt to=morrobj's entertainment bjill be

more aQxtcah\t,— T/iac/:er(7}'.

Mayonnaise of Eggs and Anchovies.

Entire-wheat-Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches.

Fried Smelts (Curried). Baked Tomatoes (Stuffed with Macaroni and Clieese).

Mignon Filets of Beef, Brown Mushroom Sauce.

Smothered String Beans. Saratoga Potatoes.

Wild Ducks (Roasted). Celery Salad.

Hominy Croquettes. Currant Jelly.

Pear Fritters, Sabayon Sauce.

Peach Ice-cream.

Pineapple Cheese. Crackers.

Coffee.

Luncheon Menu {color, red)

.Stop, stop, mg bjbeel ! ^oo soon, too soon,

^f}e noon ixiill be tije afternoon,

SToo soon to^Hag be gestertjag.

Oyster Cocktail in Tomato Cups. Brown Bread Sandwiches.

ConsommiJ in Cups with Chou Paste Souffle.

Baked Filets of Flounder, Bearnaise Sauce with Tomato Puree.

Broiled Spring Chicken. Baltimore Samp with Parsley.

Currant and Gooseberry Jellies.

Neufchatel Cheese moulded with Nuts.

Green Peppers Stuffed with Celery Mayonnaise, Tomato Garnish.

Quince Pudding in Paper Cases. Garnish, Candied Cherries.

Coffee.
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Seasonable Recipes

I
N all recipes where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of

such material.

An Autumn Soup
Cook until tender a quart of dried

peas (soaked over night in cold water),

two large onions, a head of celery, a

carrot and two turnips, cut in pieces, a

handful of spinach and a sprig of mint.

When soft pass through a sieve and

return to the fire with two lumps of

sugar, a head of lettuce, sliced, and salt

and pepper to taste. Cream a table-

spoonful, each, of butter and flour, and

stir into the boilin< Cook ten•^ soup,

minutes, and serve with croutons.

Epigramme of Lamb, Macedoine
Let a breast of lamb, or yearling, sim-

mer with vegetables and a little water,

until the bones may be easily removed.

Then cool under weight. Cut the cold

meat into pieces for serving, having all

of same shape and size. Egg-and-bread-

crumb and fry in deep fat. Have
ready, cooked separately, balls cut from

turnips or potatoes, straws of carrot,

bits of string beans, floweret-s of cauli-

flower, or whatever is at hand. Toss

each separately in butter, season with

salt, sprinkle with parsley, and use as a

garnish for the meat.

Chou Paste Souffle (for Con-

somme)
Make half the mixture usually pre-

pared for cream cakes. Spread the

mixture on a buttered pan, making it

one-fourth an inch in thickness. When
cold, cut in tiny cubes, toss these in

flour, then fr)' in a basket, in deep fat.

Drain in the basket and then on soft

paper. Sprinkle a tablespoonful on the

soup in each plate.

Beef a la Mode
Take three to five pounds of beef

from the top of the round. Lard the

top of this with half a pound of fat salt

pork or bacon. Put into a large earthern

casserole (such as can be bought

for $i). Pour over a cup of cider vin-

egar, sprinkle with a few cloves, tiny

red pepper pods, a clove or two of

chopped garlic, and powdered sweet

herbs. Add also the trimmings of

bacon or pork, little salt, and a pint of

soup stock or water. Cover the dish,

paste a strip of cloth around the joint,

and let cook in a slow oven six

hours or more. When tender, remove

from the casserole to a serving-dish.
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Strain and thicken the liquid for a

sauce. Garnish the dish with piles of

vegetables, cut small and cooked sepa-

rately.

Galantine of Veal.

Have the bones taken out of breast

and shoulder of veal. Spread the meat,

skin side down, smoothly on a meat

board, and trim into rectangular shape.

Dispose the trimmings w^herever there

is a place for them. Then season with

salt and pepper and sprinkle with fine-

chopped mushrooms (dried trimmings,

stems, etc., answer nicely). Have ready

an omelet made of the whites of four

eggs, and another made of the yolks.

Do not fold the omelets, but, when cold,

turn onto a plate or board, and cut into

long strips an inch wide. Also cut half

a pound of cold boiled ham into strips.

Spread the veal with about two pounds

of sausage meat (pork). Press the

strips of omelet and ham into the

sausage meat, then roll up tightly like a

jelly roll, and sew together firmly. Roll

now in a piece of cheese-cloth. Tie the

bones with cold water and bring quickly

to the boiling-point. Let boil five

minutes, then simmer until the meat

is tender. Remove from the cloth,

sprinkle with buttered crumbs, and set

into the oven to brown the crumbs.

Serve hot with a sauce made of the

strained liquor. Return what is left

from dinner to a cloth, roll tightly, and

let cool under a weight. Serve cold,

sUced very thin.

Oyster Cocktail in Tomato Cups
Select very small, smooth tomatoes.

Plunge them into hot water, remove the

skins, cut out the hard parts around

the stem end, and scoop out the seeds.

Let chill on ice. Serve five small

oysters in each tomato. For each

tomato mix one-fourth a teaspoonful of

horseradish, one teaspoonful of mush-

room or walnut catsup, two or three

drops of Tabasco sauce, ten drops of

Worcestershire sauce, and one table-

spoonful of lemon juice. Let chill, as

also the oysters. When ready to serve,

mix the oysters with the other in-

Slices of Galantine of Veal, Edge piped with Fine Chopped Aspic, Olive in Centre,

around a Mound of Celery Mayonnaise

ends, and pass a string around the

galantine in three or four places. Set

this on the bones in a saucepan, add
an onion and carrot, each sliced, a bay
leaf, and half a red pepper. Cover the

gredients, and turn into the tomatoes.

Serve on a lettuce leaf, sprinkled

with French dressing. Pass at the

same time brown-bread-and-butter sand-

wiches.
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Hamburg Steak with Broiled

Tomatoes and Macaroni

Pass a pound and a half of round

steak (top of the round preferred)

through a meat-chopper. Saute' half a

green pepper, chopped fine, in a table-

spoonful of butter, and add to the meat

with a teaspoonful and a half of salt and

a few drops of onion juice. Press into

a compact oval shape about an inch and

a half thick, keeping the edges and

fourth a teaspoonful of salt, and a cup of

rich milk. When the sauce has boiled,

add the blanched macaroni and let heat

over hot water.

Broiled Tomatoes

Cut the tomatoes in halves crosswise

without removing the skins. Brush

with butter generously, and sprinkle

with salt and pepper. Then sprinkle

with buttered cracker crumbs, put into a

Hamburg Steak with Broiled Tomatoes and Macaroni

centre of equal thickness. Brush a

broiler generously with bacon fat or

dripping, and put in the meat carefully.

Cook each side one minute, holding

close to a brisk fire, then five or six

minutes at a little distance, turning each

ten seconds. Turn from the broiler on

to a hot platter, and spread with two

tablespoonfuls of butter creamed with

a little fine-chopped parsley. Surround

with macaroni in cream sauce and

broiled tomatoes.

Macaroni in Cream Sauce

Cook half a cup of macaroni, broken

in short pieces, in boiUng salted water

until tender. Drain and blanch in cold

water. Make a sauce of two table-

spoonfuls, each, of butter and flour, one-

well-oiled oyster broiler, and let broil

over a moderate fire. These may be

baked in the oven or broiled under a

gas flame. They should be removed

from the heat as soon as tender, before

the shape is injured.

Cabbage au Gratin

Cut half a boiled cabbage fine. Make
a pint of white sauce. Put a layer

of cabbage in a buttered baking-dish,

sprinkle with a tablespoonful of grated

cheese, and pour over a little of the

sauce. Add other layers in the same

way, having the last layer of sauce, and

cover the top with half a cup of cracker

crumbs stirred into three tablespoon-

fuls of melted butter. Bake until the

crumbs are browned.
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Neufchatel Cheese Moulded with

Nuts
Beat a sifted Neufchatel cheese, a

tablespooful of melted butter, half a cup

of sweet cream, a dash of red pepper,

and a cup of English walnuts or pecan

nuts, blanched and chopped, or chopped

olives and pimentos, until well mixed.

Press into an oval shape on a serving-

dish. Serve with a vegetable salad,

celery, tomato, or lettuce preferred, and

crackers.

Red-head Ducks Roasted

In drawing the birds, cut a lengthwise

slit over the crop. After the windpipe

and appendages have been removed and

the duck carefully wiped and washed

wdth salted water, pass the head through

this opening into the duck, and pull it

through the opening, made in drawing,

between the drumsticks. Truss or

skewer the head in place. Salt, if de-

rant jelly. Pass at the same time celery

dressed with oil, vinegar, salt, and

pepper.

Gingered Apples

Remove cores carefully, pare the

apples, and keep them in cold water,

until all are ready. To each four

pounds of apples allow the same weight

of sugar, half the weight of water (one

quart), four ounces of ginger root, or

two ounces of ginger essence. If ginger

root be used, let simmer in the water

half an hour, replenishing the water to

maintain the quantity. Add the sugar

and let boil a second half-hour, or until a

rich syrup is formed (add the ginger

essence at this point, if it be used), put

in the apples and let cook nearly an

hour, or until clear and transparent.

Shake the kettle occasionally, to keep

the apples from burning. The apples

should be kept as w^hole as possible.

Lemon juice and rind may also be added.

Red Head Ducks, Roasted. Garnish: Honnny Cui)s with Currant Jcl

sired, set in a very hot oven, and let

cook from eighteen minutes, for very

rare, to forty minutes, for very well-

done birds. Baste two or more times

with butter melted in hot water. Gar-

nish with boiled hominy formed into cup

shapes, egged, bread-crumbed, and fried,

each cup holding a teaspoonful of cur-

Tomato Catsup

Stew slowly one hour twelve quarts

of tomatoes, twelve tablespoonfuls, each,

of salt, pepper, allspice, cloves, and

mustard, and three quarts of vinegar,

then strain and let simmer two or three

hours. Store in tightly corked bottles

or in fruit jars.
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Grape-Orange-and-Nut Salad

Remove skins from California grapes,

— white ones preferred,— cut in halves,

and remove seeds. Blanch an

equal quantity of English walnuts

or pecan nuts, and break in pieces.

Remove peel from several oranges,

and cut in lengthwise slices.

Dress each slice separately with oil

and a little lemon juice. Mix and

serve on heart leaves of lettuce.

Pistachio nuts, cut in slices, in place

of the almonds, and a garnish of

mayonnaise make a handsomer,

but more expensive dish.

Cauliflower and Beet Salad

Dress flowerets of cold cooked cauli-

flower with oil, salt, pepper, and vinegar,

or lemon juice. Dress the shredded

outside leaves of a head of lettuce, and

a beet cut in figures, and the chopped

trimmings, each separately with the

same ingredients. Dispose the lettuce

on the centre of a serving-dish, and

the carefullv drained cauliflower above.

Stuffed Tomato Salad

Peel small tomatoes, cut out the hard

pieces around the stem ends to make

Suirt'ed Tomato Salad

tomato cups. Sprinkle inside lightly

with salt and pepper, and fill with equal

portions of celery and w^alnuts, cut in

pieces and mixed with mayonnaise

dressing. Serve on lettuce leaves, and

garnish with curled celery. Pass mayon-

naise in a separate dish.

Apple Cobbler without Crust

Put two pounds of apples, pared,

cored, and sliced, in an earthen or

Cauliflower and Beet Salad

Sprinkle with the figures cut from the

beets, and dispose the chopped beets

in points around the central mass.

Serve mayonnaise in a dish apart.

granite pudding-dish that can be

covered. Add one pound of white sugar,

the juice of three lemons, and, if agree-

able, the grated rind of half a lemon.
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Cook two hours in a moderate oven and

turn into a mould. Serve cold with

cream.

Baked Apples Stuffed with Dates

Core and pare tart, ^vell-liavored

apples. Fill, in each, the space from

which the core was taken with dates,

from which the stones have been re-

moved. Sprinkle the apple with a little

sugar and bake until tender, but not

broken. Serve with or without cream.

English Apple Pie

Fill a buttered pudding-dish with

layers of tart apples, sliced and pared.

Sprinkle the layers with salt, sugar, and

grated lemon rind. Pile the apples high

in the middle of the dish, and add a

little cold water. Press a rim of pastry

upon the buttered edge of the dish,

brush \vith cold water, and over the

apples spread a piece of pastry cut to fit

the dish. Press the paste firmly upon

the rim, brush w-ith beaten white of egg^

German Apple Cake

German Apple Cake

Fit a piece of zwiebach dough, rolled

to the thickness of an inch, into a

buttered baking-pan. Press halves of

pared peaches, or quarters of pared

apples, into the top of the dough,

sprinkle with powdered cinnamon and

granulated sugar mixed together, and.

when light, bake about twenty-five or

thirty minutes. Serve hot with sugar

and butter as a luncheon or dinner en-

tremet. To make with baking-powder,

sift together tw^o cups of flour, three

level teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, and

half a teaspoonful of salt. Work in one-

third a cup of butter, then mix to a soft

dough with a beaten egg, diluted with a

cup of milk. Spread in a baking-pan.

and finish with the apples or peaches as

before.

PP

or cold water, and sprinkle with granu-

lated sugar. Bake from half to three-

fourths an hour. Cover the paste with

paper, to avoid too dark a color. To
cut the pastry, invert the dish upon it,

before the apples are in place, cut out

the paste of such size as will allow for

the height of the apples above the dish

and for the shrinking of the paste.

Four or five whole cloves are often used

for flavoring.

Rice-and-Raisin Croquettes

Cover a cup of rice with cold water,

and bring quickly to the boiling-point.

Let boil three minutes, then drain, rinse,

and drain again. Add three cups of

milk, a cup of sultana or seedless raisins,

and cook over hot water, until the rice

is tender and the milk absorbed. Then
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beat in carefully one or more yolks of

eggs, two tablespoonfuls of butter, and a

grating of lemon or orange peel. When
cool, shape as desired, egg-and-bread-

crumb, and fry in deep fat. Serve hot

as a dessert with powdered sugar, or

with sauce as an entree.

Nut Layer Cake

Cream half a cup of butter. Add
gradually one cup and a half of sugar,

then half a cup of milk, one teaspoonful

of vanilla extract, two cups and one-

fourth of flour, sifted with one-fourth a

teaspoonful of soda and three-fourths

a teaspoonful of cream of tarter. Lastly

fold in the whites of five eggs. Spread

in two layer-cake pans. Press halves of

EngHsh walnuts into the top of one of

the layers, to make lengthwise rows of

nut-meats. Sprinkle the whole with

white sugar, and bake about twenty

minutes. Put the layers together with

Chocolate Nut Frosting

Boil one cup of sugar and half a cup

of water, until it forms a thread when
tried with a spoon. Pour in a fine

stream, beating constantly, onto the

beaten yolks of two eggs. Then pour

and half a teaspoonful of vanilla extract,

and beat until cold enough to spread.

Crusts with Bananas, Raisins, and

Pears

Saute rounds stamped from thin

shoes of bread in hot butter. Pour

over these a cooked salpicon of bananas,

raisins, and pears, and serve as an

entree with, or just after, a meat course.

To make the salpicon, cook seedless

raisins until tender in boiling water to

cover. Then add for a pint of liquid

two teaspoonfuls of cornstarch or arrow-

root smoothed in a Httle cold water.

Stir until the liquid thickens, then add

cubes of pears and bananas, and, as

soon as these are tender, let cook five

or six minutes. Add lemon or orange

juice and a tablespoonful or two of cur-

rant or other jelly, if desired.

Oatmeal Drop Cookies (Jane P.

Chauven)

Cream three-fourths a cup of butter.

Add gradually one cup of Ught brown

sugar, then two beaten eggs and four

tablespoonfuls of sweet milk. Now stir

in two cups of Quaker rolled oats, and,

when these are well moistened, add one

Nut Layer Cake

this mixture onto a square of melted

chocolate, add the chopped meats, re-

maining from a pound of unshelled nuts.

cup of flour sifted with one level tea-

spoonful of soda, and salt, cinnamon,

cloves, and nutmeg to taste. Lastly add
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one cup of raisins, seeded and chopped,

and half a cup of crushed nut-meats

dredged with flour. Drop the mixture

from a spoon onto a buttered baking-

sheet, the rounds some distance apart.

If they spread too much in baking, add

more flour.

Fig Pudding (Graham Flour)

Sift together into a bowl one cup and

a half of Graham flour, half a teaspoon-

ful of salt, one teaspoonful of soda, half

a grated nutmeg, one teaspoonful, each,

of cloves and cinnamon. Beat one egg
;

add half a cup, each, of molasses and

sweet milk and one-fourth a cup of

melted butter, and stir into the dry in-

gredients. Add a cup of figs chopped

fine, or half a cup, each, of currants

and stoned raisins. Steam two hours

and a half. Serve with hard sauce.

Chestnut Cream
Blanch half a pound of Italian chest-

nuts. Let boil until tender, drain, and

pass through a sieve. Make a boiled

custard of a cup of cream, half a cup of

milk, a scant half a cup of sugar, and

the yolks of three eggs. Add one-fourth

a package (half an ounce) of gelatine,

softened in one-fourth a cup of cold

water, and strain gradually over the hot

chestnut pulp, stirring meanwhile, to

blend the two smoothly. Flavor with

half a teaspoonful of vanilla extract, and

pour into a border mould. When un-

moulded, fill the centre with whipped

cream, and serve.

Quince Pudding

Pare and grate six ripe quinces. Mix

the pulp, as grated, with the juice of a

lemon, to keep it from discoloring. Add

the grated yellow rind of a lemon, a cup

of sugar, the beaten yolks of six and the

whites of three eggs, and one cup of

cream. Mix thoroughly and bake until

firm in a buttered pudding- dish standing

in a pan of hot water. Serve cold,

sprinkled with powdered sugar.



In Reference to Menus and Recipes

THE market in October is filled

with some of the choicest prod-

ucts from Nature's storehouse.

Mellow peaches, rosy apples, luscious

pears, grapes, melons, celery, tomatoes,

egg-plant, cauliflower, and a " second

crop " of early vegetables stand foremost

in the long list of fruits and vegetables

that are spread out before us in the

golden month of the year. P^om such

prodigality of good things, such " em-

barrassment of riches," choice is difficult

;

and we are ready to exclaim with the

writer of old, " Give me neither poverty

nor riches," etc.

At this season we are inclined to eat

too much ; but temperance in eating is

as much a duty as temperance in other

matters, and over-indulgence eventually

brings serious disturbances to the

system. Children may quickly recover

from irregularities of this nature, if they

be not of too frequent occurrence, but

with people of mature years the evils

are more lasting. Eating, though a

legitimate pleasure of hfe, to be a long-

continued source of enjoyment, ?ueds be

te7?ipered with moderation.

Fruit combined with other and plainer

articles of food, to render the latter

better in flavor and more palatable,

is largely consumed at this season.

Thus combined, the C^uantity of fruit

eaten at any one meal is small. This is

proper ; for, with the exception of the

sweet fruits,— dates, figs, and bananas,

which are very nutritious, and are alone

capable of sustaining life for a' time,

—

fruit cannot supply the place of other

kinds of food. In but few varieties does

the proteid value reach one per cent.

Besides its use as a flavorer, fruit is

a valuable adjunct to the dietar}', on

account of the large quantity of water

it introduces into the circulation, also

on account of certain salts and organic

acids it contains, which tend to improve

the quaUty of the blood. Many varieties

of fruit possess also diuretic and laxative

qualities. When raw fruit is eaten for

other purposes than as a flavorer, an

hour other than that of the meals is in-

dicated for its ingestion : first, because

the water in fruit tends to dilute the di-

gestive fluids too much ; and, secondly,

because the fruit cannot benefit the sys-

tem as in case it were taken into an

empty stomach.

Tough skins, hard seeds, and coarse

fibres, either in cooked or uncooked

fruits, should be religiously avoided by

all save the most robust.

Fruit, in small quantities, is quite uni-

versally eaten at breakfast. Theoretically,

acid fruit should not be combined in the

same meal with starchy food ; for the

digestive action of the ptyalin of the

saUva is inhibited in the presence of an

acid. On this account the sweet fruits—
dates, figs, and bananas'— should be given

first place as breakfast fruits ; while

mildly acid fruits, pineapples, grapes,

peaches, pears, some varieties of apples,

preferably cooked, sweet oranges, and

berries are indicated as a second choice.

Acid fruits should accompany meats.

Many varieties of fruit are eaten almost

universally with sugar ; but the combina-

tion cannot be considered hygienic, since

it is prone to produce malfermentation

in the alimentary tract.

In the seasonable menus for October,

baked apples stuffed with dates are
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given at the Sunday breakfast. A mildly

acid apple of good flavor is the choice.

Remove the core and skin, then press

into the open centre one or two stoned

dates. Add a very Httle water to the

pan, and bake without destroying the

shape of the apples. The natural sugar

of the dates will supply necessary sweet-

ening. Cream may be added with the

cereal. Tart apples so prepared, either

with or without a dash of lemon juice,

will be found an .agreeable accompani-

ment to roast lamb, veal, or pork.

If the boiled fowl for the Sunday din-

ner is to be served whole, rub over the

skin with the cut side of a lemon. This

will tend to keep it white. After initial

boiling, to sear over surface and retain

juices, the liquid should be skimmed
carefully, to remove particles of coagu-

lated albumen, which would, otherwise,

settle upon the fowl and disfigure it.

Wrap the fowl in a piece of cheese-cloth,

and this becomes unnecessary.

To prepare the herring souffle, dip

boned herring in beaten egg, then broil

over a rather dull fire. If the chafing-

dish be used, lightly brush over the

inner surface of the blazer with fresh

butter or olive oil, and cook the herring,

without browning, first on one side and

then on the other.

Baked potatoes are given for break-

fast on Monday and Tuesday, as, fre-

quently, early rising and a heavy fire for

washing and ironing render these a con-

venient item for breakfast ; and, besides,

baked potatoes, either white or sweet, are

particularly good at this season. Pota-

toes of moderate size require in baking

about forty-five minutes ; they are at

their best as soon as they are soft

throughout. As the heat is usually

strongest from above, turn the potatoes,

occasionally, to insure even baking. On
removal from the oven break the skin

to let the steam escape, lest the natur-

ally dry, mealy potato become " soggy "

from the quickly condensing steam. A
potato baked in a slow oven is less di-

gestible than the same when properly

boiled.

Corn on the cob is thought to be

sweeter and better flavored, if it be

cooked without disturbing the husk ; but,

as the removal of the silk and husk is

inconvenient after cooking, it is quite

customary to strip down the husk, break

the com from the stem, then remove

the silk, replace the husk, tie the end

tightly, and let cook in milk and water,

half and half, about fifteen minutes after

boiling begins. Serve in the husks.

The liquid may be used for a corn

soup.

To make the succotash, for luncheon

Monday, cook Lima beans until tender

in boiUng water to cover, adding a little

salt, when half cooked. Then add an

equal measure (or more) of corn cut

from the cob, and continue the cooking

ten minutes. To serve, add a generous

piece of butter and additional salt, if

needed. Salt pork is thought by many
to improve the flavor of this dish. Boil

the pork, either in a solid piece, or cut

into tiny strips, at least an hour. Then
add the beans, and continue as before,

omitting the butter. A little cream im-

proves this dish for many. It is quite

as good when reheated, and a double

portion might be prepared. In cutting

the corn from the cob, score the kernels

lengthwise of the rows, then, with the

back of the knife, press out the pulp,

leaving the hull on the cob.

A little onion ' juice is often appreci-

ated in various scalloped dishes, toma-

toes, potatoes, etc.

In the illustration of the table laid for

Halloween the candlesticks are made of

carrots. The celery-apple-and-nut salad

is served in red peppers. The marsh-

mallows, in shape and color of ears of

yellow corn, are used as bonbons.
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Query 498.— Miss A. A. H., Elmira,

N.Y. :
" Recipes for cabbage salad dressing,

without oil, and orange slices."

Cabbaere Salad Dresslngr, i)age g'

Cream one-fourth a cup of butter, and

beat into it the yolk, then the white, of

an egg. Add also two teaspoonfuls of

sugar and one-fourth a teaspoonful, each,

of mustard, salt, and paprika. Then
pour on very gradually, beating con-

stantly, half a cup of hot vinegar. Cook
over hot water until the mixture thickens

a little,— it should be like thick cream,

—

and let cool before stirring into a generous

pint of fine-shredded cabbage. This

makes an acid dressing.

Cabbage Salad Dressing, 2

Beat the yolks of three eggs, half a

teaspoonful of mustard, mixed for the

table, two tablespoonfuls of sugar, and

one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt. Add
two tablespoonfuls of butter, then grad-

ually five tablespoonfuls of hot vinegar.

Stir and cook over hot water until the

mixture is thick and smooth. Just be-

fore using, mix with crisp, fine-shredded

cabbage.

Orange Slices

Use any butter-cake mixture made

with yolks of eggs. Flavor with the

grated rind of an orange, and add enough
flour to make a dough that will not spread

in the tins. Bake in tins made for the

purpose. Cover the sides of the cakes

with soft frosting flavored with orange.

An exact recipe, with photograph of tin

and cakes, will be given in an early issue

of this magazine.

Query 499.— Mrs. W. B. R.

for Brown Betty."

Recipe

Brown Betty

Put a layer of sliced tart apples in a

buttered pudding-dish. Sprinkle with

sugar and ground cinnamon, or grated

lemon rind, and cover with bread crumbs
— centre of the loaf— mixed with melted

butter. Alternate the layers of seasoned

apples and buttered crumbs, until the dish

is filled, having the last layer of crumbs.

Bake about an hour. Serve with cream.

If the apples are dry, add half a cup of

cold water, when the dish is first set into

the oven. From one to three pints of

apples may be used to one pint of crumbs.

Molasses may be used in the place of

sugar. Half a cup of sweetening may
be used to a pint of apples. Raisins,

citron, and nuts, all cut fine, may be

added to the apples.
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Query 500.—Mrs. N. E. C. : " Kindly

tell me how to use rice flour in ice-cream.

Is it preferable to cornstarch?"

Rice Flour in Ice-cream

Mix the rice flour thoroughly with

the sugar, by sifting the two together

several times, then stir into the scalded

milk or cream, and stir constantly until

the mixture thickens, then occasionally

for ten minutes. Add the eggs, beaten

and mixed with a little more sugar, and

stir until the ^gg is blended, then re-

move at once from the heat. We do

not think rice flour preferable to corn-

starch for such uses.

Query 501.—Mrs. W. M., Aurora, 111.:

" To ice-cream made in the usual manner

was added, when half-frozen, grated pine-

apple. When served, the cream was too

bitter for eating. What was the cause ?
"

Cause of Bitter Pineapple Ice-

cream

Pineapple juice contains a principle

that digests proteid substances. These

are found in milk, eggs, fish, meat, etc.

In digesting the casein of the milk,

albumen of the eggs, or the proteid

principles present in the ice-cream,

a bitter taste, which is always present

at a certain stage in the digestion of

proteid, was brought out. The same

bitter taste is brought out in peptonized

milk, if the peptonizing or digesting

process be carried on too long. When
the peptonizing powder has been added

to the milk, the milk is placed in direct

contact with ice, or is heated to a tem-

perature sufficient to check the process

for a time. In using pineapple juice,

the remedy is to scald the juice before

adding it to the other ingredients.

Gold Layer Cake
Cream half a cup of butter. Add

gradually one cup and a half of sugar,

the yolks of nine eggs, beaten until thick

and light, three-fourths a cup of milk,

two cups of flour, sifted with two tea-

spoonfuls of cream of tarter, and half a

teaspoonful of soda, one teaspoonful of

orange extract, and the white of one

Ggg> beaten stiff. Bake in two layer-

cake pans about twenty minutes.

Butter Sponge Cake

Butter sponge cake is a misnomer.

A sponge cake is made without butter.

See query 505.

Query 503.— Miss R., Maiden, Mass.:

" Recipe for marble cake."

Marble Cake
Cream half a cup of butter. Add

gradually one cup and a half of sugar,

then half a cup of milk and two cups of

flour, sifted with two level teaspoonfuls

of baking-powder. To two-thirds of

the mixture add the whites of three eggs,

beaten light. To the other one-third add

the beaten yolks of the ^gg^ half a tea-

spoonful of cloves, one teaspoonful of

cinnamon, and one cup of raisins, chopped

fine. Bake as either a marble loaf, or

as a light and dark layer cake.

Query 502.— Miss M. C, Wilmington,

Del. : " Recipes for gold layer cake and

butter sponge cake."

Query 504.— Mrs. W. L. C, Wilkes-

Barre, Penn. :
" Recipes for corning beef

and curing hams in the old Virginia style."

Corned Beef

Proceed in the same manner as in

curing hams, given below.

Cured Hams
For fifty pounds of ham use six

pounds of salt, two pounds and one-half

of sugar, or three pints of molasses, one

ounce of bicarbonate of soda, one ounce

of saltpetre, and two gallons, or more, of
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water. Cover the bottom of an oak

barrel, or firkin, with a layer of salt.

Mix the rest of the salt and the sugar,

or molasses, and with this thoroughly rub

each ham, then put it, skin side down, in

the barrel. Put the remainder of the salt

and sugar in the water, add the soda

and saltpetre, dissolved in a little cold

water, and pour this over the meat.

There should be enough to cover well.

Place a board bearing a weight on top

of the meat, and let remain from four to

eight weeks, according to size and salt-

ness desired. Drain two days, then

smoke, in a place from which the air is

excluded, four weeks. Hang the hams
hock downwards, and the skin will re-

tain the juices of the meat. Smoke with

corn-cobs, green hickory or maple wood.

Query 505.— A. W., Cape May City,

NJ. :
" In recipe for sponge cake recently

given, what is meant by double cream ?

Recipe for sponge cake without soda or

cream of tartar."

Double Cream
Double cream is removed from milk

that has stood undisturbed twenty-four

hours. Such cream, when chilled, may be

beaten soUd to the bottom of the bowl.

Single cream is taken from milk that

has stood but twelve hours. Such cream

may be frothed wdth a whip churn, and

is much used for garnish. Single cream

is also called light or strawberry cream.

The recipe calling for the double cream

gives a very plain cake. If baked too

long it will be rather dry. This will

answer other queries concerning this

cake.

Sponge Cake
The proportions for sponge cake

proper are : the weight of the eggs in

sugar, half the weight in flour, the juice

and grated rind of a lemon, to each

pound of sugar. The mixture is made
light by the expansion of the air incor-

porated in beating the eggs. By meas-

ure the following ingredients will make
two loaves : ten eggs, two cups of sugar,

two cups of flour, one lemon, and half a

teaspoonful of salt. Beat the yolks

until thick and light-colored. Add the

sugar gradually, then the grated rind

and juice. Then cut and fold in half

the whites of the eggs beaten dry, then

half the flour, the rest of the whites, and

the rest of the flour. When properly

mixed, the cake is very light and puffy,

resembhng a Bavarian cream. Bake an

hour in two tube pans. The cake, when
baked, should be of a golden color and

not too dry.

Query 506.— Miss F. L. W., Winsted,

Conn. :
" Recipes for walnut cookies and

codfish omelet."

Walnut Cookies

Cream one cup of butter. Add one

cup and a half of sugar and three eggs

well beaten. Then add one cup and a

half of flour, sifted with one teaspoonful

of soda and half a teaspoonful of salt.

Then add two cups of nut-meats, broken

in pieces or chopped and a second cup

and a half of flour. Drop by spoonfuls,

an inch apart, on buttered tins and bake
in a moderate oven. Before baking,

decorate the top of each cooky with

half a nut-meat and a sifting of sugar, if

desired.

Codfish Omelet, i

Add half a cup of fine-picked salt

codfish— that has been soaked a few

moments in cold water and then freed

from moisture— to a cup and a half of

mashed or fine-chopped potato. Add a

little onion juice and pepper, if desired.

If the potato be mashed, it should be hot

and prepared as for the table. Mix the

ingredients thoroughly and turn into an

omelet pan, containing two or three

tablespoonfuls of hot bacon or pork fat.

Spread evenly over the bottom of the
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pan to the depth of three-fourths an

inch. Let stand until heated through

and browned underneath. Then score

through the middle, at right angles to

the handle of the pan, fold, and turn

onto a hot dish.

Codfish Omelet, 2

Beat four eggs until a spoonful can be

retained in the spoon. Add one-fourth

a teaspoonful of salt and four tablespoon-

fuls of water, and pour into an omelet pan,

holding two tablespoonfuls of melted but-

ter. Rock the pan to and fro, letting the

uncooked mixture run on to the bottom

of the pan. When nearly cooked, spread

with a little picked codfish in cream or

tomato sauce. Roll the omelet, turn

onto a hot platter, and surround with the

rest of a cup of fish and sauce.

Query 507.— G. S. K. : ''Kindly de-

scribe timbale and dariole moulds."

Timbale and Dariole Moulds
Timbale and dariole moulds are made

of tin or copper. The shape is round or

octagonal, the sides are plain or fluted,

and flare but little. They are used for

both savory and sweet dishes, the prepa-

ration being usually steamed or poached

in the mould, and turned from it on serv-

ing. The terms "timbale" and '* dariole
"

seem to be synonymous ; though, as the

former means, Hterally, " kettle-drum,"

that name might be applied to such

dishes as are plain and round. Plain

round moulds of medium size and French

make cost about $1 per dozen.

Query 508.— Mrs. J. R. D., Las Cruces:

" In the recipe for white fruit cake given in

the June-July magazine, can desiccated co-

coanut be used in the place of fresh cocoa-

nut, and does the cake improve with age ?
"

Desiccated Cocoanut

The desiccated cocoanut may be used

in place of fresh fruit. The cake is bet-

ter for keeping.

Query 509.— M. L. H. : "What is Bar-

le-duc jelly ? How is it purchased, and how
used? Recipes for tomato salad made of

canned tomatoes, Lima bean salad, lettuce-

and-cheese salad, currant soup, hominy-and-

nut roll."

Bar-le-duc Currants

Bar-le-duc currants are large currants

from which the seeds have been removed,

one by one, and preserved in such a

manner that the shape of each currant

remains intact. This preserve is sold

in tiny bottles at 25 cents each. It is

served with meat, though quite as often

with cheese, or cheese cakes.

Tomato Salad with Canned To-
matoes

Take the large and solid pieces of

tomato from the can, drain thoroughly,

cut if too large, and arrange on fresh

lettuce leaves. Pour over a French or

mayonnaise dressing, as desired ; or

dress with salt, paprika, a little oil, and

lemon juice
;
pass mayonnaise in a sepa-

rate bowl.

Lima Bean Salad

Toss cold, cooked Lima beans in oil.

Add a little onion juice, and toss again.

Then sprinkle with salt, paprika and

vinegar, or lemon juice. Also sprinkle

with fine-chopped parsley, olives, cucum-

ber pickles, or green pepper. Omit

the paprika, if the green peppers are

used. Serve either with or without a

border of heart leaves of lettuce.

Lettuce-and-Cheese Salad

Scrape out a few spoonfuls of Edam
or pineapple cheese. Cut or break in

pieces. Toss, first, in a little oil, then in

a little paprika, and now in a little lemon

juice or vinegar. Then sprinkle over

heart leaves of lettuce, or coarser lettuce,

shredded and dressed with French dress-
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ing, adding also a little chopped green

pepper, pimento, or olives. Cream or

Neufchatel cheese may be cut in cubes,

or rolled in balls, and served on lettuce

dressed with French dressing.

Cold Currant Soup

To the currants, stripped from the

stems, add sugar to taste. Crush thor-

oughly, cover and let stand an hour,

then strain. Mix the juice with white

wine and water, half and half, the juice

of a lemon, and a Uttle ground cinnamon.

Hominy-and-Nut Roll

Cook a cup of hominy in salted water

in the usual manner. When done, add

two cups of EngUsh walnut meats

broken in pieces or chopped fine as pre-

ferred, a little onion juice, a teaspoonful

of chopped parsley, and paprika to taste.

Add also one or two beaten eggs, and

shape into a smooth compact roll, when

still hot, on a board dredged with bread

crumbs, or by chilling in a mould.

Brush over the outside with beaten egg,

and sprinkle with or roll in bread

crumbs. Bake half an hour, longer if

put into the oven cold. Baste with but-

ter melted in hot water. Serve with

tomato sauce.

Query 510.— L. E., Berhalto, III.:

" Please publish recipe for making * starter
'

for bread."

"Starter" for Bread

We do not know just what our querist

refers to as "starter," but suppose she

implies some means of leavening bread,

when no cultivated yeast is at hand.

There are always more or less wild yeast

plants floating in the air ; and, if flour be

mixed with water and left exposed to the

air, some of these plants will come in

contact with the mixture, grow, and

multiply. Alcohol and carbon dioxide

will be formed, and the mixture will be-

come light. But this process is uncer-

tain as regards time ; also, objectionable

plants are Uable to be introduced into

the mixture. Compressed yeast cakes—
that is, masses of cultivated yeast plants

stored for use— will probably give the

best results ; but, if these are not obtain-

able hop, or potato yeast, started with a

supply of home-made or dry yeast, the

qualities of which in either case are

known, may be kept on hand, enough of

each supply being saved to start the

next.

Query 511.— A. W., Philadelphia,

Penn. : " What baking-powder do you as a

magazine recommend ? I found the cream

sponge cake coarse and chippy, yet I beat

with much persistency and strength, etc."

Baking-Powder

This magazine recommends no par-

ticular brand of baking-powder. We
intend neither to use nor recommend

any make of baking-powder that con-

tains anything deleterious to health. In

practice, we prefer a baking-powder that

gives results similar to those secured by

the use of cream of tartar and soda in

bulk ; i.e., a baking-powder without free

tartaric acid, and in which the action is

rather slow.

Referring to Cream Sponge Cake

Cream is apt to be considered more

of a luxury and of greater value than

butter, though exactly the reverse is

true. A cream sponge cake is rich in

neither fat nor eggs, and is intended for

a very plain cake. The cake in the

recipe referred to is lightened princi-

pally by the gas evolved from the soda

and cream of tartar, which should be

measured with exactness. The cake

will be less dry, if the eggs be not

beaten separately and not too light.

Query 512.— C. S. S., Ossining: " In

serving dinners and luncheons, to whom
should the waitress pass the first serving in
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each course? The peaches canned at

home last year, though new rubbers, care-

fully washed, were used, tasted of the rub-

ber. How can this be avoided ?
"

On Serving

At the family table serve first the

most honored person at table, the

mother or an aged person, who may be

a member of the family. At a formal

dinner it is customary to seat the guest

of honor at the right of the hostess, and

this guest, or the hostess, is served first

;

after that each in order on same side.

Then, beginning on the left of the hostess,

serve on that side, in order. Set the

dishes in front of each person from the

right. When the course is finished, re-

move the plates from the left, one at a

time, or one in each hand.

To Avoid Taste of Rubber in

Canned Fruits

This is the second query we have

received in reference to the taste of

rubber in peaches canned last season.

At present we are unable to account for

this occurrence.

Query 513.— Mrs. J. T., New York

City : " Kindly give recipe for a good,

quick aspic jelly, and explain how a mould

could be fined with the same, and then

chopped meat placed in the centre of

jelly."

Quick Aspic Jelly

Let an ounce of lean raw ham, chopped

fine, an onion, sUced, half a carrot, sliced,

a stalk of celery, two sprigs of parsley,

a bay leaf, one or two mushrooms, if at

hand, and a piece of red pepper pod,

simmer in three cups of cold water about

an hour, then add salt to taste, a tea-

spoonful of beef extract and half a

box of gelatine, softened in half a cup of

cold water. Stir thoroughly, then strain

through a doubled cheese-cloth. Wine
may be added for additional seasoning.

To Mould Chopped Meat in Aspic

Set a mould containing three-fourths

an inch of the aspic into a pan of

broken ice and water. When the jelly

becomes firm, place a mould of the same

shape, but of smaller size, on the jelly and

in the centre of the first mould, and fill

with pounded ice. Now fill the open

space around the latter mould with aspic,

and let stand to harden. Remove the

ice and water from the second mould, fill

with warm water, and quickly lift from

the first mould. Into this open space

put the prepared meat (fish, salad, etc.,

may also be used), cover with aspic

chilled, but not set ; and, when all is firm,

the dish is ready for serving.

Query 514.— J. M. S., New York City:

«< Why does Bechamel sauce become thin,

if it be not served at once after completion 1

Should it be made with flour or cornstarch ?

Recipe for aspic jelly."

Thin Bechamel Sauce

Sauces of the Bechamel order grow

thick rather than thin by standing. If

any sauce, thickened with roux, be let

simmer at the side of the range ten or

fifteen minutes, the butter will begin to

separate from the other ingredients and

needs be carefully skimmed. Then by

adding a few drops of cold liquid and

vigorous stirring the sauce will resume

its usual appearance again. If the

sauce simmers gently an hour or more,

or until the butter has been eliminated

and rises to the top, a velvety "fine

sauce " results. Either flour or corn-

starch may be used for thickening.

Aspic Jelly-

Put a four-pound fowl and a knuckle

of veal over the fire in two quarts of

cold water. Let heat slowly, and boil

five minutes. Skim, and simmer until

the flesh is tender. Remove the fowl

for other use. Add to the broth an
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onion sliced, half a carrot, stalk of celery,

parsley, sweet herbs, pepper-corns, mace,

and salt to taste. Let simmer an hour,

then strain, let cool, and remove all the

fat. To a quart of stock add the juice

of half a lemon, half a cup of sherry

wine, and a box of gelatine softened in

a cup of cold water. Beat into the

mixture the slightly beaten whites and

crushed shells of two eggs. Heat to the

boiling-point, stirring constantly, and let

boil five minutes. Keep hot without

boiling ten minutes. Skim, and strain

through a cheese-cloth folded double

and held in a strainer.

Query 515.— Mrs. A. J. M., Des Moines,

la. :
" Menus for a child two years and a

half old."

Menus for Child from Two and

One-half to Three and One-

half Years of Age (Starr)

7 A.M., one or two tumblers of milk, a

saucer of thoroughly cooked oatmeal or

wheaten grits, and a sUce of bread and

butter.

1 1 A.M. (if hungry), a tumbler of milk

or a teacup of beef tea with a biscuit.

2 P.M., a sHce of underdone roast beef

or mutton, or a bit of roast chicken or

turkey minced as fine as possible, a

mashed baked potato, moistened with

platter gravy, a slice of bread and butter,

a saucer of junket, or rice and milk

pudding,

7 P.M., a tumbler of milk and a slice

or two of milk toast.

In regard to fruit. Dr. Holt gives two

to six tablespoonfuls of orange juice daily

after the fifteenth month, and a little later

the soft pulp (no skin) of two or three

stewed prunes or half a baked or stewed

apple. Children three or four years old

may have a piece of ripe pear, peaches,

plums, or strawberries in season. Cher-

ries and bananas are not allowed. Grape

juice without skins or seeds is given.

Query 516.— Mrs. C. H. W., Pembroke,
Ky. :

» Recipe for mint punch or frappe,

and manner of serving."

Mint Punch
Make a lemon sherbet of a quart of

water, one pint of sugar, one cup of lemon

juice, and one teaspoonful of gelatine,

softened in cold water. After the sher-

bet is frozen, stir in a cup of Creme de

Menthe cordial. Serve in small glasses

standing on a doily-covered plate, with

either a teaspoon or sherbet spoon at

the side of the glass. After-dinner

coffee spoons might be used. These are

smaller and not quite so substantial-look-

ing as the sherbet spoon. A small-sized

teaspoon would be preferable. Punches

and sherbets are eaten from a spoon, not

" sipped /r^w the glass."" The sprig of-

mint failed to materialize. Think garden

spearmint {Me7itha viridis)^ steeped in the

water used in making the syrup for the

lemon sherbet, might give a good mint

frappe.

Query 5 1
7.— Mrs. F., Des Moines, la.:

" Proper food for one suffering from chronic

bronchitis; also, for one past middle life

confined and suffering from asthma."

Food in Asthma
" More is to be done for asthmatic

patients on the side of the stomach than

in any other direction," for errors in diet

are liable to precipitate an attack. A
cup of very hot water is of advantage, if

taken a7i hour before each meal and again

at night. No water should be taken

with the meals, or until at least three

hours after. As the attacks of the dis-

ease are usually worse at night, the

principal meal should be eaten at mid-

day, and the supper be made light.

Fats and sweets should be omitted, as

also pork, veal, cheese, and rich desserts.

If starchy food be eaten, it needs be

thoroughly cooked and masticated, to
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insure complete salivary digestion.

Thompson gives the following as a

sample for advanced cases. Breakfast.—
Bread and milk, or well-cooked oat-

meal porridge, or wheaten grits without

sugar. A chop or a little broiled fresh

fish, and coffee without sugar. Dinner

(not later than 2 p.m.).— Beef or mutton,

bread, one or two green or succulent

vegetables, such as spinach, stewed

celery, stewed or raw tomatoes. Blanc-

mange or custard (not sweetened) or a

little rice pudding. Fresh fruit in sea-

son, as a peach or baked apple. Supper

(6 P.M.).— A soft-cooked ^gg or a little

cold fowl or game, stale bread, toast, or

zwiebach, milk, stewed fruit (without

sugar). Moderation and punctuality in

eating are first essentials.

Food in Chronic Bronchitis

Milk or cream in any form, oysters or

clams raw, roasted, or broiled, fish,

either boiled or broiled (never fried),

eggs raw or lightly cooked, beefsteak,

rare roast beef, scraped beef sandwiches,

beef juice, mutton and fowl, butter, oil,

fat bacon, vegetables that are easily

digested, in moderation, and all cereals,

sparingly. Six meals a day, when they

can be digested, with a rest or sleep of

half an hour before the principal noon

and night meals are indicated.

Query 518.—Miss M. B., Palmetto, Ga.

:

" Please tell me the difference between gems
and muffins."

Gems and Muffins

At the present time the terms " gems "

and " muffins " seem to be interchange-

able ; but, originally, muffins were

made light either by yeast, baking-

powder, or cream of tartar and soda,

while gems were lightened without car-

bon-dioxide (either by the expansion of

air beaten into the eggs or into the

dough itself).

Query 5 19.— Miss R. G., Meriden, Conn.
— " Recipe for a pudding made with peaches

and cornstarch and a meringue."

Peach Meringue

Fill a buttered pudding-dish half full

of peaches halved, stoned, and pared.

Sprinkle over them half a cup of sugar

and the juice of half a lemon, when con-

venient. Make a custard of two table-

spoons of cornstarch, one-fourth a cup

of sugar, the yolks of three eggs, and a

pint of milk. Add a tablespoonful of but-

ter. Pour the custard over the peaches,

and cook in a moderate oven about fif-

teen minutes. Beat the whites of the

eggs until very foamy. Add gradually

three level tablespoonfuls of powdered

sugar, and beat until very stiff. Then
fold in three tablespoonfuls of sugar, and

spread over the slightly cooled pudding.

Let cook in a moderate oven about eight

minutes. Serve hot or cold.

Query 520.— Lady T., St. John, N.B.

:

" Kindly publish a translation of the German
recipe and give a recipe for the Schwartz-

brod mentioned in it."

Translation of Recipe for German
Cake

\^ pounds sugar, 12J ounces hazel

nuts, 4J ounces dried and grated black

rye bread, i lemon, 16 eggs. Rub the

yolks together with the sugar and the

finely powdered hazel nuts. To this

mixture add the whites of the eggs

beaten stiff and the grated peel of the

lemon. Pour all this into a well-buttered

form, and bake slowly for three-quarters

an hour. Black rye bread can be

bought at German bakeries in large

cities of this country ; but, as the method

of grinding grain in foreign countries

differs from our process, and as the

foreign yeast and ovens are quite differ-

ent from our own, the bread made in

this country is quite unhke that found
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abroad. Much of the bread in Germany
is made light with a piece of bread

dough set aside until acetic fermenta-

tion has taken place. Such bread has

an acid taste not agreeable to Americans

palates.

Sour-dough Bread (Rye)

Use one quart of lukewarm water,

five pounds of rye flour, and a piece of

sour dough the size of an apple. In the

evening, before baking, mix the leaven

and a part of the flour into a thin dough.

Dust with flour, and set aside to rise until

the next morning. Then knead in the salt

and the remaining flour. Make into a

long loaf, set to rise again, and bake in

a hot oven two hours.— Henriette

Davidis.

Query 521.— Mrs. C. H. W., Pembroke,

Ky. :
" When should hops be gathered for

use in making yeast and pillows.? Are

green or ripe, grown or half-grown, cucum-

bers used for cooking, stuffed? Where can

I purchase a bread worker or grinder? Is

cheese used all the year, or only in certain

months ? What is served with fruit soup ?

How are fish boiled and baked in plain

pans and kettles? What kinds of fish are

used, and can those kept in cold storage be

used ?

"

Gathering of Hops
Hops are usually gathered when the

blossoms are full blown ; in the locality

of Boston in July or early August. They
may be dried in the sun or a warming-

oven, and stored for use in strong paper

bags, tightly closed.

Kind of Cucumbers for Stuffing

and Baking

Green cucumbers, too large for pick-

Hng purposes, are usually selected for

stufifing with force-meat for baking. Such

cucumbers are also cooked in boiling

water or stock, then cooled, and used as

cups for salad. Ripe cucumbers are used

for sweet pickle, and, cut in quarters,

seeds removed, are cooked around a

roast of beef, veal, or mutton.

Bread Worker or Grinder

A machine for mixing and kneading

bread is made or sold at 168 Chambers

Street, New York. A food-chopper is

invaluable in ^r/;/^/;?^ dry bread. These

are advertised in the columns of this

magazine.

Season for Cheese

Cheese is used at all seasons of the

year, but, probably, in larger quantities

during the winter season, both because it

keeps better in cold weather and, also,

because, being somewhat diflficult of

digestion, one would select it when the

digestive organs are most vigorous.

What to serve v^ith Fruit Soups

With hot fruit soups serve crackers or

toast. These are sometimes sprinkled

with sugar. With cold fruit soups sweet

crackers, soaked slightly on the edges

with wine, then sprinkled with sugar,

are passed, built up in little piles on the

serving-dish. Macaroons and plain

sweet crackers are also served.

Cooking of Fish with Ordinary

Utensils

If one has a perforated tin, such as is

sold with a steam-kettle, it may be used

in baking a fish. Or any tin sheet that

fits into a pan may be used to advantage,

as, when the tin is lifted out of the pan,

the fish, if the tin be first well oiled,

may easily be sUd from it onto the serv-

ing-dish in perfect shape. Lacking a

piece of tin, strips of strong cloth may
be laid into the pan and the fish, when
cooked, be raised upon these. To boil

a fish without a regular fish-kettle, tie

the fish in a napkin, and, when cooked,

Hft it out by the knot in the top of the

cloth, drain, then slide onto the dish.
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The Boston Cooking School

The Normal Class is rapidly filling.

Applicants for this course, it is to be

remembered, must be high-school grad-

uates, or they must have received an

equivalent training.

They must have, also, an elementary

knowledge of chemistry and physiology.

The capacity of the school is limited.

Able, earnest young women who are not

afraid of work are desired for this class.

A course of twenty-four lessons in

plain and fancy cooking, to be given

daily, beginning Oct. 3, 1901, will be

arranged, if a sufficient number of pupils

apply.

These lessons are designed especially

for housekeepers and those ?iot intending

to teach.

Price of course will be $30 to $35, in-

cluding materials. An early application

is necessary.

Miss Anne R. Ruggles, for several

years a teacher of domestic science in

Providence, R.I., and more recently in

Cincinnati, Ohio, has been engaged as

superintendent of the Boston Cooking

School. Miss Farmer, the principal,

will continue to teach and demonstrate,

as formerly, assisted by Miss Howard
and Miss McPherson.

Medical School, has been engaged to

deliver the lectures on bacteriology to

the pupils of the Normal Class of 1902.

Instruction in cooking by gas will be

included in the normal course of 1902.

The Providence Cooking School (Prov-

idence, R.I.), Mira Russell Garrett, prin-

cipal, has just sent out a very attractive

circular in reference to the classes and

work of the school for the coming year.

This prosperous school opened its ses-

sions, for the fifth year, in September.

Dr. M. V-Tyrode, of the Harvard

Miss Anna Virginia Miller, class of

'98, Boston Cooking School, whose home
is in Kansas City, Mo., has been

engaged for the past four months in

giving demonstrations in cooking by gas

for the Denver (Col.) Gas and Electric

Company. The gas company report

these demonstrations as eminently satis-

factory, and as receiving much favorable

comment from the daily papers and the

public at large.

" A busy season, meeting delightful

people, who have been unusually in-

terested in domestic science problems."

This is the good report from Mrs. Alice

Gary Waterman, of Chicago, who has

been delivering courses of lectures for

gas companies in New York, Michigan,

and Indiana, also at Chautauqua assem-
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blies in Illinois and Iowa. Besides visit-

ing points of interest in the East, includ-

ing the Buffalo Exposition, Niagara

Falls, East Aurora, etc., she has in

contemplation a trip to Mexico and

California.

Mrs. Hiirs Lectures

An editorial from the Des Moines Daily

News

The lectures on cooking by Mrs. Janet

Mackenzie Hill have proven successful

beyond all reasonable expectation. Al-

though Des Moines housekeepers have

had the privilege in recent years of hear-

ing the best talent of the entire country,

including such eminent specialists as

Mrs. Rorer and Miss Maria Parloa,

besides the able demonstrations of Mrs.

Moore of this city, yet they have at-

tended the course by Mrs. Hill in

larger numbers than ever before, thus

showing an increased appreciation of

the importance of the subject and its

bearing upon the welfare of the home.

This appreciation was evidenced, like-

wise, in the series of resolutions adopted,

in which Messrs. Shannon and Mott,

the well-known flour manufacturers,

were thanked for bringing Mrs. Hill to

the city for a course of free lectures. It

is a commendable enterprise, and one

which reflects credit upon this progres-

sive firm.

The lectures have been satisfactory in

every particular. More time has been

devoted to the preparation of substantial

foods, such as bread and meats, than to

fancy dishes, although the latter have

not been neglected. The largest body

of women ever assembled in Des Moines

to witness a cooking demonstration was

that which followed Mrs. Hill's deft

mixing and baking of cake on Thursday

afternoon. But, while these lessons do

very much in the way of improving the

table, they are of still greater value in

creating an enthusiasm for the work

itself and in raising it above the plane of

drudgery. No one can see Mrs. Hill in

her careful attention to the minutest

details, and hear her sound scientific

reasons for all that she does, without

viewing the subject from a loftier point.

The feeding of the family in such a way

as to give health and strength to each

member, giving just the necessary pro-

portion of proteids, fats, carbohydrates,

and water, becomes a problem that is by

no means commonplace. The woman
who can do this, at the least expense

and with small worry, is engaged in a

high and noble calling. Her business is

worthy of her. There is nothing above

and beyond it.

National Household Economic

Association

The ninth annual meeting of the Na-

tional Household Economic Association

will be held in Buffalo, N.Y., Oct. 15,

16, and 17, 1 90 1. The programme has

not been entirely arranged, but there

will be short addresses and long discus-

sions on the various subjects pertaining

to the home and its management, and

the educational advantages of manual

training and the necessity of interesting

women's clubs in the work.

Among the speakers are : Professor

W. A. Atwater, of the United States

Agricultural Department ; Melvil Dewey,

Esq., of Albany; Professor James L.

Hughes, of Toronto, Can. ; Mrs. Emma
Moffelt Tyng, of New York ; Mrs. Platt-

Decker and Mrs. Whitmore, of Denver;

Mrs. Pugh and Mrs. MacMurphy, of

Nebraska ; Mrs. Kimberly and Mrs.

Neville, of Wisconsin ; Mrs. Lyndon

Evans and Miss Hunt, of Chicago;

Mrs. Hoodies, of Canada ; Misses Mar-

latt, of Providence, Van Rensselaer and

Caldwell, of New York.

Mrs. George W. Townsend and Mrs.
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Adalbert Moot, of Buffalo, will give a

few words of welcome ; and it is hoped

that Mrs. Henrotin and Dr. Green will

be present to respond. There is much
interest manifested in the work of this

association ; and the president, Mrs.

Linda Hull Larned, is receiving invita-

tions to address women's clubs from

many States all through the West, as

well as in the East.

Mrs. Larned will address the State

Federation of Ohio in October, and is

booked as far ahead as April, as she

will then talk in Colorado and Nebraska.

The association aims— and succeeds—
to bring out much helpful literature and

help for its members. They have now
a number of standing committees, the

chairman of which may be appealed to

for special information. The chairman

of Programme Committee is Mrs. James
L. Hughes, of Toronto.

Lake Placid Conference on Home
Economics

The Lake Placid Club is a group

of families and persons of similar tastes

who have joined in making a summer
home for themselves without the dis-

comforts incident to the travelling pub-

lic. The club house is not a hotel,

open to any casual visitor, but is Uke a

private house, open only to residents,

members, and their personal friends.

The Club Trustees invite the Council

of the Conference as their personal

guests, and allow them also to ask a

limited number of friends at reduced

rates. Obviously, this means a con-

siderable degree of true hospitality, for

which the Conference is under great

obligations.

Evidently, only a limited number can

be thus invited to a private club, and

this number depends each year on the

rooms vacant at the time designated.

As the work of the Conference is for

the development of ideas rather than

methods, for the future, even the distant

future, rather than the present or im-

mediate future, and as it deals with

research rather than well-defined fact,

the discussions are most fruitful when a

few persons, selected for differing views,

as well as representing different sections

of the country, come together with the

honest intention of getting at the truth.

In lines of research it is also economy
to divide the labor among groups, and

in conference assembled to bring the

separate results for scrutiny before giv-

ing them to the larger audience.

The Conference meets about July i or

after September 15, as best suits the en-

gagements of the chief factors in any year.

Any one wishing to attend should apply

to the secretary, Miss S. M. Elliott, 118

Charles Street, Boston, at least a month

before the meeting. She will refer the

applicatipn to the Membership Commit-

tee. The membership fee is $2, which

entitles the person to attendance at the

meeting of that year and to the published

proceedings. The proceedings may be

subscribed for separately.

The syllabus for study clubs (No. 82),

Home Economics, and the one on food,

may be obtained from the Home Educa-

tion Department, State Library, Albany,

N.Y., at about five cents each.

Rely upon

Platfs Chlorides

as your household

disinfectant.

An odorless, colorless liquid

;

powerful, safe, and cheap.

Destroys disease germs and
noxious gases, thus preventing

sickness. Sold in quart bottles

only, by druggists and high-class

grocers. Prepared only by Henry
B. Piatt, Piatt Street, New York.
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A Tradition of the Tuileries

Napoleon III. detested the conven-

tional dining-room. He saw no reason

why he should eat solemnly and classi-

cally in a panelled room, leather hung,

dark and gloomy as a mortuary chamber
;

and he flatly refused to do so.

The salon, Louis XIV., one of the

brightest and gayest rooms in the

Tuileries, was his choice. Screens were

brought in at meal time to hide the doors

and serving tables, which also were

brought in for each occasion. After the

meal was finished, all its appurtenances

were carried away ; and the roomlDCcame

a splendid salon again with no hint of a

dining-room.

The ex-Empress Eugenie, says the

New York Sun, still clings to many of

the habits of the Tuileries, among them
this one, which was due to an emperor's

whim. She has her meals served wher-

ever she happens to want them,— on the

veranda, the terrace, in the salon, in her

boudoir. This makes trouble and incon-

venience for the servants of the ex-em-

press, who, not being so humble as the

servants of an emperor, do a deal of

grumbUng ; but their mistress continues

to follow this cherished tradition. And
so far fate, which has interfered with

most of Eugenie's fancies, has placed

no embargo on the shifting of dining-

rooms.

Anna Held occupied a box during the

first night of the Rogers Brothers' recent

production. During the watermelon

scene she leaned forward and applauded

so enthusiastically that a friend in the

box inquired whether she considered the

show as good as all that.

" Ah-h," said Anna, rolling her eyes

heavenward, " eet ees r-r-ravenous !

"

Doubtless the actress meant to say
" ravishing "

; but who knows ? This was
a watermelon scene.

A Mountain Climber

Gains 12 lbs. on Change of Food'

When a change in food can rebuild a

man seventy-seven years of age, it is

evidence that there is some value in a

knowledge that can discriminate in the

selection of proper food to rebuild the

body. A few months ago the physician

attending Warren S. Johnson, of Colfax,

Cal, seventy-seven years old, told him
that death from old age would soon

claim him. He suffered from general

weakness and debiUty.

An old lady advised him to quit coffee

and drink Postum Cereal Food Coffee

and to eat Grape-nuts breakfast food

every morning. He took the advice, and

has gained twelve pounds. Says he is

as well as he ever was, and can take

long trips in the mountains, which he

has been unable to do for a long

time.

There is a reason for this. In the

first place, coffee acts as a direct nerve

destroyer on many highly organized

people, both young and old ; and many
people have not the knowledge to select

nourishing, healthful, rebuilding food.

Both Postum Food Coffee and Grape-

nuts breakfast food are made from se-

lected parts of the field grains that con-

tain delicate particles of phosphate of

potash and albumen. These two ele-

ments combine in the human body to

quickly rebuild the gray matter in the

brain and in the nerve centres through-

out the body.

Direct, sure, and certain results come
from their use, and can be proven by any

person that cares to make the trial.

Both the Postum Food Coffee and Grape-

nuts are kept by all first-class grocers.
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A Kitchen Worth Having
We are accustomed to barbaric splen-

dors at the Russian imperial court, but

it is not generally known that the

kitchens at the palace of St. Petersburg

form a magnificent part of it. The walls

and ceiUngs of these estabhshments are

of black marble, covered with valuable

ornaments. The kitchen utensils are of

solid gold, and date back to the time of

the Empress Catherine. Their value is

;^i 0,000; and there are among them sev-

eral saucepans worth ;^5o, while a fish

kettle is worth ;^i,ooo. The kitchen

staff consists of 267 persons, and the

head cook receives a salary of ;^i 0,000

a year. Six other cooks earn each from

;^i,ooo to ;£'i,5oo. From these figures

it appears that, next to the Spanish

court, that of the Great White Czar is the

most luxurious in Europe.

But all these splendors pale before

those of the kitchens of the Shah of Per-

sia at Teheran. There the meanest ves-

sels are of gold, and every article of

the dinner service is encrusted with

precious stones. No wonder the Shah's

kitchen battery is valued at ;^i,000,000.

—

Westminster Gazette.

Hint on Cooking Game
The great secret of cooking game is

constant basting. It should be under-

done, red in the middle, full of gravy,

but not raw.

When oysters are served in the shell,

they are conveyed to the mouth with a

fish or oyster fork. Fish croquettes are

eaten with a fish fork.

Like Opium Eaters

Coffee-drinkers become Slaves

" The experience, suffering, and sla-

very of some coffee-drinkers would be

almost as interesting as the famous
' Confessions of an Opium-eater,' " says

a Boston man, W. J. Tuson, 131 W.
Newton Street. " For twenty years I used

coffee at the breakfast table ; and, in-

cidentally, through the day I craved it

as a whiskey-drinker longs for his morn-

ing bracer. I knew perfectly well that

it was slowly killing me, but I could not

relinquish it.

" The effect on the nervous system was

finally alarming, and my general health

greatly impaired. I had dyspepsia,

serious heart difficulty, and insomnia.

When I would he down, I would almost

suffocate. My doctor assured me it was

due to the action of caffeine (which is

the active principle of coffee) on the

heart.

" I persisted in its use, however, and

suffered along just as drunkards do.

One day, when I was feehng unusually

depressed, a friend whom I met looked

me over, and said :
' Now, look here, old

man, I beHeve I know exactly what's the

matter with you. You are a coffee fiend,

and it's killing you. I want to tell you

my experience. I drank coffee ; and it

ruined my nerves, affected my heart, and

made me a sallow, bilious old man ; but

through a friend, who had been similarly

afflicted, I found a blessed reUef, and

want to tell you about it. Try Postum

Food Coffee, a grateful, deUcious bever-

age, full of nourishment, that will satisfy

your taste for coffee and feed your

nervous system back into health rather

than tear it down, as coffee has been

doing.'

" I took my friend's advice, and within

a week from that time my digestion

seemed perfect. I slept a sweet, refresh-

ing sleep all night, and my heart quit its

quivering and jumping. I have been

steadily gaining in health and vitality

right along."
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The Application of Co-operation to the

Home-life of To-day
By Amne L. Vrooman

" Is our housekeeping sacred and honoral)]e ? Does it raise and inspire us, or does it ciipple

us ?
"— Emerson. «

I
AM a housekeeper : therefore, these

questions address themselves to me.

And, because of the possibilities sug-

gested by them, they come to me with

an authority I dare not disown. These

possibilities,— of inspiration or of crip-

pling,— are they the dreams of a tran-

scendentalist, or are they the reahties,

which I have been too dull to appre-

hend ? To know that I must pause in

the whirl of my domestic and social ac-

tivities, and ask. Whither am I led by all

this striving and doing? What is its

purpose ? What do I w^ant for myself

and my children ? What is my goal ?

But, when I would pause in order to

test my housekeeping by this ideal stand-

ard, I become aware of something un-

felt before,— a new tie, strong and com-

pelling, which holds me fast to this roar-

ing, whirling mechanism, from which I

long to escape with those I love into the

beautiful, restful world of ideals. How
can one's housekeeping be sacred and

honorable, exposed on every side to a

desecrating contact with the vulgar

world ? How can our children find the

inspiration of home in these flats, where

a touch upon a button brings the re-

sponse for which an older generation

looked to the loving hand of a mother ?

With this grip of the living world upon
me, I look backward to the homes of

the past as to the closed gates of a lost

paradise.

Well, is this the only answer to our

questioning ? Must we hark back to a

less complex society, in order to find the

inspiration of home ? Has the present

no sources of inspiration born of its

own strenuous life ? Is the spirit of re-

gret for a lost good, which characterizes

the ceremonies of " Old Home Week,"
in harmony with the warning words of

Emerson ? Looking deeply into them
with this clutch of the world's fingers

upon your heart, a new light will dawn
for you, — a light possible only for those

who have felt in their own pulses the

mighty beat of the race life.

Now you will see that the question is

not alone of my fiat, or your mansion,

but of a people's housekeeping,-- that

the great Teacher spoke not to an indi-

vidual, nor a class, but to mankind.

What of the housing, feeding, teaching.
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clothing, play, of the multitude ? There

is the source of our inspiration,— if in-

spiration there be,— or there is the root

of our crippling.

Economic co-operation has produced

the modern world with all its marvels.

If we find that world hard, mechanical,

soulless, it is only because we do not see

omnipresent man behind the machine of

his invention. Millions of lives— lives

of men, of women, and even of little chil-

dren— furnish its motive power. That

thought exposes the shallowness and

heartlessness of our criticism. Apply

the co-operative ideal to this modern

life of ours, and it is no longer a mere

machine, but a living, thinking, feeling,

spiritual Reality, which we no longer

dare to criticise or patronize. Knowing
ourselves as debtors to this great hu-

manity, we set ourselves at once, like

honest men and women, to pay our debt.

Shall these multitudes labor for us, and

go hungry for the things we can supply ?

What are we doing with our treasures of

knowledge, art, science ? Are we using

them to make fair and w^holesome this

housekeeping of the people ? Only the

co-operative ideal is great enough to

fit a world created by economic co-

operation. Our error has been to mis-

take the elaboration of private life, and

the creation of a luxurious class, for

civiUzation. Simplicity in the home com-

bined with a rich, stately, and beautiful

public life,— such is the co-operative

ideal, such was the dream of the wisest

and best minds of ancient times. Pri-

vate luxury enervates and nourishes a

false pride, but public magnificence

strengthens the nation.

How shall we attain it ? I have no

monkish doctrine of self-sacrifice, or self-

suppression, to preach. There is no

virtue in renunciation, except it be of a

lower for a higher good. Simplicity as

a fad, self-conscious and simpering, is

no nobler than luxury. But simplicity

as a means to a life of high purpose and

large ends is noble and beautiful. We
must know our goal and make each step

bring us on our way to it. When we
know we are doing that, the journey will

have a new interest for us. Just now we
seem to be moving in a vicious circle.

Whatever we do, we come back to the

same point of ennui.

We have no need to cast aside any-

thing that we know to be a good to

human life, but only to find its best

use. Our goal is the co-operative life

animated by the co-operative ideal.

Let us apply the doctrine to our own
activities. Each of us is a fellow in

the great university of Life. Let us

see that we contribute something to the

general sum of Knowledge, Beauty,

Order. If we try to hoard them, we
shall find ourselves in the plight of the

shrewd Hebrews, who thought to make a

corner in the heavenly manna. Let us

be divinely lavish with our best. What-

ever we recognize as a good of life, let

us demand for all men. This thing I

love and find essential to a rounded life.

—

must I renounce it because others lack

it ? No. I must carry it to them, let it

be what it may,— art, science, household

skill, the graces of domestic life, or the

delights of golf. I must spread health,

beauty, grace and delight in the waste

places of life as my function in the great

co-operative organism.

In so doing, the question of simplicity

in my own life will find its natural solu-

tion. To quote Emerson again :
" I can

trust my own wit to please my friend. I

shall not have to buy ice-creams when he

comes to visit me." But these things

cannot be anticipated. They will come
in due time with that vision of a people's

housekeeping, sacred and honorable,

which shall raise and inspire, and not

cripple us.



Extracts from the Diary of an American

Woman while Living in Berlin

By Harriet V. Butler

NOVEMBER 17. 1889.— The
great event now for Amer-

icans is the Thanksgiving Din-

ner, at which Minister Phelps will pre-

side. It is to be given at the Kaiserhof

.

one of the principal hotels of the city.

We are going. It will be our first grand

dinner in Germany, and that one the

patriotic one of our dear countr}-. Love

of country has been strongly developed

in me since coming here. I am bigoted

in that respect.

The cold weather holds off remark-

ably.— nothing to speak of yet. and

many lovely days, frost}- mornings, and

crisp air. Xo snow has fallen yet ; and

the month, so far. is pleasanter than

October.

I like the church here. It is inter-

denominational, simple in service, and

we all come together, like one family,

and are united : for we are Americans

of the United States.

November 25.— The sen-ices were

longer than usual this morning at church.

Thanksgivin<and many were there,

was the reason, the sermon being

preached this day from the text, '• How
shall we sing the Lord's song in

a strange land ? " (Ps. cxxxvii. 4.)

Minister Phelps, daughter, and niece.

Miss Boardman, were there, also Sec-

retary Crosby of the legation. Chairs,

benches, and camp-stools had to be

brought in, for the room was not large

enough ; and I was told that the like

was never seen before in Berhn, so pop-

ular is the place. This winter more

people than ever are here,— mostly

students. The church and the pulpit

were draped with the stars and stripes.

Tropical plants stood near, and every one

felt patriotic. British, Japanese, and

German joined in singing "My coun-

try, 'tis of thee, sweet land of liberty, of

thee I sing." A great many poor

students come over here from our coun-

try, expecting to get something for noth-

ing, and live cheaper than at home on

a country farm. They make a great

mistake in doing this, for Germans give

away nothing. They are thrifty and

industrious, are not ashamed of work;

and. as there is a law against beg-

ging, consequently no beggars are seen

here.

We are looking forward to our

Thanksgiving Dinner with pleasure ; for

we have been here ten months, and have

not tasted oysters, turkey, cranberries,

celery, sweet potatoes, mince and pump-
kin pie. I have heard that Count Her-

bert Bismarck is to be at the dinner,

and Madame Theresa Careno is to

favor us with some sins^ino-.

November 30, 1889, Thanksgiving.—
We are full of the Thanksgiving dinner.

We left the house in a first-class droschke,

arriving a little before six o'clock,- — the

appointed hour,— after a ten-minute

drive. The dinner lasted three hours.

Then ^Minister and Mrs. Phelps held a

reception, there being four or five hun-

dred Americans present. Then danc-

ing lasted until half-past one, when
we came home, all having enjoyed the

festivities ven- much. There were about

twelve tables, and forty people at each,

with Mr, Phelps presiding at the middle.

Count Herbert Bismarck sat at the right

of Minister Phelps, and responded to

the toast, '• The German Emperor.'' He
was followed by '• My countiy, 'tis of

thee." by the orchestra, the air being
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national for Germany also. The toast,

" The President of the United States,'

'

was followed by " The Star-spangled

Banner," sung by Alvary, we joining in

the chorus. The toast, " The Women
of America," was followed by Madame
Theresa Careno playing in a superb

manner from American composers. The
whole affair was beautiful and refined.

Blue points and sweet potatoes were sent

from New York. The turkey was rather

aged and dry, but it was turkey with

cranberry sauce. The German mode of

serving is to hand things around heaped

on a platter or dish, and each one helps

himself. The mince pie was brought

uncut to me with spoon and fork upon

it. As I had never seen pie spooned

out, I took my clean knife, and cut

what I wished. Then the waiter saw

how it was done, and cut the rest. The
celery was very good, the first we had

eaten since being here. An American

lady, who is keeping house here, was so

happy in finding some in market, she

sent it home, with the word, " Save the

stalk to eat wdth salt." The servant

carefully cut the roots, and threw the

stalk away. So they had a few little

roots, like radishes, placed on a dish to

eat. I was told that an American lady

roasted a turkey and made mince pie

as a pattern for the cook at the Kaiser-

hof, and they had a sort of trial dinner

a week before. I have heard of a great

many kinds of rehearsals, but never be-

fore one of a Thanksgiving dinner.

The ex-consul general, who was ap-

pointed by the immortal Lincoln, was

there, and spoke also. The gentlemen

and ladies all wore full dress, and the

affair was a truly diplomatic and fine

one. I really forgot for the time that I

was in Germany. Count Herbert Bis-

marck was introduced by Mr. Phelps as

one of the greatest sons of one of the

greatest diplomats the world has ever

seen. He was received with great en-

thusiasm, and, speaking in English, apol-

ogized for his " linguistic shortcom-

ings." Prince Radewill sat on Mr.

Phelps's left, and, as one of the courtiers

of the Empress Friedrich's household,

responded to the toast, " Minister Phelps

and Ladies present." These German
speeches in English sounded very comi-

cal, the latter especially. He was very

complimentary to us. They all like to

air their English better than we do our

German. Altogether this was the most

enjoyable and patriotic afi^air we had

ever attended. I certainly enjoy the life

here, so much to learn and see ; and,

besides, the quietness and good sense of

the Germans, their thriftiness, frugality,

and affectionate nature, impress me.

( To be co7itinned in December.)

Gastronomic Preparations for an

Old-time Journey
By Mrs. H. M. Plunkett

THE particular journey to be de-

scribed was made nearly seventy

years ago, by a well-to-do farmer

of Central Massachusetts, to the western

part of New York State, generically

known as "the Genesee Country." We
are apt to forget that Western New
York is a very young country, as coun-

tries go. The great and thriving city of

Rochester celebrated her first centen-
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nial only a short time ago. Of course,

the farmer was going to take his wife ;

and they were to visit his eldest sister,

who several years before had formed

one of a pioneer company that had been

allured by tales of the marvellous fer-

tility of the Genesee Valley to leave

the comparatively exhausted soil of

Massachusetts.

Of course, the journey was to be made
in the winter time, for no farmer could

afford to absent himself from his fiocks

and herds and crops in the summer

;

and the means of locomotion was a

splendid pair of nicely matched Morgan
horses— for this man was fastidious in

horses, and used to say, '' They're the

only luxury I allow myself ''— and a ca-

pacious and plain, but substantial sleigh.

This would cut but a sorry figure beside

the elegant and graceful-cushioned ve-

hicles of to-day, but it served its pur-

pose well. They were to follow the

" stage road " as far as there was such

a highway, but beyond Schenectady

there was little certainty what sort of

roads would be found. An attempt

would be made to reach some country

" tavern ""
at nightfall ; but, as all the

daylight must be improved, there would

be no halting for lunch beyond the short

time during which the horses would be

taking their noon-day "bait." This, it

was confidentl}^ expected, would be fur-

nished by the farm-houses along the

route ; and, indeed, the " quarter ''
left

by the travellers in payment was often a

rare and welcome sight.

The sleigh had a capacious --box""

beneath the seat. On the seat were

spread the folded blankets, which would

cover the horses at night. An ample

buffalo robe covered these and the back

of the sleigh, and another was used as

the " carriage robe '"
: but the precau-

tions against cold feet were thorough

and commendable. The bottom of the

sleigh was covered with a thick layer of

straw ; and two bags were provided,

—

made of sheepskin with the wool on.

—

and each contained two bricks. The day

of soapstone foot-warmers had not ar-

rived. These bricks were well heated

on the hearth of the tavern, while the

early breakfast was taking place, and

this process was repeated at noon-time,

at the huge open fireplace of the casual

farm-house.

Of course, a stalwart farmer could not

go without food from early breakfast to

late twilight, when he should reach a

public house ; and this noon-day lunch

was a matter of elaborate preparations,

as follows : first there were many of the

excellent home-made sausages, rivalling

the " Deerfoot "' in delicacy and flavor,

thoroughly fried : then part of a boiled

ham. then doughnuts and gingerbread

and cookies, each article wrapped in

home-made napery of the whitest ; for

we who have to maintain a constant

struggle against paper, lest we be

swamped by it, can hardly appreciate

the scarcity of that article in the old

days. The whole day preceding the

actual starting was devoted to preparing

all these articles, that they be as fresh

as possible. But at dawn the next morn-

ing the farmer, with a little kit of tools

stored in one corner of the sleigh, with

which to repair harness or sleigh in

case of accident, and with his prudent

wife at his side, set off for a trip of an

unpredictable length ; for no one could

tell what snows or floods might be en-

countered.

Not much this like the few hours"

flight through the same country in a

Pullman car : but it had been looked

forward to for months, and really consti-

tuted an event in the monotonous farm

life. The sister was most glad and

grateful for the visit, and equally abun-

dant gastronomic preparations were

cheerfully made by her for the return

journev.



Cupboard Treasures
By Mabel Wood Johnson

HEN Thanks-
giving is in the

air and the
home - going
spirit is strong,

they best can ap-

preciate the day

who, with their

children, are
going to fathers'

and mothers',

away from the

busy town, off on

the country hill-

side. The trains

are filled, these

days, with men
and women as young in heart as their

boys and girls in their eagerness to

reach the homestead and its dear ones.

On that day we want to greet our

old friends, and count ourselves rich,

indeed, if we can home-gather with

them.

In town, store windows are full of linen,

rich in pattern and texture, and all kinds

of table furnishings suited to the season.

Yet on Thanksgiving Day it is the table,

spread with homespun linen, time-worn

silver, and much-used china, that stirs

our heart-strings. Rich is that hostess

who can bring forward the old blue-

and-white platter, which for many genera-

tions has held the place of honor at the

harvest festival,— the platter that was

put before great-grandfather as he

carved the turkey for the first time at

his own board.

In many New England homes, a

glimpse into the corner cupboard will

reveal china treasured for many genera-

tions ; and the relic-hunter, or the would-

be purchaser, will find he can close no

bargain there.

The buffet, from \vhich came the

dishes in the illustration, held as many
again as are pictured here,— fragile old

wine-glasses, solid tumblers, quaint pep-

per-pots, pewter plates and porringers,

punch-bowls of exquisite pattern, rare

silver, and china delicate in form and

coloring. These are treasures, indeed.

A Rare Collection in an Alstead (N.H.) Home



Some Duties of a Waitress
By Catherine J. Coolidge Tatnall

Laundering Table Linen

THE foundation of a neat, attrac-

tive table is a spotless, smooth,

and glossy cloth. Even scrupu-

lous care in setting the table will not

compensate for a rumpled cloth.

The finer the Hnen, the better it will

iron ; but painstaking care in ironing

coarser damasks will render them attrac-

tive.

As soon as soiled table Hnen is re-

moved, it should be examined carefully

for breaks and thin places ; and, if such

are found, they should be darned before

putting the articles in the wash.

If possible, all spots and stains should

be removed from the Hnen before placing

it in the soiled-clothes hamper. The
longer stains are allowed to remain, the

more difficult will be their removal.

The stains which are likely to be

found on table Hnen are as follows :
—

Milk. Tea. Claret.

Gravy. Coffee. Iron-rust.

Meat juice. Fruit. Mildew.

Chocolate. Tomato. Scorch.

The last three on the Hst will of course

not appear except during the process of

laundering. If Hnen be dried properly,

mildew will not occur.

Treatment of Stains

If the stains have remained several

days, soak first in cold water.

Milk^ gravy, meat juice, chocolate.—
Wash well with cold water and soap.

Tea., coj^ee, fruit, tomato.— Stretch the

stained portion over a bowl, and pour

boiling water through it.

Note.— If tea-stains are not removed by the

above treatment, inib them well with glycerine,

let stand five minutes, and wash in suds.

Claret.— Sprinkle immediately (at

table) wuth salt. Stretch over a bowl,

and pour boiHng water through it.

Iron-rust.— Dampen with cold water,

spread with salt, and moisten well with

lemon juice. Spread (on the grass, if

possible) in bright sunshine. Keep
moist with lemon juice.

Mildew.— Dampen with lemon juice

and place in direct sunshine, or spread

with a paste made of soft soap, juice of

one lemon, one tablespoonful of pow-

dered starch, salt. Let the paste remain

on the spot forty-eight hours. Make a

second appHcation, if necessary. Spread

on grass during treatment.

Scorch.— Place in direct sunshine.

Washing Table Linen

1. Soaking.—Table linen is so slightly

soiled that the soaking process need not

be a long one.

Make a soap solution by cutting soap

into thin shavings, covering them with

boiling water and heating until the soap

is dissolved. Use a sufficient quantity

of this mixture to make a suds. Soak

the Hnen ten or fifteen minutes.

2. Washing.—Wash the linen in the

water in which it was soaked. Rub
lightly on the board, and rewash in fresh

suds.

3. Ri?ising.— Rinse in one or two

clear waters, according to the number

of pieces.

Loosen the wringer rollers for all

table Hnen. If pressed heavily, the

creases cannot be removed by ironing.

4. Boiling.— Place the Hnen in a

boiler with cold water and some of the

dissolved soap. Bring the water to the

boiling-point, and boil five minutes.
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Tie netted doilies, Mexican drawn-

work, and other delicate lace-work in

pieces of cheese-cloth to avoid injury,

when lifting with the clothes-stick.

5. Rinsing after boiling.— Rinse in

clear cold water until all traces of soap

are removed. If soap remains in the

fibre, it sometimes combines with the

bluing and produces iron-rust stains.

6. Bluing.— Take care to blend the

bluing thoroughly with the water.

The test for the color may be that of

dipping and wringing a napkin which

will show the tint produced. Add more

water or bluing, if necessary.

7. Starching.— Opinions differ as to

the desirability of starching table linen.

If starch be used at all, it should be very

thin and smooth, and boiled at least half

an hour.

Fine heavy damasks will stiffen suf-

ficiently if ironed while very damp and

until perfectly dry. Coarse damasks

and those that have become thin with

wear are improved by dipping in thin

starch. After dipping each piece, it

should be well clapped between the

hands to distribute the starch.

There is certainly this disadvantage in

starching table linens,— that the starch

causes the fibres to break.

8. Hanging.— Pull and stretch each

piece until straight, then hang evenly on

the line.

9. Dampening.— Sprinkle freely with

warm water, fold smoothly and tightly,

and leave several hours before ironing.

Ironing

Care of the Irons.— Occasionally rub

the irons lightly with warm mutton tal-

low or sweet oil, to prevent rusting.

Wash them frequently in soap-suds.

Rub well on a piece of emery paper,

then on a paraffined cloth or a cloth

moistened with kerosene. The ease with

which the ironing can now be done will

repay one for this trouble.

Use irons as hot as possible without

scorching.

Table-cloths

In folding table-cloths in ironing, make
as few folds as possible, but let all neces-

sary ones be straight and smooth.

Iron the cloth lengthwise. Move the

iron lightly in the beginning, and iron

first on the wrong side. Fold the selv-

ages evenly together. Iron on both the

right sides, and increase the pressure as

the Unen dries.

Open the cloth with the wrong side

uppermost. Fold the selvages over so

that they almost touch the middle fold,

and iron again. Fold once more, bring-

ing the two new edges together and iron

both sides of the cloth. Iron until per-

fectly dry.

When spread upon the table, there

should be three lengthwisefolds with the

"sharp" side of the fold uppermost.

Make as few crosswise folds as pos-

sible, the number depending upon the

size of the drawer in which the cloths

are to be kept. It is a matter of great

convenience to have the drawers for

table Unen of good size, then table-

cloths will need few crosswise folds, and

tray-cloths, centre-pieces, etc., need not

be folded at all.

Napkins

Pull the edges straight. Iron first on

the wrong side. Fold the selvages to-

gether and iron this new side. Fold

again lengthwise, with all the edges even,

and iron again.

To make the first crosswise fold, draw

the upper edge back one-half inch from

the end. Iron this new surface. Fold

once more crosswise, and iron on both

sides. J
When finally folded, the napkin should ^

be square.

To fold a small napkin to correspond

with dinner size, fold one selvage edge
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two-thirds over toward the other selvage.

Iron again, and fold the other selvage

forward until the edges are even.

Fold the right-hand edge over to the

left a Httle less than two-thirds of the

way. Iron, and fold again so that the

edges are even. The napkin should

now be square.

The laundry should be provided with

a board, covered with several thicknesses

of flannel, on which to iron embroideries.

If table-cloths or napkins are marked

with embroidered letters, iron that por-

tion first (on the wrong side), and do not

iron the embroidery at all on the right

side.

Doilies

Lay the doily on the ironing-board

wrong side up. Pull the edges straight

and brush the fringe with a soft whisk

broom.

Iron until half dry, fold lengthwise

with the edges even, and iron again.

Fold crosswise with the edges even, and

iron once more. The doily should now
be square.

Fold the solid corner to the opposite

(fringed) corner, and iron on both sides.

In this last folding bring the soUd corner

only to the edge of the fringe. When
finally folded, the doily will be triangular

in shape.

Always iron Unen doilies with the

weave of the goods.

Plate doilies should not be folded.

Mexican Drawn Work
Iron on a smooth surface lightly

padded. Stretch the article carefully

until the pattern is clear. Iron from the

centre out to the edges, always with the

weave of the linen.

Iron the drawn-work border from the

inside out to the edge, pulling gently

from the outside to keep the pattern.

When sufficiently dry to hold the pattern,

iron the linen edge beyond it.

Use a gentle pressing motion rather

than a pushing one until the pattern is

fixed.

Colored Embroideries

Stains may be removed by methods

already given. Make a suds with ivory

or Castile soap. Move the article up

and down through the suds, and, if not

then clear, rub lightly.

When washing an article for the first

time, the stamping marks may prove ob-

stinate. In this case scrub the embroid-

ered portions on the wrong side with a

brush. Often these marks can be more

easily removed by washing the article

first in clear cold water, when with per-

sistent rubbing they will come out.

Rinse in several changes of cold water,

until every trace of soap is removed.

Any soap which remains and is ironed

in will affect the colors, and make the

linen yellow.

Do not leave embroideries long in the

water, and do not boil or blue.

Press the water out with hands, but do

not wring the article by twisting it.

Wash and rinse one piece at a time.

Stretch it carefully, and hang it in a

shady place to dry partially. Usually

by the time the last piece is washed the

first is in condition to iron.

If preferred, the pieces may be dried

by rolling in a clean, dry cloth, but they

must be so arranged that the colors shall

not touch one another.

When ready to iron, place wrong side

up on the padded board which is cov-

ered with a clean, soft cloth. Place a

clean, dry cloth over the article, then a

damp cloth over that. Iron with a mod-

erately hot iron, and, when nearly dry,

remove the cloths and iron until per-

fectly dry. A very hot iron injures the

colors.

The entire ironing should be with the

weave of the linen, or the article will be-

come misshapen.
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If the article has only a little em-

broidery, iron the embroidered portions

on the wrong side, then turn, and with a

hotter iron iron the linen on the right.

In laundering colored embroideries,

avoid the following points :
—

Scalding water, boihng, cheap wash-

ing powders, bluing, hard wringing, fold-

ing while wet, over-heated irons.

If possible, lay the laundered articles

flat in a drawer, but, if not, roll them

upon a heavy pasteboard roll.

Knitted and Crocheted Doilies

Knitted and crocheted doihes have

again become fashionable ; and, as they

need special treatment in laundering, it

may be well to mention it here.

Wash and rinse as for colored em-

broideries. Soap well. Tie in a piece

of cheese-cloth, and boil with the damask.

Rinse thoroughly, blue, and wring

by pressing in the hands.

Stretch each piece gently until flat and

in shape. Place between folds of a

clean, smooth sheet, and place the sheet

on a hard, flat surface. Put a board on

top, and cover with heavy weights.

Leave them in a warm room for twenty-

four hours or until dry.

Elementary Lessons in Cookery
By Mrs. J. M. Wade

Lesson I,

THESE lessons are not intended

for trained teachers, but as an

aid to those benevolently in-

clined women, who wish to help others

to secure wholesome, well-cooked food,

and who are, therefore, wiUing to give

their time and energy to impart instruc-

tion without remuneration.

Yearly much good is done in this way.

It is often the beginning of a broader

work. Many successful schools have

grown from such a beginning. When
the field is ready and enough interest

has been aroused, the trained teacher

can be secured to carry on the work in

a more scientific and extensive manner.

" God-speed " to any woman who is en-

deavoring to arouse an interest in the

present generation for better food !

The directions given below may seem

to be somewhat minute, but experience

has taught that it is necessary to make
them so for beginners. The fault often'

found in classes conducted by women,
who are themselves good cooks, is that

they take too much for granted and give

their pupils credit for having more judg-

ment than the average young person

possesses.

The first thing to impress upon a

class is that good cooking, like every-

thing else, cannot be done well in a hap-

hazard way, that they must prepare

themselves with proper garments for

their work. An apron that completely

covers the dress, sleeves that reach

above the elbow, unless the apron be

made with sleeves, and a holder, at-
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tached to the apron by a tape, with

which to take hold of hot dishes, are in-

dispensable. Allow no girl to work

until she is provided with these articles.

The lessons on order, neatness, and deft-

ness, which should be taught in such

classes, are of as much importance as

the cooking. Next, accurate measure-

ment should be insisted on.

First. All measures are to be taken

level, unless otherwise directed in the

recipes.

Second. A Cup of dry material, such

as flour, sugar, etc., must be filled with

a spoon or scoop, and leveled with a

knife. It must not be shaken down.

Third. A spoonful of dry material

should be leveled with a knife. For

half a spoonful, divide the spoon length-

wise. For quarter a spoonful, divide the

half a spoonful crosswise. For an

eighth a spoonful, divide the quarter a

spoonful crosswise. Less than this is

called a few grains.

Fourth. A cup of hquid is all a cup

will hold, and cannot be carried.

Fifth. A heaping spoonful of dry

material is all the spoon will hold.

A rounding spoonful is as much
above the level of the spoon as the

spoon hollows, and is equal to two level

spoonfuls.

Table of Abbreviations

tsp. stands for teaspoonful.

tbsp. " '* tablespoonful.

c. " " cup.

m. " " minute.

h. " hour.

qt. " quart.

pt. " " pint.

lb. " pound.

oz. " " ounce.

Measures

3 tsp. equals i tbsp.

8 tbsp " 1 c. or I gill.

' 2 gills I c.

2 e. " I pt.

2pt. " I qt.

If a coal or wood stove be used, teach

how to build a fire, regulate the drafts,

to save fuel, and heat the oven.

If gas or kerosene be the fuel, let the

pupils realize the fact that it requires

but a short time to heat the oven, and

that the flame must be cut off as soon as

it is not needed, as matches are cheaper

than gas or kerosene. If Httle heat be

required, use the burner that will con-

sume the least gas.

For the first lesson let us take baked

potatoes, apple sauce, coffee, and coffee

jelly.

Potatoes

Potatoes are an enlargement of the

underground stem of the potato plant.

They are called tubers. Potatoes con-

tain about 75 per cent, of water and 21

per cent, of starch, a small amount of

mineral matter, proteid, and cellulose.

They contain more starch than any other

sohd matter, and so belong to the car-

bonaceous class of foods. They contain

so little nourishment that they should

not form the only food for a meal.

Baked Potatoes

Thoroughly wash and scrub potatoes

of about the same size. Bake i?t a hot

oven till soft,— large ones about forty-

five minutes, small ones about thirty

minutes. When done, break them open,

to let out the steam. Serve in a folded

napkin. If any potatoes are left over,

peel them while warm and put away to

be warmed over.

Apple Sauce

One quart of apples, pared, quartered,

and cored, one-half a cup of sugar, one

cup of cold water, and a few grains of

salt. Cover and cook over a hot fire

without stirring until the apples can be

pierced easily with a fork. A lesson in

canning can be given with this.
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Canning and Preserving

Use glass jars with tight-fitting tops.

Be sure that jars, rubbers, and covers

are perfectly clean. Place the jars on

a towel wrung out of hot water. Fill

each jar one-half full of hot water (but

not boiling). When fruit is ready to

put into jars, pour out the water and fill

with the fruit. When jar is filled, run

a silver knife around the inside of jar to

remove any bubbles of air that may be

in it. Put the covers on at once, screw

them down tight. The next day, before

setting away in a dark, cool closet, screw

down again.

Boiled Coffee

Allow two tablespoonfuls for one cup

of boiling water. Mix the coffee with

enough cold water to moisten. Pour on

the boiling water, and, after it begins to

boil, let boil three minutes. Stir from

the sides of the pot with a spoon,

add two tablespoonfuls of cold water

and put on the back of the stove where

it will not boil, and let steep ten minutes.

The addition of a part of an egg, stirred

in with the coffee and cold water before

boiling, gives it a richer taste and ob-

viates the necessity of straining.

Filtered Coffee

Have coffee very fine ground. Allow

one and a half tablespoonfuls of coffee

for each cup of boiling water. Put the

coffee into a strainer, and pour over it

slowly the boiling water. If less than

a quart is made, pour the coffee over the

grounds a second time. Do not let it

boil.

Coffee Jelly

Soak one-quarter a box of gelatine

in one-quarter a cup of cold water till

the water is absorbed. Add one-quarter

a cup of sugar and one pint of hot

coffee. Stir until the sugar and gelatine

are dissolved. Strain through double

cheese-cloth into a cold, wet bowl or

mould, and set on ice to harden. Serve

with sugar and cream. Garnish with

bananas cut in thin slices.

Set a pan of cold water on the fire

and watch it heat. Soon we see tiny

bubbles forming on the edges and bot-

tom of the pan. These air bubbles dis-

appear as they reach the colder water

near the top. This makes a slight

motion in the water, which we call sim-

mering, and which is often mistaken for

boiling. The temperature now is about

1 80 degrees. After a while we see

large bubbles rise rapidly and break

above the surface, making quite a com-

motion, or bubbling over the top, and

we say the water boils. The temper-

ature now is 212 degrees.

Fresh water should always be used in

cooking. That which has stood for two

or three hours in a teakettle would not

be called fresh. Never use water from

the hot-water faucet in cooking. Wash
the teakettle out once a day, to keep it

sweet and clean.

It is hard to give an estimate of cost

for a lesson, as prices vary so much
in different localities and at different

seasons. With potatoes at 95 cents a

bushel, apples at 60 cents a peck, sugar

at 5 cents per pound, and coffee at 32

cents per pound, this lesson would cost

about 50 cents for a class of eight or

ten. It is well at each lesson to have

the girls estimate the cost. In this way

they learn the relative cost of food

materials.

J



The Finishing and Care of Uncovered

Floors

By Katherine R. Byers

Part I.

Making Floors

IF
you go into some of the most

beautiful homes where health, as

well as beauty, is of first importance,

you will be attracted not only by artistic

furniture and fine paintings, but also by

the poHshed floors, with bright, soft rugs

scattered here and there.

Several years ago, had you gone into

these same homes, you would have found

the floors covered with the thick and

heavy carpets. What has wrought this

change? Why do we no longer find

carpets in the homes of those who plan

the best and wisest ? Because in this age

of progress it is found that carpets hold

bacteria of various kinds, some of which

are harmful. It is known that dust

settles, and that any thick, woolly surface

retains this dust, and is likely to become

a hiding place of disease : thus heavy

carpets are growing less in favor. An-

other objection to carpets is that, when-

ever they are swept, the dust and germs

are only stirred up to settle again on

furniture, decorations, and hangings.

Hard-wood Floors

Hard-wood floors are fast taking the

place of carpets, because they offer the

perfection of sanitary flooring. The
clean and polished surface affords no

opportunity for disease germs or any

sort of uncleanness to find a hiding-

place.

Rugs can be used, as they can te read-

ily rolled, taken out of doors, and cleaned

as often as necessary.

The objection made to hard-wood

floors is that of expense. But, if the fact

that they last a lifetime be taken into

consideration, also that carpets must be

frequently renewed, this objection is ob-

viated.

As the floor is the foundation on which

to bring out, to the best advantage any

scheme of decoration, it must harmonize

with the furnishings of the room. For

this reason it should be neutral in color-

ing.

The woods most commonly used, both

alone and in combination, are white and

red oak, sycamore, cherry, beech, birch,

mahogany, chestnut, ash, walnut, maple,

and rosewood.

Often woods strongly contrasting in

colors are used, and made into very elab-

orate designs. This kind of floor is not

so much used now as the floor of one

kind of wood.

The favorite wood is white oak, be-

cause of its color, hardness, stability,

beauty, and abundance. The bark of

the white oak is smoother than that of

other species of oak, and is of a light

color. For this reason rather, than on

account of the color of the wood, it is

called white oak.

Oak is cut into boards in two different

ways, known as " plain " and " quarter "

sawing. In the first of these, the log is

sawed through and through, successive

boards being taken off until the log is

exhausted.

In the quarter sawing the log is cut

into four pieces, the saw kerf being

parallel with the medullary rays. These

quarters are then cut into boards.

The advantage of the first method

is in economy of lumber and labor.
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The disadvantages are that " plain
"

sawed oak shows a coarse and common
figure. In drying it is apt to become
concave on the side toward the sap.

This means spUtting and waste in plan-

ing. Plain sawed lumber, of all kinds,

expands and contracts more than quar-

ter sawed lumber.

The disadvantages in quarter sawing

are great waste in lumber, greater ex-

penditure of time in sawing, and some

special adjustments of machinery re-

quired. These disadvantages are so

great that the market price of quarter

sawed lumber is from 50 to 100 per

cent, greater than that of the plain

sawed of equal width. On account of

this, quarter sawing is extensively done

only in oak, sycamore, and pine.

The advantages of the quarter sawing

are :
—

1. The development of the beautiful

" silver grain," " feather grain," or fig-

ure. Compare a sample of quarter

sawed lumber with one of straight sawed,

and note how much more beautiful the

former. In this, one can see the medul-

lary rays on the surface. The glistening

hardness is very noticeable and beautiful.

2. The surface does not check in dry-

ing. It remains flat, and does not curl

like that of plain sawed lumber.

3. The " quarter " sawed woods ex-

pand and contract less than the

" plain " sawed. This is really of great-

est advantage.

In speaking of floors, most dealers

make three divisions (according to the

way in which the pieces are laid) : (i)

wood carpet
; (2) parquetry

; (3) strips.

I. Wood carpet consists of strips of

hard-wood from i-^- to 2 inches wide by

5-16 an inch thick, glued to strong cloth

in such a manner that it can be rolled

up. It is usually made in sheets from

24 by 36 inches down.

It looks so much like a rug that it is

called wood carpet. Each strip is se-

cured to the floor by small steel brads

driven through the surface, usually two

in each piece.

The disadvantage of this is that, as

the strips are thin, they may curl with

the changes of the weather, or from the

dry heat of the furnace. It costs from

eighteen to twenty cents per square foot.

Only oak is used.

2. Parquetry.— All floors made in

a pattern are called parquetry. There

are two kinds, thm and thick.

Thin parquetry consists of strips and

small pieces of wood glued to cloth or

other suitable material. It is of the

same thickness as wood carpet, and costs

the same. The difference consists in

that a variety of foreign and domestic

woods can be used, and many different

designs made.

Thick Parquetry.— This is of two

kinds, soUd and veneered. In the first,

the pieces are of full thickness, and are

joined by tongue and groove, and blind-

nailed. In the veneered, the pieces are

glued upon a panelled backing of hard

wood. The sections are laid with

tongue and groove and blind-nailed, thus

making a floor little affected by climate.

This floor costs twice as much as the

thin parquetry.

3. Strips.— If the boards, whether ve-

neered or solid, are laid lengthwise, they

are called plain strip floors. The same

thickness and kind of wood, laid in strips,

costs about one-half as much as when
laid in a design.

With all these floors it is very impor-

tant to have a good smooth under-floor.

After the kind of flooring has been

chosen, the next thing of importance is

to see that it is well laid. It always

pays to go to a rehable firm to buy the

wood and then to have them lay it.

These floors are all treated alike after

they are laid. For this reason we will

include them all under the term " hard-

wood floors."



Selected Verses

Thoughts are Things

I hold it true that thoughts are things,

Endowed with being, breath, and wings
;

And that we send them forth to fill

The world with good results — or ill.

That which we call our secret thought

Speeds to the earth's remotest spot.

And leaves its blessings or its woes

Lflce tracks behind it as it goes.

It is God's law. Remember it

In your still chamber as you sit

With thoughts you would not dare have known,

And yet make comrades when alone.

These thoughts have life ; and they will fly

And leave their impress by and by,

Like some marsh breeze whose poisoned breath

Breathes into homes its fevered death.

And after you have quite forgot

Or all outgrown some vanished thought.

Back to your mind to make its home,

—

A dove or raven it will come.

Then let your secret thoughts be fair;

They have a vital part and share

In shaping worlds and moulding fate,

God's system is so intricate.

— Ella WJufler Wilcox.

On a Child's Portrait

Deep in the fluted hollow of its shells.

Dimly some echo of the ocean dwells.

Still in September's fruitage mellow-cored

The filtered sweets of golden noons are stored.

And, shimmering on a bluebird's migrant wings,

Some poignant touch of June's lost azure clings.

Still, in the rustling sheaf, to-day there gleams

The lingering gold of some dead April's dreams.

Still in the cell of one autumnal bee

I find lost summer in epitome.

And all that better life that I would lead.

Writ small, in this one childish face I read.

— Arthur Stringer, in October Century.

"Ah, Let us Rest"

Ah, let us rest beneath the trees.

Nor seek with an adventurous prow
The magic isles of distant seas.

But sing the songs of Here and Now.
The world has long been sailed around,

And El Dorados still unfound

;

The quest is vain on many seas

For apples of Hesperides
;

And in no land of woods and flowers

Doth Norumbega lift its towers
;

And in the sunset -mantled west

There are no Islands of the Blest.

But there is magic in the near,

And beauty blooms on every bough

;

And there are Hesper islands here.

And there are El Dorados now.

The seas are wide the swift ships plough,

And long is the Platonic year.

But all the best of time is now.

And all the best of space is here.

A trace of Eden still must be

Where blooms a rose or grows a tree

;

And Paphian glories w^ander by

The man who gazes on the sky

;

The Isles of Peace, the Seats of Rest,

Are not in islands of the west

;

The Golden Age that knew no tears

Is not within the vanished years

;

Not far the Golden Age, but near

;

Fate's fruit is on the nearest bough.

So sing the songs of Now and Here,

The brave, glad songs of Here and Now.

— Sam Walter Foss.
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THE Cooking-School Magazine

seeks to present original, select,

and tried matter. It aims to

meet the'actual practical needs of house-

keepers everywhere. Occasionally a

reader has suggested that various de-

partments that might be of interest to

women be added to our pages. This,

however, for many reasons the pub-

Hshers are trying to avoid. We do not

intend to multiply topics, nor do we as-

pire to put together a nondescript patch-

work of passing worth, but rather to

weave a strong and serviceable pattern

in a special line of goods.

The field of domestic science, it seems

to us, is large enough to tax the efforts

of many workers. The subjects it in-

volves are of sufficient importance to

merit the most exacting and painstaking

attention. Hitherto the expenditure of

resources in this direction has not been

lavish. The literature of the science of

housekeeping is not extant. The maga-

zine of the future, no doubt, will be de-

voted to the concerns of the household.

To render, therefore, useful service, in

accordance with our means, to the house-

keeper in respect to her most common
and every-day wants will be the stead-

fast purpose of the Cooking-School Maga-
zine. In a matter as old, yet ever new,

as this, the best that can be offered is

none too good.

AGOOD name is rather to be

chosen than great riches. A
work well done has an intrinsic

and economic value ; while the poorly

executed task is, in every sense, as un-

satisfactory as it is extravagantly waste-

ful. The reputation of being a good

workman is a most desirable attainment.

Rank or standing in one's profession or

calling becomes an object of wide im-

port. A skilful cobbler finds patronage

;

a successful farmer commands respect.

Success everywhere is esteemed and
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honored. In business and professional

life men, as a rule, as it is well known,

are constantly striving to do a little better

than their neighbors. Improved methods

and better service are always in demand.

In this way progress Hes, and success is

won.

Does a similar spirit, however, actuate

women in the business of housekeeping ?

To be sure, women are no less ambitious

than men ; but what is the chief end and

aim of woman's ambition ? Success in

what? In other words, do women aspire

to the name of being good housekeepers ?

And yet to manage a household well

calls for an intelligent mind and execu-

tive ability of no mean order. The in-

terests of the home are secondary to no

other. In the development of ideal

homes for the masses, true and lasting

progress lies. Woman's awakening to the

real significance of her natural pursuit has

but just begun. The household, in all its

bearings on individual and social life, is

destined to occupy in future a foremost

place in human thought and endeavor.

EXCESSIVE greed, a spirit of

jealousy, seems to have actuated

both men and States in their

struggle for power and place in ages

past. A policy of wholesome competi-

tion and friendly rivalry may be defensi-

ble from an historical point of view. A
certain degree of self-interest, in primi-

tive times, may have been essential to the

preservation of life. But yet, to-day,

whatever may be said in favor of com-

petitive trials of skill and strength,— and

they do undoubtedly have some benign

influences,—the era of exclusive conten-

tion— in which every State is for itself,

and every man for himself— is rapidly

passing away. Such practice" has been

found to be no longer consistent with the

spirit of that Christian unity, which

teaches, " Bear ye one another's bur-

dens."

Hence we find in the policies of na-

tions reciprocity is taking the place of

the protective systems of the past;

and co-operation, a common interest in

natural resources, a just share in the

gains of industry and trade, are com-

ing to be familiar terms in the economic

parlance of the day. The tendency of

the times is to pursue helpful and not

selfish ways in an effort to improve the

conditions of life. The well-being of

society is in keeping with the degree of

individual prosperity that prevails therein.

The vision is growing clearer that "the

relationship is intimate between the life

and precepts of the great Teacher and

the present-day ideals of co-operation, of

justice, of liberty, and of fraternity, which

constitute the burden of the message of

the prophets of social progress."

FOOD Exhibitions, hke that of the

retail grocers recently held in the

Mechanics' Building of this city,

afford an occasion whereby house-

keepers and others may learn what

progress is making in the production and

preparation of food supplies, and also

how, possibly, the tedious processes of

housekeeping may be lightened. In

these exhibitions the manufactures of

various kinds and brands of edibles

seem to vie with one another in making

the most attractive and tempting dis-

play of their exhibits.

The display of cereals, for instance, has

grown to such dimensions as to embarrass

the purchaser. The numerous forms in

which wheat alone is placed upon the

market may well suffice to meet the wants

and satisfy the tastes of the most fastidious

in diet. Fish and meat, fruit and vege-

tables, things edible and drinkable, in

every kind and color, all are represented.

Of goods canned and preserved there is

no end. And all are excellent. A few

years ago the mass of these dehcious

preparations were entirely unknown.
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Now one may select off-hand a dinner of

courses from the choicest soup to the most

delicate dessert, ever}- article of which

is ready for almost immediate service.

The growing interest manifested every-

where in the purity and quality of food

products is a wholesome sign. No fear

lest the importance of the matter be

exaggerated. All credit is due those

whose efforts are expended in raising the

standards of excellence in foods and in

their preparation for consumption. It

means wiser feeding

systems, and greati

It simplifies hving.

better nourished

comfort in life.

c IVILIZATION '^ and -prog-

ress" are much-abused terms.

It is not civiUzation that de-

grades the many, while it elevates the

few. It is not progress that narrows the

opportunities of and impoverishes the

common people, while multiplying the ag-

gregate wealth of the world. Civiliza-

tion is measured by the moral elevation

of the common people. ISIaterial prog-

ress is measured by the pecuniary: inde-

pendence of the common people and

their opportunity for self-directed enter-

prise.— Frank Exline.

ALL the physical universe takes

the side of health and activit}',

wooing us forth into Nature, im-

ploring us hourly, and in unsuspected

ways, to receive her blessed breath into

body and soul, and share in her eternal

youth. For this are summer and winter,

seed-time and harvest, given ; for this do

violet and blood-root come, and gentian

and witch-hazel go ; for this do changing

sunsets make your path between the

pines a gateway into heaven ; for this

does day shut us down within the loneli-

ness of its dome of light, and night, lift-

ing it, make us free for the vast

fellowship of stars ; for this do pale

meteors wander nightly, soft as wind-

blown blossoms down the air ; for this

do silent snows transform the woods to

feather}- things, that seem too light to

linger, and yet too vast to take their

flight ; for tliis does all the fair creation

answer to every dream or mood of man,

so that we receive but what we give,

—

all is offered to us, to call us from our

books and trade, and summon us into

Nature's health and joy.— Higginson.

NOTWITHSTANDING their

greed and avarice, their strifes

and wars, the nations of the

earth are steadily— perhaps slowly, but

surely— approaching each other. The
oneness of the human race is clearer to

them to-day than ever before. The people

feel their dependence on each other, and

must therefore forcibly comprehend that

through harmony and co-operation the

race can progress, while dissensions that

result in weakening one member of the

human society mean a misfortune to the

whole— S/iebadi.

NOTHING will so much hasten

the time when body and mind

will both be adequately cared

for as the diffusion of the belief that the

preser\'ation of health is a dut}'. Few
seem conscious that there is such a

thing as physical morality. Men's

habitual words and acts imply the idea

that they are at liberty to treat their

bodies as they please. . . . The fact is

that all breaches of the laws of health

are physical sins. When this is gen-

erally seen, then, and perhaps not till

then, will the physical training of the

young receive all the attention it

deserves.

—

Herbert Spencer.



After Breakfast Chat
By Kate Gannett Wells

Mrs. Wells kindly accepts our invitation to sit in the Breakfast Chair this month. She gives

us a bright and cheery chat on Thanksgiving as it appears from the point of view of this our
modern age.— J. M. H., Ed.

" Lord, for the erring thought

Not into evil wrought

;

Lord, for the wicked will

Betrayed and baffled still

;

For the heart from itself kept,

Our thanksgiving accept."

" Thanksgiving,^^ by W. D. Howells.

WHETHER it is the lone

woman, who gives thanks for

her gift of a seven-pound

turkey, or the mother of a large family,

who rejoices over her sixteen-pound

bird, even if it be tough, the thanks are

in proportion to the fitness of the gift

to circumstances. For^ though turkeys

constitute the prescribed ritual of

Thanksgiving offerings, it is only when
the accessories are also distributed that

gratitude waxes warm,— sage for the

stuffing, cranberry sauce and pumpkin
pie for the sake of auld lang syne, and

chestnuts and raisins for comradeship.

Just a bare two-legged turkey tied into

a paper bag is such a perfunctory gift

!

Organized turkey - giving through

churches and societies, Uke the co-

operative bestowal of Christmas cards

and Easter potted plants, loses all in-

dividual grace. To atone for that man-

ner of charity, one friend began a

campaign of visits to the friendless, but

was so dreary in doing her duty, as she

conceived it, that at the thirtieth place,

where she called on last Thanksgiving,

a poor little boy, who was having a

jolly time wishing on his turkey wish-

bone, offered to give it to her, to make
her feel better. She had not learnt the

art of seeming happy herself, if she

wished to make others happy.

Of course, Thanksgiving should never

be abolished, if only for the sake of the

turkey, though its twin. Fast Day, has

been declared off. Instead of pies, we
now have football. Instead of family

reunions, we now ask only those whom
we like, and find ourselves not liking

any one for that day. We neither go

to church nor pray at home, we just get

through the day as best we can and go

to sleep early.

Still there is many a cheery family,

where the traditional spirit of the day is

maintained, especially in the house-

holds of ministers, who, having had a

good time themselves, preaching on

some secular topic, feel reUeved, and

carve the turkey in gladness for the rela-

tive, friend, or stranger within the gates,

and afterward play " Hunt the Slipper "

and hke moral games with childhood's

zest. Blessed are such homes !

" But for what have I got to be

thankful ? " asks the young aspirant

to modern pessimism, adding, " I hate

turkey."

Well, for one item she can be thank-

ful that no one else is herself, and that

she is not any worse off than she is, Hke

the old woman who was thankful that

the only two teeth she had struck to-

gether. " Whatever is, is best ; for you

never know how much worse it might

be," was the earthly logic that helped

one young man heavenward.

If she still reasons that she has no
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specific personal cause for being thank-

ful, let her recall Professor E. A. Dol-

bear's magnificent setting forth of leg-

acies inherited and bequests transmitted

by the present century. " We received,"

he says, " the horse ; and we bequeath

the bicycle, the locomotive, and the

automobile. We received the hand-loom :

we bequeath the cotton and woollen

factor)'. We received unalleviable pain :

we bequeath asepsis, chloroform, ether,

and cocaine. We received the sailing

ship; we bequeath the steamship. We
received the stairway : we bequeath the

elevator " ; and so on through a long

series of climaxes runs his prose poem.

Well may the women add to it : We
received the dog and his turnspit, wood
fires, tin kitchens, and steady home toil

without conveniences : we bequeath set

tubs, gas stoves, ranges, and cooking

schools. Such legacies are universal, in

which each one of us share, and for

which, as housekeepers, we do indeed

give thanks, as we compare the pious

labor of our grandmothers, in regard to

big Thanksgiving dinners, with our own
labor-saving devices for the same repast.

One word about pies,— the Thanks-

giving and the daily ones,— the test of

wifehood and the bane of motherhood.

Social reformers assert that woman's

time can be better employed than in

making pies. Physicians declare that

pies are unhealthy for children. If they

are, there is yet no reason why tired

husbands should not have them, if they

want them. They are part of wifely

obligation. Let such reform in absti-

nence begin in some one's else home,

not in one's own.

One large special cause for Thanks-

giving have the women of to-day in their

ability to combat intemperance with de-

lectable cooking. Hallelujahs always

should be sung to Mrs. Mary Hemen-
way, who, at her own expense, first in-

troduced the teaching of cooking into

the public schools of Boston. From
those simple classes has sprung the great

impetus to better living, as evidenced by

the incorporation of domestic science as

a regular part of public school educa-

tion, and by the establishment of special

schools of household art and cookery.

Some of them are better than others, but

none are poor ; and all lead direct into

home life, where well-cooked food is a

preventive of stimulants.

Thanks be given that the grammar
school graduate can know more of how
and what to cook than her untrained

mother, who yet manages to keep house

fairly well by hap-hazard methods, and

can laugh at her daughter for her punc-

tiliousness in rules about a pinch of this

and a salt-spoon of that. Still, it is all

gain, and a " good square meal " is

always cheap, compared with hquor ; and

it is our children who are learning to

safeguard their homes through pleasant

meals. So let us give thanks for all the

innumerable blessings, in which each of

us have a fractional share.

We may not have a whole turkey to

ourselves : we may have to eat our bit at

a restaurant or at a Salvation Army or

Christian Union board ; but we do have

something, somehow,— and we might

have had nothing. Never too poor, too

ugly, too friendless, too sick to be of use

to somebody, somewhere. For the high

privilege of lowly usefulness, let us for-

ever give thanks.

I



Seasonable Menus: One Week in JEokmber

l^ig fjeart bias in fjts borft, anti tlje \}taxt

©ibetfj grace unto eijerg art. — Longfellow.

'breakfast

Oatmeal. Baked Apples, Cream.

Salt Codfish Balls. Bacon. Pickles.

Salad Rolls, Reheated.
Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Clam Broth. Celery. Pickles.

Fowl, Steamed, then Browned in Oven.
Baltimore Samp with Cream and Parsley.

Crab Apple Jelly. Celery.

Buttered Onions. Cranberry Pie.

Coffee.

Supper

Boiled Rice with Sugar and Butter.

Oatmeal Drop Cookies.
Cocoa.

*Brea.kfa.si

Corn Meal Mush.
Baked Sweet Apples, Milk.

Broiled Finnan Haddie with Hot Cream.
Lattice Potatoes, Fried. Rolls.

Cereal Coffee.

THnner
Mock Bisque Soup.

Braised Beef Sliced Thin, Hot Brown Sauce.

Horseradish. Potatoes. Beets.

Cabbage Salad. Squash Pie.

Coffee.

Supper
Turkish Pilaf. Cream Toast.

Apples with Junket. Teaette.

"BreakfsLst

Ralston Breakfast Food.
Evaporated Apricots, Stewed.

Dried Beef in Cream Sauce. Baked Potatoes.

PuUed Bread.

Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Escalloped Fowl and Tomatoes.
Boiled Turnips. Cabbage Salad.

Jell-o with Cream.
Coffee.

Supper
Cream-of-Celery Soup (Bones from Fowl),
Apple Sauce. Cottage or Neufchatel Cheese.

Cake. Teaette.

^reakfcLst

Gluten Grits. Bananas, Cream.
Beauregard Eggs. White Hashed Potatoes.

Rye Muffins.

Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Cream of Komlet Soup.
Beef Pie, Potato Crust.

Pickled Beets. Spinach a la Creme.
Banana-and-0 range Salad (Sweet).

Coffee.

Supper
"Welsh Rarebit with Boiled Rice.

Oatmeal Bread and Butter.

Cookies. Cereal Coffee.

"Breakfast

Barley Crystals. Stewed Figs, Cream.
Broiled Honeycomb Tripe.

Creamed Potatoes.
Corn Meal Muffins.

Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Braised Beef with Vegetables.
Boiled Squash. Lettuce Salad.
Snow Pudding, Custard Sauce.

Coffee.

Supper
Cream Cheese and Nut Sandwiches.

Hot Evaporated Apple Sauce.
Cookies. Cocoa.

"Breakfast

Pettijohn's Breakfast Food with Raisins.

Butter and Sugar.
Creamed Salt Codfish on Toast with Poached Eggs.
Baked Potatoes. Corn Meal Griddle Cakes,

Syrup. Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner

Cream of Spinach, Croutons.
Escalloped Oysters. Cranberry Sauce.
Cabbage Salad. Baking-powder Biscuit.

Lemon Souffle. Coffee.

Supper
Potato Salad. Sardines.

Biscuit, Reheated.
Apples Baked with Almonds (Hot), Cream.

Cereal Coffee.

'Breakfast
Ralston Breakfast Food Cooked

with Nuts.
Smoked Halibut in Cream Sauce.
White Hashed Potatoes.

Graham Muffins.

Coffee.

"Dinner

Cannelon of Beef,

Tomato Sauce. Cauliflower.
Lettuce-and-Green Pepper Salad.

Chestnut Creams.
Cereal Coffee.

Supper
Cold Cannelon of Beef,

Sliced Thin.
Creamed Potatoes.

Horseradish.

Toast. Cake. Cocoa.



Menus for Thanksgiving Dinner

€axtiys increase, foison ^ilentg,

Barns anti tjarners ncber emptg.

— Tempest, iv.

Poached Oysters on the Half-shell, Man-Olas.
Roast Turkey. Hominy-and-Nut Roll. Cranberry Jelly.

Mashed Potatoes. Steamed Squash au Gratin.

Onions in Cream Sauce. Turnip Pur^e.

Sweet Cider Frapp:^ in Red Apple Shells.

Chicken Pie.

Celery-Apple-and-Green Pepper Salad.

Ginger Ice-cream.

__ White Cake, Apple-and-Lemon Filling.

Pork Cake. Nuts. Fruit. Coffee.

II

Oyster Soup, Soup Biscuit, Pickles.

Roast Turkey, Bread Stuffing.

Garnish, Onions Stuffed with Sausage.

Mashed Potatoes. Sweet Potato-and-Almond Croquettes.

Sweet Pickled Peaches. Gooseberry Jelly.

Creamed Celery au Gratin in Cheese Shell.

Chicken Salad with Lettuce Hearts.

Salad Rolls. Open Cranberry Tartlets. Pumpkin Souffle.

Club House Cheese. Crackers. Coffee.

Ill

{Family of Thj-ee)

Clam Broth, Bread Sticks.

Roast Turkey. Escalloped Oysters.

Baltimore Samp with Parsley. Cranberry Sauce.

Mashed Potatoes. Squash Baked in the Shell. Lettuce Salad.

Charlotte Russe. Preserved Quinces. Cafe Noir.

IV

{Colo?iial Style)

Clam Chowder, Pickles.

Wild Turkey Stuffed with Chestnuts.

Roast Spare Rib (Pork). Pumpkin Sauce.

Succotash. Mashed Turnips. Onions.

Mashed Potatoes. Cole Slaw.

Boston Brown Bread, Rye Bread.

Pumpkin Pie, Apple Pie, Cheese. Thanksgiving Pudding.

Fruit. Cider Cup.

J



Recipes for Thanksgiving Dinner

IN all recipes where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of

such material.

Clam Chowder
Add a cup of cold water to a solid

quart of clams. Pick over carefully, rins-

ing in the water and removing bits of

shell. Strain the water and clam liquor

through two folds of cheese-cloth, and in

it scald the clams. Skim out the clams

and keep them hot. Try out the fat

from one-fourth a pound of salt pork, cut

in bits, and in it cook a small onion cut

in thin slices, without browning the

onion. Add one-third a cup of liour.

Cook until frothy, then gradually add

the clam liquor, and, when the mixture

boils, strain it over one quart of sliced

potatoes, parboiled five minutes and

blanched by rinsing in cold water.

When the potatoes are tender, add three

cups of scalded milk (part cream is pref-

erable), the clams, and a dozen hard

crackers that have soaked ten minutes

in cold milk. In cooking the shoes of

potato, water may be added to the clam

broth.

Oyster Soup
Pour a cup of cold water over a solid

quart of oysters, and look them over

carefully to remove any bits of shell.

Strain the liquor through a cheese-cloth,

then heat to the boiling-point and skim.

Add to the oysters. Let simmer, until

the oysters look plump and the edges

curl, then stir them into a sauce previ-

ously made by stirring three tablespoon-

fuls of butter creamed with one-fourth a

cup of flour into a quart of milk scalded

with a cup of celery leaves and stalks, a

slice of onion, and two sprigs of parsley.

Skim out the vegetables and parsley from

the milk. Add a little of the milk to the

creamed butter and liour. and, when
thoroughly blended and smooth, stir into

the rest of the milk. Stir and cook un-

til the whole is thickened slightly, then

let cook ten minutes, and it is ready for

the oysters.

Poached Oysters on the Half-

shell

Butter as many scallop shells as there

are individuals to serve. Put into each

shell about six oysters with their own
Hquor, and sprinkle with salt, pepper,

tomato catsup, and a drop of Tabasco

sauce. Scatter a few bits of butter, here

and there, on the oysters, and set the

shells in a hot oven. Serve on doilv-
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covered plates as soon as the oysters

look pkimp and the edges curl. Put two

or three toast points in each shell, or

serve with brown-bread sandwiches.

Poached Oysters on the Halt-shell

Onions Stuffed with Sausage (Gar-

nish for Roast Turkey)
Parboil the requisite number of mild

onions about an hour, changing the water

Chestnut Stuffing

Shake one quart of large chestnuts, in

each of which a gash has been cut in the

shell, in a tablespoonful of

melted butter, then set in

the oven five or ten minutes.

Remove the shells and inner

skin together, and cook un-

til tender in boiUng salted

water. Drain and pass
through a ricer. Add one-

fourth a cup of butter, one

teaspoonful of salt, a dash

of pepper, a pint of bread

crumbs moistened wdth one-

fourth a cup of butter, and

additional seasonings, as

onion or lemon juice and chopped

parsley, according to taste. If a moist

dressing be preferred, add cream or

stock.

1
- ^^
^-ijv^*^m^p5^

J ^^^ ''Viilw.m^^^ MWW*?^ -^B
BBSS^^-~——-—=- hW9"^^^^

Roast Turkeys Garnish, Onions Stuffed with Sausage

twice, and replenishing with boiling

water. Drain and remove the centres,

leaving a thin shell of onion. Fill these

cups with pork sausage, rounding the

top. Bake about an hour, basting occa-

sionally with drippings from the pan.

Bread Stuffing for a Ten- pound

Turkey

Mix thoroughly one quart of soft bread

crumbs, a cup of butter, melted in two-

thirds a cup of hot milk or water, half a
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teaspoonful of salt, half a teaspoonful

of pepper, a teaspoonful of powdered

sweet herbs, or spiced poultry season-

ing, and a beaten egg. Omit the egg, if

the dressing is to be eaten hot. A
cold dressing slices well when the egg

is used.

Giblet Sauce

Heat two tablespoonfuls of drippings

from the pan in which the turkey was

roasted. Add two tablespoonfuls of

Chicken Pie

For a large pie make two pounds of

puff paste, using three-fourths a pound

of butter to a pound of flour. Roll one-

third of this into a sheet (oval or round

as suits the fancy) one-third an inch

thick, and trim to the desired shape and

size. Scallop the edge or leave it plain.

Put the paste upon the baking-sheet, and

spread over it a large piece of cheese-

cloth. Roll excelsior into small balls

'i^«^jK>_

Chicken Picj Garnish, Heart Lea\ es of Lettuce

flour, and cook until frothy, then add,

gradually, one cup of liquid, in which the

giblets were cooked, enriched by the

caramel in the roasting pan. After the

sauce boils, add the giblets, chopped

fine, and salt and pepper as needed.

After removing the turkey to the serving-

dish, pour off the fat from the roasting

pan, and let the liquid, in which the

giblets were cooked, simmer in the pan,

to take up the caramel and juices from

the fowl. This is the hquid for the

sauce. If gravy be preferred, add the

chopped giblets to this without additional

thickening.

and place these closely together on the

cloth, about three inches from the edge,

one layer above another, and each

layer smaller than the one below, to give

shape to the vol-au-vent. Pin the cloth

smoothly about these, then roll out the rest

of the paste into a sheet one-fourth an

inch thick. Cut off two or three three-

fourths inch ribbons of paste, also

crescent and diamond shaped pieces for

decoration, and roll the rest of the

paste a little thinner, then spread it

over the cloth filled with excelsior,

—

first lightly scoring the paste all around

about six inches from the centre to in-
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dicate a cover,— trim the paste to meet

loosely the under crust, brush with water

and press the upper crust firmly upon it.

Brush the crust on both sides of the

scoring with cold water, and press upon

it the ribbons of paste. Brush the under

sides of the crescent and diamond-

shaped pieces with cold water, and put

them in place inside of the ribbons.

Let chill half an hour on ice, then put

into a hot oven, protecting the top of the

pie. When well risen, reduce the tem-

perature of the oven and bake, in all,

about forty minutes. When cooled

sUghtly, with a sharp knife cut around

the crust, in the scoring between the

ribbons, and take off the cover. Draw

the pin from the cloth, and remove the

excelsior, the cloth, and any uncooked

paste. W^hen ready to serve, reheat and

fill with chicken heated in a hot sauce.

The chicken may be in large pieces,

from which the bones have been taken,

or in cubes of the size used in filling

patty-cases. Three chickens will be

of tongue and cooked mushrooms may
also be added.

Filling for Hot Chicken Pie

For a quart of sauce, enough for about

three pints of meat, melt half a cup of

butter, and cook in it half a cup of flour.

When frothy, add gradually three cups

of chicken liquor seasoned and flavored

with onion, celery, carrot, and parsley,

and half a cup of cream. When the

sauce has simmered five or six minutes,

remove from the fire and stir into it two

or three beaten yolks of eggs, diluted

with a second half-cup of cream. Add
the chicken, and let stand over hot

water until the whole is very hot.

Turn into the pastry-case, put the

cover in place, and garnish with lettuce

hearts, celery plumes, or parsley.

If a brown sauce be desired, brown the

butter with onion, carrot, celery, and

parsley, then brown the flour in the

butter, and finish as before. Lemon
juice is a good addition in either case.

Utensils and Materials for Plain Pastry

needed to fill a pie of this size. If the

pie is to be served cold, it may be

filled with bits of chicken and aspic

jelly. The jelly should be cold, but

not quite set, when it is turned into the

pie alternately with the meat. Cubes

Plain Pastry (Chopped)

Sift together into a chopping-bowl or

tray three cups of flour, half a tea-

spoonful of salt, and half a teaspoonful

of baking-powder. Flour the blade of
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a chopping-knife, and cut one cup

of shortening into the flour mixture.

When the mixture looks hke meal, each

little particle of fat being coated

with flour, add gradually cold water

enough to make a paste that is not

crumbly, but sticks together without

adhering to the knife or bowl. When
the paste, rolled with a knife into a

ball, has taken up all the particles of

dough, or flour, on the sides of the

bowl, turn onto the cloth or board,

lightly dredged with flour, roll about

in the flour, then pat with the roll-

ing-pin into a rectangular shape, and

roll out to the thickness required.

Use this paste at once, or roll into

one long strip, then fold so as to make
three layers, turn half-way round, and

roll out again into a long strip, fold,

and turxi as before. Repeat the process

two or three times, if desired. Manipu-

lated lightly and with care, this will

produce a delicate, flaky crust and may
be used for a small chicken pie.

Sweet Potato-and-Almond

Croquettes

Bake several sweet potatoes. As
soon as they are soft, break apart,

scrape out the pulp, and pass through

a squash strainer. To each pint of

pulp add one teaspoonful of salt, two

tablespoonfuls of butter, one beaten

egg, three tablespoonfuls of blanched

almonds, chopped and pounded in a

mortar, and hot milk, or cream, to make
of a consistency to handle. Form into

the shapes of apples and pears, egg-and-

bread crumb, and fry in deep fat.

Finish with stalks of parsley for stems.

Creamed Celery in Cheese Shell

Cut the cleaned celery stalks in pieces

an inch long, and let cook in boiling

water to cover until tender. For three

cups of pieces make a pint of white

sauce, using the water in which the

celery was cooked, with cream as the

liquid. Turn into the shell of an Edam
cheese, cover the top with half a cup of

Creamed Celery in Cheese Shell

cracker crumbs, mixed with two table-

spoonfuls of melted butter, and let brown
in the oven. Serve a sHght scraping of

cheese with each service of celery.

Steamed Squash au Gratin

Steam a small Hubbard squash, cut

in halves, until tender. Let dry on the

back of the range, then remove from the

shell and pass through a squash strainer.

Add two tablespoonfuls of butter, one

tablespoonful of cream, the beaten yolk

of one egg, and salt and pepper to

season. Mix thoroughly, and turn into

a buttered baking-dish, rounding the

mixture on the top. Cover with half

a cup of cracker crumbs stirred into

one-fourth a cup of melted butter, and

bake nearly half an hour in a slow oven.

Turnip Puree

Scrub and pare about six white turnips.

Cut them into slices, cover with cold

water, and bring quickly to the boiling-

point. Drain and blanch by rinsing in

cold water, then cover with salted boiling

water, and cook until tender. Drain,

turn into a cloth, and wring out the

moisture. Pass through a squash strainer

or, better still, a puree sieve, then return

to the fire to heat. Melt three table-
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spoonfuls of butter, cook in this two

tablespoonfuls of flour, and, when frothy,

add the turnip and one-fourth a cup of

heavy cream, with salt and pepper. Stir

constantly until the mixture boils, then

turn into the serving-dish.

Succotash

Scrape, wash, and score in quarter-

inch slices a quarter of a pound of salt

pork. Cover with boiling water and let

simmer five or six hours, or until nearly

tender. Add one pint of fresh-shelled

Lima beans, and more water, if needed.

When the beans become tender, add one

pint of sweet corn pulp. Cook about

fifteen minutes, and add two tablespoon-

fuls of butter, or a little sweet cream, and

salt, if needed. Pour the succotash into

the serving-dish, slice the pork in the

scorings, and serve at once. This dish

is particularly good prepared with dried

beans and either dried or canned corn.

If dried vegetables be used, let soak over

night in cold water.

Chicken Salad

Cut the meat of a cooked chicken in

cubes. Cut enough tender blanched

celery in cubes to equal half the bulk

Boston Baked Beans. Bean Pot for Individual

Service. See Query 337

of chicken. Chop fine three olives

and two tablespoonfuls of capers. Mix

these with the chicken and celerv, and

the whole with boiled salad dressing.

Serve with tender heart leaves of let-

tuce.

Celery-Apple-and-Green Pepper

Salad

Crisp the stalks of celery by letting

them stand in very cold water with a

slice or tw^o of lemon half an hour.

Cut the stalks into bits, pare and cut

the apples into shoes, and the slices

into cubes, or other small shapes.

Sprinkle with lemon juice, to avoid dis-

coloring, and also to flavor. Scald the

pepper, from which the seeds and veins

have been removed, and cut into fine

shreds. Mix equal portions of apple

and celery with such quantity of pepper

as is desired. Also, English walnuts,

pecan nuts, or blanched almonds, cut

in small pieces, may be added. Mix
with mayonnaise dressing, whitened with

whipped cream, and serve on lettuce

leaves.

White Cake

Cream half a cup of butter, and add,

gradually, one cup and a half of sugar.

Sift together two cups and a fourth of

iiour, one-fourth a teaspoonful of soda,

and three-fourths a teaspoonful of

cream of tartar. Add to the first

mixture, alternately, with half a cup

of milk. Flavor with one teaspoon-

ful of lemon extract, and add the

whites of five eggs beaten stiff. Bake

in layer cake pans. Between the lay-

ers spread apple-and-lemon filling,

with confectioners' frosting on the

top of the cake.

Apple-and-Lemon Filling

Pare a large sour apple, then

grate, adding the grated rind and

juice of a lemon, to flavor and also

to keep the apple white. Mix with

one cup of sugar, and let cook to-

gether five minutes after boiling begins.
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Cool, and spread upon the first layer of

cake.

Pork Cake

Chop one pound of fat salt pork

very fine, and pour over this one cup

of boiling water. Add two cups of

sugar, one cup of molasses, two eggs,

beaten without separating, five cups

of flour, sifted with half a teaspoon-

ful of ground cloves, one teaspoonful

of ground mace, two teaspoonfuls of

ground cinnamon, and one teaspoon-

ful of soda. Beat thoroughly, then

add one pound of raisins seeded,

chopped, and mixed with two table-

spoonfuls of flour. Unchopped cur-

rants may replace the raisins.

Open Cranberry Tartlets

Roll puff or plain paste into a thin

sheet, and cut rounds that will fit over

small inverted tins. Press the paste

lightly upon the tins, prick repeatedly,

chill, and bake. Remove from the

tins, and fill with the following mixture.

Place in the centre of each a figure, cut

from the paste and baked, or bake the

paste on a large tin and finish as the

tartlets.

of cranberries, chopped fine. Stir and

cook until the mixture becomes thick,

—

ten or fifteen minutes,— then add two

tablespoonfuls of butter, and turn into

the tartlet cases.

Open Cranberry Pie

Pumpkin Souffle

Cook two tablespoonfuls of flour, one-

fourth a teaspoonful of cinnamon, and

a scant half-teaspoonful of salt in one-

fourth a cup of butter. Add, gradually,

half a cup of cream, or milk, half a cup

of sugar, one-fourth a cup of molasses,

and one cup of cooked and sifted pump-
kin. Stir until the boiling-point is

reached, then cool a Httle, and stir

gradually into the beaten yolks of three

Baked Paste for Open Cranberry Pie, Perforated Pie Tin being covered with Paste

Filling for Cranberry Tartlets

Mix one-fourth a cup of cornstarch

with two cups of sugar. Pour over one

cup of boiUng water, and stir until boil-

ing. Then add half a cup of molasses,

half a teaspoonful of salt, and one quart

eggs. Fold into the mixture the whites

of three eggs beaten until dry. Bake in

a buttered baking-dish, standing in a

dish of hot water, about twenty minutes.

The mixture may also be baked in in-

dividual dishes.
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Charlotte Russe with PVuit and

Jelly

Make a wine, or fruit jelly, of one-

fourth a package of gelatine, one-fourth

a cup of cold water, one cup of boiUng

water, half a cup of sugar, half a cup of

wine, and the juice of a lemon, for wine

jelly, half a cup of lemon juice, for lemon

jelly, and one cup of other fruit juice,

with the juice of a lemon, for other fruit

jeUies. When using a full cup of juice,

cut down the boiling water one-half. Set

a Charlotte mould, holding five cups,

into a pan of broken ice and water.

Dispose upon the bottom of this quarters

of preserved quinces, cut in slices, and

candied cherries, cut in halves. Care-

fully pour around these a few spoonfuls

of the liquid jelly, and, when fixed

in place, put in jelly to cover well the

fruit. When this is set, put in an even

layer of Charlotte russe filhng, leaving

space above for a row of macaroons.

Arrange the macaroons at even distances

from each other, and put a spoonful of

the fining around each macaroon as it is

warm water and remove quickly. See

that the macaroons and mixture are free

from the mould at the top, then invert

on the serving-dish, and lift the mould.

Surround the pudding with slices of

quince preserve and the rest of the jelly,

cut in small cubes.

Cider Frappe

Turn sweet cider into the can of a

freezer packed as for freezing, and

freeze as ice-cream. Draw off the

water, repack with ice and salt, and let

stand an hour or more to ripen. Serve

in small glasses, or in the thin red

shells of apples, from which the pulp

has been taken. Only a thin shell of

apple should be retained, and the inside

needs be saturated with lemon juice

to keep it white. The cider should be

sweet, but not too sweet.

Pumpkin Sauce

Pare a pumpkin, cut in slices, and cut

the slices in cubes. Add a little hot

water, and let simmer on the back of

the range all day. Then pass through a

Charlotte Russe with Fruit and Jelly

put in place, then add enough to fill the

mould. Set the dish aside in a cool

place for an hour, or until the following

day. To serve, plunge the mould into

colander. To a pint of pulp add two

tablespoonfuls of butter, half a teaspoon-

ful of ginger, the juice of a small lemon,

or two tablespoonfuls of cider vinegar.
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and a little sugar or not, as preferred

Let boil, and serve, hot or cold, with

roast poultry.

Cranberry Sauce

No. I. Cook one quart of cranberries

with one pint of boiling water five min-

utes after boiling begins (closely cov-

ered.) Strain, add a cup of sugar, and

let boil once. Skim and set aside to

cool.

No. 2. Cook one quart of cranberries,

one cup and a half of sugar, and a cup

and a half of boiling water ten minutes.

Keep the dish covered, and stir when

there is danger of the sauce boihng

over. Skim and cool.

Cranberry Jelly

Cook one quart of cranberries with a

cup of water over a hot fire about five

minutes, or until the berries burst.

Press through a coarse sieve with a

wooden pestle, add a pint of sugar,

and stir over the fire until the sugar is

dissolved and the mixture simmers, then

skim and pour into cups, and let stand

a few hours to cool.

Filling for Fig Pie

Cook half a pound of figs, chopped

fine, with half a cup of water and half

a cup of cider— if boiled cider be at

hand, use more water and less cider

— until smooth. Put into a pie tin

lined \/ith pastry, and when baked cover

with a meringue. The pastry may be

baked on an inverted tin, and after being

put in place, filled with the fig paste, cov-

ered with a meringue, and set into the

oven long enough to cook the meringue.

The Frontispiece

The table is laid for a Thanksgiving

dinner in a family of six. The meal is

served from the table and without a

waitress. It is designed to represent,

with some trifling variations, the second

menu given for Thanksgiving dinner.

Autumn fruits in a long silver dish,

standing on a mat of ripe wheat-stalks

and pressed autumn leaves, forms the

centrepiece of the long table. (See

heading of recipes.)

The soup is to be brought on in the

plates as soon as the family are seated

;

and the soup plates, together with the

service plates, are removed by a member
of the family, while the turkey is being

carved.

One drumstick and one wing of the

turkey have been removed ; and two or

three sHces are cut from the breast, to

show the direction in which the breast

should be carved.

When oysters do not appear in some

other course, parboiled oysters may be

mixed with the celery in the cheese shell.

Equal portions of oysters and celery are

in correct proportion.

In the half-tone, a turnip puree takes

the place of the croquettes, given in the

menu. When the dinner is served by a

waitress, the vegetable dishes do not

appear on the table, but are passed on a

tray to the left for each diner to help

himself.

The pumpkin souffle is best at just the

moment it comes puffed high from the

oven.

"An experienced housekeeper declares

she has learned many economical ways

from her young cook, who was trained

at one of the free cooking-schools with

which our city abounds. ' My mother

would never have thought of using a

shoulder of lamb, but that girl can make
the soup and the piece de resistance out

of that cut, which costs me fifty cents.

Besides this, she cooks it so deliciously

that the unexpected guest is welcome

to partake of it, and more often than

not goes away commenting upon what a

clever housekeeper I am, while in reality

he has my cook to thank.' "



Concerning Cuts of Beef and Mutton
Kindly publish instructions as to what

pieces of meat can be bought that shall be

both cheap and nutritious. How should

such meat be cooked?— Mrs. J. H. Q.,

Boston, Mass.

I think an article on the marketing of

meats would be valuable. It took me some

time to work out of the chop and steak idea

of economy, and I know a great many young

housekeepers who have not got beyond that

stage.— T. B. L. F., Satinderstown, R.I.

MEAT, outside of a few distinct-

ive and easily recognized cuts,

looks so differently, when it is

lying on the block at the market, from

what it does, when it is represented on a

chart, that the average housekeeper fails

to get from the latter a very definite idea

of the location of the different cuts. The
most satisfactory way to become ac-

quainted with the various pieces of meat

is to go to the market in person, and,

while awaiting one's turn to be served,

note the various pieces called for, and

also the location from which they are

taken. When your turn comes, and your

order has been given, you will not dis-

turb the dealer, accustomed to his work,

by asking questions in regard to the

meat he has been cutting. He will be

only too glad to give you pointers as to

the best disposition to make of any of

his goods.

And yet there are some few points,

with which even a young housekeeper

should acquaint herself before she talks

with her marketman ; for, if she display

too profound an ignorance of values, it

might, at times, be advisable for her to

change dealers. A dealer might show

consideration to a customer, who knows

something of w^hat she is buying, and

whether she gets what she is paying for.

But why should he send a choice roast,

the best cut of the round, or the hind

shin containing the best marrow, to one

who will not appreciate his selection ?

There are others who will find fault if

they be not well served.

The housekeeper should be able to

distinguish, at a glance, the hind from

the fore quarter of either beef or mut-

ton. She should know that the hind

quarter is the more valuable, also

that the part of each quarter near-

est the spinal column is more valu-

able than that more remote, that in the

fore quarter there is no tender piece

suitable (unless chopped) for broiling,

and but one tender roast. Even this

roast is tender only in case of young,

well-nourished creatures. All the upper

part of the hind quarter, or a strip edged

on the outside by the backbone, is cut

into steaks and roasts. This is the better

part of the creature. The part below

this, in both hind and fore quarter, is

divided into the cheaper cuts of meat.

In the hind quarter, these pieces are

designated as flank and round; in the

fore quarter, as the rattle-rand and bris-

ket. Farther down are, respectively, the

hind and fore shins.

Now a point to be considered is how
to cook the cuts of meat from the low^er'

half of a side of beef to make them ap-

petizing. Go into a well-conducted

French restaurant, in a large city, w^here

a dinner of soup, fish, meat, roast duck,

or fowl, with salad, a bit of cake and

cheese, and a bottle of French wine is

served for seventy-five cents, and nine

times out of ten the meat in the third

course will be a cut from the lower part

of the round of beef, or, perhaps, even

from the vein, and it will be braised wuth

vegetables. The meat is tender. It

looks brown and rich, and the odor and

flavor are most agreeable and appetizing

;

and yet such a dish is rarely prepared at
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our homes. A recipe for this is given

below.

Pieces from the round and vein may
also be chopped for cannelon of beef

or for Hamburg steak, " tenderloin

"

cutlets, and the like. Any one of these,

carefully prepared and cooked, makes a

most satisfactory dish for dinner. The
round and vein are particularly well

adapted to dishes of these two classes, be-

cause solid pieces of meat are needed for

braising, and such pieces are also more

readily put into condition for chopping.

When dealing with the flank, the rattle-

rand, and brisket, where there are either

rib bones or streaks of fat with the lean

meat, the cuts are more suitable for

stews or boiling. Beef is much better

once cooked ; but hash, made of cold

corned beef, and creamed corned beef

au gratin, flavored with onion and celery,

are always prime favorites.

Any cut of lamb, being tender, may be

roasted. Not so, however, with cuts

from yearlings and mutton. A leg (hind

quarter) of either of the latter, at 15 to

18 cents per pound, is an economical

piece to buy, because it is solid meat

with Httle waste. It is good boiled, but

better roasted. Let less expensive cuts,

only good when boiled, be selected for

boihng. Trim away all superfluous fat

and baste the roast with drippings taken

from the top of the soup kettle, or,

wanting this, salt pork fat. It is but a

few moments' work, on occasion, to re-

move the leg bone (for the soup kettle),

and fill the cavity from which it was
taken with a bread stuffing. Served

cold, cut in deUcate sHces, and accom-
panied by one or two hot vegetables, it

provides an easily prepared Monday
dinner. Croquettes, or a souffle, give a

third dinner ; and the bones and last of

the meat, with some shght addition, a

stew. No one of these dishes is trouble-

some to make, when one has once

learned how. The croquettes have the

advantage of needing but one minute's

cooking after being fully prepared early

in the day.

If the flavor of mutton be objection-

able— if all pink skin and superfluous

fat be removed, it should be found any-

thing but objectionable— or for the

sake of variety, marinate the mutton ten

or twelve hours before cooking. For

the marinade take equal parts of strong

cider vinegar and water, a few whole

cloves and pepper-corns, or strips of red

pepper, a few sUces of carrot, and of

onion, if agreeable. Let the meat stand

in this liquid, which should partially

cover the mass and be used occasionally

to baste the surface. The marinade not

only flavors the meat, but softens the

connecting fibres and renders the flesh

tender. After standing thus ten or

twelve hours, it may be wiped dry and

roasted.

The fore quarter of mutton needs long,

slow cooking. Plain boiled, with caper

or pickle sauce and boiled potatoes, it

affords an economical dinner dish (8 to

10 cents per pound) ; and the broth fur-

nishes a foundation for a most excellent

soup, which may be varied each time it

is served. The bones may be removed

and the meat tied in a compact roll suit-

able for braising. Cooled under pres-

sure, it may be cut in thin slices that

" spend well."

For a small family three or four

pounds from the fore quarter might be

purchased. Cut from the best end, the

price will be a cent or two more a pound
than when the whole or even the scrag,

or neck end, is taken. Note recipes for

Epigramme of Lamb, Beef k la Mode,

Hamburg Steak, and Galantine of Veal,

in the preceding number of this maga-

zine.

Braised Beef

Select a compact piece of beef ^from

the round, or the cheaper part of the
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rump. The top of the round is the best

:

other portions simply require longer

cooking. Brown the meat on all sides

in a hot frying-pan, using fat from the

top of the soup kettle. For five pounds

of meat sprinkle half a cup, each, of

small cubes of salt pork, carrot, onion,

and celery into a dish fitted with a

cover. On these place the browned

meat, add a pint of stock or water,—
first using it to rinse the frying-pan, to

secure the browned juices of the meat,

—

a bay leaf, piece of red pepper, and four

cloves tied in a sprig of parsley.

Spread as many more vegetables over

the meat, add salt if water be used, then

cover closely, and cook in a very slow

oven about six hours. About an hour

before serving add to the dish half a

cup, each, of shredded celery, carrots,

and turnips parboiled and blanched.

In serving, place these about the meat.

Match-shaped pieces are artistic, but

larger pieces are sometimes preferred.

A cup of tomato pure'e is often added,

when the meat is half cooked.

Beef or Mutton Stew

Select a neck of mutton, or any of the

pieces of beef before mentioned, and

wipe carefully. Cut the meat in regular,

uniform pieces, removing any bone upon

which there are no bits of meat and all

superfluous fat. Cover a part of the

meat with cold water, and set over the

fire. Brown the rest in hot drippings.

Add an onion sliced, and cook until

browned. Then stir in, for a pint of

sauce, one-fourth a cup of flour, and,

when blended with the fat, add water to

make of a rather thick consistency.

The liquid with the rest of the meat will

thin it. Have ready vegetables in the

proportion of two parts to three of meat,

onions,— wdiite and very small are pref-

erable, sliced onions are a second

choice,— carrots, cut into slices, and

potatoes, sliced or cut into balls. Let

the vegetables come to a boil separately,

then drain and rinse in cold water.

Add the onions and carrot to the stew

after it has cooked a few moments,

the potatoes just in time to cook before

removing the stew from the fire. Let

simmer three hours or until tender.

With the carrot and onion add a green

or red pepper cut in shreds, after first

removing the stem and seeds. To
serve, skim off the fat, dispose the

pieces of meat in the centre of the dish,

the vegetables grouped around the meat,

the sauce, of which there should not be

too much, poured over, and the whole

sprinkled with fine-chopped parsley.

Cannelon of Beef

Chop fine two pounds of beef from

the round. Soak half a cup of bread

crumbs in cold water. Put in a cloth

and wring out the moisture. Add to the

meat with one egg, well beaten, half a

teaspoonful of onion juice, one-quarter a

teaspoonful of mace, one teaspoonful of

salt, and one-quarter a teaspoonful of

paprika. Mix and form into a rolj.

Bake about forty minutes, in a moderate

oven, basting every five or six minutes.

Serve with brown or tomato sauce.

Meat from the vein, neck, or flank may
be used.

Tenderloin Cutlets

Omit the egg and bread from the

above, and shape into cutlets. Egg-and-

bread-crumb and fry about three min-

utes in deep fat. Serve with tomato

sauce.
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Query 522.— I. M. Q, Boston, Mass.:

" Kindly publish instruction as to the use

and possibilities of dried apples and apri-

cots."

Dried Apples and Apricots

Dried apples and apricots may be

used separately, or in combination, in

any of the dishes to which reference is

made. In this country the most gen-

eral use of dried apples and apricots is

in sweet dishes, though they are an

excellent ingredient in the stuffing of

mutton, pork, or fowl. In German rec-

ipes dried apples and pears, after being

cooked, are stirred into mashed po-

tatoes. To prepare for use, look the

fruit over carefully and cut away hulls

from the cores, bits of skin, or other

unedible portions. Wash carefully, let

soak in cold water, and cook in this

water a few minutes, or until tender.

Or, after washing in cold water, cover

with boiling water and let cook until-

tender, adding more boiling water as

needed. The fruit with the water in

which it is soaked, brought to the boil-

ing-point, may be used as the liquid

in which breakfast cereals, or rice, corn-

starch, or tapioca, are cooked. Other

uses are as a substitute for raisins or

currants, in steamed suet puddings,

and as the foundation of souffles.

Dried apple pies are in favor with

many. Dried apples are used in mince

pies, and sifted apricots in a rich water

ice.

Query 523.— Mrs. C. M. H., Canton,

Mass. :
" Kindly publish two or more

recipes for potato salad with dressing best

suited to each."

Potato Salad with Bacon (Hot)

Cut one-fourth a pound of tender

sliced bacon into tiny pieces, and fry

until a very light brown. Take out the

bits of bacon, and saute in the fat a

small, delicately flavored onion, fine cut.

Add half as much vinegar as fat, a very

little salt, a few grains of cayenne, and
half as much boiling water, or meat

broth, as vinegar. Have ready potatoes

boiled, unpared, until tender in salted

water. Remove the skin and sHce the

hot potatoes into the frying-pan, enough

only to take up the liquid, sprinkle in

the bits of cooked bacon, toss together

and serve.

Potato Salad with French

Dressing

Rub the inside of a salad bowl with

a clove of garlic cut in halves. Mix a

quart of cold boiled potatoes, cut into

small cubes, with half a small onion,
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grated, and a tablespoonful of fine-cut

parsley. Sprinkle with salt and pepper

and five or six tablespoonfuls of oil,

and toss until evenly mixed, then toss

again with three tablespoonfuls of

vinegar. Let stand in a cool place a

little time before serving.

Potato Salad with Mayonnaise

Boil the potatoes and let cool without

paring. Then remove the skins and

cut into sHces, balls, or cubes. Squeeze

over them a Httle onion juice, sprinkle

with fine-chopped parsley, and let stand

in a French dressing several hours.

Mix the dressing after the usual form-

ula, and use enough to moisten well

the potato. When ready to serve, make
nests of heart leaves of lettuce, put a

spoonful of the potato in each, with

a teaspoonful of mayonnaise above,

sprinkle the mayonnaise with capers,

and press the quarter of a hard boiled

egg into the top of the mayonnaise.

Or add the chopped white of egg to

the potato before marinating, and sift

the yolk over the mayonnaise.

Query 524.— " Please give recipe for

pumpkin souffld, or pumpkin in some dainty

form, for dessert made without pastry."

Pumpkin Souffle

See page 175.

Query 525.— J. D., Darlington, Wis.:

" Kindly give me the best recipe for angel

food, with full explanations as to mixing

and baking; also, for Boston brown bread

and white layer cake that does not require

many whites of eggs."

Angel Food
Use one cup of egg whites (nine or

ten eggs will be needed). Beat the

whites until foamy, add a scant half-

teaspoonful of cream of tartar, and beat

until dry. Beat in, gradually, a cup of

sugar, using a cake spoon for the pur-

pose, and beat less than when sugar is

beaten into butter. Then add a tea-

spoonful of vanilla extract, and fold

in one cup of flour measured after

sifting three times. Bake in a tube-pan

in stronger heat than for yellow sponge

cake. In the first quarter of the time

allotted for baking, the mixture should

rise in the pan, in the second quarter,

it should cease rising and brown slightly

in spots, in the third quarter, the top

should become of a uniformly brown

tint, in the last quarter, the cells of

the cake become fixed or dried, and, if

properly baked, the heat should be

diminishing during this period.

Boston Brown Bread

Sift together a cup of yellow corn-

meal, a cup of rye-meal, half a teaspoon-

ful of salt, and two teaspoonfuls of soda.

Add half a cup of warm (not hot) water,

one cup of thick sour milk, and half a

cup of molasses. Mix thoroughly, turn

into a buttered mould, and steam three

hours after boiling begins.

White Cake
Mix the following ingredients after the

usual manner of mixing a butter cake

:

Half a cup of butter, one cup of sugar,

half a cup of milk, two cups of flour,

three teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, one

teaspoonful of vanilla extract, and the

whites of three eggs.

Query 526.— A. F. D., Horn Brook,

Pa. :
" Please give directions for baking

Lima beans."

Baked Lima Beans (Dried Beans)

Wash a quart of Lima beans. Let

soak three hours, then drain and put

over the fire to cook in water to cover.

Cover and cook about an hour, and a

half, adding more boihng water as needed

to keep them covered. Season with

salt and pepper and stir in two table-
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spoonfuls of butter and flour creamed

together. Let boil, then turn into a

baking-dish, cover the top with half a

cup of cracker crumbs, mixed with two

tablespoonfuls of melted butter. Let

bake about fifteen minutes. Fresh

beans might be prepared in the same

manner, the time of boiling being made
less. Dried Lima beans may also be

cooked as Boston baked beans.

Query 527.— Mrs. G. E. S., Oakland,

Cal. :
" Recipes for fancy frozen puddings

with Hquid sauces, including Richelieu, a

water ice, a rich fruit cake. Give size of

pans best to use and directions for baking,

in a ' Reliable ' gas range, cakes that will

keep. What is a good cut of beef for

roasting, one less expensive than prime rib,

with directions for roasting ?
"

Plum Pudding Glace

Melt three squares (ounces) of choco-

late over the teakettle. Add one-fourth

a cup of sugar and enough hot water to

cook the mixture to a thin, smooth con-

sistency. Pour into a quart of milk,

a cup of double cream, and a cup of

sugar heated to about 100° F. Strain

into "the can of the freezer, stir in one

junket tablet, crushed and dissolved in

a tablespoonful of water, and let stand

until jellied and cold, then freeze as usual.

Now stir in half a pound of fruit, sultana

raisins, cleaned currants, shoes of citron

and French candied fruit, cut small and

cooked until tender in rich syrup, or

soaked in wine and drained. When
well mixed with the frozen mixture, put

into a melon mould, lined with lady fin-

gers or not as preferred, and pack in

equal parts of ice and salt. Let stand

an hour. Serve with

Vanilla or Wine Sauce

Beat the yolks of two eggs until very

light, then beat in, gradually, half a cup

of powdered sugar. Stir over hot water

until the mixture begins to thicken, then

remove from the fire and beat until

cold. Add a teaspoonful of vanilla ex-

tract, or a tablespoonful of wine, and

then fold into the mixture one cup of

double cream, beaten until solid to the

bottom of the bowl, or dilute the cream

with an equal bulk of rich milk and
drain the froth taken off as it rises.

Only half of the froth will be needed

for the sauce.

Riz a rimperatrice

Put half a cup of rice over the fire in

cold water and let boil five minutes.

Drain, rinse, and drain again, then cook

with a quart of milk and three-fourths a

cup of sugar and let cool. Beat to-

gether the yolks of six eggs and a cup of

sugar. Dilute with a little hot cream,

return to the fire, and let thicken a little,

stirring constantly. Pass through a

sieve onto the rice, mix carefully, and

freeze as ice-cream. Add a pint or

more of preserved peaches, cut small

and soaked in brandy or maraschino,

then drain. Pack in a mould, cover to

avoid the entrance of salt water, and let

stand, imbedded in equal measures of

salt and ice, about two hours. Serve

with a cold sauce made of equal parts of

peach marmalade syrup and maraschino.

Richelieu Sauce

Boil a cup of sugar and a cup of water

five minutes. Add a teaspoonful of

arrow-root, or cornstarch, mixed with

water to pour, and cook until clear, then

remove from the fire. Flavor with one

teaspoonful of vanilla, or one tablespoon-

ful of wine and two tablespoonfuls of

lemon juice, and add one-fourth a cup,

each, of candied cherries, or other fruit,

cut in bits, and shredded almonds. This

sauce, being hot, is adapted to hot pud-

dings, or cold desserts other than ices.

Grape Fruit Water Ice

Boil one quart of water and one pint
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of sugar fifteen minutes after boiling

begins. Add one teaspoonful of gela-

tine softened in cold water, and strain.

When cold, add one cup of grape fruit

juice and the juice of two lemons.

Rich Fruit Cake

Cream half a pound (one cup) of but-

ter. Add gradually half a pound (one

cup) of sugar, and beat in one by one

the yolks of six eggs. Beat five min-

utes after all are added, then add half of

three-fourths a pound of flour (four cups

of flour in a pound), one-fourth a cup of

brandy, and two pounds of mixed fruit,

raisins, currants, citron, orange peel, and

chopped almonds, then the whites of six

eggs beaten dry, and the rest of the

flour sifted with a tablespoonful of mixed

ground spices, and beat thoroughly.

Line a heavy tin or agate pan with a

thick paper, butter thoroughly, and pour

in the mixture. Bake in a slow oven

about an hour and a half. Use two

bread pans about eight by two inches,

or a round dish. The mixture will be of

about the same thickness in either case,

and will require about the same time in

baking. The baking is the same, what-

ever the fuel. Divide the time into quar-

ters. The cake simply rises, in the first

quarter, reaches its full height and browns

lightly in spots, during the second quar-

ter. It browns all over uniformly, in

the third quarter, and dries. It shrinks

slightly from the sides of the pan and

settles a httle in the centre, in the last

quarter. The " Reliable " gas range is

good ; and, like most gas ranges, can be

regulated to bake a perfect loaf of cake.

Keep in mind, what is to be attained in

the several " quarters " of time, and reg-

ulate the flow of the gas to secure this.

A heat indicator on the door of the

range is of great assistance in determin-

ing the condition of the oven. The
pork cake, a recipe of which is given

on page 175, keeps well, as also does

pound cake, of which a recipe is given

below.

Pound Cake

Cream one cup of butter, gradually

add one cup and a half of sugar, the

beaten yolks of four eggs, half a cup of

milk, two cups of flour, sifted with one

teaspoonful of baking-powder, and, lastly,

the whites of four eggs beaten stiff.

Directions for Roasting Beef

We do not know of any cut of beef *

less expensive than the " prime ribs

"

that will be tender when roasted. To
roast beef, rub over the outside, after

trimming and wiping with a damp cloth,

with salt, and put into a hot oven, to

sear the outside. After about fifteen

minutes reduce the heat and let cook, at

a lower temperature, from ten to twelve

minutes to the pound. Baste every ten

minutes with drippings melted in a little

hot water. Dredge with flour after

basting.

Query 528.-— H. C S., St. Louis, Mo.:

" Give recipe for custard made of whites of

eggs, and pea purde to serve in cream of pea

soup."

Green Custard for Soup
Press cooked peas through a puree

sieve to give half a cup of pulp. Add*

two tablespoonfuls of cream, or con-

somme, the whites of five eggs, beaten

slightly, and salt and pepper to taste.

Mix thoroughly and pass through puree

sieve into a small buttered dish, set on a

trivet, or on several folds of paper, sur-

round with hot water, cover with but-

tered paper, and poach until firm, either

on the top of the range or in the oven.

The water should not boil. When cold,

unmould, cut in thin slices, and then

into diamonds, cubes, etc., or stamp out

with French cutters.

Query 529.— Same subscriber :
" Is there

any way of chemically preparing cloth or
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flannel for daily use in drying silver, to avoid

polishing very often ? ''

To Keep Silver Clean

Silver washed in plenty of hot soapy

water and wiped dry with clean soft

towels, whenever used, should not re-

quire cleaning oftener than once in four

or five weeks. Chamois said to be

treated in some way to cause it to remove

tarnish easily is for sale. We cannot

speak of its merits from experience.

is not offensive. A housekeeper who secures

a good quality of ring, whether the color

be red, black, or white, can be sure of un-

tainted fruit."

Query 530.— H. S. B., Greenwich, Conn :

" Kindly publish diet for an old lady over

seventy troubled with rheumatism."

Diet in Chronic Rheumatism

Thompson writes : ''In the dietetic

treatment of chronic rheumatism, espe-

cially, if the patient is anaemic, animal

food cannot be excluded ; but the basis of

the diet should be farinaceous food with

a few fresh green vegetables. Fish,

eggs, and fowl may be eaten ; but dark

meat is not desirable. Sweets and

alcoholic beverages should be omitted

from the menu, and all foods should be

plainly cooked and eaten in moderation."

Query 531.— J. W., Chicago, 111. :
" Will

you publish a recipe for the Bohemian

kolachke ? " We have been unable to find

this recipe, and would esteem it a great

favor if any one having such a recipe would

send it to us.

Query 532.— F. E. R., New York City,

writes practically as follows :
" The reason

why there is complaint of ' rubber tainted '

canned fruit is because the rubber rings,

used to exclude air, are neither of pure nor

semi-pure rubber. Rubber is expensive ; and

dealers, thinking that, as housekeepers use

the rings but one season, they will de-

mand cheap rings, have formed the habit of

supplying cheap rings. It is known that a

package of cheap rings sends out a most

disagreeable odor when opened, while-

a

package of good quality upon being opened

Query 533.— I. M. S., New York City:

" Why does starch stick to the irons when
linen is ironed ?

"

On Ironing Linen

To insure the laundering of linen

without difficulty, a few items are im-

portant : the starch needs be properly

made, the hnen must be starched either

wet or absolutely dry, and the starch

must be thoroughly rubbed into the

goods. When hot starch is to be used :

First wet the starch with enough cold

water to blend thoroughly, and pour into

boiling water, stirring constantly until

the mixture is smooth. Let boil from

ten to fifteen minutes, stirring occa-

sionally. One-fourth a cup of starch

will be needed for two quarts of boiling

water. For fronts of shirt waists, shirt

bosoms, collars and cuffs, one-fourth

a cup of starch will be needed to one

quart of water. Use this starch as

hot as can be borne by the hands.

Place the bosom or cuff wrong side up

on a board, covered with a thickness of

cotton cloth, dampened and firmly

fastened to the board. Stretch the

cuff in shape, put thick starch upon
it, and rub in with considerable force,

distributing the starch evenly and rub-

bing out the wrinkles with the fingers.

Then with the heel of the hand rub in

the starch with such force that it can

be seen upon the right side. Lightly

rub out the wrinkles on the right side,

and remove superfluous starch with a

cloth. Dry quickly, dampen, and iron

first on wrong and then on the right

side. When so-called "cold starch " is

preferred, the water poured upon the

starch, that has been diluted with cold

water, should be as hot as can well be

borne by the hand.
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Query 534.— Mrs. H. E. M. B., Minne-

apolis, Minn.: "Recipes for English plum
duff and English pork pie. Also, can you
explain why milk or cream so often curdles

when a caramel mixture is added, as in

caramel ice-cream ?

"

Plum Duff
Duff is a term used, especially by sea-

men, in reference to a pudding boiled

in a bag. The modern plum-duff would,

however, be steamed or boiled in a

mould. Flour, or flour and bread crumbs

mixed, the latter giving a lighter pud-

ding, is the foundation for the duff.

Mallock gives the following " skeleton "

for such puddings :
—

Foundation : flour, or flour and

crumbs, one-half pound ; suet, from

three to eight ounces.

Distinctive ingredients : dried fruits,

chopped almonds, one-fourth to three-

fourths a pound ; sugar, four to six

ounces ; or jam, molasses, or marma-
lade, one-half pound :

—
Liquid : eggs or milk, together or

separately, sufficient to mix into a thick

batter.

Additional flavorings : brandy or

wine, ground ginger, nutmeg, or other

spice, as required.

Two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder

should be added for each half-pound

of flour, or flour and bread crumbs,

when the weight of the suet used is

less than half the weight of the flour.

Crumbs and suet need' be very fine

chopped.

English Pork Pie (Raised Pie)

Mix a teaspoonful of salt with a

pound of flour, and set the basin contain-

ing it in a pan of very hot water. Let

five ounces of butter and three ounces

of water be heated to the boiling-point.

Then pour the hot hquid into the flour,

stirring well. Knead quickly into a

smooth paste, adding a few drops more
of boihng water, if required. To mould

the paste, thickly flour a cylindrical,

wooden mould, or a smooth-sided stone

jar, all over on the outside. Take about

three-fourths of the paste, and, while it

is still quite warm, form it into a flat

round cake on a floured board. Press

out a space in the middle of this to

about three-eighths an inch thick, and a

little larger than the size of the bottom

of the mould. Flour this space thickly,

and then lay the paste upon the inverted

mould, so that the floured part shall

rest on the bottom of this, and fall a

Httle over the edges. Now work the

thick part of the paste gently and evenly

downwards to within an inch or two of

the edge of the mould, then put aside in

a cool place for some hours to become
hard. When ready to use, pass a fine

knitting-needle between the paste and

the mould, and take out the mould, thus

leaving a firm, straight-sided case for

the meat. Fill to within half an inch

of the top with high-seasoned sausage

meat, pressing it in closely. Warm the

rest of the paste, and press out to the

size required for a cover, cut a slit in the

centre, let the middle rest on the meat

and the edges turn to meet those of

the outer case, first brushed over with

cold water. Ornament the opening in

the cover. Tie a sheet of stiff white

paper around the pie, lay another on the

cover, then place on a tin sheet and

bake slowly about three hours. Serve

cold. Before serving, put into the pie, by

means of a funnel in the opening on the

top, as much cold stock as the pie will

hold.

Curdling of Milk with Hot
Caramel

If the caramel be turned on to an

oiled marble or plate, and pounded very

fine when cold, or if it be dissolved in a

little hot water, it may be added to hot

milk, or cream, without curdling the

same. Liquid caramel is intensely hot.
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This is the only cause we can suggest

that almost invariably produces the

curdling of hot milk, or cream, to which

liquid caramel is added.

rind, or other flavoring, and a few grains

of salt should be added to all of the

formulas.

Query 535.— Miss A. H., Harlem, N.Y.

:

" Do you cut potato balls with a French

cutter or a potato scoop ? If with a scoop,

how do you use it ?
"

French Cutter and Potato Scoop

French cutters are used for stamping

out shapes from slices of cooked

material. Potato scoops are used to

scoop out balls from uncooked materials.

To scoop out potato balls, select large

round potatoes and pare them evenly and

neatly. Then press the sharp edge of

the scoop evenly and firmly down into

the potato, working the scoop back and

forth, and pressing deeper into the

potato until the surface of the potato is

close to the round hole in the scoop.

Then turn the scoop to right and left,

and complete the shaping of the ball.

Query 536.— Mrs. G. E. S., Oakland,

Cal. : " Why do lady fingers lose shape

when made exactly according to your recipe?"

Recipe for Lady Fingers

Think the recipe given for lady fingers

was the regulation formula for sponge

cake mixtures. This, baked in small

portions, gives a rather deUcate little

cake. For a firmer cake simply add

more egg, preferably more yolks of eggs,

or more flour. The following formulas

are by noted French chefs. Combine the

ingredients in any one of the formulas

according to the directions given so

often in these pages for sponge cake

:

Six eggs, one cup of sugar, one cup and

a fourth of flour.— Goujfe. Four eggs,

half a cup of sugar, one cup of- flour.

—

Gallier. Six whole eggs, yolks of three,

one cup and a fourth of powdered sugar,

and one cup of flour.— Grating of lemon

Query 537.— J. S. T., Salt Lake City,

Utah : " A recipe for Boston baked beans."

Boston Baked Beans

Let a pint of pea beans soak in cold

soft water over night. Wash, rinse, and

parboil, until the beans can be easily

pierced with a needle. Change the water

twice during the process, adding one

teaspoonful of soda. Rinse in hot

water. Put one-half the beans in the

bean pot, then one-fourth a pound of

salt pork, scalded in hot water, and

scored as to rind for cutting in slices.

Add the rest of the beans, and over

them pour one teaspoonful, each, of

mustard and salt, and a scant fourth a

cup of molasses, mixed with sufficient

hot water to cover. Bake about eight

hours in a slow oven, keeping the beans

covered with water and the lid on until

the last hour. Then remove the hd, and

brown the beans.

Query 538.— J. A., Hyde Park, Mass.:

" Recipe for fairy gingerbread."

Fairy Gingerbread

Cream half a cup of butter, add one

cup of powdered sugar, slowly, and

half a cup of milk, very slowly. Sift one

tablespoonful of ginger into one cup and

a half of flour, and add to the mixture.

Spread very thin on the bottom of a

dripping-pan, inverted and buttered.

Mark in squares. Bake in moderate

oven about five minutes. Roll, while

warm, in tubular shape.



Peanuts and Pralines

By Julia Davis Chandler

WE must regard the peanut

with respect, not derision,

since Edward Atkinson esti-

mates that soon the peanut crop will be

of more value to the United States than

the cotton crop. Peanut pastes and but-

ters are used more and more.

For variety, some day try making little

sandwiches, or bread fingers, of three

very thin layers of bread and two of fill-

ing, one of peanut paste, whatever brand

you prefer, and currant or crab-apple

jelly for the other. The combination is

deHcious, and, so far as I know, original.

If one have a large family, it is well to

buy peanuts at wholesale, by the bushel,

and roast them as wanted. It is not dif-

ficult. Do not think the largest, in

three sections, the best. Choose rather a

full, plump, white peanut in two sections
;

and you will get a better yield of kernels.

On a Louisiana plantation, where they

once raised our peanuts, a certain quan-

tity were used every Sunday for candy,

made of the dehcious, pure, cane syrup,

or chopped in a cup cake and served in

the afternoon on the " gallery," as they

call their large double verandas, thus

helping to pass pleasantly the long, quiet

day, when bad roads prevented church-

going or friends coming, and where

papers and mail arrive but twice a week.

Peanut, or pecan, pralines are sold all

over New Orleans. These are made of

the very dark brown sugar. This is

boiled until it spins a thread ; then the

nuts are turned in, and, after a moment's

stirring, turned out on oiled paper in

cakes like large cookies, which sell for

five cents apiece. In Philadelphia one

candy store keeps cocoanut and white

sugar, or burnt almonds, also designated

as prahnes,— a general term for nuts

cooked in sugar.

A Creole dish for state occasions is

bombe prahnes and fruits.

At a pretty dinner recently given in

Philadelphia, burnt almonds were^ used

in the centre cream, while the outside

was an apricot ice, or sherbet, as some

call it.

The following is a recipe from a Creole

family in Louisiana :
—

Bombe Pralines aux Fruits

Saute three ounces of blanched al-

monds in one-half ounce of fresh butter

and one ounce of fine sugar. When a

deep brown, pound quickly till smooth,

and mix with rather less than a pint of

whipped cream and freeze. Line a

bombe mould about an inch thick with

this ice, and fill with half a pint of sweet-

ened whipped cream, mixed with a wine-

glass of kirsch and stoned fresh fruits,

which have been cut and tossed in a

syrup flavored with kirsch. Stoned cher-

ries are particularly nice this way.

Creole Cocoanut Pralines

Boil a cup of granulated sugar in half

a cup of water until brittle. Add butter

the size of a walnut. Put in plenty of

shaved cocoanut, and cook a few min-

utes. Drop on buttered tins, or plates, oi

oiled paper. These may be made of

white sugar, and either left white, or

colored pink with vegetable coloring.

Sometimes the cocoanut is used with

brown sugar, but not usually. Peanuts

are called in the South ''goobers," also

" pindars " or ground-nuts. A little

Northern child, staying South, hesitated

about accepting " sugared goobers," but
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gladly took a handful when they proved

to be peanuts coated with soft sugar like

cream almonds, only with not quite so

thick a covering.

An old North Carolina cookery book

of 1847 gi^'es a

Ground-nut Soup

A half-pint of shelled ground-nuts are

well beaten up, two spoonfuls of flour.

added and well mixed. Then a pint

and a half of water and a pint of oysters

are added, and, while these are boiling, a

seed pepper, or two, if small. I thought

this would be very nice, if the nuts were

ground or pounded fine. They would

give a richness and body to the soup.

Farther South I was told peanuts were

used, like beans, for soup, and were very

nice so. Peanuts roasted and crushed

are used in New York City in consomme,
— a novelty introduced a year or so

ago.

"Benne" Nut Soup
This nut, or Sesaiimm orientak^ was

used by the above author. The recipe

is the same as for ground-nut ; only a pint

and a gill of " benne " was used instead of

a half-pint of the ground-nuts.

Newspaper Item on Peanuts

According to statistics given in the

papers, $5,000,000 worth of peanuts

are used in France to make oil for toilet

soaps and flour for hospitals. A factory

is to work up five tons of peanuts a day,

yielding 235 gallons of oil worth $1.00 a

gallon, 175 gallons of crude oil at 50
cents, 3,680 pounds of meal worth 2

cents a pound, and as much more stock

feed worth 60 cents a hundred.

Coaxing an Appetite

A practical hint or two may be useful

to those who have no appetite or desire

for food, and yet ought to take it. Have
nothing to do with the choice, prepara-

tion, or service of your own meals, says

Harper^s Bazar.

If you have a fancy for something, tell

the household purveyor, but let it come

to you unexpected. The woman, who
orders a dinner, has eaten it before it

reaches the table. If she cooks it, too,

then she has eaten it twice. Is it any

wonder she has no appetite for a third

course of it ?

A radical change in the hours of meals

will sometimes help to provoke an appe-

tite, such as taking the chief meal of the

day an hour earlier or later, or transfer-

ring it from mid-day to evening, or vice

versa.

To rest before meals, so as to come
fresh and untired to table, is good ; and

to rest after meals is a great help to

weak digestions.

In cases where it is almost impossible

for the patient to take food for herself,

she will often take enough, without

trouble, if she is actually fed by another

person.

Of sleep there is little to be said which

would not be mere repetition. Many
nervous people sleep well, just as some
eat well. It is probable that the ability

to do either or both of these acts saves

them from worse nervousness, at least.

Many, too, desire to get for them-

selves an altogether unnecessary quan-

tity of sleep, and are dissatisfied unless

they secure a really abnormal allowance.

The hypochondriac whose fancy, runs

this way will tell you with woe that she

only got seven or eight hours' sleep,— a

period of slumber probably the most that

could be needed by an active and healthy

adult, past the stage of youth, and yet

not arrived at the time when again more
rest is needed to recruit the waning en-

ergies of old age.

^^ t^^ ^^ ^^ C^* ^^ ^^ ^^
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The Boston Cooking School

The following course of twelve dem-

onstration lectures in cookery will be

given at the Boston Cooking School

on Wednesdays, at 10 a.m.,— Miss

Farmer, demonstrator,— and Fridays, at

7.45 P.M.,— Miss McPherson, demon-

strator :
—

October 30 and November i : A
Luncheon for Six for Four and One-half

Dollars.

November 6 and 8 : Puff Paste, and

Many Ways of Using.

November 13 and 15? Plain Paste,

Thanksgiving Pies, Chopped Paste.

November 20 and 22 : Thanksgiving

Dinner.

December 4 and 6 : Bread, Rolls,

Waffles, and Muffins.

December 11 and 13: Evening Re-

ception Dishes.

December 18 and 20: Christmas

Feasting

January i and 3 : Dinner for Six, Six

Dollars.

January 8 and 10: Salads and Des-

serts.

January 15 and 17: Game Supper.

January 22 and 24: Cake and Frost-

ing.

January 29 and 31 : Dutch and Italian

Dishes.

a school of cookery in the Whitford

Block, Elgin, 111.

Mrs. Henry C. Fletcher opened in

October a cooking school at Clear Lake,

la.

Miss Lilla Frich, class of 1898, Bos-

ton Cooking School, finds her time well

filled. For three years she has taught

classes in cookery at St. Mark's Indus-

trial School and Hope Chapel. This

fall and winter she also has classes at

Convent of Visitation, City Hospital, and

St. Barnabas Hospital, Hamline, Minn.

Miss 'Josephine T. Dow, class of 190 1,

Boston Cooking School, has just opened

Opening of a School of Health
" Scientific Cooking " with demonstra-

tion, from 2 to 5 o'clock, and " Care of

the Sick," from 3 to 4 o'clock, were the

subjects of Dr. Mary Nicola, of South

Lancaster Sanitarium, in opening a

School of Health on Wednesday after-

noon, October, the i6th, at the Vegeta-

rian Dining Rooms, 17 Bromfield Street,

Boston.

Owing to continued ill-health. Miss

A. E. G. Hope, principal of the Normal

School of Domestic Science in Hamilton,

Canada, has resigned. Miss Hope, it

will be remembered, was for some years

supervisor of cooking in the pubHc

schools of Boston.
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The fame of Boston's school of house-

keeping having at last reached New
York, long-suffering housekeepers there

are making inquiries concerning its gov-

ernment, and anxiously hoping to estab-

Ush a similar school in their own city.

At this Bostonians, who are familiar with

the amount of good its school has ac-

complished, are not one whit surprised.

Domestic science is as important an

acquirement as rudimentary education

;

and no housekeeper can now afford to

be ignorant of any of its branches.

The entire mechanism of the household

may be thus learned, and the greatest

bugbear in the path of American women
set aside, if they so will it. But first

the woman must know the ropes, the

intricate maze of what appears to igno-

rance as simpUcity itself. This science

of domestic service once learned, how-

ever, by young housekeepers, the per-

plexities and cares of the establishment

are greatly lessened for themselves as

well as for the servants that are em-

ployed. Home economics, we know,

are the beginning of every profession

which has its root in the science of

daily living and the home. The more
complicated life becomes, the more
crowded every avenue to individual or

family support, the greater the necessity

for knowledge in the necessary training

that insures the management of a house-

hold on the best hygienic and economic

basis. Who would have imagined, when
the Industrial Union formed a school of

housekeeping, four years ago, that it

would attain so important a position in

society's regard ? But the union builded

even better than they knew, for other

cities have craved a domestic work
school ; and ladies from all over the

country write for information concerning

the one in which Boston takes just

pride. It is something to be proud of

to be the pioneer of a success.— The
Herald.

Funny Fads in Food

Scarcely a year runs its course with-

out contributing to the great budget of

food fads that has been accumulating

ever since the days of the first man who
possessed at one and the same time an

uncertain digestion, an impressible mind,

amd the means of pleasing his palate.

Had any of the results been of general

appHcation, the experimenting might have

ended ; but none seem to have been satis-

factory except to the experimenter and

his special followers, who formed but a

small fraction of the race. Persons that

are curious on the subject may read of

classes whose only food was meat, others

who ate only fish, and some who sub-

sisted solely on vegetable diet ; but they

will be hopelessly puzzled if they attempt

to discover which of the three became
pre-eminent among their fellow-men.

Reasoning by analogy, the meat-eaters

point with pride to lions and tigers, the

most masterful of beasts
;
yet the vege-

tarians show that larger frames and bet-

ter tempers are found in the elephant

and hippopotamus, and that larger and

stronger than half a dozen Hons, tigers,

hippopotami, and elephants combined is

the whale, which subsists solely on fish,

and which has a larger head, in propor-

tion to body than any other animal.

The newest food fad is that human
hfe can be maintained best by food that

itself is living. Like other alleged dis-

coveries, this is not really new, for the

supreme dish at a Japanese feast is a

live fish ; and we Americans, who are

not to be outdone by any older race, con-

sume millions of live oysters daily through

nine months of every twelve. As to that,

who is there that does not deHght in eat-

ing cherries direct from the tree and

berries from the bush ? To be consist-

ent, however, the believers in live food

should take their wheat and other grain-

food green and direct, in the field, and
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sweeten their meals by chewing green

cane and sugar-beets.

One of the most notable exemplars of

peculiar dietary custom is an American

army officer of good physique, who, in

several years of exacting service at an

out-of-the way Western post subsisted

entirely on " canned goods." It was his

custom to open cans at haphazard, a

single can for each meal. Whether the

contents were fish, fowl, or flesh, vege-

tables, or fruit, he ate that, and nothing

more ; and he fives to tell the tale, But

he was always active, physically and.

mentally, except when asleep; and he

breathed fresh air twenty-four hours of

every day.— Saturday Evening Post.

When I went to the primary school, a

pail of water with a long-handled dipper

to drink from was carried round the

school-room. Clean or unclean, sick or

well children, drank promiscuously, and

put the dipper back into the pail. What
water \vas left mingled with the main

supply.

A gang of Italians are laying gas

mains through our street, and the men
stand in the trench as thickly as they

can swing a pick and not hit each other.

A boy carries a pail of water and a dip-

per along the line. Each man measures

carefully what he thinks he shall drink.

If any is left, it is thrown away, but never

returned to the pail. These men, covered

with the grime of the street, have been

taught better than children of good fam-

ilies and spotless homes forty years ago.

It was, indeed, but a comparatively few

years ago that attention was called em-

phatically to the danger of spreading

disease by the drinking-dipper, old-

fashioned slate, chewing-gum, and lead-

pencils.

Parents are now wondering if private

ownership of school-books was not bet-

ter, from a health standpoint, than the

present way of town or city ownership of

books to be used by different pupils until

worn out. I believe it was better. I

have kept a portion of my school-books

through different changes of home, and

even now occasionally refer to one.

—

JVeiv England Farmer.

The publishers of the Weekly Statis-

tical Sugar Trade Journal make the

following statement :
—

" The total consumption of sugar in

United States last year was 2,219,847

tons ; and, based on the average increase

of 6.34 per cent, during the past nineteen

years, the consumption this year should

be 2,360,585 tons. Of this quantity,

1,000,000 tons in round figures will

come from American sources, say

Louisiana, being able to produce 350,000

tons. United States beet factories,

150,000, Hawaii, 350,000, and Porto

Rico, 150,000, all being free of duty,

leaving 1,360,585 tons to come from

other sources and on which duty is paid.

The average duty assessed is $36 per

ton, or a total of $48,981,060. The
price of all the sugar consumed, how-

ever, being enhanced to the extent of

the duty of $36 per ton, or a total

of $84,981,060, it is evident that

$36,000,000 additional is paid by the

people in order to provide the govern-
|

ment wdth $49,000,000 for revenue of • *

Rely upon

Piatt's Chlorides

as your household

disinfectant.

An odorless, colorless liquid

;

powerful, safe, and cheap.

Destroys disease germs and
noxious gases, thus preventing

sickness. Sold in quart bottles

only, by druggists and high-class

grocers. Prepared only by Henry
B. Piatt, Piatt Street, New York
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which the government is not now in

need. If the duty is taken off Cuba

sugar, the benefit of $85,000,000 goes to

the people.

'*On October 8 the quotation for

Cuba Centrifugal Sugar, 96 degrees

test, free on board Cuba, was 1.96c.

per pound, duty on same amounts to

1.685c.,— equivalent to 86 per cent, ad

valorem."

Boiling Water for Tea

There is but one way of making tea,

for.

Unless the water boiling be,

To pour on water spoils the tea.

The teapot itself should be heated very

hot before the tea is placed in it and the

boiling water poured on. It should be

scalding hot water or the leaves will float

to the top.

No less authority than Tung-po, the

Chinese poet, is quoted for a recipe for

tea-making. He says: "Whenever tea

is to be infused, take water from a run-

ning stream, and boil it over a lively fire.

It is an old custom to use running water,

boiled over a Uvely fire. That from

springs iri the hills is said to be best, and

river water the next, while well water is

the worst. A lively fire is a clear, bright

charcoal fire. While making an infusion,

do not boil the water too hastily. At

first it begins to sparkle Uke crab's eyes,

then somewhat Uke fish's eyes, and

lastly it boils up like pearls innumerable,

springing and waving about. This is

the way to boil water."

A teaspoonful of tea for two cups with

one for the pot is the rule.

Quit White Bread

Could not get Strength ft-om it

An Episcopalian minister of EUenville,

N.Y., who is interested not only in the

spiritual welfare of his congregation,

but in their physical well-being also.

says :
" I can now do an immense

amount of work and feel no fatigue,

for the reason that I am using Grape-

nuts breakfast food and have quit coffee

entirely, and am using Postum Food

Coffee.

" Myself and family are all greatly im-

proved in health. We have largely

abandoned the use of white bread. Up-

wards of twenty-five persons have

changed their diet, on my recommenda-

tion. It is gladly given, because I know,

from personal experience, whereof I

speak."

It is a well-known fact that white

bread is almost entirely composed of

starch ; and this is difficult of digestion

by many people, particularly those who
have weak intestinal digestion. The
result of the use of much white bread is

a lack of brain and nervous power to do

mental work ; and it also creates intesti-

nal troubles, because the excess of

starch ferments in the intestines and

makes the conditions right for the

growth of microbes, whereas Grape-

nuts breakfast food contains the needed

starch, but in a predigested form. That

is, it is transformed into grape sugar

in the process of manufacture, and de-

livered in the packages ready cooked, and

in such shape that it is immediately

assimilated without hard work of the

digestive organs.

The food also contains the delicate

particles of phosphate of potash which,

combined with albumen, is used by

nature to make the gray matter that

must be in the cells of the brain and

the nerve centres throughout the body,

in order to give strength and ability to

stand long and continuous work. Both

the Postum Food Coffee and Grape-

nuts are sold by all first-class grocers.

Food before Sleep

Many persons, though not actually
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sick, keep below par in strength and

general tone, says Dr. Cathell, and I

am of the opinion that fasting during the

long interval between supper and break-

fast, and especially the complete empti-

ness of the stomach during sleep, adds

greatly to the amount of emaciation,

sleeplessness, and general weakness we
so often meet.

Physiology teaches that in the body

there is a perpetual disintegration of

tissue, sleeping or waking. It is, there-

fore, logical to believe that the supply

of nourishment should be somewhat con-

tinuous, especially in those who are

below par, if we would counteract their

emaciation and lowered degree of vital-

ity ; and, as bodily exercise is suspended

during sleep, with wear and tear corre-

spondingly diminished, while digestion,

assimilation, and nutritive activity con-

tinue as usual, the food furnished during

this period adds more than is destroyed,

and increased weight and improved gen-

eral vigor is the result.

All beings, except man, are governed

by natural instinct, and every being with

a stomach, except man, eats before sleep
;

and even the human infant, guided by

the same instinct, sucks frequently day

and night, and, if its stomach is empty

for any prolonged period, it cries long

and loud.

Digestion requires no interval of rest

;

and, if the amount of food during the

twenty-four hours is in quantity and

quality not beyond the physiological

Umit, it makes no hurtful difference to

the stomach how few or how short are

the intervals between eating, but it does

make a vast difference in the weak and

emaciated one's welfare to have a modi-

cum of food in the stomach during the

time of sleep, that, instead of being con-

sumed by bodily action, it may, during

the interval, improve the lowered sys-

tem ; and I am fully satisfied that, were

the weakly, the emaciated, and the sleep-

less to nightly take a light lunch or meal

of simple, nutritious food before going to

bed, for a prolonged period, nine in ten

of them would be thereby lifted into a

better standard of health.— Food and
Cooking.

Rosy Color

Produced by Postum Food Coffee

" When a person rises from each meal

with a ringing in the ears and a gen-

eral sense of nervousness, it is a com-

mon habit to charge it to a deranged

stomach.

" I found it was caused from drinking

coffee, which I never suspected for a long

time, but found by leaving off coffee that

the disagreeable feelings went away.
" I was brought to think of the subject

by getting some Postum Food Coffee

,

and this brought me out of trouble.

" It is a most appetizing and invigor-

ating beverage, and has been of such

great benefit to me that I naturally speak

of it from time to time as opportunity

offers.

" A lady friend complained to me that

she had tried Postum, but it did not taste

good. In reply to my question she said

she guessed she boiled it about ten

minutes. I advised her to follow direc-

tions, and know that she boiled it fifteen

or twenty minutes, and she would have

something worth talking about. A short

time ago I heard one of her children say

that they were drinking Postum nowa-

days, so I judge she succeeded in making

it good, which is by no means a difficult

task.

" Tom O'Brien, the son of a friend

who lives on Bridge Street, was formerly

a pale lad, but since he has been drink-

ing Postum has a fine color. There is

plenty of evidence that Postum actually

does ' make red blood,' as the famous

trade-mark says." Jno. Chambers, 9

Franklin St., Dayton, Ohio.
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Breakfast Room

The Modern Dining-room
By George Herbert Baker

IN
all the progress that has been made

along artistic lines, in the past ten

years, there is nothing which shows

more improvement than the art of inte-

rior decorating and furnishing. At the

present time one building a home hardly

dares attempt decorating and furnishing

without professional advice ; for in this,

as well as in most other things, " expe-

rience is a very dear teacher."

Since so much interest has been dis-

played in the artistic laying out of the

dinner table, the dining-room has grown

to be one of the most important rooms

with many, in making their schemes for

furnishing.

The accompanying pictures show four

rooms, each in a different color scheme,

and may give some suggestions to any

one in furnishing.

Number one represents a room in a

house built in quite an elaborate Italian
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style, where the period of decoration has

been faithfully carried out.

The woodwork is of oak, stained a

dark brown color. The frieze, which is

all that shows of the wall space, is of

hand-modelled papier mache, which is

gilded and glazed over with a trans-

parent green lacquer.

The ceiling between the beams is

treated in the same w^ay, and the electric

lighting fixtures are of the same green

and gold metal.

The hangings at the windows are of

plain green velvet, embroidered with

bands of gold, and hung over sash cur-

tains of Arabian lace.

in a colonial house ; and this old-fash-

ioned treatment has been followed, which

gives a cheerful bright effect, so desira-

ble in a morning room.

The wall covering is a French product,

the blocks from which it is printed being

one hundred years old. This represents

an old-fashioned flower-garden, with blue

sky, and rose bushes in full blossom.

The ceiling is tinted with the sky color,

and soft green curtains subdue the light.

Simple colonial furniture on a plain moss-

green rug is in keeping with the sim-

plicity of the scheme.

Number three is a room in a city

block, where the light all comes from

Dining-room in Blue and Copper

The floor is nearly covered with an

Oushac rug, in tones of green ; and the

upholstery of the chairs is of the same

soft shade.

Room number two is a breakfast room

one end ; and, to make the most of all

there is. the walls and ceiling are treated

in metal of an old copper shade which

admirably reflects the light. The hang-

ings are of a crinkle silk tapestry, in the
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same color, with a band of applique work

on the edge of leather.

The woodwork is of mahogany, as well

as the furniture, and the chairs are

covered in hand-tooled leather in the

same metallic color, a crest being tooled

in the back of each.

The only touch of contrasting color in

the room is the rich Persian rug, which

abounds in rich blue.

Room number four shows a scheme

in blue and silver,— rather an unusual

scheme, but admirable, with the Flem-

ish oak furniture and wood-work. The

walls are hung with a blue tapestry in

which silver threads are woven to give it a

sheen. A border is embroidered in silver

on the top and bottom and on the hang-

ings, which are of the same material.

The ceiling, which is beamed in square

panels, is canvassed and glazed in a blue

glaze over silver leaf.

The room is lighted with an immense
hanging silver lamp and side brackets

for candles about the sides of the room.

The Plemish chairs are covered in blue

leather finished with silver nails ; they

stand on a deep blue rug.

Dining-room in Blue and Silver

'^mxk to tl^r fovous cljiming bclls^t

Encircling all tlic rartl),

€Rt\) to J^is olnn tl)r storr tells

#f dljrist tl)c ©atiiour'^ birtl)/'



A Typical English Tea
By Bertha Mason Pilling

FIRST, let me say that what I

aim to describe pertains particu-

larly to the middle and working-

classes of England, as the " aristocracy
"

dine in the evening, and therefore pro-

vide a lighter meal.

In considering our subject, we need

not entertain any thoughts of afternoon

sipping, or five o'clock exclusiveness, or

even the old-fashioned colonial supper,

consisting of breads, preserves, and

cakes; for the typical English "tea" is

a high tea.

The table is usually long and square.

The common, or working people seldom

decorate tables, except upon very special

occasions, as they have little money and

less desire for what they consider non-

essentials.

When, however, the table is deco-

rated, cut flowers are used or an attrac-

tive potted plant is placed upon a rich

silken centrepiece, which is tastefully

arranged by being pulled up at intervals

around the base of the jardiniere. These

centrepieces are often very beautiful.

The tea tray, which also is an object of

pride, rests in front of the hostess, and

holds the spoon-holder, sugar-bowl,

cream-jug, teapot and slop-bowl. The
cups and saucers are arranged in one or

two even rows at the hostess's place, and

a spoon is placed in each saucer. The
tea plates are placed at the left of each

place, also an extra teaspoon. Knives

and forks are not always used. I have

often seen the meat placed with a fork

inside a buttered slice of bread and

eaten from the hand. This does not

look as much out of place as it may
seem.

Everything is put upon the table before

the meal is begun. The viands used are

cold, thin-sliced ham, tongue, chicken,

salmon or lobster. Two kinds are com-

mon, though three are often seen. Ham,
tongue, and salmon are most preferred.

When pickles and reUsh are seen, it is

the exception rather than the rule.

Next in order are large plates of thin-

sliced and generously buttered white

and " brown " (Graham) bread. And I

may add that the butter must be the

best obtainable ; for " good butter, and

plenty of it," is the Englishman's rule.

The slices are placed evenly across the

plates, and enough must be prepared for

replenishment. Then there are the

genuine English tea cakes, made of

bread dough. Some are plain, and some

have currants. They are cut horizon-

tally, buttered well, and cut crosswise

again over the top. They are often

toasted and served in the same manner.

There are buttered biscuits (crackers)

and " cracklins." which are delicious.

A hot biscuit is an unknown quantity, as

is also hot bread of any kind.

Following these comes blanc-mange

or gelatine, or both. They are usually

served with cream or custard sauce.

Preserves and jelly find a place, and even
" tarts," and, finally, large and small

cakes, and " sweet biscuits " (wafers) in

variety, among which may be named the

" jam sandwich," or American Wash-
ington pie.

Coffee is seldom served at an English

tea table. Tea, the cherished friend of

the English man or woman, is rarely

substituted ; and the hostess knows that

a " good strong cup " is most acceptable.

It would be surprising to many of us, no

doubt, to see the average strong, well-
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built, stable-minded English matron, and

learn that she drinks three, and some-

times more, cups of this beverage in a

day. Possibly, if they did more hurrying

and worrying, the custom would have to

be abandoned. There is something in

the moist, bracing atmosphere, especially

in the middle and northern shires of

England, that renders the taking of con-

siderable substantial food necessary.

"Tea time" is at any time between

four and half-past five. The tea and

buttered toast are set upon the table

last. When all is ready, one is requested

to " draw up " and, after being seated,

one is expected to " help herself " and
" make a good tea."

The hostess keeps a watchful eye on

the teacups, and the slop-bowl is indis-

pensable.

The " fancy plates " seldom need re-

plenishing, as they are well filled to

begin with, and the English people eat

substantially of bread and butter, and

only "top off" with "sweets." The
bread and butter is invariably folded over

sandwich fashion, which prevents the

fingers from becoming soiled.

There is little ceremony ; and the

conversation is general, to the point,

and with little or no constraint.

Here are one or two recipes, which

may be found desirable :
—

Blackburn Cracknels (commonly
called " Cracklins ")

Ingredients.

One pound of flour, four or six ounces

of lard or butter, one-half pint of milk,

one teaspoonful of salt, one ounce of

volatile salts (this may be omitted).

Method.— Crush the salts to a powder
and put into a bowl. Make the milk

just warm, and pour over the salts.

Let stand while preparing the other

ingredients. Rub the lard, flour, and

salt together, add the milk, and mix well.

Take a quantity of the paste, roll out

an eighth of an inch thick, cut in rounds

or squares, and bake on the shelf of a

brisk oven seven minutes.

Note.—Always work the scraps from one

set into the next, as they become stiff if allowed

to stand.

A rich Devonshire conception for the

tea table is found in " chudlets," pro-

nounced " chudleys." I have no

authentic recipe, but judge that they are

made in the following manner :
—

Make light cream-of-tartar biscuits an

inch thick. When cold, cut open and

spread thickly with clotted (sweet) cream,

and surmount with a teaspoonful of rasp-

berry, or other desirable preserve.

These are a staple Devonshire dainty.



Jean Ingelow's Seed-cake

By Helen Campbell

IT
was not a regular "day." In

fact, it was to be a purely informal

long talk concerning friends across

the sea, and thus the first of many quiet

hours in the substantial gray stone

house in South Kensington. It meant

only a little wonder as to just what the

beloved poet might be like. Many
Americans had journeyed to that shrine,

some of them a source of deep amaze-

ment to the gentle mistress. Other

some to become not only worshippers of

the poet, but friends for life of the

woman.

English women seldom trouble them-

selves as to contradictions in toilet,

having at no time the keen sense of

form and color that distinguishes the

American woman, and which is more

and more recognized by the foreign

observer. Miss Ingelow wore a very

becoming and very pretty dress,— a soft

pale gray cashmere and a good deal of

beautiful lace. But, being a chilly little

lady, she had drawn long black worsted

mits over wrists and arms, and added

a rather aged Shetland shawl, arranging

herself and low arm-chair in the protect-

ing angles of a big screen near the open

fire.

" It is very draughty everywhere, and

rheumatism is so troublesome," she said

half-apologetically, as she retreated to

this post ; and I took my place where

the pretty picture of the long drawing-

room, with its fiowers everywhere, made
its indelible impression. There was

another no less indelible ; for presently,

as my hostess turned to oversee the low

tea table, and said in her peculiarly

sweet, even voice, " And you will have

a bit of our favorite seed-cake, will you

not ? " I saw, before me, as the old

hymn had it,

—

" The thing I long had sought,

And mourned because I found it not."

" I am sure you have something to

tell me that is interesting, for your eyes

are fastened on this cake. What is it ?
"

She smiled.

" It is a discovery. Something I

have wanted to know all my life, dear

Miss Ingelow. Do you remember, in

'Jane Eyre,' that wonderful pathetic

chapter, where Miss Temple takes the

badge of disgrace for untidiness from

Helen Burns, and gives Helen and the

little Jane first a share in her own tea

and toast and then, from a private store,

' cut large, generous slices from a loaf of

seed-cake ' ? A loaf ! That was my
amazement. Diely, the black cook at

home, made ravishing seed cookies, as

large as a saucer, but thin and crisp. I

consulted her. ' Laws, child,' she said,

' there's no such a thing as loaves of

seed-cake. Ain't never been, or I'd heard

of 'em. It just ain't so, that's all.'

" That was trying. It was more so to

find grandmother's verdict practically

the same. So I laid it away for some

future solution which never came. And
now here, to-day, when I had clean for-

gotten, you yourself have just cut ' large,

generous slices,' your blessed English

notion of a ' bit,' and I am going to eat

mine with a joyful mind,— mine for poor

dear Helen, and you will eat yours for

Jane. I have waited for this all my life."

Miss Ingelow laughed, a laugh as sweet

as her voice.

" Americans are a singular people,"

she said. " It never occurred to me
that my seed-cake could serve to make
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a little ceremony, as it were, but we will

count it so. Perhaps you would like to

know how it is made. It is just as it

was when I was a child, and as it was,

I suppose, in all the generations before

me, only in the oldest days of all was

saffron to yellow it. That seems to be

in many cakes. Queen Elizabeth liked

it, I believe, just as our own queen likes

cinnamon best of all flavors. It is

always in her pet tapioca pudding."

I, in the mean time, ate my sUce with

careful consideration. In American

hands it would have been an ordinary

cup cake, with a big spoonful of caraway

seeds stirred in. But the English cook

Ukes density, or the English mistress

orders it. And this, like all English

cake I ate in private home, or in tea-

room or pastry-cook shop, was firm and

solid, as if flour had been added up to

the last possibility of stirring. There

suggested itself also a flavor, which I

learned to state to myself was dripping,

—

a product dear to the English mind,

eaten on bread and regarded as luxury

by the poor ; used in pastry and cake in

ordinary cooking, and, as all readers of

English domestic novels will remember,

a source of hot argument between mis-

tress and cook. Dora, in " David Cop-

perfield," faces the question of dripping

as a perquisite ; and Punch knows all pos-

sibilities bound up in English methods

with it.

As cake, then, I was forced to con-

sider it a failure ; but as historical evi-

dence, so to speak, of a fact old Diely

had denied, I regarded my slice as a

vital experience, and am much of the

same mind to-day. It must have been a

favorite cake ; for I never saw any other

on Miss Ingelow's tea table, which held

bread and butter of the thinnest, perfect

tea, thick cream, and this golden-brown

loaf with the scent of caraway. Little

cakes, petits fours, come over from

Paris every day, and are delicious, and

to be found at all the places known as

"aerated bread-rooms." This pretty

table knew them not, or, if knowing,

rejected them. Its mistress was born

conservative, and remained so to the

end. As a matter of curiosity, the

American may try the rule given below.

She will probably not try it again.

English Seed-cake

One cup of mixed beef dripping and

butter, one and a half cups of soft sugar,

three beaten eggs, half a cup of sour

milk, or of water and milk, in which half

a teaspoonful of soda is dissolved. A
pinch of salt, a large spoonful of cara-

way seeds, four cups of sifted flour.

Cream butter, etc., with sugar. Add
eggs and seeds with the milk, then beat

in flour thoroughly. Bake slowly about

three-quarters of an hour.

The Perfect Day
I have done good work. I have seen a friend

Who cheered me with a cordial look
;

And I found a sweet half-hour to spend

With a child and a rare good book.

What more could I ask than this, I say ?

A book, a child, a friend,

And my honest work 1 'Twas a perfect day

From dawn till the starlight end.

Grand Rapids Press



Extracts from the Diary of an American

Woman while Living in Berlin

By Harriet V. Butler

DEC. 8, 1889. — This is more

like winter than any morning

yet. It is snowing, with every

appearance of continuing, and yet I see

the servants hurrying along in their

bare heads, for you know they do all

the errands, and, in many cases, this is

the only way they ever get out to see the

sights and gossip with one another a

few minutes on the streets. For they

never have company, they never go to

church, and only have an afternoon off

every three or four weeks on a Sunday.

Just think of it : a poor girl living on

ten or twelve marks ($3.00) a month

!

Is it any wonder that they sometimes

want to emigrate? A great many

would go to America, if they had the

means, and it would be a blessing all

around, if some one could start a project

of importing help ; but I think that it is

against the law. They look forward to

Christmas with great expectation ; for it

is then that Germans give, and I hear

that the servants are always remem-

bered.

We have a nice and most respectful

girl here. She comes into our bedroom

every morning, before we are up, to

kindle our fire, then brings us hot water

so cheerfully and pleasantly, and always

asks us if we have rested well. It will

be a pleasure to give her something at

Christmas. The second girl is a wid-

owed Frau. She comes in daily and

cleans the rooms, and w^aits on table at

dinner. She calls me " meine liebe

Mrs.," and is more important because

she is a married woman. They con-

sider it rather unfortunate not to be

married over here ; and, if an unmarried

lady takes a seat on a sofa while a

married lady sits on a chair, it is con-

sidered very impolite. If one does not

rise from one's seat when others enter

or leave the room, one is considered a

boor.

December 1 4.— The days now are very

short,— dark at 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.

December 16.— Yesterday was Beet-

hoven's birthday. He would have

been one hundred and nineteen years

old, had he lived ; and to me he is the

greatest musician that ever lived. His
" Ninth Symphony " was given last

night, and to-night is a beautiful Beetho-

ven program at Philharmonic. Wednes-

day night the " Ninth Symphony " is

to be repeated. In it comes a chorus

of voices, and it is perfectly grand. I

heard it last winter. The next Joachim

concert is all Beethoven, so you see how
they observe the anniversaries of the

masters. They take flowers and laurel

wreaths and lay them upon their graves.

The Germans are never happier than

when celebrating some one's birthday,

and it seems to keep them busy with all

the kings and queens, great mu-

sicians and poets. Every few days it

is somebody's birthday.

As I write, the Christmas evergreens

are going by, preparations being made
for this interesting festival season many
weeks beforehand. Fraulein says it is

good that we will not be ill at Christmas

time, and we must be glad that we have

had the influenza. She was so good to

us, although she knows nothing about

making toast and having thin crackers,

oranges, etc. Still, she can make a hot

lemonade. She keeps our rooms warm,
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and is very sympathetic. She is going

to have a Christmas tree, and we shall

see a typical German celebration. The
old as well as the young have Christmas

trees here, and they are lighted on

Christmas Eve.

December 21.— This is the land where

Christmas is celebrated as nowhere

else. The shops were all open Sunday,

yesterday, so that working people might

have an opportunity to visit them.

Temporary booths are built on the

business Platz, and Christmas trees are

everywhere for sale. The festival

begins to-morrow night, December 22,

and lasts three days. The shops will

be closed until Friday. Every one is

expected to be at home on Christmas

Eve, to have a tree and exchange

presents ; and, where there are children,

they have some one to personate Santa

Claus, the " Weinachts Mawi.'''' He
comes knocking at the door, and has the

presents all strung about him. Then
he asks, if there are any good children

there, and they each respond by repeat-

ing some verses, or singing. Then he

deals out the presents in a solemn but

merry way, and goes out the door. They
don't hang up their stockings here.

On Christmas Day they visit, have a

big dinner, shake hands, and kiss hands

;

men kiss each other. Then it takes

another day to get over it all.

A German girl sang " Holy Night," at

the meeting last night. It was a very

beautiful thing.

Dr. Stuckenberg extended an invita-

tion to everybody, who has no festivity

at their pensmis^ to come and spend

Christmas Eve with them ; but Fraulein

expects us to be here, and so we will not

hurt her feelings by going away.

We are going to have some flowers,

and have already a beautiful wreath

of holly and evergreen for Christmas,

some candies and oranges for my son,

some bonbons, chocolate, and olives for

my daughter, some nuts and raisins for

me. This, in addition to Fraulein

Baumgarth's dinner, will be our Christ-

mas feast.

December 29.—We had a very pleasant

Christmas. It commenced on the even-

ing of the 24th instant, called "Holy
Night." We were summoned to the

dining-room about six o'clock, and there

beheld a lighted tree, ornamented with

paper roses and wax tapers. It looked

so pretty, and, as Fraulein said, " more
as God had made it." Upon the table

were large hearts, made of almonds

and sugar baked together, and orna-

mented with conserved fruits, jelly, and
frosting,— one for each member of the

family.

The older Fraulein, Malvene, about

seventy years of age, had made them her-

self. Then the servants came in and
received their presents, and it was worth

more than we gave to see them undo
their packages and hear their expressions

of gratitude. We sat in the room and

had candy, nuts, Pfefferkuchen^ or a

sort of gingerbread, for half an hour,

until the Hghts on the tree had died

out.

We went out on the street on an

errand when the festivity had begun and

noted the Christmas trees in every house,

high and low, shops, etc. One sees

very few sad sights here. Merriment

seems to reign everywhere at this season.

We came home, and hung up our stock-

ings just as we used to at home.

Fraulein says that, where she was

brought up, if a young man comes to the

parents for the daughter, he generally

stays to some meal with them to arrange

matters, and if they put a certain dish

before him, made of goose, he is expected

not to return again. A girl never goes

anywhere with a young man, until she

is engaged to him. Then it is published,

recorded, etc., almost the same as a mar-

riage. They go arm in arm upon the
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street, hand in hand to the opera, con-

certs, etc., drink beer out of the same

mug, exchange rings, and are congratu-

lated with much form and ceremony.

We went to the EngHsh church on

Christmas morning, and sat in the Em-

press Friedrich's endowed pew. The sex-

ton placed books and a piece of holly and

mistletoe before us, which meant a fee,

of course. We also gave a fee to the

conductor on the car.

When we got home, we found numerous

presents from numerous friends. We
dined at the usual hour. Had soup,

venison, compote, sweet pickle, pudding,

coffee, and Christmas cakes.

After dinner we took a droschke to

the home of an American family, to see

the children receive their gifts. This was

interesting and affecting. They have a

kindergarten nurse, or governess. She

personated the Weinachts Matm, and

called each child to her and made them

tell her, if they had been good, etc.

They each had a Uttle verse to repeat.

They also sang German songs to her ac-

companiment upon the piano. Then

she came to us, greeted us, presented

each with a large plate of eatables, gave

each a trinket, and the typical bunch of

twigs, to take to North America, wishing

us a good journey. Then the servants

came in, and each received a moral word

or two, a plate filled, and other presents.

A large tree was lighted, and everything

looked gay. We were invited out to the

dining-rooms, had tea and German
Christmas cake made only at this time.

We then came away, and talked about

home in America, wondering what all

were doing there.

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday were

beautiful days, and so was Christmas

morning ; and for the first time, since

being at this house, we took breakfast

together, and were up early and saw the

bright morning star.

On New Year's Eve the city is dis-

orderly, and like a carnival, they say

;

and everything is given up to a general

carousal. If you are on the street, you

may be accosted by any one ; and, if you

don't reply civilly, your hat will be

knocked off,— more Hke Halloween in

our country. At five minutes before

twelve o'clock the whole city open their

windows, and, when the clocks have

struck the hour, call out Prosit Neu
Jahr from every quarter, everybody to

everybody, no matter whom.

Ja7i. 3, 1890.— There is just seven

hours' difference between Berlin and

Ohio time, so that, when a cablegram is

sent here, it arrives seven hours before

it was sent. Your cablegram, sent at

eight o'clock a.m., was received in the

house about five o'clock p.m. We were

more excited over it, really, than when
we landed in Europe.

We had a very happy New Year Day.

They call the evening before New
Year's '' Sylvester Abend." There are

services in all the Lutheran churches

from six to seven. I went to the church

on Jendarmes Market, partly built in the

time of Frederick the Great. The ser-

vices began with beautiful music, " The
Lord is my Shepherd." Then the whole

congregation sang chorals ; and the

minister, who did not appear until then,

came into the pulpit.

I could understand but little. He
spoke of contentment and cheerfulness,

taking the text, " Let not your heart be

troubled." We came home at 8.30, and

were bidden as usual to our evening

meal. After it was eaten, the table was

cleared, and nuts, raisins, gingerbread,

and marzipan were brought on. The
latter is made to imitate fruits of various

sorts and vegetables. It is made of al-

monds and sugar principally. We sat

until nearly ten o'clock, when Fraulein

Samuelsohn, who was mistress of ceremo-

nies, borrowed a finger-ring from one of

the guests, went out, and buried it in a
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mound of flour packed very tightly, and

brought it in for us to find by cutting

away the flour with a knife ; and who-

ever found the ring must take it out with

the teeth. It came to her, and she was

the one to get her face covered with

flour.

Then a large bowl of water was placed

on the table before me. In it were two

httle boats with lighted candles in them.

I was to name one boat for a gentleman

and one for myself, so I named it for

my husband. The water was agitated by

putting my hand in it; and the little

boats went sailing around, but very soon

came together, and stayed close to each

other. They said my husband was com-

ing soon, and we would be together in

1890. All the rest tried this also, and

it made great fun.

We also melted lead and poured it

into water. When this had cooled, it

was taken out, and our fortunes were

told from the shapes the lead took after

it came out. Mine came out in the

shape of a rat and chunks of iron ore.

You may determine this.

Hot weak punch was served at a quar-

ter to twelve, with doughnuts ; and, after

the tall clock in the corner of the din-

ing-room struck the hour of twelve, all

shook hands and congratulated each

other with F?'osit Neii Jahr. Here
the noise and yelling in the streets

began, the first real excitement we had

seen, and one or two guns were fired,

bells rung, etc. This was kept up until

one o'clock, then all was quiet again.

We received New Year's cards from

many German and American friends,

and returned the compliments by calling

in person on New Year's Day. The
Germans drink to your health, consid-

ering this the most delicate way of ac-

knowledging hospitality. They call upon

you to cUnk glasses, and they say, " Ge-

suntheit," which means literally "health "

as we would say, " Your good health."

Our Christmas was, indeed, beautiful.

I doubt if we could have made the day

as pleasant for foreigners as did our

Frauleins for us, and New Year's Eve

also. It seemed to me I was a charac-

ter in some German fairy tale, or play,

being enacted here, so ancient were the

customs and things which we did, and

so sentimental and romantic the games

we played.

Some Christmas Questions

By Kate M. Post

And so the old-time Christmas

Has gone quite out of date,

And the modern little children

Don't wink and blink and wait

For the coming of old Santa Claus,

With his midnight reindeer freight.

They don't believe in Santa

Laden with wondrous toys ;

And they talk of " zones " and " climates,"

These clever girls and boys.

And they know no one a reindeer team

In this latitude employs.

They're quite too scientific,

These little curly heads.

But are their dreams the happier,

Down in their cosey beds

Because they have learned that it's papa

Who gives them the skates and sleds ?

Are they a whit more truthful

Than the children long ago

Who could almost hear the reindeer

Come prancing through the snow ?

Will they live their lives more honestly ?

These are things I'd like to know.



Elementary Lessons in Cookery
By Mary L. Wade

Lesson II.

IN
this lesson we consider milk. '* It

is perhaps the most perfect of all

foods, since it is the only one con-

taining all the elements of nutrition in

an easily assimilated form." The con-

stituents of milk are protein, carbo-

hydrates, fats, salts, and water.

Water is the largest proportion. The
fats are diffused throughout the hquid

in the form of minute oil globules.

These tiny globules, being lighter than

the fluid, rise to the surface, and are

known as cream, of which butter is

made.

The casein and albuminoids, when
separated from the liquid, are called

curds. And from curds cheese is made.

The carbohydrates consist of milk

sugar, and most of this is left in the

whey after the curd is removed.

Scalding milk is raising it to a tem-

perature of about 160 to 180 degrees

Fahrenheit. This is easiest done in a

double boiler. When small bubbles
begin to form on the sides of the milk, it

is scalded ; and, if it be kept at this tem-

perature for fifteen or twenty minutes, it

is Pasteurized, and is then safe to give

to infants or invalids. BoiUng milk
(raising it to a temperature of 214 de-

grees Fahrenheit) makes it hard to

digest.

" There is no food more susceptible

to change than milk, and none better

adapted to conveying dirt and disease

into the human system, if cleanliness be
not exercised in the care of the utensils

in which milk is kept." The necessity

of scrupulous cleanhness in the care of

milk, as well as of the utensils used in

cooking milk, should be impressed upon

each pupil. As milk absorbs odors,

utensils in which cabbage, onions, or any

strong vegetable has been cooked should

not be used for making dishes, in which

milk is the chief constituent. In this

lesson we will give recipes for creamed

cabbage, milk toast, cottage cheese,

Welsh rarebit, cheese fondu, cornstarch

mould, and rennet custard.

Creamed Cabbage

Prepare the cabbage by cutting into

quarters and removing the core. (One-

half a small cabbage is enough for a fam-

ily of four.) Cut into small pieces, and

soak about ten or fifteen minutes in cold

salted water. Put into a kettle of boil-

ing salted water, holding more than will

suffice to cover the cabbage. Boil

rapidly five minutes, then set the kettle

where the water may boil gently thirty

minutes. Keep the cover off of the

kettle. Drain from the water, and cover

with white sauce. Slightly warm two

tablespoonfuls of butter ; add one table-

spoonful of flour, one-half a teaspoonful

of salt, one-eighth a teaspoonful of white

pepper, and blend into a smooth mixture.

Add one cup of milk, set the pan on the

fire, and stir until it has boHed three

minutes. This sauce will'do to use with

other vegetables, as cauliflower, celery,

etc., or for macaroni. Cabbage cooked

in this way is very easily digested and
very palatable ; and it does not, while

cooking, fill the house with a disagree-

able odor.

Milk Toast

Bread can be toasted, on a wire

toaster, over a coal fire, or on an asbestos
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mat over a gas or kerosene stove. In

toasting over coal or charcoal, have a

clear red fire. The bread must be

thoroughly dried before beginning to

brown, or the moisture will be driven

into the centre, and that will make a

moist indigestible substance. The
slices of bread should be cut about one-

third an inch thick. They should be

turned, in toasting, often, to secure a

nice golden-brown color.

Milk toast is a good breakfast or

supper dish. Use one cup of scalded

milk, one tablespoonful of cornstarch or

two tablespoonfuls of flour, two table-

spoonfuls of butter, and one-quarter a

teaspoonful of salt. Mix flour with

enough cold milk to make a smooth

cream-like mixture. Stir in the scalded

milk, pour back into saucepan, and let

boil at least five minutes, stirring all the

time. Add butter and salt, and pour

between and over the slices of toast.

Cottage Cheese

One quart of thick sour milk, one-

quarter a teaspoonful of salt, one

tablespoonful of butter, and about one-

quarter a cup of cream. If the cream

is not to be had, use more butter

and milk. Heat the milk in a double

boiler ; as soon as the curd separates

from the whey, strain the milk through

a double thickness of cheese-cloth.

Squeeze the curd in the cloth until quite

dry. Put into a bowl, and mix with it

the salt, butter, and cream to a smooth

paste.

Welsh Rarebit

One tablespoonful of butter, one-half

a pound of cheese, one-quarter a cup

of milk, one egg, one-eighth a tea-

spoonful of salt, one-eighth a teaspoon-

ful of mustard, and a speck of cayenne.

Melt the butter, break the cheese into

small pieces, and add with the season-

ings to the butter. When the cheese

melts, add the egg, beaten with the

milk, and cook one minute. Serve at

once on toast or wafers.

Cheese Fondu"

Half a cup of bread crumbs, half a

cup of dry cheese grated, one scant cup

of milk, one tablespoonful of butter, one

egg, yolk and white beaten separately,

a speck of bicarbonate of soda, salt

and pepper to taste. Soak crumbs in

the milk, dissolve soda in a drop of hot

water, and add to milk. Add rest of

ingredients, beat well, pour into a well-

buttered baking-dish, strew dry crumbs

moistened with butter over the top, and

bake in a hot oven until Ught brown.

Serve at once in the dish in which it is

baked.

Cheese is a highly concentrated and

very nutritious food. According to

Matthieu Williams, there is in every

pound of cheese twice as much nutri-

ment as in a pound of the best meat.

It can take the place of meat. Dishes in

which an amount of cheese is used can

form the chief dish of a meal. It is

easier digested when cooked than raw,

and the addition of a very small amount

of bicarbonate of soda (common cook-

ing soda) in cooking will aid in its di-

gestion. It should not be eaten by

very young children or invahds.

Cornstarch Mould
One pint of milk, four tablespoonfuls

of cornstarch, four tablespoonfuls of

sugar, half a teaspoonful of flavoring,

a speck of salt. Mix together the corn-

starch and sugar with a little of the cold

milk. Scald the remainder of the milk,

and stir the moistened starch and sugar

into it. Cook fifteen minutes in a double

boiler. Add flavoring and salt, and pour

at once into a cold wet mould. When
cold, turn out and eat with stewed fruit,

cream, and sugar, or soft custard.
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Chocolate Cornstarch Mould
Make same as for plain cornstarch

mould, adding one tablespoonful of

grated chocolate or cocoa to the sugar

and cornstarch.

In cooking cornstarch, bear in mind

that it must always be thoroughly cooked,

to be easily digested, and that it is not

cooked enough when it thickens. If

cooked directly over the fire and at the

boiUng-point, it does not require quite

as long cooking as when cooked in a

double boiler ; but it must be constantly

stirred to prevent burning.

Rennet Custard

One quart of milk, one-quarter a cup

of sugar, one teaspoonful of vanilla, one

tablespoonful of rennet, or one tablet,

dissolved in one tablespoonful of water.

Heat the milk until lukewarm. Add the

sugar, and stir until dissolved. Add the

vanilla and rennet, and pour into dish to

serve. Individual dishes are better than

a single large one. Let stand in a warm
place until it thickens, then set on the

ice or in a cold pantry. Serve with

sugar and cream or cooked fruit.

Coffee Rennet Custard can be made by

substituting one cup of strong coffee for

one cup of milk. Use a little more sugar.

Chocolate Rennet Custard can be made
by dissolving one and a half squares of

chocolate in two tablespoonfuls of hot

water, and adding the sugar to the

chocolate. Stir this into the milk before

adding the rennet.

All these recipes need not be pre-

pared in one lesson, but I have en-

deavored to show the different ways of

preparing dishes in which the chief con-

stituent is milk or some product of milk,

In lessons of this kind, much must

depend upon the discretion of the teacher

and upon the age and ability of her

pupils.

The Finishing and Care of Uncovered

Floors

By Katherine R. Byers

Part IL

Preparation of the Floor for

Finishing

The important object in the finishing

of floors is to protect the surface of the

wood from direct contact with those

bodies, especially water, which can mar
or stain the surface. For this reason

the floor must be covered with a coating

of filler, as wax, shellac, varnish, or dry-

ing oil.

Planing.— Given a well-laid floor. If

there are any elevations, they must be

planed off with a smoothing-plane.

Scrapmg.— Then carefully scrape the

whole with a cabinet-maker's scraper.

This is a piece of sheet steel about four

inches by six inches. The edge of the

scraper is shghtly rounded. The scrap-

ing must be done in direction parallel

with the grain, in order to get smooth

work.

Sand-papering.— When the scraping

has been completed, go over the whole

with No. I sand-paper. This is done

also, parallel with the grain of the wood,

in order that the surface may be left

smooth.
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Filling.— Then fill with a filler to

match the wood. Apply with a brush

or rag, rubbing it thoroughly into the

-wood. In about ten minutes or less

wipe off with rags, rubbing across the

grain so as not to drag the filler from

the grain pits. This filler brings out

the grain of the wood very nicely.

There are in the market liquid and

paste fillers ready for use, some of which

are very excellent.

Puttying.— Next fill the nail-holes

with putty, colored to match the wood
used. Yellow ochre is used for oak.

Care must be taken that the putty be

not too thin, or the oil will be absorbed

by the wood around the nail, thus mak-

ing a discolored spot.

It is not best to wash the floor with

turpentine, after puttying, because the

latter washes out the oil from the fresh

putty and makes it look white.

Often the putty is applied before the

sand-papering is done, as in this way
some of the wood dust is mingled with

the putty. This tends to correct any

defect in the coloring.

Puttying is necessary only when the

flooring is wood carpet or thin parquetry,

as thick parquetry and strips are blind-

nailed.

Shellac.— A coat of shellac is next put

on. The shellac may be orange or white.

It is made by dissolving gum in grain,

or wood alcohol : the latter is cheaper.

The alcohol being highly volatile, the

shellac cannot be worked in with the

brush, as varnish ; but it must be put on

quickly, having been mixed rather thin,

so that it will spread evenly and dry

hard. Use a wide soft brush. After use

keep this in the shellac can, or in a jar,

with alcohol covering the bristles. If the

brush becomes stiff, soften in alcohol.

Shellac put on properly is impervious

to the action of water.

Waxing.— The wax is then spread on

moderately thin with a piece of cotton

cloth. It is best to buy the prepared

wax. A pound can will cover about 500
square feet of flooring.

Oil on the floor is not very satisfactory,

as it darkens the wood ; and the floor is

apt to be sticky, and so catch and hold

the dust.

Polishing.— Now the floor is ready to

be poUshed. It can be polished as soon

as the wax is put on, but it is better to

leave it over night.

For polishing a heavy twenty-five-

pound-weighted brush is used. The
brushes are made in hghter weights, but

that of twenty-five pounds in weight is

best. Although these brushes seem

heavy, they are easy to move. First rub

the floor in one direction, then at right

angles. Then put a cloth on the brush,

and rub back and forth in one direction

only.

Many people, especially the aged, ob-

ject to waxed floors because they are so

sUppery. To meet these cases; shellac

alone is used.

Varnished Floors

For kitchen, pantry, and bath-room

floors, a desirable finish is obtained by

means of filler, shellac, and varnish. The
objection to this floor is, if the surface

gets scratched or stained, and a portion

of the floor must be done over and a

new coat of varnish put on, the new and

the old finish do not blend well, and thus

leave an unsightly ring, or the whole sur-

face must be scraped and finished anew.

The Care of the Floor

The frequency of cleaning wood floors

will depend upon the amount they are

used.

Cleaning Waxed Floors

First go over the floor with a hair

brush, to get the dirt out of the inter-

stices. Then put a bag on the brush

and go over the floor again.
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A brush is much better than a broom carpet and are much more desirable

for cleaning a polished floor, as a broom from a health point of view, they cost

is apt to scratch the floor. If a broom be much more than many people can afford,

used, it must always be covered with Must these people buy cheap carpets

a bag. which retain dust and disease germs

If the floor gets stained, or the dirt is just as do the more expensive carpets ?

ground in, rub the spot with a cloth wet

in turpentine ; or, in case of a very bad
j r?!

stain, sand-paper No. i, or pumice stone,
Sott-wood l^loors

may be used. Rub clean, then the spot By no means, since they can poUsh

must be rubbed with wax and polished their soft-wood floors. Of course, most

a<yain. soft woods are not durable, and thus

Some of the common stains and re- mar more easily than hard-woods.

agents for removing the same are :
— White pine is the wood most in use,

but a better wood is the CaroUna yellow

^ '^,. '., pine. This wood takes a hio^h pohsh,
Water Oxalic acid ^

, . . , , , i , ,

jj^j. . .
" " and IS quite as durable as hard-wood.

Grease " " and it costs about the same as plain

Chocolate Turpentine sawed oak.
^°^^^ "

Price per square foot for tongued and

It is seldom necessary to use these grooved flooring ^ an inch thick, 2| and

reagents, except when the stain is of long 3 inches wide :

standing. It is always best to remove Variety. Cost.

any spots as soon as they occur, Quartered yellow pine .... 3^-4^ cents

and thus avoid the necessity of refinish- Plain sawed white oak .... 4^-5^ "

ing the floor. Soap and water should Quartered oak 6 -6f "

never be used on waxed floors. t^, u^ a r, ij u
^ ,

. ,. ,
Ihe boards should be as narrow as

Jloors in ordinary use can be kept in
p^^^j^j^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ .^^^^^ ^^.^^

a good condition if waxed once a year.
^^j^^ preferable. This will offset shrink-

Shellacked Floors.
ing and warping on the joists. They are

^, 1 ,1 1 1 n •
hest laid in strips, and are more firm

Clean shellacked floors m the same 1 ^ j j j j
, ^ ^^ when tongued and grooved and secret-

manner as waxed floors. It spots ap- -, ,

nailed.
pear, wipe with a wet cloth wruns: very z?-/- a -^-u u a j r r ^

^
fe ^ I*i?iis/itng.— As with hard-wood, of first

^*
• u J m importance is a smooth surface. These

Varnisned rloors woods, which have no visible pits in the
Clean spots with a wet cloth. A little grain, do not require a fifler. If it be

soap can be used, as it does not injure desirable to deepen or change the color,

the finish. The varnished floor from it may be done by staining, or the use of

the cleaning standpoint makes a desir- dark orange shellac. It is always best

able floor for kitchen, pantry, or bath- to leave wood as nearly as possible in its

room. natural color.

Thus it is seen that hard-wood floors It is then finished, polished, and cared

are very desirable ; but, while they are for in the same manner as a hard-wood
not more expensive than a handsome floor.
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Christmas
Down through the ages floating

There come to us to-day

The sweet, soft strains of music,

That all our actions sway :

The notes are glad and joyful,

And in each loving heart

Their cadence seems to linger,

As if of life a part.

Listening, we hear repeated

From far Judea's plains

The sweet, vibrating anthem

That through all time remains,

The angel's song of gladness

In volume full and clear,

Foretelling of the advent

Of the Redeemer here.

Full sweet and kindly soothing,

None can the spell forego :

It softens hearts, producing

In all rich overflow

Of Love, from which proceedeth

Thoughts of the Christ, whose birth

Was for the gracious healing

Of all the sons of earth.

We hail each blest emotion,

Each kindly thought, as well.

That comes at this glad season

With its mysterious spell
;

Speaking of Christmas greetings.

Of happy hours made blest

Through Him who ever sayeth.

In Me ye shall find rest.

O weary one and faithless.

In the Redeemer see

How great the peace he giveth

And freely offers thee :

Bring unto him your burdens.

And lay them at his feet.

And Christmas shall be to thee

With love and joy replete.

y. M. Thompson.

A Mother's Song
While you sleep, I, watching, hear.

Little hearts, how strong you beat

With the pure young life-blood sweet,

Unpolluted yet by fear,

—

Till my own proud pulses leap

While you sleep.

Hid behind the fast-closed eyes.

What entranced dreams must lie

!

Many a lovely fantasy

Veiled from us who are grown wise,

—

We who sometimes watch and weep
While you sleep.

Little hands that closely hold

Favorite toys which soothed your rest,

—

Here a doll clasped to your breast,

There a book with tale oft told,

—

All your treasures safe to keep

While you sleep.

While you sleep, the calm, dark night

Passes by so cruelly fast.

Little hearts ! Time seems so vast,

Love is fain to hold you tight.

One more kiss. Away I creep

While you sleep.

— Constatice Farma, in Chambe7-s's Journal.

In Common Things
Seek not afar for beauty. Lo ! it glows

In dew-wet grasses all about thy feet
;

In birds, in sunshine, childish faces sweet.

In stars, and mountain summits topped with

snows.

Go not abroad for happiness. For, see

!

It is a flower that blossoms by thy door.

Bring love and justice home; and then no

more
Thou'lt wonder in what dwelling joy may be.

Dream not of noble service elsewhere wrought.

The simple duty that awaits thy hand

Is God's voice uttering a divine command :

Life's common deeds build all that saints have

thought.

In wonder-workings, or some bush aflame.

Men look for God, and fancy him concealed

;

But in earth's common things he stands re-

vealed.

While grass and flowers and stars spell out his

name.

The paradise men seek, the city bright

That gleams beyond the stars for longing

eyes,

Is only human goodness in the skies.

Earth's deeds, well done, glow into heavenly

light.

Mtnot J. Savage.
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THE name of Dickens is forever

associated with the Christmas

season. His Christmas books

and Stories, if nothing else he wrote

availed, would keep his memory warm
in the hearts of thousands. Dickens

was a born actor and story-teller. He
had a great heart and marvellous gifts.

To reform social abuses, to alleviate the

wrongs of the unfortunate, was the grand

object of all his Hterary achievements.

His purpose in writing the Christmas

stories was, he says, in a whimsical kind

of masque, which the good humor of the

season justified, to awaken some loving

and forbearing thoughts, never out of

season in a Christian land." And to

this end no writer has succeeded better

than Dickens. The spirit of a tender,

loving sympathy, together with a bound-

less good cheer, pervades every page of

the stories.

And what thoughts are more fitting

to cherish at this Christmas season than

those of heartfelt sympathy and kindly

cheer with the joys and sorrows of our

fellow-beings ! The world is full now,

as in Dickens's day, of Megs and Trotties

and Tiny Tims. The friendly word

and the helpful hand are in no wise

ever amiss.

'• How far that little candle throws his beams I

So shines a good deed in a naughty world."

s
EEK out, pubUsh, and as fast as

possible bring society into har-

mony with the laws of justice.

This is Social Science. All labor asks

is justice, not charity. Who shall teach

us the full meaning of the word ' justice ' ?

'Owe no man anything.' When that

command is obeyed. Social Science will

be dazzled out of sight by the millen-

nium. That man is a Christian whose life

and ethics respect the sacredness of the

individual. That man is an infidel who

is not with his own heart willing to bear

his brother's burden."— Wendell PhiUips.
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ACOMMERCIAL value, it seems,

is now placed on everything, even

that which was once considered
" better than rubies and more to be de-

sired than fine gold." In every age and
in every people the subjects of thought

and the objects of endeavor are differ-

ent, and these are also undergoing

constant change. At one time the race

pays homage to physical prowess, con-

quest, and glory, at another to liberty

and equality and freedom. At times high

standards of patriotism and virtue pre-

vail, great principles and lofty ideals

actuate the conduct of men and nations.

And yet it seems strictly true, no

doubt, that "through the ages one in-

creasing purpose runs. And the thoughts

of men are widened with the process of

the suns." For knowledge, once gained,

cannot be discarded. Truth lives : the

race progresses. An enlightened intel-

lect can no longer be confined to old

channels of thought and activity. It can-

not retreat : that would be stultification.

The old beliefs and customs must be

transformed in the presence of new light

and clearer vision. " The old order

changeth, yielding place' to new."

The present is an industrial age

throughout the world. Some one has

said, " The ambition of American great-

ness has never been for culture chiefly,

but to master the vast problems which

an increasing population forces on the

world's serious attention." And, clearly,

industrial progress and business interests

are engaging the attention of all classes

as they have never done before. The
fact appears not only in the field of

legitimate industry and trade, but in the

conduct of school and church and State.

Great principles, noble- sentiments, for

instance, may be the inspiring motives in

the political policies of the day, and we
fail to note them ; but the eager purpose

to expand trade and exploit industrial

enterprises is everywhere manifest. It is

simply the product of the spirit of the
time.

But of this we may be sure : let the

industrial idea, the business way, once
permeate and pervade the affairs of the

household, and the gain to humanity
in wide-spread comfort and happiness
would be enormous. May the signs of

the time be speedily realized !

THE need of efficient helpers in

housekeeping is urgent. In

most industries desirable situa-

tions are scarce : indeed, in some they

are almost unattainable. But in house-

keeping the supply never exceeds the

demand, while the desire to secure skil-

ful, intelligent help is well-nigh hopeless.

The average mechanic or artisan

wishes to learn his trade in detail, to be-

come expert in some line of workman-
ship. Skill and earnestness are felt to

be essential to success. Work and at-

tainment go hand in hand. But how
few young women, to-day, wish to learn

the ways of housekeeping, to be versed

or proficient in the " art of living "
1 By

most it would seem to be thought that the

management of a household calls for

neither knowledge nor experience ; and,

eventually, not a few enter upon the task

with httle instruction and less practi-

cal training therein.

We are told how Abigail Adams, wife

of our second President, " stayed at

home, raised the children, managed
finances, and directed the farm." She

once wrote, " I hope in time to have the

reputation of being as good a farmeress

as my partner has of being a good states-

man." And, certainly, she made her pru-

dence in the management of her house-

hold famous. And yet her household

duties did not deter her from taking a

lively interest in politics and state-craft.

" She beUeved in higher education for

women, and hoped that the new constitu-
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tion would encourage learning and vir-

tue." " If we mean," she said, " to

have heroes, statesmen, and philoso-

phers, we should have learned women."

The opportunity for higher education

has already been presented to woman.
Her special need now is a deeper and

more systematic training in domestic sci-

ence. The school or college that gives

instruction to young women in the eco-

nomics of household affairs confers more

than a passing blessing on the race. As
a part of an educational system, the sub-

ject should be made universal in its ap-

plication.

DIVORCE, crime, corruption, in

all our cities, have one root,

—

the lust of money. The one

eager, dominant hunger that salutes us

from one end to the other of our broad

land is the passion, the hunger, the greed

for gain. Go where you may, talk with

whom you will,— with clerg}^men, esti-

mating the promise of fields for spiritual

labor, with w^omen rating the claims of

women upon their social recognition,

with the heads of great universities par-

alyzed with fright lest the indiscretions

of some plain-spoken professor, w^ho tells

his age the truth in an hour when it

sorely needs to hear it, shall cut down
the revenues of the college,— it is no

matter : the commercial question is at

the bottom of it, and decides usually all

the others.— Bishop Hefiry C. Potter.

REGARDING wealth the follow-

ing is said to be President Roose-

velt's motto :
" He who has not

wealth owes his first duty to his family.

He who has wealth owes his first duty to

his State. It is ignoble to heap money
upon money." There is nothing un-

worthy in that sentiment,—nothing that

conflicts with aspirations for a genuine

strenuous hfe.

WHAT the world needs to-day,

and needs most sorely, is not

more laws, but more light.

It is by knowledge— that deep soul

knowledge whicti is wisdom— that the

many shall be made just.

THE recent increase of free pub-

lic baths is one of the most

encouraging signs of the times.

The movement is confined to no one

city. In Boston the system has per-

haps reached its highest development.

Thirty-five years ago the first free

public baths were introduced. The
cit}^ now controls thirteen floating bath-

houses, six salt-water and two river bath-

ing beaches, two swimming pools, two

g}'mnasiums with all-important showers

and tubs, and a year-round bath-house

of most approved construction.

This house is situated in a densely

populated region, and during the first of

its three years of existence was used by

three hundred thousand persons of both

sexes. No one can question the hy-

gienic value of such an estabUshment

or of the sea beaches and floating

houses scattered throughout the city.

In one year more than two million

baths were taken at the public bath-

houses by persons the most of whom,
probably, had no other access to bath-

rooms.

The physical advantages which result

from this system are great, but the

moral and educational value is greater.

Each bath-house is a kindergarten of

citizenship. The boy and girl, the

older immigrant to America, find in it a

tangible expression of the city's interest

in him and her. This is the A, B, C, of

citizenship, teachable in every town and

city. It is no small thing that in learning

it our new citizens may acquire at the

same time that which is next to godhness.

— Youth's Companion,
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After Breakfast Chat
By Janet M. Hill f

1

LOVE requires not so much proofs as expressions of love.

Love demands little else than the power to feel and to requite love.— Richte^-

Great gifts can be given by little hands,

Since, of all gifts, Love is still the best.

AS the Christmas season ap-

proaches, thoughts of Christmas

gifts are uppermost in mind.

First of all, the children must receive

attention. Little one's toys may be easily

selected, but nice discriminating taste

and much judgment are called for,

where older children are to be the

recipients of our favors. Then there

are the friends whose loving courtesy

we wish to acknowledge by some deH-

cate attention ; and the shortening days

pass so quickly that one needs begin

to think and plan apace, or some of our

cherished schemes will fail to material-

ize. What shall I give my friend for

whom my heart urges me to evolve

some pleasing, dainty conception that

shall express in part tenderness and

thought for her personally ? But few

can convey pleasing conceptions, to say

nothing of more lofty aspirations— with

pen or brush.

Often the only means a woman has

of expressing an inborn artistic tendency

is by the use of her needle ; and who
will say that time thus spent is thrown

away? With no large expenditure of

time or money, the woman who is skil-

ful with her needle can. fashion the

daintiest conceits for table or sideboard.

Battenberg lace or drawn work may be

kept near at hand, where it can be

taken up in whiHng away an hour with

a casual caller. Some kinds of sewing

Adelaide Procter.

are too intricate and call for too much
attention to admit of this procedure ; but

hemstiching, when the hem has once

been laid, affords ample opportunity

to carry on a brisk conversation, while

the work goes on apace. Who does not

take pleasure and delight in perfectly

laundered linen, sheets and pillow-cases

that have been hemstitched by hand ?

And when these are finished with a

rolled and gathered ruffle, hemstitched

and edged with plain footing, the acme
of simplicity and daintiness is secured.

Is not this word " simpHcity," how-

ever, much abused ? Only the very

rich can afford to cultivate simplicity

;

for simple things must be, of their kind,

absolutely perfect.

Indeed, the woman skilful with her

needle is rich in expedients. W^hat

housekeeper would not be made happy

by the gift of a dozen dinner or lunch-

eon serviettes with embroidered mono-

gram ? Even a single platter or tray

cloth of fine damask, thus marked, will

cause a glow of satisfaction, whenever it

is looked upon.

When more elaborate conceptions

are fancied, service and breakfast-plate

doilies, also doilies for the water glasses,

a luncheon cloth, cloths for the nest of

tea tables, or a bolster and bed cover-

ing in Battenberg, may be essayed. Cer-

tainly, any of these would be a " labor of

love."
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If money instead of time and skill is

to provide the Christmas gift, and linen

be the choice, one is at a loss how to

select from the bewildering array of

fine damasks that are spread in dazzUng

array before the purchaser. Natural

bleached linen, heavy, but firm, rather

than that with the high glaze and stiff-

ness of the artificially bleached linen, is

what the connoisseur in damask ap-

proves. In this matter, however, much
needs be left to the salesman, though,

alas ! not all salesmen are versed in the

kind and quality of the goods they sell.

Round cloths for round tables are no

longer in demand. None but an expert

laundress could iron these to hang
properly. The cloths for tables five feet

in diameter, round or square, are woven
with a handsomely designed centre-piece,

that extends to the plate line and some-

times to the edge of the table. The
border of a very handsome cloth seen

recently was a design of field daisies, the

long straight stems of which began at the

selvedge and ended with the blossom at

graduated length just below the edge of

the table.

China and glass are second choice,

because, being fragile, they do not yield

quite the genuine satisfaction of less

perishable luxuries. Tall china pots for

the breakfast or luncheon cocoa, and the

dearest cups,— real cocoa cups, with
handle extending above the rim, unHke
after-dinner coffee cups,— salad sets

(bowl or platter, plates, and odd bowl-

shaped dish for mayonnaise), chop sets

(plate and a dozen individual plates the

size of breakfast plates), Welsh rabbit

plates in majolica ware, unique in design

and coloring, and as Bohemian, if you

wish, as is the " rabbit " itself,— all

these, with cut glass in every form, may
be found in the city store.

In silver or silver plate, small souffle

dishes in filigree work with handles at

each side, and removable earthen cups

that may be set in place when the con-

tents are cooked, frozen, or otherwise

prepared for eating, are among the nov-

elties.

No mention of Christmas gifts would

be complete without reference to flowers,

either cut or growing ; for flowers have a

language of their own, and oft-times their

message is the one that best harmonizes

with the circumstances. Often a potted

fern, a flowering plant, the partridge vine

with berries, and a few green things from

the woods growing in moss under glass,

by the simple pleasure which their

presence on the breakfast or dinner

table engenders, prompt us to carry the

Christmas spirit through weeks of the

" glad new year." The influence of little

things is often more far-reaching than we
imagine. Who could serve " soggy "

potatoes, or a burned and smoky steak,

without compunctions of remorse, or at

least a sense of incongruity, at a table

adorned with a pot of crocuses, tulips,

or jonquils ?

O happy bells ! through coming years
We hear in your glad sending

The message still of peace, good will,

All jarring discords blending.

O bells of God ! ring on, our souls

To grander action nerving,

Till all our days are Christmas days
Of living and of serving.

Caroline A. Dumn.



Christmas Dinner Table, Dessert Serv^ice

Seasonable Recipes

IN all receipts where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of such

material.

Anchovy Croustades, or Canapes

Have ready rounds of bread, fried

and cooled. Spread with anchovy

puree and curl upon each an anchovy

drained from oil and wiped dry. Fill in

the centre with sifted yolk of ^gg, and

with a bag and very small tube pipe

stars of anchovy puree around the edge

of the bread. If the anchovies separate

easily, use but a single fillet for each

croustade.

Anchovy Puree

Pound four boned anchovies, the yolks

of two hard-boiled eggs, one-fourth a

cup of butter, and a dash of paprika

in a mortar until smooth, then pass

through a pure'e sieve.

Sardine Canapes

Drain the sardines, and wipe them

with a cloth, to free from the oil of

the can. Pick off the skin, and divide

into fillets, if possible. Slice a mild

onion, and put a layer into a dish long

enough to take the fillets ; lay the fillets

on the onion, alternating the layers, and

pour over them a marinade of one part

vinegar to four of oil. Let stand several

hours. When ready to serve, drain, and

dispose the fillets on bits of bread (a

little longer and wider than the fillets)
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spread with butter that has been creamed

with a Uttle fine-chopped parsley. Push

a tiny heart leaf of lettuce, or sprig of

watercress, dressed with French dress-

ins:, under the ends of each fillet.

Olive-and-Anchovy Canapes

Spread crescent-shaped pieces of bread,

toasted and cooled, with anchovy butter.

In the centre of each piece put a small

crescent-shaped olive, stoned and stuffed

with anchovies, and at each end a

shelled oyster crab. Ornament with

chopped aspic jelly. Use anchovies,

capers, yolks of eggs, parsley, gherkins,

tarragon, and cooked spinach in making

the butter. If a crescent-shaped cutter

be not at hand, use a circular cutter, re-

moving with it such portion of the

rounds of bread as wall leave a crescent-

shaped piece of the size desired.

Oysters in Chafing Dish, Waldorf

Style

Heat three ounces of butter in the

blazer. Add three dozen oysters (w^ashed

and bits of shell removed), one gill of

braised celery, cut in squares. When
the oysters look plump, season to taste

with salt and cayenne, and finish with

four ounces of sweet butter.— The

Caterer.

Salt Mackerel Baked with Cream

Soak a salt mackerel in cold water

twelve hours. If convenient, let cold

water from the faucet drip slowly upon

the skin side of the fish during the whole

time. Cover with boiling water, and let

simmer about ten minutes, then drain

and wipe dry wdth a cloth. Put the fish

in a large shallow agate pan, and nearly

cover with hot cream or rich milk. Add
also two tablespoonfuls of butter, and

cook in the oven until the cream is re-

duced one-half. Remove to a serving-

dish carefully. Garnish wdth parsley and

a slice of lemon. Serve with plain boiled

potatoes.

Scallops in Shells au Gratin

Cover one pint of scallops with boiling

water. Let stand ten minutes, drain

and cut in pieces. Brown a slice of onion,

Materials for Hors d'CEuvre

well-pickled oyster crabs, and one dozen

fresh mushrooms, peeled and cut in

squares. While heating, add a stalk of

chopped fine, in two tablespoonfuls of

butter. Add two tablespoonfuls of flour,

and, when blended, gradually stir in one
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cup of the scallop liquor or white broth.

Season with salt, white pepper, and pa-

prika. Add the beaten yolks of two eggs,

a tablespoonful of chopped parsley, half

a cup of fresh bread crumbs, and the

scallops. Put into buttered scallop

minutes. Serve in the dishes. Tomato
sauce, to which one or two tablespoon-

fuls of grated Parmesan cheese has

been added, may be substituted for the

fish Bechamel sauce given above. If

preferred, the fillets may be cooked to-

Turban of Fish ready for Baking and for Serving in Silver Souffle Dish

dishes, cover with a cup of cracker

crumbs, mixed with one-third a cup of

melted butter, and set into the oven to

reheat the mixture and brown the

crumbs. Serve on a folded napkin.

Fillet of Fish en Cocotte

Use fillets of halibut, flounder, bass,

white fish, or any lake fish from which

fillets may be taken. Season with salt

and pepper, sprinkle with lemon and
onion juice, and roll each into a turban,

beginning with the wide end. Put the

turbans into buttered souffle dishes, or

into egg cocottes. If the dish does not

hold the turbans in shape, fasten each

with a piece of wooden toothpick, first

dipped in melted butter. Prepare a

little fish stock with the bones and
trimmings of the fish and a few bits of

celery and onion. Make a sauce, using

half fish stock and half cream as

the liquid, season with salt and paprika,

and pour a little over each turban of

fish. Bake in a slow oven about fifteen

gether in an agate pan with a little fish

stock, then removed to the souffle

dishes or cocottes, and the thickened

sauce poured over them.

Baked Chestnuts

Cut a gash half an inch in length in

the shells of one pint of French chest-

nuts. Melt a teaspoonful of butter in the

frying-pan and put in the chestnuts.

Shake well, then set in the oven five or

six minutes. With a small knife now
remove the shell and inner skin at the

same time, put in a baking-dish, cover

with chicken stock, season with salt and

cayenne, and bake, covered, until the

chestnuts are tender. Serve with the

stock remaining in the dish ; or at the

last cook with the dish uncovered, bast-

ing the chestnuts with the evaporating

stock, until they are well glazed.

Turnip Balls, Poulette Sauce

With a French potato scoop cut a pint

of balls from large white turnips, and set
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over the lire in cold water acidulated with

one or two tablespoonfuls of lemon juice

or vinegar. Let cook five minutes after

boiling begins, then drain, rinse in cold

water, and cook until tender in chicken

broth (broth made from the turkey gib-

lets and neck will do). Skim out the

turnip balls, and thicken the broth with

a tablespoonful and a half, each, of but-

ter and flour creamed together. Let sim-

mer ten minutes, then add the beaten

yolks of two eggs, diluted with half a cup

of sweet cream. Add salt and white

pepper to season, also the balls, and let

stand over hot water until very hot. A
tablespoonful of lemon juice improves

this dish for some.

Potatoes a la Brabanconne

Pare, boil, and mash six potatoes of

medium size, then season with pepper

and salt. Add two tablespoonfuls of but-

ter, and sufficient cream or milk to make

the mixture of the consistency usually

cup of melted butter, and bake fifteen or

twenty minutes.

Hartford Election Cake (without

Yeast)

Cream one cup and a half of butter.

Add gradually two cups of sugar, then

three eggs, and beat the whole several

minutes. Then add three cups of tiour

and three level teaspoonfuls of baking-

powder sifted together, alternately, with

one cup of milk, and lastly two cups of

stoned raisins, one cup of currants, one

cup and a half of citron, chopped fine,

one-fourth a cup of lemon peel, chopped

fine, half a cup of shredded almonds,

and twenty drops, each, of vanilla and

almond extracts. Put in a pan, lined

with buttered paper, and bake an hour

and a half in a slow oven.

Orange Sections

Cream one-fourth a cup of butter.

Add, gradually, half a cup of sugar, the

Orange Section Cakes and Baking Tins

sought for in mashed potato. When
thoroughly beaten, add one-third an

onion, grated, or a tablespoonful of

onion juice, one tablespoonful of chopped
parsley, and four tablespoonfuls of

fine-chopped ham. Put the mixture into

a buttered pudding-dish ; cover the

top with half a cup of cracker crumbs
that have been stirred into one fourth a

grated rind of a lemon and one table-

spoonful of the juice, then the beaten

yolks of two eggs. Mix a few grains of

salt and one-eighth a teaspoonful of

soda with one cup and two-thirds of

flour. Add to the first mixture and

beat thoroughly, then beat in lightly

the whites of two eggs, beaten dry.

Drop, by teaspoonfuls, into an orange-
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section pan, and bake in a quick oven.

When cold, dip into melted fondant,

flavored with grated orange-rind and a

few drops of lemon juice.

Baked Indian Pudding

Stir four tablespoonfuls of Indian

meal into a cup of cold milk, then stir

into a pint of scalded milk. Add half

a cup of sugar, half a cup of molasses,

half a teaspoonful of salt, one teaspoon-

ful of cinnamon, half a teaspoonful

Home-made Wafers (Dr Mary
Nicoia)

Sift together one-fourth a teaspoonful

of salt and one cup of pastry flour. With

a knife, or the tips of the fingers, work to

a dough that can be rolled out, with

water, sweet milk, or thin cream. Roll

into a very thin sheet, stamp out with

French cutters, or cut into rectangular

pieces with a sharp knife, prick with a

fork, and bake a delicate brown on per-

forated tins or wire sheets.

Home-made Wafers

of ginger, and two eggs, beaten until

whites and yolks are well mixed. Bake

in a buttered pudding-dish half an hour.

Then pour on half a cup of cold milk,

and bake, without stirring, two hours.

Boston Tea Cakes (English

Recipe)

Rub one tablespoonful of butter into

two cups of flour, sifted, with one-fourth

a cup of sugar, one level teaspoonful of

soda, four level teaspoonfuls of cream

of tartar, and half a teaspoonful of salt.

Break in one egg without beating, and

mix with sufficient milk to make a

batter. Bake in buttered " patty-pans
"

about fifteen minutes.

Hygienic Boston Brown Bread

(Dr. Mary Nicola)

Sift together one cup, each, of sifted

rye and yellow corn meal and half a

teaspoonful of salt. Add half a cup of

molasses, the well-beaten yolks of two

eggs, and from one cup to one cup and

a half of thin cream, and lastly fold in

the whites of two eggs beaten until dry.

Turn into a buttered mould, and steam

three hours. Then bake one hour.

Lemon Omelet or Souffle

Beat the yolks of three eggs till very

light and thick. Beat the whites until

dry, and then beat the yolks into the
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whites. Now beat in gradually a

scant half-cup of sugar and the juice

and the grated rind of a lemon. Turn

into a buttered pudding-dish, dust with

sugar, and bake about fifteen minutes.

Serve hot either with or without a sauce.

Banana Pie

Remove the skins and coarse threads

from bananas enough to fill a cup after

they have been passed through a ricer or

of sugar. Stir into the chestnut pulp.

Add a tw^o-ounce package of gelatine,

softened in a cup of cold water, and two

teaspoonfuls of vanilla extract, and pass

through a sieve. Set into a pan of ice-

water, and beat with a perforated spoon

until the mixture begins to set. Have
ready half a pound of P'rench fruit,

—

pineapple, cherries, etc.,— with half a

cup of vanilla chestnuts, all cut in small

pieces and covered with maraschino.

Springerlie

sieve. Add the grated rind and juice of

half a lemon, or two tablespoonfuls of

molasses, half a cup of sugar, one egg,

well beaten, one cracker, rolled fine, half

a teaspoonful of salt, one-third a tea-

spoonful of cinnamon, half a cup of

milk, and one-third a cup of cream.

Bake until firm in a tin hned with pastry,

as for a squash pie.

Castellane Pudding

Shell, blanch, and cook a pound of

French chestnuts, and pound in a mortar

with a cup of sugar and half a cup of

water that have been cooked together

five minutes, then pass through a sieve.

Make a boiled custard with one quart of

milk, eight yolks of eggs, and half a cup

Put the chestnut cream and the fruit

(which has absorbed the maraschino)

into a chilled mould in layers. Let stand

until set and very cold. Then serve with

whole chestnuts, cooked in syrup and

flavored with vanilla. This amount will

serve eighteen.

Springerlie

Beat the yolks of four eggs until

light-colored and thick, the whites until

dry, then beat together. Add the

grated rind of a lemon, and beat in very

gradually one pound of sifted powdered

sugar. Lastly add one pound of flour,

sifted with one-fourth a teaspoonful of

salt and a scant level teaspoonful of

baking-powder. Add the last of the
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flour cautiously, as all may not be

required. Knead the dough, cover

closely, and let chill two or three hours.

Then roll, a small piece at a time, into

a sheet one-eighth an inch thick. With

a very fine sieve dust the sheet of dough

lightly with flour, then press the wooden

mould down very hard upon the dough,

so as to leave a perfect impress of the

objects upon the dough. Cut out the

little squares with a knife and set aside,

on a board lightly floured, over night.

In the morning transfer to baking-tins,

buttered and sprinkled with anise seed,

and bake in a slow oven to a light straw-

color. These deUcious little cakes are

quite universally made in Germany a

few weeks before Christmas. Often

they are kept on hand for months, and
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Springerlie Mould

when eaten are softened in the bever-

age with which they are served. Some
of the pictures upon the moulds are

grotesque, and others very attractive.

Sabayon Pudding

Beat the yolks of six eggs. Add,

gradually, a scant three-fourths a cup of

sugar, and set the dish over hot water,

and beat while adding gradually one cup

of sherry. Raise the dish occasionally

from the water, lest the mixture cook too

fast. Continue cooking and beating until

the mixture thickens. Then add the

juice of a small lemon, and beat over ice-

water until thick and cold. Then fold in

an equal bulk of whipped cream. Have
ready stale lady fingers, cut in inch pieces

and sprinkled lightly with maraschino.

Fill paper cases, or earthen cases that

fit into tiny silver casseroles, or cocottes,

with alternate layers of the sabayon mixt-

ure and the lady fingers, adding now and

then part of a maraschino cherry. Set

into a pail, or mould, from which salt

water may be excluded, and bury in ice

and salt until well frozen (about two

hours). Serve with a spoonful of whipped

cream, sweetened and flavored, and two

or three cherries on the top of the ice.

Fudge
Melt one-fourth a cup of butter in a

saucepan. Add two cups of sugar and

two-thirds a cup of milk. Heat to the

boiling-point, then add two squares of

chocolate, and stir constantly until the

chocolate is melted. Boil slowly about

thirteen minutes ; remove from the fire,

and add one tablespoonful of vanilla

extract. Set the dish into cold water,

and beat until the mixture thickens some-

what. Pour into a buttered bread-pan,

and, when slightly cooled, mark in

squares.

Fondant

Fondant is the basis of all French

cream candies. It also makes the best
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frosting for eclairs and small cakes. producing candies named from the

The variety in candies made from fon- article "dipped." To make fondant

Utensils for Making Fondant

dant is almost limitless. This is produced

first of all by the kind of sugar used in

the fondant itself, as white or maple.

Then the white may be varied by tinting

and flavoring to correspond. The
flavors in general use are vanilla, almond,

rose, lemon, orange, peppermint, and

wine. The centres may be of fondant

successfully, experience is needed ; but,

as all sugar, provided it be not abso-

lutely burned, may be used over again

for same or other purposes, time would

seem to be the one item of which an

outlay is required. A beginnfer might

start out with a pound of sugar (two

cups) and half a cup of water. Set over

Candies Made of Fondant

or of nuts or French fruit, either alone

or in combination. Marshmallows, gum-
drops, pieces of fruit jelly, or whole can-

died cherries, may be dipped in fondant.

the fire and stir until boiling begins,

then remove the spoon and in a few

moments, with the hand or a brush

dipped in cold water, wash down the
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sides of the saucepan to remove any

grains of sugar that have been thrown

up in boihng. Cover again, and let cook

about five minutes. This process will tend

to decrease, if not to obviate entirely, the

accumulation of sugar on the sides of the

saucepan. Now add one-fourth a

teaspoonful of cream of tartar ; and, if

the fondant is to be cooked by means of

a thermometer, put the thermometer into

the syrup, and let the syrup cook until

the temperature rises to about 238° F.,the

soft ball stage. The exact degree on a par-

ticular thermometer to which the sugar

needs be boiled can be accurately deter-

mined after two or three trials, and

marked accordingly. When boiled just

right, one thermometer might indicate

236°, another 238°, and still another as

high as 242°. In lieu of a thermometer,

to determine when this stage is reached,

have r-eady a wire skewer, standing in a

dish of cold water. Remove this from the

water and plunge into the syrup and

then back again into the water. Let re-

main in the water about ten seconds,

then push off the sugar between the

thumb and forefinger ; and, if it can be

worked beneath the water into a soft ball

that will not stick to the fingers, it is

boiled enough. Another way of testing

is to dip a fork into the syrup, and let

the syrup drop from the fork back into

the dish, and, after all the drops have run

off, if a long, hair-Uke thread remains, the

sugar has been boiled enough.

Working the Fondant

When the sugar is done, turn it on to

a large platter, or on a marble or slate

slab, lightly dampened with water or

rubbed over with the best grade of oUve

oil. Let stand undisturbed until a dent

can be made in the surface, then work

the candy back and forth, with a wooden
spatula, to a white, smooth, soft, creamy

paste. While the paste is still soft and

warm, gather together and knead with the

hands as bread is kneaded, then press

into an earthen bowl or a glass fruit jar,

and cover closely with confectioner's

paper, then again with a double fold of

heavier paper. Store in a cool place.

After twenty -four hours the fondant is

ready for use.

What to Avoid

If the syrup be jarred while boiling, or

if due care be not exercised in washing

down the particles of sugar from the

sides of the saucepan, or the mixture

be not cooled enough before working

with the spatula is begun, or if it be

cooked too long, the fondant will not be

smooth and creamy, but granular. To
remedy this, water may be added and

the whole process repeated.

Using Fondant

The fondant may be made into " cen-

tres," though its principal use is for

" dipping" centres of some other mate-

rial, as fruit, nuts, marshmallows, etc.

When it is to be made into centres, put

a portion of the fondant on a large plat-

ter or marble slab, and work into it such

flavoring as is desired (chopped fruit

and nuts may also be added), then

shape into cones, balls, etc., or, wrap a

little fondant about the meat of a hazel-

nut, a blanched almond, or pistachio nut,

or a candied cherry, and set aside on

confectioner's paper several hours to

harden.

Dipping the Centres

Melt a portion of the fondant over

hot water (double boiler), adding a few

drops of hot water and such flavor as is

desired. Stir constantly while the fon-

dant is melting, also while the centres are

being dipped. The fondant may be

tinted at this time very delicately with

color paste. Drop in the centres one at

a time, and, when well covered, remove

with candy tongs to a sheet of confec-
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tioner's paper. Decorate at once such

pieces as are to be ornamented with bits

of fruit or nuts. To decorate cones

with chopped nuts, wait until the fondant

is set, then dip the base delicately into

the hot fondant and then into the

chopped nuts. Nuts may be used to

give an acorn shape.

Cocoanut Cream Candy

Boil two cups of sugar and half a cup

of milk or water, or, better still, con-

densed milk diluted with water. Four

minutes after boiling begins, wash down
the sides of the saucepan as needed.

Add one-fourth a teaspoonful of cream

of tartar, and let boil to the " blow

"

stage. To test the syrup, dip a skimmer

into the liquid. Let drain a moment.

Then hold perpendicular, and blow

through the surface. If small air bubbles

appear on the opposite side, the stage is

reached. A sugar thermometer would

register between 230 to 236 F. When
boiled enough, remove from the fire. Add
two tablespoonfuls of grated chocolate,

half a pound of grated cocoanut,

—

fresh cocoanut is preferable,— and a

tablespoonful of vanilla extract, and stir

until thickened slightly. Then drop from

the end of the spoon onto confectioner's

paper. Set a nut or a piece of candied

fruit on the top of each candy.

Recipes from Public Demonstrations at

Boston Cooking School

Cream-of-Scallop Soup
Wash one quart of scallops. Reserve

half a cup, and chop the remainder fine.

Add the chopped scallops to one quart

of milk, and cook slowly twenty minutes

with two cloves, a bit of bay leaf, one-

fourth a teaspoonful of peppercorns, one

tablespoonful of chopped onion, and

two tablespoonfuls of butter. Strain

and thicken with three tablespoonfuls of

butter and one-fourth a cup of flour

cooked together. Parboil the half a cup
of reserved scallops, and add to the

soup. Serve with soup biscuits or

oysterettes.

Fried Fish a la Denver
Separate cold boiled halibut into

flakes. Moisten with one cup of thick

white sauce made of three tablespoonfuls

of butter, one-third a cup of liour, and
one cup of scalded milk, and season

highly with salt, cayenne, and lemon

juice. Let cool, shape in form of fishes,

dip in crumbs, then in egg beaten with

two tablespoonfuls of water, and again in

crumbs, and fry in deep fat. Drain on

soft paper, and serve with

Hollandaise Sauce

Wash one-third a cup of butter, and

divide into three parts. Put one piece

in a saucepan with half a tablespoonful

of vinegar and the yolks of two eggs.

Stir and cook over hot water until the

butter begins to melt. Then add the

second part of the butter, and, when that

is melted, the third part. Withdraw

from the heat as soon as the sauce is

thickened, and season with one-fourth

a teaspoonful of salt, a few grains of

cayenne, and tomato catsup.

Sweetbread in Peppers

Simmer one sweetbread in salted

acidulated water twenty minutes, cool.
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and cut in small pieces. There should

be one cup. Melt two tablespoon-

fuls of butter, add two tablespoonfuls

of flour. Cook until frothy, then add

half a cup of chicken stock, and, when

the boiUng-point is reached, one-fourth

a cup of thick cream, the sweetbread,

and one-fourth a cup of mushrooms.

Season with salt and pepper and

Worcestershire sauce, if approved. Cut

a slice from the stem end of six peppers,

remove the seeds, and parboil the pep-

pers fifteen minutes. Turn the sweet-

bread mixture into the peppers, cover

with cracker crumbs, mixed with melted

butter, and bake in a hot oven until the

crumbs are brown. Serve with or with-

out a sauce. The peppers may be

served on rounds of toast or on a dish

paper.

Birds on Canapes

Split the birds at the backbone, —
quail or squabs may be used,— skewer

the legs to lie flat, and, if the birds are

tough, steam until tender. Season with

salt and pepper and spread with butter,

then brown in a hot oven. Baste with

melted butter once, at least, while brown-

ing, lest the birds be too dry. Chop six

cooked chickens' livers, season with salt,

pepper, and onion juice, moisten with

butter, and add one teaspoonful of fine

chopped parsley. Spread the mixture

on six pieces of toasted bread, and set in

a hot oven. As soon as thoroughly

heated, put a bird on each canape, and

garnish with parsley.

Celery Salad

Clean celery, and cut in small pieces.

Let stand in ice-water, allowing a slice

of lemon to a head of celery. The lemon

rind, after the juice has been extracted,

answers nicely for this purpose. When
ready to serve, drain as dry as possible,

then dry in a cloth. Mix with French

dressing, made after the following for-

mula, and serve with well-washed-and-

dried lettuce, cress, or chicory.

French Dressing

Half a teaspoonful of salt, one-fourth

a teaspoonful of paprika, two table-

spoonfuls of vinegar and four table-

spoonfuls of oil.

Concord Cream
Mix one pint of cream, one cup and a

fourth of unfermented grape juice, and

one-third of a cup of sugar. Add lemon

or fresh lime juice to taste. Freeze as

ice-cream, and serve garnished with

whipped cream, sprinkled with fine

chopped pistachio nuts, blanched before

chopping.

Quail Pies

Remove breasts and legs from six

quails. Season with salt and pepper and

dredge with flour, then saute in butter.

Add to butter six slices of carrot, a stalk

of celery, two slices of onion, a sprig of

parsley, a bit of bay leaf, and one-fourth

a teaspoonful of peppercorns. Sepa-

rate the backs of the birds in pieces, and

cover with cold water. Add the butter

and vegetables from the pan in which

the birds were sauted, and cook slowly

one hour. Strain off the stock, and

thicken with flour blended with enough

cold water to pour easily. Season the

sauce with salt, pepper, and wine, and,

if liked richer, add more butter. Allow

one bird (breast and legs) to each pie,

using dishes suitable in size. Add sauce

to make sufficiently moist, and cover

with puff paste. Bake until the pastry

and quail are done.

Mince Meat
Put three pounds of lean meat into a

kettle with a pound and a half of suet.

{Cotititmed on page 234.)
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ILaugljter is one of t\)t greatest Ijelps to Ijtgcsttan.

— Hufeland.
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Wheatlet, Sugar, Cream.
Salt Mackerel Baked with Cream.

White Hashed Potatoes. Radishes.
Yeast Biscuit, Reheated.

Cereal Coffee.

^nner
Cream of Flageolet Soup.

Sauted Chicken. Celery au Gratin.

Baked Squash. Lettuce Salad.

Edam Cheese Balls. Banana Pie.

Tea.

Supper
Oysters Cooked in Chafing Dish.

Crackers. Green Tomato Pickles. Celery.

Cake. Canned Fruit. Teaette.

breakfast
Grape Nuts. Stewed Figs.

Cold Boiled Ham, Sliced Thin.
Potatoes in Cream Sauce.

Waffles. Maple Syrup. Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Tomato Rarebit (Chafing Dish).

Macaroni in Hot Milk.

Lemon Souffle. Teaette.

^nner
Stewed Chicken with Dumplings.

Sweet Potato Croquettes.

Cabbage au Gratin.

Celery-and-Apple Salad.

Cornstarch Blanc Mange. P'ruit Jelly.

Coffee.

"BresikfsLsi

Ralston Breakfast Food. Stewed Raisins.

Hashed Chicken and Celery on Toast.

Doughnuts.
Coffee.

Luncheon
Baked Potatoes. Smoked Fish.

Baked Indian Pudding, Cream.

Cocoa.

IXnner
Cannelon of Beef, Tomato Sauce.

Spinach ^ la Creme. Escalloped Potatoes.

Queen of Puddings.
Cereal Coffee.

"Breakfast

Toasted Wheat. Baked Apples.
Sweet Potatoes a la Brabanconne.
Buckwheat Griddle Cakes. Cocoa.

Luncheon
Gnocchi au Gratin.

Lettuce-and-Egg Salad.

Jell-o with Sliced Bananas.
Tea.

^nner
Chicken Soup. Chicken Forcemeat Balls.

Veal Cutlet, Breaded, Brown Sauce.
Mashed Potatoes, Celery Croquettes.

Watercress Salad.
Canned Fruit. Cookies. Coffee.

"Breakfast

Quaker Oats. Bananas.
Cold Cannelon of Beef, Stewed Tomatoes.

Corn-meal Muffins. Cocoa.

Luncheon
Baked Potatoes. Hot Boiled Ham.
Cole Slaw. Boston Tea Cakes.
Marmalade (Quince, Peach, etc.).

Cream. Tea.

"Dinner

Cream of Spinach Soup, Croutons.
Escalloped Oysters. Pim Olas.

Cauliflower, Tomato Sauce.
Celery. Cheese. Crackers.
Brown Betty. Cereal Coffee.

"Breakfast

Barley Crystals, Cream and Sugar.
Sausage, Mashed Potato Cakes.
Apple Sauce. Rye-meal Muffins.

Cocoa.

"Dinner

Potato Soup.
Hamand-Veal Croquettes.
Stewed Lima Beans (Dried).

Escalloped Tomatoes.
Lettuce Salad.

Frozen Apricots (Canned). Little Cakes.
Coffee.

Supper
Fresh Fish Chowder, Pickles.

Cranberry Pie. Cereal Coffee.

"Breakfast

Gluten Grits.

Apples Baked with Dates.
Salt Codfish Balls.

Pickled Beets. Toast.
Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner

Cream-of-Celery Soup.
Tenderloin Cutlets (Chopped Beef).
Tomato Sauce. Mashed Turnips.

Baked Sweet Potatoes.

Mince Pie.

Coffee.

Supper
Boston Baked Beans,
Tomato Catsup.

Hygienic Boston Brown Bread.

Pumpkin Souffle.

Teaette.
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l^eap on more fajooti ! t\)t toinU is cfjtll

;

But let it bjfjistle as it toill,

SSEe'll jkeep our (JTijristtnas nterrg still.

Sir Walter Scoil.

' f^eigfj=f)o ! sing j^eigfj-l^o ! unto tfie pollg

;

IHost frienlistip is failing : most lobing mere follg

Cfjftt ijeig!j*l)0> tfje fjollg ! tljis life is most jollg."

Christmas Dinner

I

Cream-of-Scallop Soup. Olives. Celery.

Fillets of Halibut, Oyster Crab Sauce.

Green Goose, Roasted. Apple Sauce with Maraschino Cherries.

Dried Flageolet Beans, Buttered. Duchess Potatoes.

Wild Duck Roasted, Hominy Croquettes. Celery-and-Orange Salad.

Mince Pie. Castellane Pudding. Lemon Sherbet.

Springerlie. Bonbons. Nuts. Black Coffee.

II

Spinach-and-Sardine Canapes.

Chestnut Soup. Pim Olas. Celery.

Fillets of Fish in Individual Cocottes.

Roast Turkey Stuffed with Dried Mushrooms, Clear Gravy.

Potato Boulettes. Turnip Balls, Poulette Sauce.

Buttered Brussels Sprouts. Roman Punch (Pineapple).

Roast Quail, Bread Sauce. White Grape-and-Celery Salad.

" Orange Sections." Sabayon Pudding. Bonbons. Salted Nuts.

Black Coffee.

Ill

Consomme a la Royal. Olives. Celery.

Roast Fowl, Baked Chestnuts.

Mashed Potatoes. Spinach au Jus.

Oyster Patties or Scallops au Gratin. Pineapple-and-Celery Salad.

Plum Pudding, Hard Sauce. Orange Ice-cream (Junket).

Nuts. Bonbons. Fruit. Black Coffee.



Referring to Recipes and Menus
LAUGHTER is one of the greatest helps to digestion with which I am acquainted, and the

custom prevalent among our forefathers of exciting it at table by jesters and buffoons was

founded upon true medical principles."

—

Hufeland.

" The reception one meets with from the women of the family is generally the tenor of one's

whole entertainment."

THE nipping air of December

makes for appetite, on which it

is greatly to be desired that

good digestion waits. But did you ever

think, gracious matron, that to a great

extent you control the digestion of your

family, not only by the manner in which

the food set before them is cooked, but

also by the spirit in which it is eaten ?

For does not the mother, in some subtle

manner, by her very look, control the

feehngs of her family, just as the hostess

sets the tone or gives the keynote to the

emotions of the friends she is entertain-

ing. In either case, if the presiding

genius be at ease and happy, all others

partake of the same spirit. If she be dis-

traught and anxious, care is depicted on

every countenance. Truly, great re-

sponsibility rests on the mother of a

family; but, if by training and health she

be equal to the situation, her duties do

not phase her. Triumphant and serene,

she rises bravely to any emergency.

She who cannot laugh and be merry

over the simple pleasures of life will fail

to respond when greater pleasures come
to her ; for contentment and happiness

are to a great extent cultivated by simply

feeUng contented and happy ; and this

has very little to do with fortune and

money beyond the actual needs of liv-

ing. If we cannot have music and danc-

ing, " jesters and buffoons," to beguile

us while we eat, let the brightness of the

day that has come to us, the lively say-

ings we hear, cheer the hours of the

meal time, and, lest we miss some good

thing that will bear repeating, let us cul-

tivate the habit of looking for brightness

everywhere,

Those who live in the country may
plant a garden, have a " canner " of

some kind, and, in time of plenty, " put

up " vegetables and fruit for winter use.

Even those who have no fruit-trees often

put up fruit. Young and tender aspara-

gus, peas, string beans, beets, and sweet

corn, when these are obtainable, may be

canned most successfully, and prove

truly delectable in taste. But, when the

home supply runs short, then is the time

to find out the possibilities of dried vege-

tables and fruit; and few know how

tempting they may be made. Dried

Lima beans, lentils,and flageolets (French

beans), soaked in cold water over night,

cook quickly, and may be served with

butter or cream ; or, with more labor,

they may be transformed into soups, cro-

quettes, souffles, salads, etc. Tomatoes

in combination, or in sauces, give varia-

tions to these dishes, and, combined with

a suspicion of onion, impart a flavor,

which, at the present time, is demanded

in all good cookery.

Once having tried celery au gratin,

celery alone or with cheese and oysters,

or celery in a brown sauce flavored

with kitchen bouquet, no part of the head

of celery need go to waste. Of course,

in any of these dishes, whole heads of

celery may be used ; but, as a matter of

economy, the tender inner stalks may be

reserved for a "savory," and the coarse

outer stalks, that are not palatable un-

cooked, may be presented in one of those
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most pleasing little entrees mentioned

above. These properly seasoned and

flavored, in addition to their palatabiHty,

give quite an " air " to an ordinary home

dinner Note that the celery will need

cooking about an hour.

For the Edam cheese balls, with a small

French vegetable scoop out balls from

a fresh-cut Edam cheese, and pile these

cannon-ball fashion on a handled cheese

plate covered with lace paper. Grate

the trimmings for sandwiches or use in

cooking.

The banana pie, in appearance, is

scarcely distinguishable from a pumpkin

pie, and it quite resembles the latter in

flavor. It has the advantage of being

easily prepared.

A subscriber calls our attention to the

dessert given on page 230 as one that

might be conveniently served in case of

an emergency. We tried it, using quince

marmalade, and found the dish quite

good enough to serve even on a formal

occasion. Almost any sort of a marma-

lade is good with sweet cream, or with

a cream, or cottage cheese, a wafer,

or unsweetened cracker. The hygienic

crackers, a recipe for which is given on

page 223, are just the thing for this

service.

On Wednesday, at luncheon, serve the

tomato rabbit on macaroni, cooked and

blanched as usual, then simmered a few

minutes in a little hot milk.

For luncheon, on Thursday, gnochi au

gratin is given. This, a favorite Italian

dish to many, may be made of cornstarch,

hominy, or corn-meal ; but on this occa-

sion let it be prepared after this fashion :

Cut cold cooked breakfast cereal into half-

inch cubes, and dispose these in a but-

tered baking-dish, sprinkling the cubes

as they are put in place with grated

cheese and red pepper. Let stand in a

hot oven until the cereal becomes very

hot and the cheese is melted.

The remnants of the boiled ham and

the veal cutlets supply the material for

the croquettes on Friday.

Relishes and Hors d'CEuvres

From time out of mind, as the prelude

to an elaborate English or American

dinner, raw oysters with brown bread

and butter have been served, though

conservatively inclined entertainers have

long been suggesting, that at the best

appointed tables the perfect dinner be-

gins with soup.

Raw oysters on the half-shell were the

opening wedge to the innovation ; and

now, even on very formal occasions, the

standard ItaUan custom— once con-

sidered so very Bohemian— of prefacing

the meal with little " kickshaws," care-

fully prepared and served, has obtained.

In Russia these relishes, or hors

a'osuvres, that serve to whet the appetite

for the more substantial dishes that are to

follow, form quite a meal in themselves.

Also, the ItaHan service is quite elabo-

rate : dishes, divided into compartments,

are provided, and in the several compart-

ments are tastefully arranged thin slices

of tongue, sausage, or ham, potted or

devilled meats, caviare, turned from its

receptacle and garnished with slices of

lemon, fillets of sardine or anchovies,

lobster, oysters, chickens' livers, pickles,

cucumbers, olives, radishes, bread-and-

butter sandwiches, oat biscuit, etc. The

respective compartments of the dish are

appropriately garnished with celery

plumes, parsley, cress, pepper-grass,

aspic jelly, etc.

Perhaps the most satisfactory way of

dealing with this feature of the meal, on

formal occasions is to place upon the

plate of each guest, just before dinner is

announced, a single cold canap^. For

the foundation of these, thin slices of

stale brown or white bread, prepared as

for sandwiches, are needed. The pieces

of bread should not be more than two

inches long and an inch and a half wide
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First spread them with butter, using

either plain or fancy butter. Then press

upon the butter such bits of material as

it is desired to use, taking care to secure

proper combinations in flavor and color.

Similar canapes may be served at the

close of the dinner, with the cheese,

though at this stage of the meal pulled

bread, devilled biscuit, etc., with a bit of

celery, an olive, and a tiny cube of choice

cheese, are in place.

The fancy butters are easily made,

and a new kind may be presented on

each occasion. The best of butter is, of

course, a first requisite. This is creamed

a little, then sifted material is added to

secure such tint and flavor as is desired.

Cress, olives, capers, cooked spinach,

chopped, pounded, and sifted, give a

green tinge to butter. Either fish or flesh

may be used as the canopy, or covering.

Anchovies may be added to green butter

to produce anchovy butter ; while lobster

coral alone gives a reddish color to

butter. Cooked yolks of eggs, sharpened

with capers, are added with advantage

to almost any fancy butter.

When pastes, as of ham, sardine, etc.,

are used, a forcing bag and tube is called

into requisition to place them neatly upon
the bread. These pastes may take the

place of butter, and they are sometimes

added to butter, to produce ham or sar-

dine butter.

Hot hors d'ceuvres may be substituted

for the cold, either at the beginning or

at the end of the meal. These include

savory souffles of fish or cheese, or

of highly seasoned ragout mixtures;

also, various kinds of cheese mixtures,

Gnocchi, rarebits, etc. All are served
in tiny paper or pastry cases, or in very
small individual portions. In all savories,

w^hether hot or cold, three things are

essential,— smallness in size, neatness

and daintiness in appearance, and piq-

uancy in flavor.

Continuedfrom page 229.

Cover with boiling water, and let cool

until the meat is tender. Chop the meat,

when cold, and add twice the amount of

fine-chopped apples, two quinces, fine-

chopped, two pounds of sugar, one cup

and a half of molasses, two pounds and

a half of seeded raisins, one pound of

currants, half a pound of fine-cut citron,

three-fourths a tablespoonful of mace

and cinnamon, half a teaspoonful of

clove, one nutmeg and a half grated, half

a teaspoonful of pepper, one quart of

cider, and salt to taste. Cook slowly two

hours. Before using, add the juice of

two lemons and two oranges, half a cup

of strong coffee, and a cup of brandy.

While apples are scarce and high at

present, and are likely to remain so all

winter, yet it is generally a good plan to

sell fruit when the demand is good and

prices high. It should be borne in mind
that cranberries are in abundance, and
at comparatively low prices. Again, it

is claimed that an unusually large crop of

oranges is maturing in Florida, Cali-

fornia, Porto Rico, and Arizona. Thus
cheap oranges will in a measure make
good the loss of apples. The United

States cover so much territory that pro-

fusion in one part often makes good de-

ficiency in other parts.

The Commission of Fish and Fish-

eries recently received a letter from

a lady who wished to know if the dis-

tribution of fish was kept up. " If so,"

continued the letter, *' I wish a large

salmon sent me. I expect to give a

handsome entertainment on the —th of

this month, and wish to serve salmon at

the dinner." She was informed that

the fish distributed are only about one
inch long ; and she, no doubt, thinks the

government a flat failure.
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Query 539.— J. A., Hyde Park, Mass.:

" Recipe for corn-meal muffins or corn

cake."

Corn-meal Muffins

Cream one-fourth a cup of butter.

Add three-fourths a cup of sugar, then

two eggs, beaten, without separating,

until Hght-colored and thick. Into this

stir, alternately, one cup of milk, two

cups of sifted flour, and one cup of

corn-meal, sifted with four level tea-

spoonfuls of baking-powder and half a

teaspoonful of salt. Beat thoroughly,

and bake about twenty minutes in hot,

well-buttered gem-pans.

Query 540.— " What sort of a pie is the

Yorkshire pie mentioned in ' Nicholas Nick-

leby.>"'

Yorkshire Pie

The Yorkshire Pie referred to in

" Nicholas Nickleby " was probably a

" raised pie," the housekeepers in the

midland counties of England having

been skilled in the manipulation of such

pies long before the settlement of this

country. The English pork pie given

in answer to query 534 is a pie of same

class.

Query 541.— Mrs. J. R., Brooklyn,

N.Y, :
" Recipe for cheese croquettes, brown

outside and very soft inside."

Cheese Croquettes

Melt three tablespoonfuls of butter,

and cook in it one-fourth a cup of flour,

one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt, and a

dash of cayenne. Stir in gradually two-

thirds a cup of milk, let boil two or

three minutes, then remove from the

fire. Add the yolks of two eggs, slightly

beaten, and half a cup of grated cheese,

preferably Gruy^re, and cook over hot

water, if necessary, until the cheese is

melted. Then add one cup of cheese

cut in small cubes. Spread the mixture

in a shallow pan to cool. When cold,

cut into any shape as desired, egg-and-

bread crumb, and fry one minute in hot

fat. Hold the croquettes in a frying-

basket or on a skimmer.

Query 542.— B. K., Minneapolis, Minn.

:

" Recipes for little cakes to serve with

afternoon tea. I do not care to use rich

cakes, but am not satisfied with crackers

and biscuits. The small spice cakes served

abroad are just about what I want."

PfefFerniisse

Sift together two cups of sugar, four

cups of flour, one tablespoonful of cin-

namon, half a tablespoonful of cloves,

one teaspoonful and a half of baking-

powder, and add half a cup of citron,

grated or chopped fine, the grated
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yellow rind of a lemon, and a liberal

grating of nutmeg. Mix to a dough

with four large eggs, beaten slightly,

without separating the whites and yolks.

With buttered hands shape the mixture

into small balls about the size of a

hickory nut, and bake on buttered tins,

an inch apart. The recipe makes about

six dozen cakes, having the size and

appearance of macaroons.

Query 543.— Miss A. H., Harlem, N.Y.

:

" Can you steam vegetables in a colander

over hot water ? Why do you drain off the

liquid used in marinating a fish or meat

salad before the mayonnaise is added ?

How is corned beef hash made to turn from

the pan Hke an omelet ? Recipes for chicken

jelly for the sick, and lamb pot pie, using

two pounds of meat."

Steaming Vegetables

Vegetables may be steamed in a

colander, if it can be raised from the

water, and covered closely to ke.ep in

the steam. A steam kettle is one of the

most convenient utensils that can be

included in a modern housekeeper's out-

fit. A whole meal can be cooked thus

over a single gas burner or one cover of

the range, in the latter case, leaving

the rest of the top of the stove for iron-

ing, etc. The best kettles are so made
that the steam passes down a tube into

the range, thus obviating steam on the

windows and in the room, and doing

away with all odor from the cooking.

Draining Salad Materials

When mayonnaise or a thick boiled

dressing is to be used with salad ma-

terial that has been marinated, the

marinade is carefully drained off, lest

it thin the dressing that is to be added.

Corned Beef Hash
Use by measure equal portions of

cold, boiled corned-beef and cold, boiled

potatoes, or two portions of potatoes

to one of beef. Both should be chopped

rather fine. Put a spoonful or two of

drippings or fat from salt pork into the

frying-pan. When hot, put in the beef

and potatoes well mixed together. (Part

of a chopped green or red pepper will

improve the dish.) Add a half or a whole

cup of hquor from the meat, milk, or hot

water, cover, and let heat through.

Then mix thoroughly, and let stand

until a tender crust has formed upon

the bottom. The hash should be about

an inch or inch and a half in thickness.

When the crust has formed, begin at

one side and gently roll the hash over

and over, and then turn on to a hot

platter. Garnish with parsley and curls

of fried bacon. Definite quantities of

drippings and liquid cannot be satisfac-

torily given. Some meat contains more

fat than others ; and some wish hash

moist, and others dry.

Mould of Chicken Jelly (Mrs.

Henderson)

Cut half a raw chicken into small

pieces, and break the bones. Put over

the fire with a quart of cold water, and

cook slowly until it is reduced to less

than half. Season with salt and a little

pepper, if the invaUd be not too ill for

pepper. Strain this first through a col-

ander, then a. jelly bag, into a mould or

bowl, and cover with the hquid. When
the jelly has hardened, scrape off the

layer of fat at the top before turning the

jelly out of the mould.

Lamb Pot Pie

Use two pounds of lamb from the best

part of the fore quarter. Cut this into

small pieces, and remove the pink skin

;

add tiny strips of salt pork or bacon,

cover with boiling water, and let cook

until tender. Season with salt and pep-

per. When the meat is tender, put in

the dumplings, cover closely, and let cook

ten minutes. Remove the dumpHngs to
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the edge of a platter, and put the meat

in the centre. Thicken the gravy with

flour diluted with cold water, and let

boil five minutes ; add a piece of butter

in little bits, and pour over the whole.

The sauce will be better if no thick-

ening be needed, as, if added at the

last there is not time to cook the flour.

Serve pickles, oHves, or a dish of cole

slaw at the same time.

Dumplings for Pot Pie

Sift together two cups of flour, half a

teaspoonful of salt, four level teaspoon-

fuls of baking-powder, and mix to a

dough with nearly a cup of thin cream,

or use half milk and half cream. Turn
onto a floured board, roll about with a

knife, then pat into a sheet, and cut into

rounds.

Query 544.— M. R. R., Lawrence,

Mass. :
" What corresponding changes in

milk, butter, and flour should be made,

when the quantity of egg has been varied

in a cake recipe, as, for instance, when it is

necessary to divide a recipe that calls for

three eggs, in case two are used ?
"

Proportions in Cake Mixtures
In dividing a recipe that calls for

three eggs, take one whole egg and either

the white or yolk of another. No change

in other ingredients will be necessary.

If two eggs be used, in a cake for which

the recipe calls for three, add two extra

tablespoonfuls of flour. Such cake will

not be quite so delicate as when the full

number of eggs is used.

Query 545.— Mrs. D. R., Salem, Mass.

:

" In laying the table for dinner, on which
side of the plate should the different utensils

—teaspoons, butter spreader, and soup

spoon— be placed ?

"

"The Cover" at Dinner

At the place of each individual the plate

and serviette, with such knives, forks,

spoons, glasses, etc., as are needed for

that particular meal, make up what is

called "the cover." Twenty inches of

space is the least that should be allowed

for each cover. On formal occasions a

richly decorated dinner plate— about

ten inches in diameter— is set at each

cover, when the table is laid. The oys-

ter and soup plates are placed, in turn,

upon this ; and later it is exchanged for

the plate upon which the first hot course

after the soup is served. When there

are plenty of maids, thus avoiding draw-

ing out the meal to an unseemly length,

it is considered au fait to have a plate in

the centre of each cover continuously,

until the clearing of the table for the

dessert.

At the right of the service plate, dis-

pose as many knives as will be required

before the dessert, each one with cutting

edge toward the plate. At the right of

the knives lay the soup spoon with the

inside of the bowl upward ; beyond this

the fork for oysters or other hors d'ceuvre,

so that, beginning with the oyster fork,

the utensils on the right of the service

plate be laid in the order of use. Begin-

ning at the extreme left of the service

plate, arrange the forks in the order of

use, having the last close to the plate.

The tines should be turned up. When
the number of courses is such that but

two or three knives and forks are re-

quired, the dessert fork may be placed

upon the table with the other forks and

nearest the plate, with the dessert spoon

above the plate. Spoons or forks for

punch, and spoons for after dinner coffee

are best laid upon the plate or saucer at

the time of serving. Indeed, the table

can be cleared more neatly for the des-

sert, if all the silver for dessert be put in

place when needed. At the upper right

hand of the- service plate, at the tips of

the knives, set the glass for water.

The napkins for dinner should be

large. In laundering these, fold in
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halves lengthwise, and then fold again

lengthwise, having the side with the sel-

vedge edges upward ; then fold over in

the middle, and one end back to the cen-

tral fold ; turn the napkin over and fold

the other end over to the central fold.

(The napkin can be opened accordion

fashion.) Place the napkins on the ser-

vice plate, or at the left of the forks, or

when these fail (as when the plate holds

oysters or canape), fold by hand in the

middle and place above the plate. If

cards be used to seat the guests, these

should be placed upon the napkin. At

dinner a dinner roll, a piece of bread,

two by three inches, or three bread

sticks tied together, are often placed, in

sight, within the folds of the napkin. At

luncheon any of these with a ball or

neatly shaped piece of butter is placed

on a bread and butter plate with a butter

spreader, a little to the right and above

the plate. Butter not being served at

dinner, this plate does not then appear.

Query 546.—Mrs. A. L. K., Titusville,

Pa :
" Recipe for hot tamales."

Tamales (United States Manual
for Army Cooks)

Take two quarts of yellow dried corn

and boil it in water mixed with one-half

teacup of hme. Let it boil until well

cooked. Wash thoroughly, and grind

on the " metate " three times, until it

becomes very fine. Boil a piece of beef

until tender, water being seasoned wdth

salt. Remove, and let cool, then cut

in small pieces. Mix with corn which
has been rolled on the " metate " enough
of the water in which the beef was boiled

to make it soft, and add two cups of

drippings. Season with a Httle salt, and
knead thoroughly. After this take three

dozen red chiUes, remove seeds, then

roast in a moderate oven a few seconds.

Remove from oven, and place in tepid

water. Then grind on the " metate

"

several times together with almost a

head of garhc. Steam carefully.

In a stew-pan place some dripping,

and, when hot, drop in one onion, cut

fine, and a spoonful of flour. Let it

cook a little while, and then drop on the

chiH.

Let it come to a boil. Then add the

cut meat, a cup of raisins, a cup of

olives, a teaspoonful of sugar, a little

salt and pepper, and let it boil again.

Then remove from the fire.

Soak dry corn leaves in cold water.

When well soaked, shake them well, and

apply a thin layer of the corn dough on

the half of each leaf. Then put a spoon-

ful of the stew on the prepared leaf,

cover with soaked leaves, and tie the

ends with strings made of the same
leaves. When tamales are finished,

place in a large pot with a httle boiling

water, and boil one hour. Any other

meat can be used if desired. The " me-

tate " can be purchased at any Mexican

store.

P.S.— The metate is a long stone

;

and something resembling our w^ooden

rolhng-pin is used to crush the soaked

corn.

Query 547. — J. W., Chicago, 111.:

"Recipe for Bohemian kolace."

Bohemian Kolace (Frances E.

Peck)

Dissolve half a cake of compressed
yeast in one-fourth a cup of water, and
add to a pint of warm milk, to which add
a teaspoonful of salt, a tablespoonful,

each, of butter and sugar, and a beaten

egg. Stir this mixture into four cups of

flour, and mix and knead to a soft dough,

smooth and elastic. Set in a warm
place until very light. Turn onto a

pastry board, roll out half an inch thick,

cut with a biscuit-cutter, place in a

greased pan, brush with melted butter,

and on the centre of each biscuit place a

small portion of prune jam ; let rise again,

and bake a light brown.
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The ninth annual meeting of the

National Household Economic Associa-

tion was held in Buffalo, October 15,

16, and 17.

" The aim of this association is to

secure a practical knowledge of the

affairs of the household, based on scien-

tific principles, and applied in such a

manner as to secure the best results with

the least expenditure of energy, time,

and money."

Words of welcome were spoken by

Mrs. Townsend, president of the Union,

and Mrs. Moot, in behalf of the Board

of Women Managers of the Pan-Ameri-

can Exposition.

Mrs. Mary Moody Pugh, the vice-presi-

dent, responded, and, in closing, said :

" We are working to make the homes of

our country such homes as will produce

in the future men like him who yonder

in your Rainbow City met his fate with

a smile and a prayer for her who had

been the care and joy of his life. Our
pride and loyalty rejoice in the memory
of that home life Hved in the house of

all the people, the White House. This

organization stands for this style of a

home."

The annual address of the president,

Mrs. Earned, was then given. She spoke

briefly of the year's work, which, she

said, had been most successful.

In the evening Prof. W. O. Atwater

gave an address on " Food and House-

hold Economics." He said in part:

" Just as food is one of the essential fac-

tors of life, so the right understanding of

its hygienic and pecuniary economy, of

the ways of fitting our diet to the demands

of health and purse, and the methods of

cooking and serving food, which help to

make the table and hence the home more

attractive, form a subject of great conse-

quence in its bearing upon our home
and national life. Scientific research,

teaching in the schools, lectures, and the

press are important means of promoting

a better understanding of the subject;

and one of the most potent agencies is

the influence of intelligent women.
" Happiness is not measured by mate-

rial wealth. Plain living and high think-

ing make content.

" If the housewife can be made to feel

that her labor, as truly as that of the

merchant or the physician or the divine,

is really the using of the higher laws in

the service of those she loves, will it not

reheve that labor of its drudgery and

make her home life more inspiring.''
"

Miss Martha Van Rensselaer, super-

intendent of the farmers' wives reading

course of Cornell University, gave an

instructive talk on " Eife in Farm
Homes."
The Wednesday afternoon meeting

was held in the New York State Building

;

and Mrs. Emma Moffett Tyng, of New
York, gave a most interesting address on
" Ethics of Home-building."

Mrs. Tyng's address was in reference
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to beautifying home life and the influence

of art in the home. She said the furnish-

in<^s of the home, to be sincere, must

correspond with the life of the inmates

of that home : it is an experiment sta-

tion, a cradle, nursery, garden, pleasure

ground, and, in time for the perfected

man, the palace of a king. On one side

is its helpmate, the school. They work

together to prepare the individual for the

beyond, the great, beautiful world, the

arena where the fibre and metal are

tested.

This address was followed by Mr.

Melvil Dewey, of Albany, who explained

the educational value of the Lake Placid

Conference.

This conference holds a week's session

ever}' year at the Lake Placid Club in

the Adirondacks, where prominent

scientists, teachers, and speciahsts are

invited to address the conference on

some subject relating to household

economics.

At five o'clock a tea was given at the

Woman's Building, where the members
of the association were delightfully enter-

tained by the Board of Women Managers
of the Pan-American.

On Thursday the meetings were held

in the Woman's Union, and Mrs. Lynden
Evans, of Chicago, and Mrs. Helen Camp-
bell, of Boston, were the principal

speakers. Mrs. Campbell is a student and
authority on the subject of household eco-

nomics, and in a conversational way gave

a most interesting address on " Arts and
Crafts in Relation to Household Eco-

nomics."

Mrs. Adelaide Hoodless, of Canada,
led a discussion on " The Value of a

Scientific Education in the Household."

She was followed by Mrs. Hughes, and
what she said had reference in the most
practical sense to home-building. She
advocated equal responsibility of husband
and wife in the home. Of character-

building she said, if a girl could be

taught to do one thing well, if no greater

than making an omelette,— that if she

could create an exact omelette, one

answering all the requirements, light,

tasty, nutritious, and palatable, she had
accomplished that much toward character-

building.

In the evening Miss Abbie Marlatt, of

Providence, R.I., gave an address that

showed much study on " Domestic

Science as a Correlated Study."

Mr. James L. Hughes, of Toronto, in-

spector of schools in that city, concluded

the programme with a lecture that was
as watty as it was interesting, in which

he discussed " Household Economics as

a Factor in Human Evolution."

A social half-hour followed, conclud-

ing the sessions which have been most

interesting and helpful. At the busi-

ness meeting the following officers were

elected : honorary president, Mrs. Ellen

M. Henrotin, Chicago, 111.
;

president,

Mrs. Linda Hull Earned, Syracuse,

N.Y. ; vice-president, Mrs. Mary Moody
Pugh, Omaha, Neb. ; secretary and

treasurer, Mrs. J. K. Dunn, Jamaica,

L.L

Boston Cooking School

Mrs. Jordan, teacher of chemistry

and psychology at the Boston Cooking

Rely upon

Piatt's Chlorides

as your household

disinfectant.

An odorless, colorless liquid
;

powerful, safe, and cheap.

Destroys disease germs and
noxious gases, thus preventing
sickness. Sold in quart bottles

only, by druggists and high-class

grocers. Prepared only by Henry
B. Piatt, Piatt Street, New York.
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School, is recovering from an attack of

pneumonia.

Miss Maria W. Howard has given re-

cently a course of lectures on Hygiene

and Sanitation before the Monday Club

of East Weymouth, Mass., also a chaf-

ing-dish demonstration before the do-

mestic science department of the Old

Colony Club of South Weymouth. She

is engaged to give a demonstration be-

fore the Women's Club of Norwood,

Mass.

Class of igoi. Mrs. Isabel Jarvis is

teacher of dietetics at Grace Hospital,

and Ildah M. Brinsmade at Harper Hos-

pital, Detroit, Mich.

Miss Turner is principal, and Miss

McKeand assistant teacher, in a do-

mestic science school at Truro, N.S.

Rachel Rand is resident teacher of

cookery at State Asylum, Concord,

N.H.
Lena Knight and Jessie Scott have

opened a cooking school and catering

establishment in Worcester, Mass.

Blanche Daggett is giving a series

of cooking demonstrations to classes

supported by the '* People's Club " of

Lowell, Mass.

Helen Holmes conducts practice

classes and gives special lessons at

Fall River, Mass.

Olive Harlow of Medford, Mass.,

supervises dinners, luncheons and re-

ceptions, gives lessons in cookery, and

instructs cooks, by the week, at the

homes of their employers.

Mrs. Ida Bailey has just given a lect-

ure before the Mothers' Club of Mai-

den, and Helen Parker before the

Women's Club of North Andover, Mass.

Mrs. Walker, nke Drury, is giving

demonstrations at a food fair in Ames-
bury, Mass.

Miss Buckingham is teaching at

Denison House (College Settlement),

Boston.

Class of i8gg. Miss Hanson has

been giving demonstrations at a food

fair at Bath, Me.

Horse Bucked

Rider Severely Hurt

A Cincinnati man visiting in Texas,

on a ranch, was thrown from a horse

and so severely injured that his life was

despaired of. He takes pride in telling

how food saved his life. The heavy

drugs given seriously injured his stom-

ach, and, as he says, "It seemed I would

soon have to starve in the midst of plenty.

My stomach refused to digest food, and

I ran down from 165 to 133 pounds.

When my appetite failed, I was ready to

give up, and it looked as though I would

soon 'wink out.'

"One morning the foreman's daughter

brought in what she called a splendid

food, and it turned out to be Grape-nuts.

A little sceptical, I ate it and found it

was good, and just the kind of food I

could keep on my stomach, which had

been almost burned out by the vile drugs.

" I felt that I had obtained a new lease

of life, for improvement set in at once.

A week later I was weighed, and had

gained two pounds. My weight has

since steadily increased by the constant

use of Grape-nuts, and I am now better

than I have been in years, as my friends

will all testify.

" In all kinds of athletic sports I notice

I have a greater reserve force than for-

merly, for which I am indebted to Grape-

nuts. Taken in moderation, it is the

greatest food of its kind in the world,

being equally well adapted to athletes

and invalids."— Paul Alwin Platz, 1906

Biglow Avenue, Mount Auburn, Cincin-

nati, Ohio.
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Class of i8g8. Miss Dike gives les-

sons to the nurses and has charge of

the dietary at the Children's Hospital,

Boston.

Truro School of Domestic Science

The Truro School of Domestic Sci-

ence, which last year opened a Teachers'

Training Department in connection

with its other work, is meeting with very

marked success. This year five young

ladies are taking the training course with

a view to becoming teachers of the sub-

jects in the schools of the Province, and

others are expected in a few days. The

school has as teachers Miss McKeand,

a graduate of the Boston Cooking School

of Domestic Science and formerly as-

sistant in the Montreal School ; and

Miss Turner, also a graduate of the Bos-

ton Cooking School of Domestic Sci-

ence, class, 190 1, and formerly of the

Truro pubUc schools. Associated with

these as lecturers are Dr. Halliday,

provincial bacteriologist; Dr. W. S.

Muir, Dr. H. V. Kent, Dr. F. S. Yors-

ten ; Miss Yorke, superintendent of

Victorian Order of Nurses ; and Principal

W. R. Campbell. The school is excel-

lently equipped for work. Students are

given a thorough course in the theory

and practice of foods and cookery,

household chemistry, bacteriology, hy-

giene and sanitation, physiology, first

aids and care of sick, laundry, textiles,

needlework, household economies, etc.

Halifax, Truro, Lunenburg, and Bridge-

water have already made domestic sci-

ence a part of their school course, and

several other towns are preparing to in-

troduce the work into their schools at an

early date. The Truro school is open,

free of cost, to all who wish to take the

course. A short course is also open to

teachers who may wish to take up a part

of the work without a view of gradua-

tion.— Halifax Herald.

Take a Record.

See How Many Friends are hurt by

Coffee

It would be just as reasonable for a

temperance advocate to drink a little di-

luted whiskey as to drink coffee, for one

is as truly an intoxicant as the other, and

persistence in the use of coffee brings on

a variety of chronic diseases, notorious

among which are dyspepsia, heart palpi-

tation (and ultimately heart failure), fre-

quently constipation, kidney diseases,

many cases of weak eyes, and trembling

condition of the nerves.

This is only a small percentage of the

great variety of diseases which come

from an unbalanced nervous system,

caused by the persistent daily use of the

drug caffeine, which is the active princi-

ple of coffee. Another bit of prhna-

facie evidence about coffee is that the

victims to the habit find great difficulty

in giving it up.

They will solemnly pledge to them-

selves, day after day, that they will aban-

don the use of it, when they know that it

is shortening their days, but morning

after morning they fail, until they grow

to despise themselves for their lack of

control.

Any one interested in this subject

would be greatly surprised to make a

systematic inquiry among prominent

brain-workers in America. There are

hundreds of thousands of our most promi-

nent people, who have abandoned coffee

altogether and are using Postum Food

Coffee in its place, and for the most ex-

cellent reasons in the world. Many of

them testify that ill-health, nervous pros-

tration, and consequent inability to work

have in times past pushed them back and

out of their proper standing in life, which

they have been able to regain by the use

of good health, strong nerves, and great

vitality, since coffee has been thrown out

and the Postum put in its place.
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A Plea for the Large Kitchen

By Mabel Wood Johnson

But few women know that the kitchen is the most interesting room in the house."

—

Forrester.

IN
these days of steel coal-burni^ig

or gas ranges and electrical cooking

apparatus, we frequently read of

the advantage of a small kitchen, like a

ship galley, with dishes as ready at one's

hand as a carpenter has his tools. The
fewer the steps to be taken, the more

time saved,— this is the plea.

The kitchen is the shop-room of the

household, the engine-room of the home.

The worker must spend there many
hours of each day. It should be the

room first planned in the house and

thoroughly furnished, even at the ex-

pense of the rest of the house. The
influence of the work-room is felt
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throughout the house. If it is large and

cheery, well and good.

The kitchen is the arena for many

kinds of work. If the housekeeper is

also the kitchen maid, she will prefer a

workshop with elbow room to spare, and

plenty of breathing-space, large enough,

also, for the children of the home to

share in the work ; for they can learn to

help only by helping.

If it is a servant who is in charge, all

the more reason for a spacious, well-

hghted, well-aired work-room. Much of

her time must, of necessity, be spent

within the four walls of the kitchen.

P'ew houses have a servants' sitting-

room. A kitchen large enough to have

a reading-table and rocking-chair, and

even a couch, with bookcase and pict-

ures, is not visionary, but practicable.

It is actual, too, for I know such a one.

However large the kitchen, there

should be a pantry adjoining, well fitted

with shelf-room, cupboards, and drawers,

and lighted by a low window. Our

pleasant kitchen has an outside opening

eastward, another opening into a hall,

where there is a west outside door.

Just beyond the dining-room is the

front hall and front south door. There

is hardly an hour in the hottest mid-

summer's day but what some breeze is

astir to refresh the cook, who here is

also the housekeeper.

" When I build my home, it shall be

strung along parallel with the street,

with the kitchen in as pleasant corner as

the parlor, and with as good a view."

The house was built last year, and it is

just as the cheery owner planned it.

The kitchen is open on two sides, east

and west, with a wealth of sunshine,

fresh air, and pleasing outlook.

The crowded basement hotel kitchen

is becoming a thing of the past. In the

newer hotels the kitchens are large and

well fitted, and guests are welcome to

inspect them.

One of the largest, oldest, and most

popular restaurants in Boston has kitchen

room floor space more than equal to its

dining-room capacity. The orderliness

of the place and promptness of the

service is made possible by this room-

iness. In a successful Boston lunch

room the street floor and half of the

second floor are used for lunch counters,

while the basement, half the second

floor, and the two entire floors above

are the kitchens and the serving-rooms

for a comparatively limited menu.

The old-time kitchen, with its fireplace

and settles, was by far more commodious

than those built in modern houses.

Space is at a premium now, and the

kitchen takes the left-overs.

My grandmother's kitchen is a cher-

ished memory picture. The stove, the

sink, and w^ork table were simply inci-

dentals. Of far more importance to me
was the long wide couch, with its mat-

tress of feathers and its downy pil-

lows, with covering of dark calico not

too good for a child's dusty shoes. A
window near one end gave a light corner,

in which to read Cinderella stories, while

the cookies were being browned to a

crisp. The other end was in a dark

corner, where a small girl could dream

unmolested, just out of range of the

busy work, but on vantage ground of

watching all, so dear to the childish

heart. Of equal interest was the dresser

with its rows of shiny tins, and the

closed cupboard, on one of whose shelves

stood the bowl with " sugar lumps."

At one end was a brick oven, heated

only before Thanksgiving or Christmas

;

back of the stove was the fireplace,

whose back log was seldom lighted.

There hung the crane, now pushed to

the wall. Years before the stove ap-

peared, these did daily service. The
high narrow mantel-piece over the fire-

place was still used for the candlesticks,

the snuffer-tray, and the boat-shaped
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apple-dish of gayly painted tin. The
room was big and square, and it was a

long way from the dark couch corner

over to the tall clock ticking away the

slow minutes of the winter afternoon.

Do you not know of houses into whose

kitchens you like to go ? There is an

opening of heart and exchange of con-

fidence, which only kitchen atmosphere

can encourage. The genial warmth per-

vading the room gives one a homey feel-

ing, and breaks down the barriers of

formality.

Happy the child who counts the

kitchen a play-room ; and fortunate the

household, where all have the freedom of

this the kevstone-room of home !

Servini

Bv Catharine J. Coolidge (Tatnall)

Part I

Introductory

SERVING a meal neatly, promptly,

and in a manner pleasing to family

and guests is a most important

matter ; for, to nine people out of ten, a

large part of the enjoyment, and conse-

quently the benefit of the meal, lies in

this one thing— the serving. May not

the table, with its many opportunities

for an exercise of good taste, courtesy,

and self-control, be a silent educator in

our households ? If serving is well con-

ducted, what excellent lessons it may
give in neatness and order ! If, on the

other hand, it is poorly conducted, what

equally good lessons it may give in dis-

order and uncleanliness, and consequent

haste and discourtesy !

It must be remembered that, however

well the cook has done her part, however

attractive her arrangement of the food

and garnishings, her efforts will seem

ineffective, if the waitress is careless in

laying the table and performing her

other duties.

In these days, when the ill effects of

American hurry are shown so promi-

nently in the various forms of nervous

disease and dyspepsia, the American

housekeepers should give particular at-

tention to their tables, making them so

attractive, and presiding over them with

such a quiet grace, that the family and

guests will be content to linger over the

well-cooked and nourishing dishes, made
so appetizing by their dainty setting.

This matter is of more vital impor-

tance than most of us realize. Women,
however, are beginning to think of it se-

riously; and the prospectus of many a

women's club shows the awakening of a

general interest in domestic science.

Many people think they cannot have

an attractive table, because expensive

linen and china are beyond their means.

With the beautiful modern china, as well

as other articles, which are sold at rea-

sonable rates, surely a good shopper, with

fairly artistic sense, can make a collec-

tion of harmonious, if not elegant, table-

furnishings.

The price of decorated china is gov-

erned largely by the amount of gold used

in ornamentation. Many housekeepers

think it wise to buy a •' stock "' pattern,

so that, if any piece becomes broken or

injured, it can readily be replaced.

Then, too, comes the question of how
to have good waitress-work, when per-

Reprinted by request from Vol. II. of this magazine.
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haps there is only one maid in the house-

hold, and her time and strength are

required for other tasks. The question

of how much shall be expected of her in

the dining-room is one that each house-

keeper must ultimately decide for her-

self, as the conditions vary so much in

different households. One maid in a fam-

ily of six should not be required to give

as much service at table as one who 'is

in a household of two. This question of

how many of the duties of a trained

waitress the one maid shall be required

to know and perform is one that is

largely discussed. Will it not be just to

this sometimes overworked maid, if we

remember how many steps she must take

in her varied routine, and therefore be

considerate in asking her services in the

dining-room during meal-time ? The
trained waitress is of course expected

to devote her entire time to service dur-

ing a meal.

We should remember that many parts

of the waiting on table, though appar-

ently laborious, are, really, not burden-

some, as they save the maid's time in

the end. For instance, it is really no

more trouble to remove during the

meal everything belonging to one course

before another is brought on; for, if it

be done at this time, there will be just

so much less to remove at the end of the

meal. In such a case the maid has

taken no more steps than she must

eventually do in restoring the room to

order, and the table has been kept far

more attractive.

In many families, where only a maid
of general housework is kept, the mis-

tress teaches her the duties of a waitress,

requiring her on certain days to perform

these duties carefully. Thus the maid
is trained sufficiently in this art to do

good work for a small luncheon or din-

ner, with the assistance of some one in

the kitchen.

The duties of a waitress are not con-

fined to waiting on table, for she is

expected to know also how to sweep

and dust a room, to launder table linen,

embroidered centre-pieces and doilies, to

make butter balls and salad dressings, to

slice bread and cold meats, and to wash

and wipe dishes, and clean silver.

General Rules for Waitresses

1. Dress.— The waitress should be

neatly and quietly dressed in a simple

cotton gown for breakfast and luncheon,

and in a plain black gown, with white,

linen collar and cuffs and a fresh white

apron, for dinner. She should have her

hair neatly arranged, and wear a simple

white cap. The hands should be

cleansed after adjusting the cap. Her
shoes should be of some soft leather,

with thin soles, so that she may be

noiseless in all her movements. The
low shoes worn by nurses are inexpen-

sive, costing one dollar and a half per

pair, and are very suitable for the wait-

ress.

2. Deportment.— The waitress must be

a woman of many excellent qualities.

She must be prompt, neat, quiet, and

observing ; and, however great the emer-

gency, must not lose her head. She

must always bear in mind the old say-

ing, " The more haste, the less speed,"

and remember that her work must be

done deliberately and exactly.

She must not speak, except to answer

a question ; for, if she is well trained,

she will never need to ask one- She

should speak in a low, pleasant voice,

and be quick to hear when addressed.

3. Dining- roo7n.— Before the serving

of each meal, the room should be made
fresh and bright. The dining-room

must always be cheerful, with an agree-

able temperature. It should be some-

what cooler than the living-rooms,

—

usually about 67° or 68° Fah.,— and

there should be proper means of venti-

lation, so that fresh air may be had
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without exposing any one to a draught.

For winter the old-time board, about

six inches wide, made to fit the open

window, is desirable, as it gives ex-

cellent ventilation without creating a

draught. If free air seems more de-

sirable, screens may be placed about

the windows to protect those at table.

4. Tabic.— The table may be of an}-

desired shape : but the round table of

the knights of old is preferred by many
people, as it brings the family or guests

together, and seems more social. At a

comparatively small expense a carpen-

ter will make an adjustable round top,

which can be used on almost any table.

The table should be of convenient size

to seat th.e number of guests comfort-

ably. The table should be placed per-

fectly straight, with its sides parallel

with the sides of the room.

The chairs should be placed at such

a distance from the table that they will

need but little movins: when the o:uests

take their seats.

5. Table Linen and Other Covers.—
A heavy under-cover is essential for the

prevention of noise, the wearing of the

table-cloth ao^ainst the edo:es of the

table, and the injuring of the table by

hot dishes. This cloth may be made
of double-faced Canton flannel, felt, or

knitted table padding. The linen should

in a drawer large enough to lay them

flat. If the table-cloth, after being placed

on the table, is found to be tumbled, the

creases may be removed by using a

moderately hot iron, but not hot enough

to injure the polish of the table.

It is sometimes desirable to place a

folded napkin about certain articles of

food, to keep them warm. Such is the

case when serving baked or stuffed

potatoes, or sweet corn, as these lose

their heat rapidly. Many people pre-

fer not to use a doily for serving hot

rolls and muffins, as their close con-

tact with the linen often affects their

flavor.

The use of linen doilies under cro-

quettes or ice-cream seems a misuse of

daintiness. The following diagrams

show a simple method of folding a nap-

kin to be used for baked potatoes, etc.

:

Use a dinner napkin of medium size,

and place it on the table, right side up,

Lift each corner, and fold it to the

centre (as in Fig. i). Lay the napkin

in the plate in which it is to be used,

and fold the new corners under to tit

the plate (^as in Fig. 2). Then lift the

original corners back until the form is

square again (as in Fig. 3 ). The dish

may then be filled : and. if not passed

immediately, the corners of the napkin

should be drawn over to cover the food.

be as fine as the housekeeper can afford,

and must always be clean "and well laun-

dered. The table-cloth appears to the

best advantage when ironed with few

folds, and these must be straight. Tray

cloths and carving-cloths look best when
ironed without folds, and should be kept

6. Sideboard and Side-table.— The
arrangement of the sideboard and side-

table is a most important part of the

preparation for ser\-ing a meal. They
should hold all extras that will be needed

during the meal.

If the dining-room is sufficiently large.
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it is well to have two side-tables, one at

each end of the room. On one of these

may be placed the articles needed by

the host, and on the other those required

by the hostess.

The side-tables should always be

covered with a cloth. The sideboard

may or may not be covered to corre-

spond with the dining table.

On the sideboard should be placed

extra plates, tumblers, forks, knives,

spoons, coffee-cups, finger-bowls, nap-

kins, sugar and cream, and a pitcher of

water for refiUing the carafes. Have

also on the sideboard the various sea-

sonings, such as red and white pepper,

mustard, vinegar, and olive oil.

On the side-table may be placed extra

plates, spoons for vegetables, carving

knives and forks, soft napkins, and

heavy woollen cloth for emergencies.

The side-table should be large enough

to hold all the articles mentioned, and

also the vegetable dishes and the cover

of the soup tureen. The arrangement

of the side-table varies somewhat with

each meal.

7. Trays.— The tray should corre-

spond in size with the dish to be car-

ried. Unless it is very handsome, it

should be covered with

a doily of the right size

to fit inside the tray.

The tray is held low, so

that the guest may not

find it awkward to help

himself,

8. Passing the Food.—
The food may be passed

in one of two ways, either

wdth or without a tray.

All food that admits of

choice is offered at the

left of each person, and

the guest may then com-

fortably help himself with the right hand.

Tea and coffee or anything that does

not admit of choice, should be set down
from the right in front of or beside~each

person.

In taking a plate from the host^or

hostess, who is serving, the waitress

should stand at the left and raise the

plate to the tray with the right hand.

Plates should be removed from the

left and carried from the room, one at

a time, if possible. If two are removed

at once, they should be taken from the

room, one in each hand, never piled

together.

9. Emergencies. —T\i^ maid must be

ready for any accidents which may
occur at table, and should be prepared

to act in the most speedy and quiet way.

If water, coffee, or any other liquid is

overturned, as it wdll sometimes be, she

should immediately bring a soft napkin,

w^hich will quickly absorb the liquid, and
then cover the spot with a fresh doily

or napkin. She should also have on

the side-table a piece of heavy yet soft

woollen material, a half or three-quarters

of a yard square. This might be needed,

in case the alcohol lamp of the tea-

kettle or of the chafing-dish should burn

beyond control, or if the

shade of a candle should

take fire. Of course, it

is pleasanter for those

at table, if such a dis-

turbing element can be

taken at once from the

room ; but this is some-

times a dangerous thing

for the waitress to at-

tempt, particularly if she

wears a cotton gown.

The next paper will

give specific directions

for serving certain meals.



Housekeeping in the
By S. J.

TiWELVE miles from a lemon !

"

What is that to the New Eng-

land housekeeper in compari-

son with being twelve miles from a

broom ! Of lemons we have a plentiful

supply, even in this wilderness, having

filled our saddle-bags with such lux-

uries in the far-away town ; but who
would think of tucking a broom away in

his saddle-bag ?

Only one short month ago we were

in the land of plenty, and blissfully igno-

rant of the fact that in so brief a time

we could be positively longing for the

commonest conveniences of housekeep-

ing. One dollar's worth of simple uten-

sils from a five-cent store would make
one a magnate among housewives here

;

and this is not simply the plight of the

improvident camper, it is the every-day

condition of the people among these

mountains, with whom we have cast our

lot for a few weeks.

Here money is scarce and merchan-

dise high. Everything must be brought

by man or mule over miles of rough

mountain trail. If Jack does go to the

town for a sack of corn-meal, he must

bring back tobacco, whatever else be

denied. If this article of necessity gives

out, no matter how important the daily

work, be it sowing or reaping, all must

stop until the men-folk can go to the

town, or to the commissary of some
logging camp, and supply the crying

need. Perhaps, however, it is known
that the next neighbor, two miles away,

has a supply. Then it is easy to borrow.

Borrowing in this region is carried to

its extreme. One family has a wash-

board. At the next cabin, a mile or two

away, they have a tub ; and beyond that

some one has home-made soap. In

half a day all can be gotten together

Carolina Mountains
Waldo

for a washing. This tedious procedure,

however, is gone through with only when
some outsiders, like ourselves, are taxing

the energies of the housekeeper. On
ordinary occasions she goes down to the

stream, carrying one article at a time,

dips it in the water, spreads it on a flat

rock, and gives it a vigorous beating with

a paddle. Small wonder that clothes

must be made of ticking, or other stout

material, to withstand this treatment.

For the finishing touches there is one

"smoothing iron" on this side of the

mountain, and this is as great a traveller

as the " wandering Jew "
;
yet the result

of its use would hardly satisfy the fas-

tidious.

To-day the man of the house bethinks

him to cut the grass in the little meadow,
but he recalls that Sam has borrowed

his scythe blade, and Tom has the

handle, whereat he despatches the two

small boys in either direction to gather

them in ; for it is not in good form

to return a borrowed article in this

country : feelings are very easily hurt.

When, finally, the dismembered imple-

ment is gotten together, and the blade

has been properly ground, a cloudy sky

gives sign that there may be a shower,

and the trout fishing is good, so care is

thrown to the winds and ripened grass

forgotten. To-morrow it rains. The
next day a deer is seen on the moun-

tain, and a day's hunting is in order. On
the following day a trip to town seems

necessary, and so it goes on until the

grass is well-nigh ruined. But no doubt

the cattle will get through the winter,

somehow.

No gray hairs come through worry

here. The Bible precept, "take no

thought for the morrow," is fully lived

up to. Who shall say it is not an ideal
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existence ? Why work, if one can live

without? What need of ambition in a

region, where all are equal, and no one

wants to get ahead of his neighbor ? A
log cabin, a roaring fire of wood, of

which there is no limit, a few rough

clothes, a sack of corn-meal, a com-

forting pipe,— not one of these moun-

taineers would exchange all this for a

mansion on Fifth Avenue, with its ac-

companying responsibilities.

Hospitality is here a prominent trait.

When the housekeeper, calmly sitting

with folded hands in her doorway (per-

haps smoking her pipe), hears the tramp

of horses, and sees a band of hunters

dismounting before her, anticipating

supper and a night's lodging, does her

heart sink, as would her Northern sis-

ter's, at the thought of a scanty larder,

or the lack of sleeping accommodations

in the little cabin ? Certainly not. Her
mind goes through no such disquieting

gymnastics. She welcomes her visitors

to what she has. Probably there is corn-

meal, from which large cakes of pone

can be made, though often, in the de-

mand for quantity, the quality is over-

looked ; but hungry hunters are not over-

particular in matter of diet. If the

cows have come in lately, there is per-

haps, a plentiful supply of milk ; but, if

no young lures them home, they may be

out of sight on the mountains, and it is

not Ukely that there is enterprise enough

in the family to cause a search to be

made for them, in which case milk

will be wanting. Something eatable

may be taken from the little garden

patch, or perhaps it is known that a

neighbor has been blackberrying, in

which case some one is despatched

to borrow a pail of berries. After

appetites have been appeased, it is in

order to establish sleeping quarters.

What bedding the house affords is

brought forth ; and each man supple-

ments, as he is able, the share assigned

to him. There are two or three beds

in a room ; and by a judicious doubling,

together with a neat utilization of floor

space, the party are accommodated.

Sleep in this mountain air, especially

after a day of hard climbing over rough

trails, is sure to come with little per-

suasion, and discomforts are soon for-

gotten. Breakfast is an exact duplicate

of the evening repast, since it is the cus-

tom here to set forth the entire round of

the larder at each meal ; and the hunting

party is early in the saddle again. If

the men were strangers, they have paid

ten or fifteen cents apiece for their en-

tertainment.

The cordiality with which these moun-

tain people bid you " come and see us "

leaves no doubt in your mind of a hearty

welcome. If one passes the door and

does not accept the invitation to stop

and take a meal, it is considered al-

most a personal slight; but, as a rule,

the business beyond is not so pressing

but that the passer-by can yield to the

invitation.

Matter of wonder it is that the house-

keeper can do as well as she does with

the limited resources at her command.

Few have stoves of any kind, the cook-

ing being done in the fireplace. Some-

times, indeed, a newly married couple

will invest almost the last penny in a

cook stove ; but the roaring wood fire

and lack of care soon reduce this to a

wreck of its former self. Matches are

a luxury not often seen here, which

leads to one of the chief cares of the

housewife, namely, in keeping a spark of

fire on the hearth night and day. If by

oversight the fires goes out, in the shape

of a glowing ember it must, like any

other necessity, be borrowed from the

next neighbor.

The use of the fireplace in cooking

makes an iron pot and skillet indispen-

sable items in the scanty supply of uten-

sils. The former takes the place,
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also, of a clothes boiler, when this arti-

cle is needed. Of course, roasting is

almost an unknown art, except as it is

done in the ashes ; and it is difficult to

persuade the native that a piece of meat

can be roasted tender enough to be

eaten, the popular way being to boil

meat and, perhaps, later brown it in the

skillet. The broth in which the meat

has been boiled is invariably thrown

away.

Table furnishings are often so scarce

that potatoes, beets, etc., are lifted from

the pot and deposited on the bare table,

regardless of the thought that this is

not quite an appetizing way of serving.

The corn bread comes on in the loaf,

and each person breaks off what he

wants. This use of hands does not,

however, cause consternation to the

stranger ; for he knows that the last act,

before eating, of each person present

has been to wash his face and hands

thoroughly. The summons to a meal,

indeed, takes this form :
" Go and wash,

and come and eat."

Though milk and eggs and butter are

plentiful, no combination of these in

dainty dishes seems to be known to

the housekeeper ; and any attempt of the

visitor to enlarge the scope of the daily

menu meets with Uttle approval. In

general, the mountaineer relishes only

his customary diet ; and as one young

cook remarked, " You don't want to

make things too good, because they

would eat too much."

When a meal is over, short work is

made of the " clearing away." Any
utensils not easily cleaned are set out in

the " branch " to soak until needed again.

In this branch, which is the outflow of

a cool delicious spring, . a spout is set,

from which water is always flowing in

varying quantity. Here all the water

for household purposes is obtained.

The city visitor often feels that he must
' turn off " the supply when not in use.

He cannot get accustomed to such

wastefulness. It is one thing thor-

oughly to envy,— this pure, cold, spark-

ling water, without money and without

price. In this branch, too, is set every-

thing that must be kept cool. No
sweeter refrigerator can be imagined.

In the matter of clothing for the fam-

ily, no great amount of brain power is

expended. Seldom do the children go

away from home, except into the woods.

In some places there is a school for a

few months in the year, but many of the

inhabitants can neither read nor write.

Those who can read are apt to be vo-

racious whenever they get anything in

the reading line that suits their taste.

A first glance at these mountain folk,

and one is apt to be moved with pity for

them, in their narrow hfe and limited in-

terests ; for they seldom see a newspaper,

or know aught beyond their own little

horizon. One wonders how life can be

endurable, but a very brief stay among
them changes one's view entirely. They
are perfectly satisfied with themselves

and their lot in life. They lead a natu-

ral existence, and an effort to put them

out of conceit with it would be unwise, if

not impossible. If one among them has

ambition beyond his kind, he can go out

and join the world beyond the mountains
;

but this does not often happen. Even

the infrequent visitor here catches the

spirit of the free and idle life. It is an

ideal place for the recuperation of tired

nerves and weary bodies.

It cannot be long, however, before

these primitive conditions must give way.

The railroads, conquering difficulties, are

creeping nearer. Lumber men are cast-

ing longing eyes upon the primeval for-

ests. State laws in regard to education

are to be enforced ; and, as a result, one

can readily foresee, in the no distant fut-

ure, a decided change will be wrought

in a civilization that is now one hundred

years behind the age.



The Deerfield Society of Blue and White

Needlework
By Katherine Louise Smith

NESTLING in the heart of

Massachusetts and fairly over-

whelmed with an accumula-

tion of historic associations, the little

village of Deerfield is the birthplace of

what promises to be a most valuable

department of woman's activity. While

the productions of the Deerfield Society

of Blue and White Needlework are

quite in line with modern specimens of

handicraft, the society has for its aim

the revival of the linen embroidery of

the last century, which in the hands of

New England women reached a unique

state of development just before the

Revolution.

The wives of the early settlers of New
England had their ingenuity taxed to the

utmost. We can imagine the Priscilla of

yesterday making preparations for her

embroidery. She wove her flax into

cloth, and bleached it on the grass.

She dyed the linen thread two or three

shades of blue in the indigo tub that

stood by the chimney corner. We can

even picture the tracing of the design

in charcoal, and the loving patience

with which the quaint pieces intended

for baby clothes, a coverlet for the best

bedstead, or window hangings, were

wrought. The present Deerfield so-

ciety is in perfect harmony with these

sentiments. It is colonial and Puri-

tan. It is artistic, loyal, patriotic, as

well as unique in its objects.

The famous collection of relics and

curiosities of the early settlers of this

region is housed in the old Deerfield

Academy, built one hundred years ago.

When it was noticed that some rare

specimens of needlework, kept under

glass with jealous care, were growing

faded and moth-eaten, despite the stout-

ness of the homespun hnen, it was natu-

ral that the descendants of the women
who had worked these pieces should con-

ceive the idea of attempting their pres-

ervation. To Miss Margaret Whiting

and Miss Ellen Miller must be given

the credit of the initial step in reviv-

ing this forgotten craft from the family

heirlooms. The success of their indi-

vidual efforts developed the scheme for a

society to reproduce old designs for mod-

ern use by keeping as close as possible

to the spirit of the colonial needle women,

even to the colors dyed in indigo, fustic,

and madder dye-pots. Though only a

few years old, this village industry, em-

bodying a truly Ruskinian idea, has had

such a phenomenal growth that its mono-

gram, a spinning-wheel with a " D " in

the centre, to symbolize the materials

employed and the village where its use

is revived, is wrought upon each piece

produced by the society, both as a pro-

tection under the law and a seal of ap-

proval of their work. To add to the his-

torical value of the piece, when it is pos-

sible to decipher the date of the pattern

reproduced, this also is wrought in along

with the society's seal.

The designs are exceedingly well ex-

ecuted, and it is curious to trace the

family likeness between patterns used in

widely separated towns, so marked as to

form a style of design without destroying

the individuality in the work. The solid

work that the women of Vermont did

one hundred years ago bears a similar-

ity to the graceful curved patterns of

Salem handicraft, but these also show
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traces of the environments amid which

the different women finished their handi-

work. The palm-leaf pattern is often

found to be taken from some treasured

Indian shawl ; and hints of Chinese de-

signs, suggestive of our early trade with

that strange and far-away land, are not

lacking. Old French chintzes and wall

papers were also drawn upon for de-

signs, but more frequently the fair

designer drew, with a decided stroke on

the hnen, the flowing lines which indi-

cate the play of fancy, or imitations of

leaves and flowers. These were com-

bined and treated with a perception of

decorative needs which is astounding in

untrained workers. In the bed-spreads,

window curtains, and other hnen wrought

under the fingers of the young maiden

preparing her wedding supply, and in

the little skirts embroidered by the ma-

tron for her first-born child, are found

quaint figures carried out with exquisite

perfection in elaborate designs.

Another marked feature of all this

colonial work is its variety ; for, though

the Uttle skirts designed for the first

baby were adorned with quaint designs,

and each succeeding child in the family

wore the same skirt, no two patterns are

alike. The artistic ideal is also there.

This was especially true of a bed-spread

designed in 1794 as a part of a marriage

outfit. From a heart at the foot, the

pattern radiates in bold curves, the

motive meeting at the top in a great

rose ; and the whole design is brought

out with a careful use of appropriate

stitches. When to ancestral devotion

(for the members of this society are

descended from the pioneers of this

region) is added the artistic skill of

to-day, it is no wonder that the re-

productions of these precious relics

retain the genuine merit and the careful

workmanship of the originals.

One of the first difficulties to be over-

come was the possibility of getting linen

thread Uke the old permanent indigo

blue ; but by close questioning of old

ladies who remembered how their moth-

ers dyed, and by repeated experiments,

the details of the old process were re-

covered. As blue, in four simple graded

shades, was the color generally em-

ployed by the colonial women, the Deer-

field society does most of its work in the

same tints. Occasionally green, brown,

and pink are reproduced in their original

colors ; and often something is developed

in colors to accord with an old set of

china, as was done in a recent order

from one of our prominent society women
of Washington, where the design was

executed in yellow, green, and brown.

Frequently rare designs are found on

old samplers, as well as on old china

and household linen ; and it is a

work of love on the part of these

women to reproduce them, for, as

these relics of the past are yielding to

time, they wish to show the world the

art that was inherent in their Puritan

ancestors.

It is in the revival of this beautiful

handicraft, and the appreciation with

which it has been received, that the

real interest lies ; for in copying these

old designs the Deerfield society has

brought to light the mutual under-

standing and sympathy which existed

between the brain and hand of the

designer. There is the very impetus of

revered association in the work of this

village industry ; and, when to this is

added the possibility of originality, the

work of the Deerfield women has almost

priceless value.

The novelty of the work is refreshing

to one tired of the modern common-
place designs, and the interest, which nu-

merous patriotic societies have aroused

in ancestral relics, has furthered the

cause. The society aims to make every

piece that leaves its hands of a work-

manship that would not shame the
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women whose handiwork it claims to

reproduce. Naturally, such painstaking

methods preclude rapid accumulation of

results. Though new workers are con-

stantly added to the ranks, the produc-

tions are rarely ahead of the orders.

Notable exhibitions have been held in

large cities, and large orders are filled

for organizations and private individ-

uals. Among them are charming table

services, centre-pieces, tray cloths, side-

board covers, doiUes, and the like, no

two alike, where the baskets of vines

and flowers on one piece vie with an

interesting pattern of grapes and rib-

bons on another, while a third may bear

a facsimile of tulips and ferns, wonder-

fully fresh and attractive. Recent open-

ings of Art and Craft Societies in the

East, Minneapolis, St. Paul, and other

commercial centres, have displayed some

of the choicest conceits of this needle-

work, which has become so justly pop-

ular.

Though the society has been in ex-

istence about five years, it has met

with great encouragement, due to the

beauty of the old school of design it has

revived, the honesty of its needlecraft,

and the practical and neighborly way
the business is carried on. They have

no agents, neither do they advertise in

any way. They desire to carry on the

enterprise as a business, not as a char-

ity ; and the leaders are looking confi-

dently to a continued success.

Elementary Lessons in Cookery
By Mary L. Wade

,esson

ANALYSIS of eggs: water, 74;
proteid, 12.5; fat, 12; salts,

I. "The type of all nitroge-

nous foods is albumen, found in its pur-

est natural form in the white of the ^gg.

It corresponds to the fibrine of meat,

the gluten of grains, and the casein of

milk."

Eggs spoil because they lose w^ater

by evaporation through the pores of the

shells. Air enters to take the place of

the water, and the egg in time spoils.

To keep eggs good, the air must be kept

from them, w^hich can be done by pack-

ing them in lime or fine sawdust, or by

coating them over wdth shellac or tallow.

A fresh Q.gg wdll sink when dropped

into a dish of cold water. If in shak-

ing an egg you can hear the contents

move, the egg is not perfectly fresh : if it

rattles, it is spoiled.

///

Eggs should be wiped with a damp
cloth before using. The shells are use-

ful in clearing coffee. To break an egg,

strike it sharply on the edge of a cup or

bowl, put your thumbs together at the

crack, and gently break the shell apart,

holding the egg upright, so that the yolk

will remain in one half the shell. Pour

the white into a dish, and slip the yolk

from one piece of shell to the other sev-

eral times, until all the white is removed.

It is safe to hold each egg over a cup in

breaking the shell, until you are sure of

its freshness.

To beat eggs. To be used in a custard

or when a smooth mixture is desired, not

a light one, beat only until the white and

yolk are blended together, and a spoon-

ful taken up will not run off the spoon.

To beat the yolks, use a fork or Dover

egg-beater, and beat until light-colored
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and thick. To beat whites, use a wire

whisk, and beat them in a deep plate or

platter. They are beaten stiff, when the

whisk or fork will pass through without

taking any of the e^g. They are " beaten

dry, when the gloss is gone and flaky

bits fly off as you beat."

" Experiments have shown that the

white of egg begins to cook at 134 de-

grees Fahrenheit, while at 160 degrees

Fahrenheit it becomes a solid mass. At

212 degrees Fahrenheit it shrinks, and

begins to grow horny. A greater degree

of heat renders albumen too hard to be

easily digested."

Points to be remembered in cooking

eggs : the fresher the egg, the more time

is required for cooking. Albumen, the

main substance of the egg, requires less

cooking and a lower degree of heat than

starch. When eggs are to be combined

with starch in cooking, if possible, the

starch should be cooked before combin-

ing it with the egg.

It is well to have the class cook the

eggs in the three different ways at the

temperatures given, and then compare
them. Cooked in the first way, they will

find the white creamy throughout, and

the yolk slightly cooked. In the second

way, the egg will be similar to the first

;

but in the third way, they will find the

white near the shell quite hard and the

yolk scarcely warmed through.

Soft Boiled Eggs
Put the eggs into a saucepan of boil-

ing water, cover, and put the pan where
it will not boil, but will keep very hot.

Cook seven or eight minutes. Or cover

the eggs with cold water, put the pan
over the fire, and let the water come to a

boil. Remove the eggs as soon as the

water boils. Or cook in boiUng water

four minutes.

Hard Boiled Eggs
Cook in water just simmering thirty

minutes. The yolk should be dry and

crumbly. Put into cold water, that the

shells may be easily removed.

Dropped or Poached Eggs

Break the eggs carefully into a cup,

one at a time, then shp them into a pan

of salted boiling water. Stir the water

rapidly to form an eddy, which will keep

the egg in shape : slip the egg into the

eddy thus formed. Dip the water up

with a spoon over the egg until a film

forms over the yolk. Let the pan stand

three minutes, where the water will

simmer, not boil. Lift carefully with a

skimmer or slotted spoon on to a slice of

toast or boiled rice. Sprinkle with salt

and pepper.

It can be poached in meat, broth, or

milk. If so, moisten the toast with the

broth or milk.

Coddled Eggs

One cup of scalded milk, three eggs,

one tablespoonful of butter, one quarter a

teaspoonful of salt, sprinkle of pepper.

Beat eggs slightly, add the milk and

other ingredients, and cook over boiling

water until the mixture thickens. Serve

on toast, or shredded wheat biscuit.

Cook only until the mixture thickens. If

cooked longer, the egg separates.

Eggs in Nest

Break as many eggs as are needed,

and leave the yolks in one-half the

shells, using great care not to break

the yolk. Beat the whites until stiff,

and pile them up lightly on a shallow

baking-dish or platter, having the dish

well buttered. Make as many hollows

in the whites as you have yolks, and

drop a yolk in each hollow. Dredge

with salt and pepper, and place a small

piece of butter on each yolk. Bake in a

moderate oven five to eight minutes.

Garnish with some minced parsley, and

serve in the dish in which they were
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cooked. These are very nice garnished

with some strips of broiled bacon. Hard-

boiled eggs may be used for egg vermi-

celli.

Egg Vermicelli

Separate yolks and whites of hard-

boiled eggs. Chop the white fine. Put

in a saucepan with a Httle hot milk and

butter, or a thin white sauce. Add
salt and pepper, and pour on to toast.

Rub the yolk through a strainer over the

top.

Omelets

There are two kinds of omelets, the

French omelet and the puffy omelet. In

the French omelet the yolks and whites

are beaten together, and while cooking

it is pricked with a fork, to let the un-

cooked egg run under the cooked por-

tion, so as to cook all parts ahke.

PufFy Omelet
Two eggs, four tablespoonfuls of milk,

one-quarter teaspoonful of salt. Sepa-

rate whites and yolks of eggs. Beat

whites till stiff, beat yolks till Hght, add
the milk and salt, and lightly fold in the

whites. Put one teaspoonful of butter

into a frying-pan. When it bubbles,

pour in the omelet ; cook till brown on

the bottom, then set in the oven and
cook till dry. Fold, and turn on to a hot

platter. Serve at once.

Savory Omelet
Add to the above mixture one table-

spoonful of fine-chopped parsley and a

small piece of onion chopped very fine,

one teaspoonful of powdered herbs, and
a speck of pepper.

Omelets may be varied by the addi-

tion of grated cheese, chopped meat, etc.

Add just before turning, to a puffy ome-
let; but these can be mixed with the

eggj in a French omelet.

SoufHes are puffy omelets baked. A

sweet souffle can be made by the addition

of two tablespoonfuls of sugar for each

egg, and some jelly or fruit. Meat
souffles are made by adding a cup of fine

chopped meat and half a cup of stock for

each three eggs. They should always

be baked by setting the dish in a pan of

hot water.

Anything in the form of an omelet

should be served at once. '' Better the

family wait for the omelet than the

omelet wait for the family."

Custards are smoother when made
with only the yolks of eggs. The pro-

portion is four yolks to each pint of milk,

or two or three whole eggs to a pint.

Soft custard, to be served as sauce to

puddings, etc. Scald one pint of milk.

Beat two eggs slightly. Add four table-

spoonfuls of sugar and a speck of

salt. Pour over the scalded milk, return

to the double boiler, and cook three to

five minutes, or until the custard coats

the spoon. Remove from the fire, and

strain into a cold bowl. When cool, add

one-half a teaspoonful of flavoring. If

the custard should curdle through too

much cooking, beat with a Dover egg-

beater till smooth.

Baked Custard

Beat two eggs till smooth. Add one-

fourth a cup of sugar, a speck of

salt, one-eighth a teaspoonful of nutmeg

or mace, and one pint of milk. Pour

into buttered cups, and set into a pan of

hot water. They are done when a silver

knife thrust into the centre will show no

milk.

Snow Balls

Mix thoroughly four tablespoonfuls of

sugar, four tablespoonfuls of cornstarch,

one-eighth a teaspoonful of salt. Pour

on slowly one pint of boiling water, stir-

ring all the time. Cook directly over

the fire eight to ten minutes, or in a

double boiler fifteen minutes. Remove
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from the stove, and add the whites of

two eggs, beaten stiff, and the juice of

one-half a lemon. Serve with a custard

made of the yolks of the two eggs, one

and one-half cups of milk, four table-

spoonfuls of sugar, a speck of salt,

and one-half a teaspoonful of vanilla.

Apple Snow
Grate one large apple, add the white

of one egg and three-fourths a cup of

powdered sugar. Beat until thick enough

to keep its shape as you pile it on the

dish. A cup of mashed strawberries,

peaches, or raspberries, can be used in

place of the apple.

It is very nice used as a fiUing for

layer cake, or served as a dessert, with

a custard sauce.

Egg Salad

Boil six eggs hard, and cut into halves.

Remove the yolks, and mash fine. Add
two tablespoonfuls of fine-chopped ham,

one-half a teaspoonful of mustard, two

teaspoonfuls of lemon juice, one-quarter

a teaspoonful of salt, and a speck of

cayenne. Fill each half of the white

with this mixture, and put a teaspoon-

ful of mayonnaise dressing on each.

Garnish with fringed celery and parsley.

Boiled Salad Dressing

Mix together one-half a teaspoonful,

each, of salt, mustard, and sugar, and

one-half a teaspoonful of flour. Melt

one tablespoonful of butter, and stir into

it the flour and seasonings. When
smooth, add one-half a cup of milk, and

cook two minutes, stirring all the time.

Add three tablespoonfuls of vinegar

slowly. Pour this over the beaten yolk

of one egg, and cook over boihng

water three minutes, stirring constantly.

Strain and cool.

Mayonnaise Dressing

Mix together one teaspoonful, each,

of mustard and salt, a few grains of

cayenne, and the yolks of two raw eggs.

Add slowly one-half a pint of olive oil,

two tablespoonfuls of vinegar, and two

tablespoonfuls of lemon juice. Just be-

fore serving, add two tablespoonfuls of

thick cream, whipped.

The cream may be omitted, if preferred.

Have everything cold, and set the bowl

into a pan of ice water or chopped ice.

Add the oil very slowly at first. After

the first few tablespoonfuls have been

added, it can be added more rapidly.

Eggs are used for dipping articles to

be fried. When used for this purpose,

add one to two tablespoonfuls of water

to the egg after beating it slightly.

First dip the article to be fried in

crumbs, then in the egg, and then in

crumbs again.

Many more recipes are given than

can be tried in a single lesson, but each

teacher must decide which dishes are

the most available for her own class.



Suggestions

By Julia Davis Chandler

ASUGGESTION for a wedding

present, both useful and novel,

is given in Harper s Bazar for

September, 1901. "A girl clever with

her brush decorated in water-colors a

booklet, bound in heavy water-color

paper; and across the fly-leaf, enclosed

on an appropriate design in illuminated

text, was the inscription :
—

" ' Dishes his Mother used to Make.'

" The contents of the book were

recipes, neatly printed on script, of cer-

tain favorite dishes of the bridegroom

that were got from his mother. Aside

from the novelty of the little gift, it was

really a much-prized contribution to the

outfit of the bride housekeeper."

Following out this idea, why not make

a chafing-dish collection for a friend at

college — girl or man— or rebind some

printed book in covers of one's own dec-

orating? Paint seashore scenes, people

clamming or fishing, perhaps, and lob-

sters, wild duck, gay-colored fishes, sea-

weed and shells, interspersed with the

text, or as a border.

For a young girl at home a collection

of various fudge and candy rules, with

the inscription, " Sweets to the Sweet."

Draw mixing bowls, spices, and flavor-

ings, or a few walnut creams, nougats,

and satin sticks here and there, and for

cover decoration a professional candy-

maker, with his white suit and cap, pull-

ing gay green or pink masses of candy

on a slab. Label it " Fresh Ever}^ Hour."

For a young matron, not versed in

family standards and traditions, make a

collection of recipes from near relatives

and call it,

'' The Perfect Way in Cookery."
'' Decisions of the Court of Appeals."

If she has been reared abroad, collect

wholly American dishes, and insert a

humorous map, with the New England

States labelled, "The Pie Belt"; the

far Southern States, " The Land of Corn

Pone and Gumbo "
; New York, " Cheese

and Catawba Region "
; Ohio, " Buck-

wheat Cake Country," and so on.

Those w^ho remember the Centennial

at Philadelphia may recall the odd

query, " Have you seen the butter

head ? " It was the head of a girl mod-

elled in butter by a woman, and called

*' The Dreaming lolanthe." She chose

this medium, as she had never worked

in clay or marble, only in butter on a

farm ; and the officials were puzzled how
to classify it. Was it an art or a dairy

exhibit ? In Rome the butter pats on the

tables often bear the impression of the

famous boys, Romulus and Remus, with

the wolf. Should this fashion obtain in

this country, what may we not be pre-

pared to see,— heads of pioneers, famous

Indians, or generals and statesmen of

America, not of very remote antiquity,

instead of the usual sheaf of wheat.

State arms, etc. ? Certainly, the town in

Connecticut, where Israel Putnam en-

tered the wolf's den, should, by rights,

be the first to commemorate that deed

in butter, after the Roman fashion.

*• In this place the army had as provisions all

things which are good,— cattle, grain, fragrant

old wine, raisins, and all sorts of beans."

—

Xen-

ophofi's Anabasis, Book IV., chap. 4.

This climax shows how Xenophon

regarded the chief of the legumes, and

indicates, perhaps, that in old Athens,

as well as in the modern Athens of

America, it was beans that developed

brains.



Selected Verses

The Call of Humanity
We go our ways in life too much alone;

We hold ourselves too far from all our kind

;

Too often we are dead to sigh and moan,
Too often to the weak and helpless blind

;

Too often where distress and want abide
We turn and pass upon the other side.

O friends and brothers, passing down the years

j

Humanity is calling each and all

In tender accents born of grief and tears.

I pray you listen to the thrilUng call.

You cannot, in your cold and selfish pride,

Pass guiltlessly upon the other side.

Exchange.

A Song of the Old Year
Good-bye, Old Year ! Far off the bells are

ringing,—
Not chimes of gladness, but a dying knell;

Such gifts as thine no other year is bringing.

Farewell, farewell

!

Thou goest from among us, only leaving
The memory of joys that blessed our lot;

One gift or grace to keep our hearts from griev-

ing

Remaineth not.

The year is dead. Its beauty was a shadow,
A faint, sweet picture of what might have

been
;

But now no more in garden path or meadow
Shall that be seen.

The year is dead,

cherished
Its promise hath been

By hearts untold, and not by ours alone.

How soon, how utterly, its hopes have perished
To each is known.

The New Year dawns. Oh, let its days be
crowded

With useful work such visions to dispel

!

The Old Year's gladness and its grief are
shrouded.

Farewell, farewell

!

Ano}iy?nous.

O strong New Year, to us be kind !

Give truth and Hfe, we ask not more.
We leave the vain regret behind,
We reach for fuller light before.

O New, New Year, to us be kind

!

We cannot wait : we feel our way
;

We Uve for that we hope to find

With each returning New Year's day.

Dora Read Goodale.

You and To-day
With every rising of the sun.

Think of your life as just begun.

The past has shrived, and buried deep
All yesterdays : there let them sleep,

Nor seek to summon back one ghost

Of that innumerable host.

Concern yourself with but to-day.

Woo it, and teach it to obey

Your will and wish. Since time began,

To-day has been the friend of man

;

But, in his blindness and his sorrow,

He looks to yesterday and to-morrow.

You and to-day ! A soul sublime
And the great pregnant hour of time,

With God himself to bind the twain

!

Go forth, I say, attain ! attain !

Ella Wheeler Wilcox^ in Century Magazine.

The Library Guests

What grace for wintry weather
And skies no longer fair ?

The library fire's blazing bright

:

My friends await me there.

There is my treasury of wealth :

(What gems it doth disclose !)

I clink a cup to Falstaff's health

And Bardolph's burning nose.

And " !Bobbie " Burns comes in apace
And tilts the kind decanter,

While merrily the red flames race

W^ith lively " Tam o' Shanter."

And Dickens is not all forgot.

Though still it is my hobby
Of all the rare and rhyming lot

To lean to " Will " and " Bobbie."

Dear friends and true forevermore.

They solace all my sighing,

And hail me from that phantom shore.

And hear my soul replying.

God gives ye grace this winter night,

O wondrous friends and clever;

The snow upon your graves lies white.

And yet ye live forever.

Atlatiia Cojistitution.
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UCCESSFUL home-making is

but another name for the up-

building of the nation." In

actual practice, successful home-making

is closely related to that other subject

" which is the very centre-point of the

present-day labor question,— the one

question of politics and economics

;

namely, the just and equitable division

of created wealth." All are agreed

about the homes,— their paramount sig-

nificance to the well-being of the State
;

but what concentrated effort is making

to enable other than the favored few to

provide for themselves suitable homes ?

The struggle for existence is no less se-

vere. The poor are not diminishing in

numbers, nor do their importunities seem

less imperative. The season and the

epoch are propitious. May thoughts be

cherished which shall mature in swift

measures, fruitful in the production of

greatly improved and more numerous

homes for the common people !

EVERY man and woman in the

land ought to protest against the

expenditure by the government

of $100,000,000 for warships. The
proposition is incongruous and contrary

to the spirit of the age and the ideals of

the republic. A few years since and we

were attending peace congresses, and

advocating arbitration as the means of

settling national difficulties : to-day we

are building battle-ships, engines of

destruction. Whither are we drifting,

—

into what useless, wasteful extrava-

gance ? Do we not need a merchant

marine more and implements of war

less ? The disarmament of the civihzed

world is an economic measure greatly to

be desired. " The strength of a nation

is not in its armies and navies, but in

the number of happy homes throughout

the land."

" Were half the power that fills the world with

terror,
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Were half the wealth bestowed on camps

and courts,

Given to redeem the human mind from error,

There were no need of arsenals or forts.

"The warrior's name would be a name ab-

horred
;

And every nation that should lift again

Its hand against a brother, on its forehead

Would wear forevermore the curse of Cain."

OUTSIDE the military school

at West Point and the naval

academy at Annapolis, no boy

in this country should be encouraged

to don a uniform. The pugnacious,

overbearing, military strut in youth is

offensive : it is not the air to culti-

vate. Mihtary training in our public

schools is demoralizing. It involves

useless waste of the people's money,

is baneful in tendency and influence

to both boys and girls, and, in the truest

sense, is detrimental to the best inter-

ests of society in general. Nowhere

does the mihtary system conduce to

that scholarly habit which, we venture,

though modestly, to maintain, is the

chief concern of the school. We do not

aspire to become a nation of soldiers.

The future farmer, mechanic, or work-

man, has little need of indirect physical

training. Let the gymnasium and out-

door games suffice in the physical devel-

opment of the student and the pupils in

our pubhc schools. For the mihtary

act, with its codes and distinctions, no

place should be found in the educational

system of the RepubHc.

AT the present time the matter

of athletics entire is overdone.

The old maxim, " Exercise for

health, and not for strength," goes un-

heeded. " Training in colleges in Amer-

ica is abused, the result being in many
cases a breakdown of the nervous and

physical organization, not unfrequently

ending in death." Our leading medical

journal puts the case thus mildly

:

" Of course, it is quite right that youths

should not be coddled, and should take

a part in manly games ; but the increasing

vehemence with which football is played,

and the manner in which the contestants

are frequently maimed, have given rise

to grave doubts as to whether the so-

called game of football, as now con-

ducted in this country, is not somewhat

too strenuous. The fact is irresistibly

borne upon one's mind that this game

has decidedly its serious, not to say bru-

tal, aspects."

FOR the February number of the

Boston Cooking-School Magazine

Helen Campbell contributes an

article entitled " Yams and Buffalo."

The paper is characteristic of the writer,

and will prove to be, we think, one of

the most pleasing productions of this

writer's versatile pen. In the same

number will appear the first paper in a

series of articles on economic subjects

by Amne L. Vrooman, the well-known

specialist, who wrote the interesting con-

tribution on the " Apphcation of Co-

operation to the Home Life To-day,"

which appeared in the November issue

of this magazine. Mrs. Mary D. Cham-
bers begins, also, in that number a

course of " Lessons in the Economics

of Nutrition and Scientific Cooking."

In respect to matter contributed to

these pages we are endeavoring to secure

the choicest articles on those household

topics that shall be most interesting, in-

structive, and profitable to home-makers

everywhere. At the same time the cu-

linary department of the magazine will

be in no wise neglected. This feature

of our publication we intend to enlarge,

strengthen, and maintain at the very

highest standard. No time or effort

will be spared to make this department

strong, original, and unique,— a reliable

source of helpful guidance in every

phase of practicaljhousekeeping.
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Mistakes of Women
One of the mistakes of women is in

not knowing how to eat. If a man is not

to be fed when she is, she thinks a cup

of tea and anything handy is good

enough. If she needs to save money,

she does it at the butcher's cost. If she

is busy, she will not waste time in eat-

ing. If she is unhappy, she goes without

food. A man eats if the sheriff is at the

door, if his work drives, if the under-

taker interrupts ; and he is right. A
woman will choose ice-cream instead of

beefsteak, and a man will not.

Another of her mistakes is in not

knowing how to rest. If she is tired, she

may sit down ; but she will darn stock-

ings, crochet shawls, embroider doilies.

She doesn't know that hard work tires.

If she is exhausted, she will write letters,

figure her accounts, or read up for some

circle or club. She would laugh at you,

if you hinted that reading or writing

could fail to rest her. All over the

country women's hospitals flourish, be-

cause women do not know how to rest.

Another mistake on the Hst is their

constant worrying. Worry and hurry are

their enemies, and yet they hug them to

their bosoms. Women cross bridges

before they come to them, and even build

bridges.

Women are not jolly enough. They
make too serious a business of life, and

laugh at its Httle humors too seldom.

Men can stop in the midst of perplexities,

and have a hearty laugh ; and it keeps

them young. Women cannot, and that

is one reason why they fade so early,

There are other reasons, but we will pass

them now. Worry not only wrinkles the

face, but it wrinkles and withers the

mind. Have a hearty laugh once in a

while. It is a good antiseptic, and will

purify the mental atmosphere, drive away
evil imaginings, bad tempers, and other

ills.— Buffalo Times,

Organization and co-operation are

the watchwords of the twentieth century.

Economic questions, above all others,

must be considered. People must be

fed and clothed and housed. This is a

first duty.

" Evil always destroys itself. The
great and growing infamy of the ages,

competition, has about destroyed itself.

Universal co-operation will build up the

fair temple of the Brotherhood of Man,"

" Where no throne shall cast a shadow,

And no slave shall wear a chain."

It is no credit to a woman to under-

take the care of a home ignorant of how
to do it. College girls come home to

relieve mothers of household manage-

ment, and women are making a begin-

ning toward organizing household af-

fairs.

Heretofore each ^voman has organ-

ized her own household, but the next

step is to co-operate and to let some

other industries follow spinning and

weaving.

Household affairs must constantly re-

adjust themselves to changing economic

and industrial conditions. The lifting

of cooking and housekeeping from

drudgery and unpleasant necessities to

the plane of sanitary and scientific ac-

compUshment is a step toward further

reorganization which touches the vital

spot in the household and the always-

with-us question of domestic service.

Women show much more disposition to

take a hand in this organization than

they ever have before in the larger mat-

ters of the household.

Are the women doing all they can to

get manual training and domestic science

into our public schools ? Have they a

conception of the educational value of

the industrial arts ?— School and Hoinc

Education,



After Breakfast Chat
By Kate Gannett Wells

Economy, Organization, and Officialism

THE first of January is afflicted

with accounts and good reso-

lutions. We reckon up our

sins of omission and commission and

also our debit and credit entries, com-

paring them with those of the preceding

year or making them a basis of com-

parison for the future, until the day ends

with an acute attack of dyspepsia.

It is so hard to be more economical

than we know how to be ; the reasons

for good food are so specious, ranging

from the nutrition of certain chemical

constituents to the illimitable pleasures

of a luxurious table ; clothes are such an

indeterminate factor in one's social sta-

tus, and good purposes are so chaotic,

— that the new year is weighted with

responsibilities, which are alike pathetic

and ludicrous from their earnestness.

Dryads and imps, fauns and fairies,

would not discern so much fearfulness

ahead as we humans contrive to suspect,

until even a bride, whose first timid

whisper to her husband is of love rather

than an outburst of penitential desire

that he should make her good, seems to

us unworthy of matrimony.

Years ago, when it was considered as

savoring of popery or ecclesiasticism

(which, by the way, is now the pseudo-

agreeable term for sectarianism) to wish

each one a Merry Christmas, our par-

ents, with due self-restraint, wished us a

Happy New Year, always careful to add

that happiness depends upon one's self.

To-day, fortunately, we know that hap-

piness hinges on temperament, which, of

course, is something independent of our-

selves, we try to make believe. So we
are not as responsible as we were fifty

years ago.

ResponsibiUty, however, is not a new
fad : it is as ancient as duty, and it be-

hooves us on New Year's day to obey

Kant's categorical imperative. Yet the

trouble with our feeling so responsible

about ourselves, and every one else, is

that we do it in the modern way of

organization, the most serious fad that

has befallen society, except bridge whist

and polite gambling. As an individualist,

one is bound to approve of having al

most as many officers in a society as

there are members. Yet why need the

mania for organization, which is quite

distinct from co-operation, produce this

modern official manner of otherwise

gracious men and women ? It is so

funny to see this officialism appearing in

tone, attitude, and speech, when there is

no need of it. One can quickly tell, by

the way in which a meeting is called to

order and by the rap of the mallet,

whether a lady or an official is presid-

ing. Note, also, whether she crosses

her knees, or sits high, or leans over

:

the position, as well as the rap, is an

index of how far officialism has en-

croached upon her native simplicity.

Well would it be, if each one who is

chairman, secretary, president, or di-

rector, formed an annual resolution to

accept office, but not to show its mark,

as we accept vaccination, but hide its

scar.
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It is a pity, also, that a wise individ-

ualism cannot begin at home, as then

personal salvation would be so sure,

there would be less need of organization,

which, at its best, is never as permanent

as when the spirit of a reform or of

altruism has become individualized.

Witness the dress reform, the aggres-

sive Bloomer, and now the long drag-

ging skirt, brushing the sidewalk and

carrying somebody's else germs into

one's own home. Small consolation is it

that such skirts are worn to church more

than into shops ! Droll is it to see a

maiden " clad in her shape " (as a fat

old woman expressed it, who had no

figure) sweep along the street with two

inches of dust bordering her cross-way

flounce, suddenly swoop down with a

heavy slap upon her pet dog, which,

moved by a sense of companionship,

jumps up on her skirt, his four paws

covering with their dust but a small frac-

tion of her skirt compared with its bor-

der.

Reform, organization, and individual-

ism have all, more or less, failed to com-

bat the long, unhygienic street dress,

the sense of pleasure alone effecting its

modification, as witness the impossibility

of doing gymnastics, or cycling, in aught

else than short skirts. The old adage

is proved in this case, that one will do

for fun what one won't for duty.

Down in the depths of our hearts we
are incUned to beUeve that a wise in-

dividualism is the same as altruism,

since, when we serve our best selves, we
best serve others. Only it does not

sound as if we were connected wdth or-

ganizations to say so, and one who is

not on twenty committees is supposed to

be disHked.

It is a great thing to learn to believe

that we are required to do right for the

sake of others, as even that father rec-

ognized who wrote the English health

officer ;
" Dear Sir,—I beg to tell you that

my child, aged eight months, is suffer

ing from an attack of the measles, as re-

quired by Act of Parhament."

One disagreeable feature of individ-

ualism is its frequent aspect of being
" morally certain " ; that is, the individ-

ual is absolutely sure that nowhere in

heaven or earth can there be any alterna-

tive to his proposition. How much antag-

onism might be saved, if he would put

the milder interpretation to the phrase

which was given by Justice Webb, who
charged, that to be " morally certain

merely implies that one is free from a

reasonable doubt, so far as his own mind

goes "
! Probably such moral certainty

among individuals would never attain

unto the coherence of organization,

whose " destiny," to use Dr. Fitchett's

words, "is the achievement of great

ends quite impossible to individual

efforts."

This " morally certain " phase of

mind is, however, liable to extremes,

particularly on January first, when we
are often " morally certain " that we are

the chief of sinners, or that we have

done the best we could, all things con-

sidered. Hard as it is to settle a moral

balance, it is equally difficult to be self-

assured that we have been as economi-

cal as we might have been. We divide

our expenses into classes, labelled " jus-

tifiable " or "non-justifiable," and under

the first include car-fare, and under the

second a club lunch ; under sundries the

dimes we have lost, and under charity

our gifts to our children. Still, with

all this subdivision before us, we do not

see how to do otherwise, which, yet, w^e

must do, in order to be more economical.

A man once asked why he married a

certain woman replied, " I calklated

she'd help some, but she hasn't a knack

at saving." " Have you ? " I replied.

"Why, no," he answered, " I earn."

Let us confess it, this matter of

{Conchided on page 276.)
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Seasonable Recipes

IN all receipts where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of such

material.

Canapes, Indian Style

Pound in a mortar one-fourth a cup,

each, of chopped chicken, ham, or pick-

led tongue, and butter, half a tea-

spoonful or more of curry powder, and

a tablespoonful of currant or apple

jelly. Pass the mixture through a fine

sieve, and spread on rounds of fried

bread or rice. Decorate the edges with

chopped whites of eggs and gherkins, or

olives, and sift yolks over the centres.

Swedish Timbale Cases with

Caviare

Have ready small Swedish timbale

cases about half an inch deep. Fill

these with caviare mixed with a little

lemon juice. Above the caviare dis-

pose in each a freshly opened oyster.

Serve each case on lace paper, or omit

the paper, and lay on the plate two

stalks of water-cress and a slice of

lemon.

Oatmeal Soup
Melt three tablespoon fuls of butter

in a frying-pan. In this saute two

slices of onion, one-fourth a carrot, cut

in shoes, and a sprig of parsley, with-

out allowing them to take color. When
the vegetables are well softened, add a

quart of water, let boil a few moments,

then turn into a soup kettle. Add a sec-

ond quart of water and a cup of oat-

meal, steam-cooked, or the old-fashioned

oatmeal. Cook until tender, two hours

or more, adding water as is needed.

Pass through a sieve and return to the

fire, thin if needed with white stock,
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milk, or water, lei heat to the boiling-

point, season to taste with salt and pep-

per, and, just before sending to the table,

stir in two tablespoonfuls of butter, a

little at a time.

Corned Beef Fritters

Beat the yolks of two eggs, add gradu-

ally half a cup of milk, then stir very

slowly into a cup of liour, sifted with

one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt. Add
two teaspoonfuls of olive oil, and set

aside for several hours, or over night.

When ready to use, beat thoroughly, then

fold in the whites of two eggs, beaten

dry. Have ready slices of cold lean

corned beef, trimmed to same shape

and size. Dip these, one by one, in the

batter, and fry in deep fat. If no suita-

ble slices can be cut, mix the beef, cut

in cubes, into a white sauce, seasoned

with kitchen bouquet, using a generous

cup of meat to a cup of sauce. Turn
into a shallow^ dish, and set aside to cool,

then shape into fiat cakes or cylinders.

Dip these into the fritter batter, care-

fully covering with the batter, and fry as

before.

Ham Balls with Cabbage Salad

Ham Balls with Cabbage Salad

Let a cup of grated bread crumbs

cook in a pint of milk, with a slice of

onion and a teaspoonful of fine-chopped

parsley, until the mixture is thick and

smooth. Add a dash of paprika, a tea-

spoonful of mixed mustard, the yolks of

two eggs and two cups of cold boiled

ham, chopped fine. Mix thoroughly, and

set aside to cool. Shape into balls,

then egg-and-bread-crumb and fry in

deep fat. Drain on soft paper at the

mouth of the oven. Serve on a hot,

folded napkin, on a cold plate. Sur-

round with sHced cabbage and green

peppers, mixed with a boiled dressing.

Scrambled Salt Codfish and Eggs
Pick salt codfish into tiny bits. Let

stand in cold w^ater until freshened

slightly, then drain, cover with boiling

w^ater, and drain again, wringing dry in a

cloth. Stir and heat the fish in three

tablespoonfuls of butter. Add a dash of

cayenne or paprika, and, for a cup of

fish, five eggs beaten and diluted with

half a cup of cream. Continue stirring

until the egg is lightly cooked. Serve

on slices of toast

Salmon Relish

Separate cooked salmon into flakes

while warm. When cold, sprinkle with

lemon juice, or vinegar, and let stand

some hours. Serve in the centre of a

border mould of aspic jellied wdth a few

peas, string beans, cubes

of turnip, carrot, etc. Pass

mayonnaise dressing or

sauce tartare in a separate

dish. Or serve the salmon

in china cases, decorating

with the dressing, capers,

and pieces of pickled beet.

Frozen, salted, or canned

salmon may be used. This

dish may be served as the

fish course at a dinner, or as a relish at

supper or luncheon.

Turnips au Gratin

Pare the turnips and cut in half-inch

cubes. Cover with cold water, and heat

to the boiling-point. Let boil five

minutes. Then drain, rinse in cold

water, and cook in boiling salted water
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until tender. Drain and cover with a

sauce made of equal parts of milk and

white stock. Season with salt and

cayenne, add two or three tablespoon-

fuls of grated cheese, and shake over the

fire until the cheese begins to melt; then

turn into an au gratin dish, cover with

buttered crumbs, and set in the oven to

brown the crumbs. Turkey or chicken

giblets make good stock for this dish.

heat such portion as is required in a little

water or milk, or white sauce made of

cream. Add a tablespoonful of fine-

chopped parsley. This dish may also

be served with syrup and cream as a

cereal, or as a dessert.

String Beans with Bacon

If canned beans are used, open the

can early in the day. Drain and rinse,

Sausage with Baltimore Samp

Sausage with Baltimore Samp
Prick the sausage skins in many

places, cover with boiling water, let boil

three or four minutes, then simmer

gently twenty minutes or more. Remove
from the water, and brown in the oven.

Serve on a bed of

Baltimore Samp
Cover the samp with boiling water,

let boil five or six minutes, then drain

and rinse with cold water. Cover again

with boiling water and let cook on the

back of the range all day, adding boiling

water as needed, and shaking the dish

occasionally to prevent scorching. When
nearly cooked, add a teaspoonful of salt

for each quart of samp. To serve, re-

then set aside until time of serving.

Cut two slices of tender bacon in small

cubes, saute' to a delicate browm, then

add a few drops of onion juice and the

beans, previously heated to the boiling-

point in boiling water to cover and

drained. Toss the beans in the frying-

pan with the bacon. Serve very hot.

Additional salt may be needed.

String Beans with Cheese

Drain, rinse, and drain again a can of

string beans. Put over the fire in boil-

ing water, let heat while a cup of white

sauce is made, using milk or white stock

as the liquid. Add the beans and one-

fourth a cup of grated cheese. Lift the

beans with a silver fork occasionally,

until the cheese is melted. Serve very
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hot. If intended for the substantial

dish of the meal, add to the sauce the

Potato Balls in Nests

beaten yolks of one or two eggs and a

little cream.

between the forms. Fr}- in deep fat to

a golden brown. Drain on soft paper,

let cool a moment, then

with a sharp knife separate

the inner form from the

potato and take it out.

Turn over the outer form,

give the edge a sharp rap

on the table, and shake out

the nest. Fill with hot po-

tato balls, cut with French

cutter and fried in deep

fat until tender. Sprinkle

the balls with salt and

nne-chopped parsley, before placing them

in the nests.

Potato Balls in Xests (Individual

Service

)

With a handy sheer cut peeled po-

tatoes into fine shreds, rinse in cold

water, drain and dr}- in folds of cloth.

Line a wire nest-shaped utensil with the

shredded potato, and put the inner form

String Beans with Maitre d'Hotel

Butter

After the beans have been made very

hot in boiling water, drain and stir into

them one-fourth a cup of creamed but-

ter, to which a tablespoonful of chopped

parsley, one-fourth a teaspoonful of

Utensili for Making Potato Balls and Nests

in place. Add more potato shreds, and black pepper, a tablespoonful of lemon
press them down to fill the space solidly juice, and salt, if needed, have been
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added. Serve very hot. Dried or

canned Lima beans and peas may be

served according to these recipes for

string beans.

Sweet Potatoes, Southern Style

Into a large, fiat-bottomed saucepan

put one-fourth a cup of butter and two

tablespoonfuls of sugar. When hot, lay

in raw sweet potatoes, pared and cut in

halves lengthwise, to closely cover the

bottom. Season with salt and pepper,

and cover, not very closely, with another

layer of potatoes. Pour on boiling water,

to half cover the lower layer, cover the

vessel tightly, and place where the heat

is gentle. When the lower layer has

browned, remove to the top, and let the

other brown. When both layers are

tender, the water should have evaporated,

leaving a httle sauce to pour over the

potatoes in the serving-dish. This dish

may be cooked in a casserole

and in the oven.

Curried Rice

Cover a cup of rice with

cold water, bring quickly to

the boiling-point, drain and

rinse in cold water, then cook

in three cups of hot chicken

or veal broth, and, when
half done, add a fine-chopped

onion, sauted in butter, and

two teaspoonfuls of curry

powder, creamed with a little butter.

Mix thoroughly, add more stock, if

needed, and finish cooking in a slow oven.

Cheese Rings

Let half a cup, each, of milk and cream,

one-third a cup of butter, half a tea-

spoonful of salt, and a dash of paprika

heat to the boiling-point, then stir in one

cup and a fourth of sifted fiour ; stir and

cook until the mixture leaves the side of

the pan, then remove from the fire and

beat in four well-beaten eggs and one-

fourth a pound of grated Parmesan or

other cheese. Put the mixture into a

pastry bag, to which a plain tube is

attached, and press it out in rings upon

a tin sheet fitted into a frying basket.

Brush over the rings with beaten egg,

and fry in deep fat to a golden brown.

Drain and dust with grated cheese.

Serve hot or cold.

Corn-meal Muffins

Cream one-fourth a cup of butter.

Add three-fourths a cup of sugar, then

two eggs, beaten, without separating,

until light-colored and thick. Into this

stir, alternately, one cup of milk, two

cups of sifted flour, and one cup of

corn -meal, sifted with four level tea-

spoonfuls of baking-powder and half a

teaspoonful of salt. Beat thoroughly,

and bake about twenty minutes in hot,

well-buttered gem-pans.

Corn-meal Muffins

Cologne Biscuits

Beat the whites of six eggs to a stifT

froth. Add gradually three-fourths a

cup of fine granulated sugar and three-

fourths a cup of cornstarch and fiour,

half and half, sifted together. Flavor

with vanilla. With pastry bag and plain

tube press on to a paper, spread on a

baking-sheet, in the form of small lady

fingers. Dust with fine sugar, and bake

in a moderate oven, a little hotter, how-

ever, than for yellow lady fingers.
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Pearl Cake, Decorated Checker-

board Style

Cream half a cup of butter. Add a

cup of sugar gradually, then, alternately,

three-fourths a cup of milk and half a

cup of cornstarch, one cup and two-thirds

of flour, a level teaspoonful of cream-of-

tartar, and one-fourth a teaspoonful of

soda, sifted together. Flavor with a

teaspoonful of lemon, or one-fourth a

teaspoonful of almond extract. Bake in

a sheet. The oven should be rather

slow. When cold, cover with frosting.

When the frosting is " set" a little, score

in squares like a checkerboard. Brush

over alternate squares with hot water

and sprinkle with candied caraway seeds

or with " hundreds and thousands."

raisins, a little citron, one tablespoonful

of ground cinnamon, one teaspoonful of

ground mace, and half a teaspoonful

of ground cloves. When thoroughly

mixed, stir in the beaten yolks of three

eggs, and fold in the whites, beaten dry.

Steam in a mould about three hours.

Serve with hard sauce.

Jellied Apples, Garnish of

Whipped Cream
Pare, quarter, and core tart apples, and

cut the quarters into two or three pieces.

Put these into an earthen dish,— a new
bean pot, or a casserole is suitable,— in

layers with sugar between, using a cup

and a half of sugar for about a quart of

slices. Add a fourth a cup of water,

Pearl Cake, Checker-board Style

Frosting for Pearl Cake
Heat one-fourth a cup of syrup from

a jar of preserved ginger, then strain

arid mix to a paste with confectioner's

sugar. A little hot water or lemon juice

may be added if needed.

Spiced Apple Pudding

Mix three cups, each, of sifted bread

crumbs (stale, but not dried) and chopped

apples, one cup of sugar, half a cup of

cover, and let cook in a very slow oven

three or more hours. \\'hen tender and

very red and juicy, add a scant fourth a

package of gelatine, softened in cold

water, to the hot juice drained from

the apples, also a little lemon juice, if

desired. Carefully lift a few pieces of

apple at a time and dispose in an earthen

bowl, adding a teaspoonful of the liq-

uid, until all the ingredients are used.

Let stand until cold and set, then turn

from the mould and ornament with a
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piping of thick cream, beaten solid, or

surround with thin cream, beaten with a

whip churn and drained. Syrup from a

jar of preserved ginger may be added

to the cream before whipping. The

apples are also particularly good served

hot. without gelatine, with cream and

preserved ginger.

Canned Pears Stuffed with Pre-

served Ginger

Fill the open spaces in canned pears

with preserved ginger, cut fine. Dispose

the pears on a form, made of plain boiled

rice. Surround with thin cream, beaten

with a whip churn and drained. Gar-

nish the cream with figures, cut from

slices of preserved ginger root.

Delicious Ice-cream

Scald one quart of milk. Mix two

level teaspoonfuls of cornstarch with half

a cup of sugar, and stir into the hot milk.

Stir constantly until the mixture thickens

slightly, then let cook, stirring occasion-

ally for ten minutes. Beat three eggs,

and add a few grains of 'salt and half a

cup of sugar. Mix thoroughly. Add a

mixture. Stir and cook until the egg
seems " set," then strain. When cold,

add a pint of cream, and begin to freeze

as usual. When nearly frozen, add a

cup of preserved ginger, cut very fine and
mixed with three-fourths a cup of sherry

wine. Finish freezing, and let stand an

hour or more to ripen.

The Beating and Frothing of

Cream
Cream from milk that has stood

twelve hours is called single, thin,

or strawberry cream. This cream, as a

rule, cannot be beaten stiff with Dover
egg-beater or whisk. Single cream,

after being chilled, is frothed with a

cream or whip churn. This is a tin

cyUnder, with perforations in and near

the bottom, in which a perforated dasher

is worked up and down. The first froth

is stirred down, as the bubbles are large.

The froth is now removed as it rises,

and drained on a sieve. The cream

that drips through may be whipped a

second time. Set the frothed cream

aside to chill and stiffen. When this

cream is to be used as a garnish for

Canned Pears Stuffed with Preserved Ginger

little of the hot mixture, and, when well

blended, stir into the rest of the hot

a dish, it should be flavored and

sweetened before beatins:. When it is
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used to give lightness, as in Bav^arian

cream, etc., it should be folded, not

stirred, into the other ingredients.

Creanfi from milk that has stood

twenty-four hours is known as double

cream. This cream may be beaten stiff,

with the Dover egg-beater, in a very few

seconds. If beaten too long, it turns to

butter. This gives a firm, fine-grained

cream, and is used whenever a rich,

stiff cream is required, as an addition

to a salad-dressing, for the filling of

cream cakes and eclairs, for the filling

of a Bombe glace, or to force through

a pastry bag and tube for a garnish.

Double cream may be diluted with

milk and frothed with a whip churn as

single cream. As cream varies so much
in quality, it cannot always be diluted

with the same quantity of milk. It

could, however, scarcely be called

double cream, if it would not stand the

addition of an equal quantity of milk;

and often, before the froth that rises

is of a sufficiently light and fluffy text-

ure, two and a half cups of milk to each

cup of cream will be required. A good

way is to begin by diluting in the pro-

portion of one cup of milk to one cup

of cream, and then add milk until the

texture is right.

Caramel Mousse
Put three-fourths a cup of sugar over

the fire, stir while it melts and becomes

a golden brown. Add very carefully

half a cup of hot water, stir and cook

until the caramel melts. Then pour

the mixture very carefully over the

beaten yolks of six eggs, and cook over

hot water until the custard coats the

spoon. Strain into a dish, set in ice-

water, and beat with a whisk until cold.

Add a tablespoonful of vanilla extract,

and then fold in the whip from three

cups and a half of thin cream or one

pint of thick cream beaten stiff. Pour

into moulds, cover closely with brown
paper and the lids. Pack in ice and

salt, using two parts of ice to two of

salt, and set aside for about four hours.

Beating and Frothing ot Cream
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Cream of Celery Soup (Very Deli-

cate)

Break three stalks of celery in inch

pieces and pound in a mortar. Cook

twenty minutes in a double boiler with

three cups of milk and a slice of onion.

Thicken with three tablespoonfuls, each,

of butter and flour cooked together.

Season with salt and pepper. Then

strain, and just before serving add one

cup of cream.

Cauliflower a la Huntington

Remove the leaves, cut off the stalk,

and soak the cauliflower thirty minutes

in cold water. Remove from the water,

put in a tightly covered kettle (steam

kettle), and steam until tender. Sepa-

rate into flowerets, and pour over them

the following sauce : Mix one tea-

spoonful and a half of mustard, one

teaspoonful and a fourth of salt, one

teaspoonful of powdered sugar, and

one-fourth a teaspoonful of paprika.

Add the yolks of four eggs, slightly

beaten, and one-fourth a cup of olive

oil. When thoroughly mixed, add half

a cup of weak vinegar in which a tea-

spoonful of fine-chopped shallot has

been infused, and cook over hot water un-

til thickened. Then remove from the fire

and stir in half a tablespoonful of curry

powder, two tablespoonfuls of melted

butter, and one teaspoonful of fine-

chopped parsley.

Orange Mint Salad

Remove the pulp from four large

oranges, sprinkle with two tablespoon-

fuls of sugar, two tablespoonfuls of

fine-chopped mint, one tablespoonful

of sherry wine, and one tablespoonful

of lemon juice. Chill in ice and salt.

Serve in sherbet glasses. Garnish each

glass with a sprig of mint.

Walnut Pudding

Beat the yolks of three eggs until

thick and light colored. Add gradually

half a cup of sugar, one-third a cup of

soft bread crumbs, a scant half a cup of

farina, and the whites of three eggs,

beaten stiff. Fold in half a cup of wal-

nut meats, broken in pieces, and bake

in layers, in a slow oven, thirty minutes.

Put together, and decorate the top with

creamy sauce. Serve with

Brandy Sauce

Mix half a cup of sugar, one table-

spoonful and a half of flour, and a few

grains of salt. Add one cup of boiUng

water and stir and cook five minutes.

Then add two tablespoonfuls of butter

and brandy to flavor.

Creamy Sauce

Cream one-fourth a cup of butter ; add

half a cup of powdered or brown sugar,

gradually, then two tablespoonfuls of

milk and one tablespoonful of brandy,

drop by drop.

Steamed Graham Bread

Sift together three cups of Graham
flour, one cup of white flour, one tea-

spoonful of salt, and three teaspoonfuls

and a half of soda. Add a scant cup of

molasses and two cups and a half of sour

milk. Beat very thoroughly. Turn into

buttered pound baking-powder cans, and

steam two hours and a half.

Oatmeal Bread

Pour two cups of boiling water over
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one cup of rolled oats, and let stand sev-

eral hours, or over night. Add half a

cup of molasses, half a tablespoonful of

salt, one tablespoonful of shortening, and

from one-fourth to one whole yeast cake,

dissolved in one-fourth a cup of luke-

warm water. Stir thoroughly, then add

four cups and a half of flour. Let rise.

Beat thoroughly, and turn into buttered

bread-pans. Let rise again, and bake.

For biscuits use half a cup less of flour.

Waffles

Mix and sift one cup and three-fourths

of flour, three level teaspoonfuls of bak-

ing-powder, and half a teaspoonful of

salt. Add, gradually, one cup of milk, the

beaten yolks of two eggs, one tablespoon-

ful of melted butter, and the whites of

two eggs, beaten stiff. Cook on a well-

oiled hot waffle-iron, and serve with

Boiled Cider Syrup

Allow twice as much cider as sugar,

and let boil until of the consistency of

syrup.

Baton of Chickens' Livers

Saute cleaned chickens' Hvers in melted

butter about five minutes, pound in a

mortar, and pass through a sieve. Sea-

son with salt, pepper, and cayenne, and

add enough double cream, beaten stift", to

make of a proper consistency to force

through a pastry bag. Press the mixture

through the bag into pastry cases. The
cases may be made of plain or puff paste.

Roll the paste to one-fourth an inch in

thickness, and with pastry jagger cut

into pieces an inch wide and two and

one-half inches long. Score with a knife,

so as to remove a cover on the top after

baking.

{Conchidedfrom page 266.)

economy is the crucial test for a Yankee
woman at New Year's, this the turning-

point between marriage and divorce, be-

tween a house and a flat, between a sir-

loin cut and the bottom of the round,

between a dress of good material thrice

rejuvenated and a cheap new suit.

Ministers and beggars tell us to give

more than we can, and we do ; and thus

this question of economy. Where can we
save to give as much next year? So

we contract indigestion, only to find, if

order is heaven's first law, its second is

health. But we cannot be healthy and
economical at the same time, save we
know how ; and, as most of us don't (un-

less we have been to a cooking school),

we taste the bitterness of despair in not

being strong enough to be economical,

for, with what we might save by making

over clothes and eating little, we should

have more with w^hich to supply our

children's needs.

Ah ! then comes another dilemma

about the birth of those very children.

Where does responsibihty begin, or, hav-

ing begun, where does it end ?

So, as weak individuals, we seek the

strength of organization, and find our-

selves freshened for work. But surely

that New Year will come as " The
Crowning Day," in which there will be

less need of officiahsm, because personal-

ity is so rich and full.

If you want knowledge, you must toil

for it ; if food, you must toil for it ; and

if pleasure, you must toil for it. Toil is

the law. Pleasure comes through toil,

and not by self-indulgence and indo-

lence. When one gets to love his work,

his life is a happy one.— Ruskifi.
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'breakfast (Cost, 25c.)

Wheatlet, Butter, 4c.

(4-) Frozen Fresh Mackerel, 15 roiled, 13c.

Maitre d' Hotel Butter, 2C.

Baked Potatoes, ic.

Yeast Rolls (Reheated), 2c.

Cereal Coffee, 3c.

THnner (Cost, 60c.)

Cream-of-Celery Soup, 20c.

Dried Lima Beans with Bacon, 6c.

Lettuce-and-Egg Salad, Bread, 20c.

Stewed Prunes, Cookies, loc.

Coffee, 4c.

Supper (Cost, 13c.)

Date Sandwiches, 8c.

Cocoa, 5c.

'breakfast (Cost, 77c.)

Cold Boiled Ham, 64c. White Hashed Potatoes, 2c.

Corn-meal Mush, Fried, 2c.

Bread and Butter, 5c.

Coffee, 4c.

'TXnner (Cost, 39c.)

Mutton Stew, 15c. Boiled Onions, 5c.

Cole Slaw, 3c.

New Entire-wheat Bread, 3c.

Baked Bananas, Jelly Sauce, loc.

Cereal Coffee, 3c.

Supper (Cost, 22c.)

Hot Popped Com and Milk, 7c.

Evaporated Peaches, Stewed, 7c.

Hominy Muffins, 6c.

Teaette, 2c.

breakfast (Cost, 22c.)

Quaker Oats, Cream, 4c.

Kornlet Fritters, 12c.

Doughnuts and Coffee, 6c.

Luncheon (Cost, 23c.)

Cheese and Macaroni in Tomato Sauce, loc.

Cornstarch Blanc Mange, 5c.

Chocolate Sauce, 6c.

Tea, 2C.

Dinner (Cost, 45c.)

Fresh Beef Hashed, 20c.

Baked Potatoes, 2c.

Boiled Turnips, Buttered, 2c.

Lettuce-and-Lima-Bean Salad, 8c.

Prune Pie, loc.

Cereal Coffee, ^c.

'breakfast (Cost, Sc.)

Cold Boiled Ham, Pickled Beets, :

Lattice Potatoes, Fried, 3c.

Hominy Muffins, Reheated.
Cereal Coffee, 3c.

Luncheon (Cost, 19c.)

Bread with Melted Cheese, 6c.

Hot Stewed Apples, 5c.

Ginger Cakes, Cocoa, 8c.

THnner (Cost, 50c.)

One-half a Fowl, Stewed and Sauted,

Mashed Potatoes, 3c.

Squash, 3c. Cole Slaw, 4c.

Stewed Figs, loc.

Black Coffee, 3c.

28c.

'breakfast (Cost. 32c.)

Gluten Grits, Cream, 4c.

Scrambled Salt Codfish and Eggs, 15c.

Plain Boiled Potatoes, ic.

Rye-meal Muffins, 7c.

Cereal Coffee, 3c.

^nner (Cost, 62c.)

Cream-of-Kornlet Soup, 15c.

Fresh Beef Cakes, Sauted, 20c.
Turnips in Curry Sauce, 5c. Broiled Potatoes, n

Celery, Cheese, Crackers, 5c.

Shagbark ^Yalnuts and Raisins, 12c.

Coffee, 4c.

Supper (Cost, i6c.)

Hot Rice with Tomato and Cheese, 8c.

Ginger Cakes, 3c.

Cocoa, 5c.

breakfast (Cost, 29c.)

Grape Xats, Cream, 4c.

Salt Codfish Cakes, Pickles, loc.

Corn-meal Muffins, 12c.

Cereal Coffee, 3c.

^Dinner (Cost, 74c.)

Frozen or Salted Salmon, Boiled, iSc.

Egg Sauce, 7c. Plain Boiled Potatoes, ic.

Celery Salad, 18c.

Apples Baked with Almonds, Cream, 8c.

Coffee, 4c.

Supper (Cost, 37c.)

Celery in Poulette Sauce au Gratin, 5c.

Bread and Butter, 5c.

Cake, Canned Fruit, 25c.

Teaette, 2c.

breakfast (Cost, 26c.)

Ralston Breakfast Food with
Dates, 8c.

Frizzled Smoked Beef, 6c.
Potatoes in Cream Sauce, 4c.
Buckwheat Griddle Cakes, 5c.

Cereal Coffee, 3c.

T>inner (Cost, 31c.)

Ham Balls with Cabbage Salad, loc.

Onions in Cream Sauce, 7c.

Spiced Apple Pudding, Hard
Sauce, IOC.

Coffee, 4c.

Supper (Cost. 20c.)

Boston Baked Beans, 7c.

Salmon Salad (Lettuce), Sc.

New Entire-wheat Rolls
(Yeast)

,
3c.

Tea, 2C.
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^reakf3Lst

Baltimore Samp, Maple Syrup, Cream.
Broiled Honeycomb Tripe.

Brown Hashed Potatoes. Toast.

Coffee.

^nner

Cream-of-Celery Soup.
Boiled Corned Beef.

Potatoes, Savoy Cabbage, Turnips.

Apple Pie.

Cereal Coffee.

Supper

Cream Toast. Cream Puffs.

Cocoa.

"Breakfast

Oatmeal, Cream or Butter.

Corned Beef Fritters.

Stewed Tomatoes. Bread and Butter.

Luncheon {Guests)

Baked-Bean Soup, Croutons.
Turkey-and-Celery Salad.

Yeast Rolls. Man-Olas.
•' Delicious " Ice-cream.

Little Cakes. Black Coffee.

^nner
Broiled Chops, Mashed Potatoes.

String Beans, Maitre d'Hotel Butter.

Ice-cream (Left Over).

Teaette.

"Breakfast
Old Grist Mill Toasted Wheat, Cream.

Salt Codfish Balls.

Pea Beans Baked with Tomatoes.
Boston Brown Bread.

Cereal Coffee.

THnner
Roast Turkey, Bread Stuffing, Clear Gravy.

Cranberry Sauce.
Baked Squash. Turnips, Poulette Sauce.

Celery-and-Apple Salad.
Canned Pears Moulded in Lemon Jelly.

Ginger Syrup. Black Coffee.

Sunday Night Tea {Half Tone)
Oysters in the Chafing Dish, Toast.

Crackers, Cheese.
Canned Fruit. Cake. Cocoa.

"Breakfast
Moulded Oatmeal, Reheated, Cream or Butter.

Curry of Turkey. Corn-meal Muffins.

Tea.

"Dinner
Onion Soup.

Escalloped Oysters.

Cauliflower a la Huntington.
Yeast Rolls (Reheated).

Jellied Apples, Whipped Cream.
Pastry Garnish.

Black Coffee.

Supper
Hot Boiled Rice, Milk.

Honey in the Comb.
Bread and Butter. Tea.

"Breakfast

Wheatlet with Dates, Cream or Butter.

Baked Beans, Reheated.
Boston Brown Bread, Toasted.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Corned Beef Hash. Cole Slaw.

Bread and Butter.

Apple Tapioca Pudding, Cream.
Tea.

"Dinner
Oatmeal Soup.

Cold Turkey, Sliced Thin.
Macaroni with Tomatoes and Cheese.

Baked Sweet Potatoes, Southern St^de. Fruit Jelly.
Junket with Jellied Pur^e of Fniit, Whipped Cream.

Coffee.

"Breakfast

Broiled Sausage.
Baltimore Samp with Parsley.

Apple Sauce. Buckwheat Cakes.
Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Baked Potatoes, Butter.

Broiled Bacon.
Chocolate Custard (Boiled).

Cake. Tea.

"Dinner
Mock Bisque Soup, Croutons.

Beef Tenderloin, Escalloped Potatoes.

Baked Squash. Water-cress Salad.

Coffee Jelly, Whipped Cream.
Tea.

"Breakfast

Ralston Breakfast Food.
Baked Potatoes.

Smoked Fish, Creamed.
Toast.

Coffee.

Luncheon
Oysters in Curry Sauce (Chafing

Dish).

Boiled Rice.
Pears Stuffed with Ginger,Whipped

Cream.

Tea.

"Dinner

Baked Haddock, Escalloped Roe.

Salad of Kidney Beans.

Lemon Pie.

Coffee.



Referring to Economical and Seasonable

Menus

IN
our economical menus note that

the cost of an article is given the first

time it appears ; and, when a portion

of such article is presented thereafter,

no account is made of it. The cream

mentioned is from the top of the can of

milk, or thin cream. The cost of tea

and coffee is for two cups, of cereal cof-

fee three cups.

Frozen mackerel are found in the fish

markets during the greater part of the

winter. Frozen as soon as taken from

the net and kept so until the time of

cooking, they will be found most excel-

lent. The same is true of salmon. Se-

lect a thick-fleshed or meaty mackerel.

Those of good size sell for twenty-five

cents each. For a family of three, set

one-half aside, out of doors, closely cov-

ered, and thus put a little time between

the two servings. Fifteen or twenty

minutes before meal-time put into cold

water, and, when thawed, wipe dry and

boil over a fire that is not too fast.

Fish is of a dehcate texture, and too

strong heat toughens the flesh very

quickly. French dressing is suggested

for the lettuce-and-egg salad. Use the

whites of two eggs in making the korn-

let fritters, and the yolks in the choco-

late sauce or boiled custard. Flavor the

sauce with a Uttle choice ground cinna-

mon.

Buy a pound and a half of steak from

the top of the round for Monday and

Tuesday. This has little waste, and will

suffice. Chop the meat at home for the

sake of cleanliness. On Monday cook

one-half the meat in a very hot frying-

pan, first oiling the bottom of the pan

with the fat cut from the meat. Cook
very quickly ; and, as soon as the meat,

which has been stirred constantly, looks

light-colored or changes color, add a

very little boiling water with salt and

pepper. A little onion juice or grated

onion, cooked with the meat, improves

the dish for some. For the beef cakes

press the seasoned beef into cakes, pre-

paring these when the meat is chopped

for dinner the preceding day. Then,

when ready to serve, dip the cakes lightly

in flour and saute first on one side and

then on the other. The turnips may be

fresh cooked or left from the preceding

day. The cold potatoes left from break-

fast, cut in halves and dipped in melted

butter, are to be broiled over the fire

until slightly browned. A pound of

chops from the fore quarter (six in

number) or a pound and a half of

meat from the neck will serve for the

stew. Part of the chicken Uquor may
be used for the celery in poulette sauce.

Table Laid for Sunday Night Tea

Menu

Oysters in the Chafing-dish. Toast

Crackers, Cheese. Canned Fruit,

Cake. Cocoa

Chafing-dish cookery, unless gas be

the fuel, takes time ; but on Sunday

night, as no one is in haste, there is no

better time in the week to test the vir-

tues of a dish served the instant it is

perfectly cooked. As the chafing-dish

stands high above the table, the first

requisite to ease in cooking is a chair

with rather a high seat. Also a has-

sock beneath the table for the feet is

convenient for her who keeps watch over

the contents of the blazer. As this meal

is often prepared and served without

the assistance of a maid, everything

should be in readiness beforehand ; and,
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when space allows, the greater part of

the food should be put in place before

the family is called to the table. The

toast and the cocoa pot, which appear in

the half-tone, are exceptions to this rule.

The cocoa, made beforehand, will keep

in good condition, in a double boiler,

until needed, and may be brought in

after the oysters have been disposed of.

The chafing-dish, oyster plates, and tray

of utensils may be removed at the same

time by a member of the family. Bread

prepared as for zwieback may be used

for the oysters, or toasted bread that

has been left in the rack and in the

warming oven, until such time as it is

needed.

In purchasing the oysters, if possible,

see them taken from the shells. Oysters

in kegs are usually treated with " pre-

servatives " ; and they who look into the

subject, even casually, know that we are

being " preserved to death " by eating

embalmed and preserved food products.

Let the oysters, washed and freed from

shells, stand in a pitcher, from which

they can be poured into the blazer.

This time the cooking is to be done

in the blazer, and the hot water pan

will not be needed, unless oysters be

left for a second serving. But, when
a dinner, such as is given in the menus,

has preceded the tea, a second serving

will not be in demand ; and, in fact, a

pint of oysters — enough for a family of

four— is all that can be cooked nicely,

at one time, in the ordinary chafing-dish.

The crackers and cheese may follow the

oysters, or be kept as a bonne bonche

after the sweets.

When the temperature is much above

or below that of the normal heat of the

body, 98° Fahr., the torpidity induced in

the liver occasions a decreased flow of

bile; then is the opportune moment to

present a curried dish as a remedy for

this condition. The plat may be made

of meat or fish, eggs or vegetables.

Rice and macaroni also offer attractive

media for the use of this Indian

condiment. But fashions in food have

changed ; and the compounding of curry

powder by secret formulas, divulged only

to the few, no longer prevails, even in

the Orient. Now every spice manufact-

urer puts up curry powder, and only

the trained palate can distinguish the

different brands. Changes in service

are also in order : curries are no longer

given a place in "high art banquets."

In earlier days more than one curried

dish was served at a dinner party, and

an opportunity was given for even a sec-

ond serving of a favorite kind. Now
curried dishes are, in the main, rele-

gated to breakfast and luncheon, or to

the family dinner. At a perfect formal

dinner a suspicion of curry is all that is

allowable, and that in but a single

course.

A word as to the composition of these

dishes. Fresh materials may be selected,

or the curry may be used to render a

rechaufee more palatable. Whenever
convenient, the article to be treated

should stand some hours, or even over

night, in the sauce. If a rechaufee is to

be the luncheon dish, it might be pre-

pared in the morning and kept hot in a

double boiler until the luncheon hour.

About all superior curries there is a sus-

picion of " sweet acid " flavor. Red cur-

rant jelly with lemon juice, or a few

gooseberries, or pieces of rhubarb, will

give the desired "tone." A rich, nutty

flavor is thought essential by the people

of the East, and also by those who have

Hved among them. Milk saturated with

the oil and flavor of crushed cocoanut

or almonds will produce this ; and, while

it is a desirable addition, it may be dis-

pensed with on ordinary occasions. A
slice or two of onion, cooked in butter,

either with or without browning, is the

first step in the process.



baking, but, after it is well risen, brush

the edge with beaten egg.

Just before baking fill the centre hol-

low with any kind of fruit, cut small and
dusted with sugar; or beat one pound
of Dutch cheese with two eggs, one tea-

spoonful of butter, the grated rind of a

lemon, and half a cup of sugar. Sprinkle

sultana raisins over this, and as soon as

it comes from the oven dust with pow-
dered sugar.

THIS department is for the benefit and free use of our subscribers. Questions relating to

menus and recipes, and those pertaining to culinary science and domestic economics in gen-

eral, will be cheerfully answered by the editor. Communications for this department must reach

us before the first of the month preceding that in which the answers are expected to appear.

In letters requesting answer by mail, please enclose postage stamp; for menus, ;^i. Address

queries to Janet M. Hill, Editor Boston Cooking-School Magazine, 372 Boylston Street, Boston

Mass.

Query 547 (continued).

Bohemian Kolace (J. W. Weil)

Kolace is a baked pastry made of

dough, with butter, eggs, and salt, sim-

ilar to the dough used for pies, but not

so rich. The dough is rolled into bars

from twelve to fifteen inches long and

half an inch in diameter. Two or three

of these bars are made into a twist or

plate, coming down to points at the end,

and, before putting into the oven, glazed

on the top with the yolk of eggs. It is

similar in taste to the crescents, or horns,

from Vienna bakeries.

Bohemian Kolace (Mary Lamson
Clarke)

Make a raised dough with one quart

of flour, half an ounce of yeast, one-

fourth a pound of butter, one heaping

cup of sugar, a little salt, the grated rind

of one lemon, a little cinnamon and

mace, and enough star anise (well

pounded) to flavor to taste.

Use enough tepid water to knead

rather softer than for bread. Let rise

till very light, then take out on a mix-

ing-board, and roll out to about half an

inch. Cut in disks, three inches in diam-

eter, and lay on a well-buttered pan,

pressing down the centre of each so as

to raise a ridge around the edge before

Query 548.— Mrs. M. S. W., Waban,
Mass. :

" My ' butter-cakes ' are ' bready '

and usually raised in the centre, and not on

the sides. Can you tell me what will

remedy the trouble?"

"Bready" Cakes

Less flour is the remedy for cakes

that, when properly baked, rise high in

the centre. Cakes put into too hot an

oven will often present the same appear-

ance, as a crust is formed before the

leavening ingredients have done their

work. In the latter case the gas evolved

by the heat, to escape, breaks through

the crust in the weakest place, usually

the centre, and uncooked batter runs

out. Some brands of flour thicken more

than others, and oftentimes one or two

tablespoonfuls more or less of flour than

a recipe calls for will give more per-

fect results. Always sift the flour before
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measuring, and then sift again with the

leavening ingredients and spices. Fill

the measuring-cup with a spoon, level

with a knife, and do not shake down.

Query 549.— Mrs. N. B. C, Portland,

Me. : " Recipe for old-fashioned pumpkin

pie, sweetened with molasses and not thick-

ened with crumbs."

Filling for One Pumpkin Pie

To one cup of sifted pumpkin add

one-fourth a cup of molasses, one-fourth

a cup of sugar, one beaten egg, half a

teaspoonful of salt, one-third a teaspoon-

ful of ginger or cinnamon, and two-

thirds a cup of rich creamy milk. Bake

until firm in a tin lined with pastry.

Query 550.— Mrs. B., Medford, Mass.:

" Can you give me a recipe for the nut-cake

with white frosting that is served at

Thompson's Spa, Boston; also recipe of

corn-cake served at Young's Hotel, Boston ?
"

Proprietary Recipes

Unfortunately, we are not able to give

the recipes desired, and are obliged to

fall back on the familiar phrase: "We
can give you others just as good."

However, as we have not sampled the

dishes called for, we will say that the

recipes we give are very good, if not

equal, to those of the " Spa " and

Young's. For corn-cake recipe see

page 271.

Hickory Nut Cake

Cream half a cup of butter; gradu-

ally add one cup and a half of sugar,

then three-fourths a cup of milk, alter-

nately, with two cups of flour sifted

with two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder.

Beat thoroughly, and then beat in lightly

the whites of four eggs, beaten dry, and

one cup of nut meats, chopped fine.

Mix about a cup and a half of confec-

tioner's sugar with hot water or syrup to

form a paste, flavor with vanilla, and

spread upon the inverted cake when
nearly cold.

Query 551.— Miss S. E. H. : "Recipes

for using buttermilk."

Buttermilk Biscuit

Sift together four cups of flour, one

teaspoonful of salt, one teaspoonful of

soda (level), and four teaspoonfuls of

cream of tartar. With the tips of the

fingers work half a cup of shortening

into the flour, then mix to a soft dough

with buttermilk. About two cups will be

needed. Turn onto a floured board,

pat, and roll into a sheet. Cut into

rounds, prick with a fork, and bake

about twenty minutes.

Doughnuts (Jane B. Chauven)

Beat three eggs, add two cups of

sugar, four tablespoonfuls of melted

butter, and one cup of buttermilk.

Then stir in one quart of flour, sifted

with one teaspoonful of soda and half a

teaspoonful of salt. Add more flour as

needed to roll out. Fry in deep fat.

Cookies

Cream one cup of butter ; add gradu-

ally two cups of sugar, then the beaten

yolks of two eggs, one cup of buttermilk,

four cups of flour, sifted with one tea-

spoonful of soda, and lastly the whites

of two eggs, beaten dry. Add more flour,

if needed, to roll out, but handle the

dough as soft as possible. Bake in a

quick oven.

Query 552.— M. O. C. : "Kindly state

if there is a school of domestic science that

offers a summer course."

Summer Schools of Domestic

Science

We do not as yet know what the

schools of domestic science offer for the

summer vacation ; but at this writin":
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the schools at the Chautauqua As-

semblies are the only ones in mind that

•offer such a course in summer.

tomato puree, one cup of crab meat, or

four soft shell crabs, cut in halves, and

salt as needed. Cover, and let simmer

over hot water ten minutes.

Query 553.— Mrs. J. T., New York

City :
" Recipe for green turtle soup made

of canned turtle."

Green Turtle Soup

Make stock and clarify it as for con-

somme, using for the stock beef, veal,

fowl, sweet herbs, mushroom trimmings,

and celery. To each quart of soup add

a tablespoonful of arrowroot, diluted

with a little cold water. Boil twenty

minutes, then season with salt and

cayenne. When ready to serve, drain

the turtle from the can. Let heat in

boiling water without actually boiUng;

then blanch in cold water, cut in pieces

an inch and a fourth square, put in the

soup tureen, pour over the stock, and

for each quart of soup add one-fourth

a cup of Madeira wine. Pass sUces of

lemon with the soup. If dried rather

than canned turtle be used, let soak in

cold water two or three days, changing

the water frequently. Half a pound

will be needed for two quarts of soup.

Then cook the turtle with the beef,

veal, and fowl until tender, blanch in

cold water, cut in pieces, and set aside,

covered with consomme until ready to

serve. The thickening of arrowroot

may be omitted. The soup is also

served without " clearing," when a

" roux " is used for thickening.

Query 554.— Same subscriber: "Rec-

ipe for cooking crabs."

Crabs, Creole Style

Melt one-fourth a cup of butter.

Cook in it two tablespoonfuls, each,

of onion and sweet Spanish pepper,

chopped fine, and half a cup of sliced

mushrooms, five minutes. Then add

half a cup of white stock, one cup of

Query 555.— M. B. H., Los Angeles,

Cal. :
" Suggest menus for noon luncheon,

with price of articles, for ten or twelve of

an office force, from which also the factory

hands may select dishes to help out the

lunch they bring. We have built a dining-

room. The cooking is to be done by a

woman on a three-burner gas range. Olives,

olive oil, and pickles are cured and packed,

and baked beans and mince meat are put up

at the factory."

Luncheon Menus for Office and

Factory Hands
Monday

Fresh Fish Chowder, Crackers, Pickles, loc.

Macaroni a la Italian, 6c.

Lettuce-and-Egg Salad, Bread and Butter, loc.

Hot Gingerbread, 2c. Hot Muffins, 2C.

Tea, 2c. Cocoa, 2C.

Ttcesday

Fresh Fish Creamed au Gratin, Bread, Butter,

Pickles, IOC.

Cream-of-Celery Soup, Crackers or Croutons,

Pickles, IOC.

Savory Rice, 5c.

Baked Potatoes (Sweet or White), Butter, 3c.

Apple Tapioca Pudding, Sugar, Milk, 5c.

Hot Milk, 2c. Cocoa, 2c. Coffee, 2c.

Wednesday

Mock Bisque Soup, Croutons, loc.

Hot Corned Beef, Boiled Potatoes and
Turnips, loc.

Lettuce-and-Salmon Salad, Bread and
Butter, IOC.

Hot Boiled Rice and Milk, 4c.

Hot Bread Pudding with Raisins, 5c.

Tea, 2c. Coffee, 2c.

Thursday

Split Pea Soup, Bread and Butter, loc.

Corned Beef-and-Potato Hash, 8c.

Corned Beef-and-Celery Salad, Bread and

Butter, IOC.

Hot Indian Tapioca Pudding, Milk, 5c.

Hot Tea, 2c.

Friday

Salt Codfish Balls, Hot Muffins, Cole Slaw, 13c.
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Turnips in Cream Sauce, 4c.

Macaroni Baked with Cheese, 6c.

Brown Betty, Milk and Sugar, 5c.

Coffee, 20.

Saturday

Vegetable Soup, Bread and Butter, Apple

Sauce, 13c.

Creamed Corned Beef au Gratin, Bread and

Butter, 13c.

Baked Potatoes, Butter, 3c.

Dried Lima Beans, Buttered, 3c.

Hot Cornstarch Pudding, Chocolate Sauce, 5c.

Tea, 2c.

These menus are simply suggestive.

The prices, as given, will, in most in-

stances, cover the cost of materials, but

no more. The amount to be added, in

order to pay for labor and gas for fuel,

will depend largely upon the number

served.

Query 556.— P. B. T., Charlottetown,

Prince Edward's Island :
" What kind of

stuffing should be served with the different

meats, fish, etc. ? Is it proper to serve con-

somme in bouillon cups ?
"

Proper Stuffing for Meats, Fish,

etc.

Chestnut stuffing is first choice for tur-

key, and buttered bread crumbs the most

common. White or sweet potatoes are

either of them good. Oyster stuffing is

overcooked in turkey. Scalloped oys-

ters, cooked in a dish apart, are prefer-

able. Any one of these is appropriate

for boned leg of lamb or mutton, or for

loin or fillet of veal. Sage is usually

added to a bread or potato dressing for

pork. Potato, apple, or prune stuffing

is used for geese. Ducks are not stuffed

save with a head of celery. Fish are

stuffed with buttered bread crumbs, fla-

vored with sweet herbs, or with chopped

pickles, olives, etc. Oysters are used to

good advantage in stuffing thin fillets of

fish.

Consomme in Bouillon Cups

Soup at luncheon, whatever the va-

riety, is properly served in cups, at din-

ner in plates.

Query 557.— Miss A. H., Harlem, N.Y.:

" Recipes for fruit fritters, banana, orange,

apple, etc.; baked tapioca pudding."

Fritter Batter

Sift together half a cup of flour and a

few grains of salt . Beat the yolk of an

^gg^ add one-fourth a cup of milk, and

stir gradually into the flour and salt.

Add a teaspoonful of olive oil, then

cover and set aside for several hours.

When ready to use, fold in the white

of the ^gg, beaten dry. Remove the

skin and coarse threads from several

bananas ; cut in halves crosswise, then

the halves lengthwise, and dip the

pieces in the batter, covering them com-

pletely. Lift each carefully into hot deep

fat, and fry to a golden brown. Drain,

and serve on a hot dish paper. Sprinkle

with powdered sugar, or serve with a

sauce apart. The pieces of banana are

often set aside half an hour or more

before frying, after being sprinkled with

lemon juice or wine.

Baked Tapioca Pudding

Cook one-fourth a cup of quick-

cooking tapioca in a pint of milk until

transparent. Add a few grains of salt,

a tablespoonful of butter, half a cup of

sugar, and remove from the fire. Let

cool a little, then pour over one or two

beaten eggs. Add a teaspoonful of va-

nilla, and turn into a buttered baking-

dish. Let bake in a very moderate

oven until the ^gg is set. Three or four

macaroons crumbled fine are an addition

to this pudding. Serve hot or cold. If

it be served cold, use from one-half to

one whole cup of milk additional.

Query 558.— Mrs. E. J. O., Brooklyn,

N.Y. : " Recipe for cream of Flageolet

soup. Is the ham in potatoes ^ la Bra-
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banconne, given in December magazine,

cooked? Is paw-paw for making meat

tender, spoken of in article on Pan-American

foods, a healthful article to use ?
"

Cream of Flageolet Soup
Let a cup of dried beans stand over-

night in cold water. Drain and cook in

about six cups of boiling salted water

(to preserve the color) until tender, then

pass through a sieve. Half an onion, a

sprig of parsley and one or two stalks

of celery may be boiled with the beans,

if desired. Use the liquid in which the

beans are cooked to aid in sifting the

beans. Add to this puree, of which

there should be a pint or more, an equal

quantity of white sauce. Season with

salt and pepper, adding hot milk or

cream, if the soup is thicker than de-

sired. A few whole beans, half a dozen

for each service, may be put in each

plate of soup. Serve with croutons or

crackers, spht, buttered, and browned in

the oven.

Ham in Potatoes Brabanconne

This is a " left-over " dish. The ham
is cooked before chopping. Cold boiled

or baked ham is intended.

Paw-paw for Making Meat
Tender

We think that as yet paw-paw leaves

or juice is not put up in marketable

form. In localities where the tree is

indigenous, particularly in India, the

natives are said to soften meat and make
it more tender simply by wrapping it

for a few hours in the leaves of the paw-

paw tree. The juice of the leaves con-

tains an active principle similar to that

of pineapple juice, which possesses the

power of dissolving albuminoid sub-

stances. We see no reason why this

principle, applied to make meat tender,

should not be a healthful agent.

Query 559.— Mrs. H. L., Melrose, Mass.:

" In the recipe for mince meat given at the

school in November, was the suet cooked
and chopped with the meat ?

"

Suet in Mince Meat
The suet was not cooked with the

meat. Suet is chopped without cook-

ing, and then added to the cooked lean

beef, chopped fine.

Query 560.— Mrs. S.J. H., Des Moines,

la.: " I noticed in last issue of magazine

an advertisement of a tendon puller for

turkeys and poultry. Please state in next

issue what is the object in drawing th e

tendons from the legs of fowl ?
"

On Drawing Tendons
In the legs of fowl are ten or more

tough tendons, which in cooking, partic-

ularly in roasting, become hard and

bony. In turkeys these tendons are

especially large and objectionable ; but

if these be drawn, and the leg skewered

close to the body, to avoid drying, the

drumstick becomes almost equal in ten-

derness and delicacy to the second joint,

— a thing greatly to be desired by all those

who enjoy the rich dark meat of the

fowl. In all first-class markets the ten-

dons are drawn, if the service be re-

quested, otherwise it is not done.

Query 561.— Mrs. A. L. K., Titusville,

Pa. :
" Recipe for chop suey ?

"

Chop Suey (W. E. S. Fales, Amoy)
For four persons take two chickens'

livers, two chickens' gizzards, one pound

of young, clean pork, cut into small

pieces, half an ounce of green root gin-

ger, and two stalks of celery. Saute

these in a frying-pan over a hot fire,

adding four tablespoonfuls of olive oil,

one tablespoonful of vinegar, half a cup

of boihng water, one teaspoonful of

Worcestershire sauce, half a teaspoon-
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ful of salt, black and red pepper to taste,

and a dash of cloves and cinnamon.

When nearly done, add a small can of

mushrooms, half a cup of either bean

sprouts or French green peas, or string

beans, chopped fine, or asparagus tips.

The see-yu sauce, which is eaten with

this delectable dish, can be procured at

any Chinese grocer}-.

Query 562.— Mrs. C. D. W., Detroit,

Mich. : "Please publish a recipe for mock
turtle soup. As served at the Waldorf, it

is a clear green soup, tasting exactly like

clear turtle soup, and not as rich as the

usual mock turtle soup."

Mock Turtle Soup ("Oscar" of

the Waldorf)

Boil a calf's head wdth the skin on

two hours, first washing thoroughly in

warm water. When cold, cut off in

inch-square pieces the fat parts of the

head which adhere to the skin, and w^ash

them in several waters. Put two quarts

of beef stock, seasoned with salt, cay-

enne, truffles, and mushrooms into the

soup kettle. Add five onions, five car-

rots, and five turnips, all cut into sHces,

a head of celery, cut small, two or three

shallots, a bunch of sweet herbs, a

bunch of parsley, three bay leaves, half

a dozen cloves, half a dozen allspice,

three blades of mace, two slices of lean

ham, chopped small, three or four table-

spoonfuls of Tarragon vinegar, and one

tablespoonful of Worcestershire sauce.

Let the whole simmer for two hours, and

then strain through a fine sieve. Put in

it the pieces of calf's head, let boil, and

add a little strained lemon juice, two

tablespoonfuls of white wine, and one

tablespoonful of brandy. Serve cay-

enne and thin slices of lemon with it.

This soup might be clarified with white

of eggs and tinted a delicate green with

vegetable color paste.

To make Fowl Tender

The following hint from a subscriber

may be worthy of trial :
—

SUMMERVILLE, S.C.

Dear Editor^— An excellent way of

making a tender chicken out of a tough

fowl, one of any age :
—

Immediately on killing the fowl put it

into cold w^ater, enough to cover well,

and put a weight on it, and allow to

soak not less than two hours,— longer

according to age.

This was "new" to us in our South-

land, and so I thought maybe you would

like it for your magazine. e. l. g.

A Correction

In the recipe for " molasses cookies "

published in the August-September,

190 1, issue, read two /<?^spoonfuls for

two tablespoonfuls of soda.

Recipe Wanted
We should be pleased to have some

one donate for pubhcation, in answer to

a query, a recipe for corn-cake sweetened

with molasses.

For the Tea Table

An ornate bit of French china is a

combination tea-strainer and drip-cup,

which would be a dainty acquisition to

the most beautiful tea table. The cup

is shallow and broad, and is closed over

the top with a long-handled strainer

rounded in the centre, and with a dainty

scalloped edge extending over the sides

of the cup. The strainer makes a pretty

receptacle |for the silver tea-ball when

not in use, and the cup catches any

stray tea drips there may be from the

ball.



Food as an Etiological Factor in Disease

EVER since the original episode

of eating " forbidden fruit " in

the Garden of Eden, man has

been troubled by what he ate. Correct

dietaries for the brain-worker, the man-

ual laborer, and the average citizen in

good health, have been accurately esti-

mated by the scientific experts in gov-

ernment employ ; but the perfectly ad-

justed diet for patients afflicted with

gout, rheumatism, and allied diseases,

caused by retention in the system of al-

loxuric bodies, intended to be either

dissolved or eliminated, is still unknown

to the average practitioner. One for-

bids the use of beef, cheese, and eggs
;

while another forbids all food which

produces nucleo-proteids or purin-nitro-

gen, and a still larger proportion permit

all kinds of food to be ingested, depend-

ing upon drugs to aid in their rapid

elimination.

The trend of hygienic thought to-day

is toward preventive remedies. The
etiological germ is fast disappearing

under an antiseptic therapy, the laity

have resorted to patent and secret

remedies, and the general practitioner

continues his old humdrum practice

founded upon theories long since ex-

ploded.

Is not this the opportune moment for

the physiological chemist to furnish some

reliable data upon which each physician

may construct a suitable diet for each

patient, or groups of patients, if he have

enough to group them ?

Is it wise to allow rheumatic patients

or those suffering from uric-acid diathesis

to continue consuming food which will

certainly increase the amount of urates,

while you are concentrating all your

efforts upon their elimination ? In other

words, is it not reprehensible for any

doctor to be ignorant of the preventive

methods of treatment as well as the

eliminative ? The list of diseases

caused by the continued use of indiges-

tible foods is increasing daily. Some of

the most learned nasal and throat

specialists are now advocating the theory

that certain forms of nitrogen are

present in gout, migraine, la grippe, and

many, if not all, neuralgias. But as

expressed by another :
" The average

medical man clings to an old idea in

pathology or treatment with a tenacity

that blinds his eyes and deadens his ears

to the heralding of a new theory,

though born to point the way to the

living truth, and if, perchance, it de-

molishes the images of a blind idolatry,

lucky indeed is it if the very truth be

not sacrificed upon the altar of conserva-

tism or crucified upon the cross of

unbeUef."

The point I wish to make is this : that,

in my opinion, the time is ripe for an

entire revolution in the administration

of drugs. The proper digestion and the

proper ingestion of food constitute the

most successful field of therapy now
known to man.

Then why should not every well-in-

formed physician write a prescription

for food which would exclude the ar-

ticles of diet known to cause the condi-

tions producing the disease he is trying

to cure ? I have found a written dietary

almost indispensable in securing a

change of food, and oftentimes order

the exact quantities to be taken.

The fact that albumen from animal

foods leaves a larger percentage of uric

acid than albumen from vegetable

sources need not necessarily make veg-

etarians of all, even though it does be-

hoove those suffering from indigestible

bodies to restrict their use of animal

nitrogenous combines. The field of in-
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quiry in this direction is so fertile that

post-graduate courses in dietaries for

every disease would be a boon to man-
kind.

Individual experimentation is slow

and inaccurate. In the accurate gov-

ernment experiments, under the direc-

tion of Professor O. A. Atwater, it was
found that dietary idiosyncrasies played

no essential part in the perfect nutrition

of man as to quantitative analyses, but

the digestive powers varied with the in-

dividual. Have we not overlooked this

fact in trusting blindly to the use of

drugs in latter-day therapeutics ? The
powerful alterative effect of medicine

was highly esteemed by the old-time

practitioner. Do we not seek the same
end by alkaline treatment to-day ? In

my specialty of stomach diseases I have

found that other diseases disappear

under the wisely chosen diet and exact

regime necessary to supplement the

proper administration of drugs for the

diseased organ.

An exhibition of alkalis, such as so-

dium bicarbonate combined in tablet

form with oil of gaultheria, is followed

by decided relief of all symptoms of

rheumatism, gout, la grippe, and asthma
;

and the general improvement continues

if the diet is restricted to zwieback, or

well-cooked, that is, twice cooked, wheat,

barley, or oats, with nuts finely divided,

and green watery vegetables. All bread,

potato, and uncooked starch cells are

excluded. Fruits and salads are used

ad libitum. Dr. Conklin's ideas of the

uses of fats in the system are sustained

by results from their administrations,

and a logical sequence from his premise

might be that the larger percentage of

nitrogenous material, combined by nat-

ure with so great a proportion of fat,

aids in the more perfect metabolism of

the alloxuric bodies, thus rendering nut

foods safer than an excess of meat or

egg.— Medical Record,

News and Notes

How to serve Apples

The apple is an important, most
wholesome, and most delicious article of

diet. One good way to prepare it is to

thinly slice a ripe, mellow sweeting, and

pour over it a modicum of sweet cream.

Again, grate or scrape a well-flavored

apple into a small dessert glass of

whipped cream, slightly sweetened, and

you have a delicate tid-bit to close any

meal, in place of richer dessert.

An enjoyable supper is the following :

Take large Greenings or Baldwins,

wash, core, but not peel, fill the aper-

tures with sugar, and, if you like, a

couple of raisins and a bit of cinnamon

;

Place in a granite baking dish, deep and

large. Pour over a half-cup of boiling

water, and set in a quick oven. When
the skins are burst and the flesh thor-

oughly done, take out all except one,

and carefully place in the serving-dish.

Take the skin from the one reserved,

sweeten a little more, if need be. Add
a pinch of salt to the ripe juice, which

should measure a large cupful. Give a

dash of nutmeg, and pour the juice,

thickened with the mashed apple, over

those heaped in the dish. Set aside to

cool, and, when served, say truly if you

have ever tasted anything more delecta-

ble. Accompany it with thin slices of

whole wheat bread and butter and a

cup of cocoa, and you have all the ingre-

dients for a most enjoyable supper.

—

Goldefi Age.

We can beat the above '' out of sight."

Thus :
—

Pare, sHce, and eat out of hand, with-

out any extraneous addition of salt, cin-

namon, nutmeg, saltpetre, or what not,

any variety of good, ripe, moderately

tart apples, such as Greenings, Spitz,

Baldwins, Bellefleurs, Newtown Pippins,
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Northern Spies, Winesnaps, Kings, or

Seek-no-furthers.

Make this your dessert after each and

every meal, leaving puddings and sal-

ads to the dyspeptics.— Ed. Gazette.

" What is one man's food is another

man's poison." We must have our ap-

ples cooked, and hot at that. Eaten

raw, only the accompaniment of salad

oil would insure against dyspepsia.

—

Ed. Boston Cooking School Magazine.

A Difference of Opinion
" Grape fruit, as the first course for

breakfast, is the most patable, iiutritious^

and beautiful fruit that can be eaten.

The Florida variety is considered the

best, but in some parts of Jamaica they

are grown 'equally as good. A really

good grape fruit is a very expensive

article ; but, considering its n2itritious

properties, it is in the end cheaper than

any local fruit."

The above is from a contemporary.

The word " nutritious " is a much used

and abused word. We are unable to

give the chemical composition of grape

fruit ; but in nutritive value the fruit

would be classed with oranges and

lemons, the average composition of

which, as published by Prof. Atwater,

is given below :
—

Refuse. Water. Protein. Fat. Carbohy- Full
per ct. per ct. per ct. per ct. drate. value

per ct. per lb.

calories.

Lemons, 30 62.5 0.7 0.5 5.9 145
Oranges, 27 63.4 0.6 o.i 8.5 170

In considering the nutritive value of

any food-stuff, the amount of protein it

contains is first considered, then the

fat and carbohydrate. In oranges all

these combined yield only 9.2 parts in

a hundred against 23.9 in bananas,

20.3 in fresh figs, and 22.6 in round of

beef. Truly, one feeding a family on

grape fruit would not be supplying a

nutritious diet.— Ed.

Gas and Trouble
Comes from White Bread

While it is true that we build up the

body from food, it is also true that dift'er-

ent kinds of food have different effects on

the body and produce different results.

For instance, it is absolutely impos-

sible to live on white bread alone, for it

contains almost nothing but starch ; and

an excess of white bread produces gas

and trouble in the intestines, while at

the same time the other elements re-

quired by the body for building up brain

and nerve centres, as well as muscular

tissue, have been left out of the white

bread, and we see from experience the

one tr)dng to live on white bread alone

gradually fails in mental and nervous

power as well as loss in muscle.

Such a diet could not be kept up long

without fatal results. A lady in Jack-

sonville, Fla., was crippled by an acci-

dent two years ago. Being without the

power of exercise, an old stomach trouble

that was hers for years became worse

;

and it was a serious question regarding

food that she could digest.

A physician put her on Grape-nuts

Breakfast Food with some remarkable

results. She says now that not only is

she able to do a big day's work, because

of the strength of her brain and nerves,

but that she has finally thrown away her

crutches, because the muscles of her

limbs have gradually grown stronger

since she began the use of Grape-nuts,

and now she is practically well and can

go about without trouble, notwithstand-

ing the fact that it was said she would

never be able to walk again. So much
for eating the right kind of food, instead

of remaining an invalid and a cripple,

because of the lack of knowledge of the

kind of food to use to bring one back to

health. Name given on appUcation to

Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Battle Creek,

Mich.
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Class of 'gi, Boston Cooking School.—
Miss Helen Parker is giving lessons in

cookery at the People's Club, Lowell,

Mass., and on January i is to take the

examination for a position in the cookery

department of the Boston public schools.

Misses Piper and Nichols are assist-

ing in the cookery classes of the Boston

public schools.

Plans are maturing for the formation

of an Ohio Association of Domestic

Science Teachers. It is planned to hold

the first meeting in Cleveland during

the month of January. All Ohio teach-

ers who have not received notice of

such meeting are urged to communicate

at once with Miss Matilda Campbell,

Toledo Polytechnic School, Toledo, Ohio.

We are in receipt of a very hand-

somely engraved invitation from F. A.

Partenheimer to the first annual conven-

tion for the travelling representatives of

the C. D. Gregg Tea and Coffee Com-
pany to be held in the new plant, south-

east corner Seventh and Elm Streets, St.

Louis, Mo. It will be remembered that

Gregg's brand of Java and Mocha coffee

was seiTed exclusively at the Pan-Am-
erican Exposition on its merits.

A little fellow who had been told by
his teacher that he must always say, " I

beg your pardon," when he had done
anjthing for which he should ask par-

don, didn't catch the words correctly;

and, on the next occasion when he

wished to be polite, he nodded his head,

and blushingly said, " Baking-powder."

Quaint Philosophy

In an Advertisement

When a man acts as he believes the

Infinite within him would have him act,

he draws power to himself from unseen

sources. That power may be shown in

many ways.

Things work smoother, plans carry

out, people begin to say, " Lucky," " He's

a winner," " Ever^'thing he touches suc-

ceeds," etc.

Ever try it ? If you ever do, you will

agree that it is the greatest proposition

on earth.

There is a marvellous potency behind

the man who acts in a simple, straight-

forward way, as near as he knows, in

accordance with the promptings of that

invisible Deity within.

This should teach him that great and

honorable work is ahead,— man at once

the tool and a part of the Master Work-

man.

The tool must not be dulled and

ruined by bad food, tobacco, whiskey,

coffee, etc. You question including

coffee among "bad habits." None of

these habits are bad habits unless they

weaken or lessen the clean-cut power of

the individual. If they do, quit them.

If food and drink are not well selected,

change. Put your machine in clean,

first-class shape. It is the purpose of

this article to suggest a way to keep the

body well, so it can carry out the behest

of the mind.

A sure and safe start in the right

direction is to adopt Grape-nuts Food

for every morning's breakfast. It is

deUcious, pre-digested, highly nourish-

ing, and will put one far along toward

doing his best in life's work.

Follow this with abandonment of

coffee, if it does not agree with you,

and take in place of it Postum Cereal

Food Coffee for its regenerating and

vitahzing nourishment.

With a wise selection of food and

drink, man can quickly place himself in

shape where the marvellous Directing

Power will use him for some good and

worthy purpose.

Sense,— just plain common sense.
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Spoon Lore
By Ruth Bodwell

S
POONS may claim

descent from a very

high antiquity, for

the first spoons were nat-

u r a 1 ones, principally

shells, and date back to

the time when food was

first boiled or made in a

Hquid form.

In olden times people

ate with their fingers,

seated on the ground or

on stools, and almost uni-

versally conveyed the
food to the mouth with

the right hand only,— a

custom still preserved by

the Romans and Jews and

most nations of antiquity.

The Egyptians made their first spoons

from flint, wood, ivory, and the horns

of animals, and afterward from bronze

and other metals, and fashioned them to

represent something spiritual or intel-

lectual. They were carved in the shape

of a lotus bud or a fish, symbolical of

the productive powers of the waters,

and then again as animals or human
beings. A goose's head was another

favorite decoration.

The early Christian spoons were in-

troduced about a century after Christ,

and were made of silver, in pairs, at

first, and set aside for special service in

iJ \j V4 'A

Sardine Fork

some of the rites of the church, among
them the sacrament of baptism. Em-
blems of Christianity were scratched

upon them, such as the cross and the

three circles, representing three spirits

in one— the Godhead.

Short, spUt sticks, attached to shells,

made the first handles. Later the

Ice-cream Fork Ice-cream Spoon

handles of large spoons were joined or

hinged, so that they could be folded to-

gether ; and in the time of Queen EUza-

beth, when immense ruffs were worn, it
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was found necessary to lengthen the

handles to a couple of feet, so that the

royal ladies might eat soup with some

degree of comfort. Roman spoons were

furnished with long, pointed handles,

designed to open shell-fish or to ex-

tract the marrow from bones.

/'^^?!1Wf^>

./^^.m;^

/'€c ^''^i5)

^.-^

Cake Server

iSi^, ^ _^

Croquette Spoon

Nut Shovel

In course of time the handles or

stems became a medium for ornamenta-

tion, and it also became the custom for

sponsors to make their god-children

presents of spoons, at the time of

baptism. These were called apostle

spoons, because the handles of each

were carved into the figure of an apostle

with his appropriate emblem. Twelve

represented a set, and occasionally a

thirteenth was added, called '' The
Master," bearing the image of the Sav-

iour, the left hand holding the orb and

cross, the right raised in blessing.

Those who could afford it presented

the full set, but the poor person offered

one with the figure of the saint the child
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mC-
Tea-caddv Spoon

which style has been recently revived

in spoons of silver for decorative or

special purposes ; but in the seventeenth

centur)^ the bowl was elongated into an

ellipse, and still later it became more

pointed or egg - shaped. Tea - spoons

were introduced about 1750; and, while

most families owned one or more silver

spoons, gold spoons have always been

associated with kings.

Ice Sp

was named for, or dedicated to, or the

patron saint of the donor decorating it.

This seems an excellent idea, for the

child commenced to imbibe religious

truths from almost his first mouthful.

It shows, too, the influence of religion

on the arts of mediaeval times. Even

the heathen decorated his wares with

figures of his gods.

The domestic spoons of the fifteenth

century seem to have had hexagonal

stems ending in a plain knob, or an

acorn, and during the sixteenth century

the baluster and seal-headed spoon was

specially favored. The bowls of old

spoons were round and much like the

gayly painted wooden spoons now sold

at the fairs of the Russian peasantry. Soup Spoon
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At one time, each member of a

household carried his own spoon about

with him, when visiting his neigh-

bor, much the same as we carry

our comb and brush, or any other

httle personal belonging. Knives were

not furnished at table, for the head of

a family carried a large sheath knife

upon his person, with which he cut

the portions for himself, wife, and

children.

However, as man progressed, an in-

dividual knife, fork, and spoon became

a necessity ; and although a knife and

spoon, or a fork and spoon, were often

combined in one article, the tendency

was toward greater refinement in the

manner of eating, and led, year by year,

to a demand for spoons of all kinds and

sizes, for the serving of most of the

foods we eat.

The accompanying illustrations show
some of the richest and newest designs

in spoons. These designs can in many
instances be traced back to the early

models of various countries.

Cracker Spoon Bouillon Spoon Ice-cream Server



The Discontent of Leisure-class Women
Bv Amne L. Vrooman

THE discontent of leisure-class

women is a favorite subject of

modern fiction, and has fur-

nished many new types. But the new

portrait gallery of fictitious women can

throw but a feeble and uncertain light

upon the great personal problems con-

fronting the living originals, because the

essence of the evil is yet unrecognized.

According to such books, its cause is

social injustice ; but injustice has always

existed, while the discontent is a new

fact and a constantly increasing one.

If we look deep enough, we shall see

that these two classes of facts, social

wrongs and the prevailing unrest of

leisure-class women, are not related as

cause and effect. It is not too much to

say that, if the wrongs were swept away,

the discontent would not be lessened.

The Dorotheas, Marcellas, and Norahs

of modern society do not owe their ex-

istence to the fact that the poor suffer,

and husbands indulge mistaken notions

of how to make their wives happy. The
suffering poor and masculine obliquity

of vision have always been with us, but

there was a time when they produced

nothing more dangerous to domestic

peace than a Lady Bountiful or a patient

Griselda. This modern discontent exists

because women themselves have experi-

enced a radical transformation ; and the

new creature, produced by new condi-

tions, has not yet been adjusted to the

social order of which she is a part. In

other words, women of leisure are suffer-

ing to-day from lack of a suitable field

for their energies. They are trained for

a race which they are not permitted to

run ; shown a theatre of action, but de-

nied an adequate part in it. With minds

stimulated and sympathies widened,

given a training in all essentials like that

of their brothers, they are then bade to

sit still and watch the play of life.

And the play they are bidden to watch

reveals to them opportunities for the exer-

cise of the very powers of mind and

heart that are so painfully repressed.

The strenuous efforts, by which they

have gained their hard-won honors in

the intellectual field, have resulted, not

merely in empty titles of scholarship,

but in vigorous qualities of mind and

character which make inaction intoler-

able. Can these women be content

much longer to hold wealth and intellect-

ual attainments as merely personal ap-

pendages ? They stand where the cur-

rents of thought and action meet ; and

the very delicacy of their organization

must ultimately intensify in them the

race consciousness, which is one of the

conspicuous features of the age. The
inharmonies of life offend their cTesthetic

sense ; but the social wastes and degra-

dation, which only drove the women of

other centuries to prayer or aimless

charity, or to the excitement of so-

ciety, as a means of forgetfulness, are

waking in the woman of to-day a sense

of participation in and desire to cope

with the evil.

She feels as she looks at the world's

stage that her place is on it, that the

play halts, perhaps, for that which she

alone can give. The unused weapons,

which society itself has placed in her

hands,— were they made only for pas-

time ? For what have her heart and
mind been braced, if not for dealing with

real questions ? Her discontent is the

power within seeking its object : it is the
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spirit of the full-grown woman rejecting

the baubles with which well-meaning

friends seek to amuse her leisure. The

new meaning of leisure, as freedom to

choose action, is beginning to purge her

mind from the suicidal belief in it as the

privilege of inaction. Conscious of new

powers, she is demanding room for their

exercise.

What needs to be emphasized is, that

this discontent of the leisure-class woman
is perfectly normal. The inevitable re-

sult of an enlarged mental horizon, for a

woman as for a man, is the calling into

existence of a host of new energies and

ambitions ; and, until these are satisfied,

there is pain. The discontent is not a

demon, to be exorcised by prayer and

fasting, though pious mothers, in lux-

urious homes, have sometimes so re-

garded it ; neither is it necessarily the

call to a life of lofty renunciation, as a

certain section of literature treats it to-

day. It is a vast force waiting to be

utilized for social transformation, just as

the discontent of men has made way for

liberty.

There is always a temptation to laud

unduly the austere virtues we may not

imitate. The saint on his pillar, the

nun in her cell, the modern slum-worker,

all these captivate the imagination, and

make us forget the great truth that these

lives of absolute self-surrender accom-

plish little in themselves, and are of

value chiefly as they inspire the mass of

ordinary men and women to do that to

which the saints can only point the way.

The power of Christianity lies not in its

ascetics, but in the mass of men and
women who strive to infuse a divine

spirit into the common duties of life.

So, also, the social force that awaits the

opportunity to irradiate human hfe and
redeem society from its ugHness and
weary dulness is to be found, not in

social settlements, where groups of de-

voted men and women strive with heroic

courage against hopeless odds, but in

that ever - increasing host of women
whom the spur of discontent is urging to

accomplish their destiny.

Few reahze the power wielded by

this class. The substantial results of

the gigantic struggle of modern life—
wealth, social prestige, and opportunities

for culture— are to a great extent con-

centrated in the hands of women. It is

they who give form to social life, deter

mine the fate of whole classes of workers

by the mere nature of their caprices. It

is they who, as expenders of the wealth,

which our present industrial organiza-

tion concentrates in the hands of a small

class, hold literally the power to make or

mar civilization. They are the custo-

dians of the world's wealth, and social

consciousness is coming upon them in

the shape of a sense of responsibility,

which makes itself felt as yet chiefly by

restlessness and a vague discontent.

In such discontent, when we have

divested our minds of a certain tendency

to philanthropic and religious cant, we
shall see the stirrings of a vitality full of

hopeful significance, both to the individ-

ual and the race. In a field of activity,

hitherto regarded as belonging in a

peculiar way to the saints, will be clearly

discovered the waiting opportunity for

the employment of all those secular pas-

sions and talents now wasted in the

trivialities of social life. Society is, in-

deed, the true field of womanly action

;

but society understood in no narrow,

petty, and exclusive sense,— not that

little circle which arrogates to itself the

title, but the great humanity, of which

we are a part and to whose interests

and progress our ambitions can alone

attach themselves with any hope of ade-

quate reward.



T
Yams or Buffalo

By Helen Campbell

HE surprising fact, or one of

them, was that either of them

had left the Midway long

enough to get to the Convention at all,

much less to stay there. They had met

on the Midway, as all excursionists to the

Buffalo Exposition were as certain to do

as those of Chicago in the beginning of

Expositions. A tinge of guilt was in

each countenance, and a hint of lurking

defiance, were defiance needed. But

there was no occasion. The stout lady

from Nebraska and the thin lady from

Boston gazed upon the badge-pin, a bee-

hive rampant on a ground of azure, and

recognized a common tie. They had

both come— in fact, were delegates—
to the Household Economic Convention,

from which they had, it seemed, escaped

at once, if indeed they had been there

at all.

"This afternoon doesn't count, you

know," said the lady from Nebraska.

"It was just a reception of some sort,

and they said there had been some mis-

take, and so I came away without inves-

tigating."

The lady from Boston appeared to be

on the point of saying, " That would have

been impossible in Boston. We live to

investigate." What she did say bore no

resemblance to this, however.

" It's just as singular here as it was in

Chicago," she said, "that nobody admits

they want to get to the Midway, but every

one gets there as soon as possible.

There are not the same reasons for it

here. I suppose you remember how it

was in that terrible building, where we all

went to be taught in the daily congresses

about everything. The Illinois Central

Railroad was the real holder of the plat-

form, since its trains ran at two-minute

intervals, the space between, the only

moment in which the human voice could

be heard. The majority of the speakers,

on discovering this fact, subsided into

the peaceful mumble which distinguished

those se'ances, and with their audiences

made as soon as possible for the Midway,

the alleviating circumstance for every

convention. But I shall be at the meet-

ings to-morrow promptly."

" I, too," said the lady from Nebraska.
" But I tell you one thing. When I get

back home, I'm going to read a paper,

in my section of the club, on not having

Conventions at Expositions. They don't

fit. I don't care how much you think

of the subject, it's the Exposition itself

that swallows you up; and you can't

even remember what you come for half

the time. I can't. And yet I don't

believe there's a delegate to anything

who cares more than I do for this very

thing. And I said to myself this very

morning, when I had opened to it, that,

if ever one was to see yams and buffalo

together, it was Hkely to be here."

The lady from Boston turned aston-

ished eyes on her prairie sister, who
laughed aloud as she met them.

" It's your own man," she said, as

they entered the New England Building.

" Ours, too. It's Emerson that belongs

to all the world. I picked up a volume

this morning, and found a text for the

food folks that astonishes me as much
as it does you :

' When a man comes

into the room, it does not appear

whether he has been fed on yams or

buffalo : he has contrived to get so

much fibre as he wants, out of rice or

snow.' And just before it was another

bit, and I guess he stayed in the same

state of mind about it as long as he

had a mind. ' I can reason down or

deny everything, except this perpetual
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belly : feed he must and will, and I can-

not make him respectable.' From his

point of view, he couldn't. We can.

That's what we're organized for. Not

use Emerson in such ways you're say-

ing? But, my dear friend, he is to

use, or anybody else, any way that

it comes to me as worth while. 'Tisn't

what he thinks so much as what

he makes me think. That's the way we

take him in Nebraska. Excuse me, but

my party are over there by our corn

exliibit. We're the granary of the

world, you knows or most of it. Perhaps

you'll come"— But the lady from

Boston had in turn been seized upon by

her party, and had vanished.

If this were a report of the three days

of meeting,— three times a day, and the

Midway between, for whoever had re-

serve strength enough,— it would be in

order to give the sum of the Nebraska

lady's delightful speech and all the

other speeches. But it is neither report

nor even digest. It is rather the es-

sence of both buffalo and yams, and

what both may do for the coming man,

who will fare better, the association be-

lieves, than any generation before him.

The value of a scientific education in

the household, a genuine training for

motherhood at its highest; a sense of

the possibiUties of co-operation and what

ease may thereby be brought to the at

present over-burdened wives of farmer

or mechanic, the approach, or hinted ap-

proach, of real solution of the domestic

service problem ; what the cooking school

and general domestic science teaching has

already done for the children of our pub-

lic schools ; how life on the isolated farms

is already bettered by the practical

thought working out from Cornell and

already embodied in the Chautauqua sys-

tem for 1902 ; the ethics of home-build-

ing ; the relation of the present movement

in arts and crafts to domestic science,

—

all these topics, and more, had earnest.

skilled, fruitful handhng, the Canadian

delegates eager Hsteners to all phases

of the not very familiar work. From
every State in the Union came the report

of earnest work all along the line : one

significant fact, the number of mothers

who had settled that the boy, no less

than the girl, should have specific, de-

tailed, happy knowledge of all necessary

household work ; in other words, that

co-operation can begin at home.

This latter thought appears to be "in

the air," since several recent articles, in

as many magazines, discuss the possibil-

ities of utilizing the whole family in the

necessary household work, and thus light-

ening the burden carried now chiefly by

the shoulders of the house-mother alone.

Two men have written decidedly and

conclusively as to the place men should

take in the harder work of the home,

demonstrating that sweeping is a man's

task, and too heavy for the woman al-

ready engrossed in lighter, but continu-

ous ones.

These hints are for the great mass of

working housekeepers, since for our sev-

enty millions of inhabitants there are
*

less than three millions in domestic ser-

vice. The note for them and for all

was the same : simpUfication in hving,

wider knowledge of all that can help the

home, more outdoor life, and at every

turn co-operation in the home, and steady

push toward rational methods of the

same order for the community, whether

large or small. From Texas plains,

from Tennessee mountains, from the

great prairie States and the far North-

west, with the isolated farms and the

lack of much that the East takes for

granted, came the same picture of stren-

uous needs and the effort to meet them.

In no year since Domestic Science took

to itself this title has there been larger or

more encouraging work, and its field

broadens day by day.

" Ten sciences that a housekeeper
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has got to know," said one attentive lis-

tener. " Well, if I 've got to stagger

along under them, I 'm going to see that

my husband staggers, too."

" Too late for him, perhaps," said her

neighbor, " but it isn't too late for the

boys, and, when they take hold, this twen-

tieth century is going to see organization

and business methods, and a new thought

about living in general. It has begun,

and the Western women are working it

out as we Eastern ones have barely begun
to do. But it's all one. We're all at it

and dehverance is coming. From work ?

Not much. From ourselves, from false

standards, false conceptions of life, all

that spoils living. We can learn, and
that 's what the H. E. A. is for."

Serving*

By Catharine J. Coolidge (Tatnall)

Part II

Luncheon and Dinner

MANY rules given in the first

paper are repeated in this to

show their direct application.

The two meals— luncheon and dinner

— are chosen because they are the

most difficult to serve. If the serving of

these two meals is understood, breakfast

will seem a simple matter.

The waitress must remember that her

serving will not be successful unless she

gives careful attention to details.

Serving Luncheon
The dining-room needs but little dust-

ing at luncheon-time, if the morning

work has been well done.

The table should be placed with the

sides parallel to the sides of the room.

It is then covered with a heavy silence-

cloth, unless lunch is to be served on

the polished table. In this case the

table should be rubbed with a piece of

soft cheese-cloth or chamois until a fine

polish is obtained. Doylies and a large

centrepiece are used instead of a table-

cloth. A doyley should be laid at each

place. Those with table-padding basted

on the under side should be used under
all hot dishes to preserve the poHsh of

the table. The padding can easily be
removed when the doyhes are soiled.

If a table-cloth is to be used, place it

over the under-cloth, with its centre over

the centre of the table. Draw it from
the edges until smooth.

A centrepiece is not as generally used

as formerly. If used, it must be fresh

and smoothly laid over the centre of the

table.

Flowers, or a potted fern, may be
placed in the centre of the table.

The table is made still more attractive

by scattering here and there a few

flowers like those in the centre. A dish

of fruit may take the place of the

flowers if preferred. The following is

the menu for a simple luncheon of six

courses :
—
Cream of Tomato Soup.

Broiled Shad. HoUandaise Sauce.

French Potatoes. Bread.

Lamb Chops. Peas.

Asparagus Patties.

Lobster Salad. Cream Cheese.

Strawberry Ice-cream. White Sponge Cake.
Coffee. Olives. Salted Almonds.

Candied Orange,

* Reprinted by request from Vol. II. of this magaxine.
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The individual menus for this lunch-

eon were printed in pale-green water-

color, on a series of seven small cards,

two inches by three-fourths an inch.

The cards were sewed to a strip of

pale-green ribbon three-fourths an inch

wide.

The cards are then folded so that the

first course is uppermost.

Pink hawthorn blossoms make an

effective decoration for the table at this

luncheon.

In arranging the table, place a plate

for each person, and at the right of

each cover a knife for the chops, a

small fork for the fish, and a soup spoon.

A glass for the water should be placed

at the end of the knife, a little to the

right. On the left place a large fork

for the chops. At the end of the fork

place a bread-and-butter plate, if butter

is to be used. Butter is often omitted

in ser\*ing a luncheon of many courses.

If butter is served, lay the butter-knife

on the edge of the butter-plate.

laid with the tines up, and knives with

the sharp edges toward the plate.

The napkin is folded simply, and laid

at the left of the plate. Figure i shows

a diagram of the above arrangement.

The places on opposite sides and

ends of the table must be directly op-

posite. At two opposite corners of the

table place salt and pepper, or, better

still, have salt and pepper between each

two places. At the other corners of the

table place small damask or embroid-

ered doylies, and on these the carafes

with fresh, cool water. The safest and

most hygienic way of cooling the water

is to place it in bottles near the ice.

Those who use filtered or boiled water

prefer to close the bottles with absorb-

ent cotton as a protection against micro-

organisms that settle from the air. Do
not fill the carafes or pitchers too full.

Place around the centrepiece the small

fancy dishes containing the almonds,

olives, and candied orange. Lay the

bonbon spoons and olive-fork beside

All knives, forks, and spoons should

be placed at right angles with the edge

of the table and one-half an inch from it.

Place them in the order in which they

are to be used, counting from the out-

side toward the plate. Spoons are

placed with the bowls up. Forks are

the dishes. The dishes should be

placed at equal distances from the

centrepiece and from each other. Just

before luncheon is announced, the

glasses should be filled three-quarters

full with fresh water.

The waitress should warm all dishes
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that are to hold hot food,— such as plat-

ters, chop-plates, and soup-plates. This

may be done by heating in the warming-

oven, or, in cases where they are needed

quickly, by dipping in hot water and

wiping immediately. The latter method

is the safer for warming the more deli-

cate wares. Dishes that are decorated

with gilt must not stand long in hot

water. All dishes that are to hold cold

foods — such as salads, olives, and ice-

cream— should be chilled.

Luncheon may be served in one of

two ways, either " from the side " by

the waitress, or at the table by the

hostess.

When everything is ready, the wait-

ress should announce to her mistress

that luncheon is served.

Serving from the Side

Place a plate of soup in front of each

person, from the right. When the first

course is finished, remove the plates

from the left, one at a time, or one in

each hand. Place a plate with fish,

from the right, in front of each person.

Begin at the right of the hostess and

serve all on that side ; then, beginning

on the left of the hostess, serve all on

the other side. The hostess is often

served first. Put a serving-spoon in the

potato-dish and hand it at the left of

each guest, in the same order as before.

Pass the bread-and-butter balls at the

left, holding a dish in each hand. Fill

the glasses, whenever they require it

throughout the meal. Draw the glass to

the edge of the table to fill it, but do not

remove it from the table. Keep the

carafes or water-pitchers three-quarters

full, so that those near them may serve

themselves. Offer oUves at the left.

Remove the plates from the fish-

course, and place in front of each person,

from the right, a plate holding the chop.

Put a serving-spoon in the dish of peas

and offer at the left. Pass the bread

and butter when required. Remove the

meat-plates and place a plate with its

patty-dish and fork in front of each

person. Hand the bread at the left.

Remove the plate with its fork and

patty-dish.

Place the plates of salad in front, and

a fork at the right, of each person.

The forks must be laid straight.

Knives are often used with salad, and
should be laid at the right. In this

case the forks should be placed at the

left. Oft'er wafers and cheese, also

olives and almonds.

Remove the salad-plates, also the

bread-and-butter plates with their butter-

knives. Remove the salt and pepper

on a small tray.

If a table-cloth is used, remove the

crumbs with a scraper and tray. If

the pohshed table is used, remove the

crumbs with a soft napkin and plate.

Arrange the finger-bowls on plates cov-

ered with small doylies, and fill them
one-third full of water. They may be

brought on at one of two stages of the

meal,— either with the dessert or after

the removal of the dessert. In the

former case, place a spoon at the right,

and a fork at the left, of the bowl.

The silver, finger-bowl, and doyley are

then removed and the plate used for

dessert. In either case the plate con-

taining the finger-bowl should be placed

from the right, and in front of each

person.

After the dessert, pass the candied

orange and the coffee. Several cups

of coffee should be carried on the tray

at one time, as the coft'ee cools, if each

cup is brought in singly. The coffee

should be set down at the right. If

cream and sugar are to be served, pass

them together on a tray.

If oysters are to be served for din-

ner, the waitress should arrange six

oysters on each plate, with one-fourth

a small lemon in the centre of each.
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These may be placed on the table just

before dinner is announced.

Serving Dinner

A few rules are given for serving a

simple family dinner at the table. An
elaborate dinner is served from the

side.

MENU
Consomme.

Roast Chicken. Rice Croquettes.

Lima Beans. Cranberry Jelly.

Celery Salad.

Crackers. Cheese.

Pistachio Ice-cream. Rolled Wafers.

Olives. Almonds. Coffee.

The arrangement of the table for

serving this dinner is similar to the

arrangement for luncheon. The points

of difference only will be given.

Dinner is served with a cloth. If

candelabra are used, put one on each

side of the flowers and on a line with

them. If four candlesticks are pre-

ferred, they should be placed in a

diamond or square about the centre-

piece. The waitress must trim her

candles well, so that they will burn

quietly.

Lay a carving-cloth at each end of

the table. They must be laid smooth

and straight.

The bread-and-butter plate is omitted,

as butter should not be served at dinner.

Place a piece of dinner-bread in the

napkin. The bread should be cut one

inch and a half thick.

On the side-table place the warm
soup-plates, carving knife and fork, and

spoon for the filling ; the gravy-ladle

;

tablespoons for the vegetables ; fork

and spoon for serving salad, and the

salad-plates ; knife and spoon for serv-

ing the ice-cream. Arrange them in

groups for each course, then no time

is lost in making a selection when
needed. Leave room on the side-table

for the cover of the soup-tureen, the

vegetable dishes, and the gravy-boat.

On the sideboard arrange the finger-

bowls and dessert-plates as for luncheon.

When everything else is ready, fill the

glasses, light the candles, and place the

soup-tureen in front of the hostess.

Place the ladle at the right of the tureen.

Announce that dinner is served.

Serving by Host and Hostess

Remove the cover of the tureen from

the right and place it on the side-table.

The cover should be turned upside

down as soon as taken from the tureen,

to prevent the dripping of water on the

cloth. Place a warm soup-plate in front

of the hostess, on the cold plate, which

is called the change-plate. The waitress

should stand at the left of her mistress

;

and, when a ladleful of soup is served,

she should lift the change-plate with her

right hand and replace it with an extra

change-plate and soup-plate. With the

left hand remove the change- plate of the

guest at the right of the hostess and

replace it with those taken from the

hostess. Serve all on the right of the

hostess, then all on the left. Remember
that all dishes are set down in front of

each person from the right.

When the soup-course is finished, the

plates are removed, then the tureen.

Place the chicken in front of the host.

Lay the carving-knife and spoon for the

fining at the right, the fork at the left.

Place a warm dinner-plate in front of

the host. Notice for whom the host is

carving, then lift the plate in the right

hand and replace it with another warm
plate. Take the chicken to the person

for whom it is intended. Serve all the

guests in the same way.

Pass two vegetables at one time,

holding a dish in each hand. After

passing, place the vegetable dishes on

the side-table. Offer cranberry jelly at

the left. Hand the bread.

When the course is finished, remove

the plates, then the meat.
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Place the salad in front of the hostess,

the spoon on the right, the fork on the

left. Put a salad-plate in front of the

hostess, and serve in the same way as

the meat. Place a knife at the right,

and a fork at the left, of each person.

Pass the crackers, cheese, olives, and

almonds in the order given.

Fill the glasses and pass bread when
necessar}^

Clear and crumb the table in the

same way as for luncheon.

Place the ice-cream in front of the

hostess, the knife and spoon at the right.

Place a cold plate in front of the hostess,

and serve in the same way as the salad.

Place a fork and spoon at right of each

person, and hand the cakes at the left.

Remove the dessert, then place the

finger-bowls from the right in front of

each person.

The coffee may be served at the

table or in the drawing-room. Cream

and sugar should not be served with

coffee at dinner.

The finger-bowls may be brought on

before the dessert, if preferred, as in the

luncheon.

A Sweet Old Custom

THE custom of sending valen-

tines to sweethearts might be

revived in a different way, by

sending kindly notes and letters to ordi-

nary friends. To the one who is living

in a dull country place, a bright letter,

full of descriptions of cit}- life and gay-

ety, would seem like a burst of sunshine.

Your friends may feel sure that you

are fond of them. Make them doubly

sure by the Uttle attention of a special

valentine note. It need not be long, it

need not be on scented paper, it may be

utterly guiltless of silver cupids and

filigree ; but make it bright and affec-

tionate, no matter how brief.

We are too likely to let the cares of

this world interfere with our teUing peo-

ple, by word or action, how much we
really do think of them.

If you have a turn for rhyming and a

nimble fancy, put your letter into the

form of a Httle poem, sportive or tender,

as you prefer.

The habit of giving presents has ex-

tended from Christmas to St. Valentine's

Day and Easter. If you prefer to have

your unforgettingness take that form,

send a few flowers or a pretty booklet,

but send something.

It is the unexpectedness of the token

that will constitute its charm. And, on

the ten times one is ten principle, your

friend may bethink her of some forlorner

soul whom she can make happy in her

turn.— Selected.



Lessons in the Economics of Nutrition

and Practical Cookery
By Mary D. Chambers

THE opening lessons of a course

in cookery for a high-school

class are here presented.

The work is given in the Senior year

only ; and the disadvantage of being

obliged to crowd a great deal into a lim-

ited time is perhaps counterbalanced by

the fact that the girls are more mature

and thoughtful, as well as that they have

already had some work in the tributary

sciences of physiology, physics, and chem-

istry, and are beginning to be interested

in social and economic questions.

Four periods weekly, of fifty minutes

each, are allowed for this subject. The
Monday period is devoted to discussion.

An outline of the first period, indicating

the main points taken up, is given below
;

and similar outlines will accompany suc-

ceeding lessons. The next two periods,

on Tuesday, are consecutive, so as to

give time for the experimental and prac-

tical work. The students write, from

dictation, the steps of the experimental

processes, carefully filling in, as each

step is performed, the observations and

inferences. The third period comes on

Friday. Question sheets are distributed
;

and each student is assigned one refer-

ence, from books at hand, from which

she makes a written abstract of such

points as may aid in answering the ques-

tions. Oral discussion follows, notes are

taken, and the abstracts are posted on

the bulletin board and criticised.

The work is often varied by assigning

the references before the question sheets

are issued. In either case the object of

the recitation is contribution and helpful-

ness.

It may be well to add that the ques-

tions are so designed as to stimulate, not

only assimilation of what is read, but

thoughtful observation of the relations of

cause and effect in both practical and
experimental work.

Lesson i.

D ISCUSSION

I. Points involved in the Study of Food

1. Primary needs of man, food, shel-

ter, clothing. His first activities stimu-

lated by these needs.

2. Man differentiated from other ani-

mals by cooking, language, and the use

of tools. Measure of true progress in

foregoing three an index of advance in

civilization.

3. Our chief concern about food re-

gards its composition, preparation and

function.

Note interdependence of these three,

— the preparation of food is influenced

by its composition ; its function in the

body is affected by both its composition

and its preparation.

4. Interdependence of body and spirit

basal to this study of what pertains to

man's physical well-being. Inability of

spirit to use efficiently an aiUng or en-

feebled body.

5. Relation of body to spirit: body an

instrument, the possession of the self, its

tool for usefulness, for service.

6. Responsibility for care of body, in

contradistinction to asceticism.

II. Sociologic l77iportance of this Subject

I. Early food of man : fruits, nuts,

vegetables.

With the use of the last he became
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the cooking animal, since the application

of heat was then necessary.

2. Increased sources of food supply

demanded by more complex social con-

ditions ; e.g., those involving necessity

for work and division of labor.

3. Study of economics of consumption

especially needed at present time, owing

to growth of population and pressure of

competition.

4. Relation of nutrition to physical

and mental development.

III. Classification of Vegetables, based on

Chief Object in cooki^ig them

1. Commoner vegetables named, and

classified as green and dried.

2. Green vegetables put on directly in

boiling water.

3. Dried put on in cold, or soaked for

some time in cold water before cooking.

4. Object in cooking vegetables :
—

To make more digestible, by softening.

To make more palatable, by preserv-

ing agreeable flavor and lessening dis-

agreeable flavor.

5. Further classification of vegetables

into sweet-juiced, or those possessing

desirable flavor or constituents, strong-

juiced, or those possessing undesirable

flavor or constituents.

Experimental and Practical Work

Experiment I.

To ascertain Co7istitiients of Potato

1. Cut thin sUce from raw potato, and

hold to light.

2. Peel a small potato, and grate into

cheese-cloth in bowl.

3. Squeeze out Hquid, and examine

residue in cloth.

4. Decant Hquid, examine precipitate,

test with iodine.

5. Filter liquid through bone black,

compare with pure water by adding a

few drops of platinic chlorid to each.

6. Test liquid with Utmus paper.

Practical Applications

I. Mashed Potatoes

Ingredients.— Potatoes, milk, butter,

salt, pepper.

Proportions (for one pint of potatoes).

Two tablespoonfuls of butter, one-half a

teaspoonful of salt, one-eighth a tea-

spoonful of pepper, milk to moisten.

Method.— Wash, or scrub with small

brush, cook in boihng salted water thirty

minutes, drain immediately, peel, return

to hot kettle and mash, add salt and
pepper, hot milk and butter, beat with

Dover or Keystone beater until light

;

serve at once. Not so good after stand-

ing.

Note.— Very old or very new potatoes are

often improved by soaking in cold water pre-

vious to cooking.

II. Baked and Stuffed Potatoes

Method.—Wash as before, bake three-

fourths an hour, cut in halves length-

wise, scoop out contents of each half,

leaving shell intact, mash with cream,

salt, and pepper, pile lightly into shell,

replace in oven until brown on top, gar-

nish with chopped parsley.

To chop Parsley.—Twist sprig of pars-

ley into a tight Httle ball, hold firmly be-

tween fingers of left hand and shave with

sharp knife on table.

III. Creamed Potatoes with Cheese

Method.—Scoop out pulp of baked

potato, add seasoning, arrange in baking-

dish with alternate layers of cheese,

moisten with a cream sauce, cover with

buttered crumbs, and bake until brown

on top.

To make Cream Saucefof one Potato.—
Blend one-half a tablespoonful of butter

and one-half a tablespoonful flour to-

gether in small saucepan, add one-fourth

a cup of milk, a little salt and pepper,

and cook together, stirring constantly

until mixture boils.
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To butter Crumbs.— Allow one-fourth

as much butter as crumbs, melt butter

and stir in crumbs, mixing until all are

equally coated with the fat.

IV. Sauted Potatoes

Peel raw potatoes and cut in small

cubes, saute' in hot fat until brown.

Questions

Trace application of knowledge gained

from experiments in practical work.

Skin and fibro-vascular layer are richer

in salts than flesh. Account for this.

Could water in which potatoes have

been boiled be used for stock ? for any

household purpose ? Explain.

Why is it desirable to soak very old or

very new potatoes before cooking ?

If two average potatoes, boiled after

paring, lose 1 7 per cent, of their mineral

matter, how many grams (mineral) will

remain ? Salts in potato average about

I per cent.

Illustrate, by famiUar examples, some
social conditions upon which the eco-

nomics of nutrition have a direct bearing.
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When Mammy's Ti'ed
Bv Kate M. Post

When I's dun ben washin'.

An' ben a' i'onin', too,

An' it's time ter git de supper,

An' yit I ain't half-fni,

Dem chillun's dat pestif'rous

I don' know what ter do.

Den I sey t' Caesar

:

" Yo' go an' tote dat wood.

Ef yo' don' keep henderin' Cindy,

She'll min' de baby good.

I suttenly would sen' yo'

To nowhar ef I could."

Sam, he keeps a-hollerin',

An' roUin' on de flo',

Till I jes takes up de broomstick

An' shoos 'em out de do'.

I's dat 'stracted dat I say,

" Now don' come back no mo'."

Dey knows I don' mean it,

An' bimeby dey comes back,

A-stealin' roun' behin' de do'

An' peekin' fru de crack.

Dey's mons'rous knowin' chilluns,

I tell yo' dat's a fac'.

But when de nex' mornin'

De sun shines bright an' cleah,

An' de soun' ob chillun's voices

Am firs' ter strike ma ear,

I sey, " Lawd bress dem chillun,

I's pow'ful glad dey's yhear 1

"



The Value of Lemons
By Carrie May Ashton

LEMONS are invaluable in a

household. Whether used for

cuUnary, medicinal, or toilet pur-

poses, they are equally useful.

For biUousness the lemon is very ben-

eficial, and leaves no unpleasant after-

effects, as do so many medicines. It is

not wise to take lemons clear, without

properly diluting, on account of injury to

the enamel of the teeth and unnecessary

irritation of the stomach. Lemon juice

is highly recommended for removing

freckles and sunburn, and it is used by

many women to whiten their skins.

A lemon bath is very popular in the

West Indies, and is said to be most re-

freshing. Several lemons or limes are

sliced, and allowed to stand in the bath

for an hour. In this way the juice is ex-

tracted.

As a mouth or tooth wash, lemon juice

has no equal. Half a teaspoonful of

juice is sufficient for a glass of water.

A piece of a lemon is excellent for re-

moving stains from the hands, where

other remedies have failed.

There is no simpler or better hair wash
and tonic than a good juicy lemon. Af-

ter wetting the hair thoroughly, the lemon

should be rubbed vigorously into the

scalp. Rinse thoroughly in clear water

and dry at once.

An excellent remedy for hoarseness is

made of the white of one egg beaten

stiff, the juice of one large lemon, two

teaspoonfuls of glycerine, and enough
sugar to make it palatable.

Flaxseed lemonade is very good for

a severe cough. Blow the dust out of

three tablespoonfuls of whole flaxseed,

and put into a little cheese-cloth bag.

Cover with a pint of boiling water, and let

cook slowly until it thickens and tastes

like sHppery elm. Pour into a pitcher,

and add to it the juice of one or more

lemons and two or three tablespoonfuls

of granulated sugar.

Loaf sugar is preferable, if at hand.

Below are given a few choice recipes

for lemon desserts and sherbet.

Lemon Vanity

Cover half a box of gelatine with half

a cup of cold water. After standing

half an hour, pour over this one pint of

boiling water and two cups of sugar.

Add the juice of two large lemons, and

stir until the sugar is dissolved. Set in

a cool place, and, when it begins to

thicken, stir in the whites of three eggs,

and beat the entire mixture with an egg-

beater until stiff and white.

Pour in a mould, and set on ice until

firm. Serve with a thin boiled custard.

Lemon Snow

Soak one-fourth a box of gelatine in

cold water an hour. Then pour over it

half a pint of boiling water. Add to

this one-half pound of granulated sugar

and the juice of two lemons. Strain and

set away to cool.

When the mixture begins to thicken,

stir in the whites (unbeaten) of two eggs,

and beat very rapidly until it is thick

and white. (It usually requires fifteen

minutes.)

Pour into a mould, and place in the

ice-box until firm enough to turn out.

This often requires several hours

before it sets perfectly.

Lemon Filling for Cake

One cup of sugar, one tablespoonful of

butter, one large egg, the grated rind

and juice of a large juicy lemon. Cook
over hot water until the mixture thickens.

Then spread between layers of cake.
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Boston Cooking School

Abstract of Annual Report

IN
the past year the school has in-

creased in numbers, and made finan-

cial gain. This report can give only

renewed encouragement to those who
have the interests of the school at heart,

and are working for its steady advance-

ment. A brief summary of the work

done is as follows : Fifty public demon-

stration lectures have been given, thirty-

five private classes taught, and one

hundred and thirty-two special lessons

given. Twenty lectures in Physiology,

Psycholog}^ Chemistry, Bacteriology,

etc., were given to the normal class.

Ten hospitals were visited, and thirteen

classes of nurses instructed. In October

last a housekeepers' class was started, to

occupy the few weeks before the regular

courses began. Five members joined

this class, and came daily for twenty-four

lessons.

In June thirty-two pupils graduated

from the normal class,— a gain of five

over the last year. The average age of

the members was somewhat less than in

previous years, and for this reason many
had not gained experience enough to

fill some of the positions for which

apphcations have been received. Still, a

large number of this class are already

employed, and others are soon to be lo-

cated. These have positions in schools,

hospitals, as demonstrators, caterers,

teachers of private classes, etc. One is

engaged in philanthropic work.

The school has grown so large and

developed so many needs, that for a long

time the directors have felt that special

help was needed for office and other

work. To meet this need. Miss Annie R.

Ruggles, a graduate of the normal class

and a teacher of experience, was engaged

as manager. She began her duties in

October.

At least seventy-five apphcations to
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enter the normal class were received.

Of these, forty have been admitted.

The work for this class has been planned

and laid out with great care, and it is

hoped greater system and method will

prevail in the work of the present year.

The corps of teachers and lecturers

remain about the same. Dr. M. V.

Tyrode succeeds Dr. Joselyn as lecturer

on Physiology and Hygiene. Also, Miss

Ruggles will give to the normal class

lectures on " Household Economics and

Emergencies."

No change in the general policy of

this school has been proposed. Special

effort is to be made to increase the

attendance at the pubUc demonstration

lectures on Wednesday mornings, and to

enlarge the number of private classes.

Though the work of the school cannot

be called strictly philanthropic, being

self-supporting and conducted on busi-

ness principles, yet, in a broader sense, it

well deserves the name of philanthropic.

To create a want for the best in any

line, and then to supply that want, makes

for the good of a community. To create

a want for the best in cookery, and to

supply this want, is of utmost advantage

to those who receive benefit thereby,

even if, in so doing, a school receives

compensation equal to the service ren-

dered.

A fitting close to our report is in

giving an expression of gratitude that

our president returns to us with renewed

health and strength for the duties that

fall especially upon her.

Mrs. Everett Morss, Sec'y.

N^O class of publication is doing

a more useful and far-reaching

work than the medical journals.

There are the Medical Record^ the Die-

tetic and Ilygiejiic Gazette, Health Culture,

the Clinic, the Medical Compend, and the

.

General Practitioner, all excellent periodi-

cals that are conducted in the interests

of medicinal science and the hygienic

treatment of disordered systems. Their

work is instructive and humane. The
contents of some of these publications

are, of necessity, more or less scientific

and technical in character, while the

matter in others is well adapted to the

wants of the general reader.

To the surgeon or physician, for whom
they are especially designed, these publi-

cations are simply indispensable. Fur-

thermore, we do not hesitate to say, that

in the average family any one of these

journals would prove far more service-

able than nine-tenths of the printed

"stuff" that circulates under the mellif-

luous title of family literature.

But the feature most to be commended
in this class of pubHcation, it seems to

us, is the professional zeal that pervades

their pages. They are earnest, up-to-

date, and progressive. They reaUze

that success on the part of those to

whom they cater depends upon intelli-

gence, skill, and wide acquaintance with

the latest and best that has yet been

devised in remedial method and appli-

ance. And, certainly, in these days,

one who does not aspire to and strive

for high professional attainments cannot

look forward with expectancy of success-

ful practice in any caUing. There is no

place in the world, to-day, for unskilled

labor.

But how is it in matters domestic and

culinary ? Preparation and training for

practice here are rare, indeed. Per-

haps it may be claimed that skill is not

demanded ; the calling of the home-

maker has not been raised to the dignity

of a business or a profession. However
this may be, it is safe to say that not one

housekeeper in ten, perhaps in twenty,

reads a strictly household journal or

owns a cook book. In far too many
homes almost anything, in the line of

food, is thought good enough. And yet

it does not follow that women despise
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appetizing dishes. They are exceed-

ingly fond of good things, but are simply

less fond of the care and responsibility

that are called for in selecting and pre-

paring suitable and wholesome food for

a household.

It should never be forgotten that it is

pride in one's pursuit, a desire to excel,

—

i.e., professional earnestness,— which is

needed to bring dignity to an occupation

and to successful achievement therein
;

and, certainly, in the management of a

home the incentive to attainment should

not be less than it is in other calUngs.

To win success in any sphere of activity

requires concentrated thought and tire-

less effort.

WE invite the attention of our

readers especially to the ar-

ticle in the present number

of this magazine on the " Discontent of

Leisure-class Women " by Amne L. Vroo-

man. The paper is thoughtful, and will

bear careful reading. To every earnest

woman the writer suggests an aim that

is worthy to be kept constantly in mind,

— a way out, perhaps, of the manifest

unrest that prevails so extensively to-day

among a large and ever-growing class

of women.

In this busy, matter-of-fact age, are

we not apt to forget our ideals, even to

live without ideals ? Yet sure progress

is ever along the pathway of high aims

and a noble purpose, and without which

a race is sure to decline. It behooves

us all to look well to our ideals. We
are glad to announce to our readers that

other articles may be anticipated from

the same contributor.

" Yams or Buffalo," by Helen Camp-
bell, also in this number, refers to the

work of the National Economic Associa-

tion at the Buffalo Exposition, in a very

pleasant manner. With a lively bit of

humor the article contains a brief

r^sumd of the trend of thought and en-

deavor in a sphere of activity that every-

where concerns home life.

The various economic associations in

the land, together with the national, are

sources of influence of wide import.

Likewise not the least important branch

of numerous women's clubs is the do-

mestic science department. Often it is

said to be the most popular and best at-

tended part of extended courses. All

these societies are entering upon a work,

the future significance of which cannot

be fairly estimated.

Mrs. Campbell's contributions are

always pleasing and acceptable to the

readers of the Cooking-School Magazine.

As many of our patrons are constantly

doing, she expresses her appreciation of

our effort as follows :
" The magazine

improves in each number, and deserves

its own distinct place."

" Lessons in the Economics of Nutri-

tion and Practical Cooking," by Mary D.

Chambers, contain a thorough and scien-

tific outline of the study of food. The
first lesson is given on another page.

We regard this paper as a model of

completeness and excellence. These

lessons must prove of great value to

many,— an invaluable guide to private

study, or in the instruction of classes in

nutrition and cookery.

" Leisure for women of business and

business for women of leisure would cure

many complaints."

" Help thou thy brother's boat across,

and, lo ! thine own has reached the

shore."

—

Hindu Proverb.

A man is great who confers the most

benefits. He is base— and that is

the one base thing in the universe—
to receive favors and render none.

Emerson,



After Breakfast Chat
By Janet M. Hill

Lady Froth.— Between you and I, I had whimsies and vapors, but I gave them vent.

Cyn.— How pray, Madam ?

Lady Froth.— Oh, I writ, writ abundantly.

Conp-eve.

" For, if she will, she will, you may depend on't

;

And, if she won't, she won't, so there's an end on't."

WITH the restricted accom-

modations for kitchen service

so prevalent in the homes of

to-day, less and less work once thought

needful for the well-being of a family is

carried on at home. The " putting up "

of fruit, canning of vegetables, potting

meat, and making mince-meat are being

relegated to manufacturers, who have

large and well-organized plants. But

such establishments cannot be run with-

out great cost, and the marketing of the

finished commodity is also expensive. So

it were well for the economical house-

keeper to consider these matters before

deciding that it is better and cheaper to

buy articles ready for use than to prepare

them in her own home. If the price

seems tempting, after making due allow-

ances for " handling " and also for man-

ufacturer's profit, consider whether the

best of materials, as fruit and sugar or

fresh vegetables, together with labor, can

be supplied for the remaining sum.

But this is only one phase of the mat-

ter. Where many people are employed,

there is even more danger from careless-

ness in preparation, than where more

personal supervision can be given to the

work, as it is done at home. Absolute

accuracy and carefulness in minor

details are necessary in sterihzing any

food product. To guard against loss by

imperfect or unskilful manipulation, the

manufacturer has recourse to preserva-

tives, embalming fluids, and the like.

That these are, to say the least, prejudi-

cial to normal digestion and health can

best be inferred from the remark of a

member of a firm who put up canned

corn :
" We do not use any preservative

in the corn we put up for our own fami-

lies."

When the housekeeper at large de-

mands and will take nothing else than

food preserved by careful and painstaking

processes, rather than by poisonous doc-

toring, then the seller of milk and cream

will be obliged to depend for the keeping

qualities of his wares upon pasteuriza-

tion and not upon embalming fluids,

salicyhc acid and the like ; for by

actual analysis these are found in cream,

otherwise good, that is put up in bottles

for sale.

Take such a common article as toma-

toes, which are cheap, easily grown, and

not difficult to preserve. Surely, here

is an article for which no excuse for so-

phistication can be found, yet a can of

tomatoes bought, at random, and ana-

lyzed by a class in a technical institute,

produced enough aniline dye to color a

pocket handkerchief bright red.

During the past few years it has been

repeatedly stated, in hotel publications,

that little or no sugar was used in even

the most expensive of canned and pre-
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served fruits. Considering the grave

doubts expressed by specialists regard-

ing the power of the digestive organs to

cope with such an element as glucose,

were it not wise to err on the safe side

and discard these productions ? These

same publications figure the cost, and

show conclusively, that, even from a

financial point of view, there is gain to a

hotel in buying good fruit, in season,

and putting it up with sugar.

There is no sensible housekeeper in

the land who does not prefer creajn in

its natural condition. Properly pasteur-

ized cream will keep sweet long enough,

and even sour cream is a valuable acqui-

sition to the food supplies of the resource-

ful housekeeper. What housekeeper

would not prefer tomatoes, though a lit-

tle off the desirable deep-red tint, such

as may be produced naturally by proper

cultivation, rather than run the risk of

giving her family the poison of aniline

dye?

With scarcity of workers in our midst,

it is often a question of not what the

housekeeper wishes to do, but what she

is forced to do. Time is not available,

and the family must have food ; and this

pressure increases as duties multiply.

Now, while many housekeepers can do

this work for themselves, let us make a

stand, and demand, in every can and

bottle of food material, genuine articles.

Let us make it odious to tamper with

natural food products, to the detriment

of consumers. We have but to create

the demand for the wholesome article,

and it will be forthcoming.

In some cases, where an article is to

be kept for some time after opening,

the housekeeper must take into consid-

eration the effect of the temperature

upon all food products, and treat them

accordingly. The following clipping

from the New E?igland Farmer empha-

sizes the point in hand :
—

A Good Sign

One of the largest makers of pickles

and ketchups in this country is experi-

menting with a ketchup, made from the

best tomatoes and sealed immediately

after cooking, which is expected to keep

without preservatives. This is exactly

the home cook's method, but many pickle

factories make ketchup in bulk during

the growing season, then store this, bot-

tling and sealing later, at their conven-

ience.

The above-mentioned manufacturers

claim that, if they are to be successful in

putting a ketchup on the market without

preservatives, housekeepers must co-op-

erate with them by proper care of the

bottles after opening. If they will keep

their bottles, after opening, in a cold

place or in the refrigerator, there need

be no necessity for using preservatives.

This single effort to abstain from their

use is a sizable straw showing that the

force of public opinion is growing

stronger against doctored and drugged

foods. The chemical agents which pre-

vent fermentation and decay in foods

also destroy the gastric juice. Therefore,

if normal stomachs are to exist, preserva-

tives must go. The work of pure food

and dairy commissioners, and also of

boards of health, along this hne, is one

of vital importance. It touches all, from

the bottle-fed baby to the aged and

infirm. In the interests of the workers

and burden-bearers it should be re-

membered that "the seat of courage

is the stomach," and a constant watch

be kept lest they be given stones for

bread.



LACE PAPERS FOR CAKES,
PUDDINGS, JELLIES, ICES, ETC.

Seasonable Recipes

IN all receipts where flour is used, unless oth

once. When flour is measured by cups, the

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any

material.

Corn-meal Griddle Cakes

Sift together half a cup of flour, one

cup of corn-meal, one teaspoonful of

soda, half a teaspoonful of salt, and a

tablespoonful of sugar. Beat an egg

until thick and light-colored ; stir into it

a pint of thick sour milk or buttermilk,

add one tablespoonful of melted butter,

and stir into the dry ingredients. Bake

on a hot griddle. The mixture should

be very thin. If too thick, add sweet

milk until of the right consistency.

Giblet Soup

Clean and cut in pieces the neck,

wings, gizzard, and heart of a turkey.

Add a chopped onion and one-fourth a

cup of butter, or fat from the top of the

soup kettle. Stir and saute to a light

erwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

designated material is a /<??'<?/ spoonful of such

brown. Drain off the butter and add

two quarts of beef broth— made from

bones of roast beef, trimmings from

steak, etc.— and one quart of water.

Add also salt, a red pepper pod, a few

stalks of parsley, half a cup, each, of

thin slices of carrot and turnip, two

white stalks of celery, cut small, and

one-third a cup of rice. Cover, and let

simmer about forty minutes. Remove
the parsley and fat, and serve.

Corn Cake Sweetened with Mo-
lasses (Mrs. M. Talbot)

Sift together one cup of flour, one

cup of yellow corn-meal, and half a tea-

spoonful, each, of salt and soda. Beat

one egg-, add half a cup, each, of sour

milk and molasses, and stir into the dry

ingredients. Bake in a shallow pan.
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Sweet milk may be used by scanting the

quantity of soda.

Corn Cake Sweetened with Mo-
lasses (Mrs. H. L. D.)

Sift together two-thirds a cup of corn-

meal, half a cup of wheat-meal, half a tea-

spoonful of salt, and one scant teaspoon-

ful of soda. Beat an egg ; add three

scant tablespoonfuls of molasses and

one cup of sour milk, and stir into the

dry ingredients. Stir in also one table-

spoonful of melted butter. Bake about

half an hour.

Baked Finnan Haddie

Make a thin white sauce with a pint

of rich milk, one-fourth a cup of butter,

two tablespoonfuls of flour, and a few

grains of salt and pepper. Put the

haddie into a buttered, agate baking-pan,

pour the sauce over it, cover, and let the

minutes, in a moderate oven. Remove
to the serving-dish, and pour the sauce

around the fish. Fill one end of the

dish with potato balls, boiled and

dressed with melted butter, salt, and

lemon juice. Garnish the dish with

parsley, or shredded lettuce, and slices

of lemon, holding figures cut from pickled

beet.

Finnan Haddie a la Delmonico

Separate a cooked finnan haddie into

flakes. For a generous pint of fish

make a pint of white sauce, using milk

as the liquid. Season w4th onion juice

and chopped parsley. Arrange the fish

and sauce in an aii gratin dish, in alter-

nate layers. Cover w^th buttered cracker

crumbs, and brown in the oven.

Chicken Timbales

Cook two tablespoonfuls of bread

Baked Finnan Haddie

pan stand where the sauce will simmer
very gently half an hour. Then remove
the cover, baste the fish, and add more
sauce, if needed. Sprinkle with half a

cup (pressed down) of fine, soft bread

crumbs, mixed with three tablespoonfuls

of melted butter, and bake about fifteen

crumbs in half a cup of chicken broth,

flavored with vegetables, two or three

minutes. Remove from the fire. Add
one pint of cold, cooked chicken,

chopped fine, two well-beaten eggs, half

a teaspoonful of salt and a little pepper.

Cut round pieces of paper, and fit them
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into the bottom of eight or

ten timbale moulds. But-

ter the moulds and papers

carefully, and turn in the

chicken mixture. Cook
standing in a pan of hot

water about twenty minutes,

or until firm to the touch

The timbales may be cooked

upon the top of the range,

in the oven, or in the blazer

of a chafing-dish. The
water should be at the boil-

ing-point when poured
around the moulds, but

should not boil thereafter.

Turn from the moulds, in-

sert in each a celery tip or

sprig of parsley, and pour

around them Bechamel
sauce. (See page 325.)

Pigeons a I'EspagnoJe in Casserole

Singe, draw, and truss four or five

pigeons. Put them into a frying-pan

with one-fourth a cup of butter, or fat

from bacon and four ounces of raw ham,

Japanese Casserole

cut in squares. Saute to a delicate

brown on all sides, then remove to a

casserole. Sprinkle in the pan two table-

spoonfuls of flour, and, when blended

with the fat, add gradually a pint of broth,

a bunch of parsley, salt, and a piece of

Chicken Timbales
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sweet red pepper. When the sauce boils,

turn it over the pigeons, put on the cover,

and seal the dish by pressing over the

joint of cover and dish a strip of cotton

cloth, spread with flour paste. Set the

dish into the oven, and cook slowly from

two to four hours, according to the ten-

derness of the pigeons. Remove the

cloth and paste and the cover. Skim off

the fat, take out the parsley, and add

two dozen stoned olives, and return.

covered, to the oven. Let cook ten

minutes, then send to table in the

casserole.

Gnocchi aia Gratin

Scald one cup of milk and two table-

spoonfuls of butter. Put directly over

the fire, and sprinkle in half a cup of

hominy with a little salt and cayenne, and

stir and cook to a thick paste. Then cook

over hot water until the grains are very

tender. With two teaspoons shape the

mixture into quenelles. When all are

these with a skimmer, and thicken the

liquid with roux. Dispose the quenelles

on a buttered, " rabbit " serving-dish,

cover with the sauce, sprinkle with

grated cheese, and then with buttered

crumbs. Garnish the top with two or

three quenelles, and set into the oven to

brown the crumbs.

Rice a la Napolitaine

Chop half an onion and saute', without

browning, in one-fourth a cup of butter.

Add a cup of blanched and drained rice,

and stir and saute four or five minutes.

Moisten with two cups of broth and a

cup of tomato puree or sauce, season

with half a teaspoonful of salt and pep-

per to taste. Let simmer about twenty

minutes, then add one-fourth a cup of

melted butter and two ounces of grated

Parmesan cheese, and, if at hand, six or

eight cooked mushrooms, cut in small

pieces ; cover, and let stand five minutes,

then serve.

Gnocchi au Gratin

shaped, have boiling about a cup of

highly seasoned stock (the liquid in

which a fowl has been cooked is good),

Tomato Timbales

Beat three whole eggs and four yolks.

put in the quenelles, and let simmer very Add half a teaspoonful of salt, a tea-

ge?itly about fifteen minutes. Remove spoonful of sugar, one-fourth a teaspoon-
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ful of soda, half a teaspoonful of onion

juice, half a cup of cream and two cups

of tomato pure'e (cooked tomato passed

through a sieve to remove the seeds).

Turn into buttered timbale moulds, and

bake until firm. Let the moulds stand

on several folds of paper and be sur-

rounded by water at the boiling-point.

The water should not boil after the

moulds are set into the oven. Serve,

turned from the moulds, with cream

sauce, flavored with half a teaspoonful

of kitchen biwguet.

Tomato Fritters

Cook one can of tomatoes, six cloves,

two tablespoonfuls of sugar, three slices of

onion, two sprigs of parsley, and a stalk

of celery, twenty minutes, then press

through a sieve fine enough to keep back

&g^ half a cup or more of grated cheese.

Fine-chopped parsley, added to the

crumbs used for breading, gives a tint of

green that is enjoyable in midwinter.

Steamed Suet Pudding
Pour a cup of scalded milk over a

pint of crumbs from the centre of a

stale loaf of bread. When the milk is

cold, add three-fourths a cup of sugar,

one teaspoonful of salt, the yolks of four

eggs, and half a pound of suet, chopped

fine and mixed with half a cup of

blanched, chopped, and pounded al-

monds, and half a pound, each, of

raisins and currants. Add also spices

to taste and the whites of four eggs,

beaten stiff. Steam six hours. Serve

with hard or liquid sauce. Half a

pound of chopped dates, one-fourth a

the seeds. Season with a teaspoonful of

salt and a few grains of paprika. Melt

one-fourth a cup of butter, and add one-

third a cup of cornstarch, and gradually

the strained tomato. Let simmer ten

minutes after all the tomato is added,

then add an ^gg, slightly beaten. Pour

into a buttered shallow dish to cool.

Remove and cut into such shape as is

convenient, rounds, diamonds, or squares,

egg-and-bread crumb, and fry in deep fat.

For a more nutritious dish add with the

pound, each, of sultana raisins and

cleaned currants, with half a cup of

almonds, give a pleasant change in

flavor.

Crullers

Sift together five cups of sifted pastry

flour, one teaspoonful of soda, four

teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar, one

teaspoonful of salt, and one-fourth a

teaspoonful of mace. Beat one whole

^gg and the yolks of two. Stir in one
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generous cup of sugar (nearly one cup

and a fourth) and one cup of sweet

milk, and then combing the two mixt-

ures. This should make a rather soft

dough. Roll a small portion at a time

into a sheet, cut in rounds, and fry in

deep fat.

Chocolate Syrup

Melt one ounce of chocolate over hot

water. Add three or four tablespoon-

fuls, each, of sugar and boiling water,

and cook and stir until smooth. Then
add, gradually, a cup of water and two

cups of sugar, with one-fourth a tea-

spoonful of ground cinnamon, and stir

until boiling begins. Let boil five min-

utes, then flavor with a teaspoonful of

vanilla extract. Use hot as a pudding

vanilla extract. Bake in a buttered

pudding-dish, in a moderate oven, half

an hour.

Ribbon Pudding

Scald a pint of milk in each of two

double boilers. Melt an ounce and a

half of chocolate. Add two tablespoon-

fuls of sugar and a little boiling water.

Let cook until smooth and glossy, then

add to milk in one boiler. To the milk

in the other add half a cup of cocoa-

nut. Dilute one-fourth a cup of corn-

starch with milk, to pour, and stir into the

chocolate mixture. Stir until the mixture

thickens, then occasionally for twenty

minutes. Mix one-fourth a cup of corn-

starch with three tablespoonfuls of sugar,

and stir into the hot coacoanut mixture.

Ribbon Pudding, Boiled Custard

sauce, or with boiled rice,

with vanilla ice-cream.

or use cold

Macaroni Pudding
Boil one cup of macaroni, broken in

half-inch pieces, in salted, boiling water

ten minutes. Drain, and add to three

cups of scalded milk. Let cook, over

hot water, twenty minutes, then pour

over four eggs, beaten and mixed with

one cup of sugar. Add two tablespoon-

fuls of butter and one teaspoonful of

Stir until the mixture thickens, and then,

occasionally, for twenty minutes. Beat

the whites of three eggs until dry. Fold

one-half the eggs with a teaspoonful of

vanilla extract into the chocolate mixt-

ure, and the other half, with half a tea-

spoonful of lemon extract, into the cocoa-

nut mixture. Turn the two into a mould,

to make alternate layers of chocolate and

cocoanut pudding. Serve cold, with a

custard made of a pint of milk, the yolks

of three eggs, and half a cup of sugar.
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slices. Boil together one cup of sugar

Orange and Rice Dessert and one cup of water, five or six min-

Blanch half a cup of rice. Then add utes, or until a syrup of good weight is

salt, a cup and a half of water, and half obtained, then let cool. Dress the sHces

t
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Orange and Rice Dessert

a cup of milk, and cook in a double

boiler, until the liquid is absorbed and

the rice is tender. Remove the rind of

four sweet oranges, and cut them in

of orange in the centre of the dish, the

hot rice in a wreath around them. Pour

the cold syrup over the whole, and serve

at once.

Fruit Cream, Garnish of ^Vhole Prunes. )ee page 325



The School Luncheon Basket

SCHOOL is proverbially a hungry

place. At the same time the con-

ditions are not such as to make

for digestion. The cold, dry, often un-

appetizing food that is eaten in the dry

atmosphere of an ill-ventilated room,

filled with the accumulated dust of

weeks, is certainly responsible for some

of the break-downs in health so often

ascribed to overwork. Easily digested

food, tempting to eye and palate, some

article of which is hot, is what is de-

manded of her who makes up the sup-

plies for the children's lunch-basket.

The appearance of the items calls for

even more careful attention than at

home, where, under favorable environ-

ments, the pressure of daily tasks being

removed, the digestive fluids need less

to call them into action. Happy and

fortunate are those children whose

mother gives daily thought to the con-

tents of the lunch-basket, which has so

much to do with keeping up the strength

through the long days of the school-

vear.

First of all. select a light, roomy
basket, that space may be had for all

sorts of good and wholesome things.

Confectioner's or parafhne paper is a

necessity for dainty service. Not only

is this paper cleanly in appearance, but

it excludes air. Bread cut for sand-

wiches, or even the sandwiches them-

selves, wrapped in it, will retain fresh-

ness and moisture. Not all sandwiches

can be kept in good condition, if the

filling be added long before the time of

serving, as when mayonnaise or boiled

dressing is used with the filling. The
filling may be carried separately, as

also a silver knife for spreading the

same. For the cooked cheese filling

noted in the menus, use a cold " rabbit

"

mixture, made with either tomato pure'e

or cream as the liquid.

Heart leaves of lettuce, or tender stalks

of celery, carefully cleaned, may be car-

ried in an empty cheese-jar, which has a

tightly fitting cover. Parafiine paper

spread over the cover and jar, with a

rubber band above, will keep the cover

French Travelling Lamp
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in place. Nor is this the only use for

these little jars. Marmalade, stewed

prunes, figs, and apples, mayonnaise or

boiled dressing, a mould of blanc-mange,

or jelly, with thick or whipped cream,

any one of these and countless other

tid-bits may be carried thus without in-

jury. A chicken, plain egg, or a choco-

late custard, carefully baked, may be

carried in the cup in which it is baked.

The means of serving a hot dish is

a rather troublesome matter. For older

children, who can be trusted with an

alcohol lamp, the cup and lamp shown

in the half-tone furnish a practical means

of solving this difficulty. Though light

and compaPct and easily packed, the out-

fit may be left at the school for use as

required. By this means cocoa, soups,

chowders, cooked meats, or vegetables in

a sauce, all of which are quite solid

when cold, may be quickly reheated, and

add much to a necessarily rather limited

bill of fare.

The Frontispiece

THE half-tone that appears as

the frontispiece in this issue

shows a table arranged for a

large reception or tea,— English style.

Coffee and tea are supposed to be

served from small side tables. On the

large table are disposed plates of small

cakes, dishes filled with bonbons and

pyramids of sandwiches. Each pyra-

mid of sandwiches is surmounted by a

silver attelet run through a small paper

or silk pennon, and bearing the name of

the sandwich in silver or gold letters.

Wreaths of ferns, swain sonia (fohage

and blossoms), or any fresh green vines,

are to be disposed about the base of

the lamp and the several dishes. Smi-

lax and vines that do not wilt easily

may rest directly on the cloth. Narrow

pressed glass vessels, in quarter and

half-circle shapes, which together form

circles, are often used for ferns and cut

flowers. The same holders are also

made of tin.

The following menu was served at a

garden party given by her Majesty,

Queen Alexandra, on July 3, 190 1, to a

large number of nurses from all parts of

England :
—

Beef Sandwiches, Ham Sandwiches, Chicken

Sand\^-iches, Tons^e Sandwiches.

Macedoine of Fruits in Champagne Jelly.

Chocolate Bavariose. Vanilla Bavariose,

Compote of Strawberries a la Bordelaise.

Assorted Cakes. Fruit Cake.

Strawberry Water Ice. Coffee Ice.

Lemonade. Claret Cup. Hock Cup.

Assorted Fruits.



Recipes from Public Demonstrations

Boston Cooking School
Royal Soup

Soak one cup of stale bread crumbs

(not dried crumbs) in half a cup of milk.

Add the yolks of three hard-boiled eggs,

and breast meat from a cooked chicken,

chopped and pressed through a puree

sieve. Add, gradually, one cup and a

half of scalded milk, and three cups and

a half of chicken liquor, seasoned with

vegetables. Bind the ingredients together

with two and a half tablespoonfuls, each,

of butter and flour, cooked together.

Hongroise Potatoes

Pare potatoes, and cut them into cubes

of same size and not too large. Parboil

three minutes, then drain and shake and

cook in one-third a cup of melted butter

until tender, but not injured in shape.

Drain again, and to the butter in the pan

add enough to make two tablespoonfuls

in all. Stir in two tablespoonfuls of flour

and a few drops of onion juice, and, when
blended, add one cup of milk. When
boiling, remove from the fire, add salt

and paprika to taste, the yolk of an egg,

and the potatoes. Let stand until thor-

oughly heated, then turn into a serving-

dish and sprinkle with fine-chopped

parsley.

Stuffed Fillets of Fish

Flounder, halibut, or frozen sole (im-

ported), are all appropriate varieties of

fish for this dish. The fish may be fil-

leted at the market, or one can easily do

this work at home. After removing the

flesh of the fish in solid pieces, free from

skin and bone, cut it into smaller fillets

of uniform shape and size, stuff with

force-meat, and place in pan, allowing

half a cup of white wine for each six

fillets. Cover with buttered paper, and

bake fifteen minutes. Remove to a

serving-dish, and serve with

Lobster Sauce

Melt three tablespoonfuls of butter,

add one teaspoonful of fine-chopped

shallot, and cook five minutes. Add
three tablespoonfuls of flour, and, when
cooked and frothy, also gradually one

cup and a fourth of white stock, one-

fourth a cup of cream, and the yolks of

two raw eggs. Season with salt, paprika,

and lemon juice, and add half a cup of

lobster meat cut in cubes.

Fish Force-meat

Chop raw halibut or bass (the trim-

mings from the fillets answer nicely) very

fine, and pound in a mortar, adding, grad-

ually, to each two-thirds a cup of fish the

white of an egg. Work until smooth,

and season with salt, cayenne, lemon

juice, and onion juice. Press through

a puree sieve with a wooden pestle, and

add half a cup of double cream.

Chicken-and-Mushroom Timbales

Cook two tablespoonfuls of butter with

a slice of onion five minutes. Add one

cup and a half of mushroom caps, fine

chopped, and one cup of fine-chopped

chicken meat. Melt two tablespoonfuls

of butter. Add three tablespoonfuls of

flour, and pour on, gradually, one cup of

milk. When the sauce boils after all the

milk has been used, add to the first mixt-

ure, with one-fourth a cup of stale bread

crumbs, half a teaspoonful of salt, the

yolks of two eggs, well beaten, and the

whites of two eggs, beaten stifif. Fill

buttered timbale moulds, set them in a.
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pan of hot water on a heavy fold of

paper, and bake until firm. Serve with

Yellow Bechamel Sauce

Cook one cup and a half of white

stock, one slice, each, of onion and car-

rot, a bit of bay leaf, a sprig of parsley,

and six peppercorns twenty minutes.

Melt one-fourth a cup of butter. Add
one-fourth a cup of flour, and, when
cooked until frothy, also, gradually, one

cup of milk, and the stock from which

the vegetables and seasonings have been

strained. Heat to the boiling-point, let

simmer ten minutes, then remove from

the fire, and add the beaten yolks of

three eggs. After the sauce has been

poured around the timbales, sprinkle

them with fine-chopped truffles.

Cheese Croquettes

Melt three tablespoonfuls of butter.

Add one-fourth a cup of flour, two-thirds

a cup of milk, and the yolks of two eggs.

Then add half a cup of grated Swiss

cheese, and one cup of American fac-

tory cheese, cut in small cubes. Season

with salt, pepper, and cayenne. Spread

on a shallow pan to cool. Shape ; dip

in crumbs, in egg, and again in crumbs,

and fry in deep fat. Drain on soft

paper. Serve on a dish paper.

Cream of Fruits

Soften one-fourth a package of gela-

tine in one-fourth a cup of cold water,

and dissolve with one-fourth a cup of

scalded milk. Add half a cup of sugar,

one-third a cup, each, of cooked prunes

and cooked figs, cut in small pieces, and

a tablespoonful of lemon juice. When
beginning to cool, pour over the whites

of two eggs, beaten stiff, and a cup of

double cream, diluted with one-third a

cup of milk, beaten stiff. Add a few

grains of salt to the whites of the eggs

before beating. Fold the cream and

eggs into the fruit mixture, and turn into

a melon mould decorated with cooked

prunes and figs. Chill, and turn from

the mould. Garnish with cooked prunes.

Brazilian Salad

Mix equal parts of white grapes, cut

lengthwise and seeds removed, with pine-

apple, apple, and celery, cut in small

pieces. Add a dozen Brazil nuts, cut or

broken into pieces after the removal of

the brown outside. Mix thoroughly, and

add a little lemon juice. Serve dressed

with mayonnaise dressing, into which

has been gradually beaten as much
double cream as the dressing will

take up.

Mocha Souffle

Melt three tablespoonfuls of butter.

Add three tablespoonfuls of flour, and,

when frothy, also, gradually, three-fourths

a cup of fresh made Mocha coffee and

one-fourth a cup of cream. When the

mixture boils, remove from the fire and

add half a cup of sugar, one-eighth a

teaspoonful of salt, and the well-beaten

yolks of four eggs. Then fold in the

stiff-beaten whites of four eggs. Bake,

in a moderate oven, thirty minutes, or

until well puffed up and firm to the

touch. Serve at once with

Mocha Sauce

Mix the yolks of two eggs with' one-

fourth a cup of sugar and a few grains

of salt. Pour over the mixture half a

cup of fresh-made Mocha coffee, and

cook in a double boiler till thickened

slightly. Cool and fold in one cup of

whipped cream.



Menus for Children's Lunch Basket

"Sour tijings are to be sbjcttenelj toitlj tijose tijat are pleasant"

Cold Roast Meat, Sliced Thin. Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches.

Olives. Baked Apple with Tapioca, Cream.

Chocolate Drops.

Breast or Second Joint of Fowl Moulded in Chicken Jelly. Celery.

Nut Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches. Stewed Prunes.

Cold Boiled or Baked Fish (White), Flaked, Dressed with Oil, Lemon Juice,

Salt and Pepper. Lettuce Leaves in Closed Dish.

Buttered Rolls. Nuts Moulded in Lemon Jelly, Cream.

Cooked Cheese Sandwiches. Heart Celery Stalks.

Cup of Baked Cocoa Custard. Lady Fingers.

Ball of Cooked Spinach, Dressed with Oil and Lemon Juice.

An Egg Cooked 20 Minutes without Boiling. Rye Rolls, Buttered.

Cup of Boiled Rice, Chocolate Syrup.

Spinach as above. Neuchatel Cheese.

Nut Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches. An Orange.

Ham-and-Yolk of Egg Sandwiches. Olives.

Mould of Cereal Cooked with Dates, Cream.

Chocolate Bread Pudding with Meringue (More Meringue than Pudding).

Cold Baked Beans Dressed with Oil and Lemon Juice.

Thin Slices of Baking-powder Biscuit Spread with Salad Dressing and

Chopped Capers.

Mould of Blanc Mange (Enriched with White of Egg). Pineapple Marmalade.

2 Boiled Eggs (Cooked as before).

Heart Leaves of Lettuce, Mayonnaise or Boiled Dressing.

Rye Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches. Baked Apple, Cream.

Bottle of Cocoa (to be Reheated).

Cold Turkey, Sliced Thin. Cranberry Sauce.

Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches. Tapioca Custard Pudding.

Stewed Figs. Nut Meats.

Fresh Fish Chowder (to be Reheated). Cole Slaw, Crackers.

Rye Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches. An Orange.



Seasonable Menus for One Week
ll^otJjing is easier ti}an to ftnti fault, notfjing so tiifficult as to tio some rtal iuorfe.

— George Eliot.

"Breakfast
Quaker Oats. Stewed Peaches (Evaporated).

Fried Smelts. Baked Potatoes.

Piccalilli.

Waffles, Maple Syrup.

Cereal Coffee.

*^nner
Cream -of-Rice Soup.

Roast Turkey, Clear Gravy.
Mashed Potatoes.

Tomato Timbales, White Sauce.

Lettuce Salad.

Vanilla Ice-cream, Chocolate Syrup.

Sponge Fingers. Coffee.

Supper
Vanilla Ice-cream, Chocolate Syrup.

(Left over.)

"Breakfast

Grape Nuts, Cream.
Sausage. Mashed Potato Cakes.

Stewed Peaches.

Corn-meal Cake, Hunter's Fashion.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Dry Toast. Stewed Dates. Edam Cheese.

Junket with Devonshire Cream.
Tea.

"Dinner

Mock Bisque Soup.
Cold Turkey, Sliced Thin. Curried Rice.

Escalloped Cabbage. Celery Salad.

Chocolate Bread Pudding.
Coffee.

"Breakfast

Old Grist Mill Toasted Wheat, Cream.

Baked Sweet Potatoes. Broiled Bacon.
Corn-meal Griddle Cakes.

Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon

Macaroni a la Italian (Turkey Giblets).

Orange Shortcake.
Tea.

"Dinner

Turkey Souffle. Mashed Potatoes.

(Dried) Lima Beans, Buttered.

Tomato Jelly with Celery Salad.

Stewed Dates, Cream.
Coffee.

"Breakfast

Barley Crystals, Cream.
Lamb Chops. Hongroise Potatoes.

White Mountain Muffins.

Coffee.

Luncheon
Royal Soup (Remnants of Turkey).

Steamed Suet Pudding, Hard Sauce.
Tea.

"Dinner
Split-pea Soup. Croutons.

Baked Haddock, Bread Stuffing.

Drawn Butter Sauce. Chopped Pickles.

Buttered Onions. Lettuce Salad.

Sliced Oranges.
Cereal Coffee.

"Breakfast

Ralston Breakfast Food, Cream.
Hamburg Steak. Saratoga Potatoes.

Boston Brown Bread.

Coffee.

Luncheon
Lettuce-and-Haddock Salad.

Baking-powder Biscuit.

Orange Sponge (Snow Pudding).
Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner
Roast Loin of Mutton.

Franconia Potatoes. Tomato Fritters.

Cole Slaw.

Boiled Rice, Chocolate Syrup.

Coffee.

"Breakfast

Hecker's Wheaten Grits. Cream.
Broiled Finnan Haddie, Hot Cream.
Potatoes cut in Quarters, Boiled.

Radishes. Fried Rice.

Oranges. Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Haddock Croquettes. Stewed Tomatoes.

Orange Surprise.

Coffee.

"Dinner
Oyster Stew.

Cold Roast Mutton.
Gnocchi au Gratin. Lettuce Salad.

Macaroni Pudding.
Coffee.

<
a:

<
C/3

"Breakfast

Wheatlet, Cream.
Mutton-and-Potato Hash.

Horseradish.

Zwiebach.
Cocoa.

Luncheon
Finnan Haddie, Delmonico Style.

(Left over.)

Pim-Olas.
Entire-wheat Bread and Butter.
Tapioca Pudding with Dried

Peaches. Sugar, Cream.
Coffee.

"Dinner

Oatmeal Soup.
Sirloin Steak, Maitre d' Hotel

Butter.

Baked Potatoes (Sweet).
Escalloped Tomatoes. Cole Slaw.
Jell-0 molded with Prunes, Cream.
Cream Cheese. Crackers. Tea.



The Physiology of Digestion

By Janet M. Hill

I RESERVE and treat food as you would your body, remembering that in time food will be

your body."

FOOD ingested to supply the solid

waste of the body is taken from

the external world ; and this food

needs contain all the elements of the

body, the principal of which are carbon,

hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, iron, etc.

These, except oxygen, cannot be taken

into the body as elements, but need be

presented in combination, as albumen,

starch, sugar. These are called the food

principles. Plants live upon elements,

(that is, plants cannot take care of com-

plex substances), and, in the process of

assimilation and growth, they unite or

fashion the elements into food principles.

Mankind takes these more complex

structures, and, by the processes of cook-

ing and digestion, changes them into

soluble and diffusible matter, which may
be assimilated and made a part of human
flesh and blood.

In making out bills of fare, it is

quite necessary to consider, not only

the office, which each food principle

performs in the body, but also various

points relative to the subject of diges-

tion.

The digestive process is both mechan-

ical and chemical ; and for present pur-

pose it has to do with mastication,

insalivation, gastric and intestinal di-

gestion.

Mastication and Insalivation

On being taken into the mouth, solid

food comes under the mechanical action

of the teeth, by which it is cut, crushed,

and ground, or finely divided, at the

same time it is becoming mixed with

the mucus and saliva from the glands

of the mouth. The action of the teeth

and mucus is purely mechanical, but

that of the saliva is chemical. The
ptyalin of the saliva is a ferment, and in

an alkaline media it changes starch into

dextrin and maltose (malt sugar). The
importance of thorough mastication and

insaUvation becomes obvious, when we
consider that the digestion of starch is

not continued— except possibly for a

few moments after the food first enters

the stomach, and before it is permeated

by the acid of the gastric juice— until

it meets the pancreatic juice in the

small intestine. The latter is secreted

by the pancreas, sometimes called the

abdominal salivary gland. This juice

is poured into the process most freely

two or three hours after a meal, or at

about the time that stomach digestion

ceases. For, though starch is not di-

gested in the stomach, it remains there

and passes on at the same time with

other food to the small intestine.

Pancreatic Juice and Intestinal Di-

gestion

Pancreatic juice contains several fer-

ments : (i) Amylopsin, resembUng the

ptyalin of the saliva, which finishes the

digestion of starch, which had been

begun in the mouth by the ptyalin ; (2)

trypsin^ a ferment like pepsin, capable

of converting proteids into peptones

;

(3) a milk-curdli7ig ferment, like rennet

;

(4) steapsin, capable of decomposing fats

into fatty acids and glycerin
;

possibly,

also, a fifth ferment that emulsifies the

fats, dividing them into smaller and

smaller droplets, until they can be taken

up by the cells lining the intestines, and

so pass into the blood.
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Starch and Acid or Tea not a

Proper Food Combination

Neither ptyalin nor amylopsin can

act in an acid media. This indicates

that starch and acids do not form a

suitable food combination. Tea, prob-

ably, by its astringent property, arrests

the activity of both the sahvary glands

and the pancreas. As the secretions

from these organs are the only agencies

in the system by which starch is di-

gested, tea and starchy food evidently

do not form a hygienic combination. It

follows, then, that the proper time for

tea-drinking is not until the food has

left the stomach : then it may be taken

as a stimulant. Neither ptyaHn nor amy-

lopsin is developed in children until the

teeth begin to appear : hence it were

wise to give no starchy food to children

until after the first year, except that

which has been converted into dextrin or

maltose outside the body.

The starch in a piece of bread, prop-

erly toasted, or in the crust of a loaf,

properly baked, are easily digested, be-

cause the starch has been changed to

dextrin, and, being dry and hard, they

cannot be swallowed until masticated

for some time, thus insuring the diges-

tive action of the ptyalin and the change

into maltose. By the law of opposites

this explains why fresh bread, which of

itself is no more indigestible than stale

bread, is considered unwholesome and

indigestible. If mastication be but con-

tinued long enough, fresh and stale

bread are equally digestible.

Stomach, or Gastric, Digestion

The stomach is hned with mucous

membrane, filled with countless glands

and ducts. These microscopic organs

both secrete and absorb fluids. The
gastric glands secrete the gastric juice.

Like the salivary glands, these are ex-

cited to activity by the presence of

food, in this case in the stomach. The
gastric juice contains the ferments, pep-

sin and rennin, and free hydrochloric

acid. The rennin curdles milk, and the

pepsin acts upon proteid matters and in

conjunction with hydrochloric acid dis-

solves and converts them into albumose

and finally into peptone. Peptone, com-

pared with albumen in its first estate, is

very diffusible, and passes at once into

the blood-vessels of the stomach.

Results of Gastric Digestion

The results of gastric digestion may
be summed up as follows. Proteids are

changed into albumose, then into pep-

tone. Fats are liberated by solution of

the cell walls. Starch is not affected.

Sugar is partly changed into dextrose

and partly into lactic acid. During the

process all soluble matters— i.e.^ water,

soluble salts, and peptones— are being

absorbed by the walls of the stomach,

and the rest of the proteids, together

with the fats and starches and the

greater bulk of the sugars, pass into the

upper bowel, or small intestine.

Conditions Necessary to secure

Proper Stomach Digestion

(i) The careful subdivision and insali-

vation of the food by mastication.

This condition is necessary for pro-

teid food, in order that the stomach

may not be called upon for too vigorous

action in- changing proteid into a semi-

fluid mass, and for starch to insure

the change into dextrin and sweet sub-

stances that may be affected by the

gastric juices.

(2) The proper temperature of the

food, which should be about 100 degrees

Fahrenheit.

(3) The ingestion of a sufficient quan-

tity of liquid, and no more, when added

to the digestive fluids, to insure the con-

version of the food into a semi-fluid

mass, or, in other words, the avoidance
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of "washino^ down '' the food with either

hot or cold hquids.

(4) Freedom from violent exercise

half an hour before and after meals.

(5) No eating between meals, and no

irregularity in the meal-time.

On account of its muscular structure

the stomach, in accordance with the laws

of the muscular system, requires periodic

rest.

(6) The flow of the digestive fluids

is largely dependent upon cheerful

atmosphere and conversation at meal-

times.

Intestinal Digestion, Continued

Besides the pancreatic juice, before

referred to, bile from the liver and the

intestinal juice itself are active in carry-

ing on the digestive process in the small

intestine: absorption takes place chiefly

here. This is made possible by the

fingerhke projections, called villi, into

which the inner surface of the intestine is

thrown. These projections dip into the

fluid mass cf food, absorbing digestible

materials, peptones, fats, etc., which are

carried thus into the blood and lym-

phatic vessels.

Effects of Unsuitable Food
When the mucous surface of the mem-

brane is irritated by improper food, the

glands become over-excited, and pour out

a large quantity of fluid, and diarrhoea

may result. If the irritation be con-

tinued, the glands become exhausted and
unable to act, and dryness, causing con-

stipation, results. In the absence of all

irritating food, less juice is secreted and
constipation follows. In selecting a

dietary, enough waste or indigestible mat-

ter needs be provided, to insure a mod-
erate flow of intestinal juice, otherwise

the bowels will not be kept open.

One who understands the process of

digestion thoroughly is often able, when
occasion requires, to regulate his diet to

a nicety. For instance, in cases of

hyper-acidity of the stomach, if this be

caused by over-activity of the gastric

glands, the larger use of fats, in some
form, which tend to deprees such secre-

tion, would be indicated. As a rule, the

ingestion of a food principle incites the

flow of the fluids that digest it; and,

if too much of any fluid be secreted,

other principles might be substituted,

until such time as the digestive equi-

librium can be maintained.

We have said that bread and tea were

not a good dietetic combination. Butter,

however, is an aid to the digestion of

bread. Fats are digested in the intes-

tine, where they stimulate the secretion

of the pancreatic juice. Here, also, may
be digested whatever starch— bread is

largely starch— has escaped the ptyalin

of the saliva ; and the presence of the

fat (butter) insures sufficient activity of

the pancreas to digest the starch.

Starch and fat in the form of pastry

is quite another matter, though even

here thorough mastication is a precau-

tionary measure. In pastry the starch

granules are enveloped in fat, which is

not affected by the ptyalin. The fat

keeps the ptyalin from the starch, and

the latter is not changed in any manner,

until it comes into contact with the amy-

lopsin of the pancreatic juice. At this

point the fat, by stimulating this secre-

tion, aids in the digestion of the pastry

as a whole.
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Query 563.— Mrs. D., Boston, Mass.

:

" What, in your opinion, would be the cost

per week of food for a family of three,— a

child of six, a maid, and the head of the

family, a brain-worker ? Dinner of three

courses is served at noon. At supper there

is usually one substantial hot dish. Also

give number of government bulletin giving

correct dietary for brain-workers."

Cost of Food per Week for Fam-
ily of Three

We can give the cost of food per

week for such a family only in a general

way. So much depends upon one's

taste and purse. This family can live

very cheaply, if they have not acquired

a taste for expensive articles of food.

It also costs a little more to buy food in

small quantities ; but the family would

be more hygienically fed, if just enough

food were bought for the meal, and

nothing were left over for a second

cooking. Even thus managed, the cost

of food could probably be included

within the Hmit of ten dollars. Prob-

ably the bulletin to which you refer is

" No. 46," " Dietary Studies in New
York City." A book just pubhshed by

Mrs. Richards— " The Cost of Food. A
Study in Dietaries "— also might prove

helpful.

Query 564.— Mrs. W. M. S., Crawford,

N.J. :
" Recipe of a pink lemonade or punch

fruit for a child's party. The child is eleven

years of age."

Strawberry Lemonade or Punch

Drain the juice from a pint of canned

or preserved strawberries. Add the

juice of six lemons, two quarts of water,

and as much sugar syrup as is needed to

sweeten to taste. To make the syrup,

boil together a quart of water and a

pint of sugar twenty minutes. The color

may be accentuated by using a little

pink vegetable color-paste. If the straw-

berry juice be not at hand, use the juice

of six oranges and three lemons, two

quarts of water, and syrup as before.

Then tint to the desired shade with rose-

colored vegetable color-paste. In the

recipe containing strawberry juice more
water may be needed, if the juice from

preserved rather than canned strawber-

ries be used. An ordinary lemonade

may be tinted pink. The beverage will,

however, be more satisfactory, if syrup

rather than sugar be used for sweeten-

ing.

Query 565.— Mrs. E. P. A., of Ham-
mond, Ind., "wishes luncheon menu for

twenty ladies. Luncheon to be prepared

and served by the hostess and one assistant.

The order of service is desired."
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Luncheon Menus

Salpicon of Fruit in Sherbet Glasses.

Chicken a la Bechamel in Swedish Timbale

Cases ; or

Chicken a la Bechamel, or au Gratin, in Paper

Cases.

Buttered Peas.

Tongue, Nuts and Celery, Mayonnaise Dress-

ing.

Angel Cake, Vanilla Ice Cream.

Preserved Ginger.

Coffee.

MENU 2.

Sliced Oranges, Sprinkled with Cocoanut.

Egg Timbales, White Sauce with Peas.

Cold Roast Turkey, Turkish Pilaf.

Cream Cheese, Wafers, Celery.

Hot Cocoa, Whipped Cream.

Little Cakes.

MENU 3.

Cream-of-Pea Soup.

Slices of Cold Boiled Tongue, Piped with

Chicken Aspic.

Mayonnaise of Celery in Centre.

Canned Pears Stuffed with Preserved Ginger

Moulded in Lemon Jelly, Whipped Cream.

Sponge Drops.

Coffee.

Small tables will be quite as con-

venient as one large table. On each

table have a supply of oHves, salted nuts,

and cold yeast rolls, also currant or

quince jelly, if convenient. To these the

guests can help themselves and each

other at pleasure. The fruit or soup

may be standing on plates at each cover

as the guests are seated. On the plate

holding the next course — the courses

are separated in the menus by a dash—
place a roll to avoid replenishing the

supply on the tables. Pass the cream

cheese, cut in small pieces and dis-

posed on a lace-paper-covered plate, thin

wafers, and cleaned celery together on

a waiter, first placing a small plate

before each guest. Then remove these

plates, and serve the cocoa, a spoonful

of whipped cream on the top of each

cup. Then pass the cake. In the last

menu pass the coffee— sugar and cream

may be standing on each table— with-

out waiting to remove the dessert plates.

Query ^66.— Mrs. M. C. B., Batavia,

N.Y. :
" Recipes for fish souffld and royal

cutlets."

Fish Souffle

Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter,

add two tablespoonfuls of flour, mix till

smooth, then add, gradually, one pint

of milk. Stir constantly until the sauce

boils after all the milk has been added,

then stir in half a cup of stale bread

crumbs, a teaspoonful of onion juice, a

teaspoonful of fine-chopped parsley, half

a teaspoonful of salt, and a dash of pa-

prika. Remove from the fire. Add the

beaten yolks of three eggs and two cups

of cooked fish, picked fine with a silver

fork. Lastly, fold in the whites of three

eggs, beaten dry. Turn the mixture into

a buttered baking-dish, and bake in a

moderate oven about half an hour.

Serve at once with any fish sauce.

Hollandaise, tomato, and egg, are all

good.

Royal Cutlets

The name '' royal cutlets " signifies

nothing. The recipe desired may be for

solid pieces or cuts of fish, bird, meat,

etc., or it may be a croquette mixture of

fish, meat, or vegetable, shaped like a

cutlet.

Query s^y.— Mrs. J. H. N., Warren,

Ohio :
" Kindly give a way to prepare mint,

so as to have it all winter to use with

mutton. A recipe for the use of roast mut-

ton left over. Can the same thermometer

be used in the oven and for other cooking ?
"
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Mint for Winter Use
Mint may be dried, or mint sauce may

be prepared and canned as anything else

is canned.

Roast Mutton Left Over

Cold roast mutton makes good cro-

quettes. A few chopped capers may be

added with the mutton to the sauce used

as the foundation of the croquette. It

may also be used as mutton souffle.

Substitute fine-chopped mutton for the

fish, and prepare by the recipe given in

answer to quer)- 566. One of the easiest

and best ways of using this left-over is

as follows : Dispose alternate layers of

cooked macaroni, tomato sauce, and

thin slices of mutton, in a buttered dish.

Make the last layer of sauce, and sprinkle

with buttered cracker crumbs. Set into

the oven long enough to reheat the ma-

terials and brown the crumbs.

Use of Thermometer in Cooking

If the kitchen range be not supplied

with a " heat indicator," one may be

purchased of almost any stove-dealer

who will fit it in to the door of the oven.

These indicate the relative and not the

actual heat of the oven, and are of in-

estimable value in aiding one to secure

uniform results in baking. A ther-

mometer for testing boihng sugar may

be used to test the temperature of hot

fat. The sugar thermometer may be

plunged into the hot sugar or fat, and

left there until it registers the tempera-

ture desired.

Query 568.— Mrs. N. O. F., Santiago de

Cuba : " Please give dimensions of the

' orange section cake-pan ' illustrated in De-

cember magazine."

Dimensions of Orange Section

Cake-pan

The outside measurements are thir-

teen by nine and a half inches. There

are six divisions for holding the small

cakes. The depth of these, outside

measurement, is scant two inches.

Query 569.— Mrs. P. F. S., Orange,

N.J. : " Recipe for eggs au gratin."

Eggs Ru Gratin

Cut hard-boiled eggs in halves length-

wise. Take out the yolks and pass them
through a sieve. Add an equal meas-

ure of mashed sardines, or fine-chopped

ham. and raw egg to bind the mixture,

or use butter or sauce to hold the mixt-

ure together. Season highly with salt,

cayenne, and mustard, if hked. Shape,

and put back into the eggs, in the place

of the yolks. Fit tvvo corresponding

halves of whites together, and dispose in

a buttered baking-dish, or use whole

eggs, eggs cut in halves, quarters, or

slices, and cover with cream or tomato

sauce, and then with buttered cracker

crumbs. Set into the oven to reheat the

mixture and brown the crumbs.

Query 570.— Miss E. L., Cincinnati,

Ohio :
" Recipe for the chocolate part of

chocolate drops. I have success with the

fondant, but can find no recipe for the

chocolate part."

Chocolate Covering for Chocolate

Drops
In home candy making, the best re-

sults are obtained by dipping the white

centres into fondant, to which melted

chocolate and a little hot syrup or boil-

ing water have been added. Confection-

ers use what is called " dipping choco-

late," thinned with oil, melted butter, or

lard.

Query 571.— Miss C. M., Bellefontaine,

Ohio :
" Recipes for timbales of peas and

oysters."

Pea Timbales (Entree)

If canned peas are used, drain the
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peas, rinse, and drain again, then pass

through a sieve. To a cup of puree add

two eggs beaten shghtly, two tablespoon-

fuls of thick cream, half a teaspoonful or

more of salt, a dash of black pepper, a

few drops of onion juice, one table-

spooful of melted butter, and, in season,

a teaspoonful of fine-chopped mint leaves.

Beat together thoroughly, and turn into

buttered moulds. Set in a pan of hot

water, and bake, without letting the

w^ater boil, until the centres are firm.

Serve turned from the moulds and sur-

rounded with white sauce, to which a

few whole peas have been added. For

variety, or when color is an object, add

to the sauce cubes or figures cut from

carrots, cooked tender.

Oyster Timbales

Remove and discard the hard white

muscle and the gills from oysters enough

to yield three - fourths a cup when
chopped. Add the whites of three

eggs, one after another, beating in each

egg thoroughly before another is added.

Add half a teaspoonful or more of salt,

black pepper and paprika, and, gradu-

ally, one cup of rich cream. When
thoroughly blended, turn into timbale

moulds, fitted with a paper on the

bottom and buttered, and cook as the

pea timbales. Serve with white sauce,

to which whole oysters are added, or

with HoUandaise sauce.

Query 572.— Mrs. R. M. S., Columbus,

Ohio : " How make duchess potatoes ? How
cook finnan haddie for breakfast? What is

finnan haddie, Delmonico style ?
"

Duchess Potatoes

Various preparations of potato are

referred to as Potatoes h la Duchess.

The following is the generally accepted

method. It is not essential that the

mixture be shaped with pastry bag and

tube : that belongs to latter-day cookery.

The old way was to shape into balls

with the hand, flatten these a little,

brush over with beaten egg, diluted with

milk, and serve after browning in the

oven.

Recipe for Duchess Potatoes

Pare, boil, and drain the potatoes as

usual. Sprinkle them with salt, and

keep hot while the moisture evaporates.

Then pass through a vegetable press or

ricer. An ordinary potato masher may
be used, but the ricer is preferable. To
about a pint of mashed potato add two

tablespoonfuls of butter, salt, and the

sUght-beaten yolks of three eggs. Beat

thoroughly, and use as desired.

Finnan Haddie, Delmonico Style

Steam the fish. Flake and dispose

in a buttered baking-dish, with alternate

layers of white sauce. Cover with but-

tered cracker crumbs, and let stand in

the oven to reheat the fish and brown

the crumbs.

Query 573.— Mrs. V. E. A., Somer-

ville, Mass. : " Is it possible to can fresh

green peas successfully .'*

"

Canning Fresh Peas

Take the peas when young and tender.

Fill them into glass jars, putting in as

many as possible, and pour in w^ater

quite hot, to fill the jars to overflow.

Set the jars on a rack in a steam kettle,

or in a canner, and set the covers of

the cans and the cover of the kettle in

place. Fill this kettle with water nearly

to the top of the jars and let cook, tightly

covered, until the peas are tender. Add
a little salt, and, if needed, use one jar

to fill the others. Let cook fifteen min-

utes. Put on the rubbers, and turn the

covers down. Let cool in the kettle.

Fasten the covers, and set aside in a

cool place.
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Query 574.— Mrs. E. M. N., Bangor,

Me. : " Recipe for strawberry parfait."

Strawberry Parfait (Preserved

Berries)

With cooked berries a mousse is more

easily prepared than a parfait.

Strawberry Mousse
To a pint of double cream add the

juice of a lemon and a cup of straw-

berry preserve. Beat until thick to the

bottom of the bowl. Have ready a three-

pint mould, lined with lemon, orange, or

pineapple sherbet. Put the mousse

mixture into the centre, and cover with

more sherbet. Adjust the cover over

paper, and pack in equal parts of ice

and salt. Let stand about two hours.

Lining the mould with sherbet may be

omitted, but it is a great improvement

to the dish. Thus hned, it is removed

from the mould with ease.

Query ^y^-— ^irs. A. B., Lake Forest,

111.: " Recipes for egg chops; small yellow

tomato preserve to be eaten with whipped

or ice cream, Norwegian moulded fish, and

fish meringue."

Egg Chops
Prepare a sauce with one-fourth a

cup of butter, one-half a cup of flour,

salt and pepper to taste, one cup of

chicken stock, and one-fourth a cup of

cream. Add one raw^ egg, beaten slightly,

and about a cup and a half of cooked

egg, chopped whites and sifted yolks.

Flavor with a few cooked mushrooms,

chopped line, if at hand. Pour the mixt-

ure into a shallow dish, and set aside

to become chilled. Form into cutlet

shapes. Dip in fine crumbs, then in

beaten egg and in sifted crumbs again,

and fry in deep fat. Serve with peas,

asparagus, or small string beans, cooked

and tossed in butter, or stirred into a

cream sauce. Chopped, hard-boiled eggs

may also be added to the sauce. The

sauce may be made of cream, milk, or

white stock and cream, half and half, with

the usual proportions of butter and flour.

Yellow Tomato Preserve

Cook the yellow rind of a lemon and
the seeded pulp, cut in shoes, and a bit

of ginger root in boiUng water, until

the water is well flavored, then strain.

For each pound of tomatoes, removed
from the husks, take half a pound of

sugar and a cup of the flavored water,

heat to the boiling-point, and skim,

then add the tomatoes. Cook until

scalded thoroughly, and skim into jars.

Boil the syrup until thick, adding to it a

few shoes of lemon, selecting lemons

that are not bitter, and with it fill the

jars to overflowing.

Norwegian Moulded Fish

Remove the skin and bones from a

fresh haddock or cod, cooked until

tender in boihng water, to which a few

slices of onion and carrot and a little

lemon juice or vinegar have been added.

Beat the flakes of fish in a mortar with

a wooden pestle until a light, smooth

paste has been formed. It will take

nearly half an hour. To one cup of fish

pulp add two eggs beaten shghtly and

one cup of cream, almost drop by drop,

beating each in with the paste. Season

meanwhile with salt and paprika. About

half a teaspoonful of salt will be needed.

Turn the mixture into a buttered mould,

and steam about forty-five minutes, or

cook in the oven, the mould standing on

a trivet and surrounded by hot water.

Serve with drawn butter sauce, to which

fine-chopped parsley and paprika have

been added.

Fish Meringue

Stir three-fourths a cup of fish, pre-

pared as above, into a cup of scalded

cream, thickened with the yolk of an

egg. Add half a teaspoonful, each, of
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salt and paprika, and fold into the whites

of five eggs, beaten dn*. Add more

seasoning if needed, and turn into a

buttered baking-dish. Bake about twent}--

five minutes. Serve with a rich sauce.

Tomato sauce is good.

Query 576.— Mrs. F. H. J., Woodsford.

Maine :
'• Simple menu for a • Lady Wash-

ington Tea * to be sened in a church

vestry.**

Lady Washington Tea

A menu for this tea would depend

largely upon the way in which the tea is

to be served, whether the guests are to

be seated at tables, or passed the re-

freshments from one, or two tables, pre-

sided over by young matrons. The
young women presiding at the tables.

the young girls waiting on the table, and

the matrons receiving the guests, might

be dressed in •• Martha Washington

"

costumes. See prints of Martha Wash-
ington. The vestr}- might be decorated

with flags, and the tables with red, white,

and blue crepe paper. Or the paper

might be omitted, and red. white, and
blue china form the decoration, as blue

plates, red cups, or cream pitchers and
sugars, etc. Or the colors might be

carried out in both the decorations and
china. Small rosettes of narrow red.

white, and blue ribbon, placed on each

napkin, if the guests are seated, and
pinned to the dress or coat, are appro-

priate souvenirs of the occasion.

MENU
{Gmsts seated at Long TabU)

Cold Boiled Ham (red or blue platters).

Scalloped Oysters (dishes covered with red,

white, and blue paper napkins).

Rolls. Pickles. Celery.

Candied Cherries Moulded in Lemon Jelly,

Whipped Cream.
Orange Jelly ^red oranges or jdly tinted red),

Whipped Cream.
Ribbon Cake, White Frosting, Red Candv

Decoration.

Coffee.

MENU
(Ofu or Two Tables)

Flag-shaped Sandwiches

(Chopped Ham, Cheese, and Xuts).

Pickles. Olives.

Coffee.

Small Cakes. White Icing, the Letter " W " in

Red Candies on Each.

Strawberry-an d-Milk Sherbet (Lemon or Pine-

apple) in Same Glass.

Query 577.— Mrs. H. X. G., Saginaw,

Mich. :
*• Recipes for verj' light Graham

gems, Graham bread, and thick, soft mo-

lasses cookies.''

Graham Gems
Sift together a pint of Graham flour,

one tablespoonful of sugar, and one-half

a teaspoonful of salt. Beat three eggs

until ven.- light, add a pint of milk, and

gradually stir into the dr)- mixture.

Bake in a well-buttered, hot muffin-pan

about twenty-five minutes.

Graham Bread

Into a pint of scalded and cooled

milk or water, or half and half of each,

put one-fourth a cup of molasses, a tea-

spoonful of salt, and, when sufficiently

cooled, one-third a cup of compressed

yeast, softened in half a cup of luke-

warm milk or water. Stir in three cups

of Graham flour, passed through a coarse

sieve, and ordinar}- bread flour to make
a rather stiff dough. Work with a knife

ten or fifteen minutes, or add flour to

knead. When Ught, cut down with a

knife, and turn into bread-pans. Finish

as any bread.

Soft Molasses Cookies

Melt one cup of butter or other short-

ening. Add one cup of sugar, t^vo cups

of molasses, two beaten eggs, one cup of

cold water or milk, then stir in three

cups of flour, sifted with two teaspoon-

fuls of soda and one tablespoonful, each,

of cinnamon and ginger. Add flour to

make a soft dough, and let stand in a
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cold place over night. In the morning

roll into a sheet, cut into rounds, and

bake in a hot oven.

Query 578.— Miss M. J. J., Millbury:

"One or two recipes for an entree, some-

thing not as common as fritters and cro-

quettes."

New Entrees

For the present try the timbales, etc.,

given in this issue. New entries with

illustrations of the same will appear in

March issue.

Query 579.— a. H., Harlem, N.Y.

:

" Recipe for beef kidney stew."

Beef Kidney Stew (Sara Bru-

giere)

Split a pair of fresh kidneys in halves.

Take out the white fat and the sinew from,

the centre. Cover with cold water, and

let heat over a moderate fire. Just be-

fore the boiHng-point is reached, drain

from the water and cut into small pieces.

Cover again with cold water, and heat

again. Repeat three times, being care-

ful that the water never really boils, or

the kidneys will harden. Brown two

tablespoonfuls of butter in the frying-

pan. Add two tablespoonfuls of flour,

and brown, then stir in, gradually, one

cup of stock or water. Stir and cook

several minutes, then add salt, pepper,

one tablespoonful Worcestershire sauce,

one tablespoonful of mushroom catsup,

and the kidney. Stir until the kidneys

are thoroughly heated, then remove
from the fire. Add four tablespoonfuls

of sherry, and serve with a tablespoonful

of fine-chopped parsley sprinkled over

the top. If the water about the kidneys

boils, long cooking will be needed to

render them tender.

Handy Husband
Knew how to get Part of the Breakfast

Anyhow
"

' I know one dish I can prepare for

breakfast as well as any cook on earth,'

said my husband one day when the cook

was ill, and he had volunteered to help

get breakfast. He appeared with his

dish ; and I discovered it was Grape-nuts,

which, of course, was easy to prepare, for

it was perfectly cooked at the factory,

but it was a good illustration of the con-

venience of having Grape-nuts about.

" We just added a little cream, and, of

course, had a dehcious bit of food. We
took up Grape-nuts immediately after

returning from a five years' sojourn in a

hot country, and our stomachs were in

bad condition, and we were in bad health

generally.

" When we first tried it, I confess we

thought there were other and better

things to eat, and were told we must

acquire a taste for this new food. Sure

enough, in a day or two we Hked Grape-

nuts better than any other kind of food

on the table. We both gained steadily

in health and strength, and this was

caused by Grape-nuts and Postum Food

Coffee.

" A friend of ours had a similar experi-

ence. She was seriously ill with indiges-

tion, and could find nothing to eat that

would not give her heart-burn and palpi-

tation, especially at night.

" She found that a small dish of Grape-

nuts with cream made her a satisfactory

supper, and gave her a comfortable

night's rest. In a short time she has

gained several pounds in weight." The
writer lives in Topeka, Kan. Name
given by Postum Company, Battle Creek,

Mich.



News and Notes
New Way of Housekeeping

Co-operative Cooking Plan adopted at Sioux

City on Account of a Servant Famine

Driven to desperation by a famine in

servant girls, the housewives here have

resorted to co-operative housekeeping.

The first co-operative institution was

started by five families in Morningside,

the fashionable residence district. An
expert cook has been hired and a house

rented, where the meals are prepared for

each of the five families.

The housewives take turns in selecting

the bill of fare, so a variety is assured.

Not only do the families have fine cook-

ing and service, but they economize in

fuel and appurtenances.

This is a temporary plan in lieu of a

more extensive project promoted by

Mrs. JuHa Clark Hallan, president of the

Mothers' Child Study Club, to establish

large central cooking stations. All the

materials will be bought by wholesale,

and prepared by chefs and assistants.

Delivery wagons will carry the food to

the homes in asbestos dishes.

Mrs. Hallan says young women will

be content to work in these stations at

fancy salaries as trained cooks, when
they would not be " hired girls."

Female servants have become so

scarce that a common wage for unskilled

labor is $25 a month.

The students of Vassar College are

starting a club-house for the maids em-

ployed there. It will be accompanied

by an opportunity for free instruction

in practical as well as literary culture,

together with recreations, books, pict-

ures, and other accessories, which their

mistresses have hitherto monopolized.

It will be worth something hereafter for

a young woman to be employed as a

maid-servant at Vassar.— Ex.

Black and Rich
Is the Way Postum Coffee should be

A Uquid food that will help a person

break a bad habit is worth knowing of.

The presideni of one of the State asso-

ciations of the W. C. T. U., who natu-

rally does not want her name given,

writes as follows :
" Whenever I was

obliged to go without coffee for break-

fast, a dull, distracting headache would

come on before noon. I discovered that,

in reality, the nerves were crying out for

their accustomed stimulant.

'' At evening dinner I had been taught

by experience that I must refrain from

coffee or pass a sleepless night. In the

summer of 1900, while visiting a physi-

cian and his wife, I was served with a

most excellent coffee at their dainty and

elegant table, and upon inquiry discov-

ered that this charming beverage was

Postum Food Coffee, and that the family

had been greatly benefited by leaving off

coffee and using Postum.
" I was so in love with it, and so pleased

with the glimpse of freedom from my one

bondage of habit, and so thoroughly con-

vinced that I ought to break with my
captor, that upon my return home I at

once began the use of Postum Food

Coffee, and have continued it ever since,

now more than a year.

" I don't know what sick headache is

now, and my nerves are steady ; and I

sleep sound, generally, eight hours regu-

larly. I used to become bilious fre-

quently and require physic, now seldom

ever have that experience.

" I have learned that long boiling is

absolutely essential to furnish good

Postum. That makes it clear, black,

and rich as any Mocha and Java

blend. Please withhold my name, but

you may use the letter for the good it

may do."
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The dial points at hve

Teas
By Janet M. Hil

I
CAN hit on no novelty,— none, on my life,

Unless peradventure you'd tea with vour wife.

Ingoldsby Legends.

" Let steaming kettle sing.

Then pretty caddy bring,

And teapot from Japan."

IN
America a cup of tea is not the

universal and every-dav occurrence

that it is in England and her de-

pendencies. Originally, perhaps, climate

had something to do with the introduc-

tion of this custom abroad. Then, too,

the lateness of the foreign dinner hour

made the habit almost a necessity.

But now we. who are inclined to copy

what we like, wherever it may be found,

have taken this pleasing and informal

form of hospitality for our own ; and the

five o'clock tea-table has become a

familiar object in our homes. More-
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over, we, m addition to the delightful

custom of offering a cup of tea to the

chance caller of the late afternoon, have

instituted all sorts of " teas."

There are private and public teas,

church and club teas, and teas to intro-

duce a debutante or welcome a guest of

distinction. Then there are teas that

take the form of an " at home," given

on some particular and uniform day of

each week of the month, or season.

For all these, except the informal five

o'clock function, which can hardly be

classed a " function," invita-

tions in some form are ex-

tended. When the tea takes

the form of an " at home," a

plain visiting card, with the

receiving day engraved at the

lower left-hand corner, is sent

to friends and acquaintan-

ces, and also to strangers

whose acquaintance is de-

sired. When possible, be-

sides the card of invitation, a verbal in-

vitation is also given, in the case of

strangers, and takes the place, some-

times, of the card. The cards show

that the teas are for Tuesdays, during

the season, the month of January, and

for one Tuesday in January, respectively.

The address mav be added at discretion.

formal display is made. It is simply a

social hour snatched from a busy day,

but the service needs be dainty and im-

maculate. The sandwiches are ethereal

affairs, and the tea a choice brand.

Polished silver and egg-shell china are

needful accessories. The butler, maid,

or a member of the family, according to

circumstances, separates the nest of tea

tables, and places all but the outer one

about the reception-room, where they

will best accommodate the guests. Up-
on these a plate of sandwiches or wafers

Hrs. |i Hints 'ii

Tuesdays.

Ulis. lames ii—
Tuesdays in January,

in VS. lames ^

Tuesday, January Fifth.

For the five o'clock tea, as an every-

day occurrence, or as given on some
special day each week of the season, no

My Custom always of the Afternoon
''

may be placed, or they furnish a conven-

ient receptacle for a cup or plate. The
largest table is placed before the hostess.

Upon this a tray holding the tea service

is set. Hot water is brought on in the tea-

kettle, which, over the spirit lamp, soon

reaches the boiling-point, and tea is made.

The tea-ball, or the newer teaspoon, on

the same principle as the ball, is a con-

venience, where a single cup of tea is to

be poured at a time ; but, when several

cups are to be served at once, the tea-

pot with its heat-confining cosy is called

into requisition. Sweets are occasion-

ally served ; but " good form," as well

as hygienic considerations connected

with the nearness of the dinner hour, re-

strict the refection to dry biscuit or

wafer-like sandwiches. In absence of

more than one assistant, guests wait on

themselves and each other, the maid at-

tending to the supply of hot water and

removing the cups.

When cards are sent out to one's en-
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Alinontl Waters

tire list of acquaintances for some

special day, as Tuesday, January 5, the

tea loses its home character and be-

comes a reception. Potted plants and

cut flowers are in profusion, when means

admit ; daylight is excluded, and a table

in the dining-room is made attractive

with flowers, lights (preferably candles),

beautiful china, silver, and glass. An
orchestra of stringed instruments,

screened from view and rendering selec-

tions that are but little more than

audible, stimulate conversation, and give

the finishin<

charming form of entertainment.

touch to a bright and

The
menu for such an occasion includes tea,

cocoa, bouillon, sandwiches, salads,

ices, cakes, and bonbons. The guests

enter the room without invitation.

Waiters are in attendance, who serve or

assist in serving the various kinds of

dainties.

When cards are sent out for a series

of teas, as for '• Tuesdays in January,"

the affair is rather more formal than the

" five o'clock tea," but much less formal

than the reception. Music is dispensed

with, unless it be vocal, or a few selec-

tions on the piano, toward the close of

the entertainment. The refreshments

are served in the dining-room from a

prettily decorated table. The tea-ser-

vice and the service for cocoa, presided

over by friends of the hostess, occupy

two sides of the table respectively.

Guests enter the room without invitation,

and are served with tea or cocoa, help-

ing themselves to sandwiches, cakes,

and bonbons with which the table is

kept supplied. A maid takes the soiled

cups, and sometimes a second maid

brings in glasses of frappe or sherbet.

Church, club, and other teas are copies

or modifications of one of these three

general stvles of " tea."

Tired Nature's Sweet Restorer



An '^at Home''
By Clara

The card

MRS. JAMES SMITH.
•' At Nome "

Thursday, May i6, 4 p.m.

Home Rest, Stamford Hill. R. S. V. P.

After being announced, we were

ushered into a pretty little gold-and-white

drawing-room : and our gentle hostess

came forward to greet us. As soon as

we were seated, the twenty-four inch

square tea table standing by her side was

opened by pressing a spring and throw-

ing back two leaves, which had been

folded over a deep tray-like table that

rose to an even surface with the side

leaves. And here was the silver tray

filled with cups, saucers, cream, and

sugar; and in a moment the maid ap-

peared with the tea, freshly made in a

heated teapot. This was poured by the

hostess and served by the maid. Then
we discovered at our sides and in other

parts of the room small tables covered

with beautifully embroidered covers, on

which we placed our cups. Then hot but-

tered crumpets and muffins were passed

on plates, after which these plates were

placed over heated shovels and set on

the hearth before the open fire to insure

their heat when next passed.

A beautiful sandwich-and-cake basket

was passed next. This basket consisted

of gold lace plates, three in number,

attached to three bamboo sticks which

joined legs to stand, and plates adjusted

about twelve inches apart. On the top

plate were mustard and cress sandwiches

daintily cut in forms and bordered with

little rolls of brown bread and butter.

L. Kellogg

The next plate below held on its lace

small biscuit (or wafers, as we call them),

cakes, and shortbread. The lower shelf,

or plate, had pound cake, from which each

guest was expected to cut a portion.

Our cups were replenished with tea.

Then, on rising, our hostess rang for

the maid to open the door for us ; and,

making our " Adieus," we passed into

the hall, and there and then placed our

card on tray arranged for same.

Afternoon Tea.— Tea is always the

correct thing to serve in an afternoon

(wine being given only at large afternoon

parties, where there is a separate refresh-

ment room.) The lady of the house

generally pours the tea on her " At

Home " days, or she may intrust this to

one of her daughters. Tea is offered to

each visitor on arrival. The hours for

an '• At Home " day are from 3 to 6.30,

or 4 to 7. People come and go as they

like. At an afternoon party the invita-

tions are sent out on " At Home " cards,

with the date and hour in one corner.

And, if there is to be any special attrac-

tion, such as music or palmistry, this

is generally mentioned on the card.

Where there is a large gathering, refresh-

ments are served in the dining-room,

the servants standing behind the buffet

to pour the tea and coffee. The eatables

usually consist of small light sandwiches

of various kinds, such as cress, cucumber,

anchovy, jam, etc. Brown and white

rolled bread and butter, fancy cakes,

biscuits, and sometimes ices and fruits

are served.

Cress and Mustard Sandwiches

Plant your mustard and cress in little

spots on a damp blanket or shallow box

of earth. In a week it is ready for use.
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Placed between thinly cut bread and

butter, it makes one of the most delicious

sandwiches.

Delicious also, to serve with afternoon

tea. are hot tea biscuits split, heavily

buttered, placed on a tin, crust sides

down, and browned in a hot oven. Pass

while hot and crisp.

Hand-painted Tray

To Use or Abuse
Bv Kate Matson Post

She is strong and witty and clever.

She has grace and beauty rare,

.She has time and money at her command, —
Yes. plenty, and much to spare.

Her home is a marvel of comfort.

Vet she longs for something more.

For ever the demon of discontent

Stands tapping without her door.

And the woful spirit, called Ennui,

Has already crept within,

And is busy preparing a welcome

For many a darling sin.

Yet without her casement are calHng

The voices distinct and clear

Of the poor, the sick, and the wretched ones.

O Heaven, will she not hear ?

Will she not uplift with strong young arms
Some sister, wayward and weak,

Give cheer and rest to some weary one.

Or knowledge to those who seek ?

God grant that her eyes be not holden.

That she may see and may hear.

Discontent lodges not where conscience bides,

And ennui lingers not near.

God grant she may slay the mocking fiend

And all of his cringing train.

A God-given power is hers to wield

:

God grant 'twas not giv'n in vain!



Where the Prophet drew the Line

Bv Helen Campbe]

NO :

" said the Prophet, •' no !

'"

and his voice rose to some-

thing in the nature of a wail.

'' That I cannot do. It is one place

where I draw Une,— yes, and, if need be.

build wall about myself, and this thing I

do. And yet I say this, and know not

what is ethic here. Now tell me, my
ladies."

The Prophet turned with his most

appealing look to the little class, to whom
he was expounding the mixture of ethics

and cookery, or the art of living as a

whole,— but cookery, in one form or

another, as certain as the strange bits

of interwoven knowledge or theory, each

one a thought over which the class might

ponder if it would, a truth at the bottom

of every one.

" How shall I say it," he cried,

" when to say it at all is as one who
denies the law of giving, and forsakes

ethics ? But, if she make my work a lie,

why, then, again I say, shall I not draw
hne ?

•'

'' But what about ? "" ventured one

daring pupil, after a pause in which the

Prophet seemed about to tear his hair,

then shook his head dejectedly.

" It is a type, a type," he mourned.
" It is born so. It must be, and no one

in youth has driven out that method or

want of method. But it makes good
work a lie, and that is not to be borne."

"I know," said the youngest pupil,

she "the intuitive one," as the Prophet

called her ; for she not only understood

him unfailingly, but could even add
suggestions to his own flood. -'You

mean that Mrs."

—

" Name her not !
" said the Prophet,

with uplifted warning hand. " That we
will never do. But I speak now in

abstract. Oh, yes, quite in abstract

!

It is a woman who will listen. Yes. and

write down the thing that is said, and

look wise and seem to know. And then

she will do it so once, bit by bit perfectly,

as I tell you all work shall be done,

or it is insult to the deviser and the

thing done. But never again will it be

so. She will heap where even should

be. She will make even where all

should round. She will say, • I have

not such herb or spice, but another is as

good.' or ' It is too much butter, and

here is cotton-seed oil, also good." Thus
I have seen her ; and then she comes

to me and says, ' Dear Prophet, the nut

loaf that I make by your rule is not so

good as the last.' or. what is worse, she

does not know it is not as good, and she

gives that rule to another that asks, and

says to her, ' I alter a little where I like,

so, and so." And then at end is a thing

I cannot own, that is not mine ; and yet

they show me this thing that is not mine,

or some one says. * Oh, I have eaten your

famous nut-loaf at Mrs. This or That,

and like it very well." Then I must

say :
' Pardon. You have not eaten my

nut-loaf. You have eaten another crea-

tion that is not mine ; for the maker

uses invention in the wrong place, and

spoils a harmony."
'"

Again the Prophet sat silent save for

the pensive stirring of a sauce in the

chafing-dish before him.

" To obey a law, to respect it, to

know that, if altered, it is not that de-

sired thing, but another," he went on,

with a reproachful look into space, where

laws done to death by many breakings,

it seemed, rose before him.

" That is why I say, What is ethics in

such case ? I am misrepresented in her
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creation, and not I alone, but a prin-

ciple, which is far, far worse. And one

who has done this says to me, ' But I

am individual, and see from my point of

view also.' * Then, if it is yours, do not

call it mine,' I say, ' and so make my
work worthless.' I say too quick, but

it must be said ; and then she is full of

anger, and malice even, and tells her

friends I am rude and a heathen. That

has been done, else I should not say to

you as a class, ' Respect the law of com-

bination ; and if this American craze for

doing alway as you will, and not as

law directs, is in you, reflect on justice,

and do not say that it is my rule you

use, but only your fancy of what might

make it not quite what the true thing is

and is to stand for.' That hurts the

author, whether it be dish or precept ; for

you alter one no less than the other. And
that is the soul— yes, the soul— of the

real work, that in one case the worker

follows as it were a religion, a binding

thing, the exact best way, and has per-

fect result, and in the other ' turns it off,'

— oh, that terrible phrase you will

use ! — and thinks of no law but his own

theory. It should be a printed rule in

every cooking school, or in public

school, where children are taught, or, bet-

ter, it should be an oath at admission,

that for the forms given there shall be

faithful following, and never saying the

other thing, they may call that name, is

what they learned in that place. It is

the law of honor. This I think to

write,— an appeal to all teachers of this

art, that they compel this promise, and

so preserve a standard. But, when each

will make his own, O heaven, what

combination, what falseness to the

ideal !

"

The Prophet groaned, then roused

himself ; for the sauce had reached the

critical point, and was ready for the nut

loaf garnished and waiting, our pretty

hostess gazing with a look of bliss on

the golden-brown, enticing surface.

" Let us all promise, here and now,"

she said, " that, if by one shadow of a

shade we differ from the formula we
have learned, we will say to whoever

eats, * This is It, but with a difference,

and so, strictly speaking, it is not It.'
"

Seven hands went up ; and the Prophet

drew a long breath, yet sighed again.

"Good, very good, for these seven,"

he said. " But alas for other sevens

who have not promised, and who will

continue in a way that is not ours !

"

" Print something about the woman
who will not keep to a rule that may
wake up her conscience," said one of

the number.
" That does for the far ; but for the

near, I say again, I draw the line, and

never any more give rule, or fail to say

:

' No it is not mine, but her perversion of

mine.' " And, smiling again his relieved

and childUke smile, the Prophet himself

bore the work of his hands to the table,

and ate his portion with no perceptible

loss of appetite.

Better to hunt in fields for health unbought

Than fee the doctor for a nauseous draught.

The wise for cure on exercise depend:

God never made his work for man to mend.

Dryden.



The Discipline of Diet

By Frances Albert Doughty

THOUSANDS to-day are hop-

ing that by submission to a

strict regimen they will be able

to hold their chronic maladies in subjec-

tion, and in this way give the heaUng

power of nature a fair chance to operate.

Outside observers incline to the opinion

that in some of these cases physicians

have established a cast-iron rule too

early in the action, and that the palata-

ble fruits and roots provided by mother

earth with a seasonable beneficence

should not be so inexorably set aside.

Whether the necessity for such a narrow

regimen is real or imaginary is not in our

province to determine. The significant

fact is that a large number of our fellow-

citizens are doing their share of the

world's work, performing difficult tasks

uncomplainingly, on a sadly limited bill

of fare, and that they need the help of

the community, as well as those do who

are restricted by an empty pocket-book.

Starved at their own boards, whereon

a variety is spread for their families,

they are even more hampered at the

hospitable tables of their friends, and

\
are often hopelessly discouraged at those

of hotels and boarding-houses.

We can call to mind women of our

acquaintance who, with thousands of dol-

lars at their command, can only indulge

themselves gastronomically to the extent

of a cup of cocoa and a saucer of wheat-

let, or a piece of tenderloin steak and

a few spoonfuls of rice, with an occa-

sional " Somatose " cracker to fill up

a void. On this modest fare they man-

age to keep up appearances, superintend

their homes creditably, look after the

welfare of their children, dress fashion-

ably, and go out occasionally with their

husbands. Giving free range to appetite,

they would soon become room-bound

invaUds.

A sallow, wilted-looking, elderly gentle-

man, rambling one summer day along the

banks of the Hudson, came upon a stal-

wart young countryman, who was en-

gaged in chopping up a tree. His

ringing strokes were a pleasant interrup-

tion to the solitude. These two men,

meeting in this way, got into conversa-

tion, and expressed themselves more

frankly than they would have done in

a city. Presently, however, the rambler

became conscious, by a rapid thought-

transference, that he was an object of

envy. The wood-cutter had laid down
his axe for a rest.

" If I was rich like you," he began.

Then he paused.

" Now tell me just what you would do.

Have it that I am rich."

" I'd ride all over New York City in

my own carriage. I'd see it all, I

would."

" Well, what next?"

"I'd ride about all day; and then,

when I got home at night, I'd have all

the best things in the market for supper.

Then I'd go to the theatre, and come

back and drink a whole bottle of wine

and eat another big supper."

" Would you ? You would get tired

of riding about and seeing sights after

a few days. If you had no work to do,

time would get to drag heavily on your

hands. Even fine eating would satiate

you, and drinking would ruin you. My
young friend, I live in New York City.

There is not a desirable spot in it that

I haven't visited ; but the street-cars go

faster and more smoothly than my car-

riage, and it only costs five cents to ride

in them. You can afford to spend that
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much. You would not need a carriage.

I can't sleep after going to the theatre,

and, to cap the cUmax,^— will you believe

it ?— if I were to buy out all the mar-

kets on Manhattan Island, and had the

key to every wine-cellar, all I could take

at night for my supper would be a glass

of boiled milk, sipped slowly, and a

couple of slices of stale brown bread."

" Whew ! Are you in such a turrible

fix as that ? " The wood-cutter gazed at

the visitor with blended awe, sympathy,

and curiosity.

" The terrible fix was when I broke

down from figuring at my bank until my
brain reeled. Now I get along quite

comfortably, if I live chiefly on stale

bread and milk. You begin to think

you wouldn't swap with me,— your youth

and strength, the open world before you,

for my broken-down constitution and

advancing years, along with my money ?

Hey ?
"

" Dunno ez I would," repUed Rusticus,

rather sheepishly, taking up his axe

again. " I beUeve I'd ruther chop wood
till somethin' better turns up, and eat

what I d—n please any time, day or

night, I kin git it."

" So would I," said the banker,

quietly.

Each sufferer knoweth his own bit-

terness. Sometimes the ailment that

enforces a rule of diet is catarrhal in

character, the stomach having become in-

volved to such a degree that the dishes,

which will not excite its irritable dis-

position, may be counted by the fingers

on one hand. Perhaps the first sym-

toms of hereditary gout have manifested

themselves ; and the conviction gradually

fastens itself upon the sufferer that the

disease need never advance beyond this

endurable first stage, that it will com-

promise, even consent to stand aside,

and allow some more merciful destroyer

to execute the final sentence of death.

The disease will do this, if its dietary

laws are respected, but will punish every

dereUction.

The vital organs work in close com-
pany. United, they stand for a common
purpose : divided, they fall. There is an

abiding interdependence
;
yet each is a

specialist in its line of work, and has to

resent unmistakably anything like push-

ing or self-assertion on the part of an-

other organ. The old saying that the

road to a man's heart is through his

stomach is susceptible of a double mean-
ing

; for the rapid, tempestuous beating

of some hearts, so trying to the nerves,

is the direct result of over-feeding.

The coughing and panting of an asth-

matic victim, also, may be intimately

connected with the commissary depart-

ment, over which an eternal vigilance

must be exercised as the price of liberty,

Leprosy with its slow corrosion, its

awful isolation, was the lingering dis-

ease of ancient and mediaeval times.

From traditions, which have come down
to us, it would appear that our remote

progenitors were not troubled with as

many maladies of a protracted character

as we suffer from to-day. Either their

constitutions were tougher, they were

endowed with the digestion requisite for

their gross pasties and heavy bumpers,

or they sickened and died concisely,

more after the fashion of the lower

animals, spared from fighting out a

thirty years' war with their rebellious

functions. The old diaries do not tell

us that they declared a truce with the

sneaking enemy inside of the fortress by

means of gluten biscuit, beef peptonoids

and malted milk, and thus enabled

themselves to cultivate the arts of peace,

looking lean and pallid, to be sure, else

puffy and yellow, somewhat shaky about

the legs, but still equal to standing up

to the business of daily life.

The rack, the thumb-screw, and other

old instruments of torture have been

abolished by the courts civil and ec-
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clesiastical. It is whispered that some

of the most hideous were not destroyed,

only shipped to the PhiHppines to await

in secret vaults a retrograde movement

of civilization. The modern world has

its own slow torture, as uniquely devised

as those were, to afflict the human or-

ganism. Science, with all its incalcu-

lable benefits in the amehoration and the

arrest of disease, often prevents that

quick passage to the undiscovered coun-

try, which is the easier route,, and many

a half-way station that was not built in

the crude old times proves now to be a

wretched place of trial to the weary

traveller.

No form of self-denial is less under-

stood, less appreciated, than the enforced

daily abstinence from generally ac-

cepted articles of food. The loss of the

pleasures of the table is but a fraction

of the discipline, and yet no one will

say that a perpetual Tantalus feast is a

trifle to flesh and blood. A feeling of

cheer, a satisfaction above the merely

sensual plane, comes over a refined per-

son when partaking of a first-class din-

ner elegantly served to a circle of con-

genial guests. The intervals between

the courses are filled with repartee, jest,

and anecdote, the kindly social spirit

gains in strength, personal cares are for-

gotten, and, for that occasion, life is

demonstrated without argument to be

worth living. The individual who has

to diet persistently is debarred from

this agreeable experience. The sounds

of merriment below stairs echo rather

sadly in the ears of one who has made a

frugal meal in solitude. Unfortunately,

the less a person asks for, the less care

is taken, in the long run, to render meals

palatable. Gluttons and epicures have

continual provision made for their de-

mands, but the woman who drinks only

tea will frequently receive that bever-

age as a solution of tannin. If fine

hominy, famiUarly called " grits," is her

elect cereal, cooks will be pronfe to save

themselves trouble by boiling a big mess

of it, and serving it to her, from day to

day, in warmed-over, thickened portions,

which toward the last taste as if they

had been slightly scorched by a hot flat-

iron. If a person's final course at dinner

is to be merely a digestive cup of hot

water, it is not so easy to be complacent,

while eating underdone turkey and

smoked potatoes, as it would be if one

expected to top off with a dessert of

jelly cake and frozen pudding. Con-

siderable grace is needed for bearing

with patience an all-day headache, or

a night of insomnia, that we know to be

the direct result of somebody's inexcus-

able carelessness in the market-house or

kitchen.

A hygienist is too commonly regarded

as a crank, and landladies declare that,

next to the table boarder who disap-

pears without paying for his grub, their

greatest nuisance is a sanitary eater.

Separatists, come-outers, in every line of

life, have a hard time ; for this is a gre-

garious world. Those who cannot fol-

low the herd to pasture will often feel

empty and lonesome. All the delicate

people, however, cannot be banished to-

hospitals and sanatoriums. They will

continue to infest our dwelling-houses

;

and house-keepers should have an eye to

their nourishment, by exercising special

supervision over the simple, plain dishes,

which too many cooks seem to think will

answer, if the ingredients have been

merely subjected to the action of fire.



Rocky Mountain Cookery
By Anna Virginia Miller

MANY a housewife, with the

reputation of being an excel-

lent cook in the East, has come

to Colorado only to find that there is

a wide difference between cooking at

sea-level, or at a slight elevation, and at

an altitude of a mile or more above sea-

level ; and, that many of the recipes,

which had won for her fame in the old

home, would not work, and must be made

over to suit the conditions. Perchance

she does not know why her cakes are

not light, her muffins fall, and her biscuit

look so unsightly, until some chance

acquaintance comes to the rescue and

relates her own experience, mixing it

with a little sisterly advice and a few

prescriptions for the new-comer to digest

at leisure.

The writer had much the same expe-

rience when she was called to Denver as

a Demonstration Lecturer, only, in her

case, it was necessary to have every dish

come out absolutely perfect ; for a large

store of patience cannot be expected

from the public. When they attend a

pubUc demonstration, they wish to see

the finished article, and not Usten to

apologies of what it should have been.

A thorough knowledge of the chem-

istry of foods is of great assistance to

one under these circumstances. Every

recipe prescribing flour must be rewritten

and tested before it can be launched

safely before an audience of critical

housewives. Not a cook book can be

found for this altitude. Perhaps no one

has been brave enough to undertake the

task of writing one, and so each woman
has been left to her own resources, to

recompose the recipes given in her

favorite cook book, but prepared for a

different locality.

A few suggestions, it is hoped, will aid

those who are at bay in adapting recipes

which they used to term " perfect."

Where eggs are called for, use all your

conscience will allow, and then shut your

eyes and use one or two more. Some
one says, " This is very extravagant : I

cannot afford to use so many eggs "
; but

one can make it up, in a measure, in

shortening and baking-powder, and often

in sugar. But remember, if the health

of your family be valued, one cannot

afford to be miserly with eggs. For food

here will not be light and easy of diges-

tion, unless plenty of eggs are used, and

the eggs must be beaten, too, with long

and tedious beating ; for it takes a much
longer time to beat eggs in this high

altitude until they become thick and

lemon-colored. Perchance the thought

will occur to you to use a larger amount

of baking-powder in place of an egg or

two ; but put the thought from you, only

disappointment awaits the experiment,

as baking-powder must be used more

sparingly than formerly.

From one-fourth to one-half less short-

ening will be all that is required for cake

recipes, the percentage of reduction de-

pending upon the richness of the recipe

to be followed. A very rich cake should

not be attempted, and, in a moderately

rich cake, it will be found much safer to

depend upon eggs as far as possible,

and not pin the faith on a large amount

of even the best of butter, to make the

cake rich. Sugar must be used with

caution in all recipes calling for flour.

Usually in a cake recipe, calling for one

cup of sugar, about three-fourths a cup

will be found quite enough ; but the

amount varies with the proportions of

other ingredients. More flour will be
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required for a given amount of liquid,

or, if one prefer to use the same quan-

tity of fiour as formerly, diminish the

quantity of liquid. Muffins and cakes,

to hold their own in the oven, must be

made xtiy stiff. The time in baking

will be found to be longer. Conse-

quently, the fuel bill is apt to be in-

creased.

Water boils at a very low tempera-

ture. Therefore, articles that are to be

boiled must be cooked much longer.

For instance, an &gg will boil to the

stage termed soft in five minutes. At

the sea-level this same egg would have

been in Uke condition in three minutes.

Beans must be boiled for hours. One
cook, who had a reputation for the deli-

cious beans she serv^ed "^ la Boston,"

replied, when asked her secret, "They
were cooked a week."

Beans must be soaked over night,

boiled the next day, and on the third

day baked. For instance, they will be

ready to ser\^e on Saturday evening for

supper, if one adheres to the true Boston-

ian fashion, provided they be started on

Thursday or, better still, on Wednesday,

thus giving two days for the baking.

However, if fuel is an item to be con-

sidered, it will be found much more

economical to buy beans at the baker's,

as they are baked in such large quanti-

ties and the cost is much less than if the

task be undertaken at home.

The following recipes have been

thoroughly tested, and will be found to

contain the correct proportions for use

in Denver or any other place of similar

altitude.

Level measurements have been used.

Mountain Muffins

Mix and sift two and one-half cups

of flour, two teaspoonfuls of baking-

powder, one-half a teaspoonful of salt,

and two tablespoonfuls of sugar. Add
three-fourths a cup of milk, two eggs.

beaten until thick and lemon-colored,

and two tablespoonfuls of melted butter.

Bake in gem-pans, in a moderate oven,

twenty-five minutes.

Rocky Ginger Cakes

To one-half a cup of Porto Rico

molasses add one-half a cup of sour

milk, one egg, well beaten, and three-

fourths a cup of sugar. Mix and sift

two cups of flour, one-half a teaspoon-

ful of soda, one teaspoonful of ginger,

one teaspoonful of cinnamon, and one-

fourth a teaspoonful of clove. Combine

mixtures, and bake in gem-pans, in a

slow oven.

Rocky Mountain Sponge

Make a syrup of three-fourths a cup

of sugar and three tablespoonfuls of water

by cooking together ten minutes ; cool,

and pour gradually over the yolks of three

eggs, which have been beaten until

thick and lemon-colored, beating all the

time, and continue the beating fifteen

minutes. Add one and one-eighth cups

of flour, one teaspoonful of lemon juice,

and the whites of three eggs beaten until

stiff and dry. Bake in a loaf, in a

moderate oven, three-quarters of an

hour.

Orange Cake

Cream three tablespoonfuls of butter,

and add one-half a cup of sugar. Beat

two eggs until thick and lemon-colored,

and add one-fourth a cup of sugar.

Combine mixtures. Mix and sift one

and one-half cups of flour. Add one

teaspoonful of baking-powder, and add

to the first mixture, alternately, with

one-half a cup of milk. Flavor with

one-half a teaspoonful of orange ex-

tract ; bake in gem-pans and frost

with golden frosting. For this take the

yolks of two eggs, beat slightly, add

sugar until thick enough to spread, and

flavor with orange extract. The cake
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mixture may be baked in layer cake

pans, and put together with orange

filling. This is made by cooking to-

gether, in a double boiler, one-half a cup

of sugar, three tablespoonfuls of flour,

the juice of one orange, the grated rind

of one-half an orange, one teaspoonful

of lemon juice, one egg sHghtly beaten,

and one teaspoonful of butter. Some
of the filling may be* saved for the top

of the cake, or, if a more elaborate cake

be desired, frost the top with egg frost-

ing, and place sections of orange on top

for a garnish.

Mountain Snow Cake

Cream one-third a cup of butter, and

add, gradually, three-fourths a cup of

sugar. Mix and sift two cups of flour

with two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder,

and add to the first mixture, alternately,

with one-half a cup of milk. Beat the

whites of four eoo-s until stifi and drv.

and add to the cake, together with one-

half a teaspoonful of almond extract.

Bake in layer-cake pans, and put to-

gether with two cups of heavy cream,

sweetened with one-fourth a cup of

sugar, and flavored with one-half a tea-

spoonful of vanilla.

Steamed Pudding

Cream one-half a cup of butter, and

add. gradually, three-fourths a cup of

sugar. Mix and sift together three and

one-half cups of flour, three and one-

half teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, and

one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt. Beat

three e2:2:s until thick and lemon-colored,

and add one-half a cup of milk. Com-
bine mixtures, and add one and one-

half cups of fruit. Turn into small

buttered moulds, and steam two and

one-quarter hours. The fruit may be

omitted, when it will be necessary to

add more milk. For the sauce mix

two tablespoonfuls of cornstarch and

one cup of sugar. Add gradually two

cups of fruit juice, stirring constantly.

Let boil five minutes, remove from the

fire, and add two tablespoonfuls of

butter.

Indians and Domestic Life

Bv [ulia Davis Chandler

NOW that we have about exter-

minated the Indians, we are

interested to study their arts

and crafts, the plants they knew, their

cookery and home Ufe. Who can sav

what place in the civilization of to-day

the race would fill, had it been dift'erently

treated ?

In any of our large museums abundant

evidence of the industry and skill of the

women is shown in their basketry, pot-

ter}^, embroidery and leather-work, and

in their ingenuiU" in cooker}^ and har-

vesting of wild grains, nuts and roots.

Think of the labor required to dress

skins until soft and pretty, and then to

fringe and decorate them for clothing.

See the tiny moccasins for the babies, and

the quaint arrangements for carrying

them, or swinsing them in cradles at-

tached to tree branches, to be rocked by

the wind.

One feels, indeed, how a touch of

nature makes us kin. and that beaut}*

surely dwells in the thoughts of the

Indian woman, who, laboring as miller

and cook, can yet elaborate such prett}-

plaques to ser\'e food on. and such dainty
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basketry, with poetical, mystical symbol-

ism embodied in its decorative patterns.

Notice the little old-time birch-bark boxes

wrought with porcupine quills, to hold

smoked sturgeon roe, the Indian caviare,

or maple sugar. The various Algonquin

tribes of Canada and New England

taught the first settlers how to make

maple sugar and the uses of many plants

new to Europeans.

Dr. J. W. Harshberger, of the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, is deeply inter-

ested in ethno-botany. In a very

instructive lecture on the " Use of Seeds

and Harvesting among the Indians," he

shows by numerous pictures the patient

labor of the women in gathering acorns,

pinon nuts, wild rice, water-Hly roots, and

sunflower seeds, even quarts of tiny

portulacca seeds, in bad seasons,— also,

beautiful and appropriately shaped bas-

kets for carrying all these, and trays for

washing acorn meal, to remove bitter-

ness, after the acorns are ground on the

'* metate " stone. Some Indian women
make little granaries on posts. These

are thatched with boughs. They fill

them from the top, but draw the hoard

from the bottom in as convenient a fash-

ion as a Yankee could plan.

The Zufii women store their corn in

big pottery jars. They make wonder-

ful corn-bread of varying colors from

red, yellow, white, and black corn.

The black is really dark purple, so they

add a little charcoal to the bread. A
mottled corn-bread is made by throwing

alternate handfuls of different batters on

the hot stone, which is stove and griddle

in one. The He-we bread of the Zunis

is like a roll of pink tissue paper, and so

the old Spanish explorers described it.

We have nothing Uke it for airy, fairy

nothingness.

Some of the South-western tribes

make dainty, closely woven baskets to

cook in. Of course, they do not bear

fire, but instead the contents are cooked

by putting in a hot stone. By pouring

water over hot stones in a close tent

they provide themselves with a Turkish

bath.

Mr. Mooney, of the American Bureau

of Ethnology, collected some eleven

varieties of corn and forty of beans

from our agricultural Indian, for the

Columbian Exposition.

Among the Indians of the Mesa vil-

lages, corn is sacred to" " Those Above "
;

and many prayers for a crop are offered

at their festivals. They, however, work

as well as pray, often travelling many
miles to and from their fields in the

valleys.

The Navajos, in dedicating a new
house, use corn-meal. The wife pre-

pares it in a dainty basket, from which

the husband take a portion and rubs it

on the various posts of the house '' with

prayer to the gods who made the first

house, that the timbers may never fall

upon the. inmates, that they may enjoy

perfect health, and live long beneath

them, that food may always be there,

that they may have ever-increasing pos-

sessions, and that ghosts and evil

demons and all malign influences may
never enter the dwelling. He then

sprinkles meal around the interior, ask-

ing the protection of the deities at all

cardinal points ; and, going out, he returns

the basket of meal to his wife, who then

enters, carrying the basket and some fire-

wood. She then makes a fire near

the centre of the hut ; and, as it begins to

burn, she sprinkles an offering of meal

upon it, and very devoutly utters her

traditional prayer:

Burn serenely, my fire.

May peace surround my fire.

My fire prepares my children's food.

May it be sweet and make them happy."

Such is the Indians' " Hanging of the

Crane."



Elementary Lessons in Cookery
By Mary L. Wade

An Outline of Four Lessons

Lesson IV,— Fish

FISH, on account of its abundance,

cheapness, and wholesomeness,

is a very valuable article of food.

It is less stimulating than meat. It is

rich in phosphorus, and has a large pro-

portion of nitrogenous material. The
white varieties, like flounder, halibut,

cod, and haddock, have oil in the liver,

and are the cheapest and most easily

digested. Red-blooded fish, Hke salmon,

mackerel, and blue fish, have oil dis-

tributed through the body, and the flesh

is dark. They are nutritious for those

who can digest them, but are too rich

for invalids, or people with weak di-

gestions.

Fish should be fresh and thoroughly

cooked, or it will be very indigestible,

and sometimes poisonous. The flesh of

^ood fresh fish is firm and hard. If not

fresh, it will be soft and flabby.

All shell fish should be cooked and

eaten as soon as possible after removing

the shells, as they deteriorate very

rapidly after opening. In this lesson it

is proper to introduce frying.

Frying

Frying is done by plunging the mixt-

ure of food into a deep kettle of smok-

ing-hot fat. An iron kettle is best for

the bath of fat, as the thickness of the

iron keeps the fat hot, and yet prevents

its burning easily. The temperature of

fat for frying should be about 350 de-

grees Fahrenheit. The fat is hot

enough, when a blue smoke rises all over

the surface, or when a cube of bread

dropped in the fat browns while forty is

counted slowly. For uncooked mixt-

ures, count sixty.

The best fats are drippings (mutton

or beef and mutton mixed), cocoanut

butter, cottolene, or lard. Always have

fat enough to cover whatever is to

be cooked. Drain everything, as soon

as golden brown, on soft, crumpled

brown paper. When the cooking is

done, let the fat cool a little, then strain

through cheese-cloth, and it can be used

again.

If the fat becomes dark-colored, cut

it into small pieces when cold, add a

little cold water and some slices of raw

potato, and let cook until the water has

all evaporated, then strain.

Lesson V.— Meats
" The chief object in cooking meat is

the loosening and softening of the tissues,

which help digestion by exposing them

more fully to the action of the digestive

juices.

" Another important object is to kill

parasites, and thus render harmless or-

ganisms that might expose the eater to

great risks.

" Minor but still important objects

are the coagulation of the albumen and

blood, so as to render meat more ac-

ceptable to the sight."

Fresh meat is more nutritious and

more easily digested than salt meat.

All meat should be wiped with a clean,

damp cloth before cooking.

Tender pieces of meat are best, roasted

or broiled.

Roasted and broiled meats are more

completely digested than boiled.

In roasting meats, be sure the oven is

very hot before putting the meat in, so

that the meat will brown over at once

and retain the juices. After fifteen
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minutes the heat of the oven may be

reduced. The larger the piece of meat

to be cooked, the slower the oven. If

there is not enough fat in the pan to

baste the meat, melt some drippings in

a little hot water and pour over the

meat.

A tough, juicy piece of meat is the

best for a stew. The parts that are

most exercised by the animal are the

most juicy, the toughest, and the cheap-

est. The neck, shoulder, lower part of

the round, and poor part of vein are the

best pieces for stewing. This meat

should not cost more than six to eight

cents per pound. It is well to have a

little bone with the meat. In a stew the

juices should be partly extracted and

partly retained in the meat.

Materials for Soup-making

Lean meat of any kind, beef is best.

Fresh raw meat is better than that long

kept. The bones, marrow, tendons, and

gristle, and all bits of meat and bones

that accumulate. Do not remove the

scum that rises to the top, as it contains

the albumen. Mutton makes a strong

and nutritious soup ; veal and chicken,

delicate soups. An excellent soup is

made from calves' head, also from ox's

tail.

Warming over Meats

Pieces of cold meat may be made into

many tempting hot dishes. Be careful

to remove all skin, bone, gristle, and

most of the fat. Either chop the meat

fine or cut it into little pieces. Use
trimmings, such as bone, skin, etc., for

gravy. Only heat the meat through : do

not cook it any more unless it is tough.

Tough pieces may be cooked slowly in

a little water until tender. Add a little

flavor to the meat, such as a grating of

nutmeg, or a very little fine-chopped

onion or tomatoes. Hot meat is more
digestible than cold.

Lesson VI,— Vegetables

Clean thoroughly, prepare and cook

according to the following :
—

Time-table for Cooking
Green corn, fifteen to twenty minutes.

Peas and asparagus, twenty to thirty

minutes. Tomatoes, ten to fifteen min-

utes. Potatoes, squash, celery, spinach,

cabbage, twenty to thirty minutes. Young
beets, carrots, turnips, onions, parsnips,

cauliflower, thirty to forty-five minutes.

String beans, shelled beans, forty-five to

sixty minutes.

Lesson VIL— Cereals and Bread-

making

Cereals need thorough cooking, to

make them digestible. As they contain

much starch, they should be cooked at

boiling temperature. Corn and oats are

rich in fats. Therefore, they are not as

good for a summer as a winter diet. All

cereals require a longer time to cook

than is given on the packages in which

they are put up.

Among the cereals, wheat ranks first,

being richest in protein (the muscle-mak-

ing principle). Wheats are classed as

hard and soft, red and white, spring and

winter. The hard wheats contain more

gluten, and are the best for bread-mak-

ing.

Special Points in Bread-making

Be sure the yeast is fresh, and the

water only lukewarm. The time in ris-

ing depends upon the temperature at

which the dough is kept and the quan-

tity of yeast used. It is best to make
bread in the day-time, when the dough

can be kept at a uniform temperature,

and be made into loaves or rolls when
just light enough. Bake as soon as

light, having the oven hot enough to

brown flour without burning it in two

minutes.



Selected Verse

The Home-maker
Oh for a home on a windy height,

Close by the sounding sea!

A castle rising clear and white

Above a spreading lea

!

Where the far sea-view, from the rough rock

walls,

The sweep of the low, wide land.

Will give to the soul in the stately halls

An uplift pure and grand.

Oh for a home in a humble town,

A garden of bloom and green.

With Uttle of wealth and less renown.

At the twilight hour serene !

Where the voices of friends are mingled oft

In song, in sorrow, in mirth

;

And sweet content pervades it, soft

As the summer-time to earth.

Oh for a home by the shadowy wood.

Away from the million schemes !

A home where the whispering leaves are good

To the man who works and dreams !

Who digs in the soil for his daily bread.

Strong and patient and free
;

Who dreams while a wild bird overhead

Sings of eternity !

But whether on sea-girt, windy height,

Or hard by the forest wild.

Or round the cottage candle-light

In converse glad and mild,

—

Oh for a home in the heart of love !

The sea and the wood may fade :

Ever the good God reigns above

And the soul ? it is undismayed

!

—Charles W. Stevenson, in the House Beantiful.

Talk Health
Talk happiness. The world is sad enough

Without your woes. No path is W'holly rough :

Look for the places that are smooth and clear,

And speak of those to rest the weary ear

Of earth, so hurt by one continuous strain

Of human discontent and grief and pain.

You cannot charm or interest or please

By harping on that minor chord, disease.

Say you are well, or all is well with you,

And God shall hear your words and make them
true.

Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

" Some of these Days "

" Some of these days,"— that's the way that we
sing it;

" Some of these days,"— so the merry bells ring

it.

In the dark o' the ways
All the stars are ablaze

O'er the dreams that are leading to " Some of

these days !

"

"Some of these days,"— that's the old song

forever

:

Life will reach heights crowning every en-

deavor
;

And prayer will be praise

Where anthems we'll raise

In the beautiful sunrise of " Some of these

days !

"

" Some of these days,"— that's the way for the

singing

!

"Some of these days," — let the bells keep

a -ringing!

Though sorrow betrays.

And the thorns choke the ways,

God's roses will bloom for us " Some of these

days !

"

Atla7ita Constitution.

The Song and the Deed
There was never a song that was sung by thee,

But a sweeter one was meant to be.

There was never a deed that was grandly done

But a greater was meant by some earnest one.

For the sweetest voice can never impart

The song that trembles within the heart.

Talk faith. The world is better off without

Your uttered ignorance and morbid doubt.

If you have faith in God or man or self,

Say so : if not, push back upon the shelf

Of silence all your thoughts till faith shall come.

No one will grieve because your lips are dumb.

Talk health. The dreary, never-changing tale

Of mortal maladies is worn and stale.

And the brain and the hand can never quite do

The thing that the soul has fondly in view.

And hence are the tears and the burdens of pain.

For the shining goals are never to gain.

But enough that a God can hear and see

The song and the deed that were meant to be.

Benjamin R. Bulkeley.
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Fitness in Office

FITNESS for place or position de-

pends upon preparation. In case

of the professions the fact has al-

ways been conceded. Certainly to high

professional attainment, aptitude, and

special training are confessedly essential.

To-day it has come to be recognized that

in every pursuit, high or low, experience

and training are prime conditions of suc-

cessful achievement therein. We seek

as a pilot one who has had experience

;

as an economist, him who has acquired

skill in management. Without long and

careful discipline in state-craft the diplo-

mat would cut a sorry figure among for-

eign representatives, and the interests of

his government would be sadly guarded.

It may be said, then, without dissent

that, for responsible places in either pub-

lic or private capacity, fitness is the sine

qua 71071 of quahfication ; and fitness

comes in large measure as the result

of previous training and experience.

BUT how far does this apply in

matters domestic ? What consti-

tutes fitness for occupation here ?

Is there any reason why those who en-

gage in household pursuits should be

placed in the rank of unskilled workers ?

And at some time, in some capacity, nine

women out of ten must be intimately con-

cerned in home affairs ; and yet how few

young women make any systematic prep-

aration to fit themselves for the positions

they are destined to occupy ! In our ed-

ucational courses a point is reached

where young men begin to specialize.

Should not Uke provision be made in the

training of young women ? Still, at pres-

ent, in comparatively few schools and

colleges has any branch of domestic

science received the slightest recogni-

tion.

Manifestly, however, interest, in all

that pertains to household life, is rapidly
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increasing. In many and varied ways,

subjects that involve improved methods

in home life are being weighed and con-

sidered. Domestic economics in its bear-

ing on social progress and well-being has

come to be recognized as a factor of

signal importance.

who know a little of everything, but have

not been trained to do one thing effec-

tively, will be relegated to mediocre posi-

tions."

wOMAN'S natural occupation

is in home-making ; that is, in

shaping and directing all the

influences that emanate from the home
and its environments. In matters small

as well as great, the standard of Uving

that prevails in a household indicates

the quality and effectiveness of some

woman's work. Upon her rests, in

largest measure, the responsibility to

exalt and dignify her calling, to achieve

the reputation of conducting to a suc-

cessful issue an enterprise second in

importance to no other. Noble is the

incentive, and the reward is great ; for

in the home physical constitutions are

made or marred, and the foundation of

characters are laid, to crumble or endure.
* # *

APROPOS to this subject a writer

in Success on " A Century of

Specialists " says :
—

" The young man who would attain

success in this century must be prepared

for it by special training, and such prac-

tical education as has never before been

demanded in the history of the world.

The tendency in every line of endeavor

is toward centraHzation, toward great

combinations of interests ; and the men
who would climb up to the head of af-

fairs or to responsible positions must be

specialists. There will be little hope in

this century for the jack-of-all-trades. A
young man must know how to do some

one thing effectually, or he will not rise.

On the other hand, the prizes were never

before so great, nor the opportunities so

promising, for the men who have been

trained to do one thing well. Those

P
,LAIN Words on Teachers'

Wages " is the title of a recent

article in the World's Work, in

which the writer makes a strong plea

for larger compensation of teachers' ser-

vices. That the work of a good teacher

is meritorious cannot be questioned.

He is a laborer worthy of his hire.

The matter of compensation, however,

is one of comparison, and not of senti-

ment : it is in line of questions economic.

In the first place we cannot quite agree

with the writer in thinking the calling of

the teacher has become, in strict sense, a

profession. Unfortunately, the occupa-

tion is not so nearly a profession as it is

an office ; and few places are less stable

than that of the office-holder. Rarely

does a woman pass the years of active

life in teaching. A man may do so, but

the later years of his service are apt to

be rendered under very strained rela-

tions.

In Massachusetts there are nine nor-

mal schools, supported by the State,

for the free training of teachers. On
entering these schools, the pupils, mostly

young women, sign an agreement to

teach at least two years in the schools of

the State. For obvious reasons many
do not and well cannot fulfil this con-

tract. It would be interesting to state,

could the statistics be obtained, the

average number of years the graduates

of these schools actually devote to teach-

ing. We think the figures must be very

small.

Again, we are of the opinion that the

salaries, or wages, of teachers are already

large in comparison with those of any

other class, of equal numbers, in a com-

munity : else why are the applicants

for vacant places so numerous ? And;
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certainly, in this calling the hours of

labor are less and the periods of vaca-

tion are longer than are those in other

lines of effort. In the most favored

communities schools are in session ten or

fifteen fewer than two hundred days, of

five or six hours each, per annum. It

is a noticeable fact in this connection,

almost a coincidence, that, in a recent

and startling report on the sources of

extravagance in this city, school expenses

were placed at the head of the list.

Comparatively speaking, with short

hours of labor, long vacations, fair re-

numeration, and freedom from the most

dread source of anxiety, want of occupa-

tion, are not teachers the most enviable

class of workers in every community ?

THE Atlanta Constitution points

out that there is an unfortunate

deficiency in the supply of ser-

vants for the households in the Southern

States. '* Tens of thousands of homes,"

it says, " are calling for them, and but a

beggarly few ever answer." It welcomes

and even craves for colored service in

this capacity, but it is apprehensive that

the educated portion of the colored peo-

ple are too often looking for employment

that will bring th^m into consideration

as a grade above home service. Booker

Washington writes to this paper on the

subject, pleading for patience and larger

help in the lines of his own work to

bring about better results. He declares

for the issuance of certificates of good

character and honest service, also. The
Constitution is with him in heartily ad-

vocating a distinction between trained

and tramp service. It wants also teach-

ing, which shall emphasize the respecta-

bility and honorableness of faithful

house service, while especially guarding

against delusions in favor of other em-

ployment for which those being edu-

cated are less well fitted.— Boston

Werald,

PLAIN living and high thinking is

a good motto for a philosopher.

Emerson can withdraw somewhat

from the strife, and gain treasures for

himself and for the world by accepting

a simple style of living. But there is a

fallacy in the argument when it is ap-

plied to all men. Leisure can be won
and guarded by any class of men and

women only when somebody acquires a

surplus of material goods which can be

used for the purposes of culture. If all

men reduced their wants to the lowest

terms, after the manner proposed by

many reformers, the total result would

be squalor and degradation. Even Em-
erson could maintain his honorable leis-

ure only because there were others who
were able and willing to pay for his

books and his lectures. Carlyle was a

great man living in a little house ; but,

when all men live in little houses, none

of them are great. The imagination of

the poet is fed by the splendors of a life

that he does not share. A man who
never knows what he eats and does not

care what he wears may live and thrive

in a community that does know and

care ; but, if the community were re-

duced to his level, the loss would be

great.— Christian Register,

THERE are over 3,000,000

wage-earning women in the

United States, the only places

they do not fill being as officer in the

army and navy or as a sailor or marine.

The wage-earning woman and her

problem have accomplished two things

:

she has formed a mutual bond between

women of leisure and women of labor

;

and she has also opened the eyes of

philanthropists to the fact that the in-

dustrial problem of women is at the

bottom of the moral problem,— with the

result that the rescue homes for women
are being supplanted by homes for wage-

earning women.— Boston Transcript,
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After Breakfast Chat
By Janet M. Hill f

1

No book that will not improve by repeated readings deserves to be read at all.— Carlyle.

If we will take the good we find, asking no questions, we shall have heaping measure. The
great gifts are not got by analysis.— Carlyle.

IT
has become customary for each

craft to issue a special publication

for the edification of the members of

the calling. By this means craftsmen, in

, every line of work, are enabled to keep

fully abreast of the times in the lines of

effort in which they are specially inter-

ested. The doctor, especially if he live

at a distance from a centre of communi-

cation, who did not take and read a med-

ical journal would not long keep an up-to-

date cHentele. Who would trust a mo-

diste, unacquainted with a monthly jour-

nal of fashions, to plan even a simple

gown ? Certainly the man, who is to de-

sign your new house, must be in touch

with the latest in labor-saving devices.

He needs be posted as to the best means

of eliminating corners where dust will ac-

cumulate, and be conversant with the

opinions of the latest experts in plumb-

ing, ventilation, and the like. Progress

in every calling is constantly made, and

he only gets the most from life who
marches in the van.

This is as it should be. But most of

these special publications are not re-

garded as seriously as they deserve.

Often they are not taken and read by the

class who most need their help, and the

excuse is usually on the ground of econ-

omy(?). Take, for instance, the house-

hold journals whose field is confined to

the subject of household economics.

The combined circulation of these pub-

lications does not appreciably touch even

the number of women concerned in

housekeeping in a single State of the

Union. Now all these are in a certain

sense craftswomen, and are, or ought to

be, looking out for the best interests of

their respective families.

How few women even, who wish to do

a little better for their children than they

fared themselves, realize that the first

place to begin is in the dietary provided

for their children ! Occasionally a wom-
an who has been led to subscribe to a

journal of domestic science discontinues

the same at the end of a year, because
" she does not read the magazine, or it

is not practical," or ''we have but Uttle

company and do but little cooking, and I

cannot afford to take it." Who would

wish to engage board where but little

cooking is done, and that little for com-

pany's sake ? If the journal has not been

read, how do these women know whether

it is practical or not ? Is cooking the

only matter included in domestic econom-

ics ? At any rate, would not our families

be better contented with life, if more

cooking were done ? We well recall the

remark made in our childhood by a mem-
ber of a family, scarcely with fair renown

for the quality or palatability of the food

served at the home table, upon the pur-

chase of a new picture for the dining-

room :
" The picture is fine and will give

us pleasure, but I cannot help thinking

how many juicy beefsteaks its price

would have furnished us."

* # *

But the files of all household publica-
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tions can show the reverse of this pict-

ure. A special communication of this

nature inspired this " chat." This it is :

'Enclosed find $1 for a subscription to

the Boston Cooking-School Magazine. I

am employed in the work-room of the

printer, where your magazine is printed.

From my work on the magazine I have

remembered many inexpensive little

dishes that I now make for my mother

and myself. By this means w^e are able

to live so much better than formerly,

that I feel as if / could a^ord no longer

to be without a complete copy of the

magazine."
^ ^ ^

Little surprises, in the form of new

recipes, play no small part in ministering

to the comfort and pleasure of a family,

but what is new to one may not be new

to another. A recipe, that seems trivial

and unworthy the attention of one, is a

matter of moment, even inspiration, to

another. One wishes nothing but hy-

gienic recipes. A whole class in another

locality cry :
" Don't give us hygienic

cooking. We want something good to

eat." Anything of which daily use is

made is certainly practical. Is a dish

less practical because it looks and tastes

well ? Is it less practical to chop a

tough round steak, give it the shape of

a sirloin, and garnish, when cooked, with

a bit of parsley, than to cook the same
just as it comes from market, and serve

it in its pristine toughness to young chil-

dren and brain workers ?

But recipes are by no means the " be-

all and end-all " of a journal of this

class. Such a pubUcation stands for

high purposes and lofty aims in the home.

If it arouses no enthusiasm, incites no

love for practical home duties, it fails of

its object. To expect each reader to

find everything in its table of contents

adapted to her especial need or circum-

stance is not within the bounds of rea-

son ; but, if each reader finds therein

some one thing that lessens care or adds

to the comfort of her family, some sug-

gestion of practical value that affords

food for thought, which shall bear fruit

in greater contentment, is it not worth

the price of subscription ?

4t * *

People's ideas of economy differ

widely. True economy does not consist

in going without, but in using what one

has in such a manner as to secure the

most from it. That woman exercises

the truest kind of economy who, having

a limited quantity of potatoes, pares them

so carefully that the supply lasts seven

days, rather than she who, from paring

them lavishly, is compelled to go without

the seventh day for lack of material.

That waitress trained in a restaurant

where, as she said, all the profit lay ** in

knowing how to sUce thin," who was

complimented upon the acceptable man-

ner in which she sliced cold meat for the

family dinner, had learned, though inad-

vertently perhaps, the secret of true

economy, from more than one point of

view. For of what advantage is econ-

omy, if the main end for which we are

striving (in this case a satisfactory meal)

be defeated thereby ?



Materials for Curry of Salmon and Eggs

Seasonable Recioes

IN all receipts where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of such

material.

THE rightful province of the

chafing-dish is in the cooking

of such articles as require only

a gentle simmering, and that for a short

time. This degree of heat is well

adapted to the cooking of eggs, oysters,

and cheese, and the reheating of cooked

materials in a sauce, the sauce having

first been made in the blazer of the

chafing-dish.

A blazer, in which the cooking is

done, a hot water pan, and a lamp are

the indispensable parts of the chafing-

dish. The hot water pan is sometimes,

though erroneously, omitted. A tray

upon which the dish may rest, while the

lamp is hghted, insures the table-cloth

against fire or other damages. Light

wooden spoons, shaped from French

apple-tree or olive-wood, and highly

polished, are light and noiseless, and

suitable for dining-room cookery. The
bowls of these spoons being very small,

silver forks and spoons, designed espe-

cially for serving, are called into requisi-

tion, when the cooking has been com-

pleted.

Colonial spirits proves a most accept-

able fuel for the chafing-dish lamp.

Any kind of chafing-dish may be heated

by gas or electricity, if it be connected

with the supply. Unless gas or electric-

ity be the fuel, chafing-dish cookery

consumes time, and is not adapted to

general use ; but the sick-room, the

Sunday night tea, a means of diversion

on a stormy day, to say nothing of the

little "snack" after "the play," afford

ample occasions to test the virtues of a

dish, which, to be eaten at its best,

should be served the instant it is per-

fectly cooked.

With the ordinary chafing-dish lamp,

in which the fuel is burned in a cup

filled with porous asbestos and covered

with a wire netting, the fuel is turned

into the lamp through a central opening.

As soon as the lamp is filled, the cap
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covering this opening should be fitted

and kept in place until the fuel is con-

sumed, otherwise it is impossible to

control the flame. The lamp holds

about one-fourth a cup, and this will

burn about half an hour. In re-

plenishing the lamp, a filler becomes a

ver}- convenient utensil.

Sardines on Toast

IVlelt two tablespoonfuls of butter in

the blazer. Add two tablespoonfuls of

fiour. a dash of paprika, and stir until

smooth and browned a little. Then add
half a cup of stock and half a cup of

sherry. Stir until thickened, then let

simmer a few moments, and add nearly

a cup of sardines, from which the bones

and skin have been removed and the

flesh separated, into small pieces. Let

stand until very hot, then serve on toast.

Curry of Eggs and Canned

Salmon

Cut four hard-cooked eggs into length-

wise quarters. With a fork separate a

can of salmon into flakes, and sprinkle

with one-fourth a cup of capers or

Let stand while a curry sauce is made in

the blazer. Melt one-fourth a cup of but-

ter. Add one-fourth a cup of flour, two

or more teaspoonfuls of curry powder,

half a teaspoonful each, of salt and pa-

prika ; cook until frothy, then add gradu-

ally a pint of milk. Let boil once, then

set over hot water. Add the marinated

fish and the pieces of egg, cover, and

let stand ten minutes or longer. When
adding the fish to the sauce, stir as little

as possible, to avoid breaking the fish.

Serve on thin crackers, or bread, sauted

in butter in a second chafing-dish.

Chicken Soup

Saute half or a whole onion, cut in

slices, pieces of celery, carrot, etc., in

one or two tablespoonfuls of drippings,

until slightly browned. Add a few

sweet herbs (dried and crushed leaves,

with a tablespoonful of celery seed, if

fresh celery is not available) and the

liquor in which a fowl has been cooked,

together with the skinned feet and the

giblets, if these be not desired for other

use. Add also veal trimmings, if at

hand. Let simmer between one and

Curry of Salmon and Eggs ready to Serve

chopped cucumber pickles, the juice of two hours, then strain and set aside,

half a lemon, and onion juice to taste. When cold, remove the fat and reheat
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the broth. Then stir into one quart of

this one-fourth a cup of quick-cooking

tapioca, and let cook over hot water

until the tapioca is transparent. If the

broth be sufficiently strong, add three

cups of scalded milk, then beat in the

oysters with buttered cracker crumbs,

and the criunbs with salt and pepper.

Broiled Oysters

yolks of one or two eggs, beaten and

diluted with half a cup, or more, of cream.

Season with salt, also pepper, if agree-

able. Serve with crackers or croutons.

Broiled Oysters

Pour about one-fourth a cup of water

over a pint of oysters, and inspect each

oyster carefully, to remove bits of shell.

Drain on a cloth, dip in melted butter

or bacon fat, and set into the spaces of

the broiler. Broil over the fire, first on

one side and the on then other, until the

edges begin to curl and the oysters look

plump. Season with salt and pepper,

and a little lemon juice, and serve on

bits of toasted bread. Or use maitre

d'hotel butter. Or heat the broth to the

boiling-point, skim, add pepper, salt, and

butter, and pour over the whole.

Scalloped Oysters (Chafing-dish)

Put in the blazer one-third a cup of

cream and a tablespoonful of butter, and

when hot put in a layer of cleaned

and well-drained oysters. Sprinkle the

Add another layer, each, of oysters and

crumbs with seasonings. Put on the

cover, and let cook from five to ten min-

utes, or until the oysters are plump.

To a pint of oysters use a cup of

cracker crumbs and one-third a cup of

butter.

Salpicon of Eggs in Casseroles,

Patty Shells, etc

Break six eggs, and separate the whites

and yolks. Beat each separately, add-

ing to the whites six tablespoonfuls of

thin cream, with salt and paprika to taste,

and to the yolks six tablespoonfuls of

chicken broth, or consomme', with salt

and pepper as needed. Strain into two

well-buttered moulds, and poach very

slowly until firm in the centre. Let

cool in the moulds, then cut into thin

slices and stamp out into small figures,

or cut into small squares or diamonds.

Have ready a sauce made of equal parts

of consomme, or chicken broth, and

cream, and reheat the figures or Qgg in

the sauce. If at hand, add truffles or
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cooked tongue cut in figures, or pieces

of cooked mushroom. Serve hot as a

fining for patty shells or Swedish tim-

bale cases, or serve in casserole, cocottes,

china or paper cases. If paper cases

be the choice, brush them over with oil

or melted butter, and dry in the oven

before using.

Hani-and-RIce Croquettes

Melt one-fourth a cup of butter, and

saute' in it an onion cut in slices. When
the onion begins to brown, add a shredded

green pepper or a canned pimento, or,

wanting these, a generous half-teaspoon-

ful of paprika. Cook two or three min-

utes, then add three level tablespoonfuls

of iiour, also, when blended with the

flour, gradually a pint of milk. Let boil,

then remove from the fire, and stir in the

beaten yolks of two or three eggs, a cup

of coarse-chopped lean cooked ham, and

a cup of boiled rice. When cold, form

into cylindrical shapes, egg-and-bread

crumb, and fry in deep fat. Serve with

tomato sauce. If preferred, the hot mix-

ture may be turned into an au gratin

dish, covered with buttered cracker

crumbs, and served after the dish has

stood in the oven long enough to browai

the crumbs.

Cutlets-of-Beet Forcemeat

Wl thCutlets-of-Beef Forcemeat

Macaroni Ragout
Pound half a pound of raiu lean fillet

of beef (35 cents per pound) and one-

fourth a pound of lean cooked ham. or

cooked pickled tongue, in a mortar. Add
four ounces of panada (chou paste or

bread crumbs cooked in milk or stock),

two tablespoonfuls, each, of thick brown
sauce and butter, and pound again. Add
half a teaspoonful, each, of salt and pa-

prika and three raw eggs, and mix and

pound thoroughly with the pestle, then

press through a puree sieve. With a

pastry bag and tube press this into small

well-buttered cutlet tins, and smooth the

surfaces with a knife wet in boiling

water. Set the moulds on folds of paper,

or a trivet, in a shallow baking-pan, add

water at the boiling-point to cover the

bottoms of the moulds, then poach in the

oven fifteen or twenty minutes. Unmould,
and dispose on a border of hot mashed
potato, first masking alternate cutlets by
dipping them in hot tomato sauce. Fill

the centre of the potato border with

macaroni ragout, and sprinkle with

fine-chopped parsley.

Macaroni Ragout
Have ready a cup of macaroni, broken

in inch lengths and cooked tender in

boiling salted water. Add half a cup of

cooked ham or tongue, cut in short juli-

enne strips, and reheat in

a rich tomato sauce. Half

a dozen mushroom caps

broken in pieces and saute'd

in butter may be added.

Also, one-fourth a cup of

grated Parmesan cheese im-

proves the ragout for many.

Bombs of Chicken

Forcemeat

Pound half a pound of raw

chicken (breast) in a mortar. Add,

one after another, pounding constantly,

two tablespoonfuls of thick and cold

Bechamel sauce, two ounces (one-fourth

a cup) of panada (bread cooked to
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a thick paste with milk, or stock, or

use chou paste), one tablespoonful of

thick cream, one of sherry wine (this

may be omitted), the whites of three

raw eggs, and salt and pepper. Con-

tinue pounding until the mixture is very

smooth, then pass through a

puree sieve, and use to fill

small bomb moulds, but-

tered and sprinkled with

line - chopped parsley, or

truffle. Or the moulds may
be decorated with figures

cut from thin slices of truffle.

The bomb moulds, being

round on the bottom, need

be set into timbale moulds,

and together placed on a

folded paper, in a pan of

boiling water, into the oven,

to poach the forcemeat. The bombs are

cooked, when they feel firm to the touch

in the centre. Serve turned from the

moulds and surrounded with a sauce.

Sauce for Bombs of Chicken

Let a generous pint of chicken broth

simmer with a sprig of thyme, a bit of

bay leaf, and a chopped shallot, or slice

of onion, half an hour or more. Strain

and thicken with two tablespoonfuls,

each, of butter and flour creamed to-

gether. Let cook ten minutes, then add
two or three tablespoonfuls of chopped
truffles, and one-fourth a cup of sherry

wine, or half a tables^Doonful of lemon

juice.

Bombs of Mushroom Forcemeat

Peel the caps in a pound of mush-

rooms, and chop very fine (these may be

soaked in lemon juice an hour to pre-

serve the color, but the mushroom flavor

will be lessened), then pound in the

mortar, and add one-fourth a cup of

panada, a few drops of onion juice, half

a cup of thick cream, the yolks of three

eggs, and the whites of two, pounding

between each addition. Season with

salt and pepper, and press through a

puree sieve. Cook as bombs of chicken

forcemeat, and serve with Veloicte or

Bechamel sauce, or the sauce given

above.

Stewed Figs vvitli Jelly and Cream

New Spinach Salad (Julia D.

Chandler)

Sift the yolks of three hard-cooked

eggs, and mix them into a Neufchatel

cheese, with salt, cayenne, and olive oil

to taste. Add to an equal bulk of cooked

spinach, chopped very fine and seasoned

to taste. Blend the two mixtures very

thoroughly, and shape into small balls.

Serve three or four in nests of white

heart lettuce leaves. Dress with French

mayonnaise, or boiled dressing.

Stewed Figs with Jelly and Cream
Wash about a dozen and a half of whole

figs, cover with boiling water, and cook

until tender. Drain the figs from the

liquid, reserving latter, of which there

should be one cup. Soften one-fourth a

two-ounce package of gelatine in one-

fourth a cup of cold water, and dissolve

in the liquid in which the figs were

cooked. Add half a cup of sugar, the

juice of a lemon, and half a cup of sherry

wine or orange juice. Strain into a

shallow dish. Add one-fourth a cup of

powdered sugar and a few drops of
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vanilla extract to a cup of double cream,

and beat solid to the bottom of the

bowl. Dispose the figs in the centre of

a serving-dish. Surround with the jelly

cut in cubes and the whipped cream.

Cheese in Shells

Soak a cup of bread crumbs (centre

of stale loaf) in milk to cover (about a

pint will be needed). Add two beaten

eggs, half a teaspoonful, each, of salt and

paprika, three tablespoonfuls of melted

butter, and one-fourth a pound of grated

cheese. When thoroughly mixed, turn

into buttered scallop shells, or china cups,

and bake until the cheese has browned

a little and the egg has set. Serve, at

once, in the dishes in which they are

cooked.

Raisins Moulded in Wine Jelly

Soften one ounce— half a package—
of gelatine in half a cup of cold water.

Add a pint of boiling water, a cup of

sugar, andt he juice of a lemon (the

yellow rind of the lemon is sometimes

steeped in the hot water), strain, and,

when cold, add a cup of sherry wine.

Remove the seeds and stems from half

a pound of choice raisins. If the skins

are at all tough, cook the raisins in hot

Set a mould in ice and water, pour in a

few spoonfuls of the liquid, and let it

become firm. Arrange raisins on this,

to form some symmetrical design, and

put a few drops of the Uquid about each

raisin. As this sets, it will hold them in

place. Cover with a half-inch layer of

liquid jelly. Then, when firm, add more
raisins and more jelly in layers, until the

ingredients are used. Serve garnished

with whipped cream and cubes of jelly,

moulded without raisins for this purpose.

Baked Rice-and-Milk Pudding
Blanch a cup of rice by heating to the

boiling-point in plenty of cold water and

then draining and rinsing in cold water.

Add one cup of sugar, a teaspoonful of

salt, a grating of nutmeg or a little

ground cinnamon, one-half to one whole

cup of stoned raisins, and six cups of

milk. Let bake in a moderate oven

about three hours. Stir two or three

times during the first hour, to keep the

raisins from settling to the bottom of the

dish. If necessary, cover with a buttered

paper, to keep the top from becoming

too brown. If the pudding looks at all

dry, add another cup of milk ten or

fifteen minutes before taking from the

oven. The rice should be whole, each

grain imbedded in a creamy mass.

This .will serve eight or ten people,

and is at its best when half cold.

Raisins moulded in Wine Jelly

water until tender, drain and dry on a

cloth, then seed carefully, to preserve the

shape. Use, after straining, the water in

which the raisins were cooked for the

hot water needed in making the jelly.

Cupid's Butter (Mrs. Wheelock)
Pass the yolks of four hard-boiled

eggs through a potato ricer or pure'e

sieve, add gradually to a cup of but-

ter beaten to a cream, then add one-

third a cup of powdered sugar, a little

grated orange rind, and a teaspoonful

of orange water, or a scant half-tea-

spoonful of orange extract. Let the mix-

ture become cold. Then press through

a pointed strainer, or a sieve, into the

centre of a serving-dish, being careful to

retain the vermicelli effect. Surround
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with thin sHces of angel cake. Serve as

a dessert. Bread-and-butter spreaders

are passed at the same time.

Angel Cake with Claret Sauce

(Julia Davis Chandler)

Where eggs are cheap, as in the South,

or where the creaming of butter and

sugar for cake seems labori-

ous, angel cake is deUcious,

inexpensive, and not hard to

whip together. Follow any

recipe you prefer, as there

is very httle variation. If

your oven is too sharp or

uneven, bake it in thick

brown earthen, with a dish

of water in the oven to keep

the air moist, so that, when
the cake comes out, the

crust, until it dries, is sticky.

This the writer has found

successful, first in a soft-coal range and

later in oil and gas stoves, for this kind

of white sponge cake. For a dessert

serve freshly baked, with a claret

sauce. This is a hot sweet lemonade

with tiny shavings of the yellow peel,

or grated peel, and as much claret as

pleases you.

Junket with Cocoa

Stir half a cup of boiling water into

three tablespoonfuls, each, of sugar and

cocoa, put over the fire, and continue

stirring until the boiling-point is reached.

Add one quart of milk, and continue

stirring until the milk is blood-warm

(98 degrees Fahrenheit). Then remove

from the fire, and stir in a cup of sugar,

a teaspoonful of vanilla extract, and a

junket tablet, crushed and dissolved in

a tablespoonful of cold water. When
evenly mixed, pour into individual

glasses or cups, and let stand in a warm
room until the milk jellies. At serving,

put a spoonful of Devonshire, or whipped

cream, on the top of each cup.

Pan-American Orange Surprise

Cut oranges in halves crosswise. Re-
move the juice and pulp, leaving the

skin in good condition for serving jelly.

For a pint of juice, soften half a pack-

age of gelatine in half a cup of cold

water, and dissolve with half a cup of

Pan-American Orange Surprise

boiling water. Add a cup of sugar and

the juice of half a lemon, stir until dis-

solved, strain, and add the orange juice.

Carefully remove all the seeds from the

orange juice, but do not strain, as small

pieces of tender pulp are not objection-

able in the jelly. Mould the jelly in

tea-cups, selecting such as are about the

size of the orange skins. Fill the cups

to the height required to fill the orange

skins. Decorate the jelly with almonds,

candied cherries, and cooked sultana

raisins, or leave plain. When ready to

serve, remove the jelly from the cups,

and put in the orange skins, and set

these in a pan of shaved ice. Cover

the jelly with meringue, and brown

dehcately in a very hot oven.

Chinese Tea Recipe

There is but one wav of making^ tea

:

for,

Unless the water boiling be,

To pour on water spoils the tea.

The teapot itself should be heated

very hot before the tea is placed in it
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and the boiling water poured on. It

should be scalding hot water, or the

leaves will iloat to the top.

No less authority than Tung-po, the

Chinese poet, is quoted for a recipe for

tea-making. He says :
" Whenever tea

is to be infused, take water from a run-

ning stream and boil it over a lively fire.

It is an old custom to use running water,

boiled over a lively fire. That from

springs in the hill is said to be best, and

river water the next, while well water is

the worst. A lively fire is a clear, bright

charcoal fire. When making an infu-

sion, do not boil the water too hastily.

At first it begins to sparkle like crab's

eyes, then somewhat like fish's eyes, and

lastly it boils up like pearls innumerable

springing and waving about. This is

the way to boil water."

A teaspoonful of tea for two cups,

with one for the pot, is the rule.

The Beating of Eggs
Eggs are beaten to insure the even dis-

tribution of the white and yolk, or either

alone, through a mixture whose density

they increase. Eggs are also beaten to

secure lightness in themselves, as in a

meringue, or in some mixture like a souf-

fle'. In the first case almost any utensil.

as a fork or spoon, will answer the pur-

pose ; but a whisk or beater will do the

work more quickly. When eggs are to

be beaten to secure lightness, one of the

utensils given in the illustration may be

used successfully. The Dover egg-beater

gives the quickest results, but the air

cells are more compact in this case than

when the confectioner's whisk or a fiat

beater is used. If a close texture be de-

sired, use the Dover beater. A looser

texture is insured by the whisk, and a

still looser texture by the flat beater.

The reason for this lies in the fact that

the whisk and flat beater carry into the

mixture more air, half of the utensil, at

each motion, being first in the air and
then in the egg, while the Dover beater

is immersed until the egg is beaten. In

using the latter, let the beater rest upon
the bottom of the bowl but lightly.

Orange Ice (Subscriber)

Dissolve a cup of sugar in a cup of

boiling water. When cool, add the juice

of six oranges and the grated rind of

four, also one cup of cream, strain, and

partially freeze. Add the whites of

three eggs, beaten until foamy, and

finish freezing. The juice of half a

lemon will accentuate the orange fiavor.

The Beating of Eggs
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Consomme de Gibier aux Que-

nelles

Allow six pounds of venison from the

fore quarter, two-thirds of which should

be meat, and one-third bone. Cut the

meat in small pieces, cover with two

quarts and a half of cold water, and

cook slowly three hours. Add one tea-

spoonful of peppercorns, one tablespoon-

ful of salt, one-third a cup, each, of

carrot, turnip, onion, and celery, cut in

small pieces. Cook two hours, then

strain and cool. Remove the fat, reheat,

and serve with

Venison Quenelles

Chop tender venison very fine, and pass

it through a pur^e sieve. With a spoon

scrape the meat from the under side of

the sieve as it is forced through. To
one-third a cup of the venison pulp add

half the white of an egg, and pound in

a mortar until well mixed. Add gradu-

ally one-third a cup of heavy cream, and

season with salt and cayenne ; shape be-

tween two teaspoons, cover with boiling

stock or water, and let simmer very

gently about six minutes.

Belgian Hare a la Maryland
Dress, separate at the joints, and wipe

with a damp cloth. Sprinkle with salt

and pepper, roll in flour, egg and bread

crumbs, or raspings (stale bread passed

through a colander). Dispose in a well-

oiled dripping-pan, and bake in a hot

oven about half an hour. Baste fre-

quently after the first five minutes with

bacon fat. Dispose on a serving-dish,

and surround with a cup and a half of

sauce, made of three tablespoonfuls, each,

of butter and flour and three-fourths

a cup, each, of milk and cream. Serve

at the same time.

Corn Oysters

Chop fine one can of corn and sift

into it one cup of flour, one teaspoonful

of baking-powder, two teaspoonfuls of

salt, one-fourth a teaspoonful of paprika.

Add the yolks of tw^o eggs, beaten until

thick, and mix thoroughly, then fold in

the whites of the eggs, beaten stiff. Half

a cup of fine-chopped celery may be

added, if liked. Fry by spoonfuls in fat

too deep for sauteing, but not deep

enough for true frying. Drain on a soft

paper, and serve at once.

Breast of Grouse Saute Chasseur

Remove the four fillets from the

breasts of each of a pair of grouse, and

saut^ in butter. When partially cooked,

season with salt and pepper. Break car-

casses into pieces, cover with cold water,

and let simmer gently for several hours,

adding, when half-cooked, a few slices of

carrot, a sUce of onion, a sprig of parsley

and a bay leaf, and a stalk of celery.

Arrange the fillets on a serving-dish, and

pour around a sauce made of three table-

spoonfuls of butter, browned, four and

a half tablespoonfuls of flour, browned

in the butter, and three-fourths a cup,

each, of the stock and stewed-and-

strained tomato. Season with lemon-

juice and cayenne, and add one tea-

spoonful of fine-chopped parsley and

half a cup of canned mushrooms. Cut

in quarters. Serve with grilled sweet

potatoes and Brussels sprouts.

Hungarian Goulash

Saut^ a large onion, cut in slices, in

two tablespoonfuls of salt pork fat.
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Add one pound and a half of lean veal,

cut in inch cubes, and cook until meat

is slightly browned. Add two cups of

boiling water, a pepper pod fine cut,

and three-fourths a teaspoonful of cara-

way seed. Let simmer two hours, adding

more water, if necessary. There should

be at least one cup of liquid in the pan,

when the cooking is completed. Season

with salt, also pepper, if needed, and

thicken with a little flour and water,

mixed smooth.

German Stew

Remove the fat from two and one-

half pounds of chuck steak, and cut in

two-inch pieces. Cut a large onion and

a carrot in thin slices. Mix one-fourth

a cup of bread crumbs, one-fourth a cup

of pearl tapioca, three-fourths a table-

spoonful of salt, five cloves, one-eighth

a nutmeg grated, one can of peas,

drained from their liquor, and one-fourth

a teaspoonful of pepper. Arrange the

meat, sliced vegetables, and last-named

mixture in layers, in an earthenware

crock (casserole), pour over half a can of

tomatoes, and add enough water to cover

all. Then cook five hours in a slow

oven, keeping covered during cooking.

Italian Macaroni

Break one cup of macaroni in inch

pieces, and cook in boiUng salted water

until tender. Drain and rinse in cold

water, to prevent pieces adhering. Melt

two tablespoonfuls of butter. Add two

tablespoonfuls of flour, and pour on

gradually one cup and a half of milk.

Let cook six or seven minutes. Add
half a cup of grated cheese and the

macaroni, lift the macaroni with a fork,

and add a Uttle fine chopped ham and

salt, if need. Reheat over hot water.

German Potato Salad

Cut cold boiled potatoes in thin sUces.

Cover the bottom of a baking-dish with

slices of potato, sprinkle with pepper,

salt, and fine-chopped celery, and sprinkle

the celery with fine-chopped parsley.

Heat two tablespoonfuls, each, of cider

and tarragon vinegar, four tablespoon-

fuls of oil, and a thick sUce of lemon to

the boiling-point, and pour over the

vegetables ; cover, and let stand in the

oven until warmed through.

Chestnut Puree and Cream

Cook shelled and blanched chestnuts

in milk until tender ; mash the chestnuts

or pound them in a mortar, season with

salt, sweeten to taste, and flavor with

maraschino or vanilla. Pass through a

potato ricer around a centre of cream,

sweetened and flavored with maraschino

and whipped. Garnish with chestnuts

cooked in syrup.

Devil's Food Cake
Melt one-fourth a pound of chocolate,

and add half a cup of sugar and half a

cup of milk, gradually. Then add the

beaten yolk of an egg, and cook over hot

water until the mixture thickens. Re-

move from the fire, and cool. Cream
one-fourth a cup of butter, and add

gradually half a cup of sugar, then one-

fourth a cup of sour milk, one egg well

beaten, and one cup of flour, mixed and

sifted with half a teaspoonful of soda.

When well beaten, add the first mix-

ture, and flavor with half a teaspoon-

ful of vanilla extract. Bake in layers.

Put raisin filling between, and frost the

top.

Raisin Filling

Boil half a cup of sugar and one-

fourth a cup of water until it threads.

Pour the syrup in a fine stream onto the

white of an egg, beaten until foamy,

beating constantly meanwhile, then beat

occasionally until of the right consist-

ency to spread. Reserve one-half for

the top layer. To the other half add
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three-fourths a cup of raisins, seeded

and cut in pieces.

Alaska Ice-cream with Rum
Soak one tablespoonful of gelatine in

two tablespoonfuls of cold water, and

dissolve in cup of scalded milk. Add
five cups of cream, one cup of sugar,

one-eighth a teaspoonful of salt, half a

pound of blanched and chopped almonds,

one cup of macaroons, dried and rolled,

and three-fourths a pound of candied

cherries. Flavor with rum, or wine and

vanilla. Freeze as usual, then pack in

a two-quart melon mould, and let stand

an hour or two, packed in equal parts of

ice and salt. Remove from the mould,

cover with stale cake crumbs, and set on

a board covered with two or three folds

of paper. Cover the ice-cream with

meringue, setting an egg-shell on the

apex of the cream, and covering all but

the open end with the meringue. The
meringue will hold it in place. Brown

the meringue, slightly, in a very hot

oven. Slide the ice on to a serving-

dish covered with lace paper. Fill the

shell with brandy, light the brandy, and

send the dish at once to the table.

Callas

Three eggs, one cup of sugar, one cup
' of flour, three tablespoonfuls of water, two

teaspoonfuls of Congress Yeast Powder, a

little salt, and any flavor liked. These

need a quick oven. One tablespoonful

in a saucer. When done, turn on a nap-

kin, and press in the form of a calla lily.

Fill with whipped cream slightly sweet-

ened and flavored.

Stuffed Tomato Salad

Peel the tomatoes, and remove a slice

from the blossom end of each. Scoop

out the centres, and sprinkle the inside

with salt. Invert, and let stand an hour.

To serve, fill with fine-cut celery and ap-

ple, dressed with mayonnaise dressing,

and dispose on shredded lettuce leaves.

Fish Salad

Separate in flakes cold cooked sole,

turbot, or flounder. Marinate with salt,

pepper, and lemon juice, and let stand

thirty minutes. Dispose a layer of fish

on a serving-dish, in the form of a fish,

cover with mayonnaise, and the mayon-

naise with shredded lettuce. Repeat the

layers, giving the whole the shape of a

fish. Mask with mayonnaise, and deco-

rate with the sifted yolks and fine-

chopped whites of hard-cooked eggs,

cold boiled beets, and fine-chopped truf-

fles.

Dinner Rolls

Scald one cup of milk, and add two

tablespoonfuls of butter, one tablespoon-

ful of sugar, and half a teaspoonful of

salt. When lukewarm, add a yeast cake

dissolved in two tablespoonfuls of luke-

warm water and one cup and a half of

flour. Beat thoroughly, cover, and let

rise, then add flour to knead. Let rise

again, then shape, and after rising again

bake in a hot oven.

Steak with Cherry Sauce

Wipe small pieces of tenderloin steak,

and saute in a hot blazer, sprinkling with

salt and paprika when half cooked. Let

one-fourth a cup of glace cherries stand

in hot water until plump. Drain and let

stand in sherry wine several hours, and

then pour over the steak.



Menus, Family of Eight
{Cost, $1,^0 per day,)

(J^in men fatar irant of footi best ; tJ)En tJjosc tfjat arc atiults ; souths bear it least, most espectallg

r!)tltiren, anU of if}em tJje most libelg are tfje least capable of entJuring it.— Hippocrates.

Oatmeal, Whole Milk.

Codfish Cakes. Bacon.
Spider Corn-cake.

Cereal Coffee or Cocoa.

^nner
Boiled Fowl, Boiled Rice.

Dried Lima Beans (Stewed).

Cranberry Sauce (Strained).

Junket Ice-cream.

(li Cups Cream, 6 Cups Milk.)

Tea or Coffee. Milk.

Supper

White and Entire Wheat Bread or

Crackers and Milk. Stewed Prunes.

Ginger Cookies. Tea for Adults.

"Breakfast

Grape Nats, Cream or Milk.

Fish Hash. Boiled Eggs (one each).

Corn-meal Muffins.
(i c. Corn-meal, \ c. Graham, i c. White Flour.)

Cocoa. Coffee. Milk.

'TXnner
Split Pea Soup.

Forequarter of Mutton, Steamed.
Buttered Parsnips. Escalloped Potatoes.

Baked Bananas, Currant Sauce.

Chocolate Bread Pudding, Hard Sauce.

Tea or Coffee. Milk.

Supper
Baked Potatoes, Dried Beef in Cream Sauce.

Bread and Butter.

Nut Cookies. Cocoa or Milk. Tea.

00

>

'Brea.kfa^i

Pettijohn's Breakfast Food with Raisins,Whole Milk.

Poached Eggs on Toast (one each).

Rye Muffins.

Coffee, Cocoa, or Milk.

^nner
Cannelon of Beef. Baked Potatoes.

Macaroni with Tomato Sauce or Cream.
Cole Slaw.

Rice Pudding.

Coffee or Tea. Milk.

Supper
Chicken Soup, Crackers.

Bread and Butter. Dried Apples, Stewed.

Hot Boiled Rice, Chocolate Syrup.

Tea. MUk.

"Breakfast

Farina, Cream or Milk.

Broiled Bacon. Potatoes Hashed in Milk.

.
Eggs. Buttered Toast.

Cocoa. Coffee.

Dinner

Mutton Souffle. Mashed Potato.

Stewed Tomatoes. Stewed Pnines.

Squash Pie.

Milk. Tea or Coffee.

Supper
Milk Toast.

Cold Boiled Ham. Mustard.
Gingerbread.

Milk or Cocoa. Tea.

X
c

>

"Breakfast
Wheatlet Cooked with Dates, Cream or Milk.

Hashed Chicken on Toast.

Potatoes Warmed in Milk.

Buttered Toast.
Coffee, Cocoa, or Milk.

"Dinner

Two Lake Fish, Skinned and Boned,
Bread Dressing between. Baked.
Egg Sauce. Mashed Potatoes.

Stewed Tomatoes.
Sliced Oranges, Sugared. Nut Cakes, Frosted.

Tea or Coffee. Milk.

Supper
Hot Boiled Rice, Milk.

Bread and Butter. Dried Beef.
Ginger Cookies. Dried Apples, Stewed. Tea.

"Breakfast

Ralston Barley Food, Milk or Cream.
Salt Codfish Balls.

Zwieback. Cocoa or Coffee.

"Dinner

Finnan Haddie, Egg Sauce.

Boiled Potatoes. Spinach.

Orange Shortcake.

Cereal Coffee.

Supper

Baked Potatoes, Butter or Cream.
Cold Boiled Ham.

Cereal-Coffee Jelly, Cream.
Milk or Tea.

I—

(

"Breakfast
Old Grist Mill Toasted Wheat, Milk.
Eggs Scrambled with Chopped Ham.

Moulded Barley, Fried.

Maple Syrup.
Milk or Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner

Hamburg Steak.
White Hashed Potatoes.

Canned String Beans.
Junket with Cocoa, Cream.

Milk. Coffee.

Supper
Hot Baltimore Samp, with Milk.

Cottage Cheese. Gingerbread.

Dried Apple Sauce.

Tea. Milk.



Lenten Luncheon (Candie-iight)

{Yellow and White)

Table centre filled with moss to the plate line. White and yellow primroses or crocuses grow-

ing in the moss. Table without cloth. Three sets of doilies for service, bread-and-butter plates

and water glass. Luncheon served from the side.

MENU.

Grape Fruit.

Cream of Asparagus.

Puff Paste Patties with Sai.picon of Egg.

Cutlets of Fish Forcemeat, Salpicon of Carrots and Peas.

Spinach-and-Cream Cheese Salad, Yolk-of-egg Garnish.

Angel Cake, Cupid's Butter.

Orange Sherbet, Whipped Cream. Coffee.

Lenten Luncheon (Daylight)

{Floral Decoration^ Valley Lilies and Violets)

MENU.
Oyster Cocktails (Sprinkled with Chopped Parsley).

Creamed Asparagus Tips in Swedish Cases. Lobster Chops.

Broiled Baltimore Shad, Roe Sauce.

French Fried Potatoes. Cucumbers.

Macedoine of Vegetables in Fish Aspic, Mayonnaise Dressing.

Cheese Souffle in China Cases.

Cakes Decorated with Unblanched Pistachio Nuts.

Individual Charlotte Russe, Tinted Violet.

Garnish of Untinted Cream and Fresh Violets.

Candied Violets and White Bonbons.

Coffee.

Easter Dinner
• {Flowers^ Rose-colored Tulips and Ferns)

Strawberries or Grape Fruit with Maraschino Cherries.

Clear Green Turtle Soup.

Mayonnaise of Salmon in Ramakins.

Sweetbread Patties.

Spring Lamb. Macedoine of Vegetables.

Baked Asparagus.

Roman Punch (Pineapple).

Broiled Squabs. Lettuce and Tomato, French Dressing.

Cream Cheese. Bar-le-Duc Currants (Red).

Frozen Cream: Egg Shapes in Spun Sugar Nests. Cakes. Bonbons. Coffee.



Referring to Menus and Recipes

FOR the family table, forty cents a day per person is ample : thirty cents should suffice, and with

" a $5,000 -svife" the brain-worker will thrive on twenty-five cents per day.— Ellen H. Richards^

in " The Cost of Food:'

AMINISTER'S family in a small

town in the Middle West has

one dollar a day to purchase

supplies for the table. These supphes

are augmented by the milk of a cow.

The family consists of eight persons, four

of whom are children between the ages

of four and thirteen years. Menus suit-

able to this case are desired, and have

been attempted on another page. The
inquirer says :

" Fruit three times a day,

cocoa, cream, and plenty of nice things

to eat are demanded. Vegetables and

fruit are dear, and to get up good pala-

table meals for less than five cents per

capita is not easy."

* * #

With the closing statement above we
agree. The menus have been planned

as suggested, taking into consideration,

as far as possible, the various tastes and

individual needs of the different mem-
bers of the family. We do not think,

however, that the allowance will quite

cover the cost, at prices of food which

now prevail in Eastern cities. Then,

too, the larger the number of people, the

smaller the sum, proportionately, on

which they can be fed. Also eight peo-

ple of nearly the same age and occupa-

tion can be fed scientifically at a smaller

outlay of time and money than is called

for in case of eight individuals of widely

differing ages and occupations, as in a

family.

It is a poor cow that does not give an

average of eight quarts of milk per day.

This is equivalent to about fifty cents,

which raises the allowance to $1.50 per

day. Even this sum allows barely 19

cents per day for each individual.

Twelve to fifteen cents per day is con-

sidered by Mrs. Richards as a fair

average for a child of from four to six

years of age, and should suffice to pro-

vide milk, cream, and eggs, which enter

into a proper dietary for childhood.

This leaves a surplus, which may be

added to the .19, making .25 to provide

for one individual ; but what of the other

six ? There is, however, another way of

putting the matter.

Twenty-five cents per day for each

individual is regarded as the minimum
cost of a wage-earner's dietary ; but, in

estimating the cost of food, children are

not considered as equivalent to adults.

Count the four children as two grown

people, and we secure a wage-earner's

dietary for each member of this family.

The smaller quantity of food needed in

this case will compensate, in part, for the

better quality demanded, and with care

the task may be accompUshed.

To the city housekeeper what a

wealth of resources is suggested in the

milk of a cow ! If butter be made,

cream will not be plentiful ; but with

buttermilk and skimmed milk for cook-

ing, and whole milk for drinking, and

with cream for ice-cream, two or three

times a week, who with any ingenuity

could fail to produce, at least, some most

satisfactory meals?

At first thought, ice-cream seems an

extravagance ; but it is one of the most

attractive and valuable dishes that can

be served. Made of good materials, its

nutritive value is high, and thus compen-

sates for any lack of nutritive qualities

in the main dishes of a meal. During

several months in the year, ice can be

found in the yard, or be made of water
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left standing in the open air over night.

With freezers of certain make a part of

the brine from the salt and melting ice

may be reserved for use a second time,

thus cutting down the cost of salt. As

for labor, it is not to be compared with

that involved in making and baking

cakes and pies, and many kinds of pud-

dings. If cream be not available, a

pudding made with suet will furnish fat

for the dinner on Saturday, when the

children are out of doors.

In this, as in all famihes where there

are children, other considerations should

be made to conform to conditions neces-

sary to health. Now the seeds of future

health or disease are being sown. Body

or mind once warped is warped forever.

An adult can get along very well, if a

meal, once in a while, does not come up,

in all respects, to the required standard.

He has fat stored in tissues, which can

be called upon in time of need. Not so

in case of the young and growing child.

Too often lean and tall, he has little re-

serve force, and needs the full comple-

ment of food at each of his three or

four meals per day. When he reaches

about the age of twelve or thirteen, the

factor of flavor comes in ; and too much
care cannot be exercised in selecting

palatable dishes. Condiments and

spices are not needed, nor are the

quickly assimilated proprietary articles

that flood the market a desirable re-

source. Natural food products, rich in

their own juiciness and distinctive flavor,

beets, spinach, celery, lettuce, tomatoes,

and fruits are required, to render palata-

ble plain materials. Dried fruits and

vegetables, when fresh are not at hand,

dried prunes, figs, dates, raisins, peaches,

and apples, corn, beans, peas, and len-

tils are all available. For more specific

details note that:

* * *

In cooking macaroni for young chil-

dren, cheese would not be permissible,

and tomatoes are not often cared for.

For these pour hot cream, either with or

without a beaten egg, over a part of the

macaroni that has been cooked tender

in rapidly boiUng water, and blanched,

and cook delicately in the oven. Serve

the rest of the macaroni, when the older

members of the family desire a change,

with cheese and tomato pur^e.

In cooking the finnan haddie, the fish

will be less salt, will not take as much
milk, and be more satisfactory, if the

recipe be changed a little from that given

with the half-tone in the February maga-

zine. Let the fish covered with boiling

water stand on the back of the range

nearly an hour, the water barely simmer-

ing meanwhile, then finish as in the

recipe. If it be served with egg sauce,

as in the menu, drain the fish carefully,

and serve, without putting it into the

oven, with drawn butter sauce, to which

one or two hard-cooked eggs, chopped

or cut fine, have been added. When
baked potatoes are served, let them be

thoroughly baked, and the supply of

cream, butter, or meat juice, scved with

them be plentiful.

The merry chafing-dish take down,

Place in it lumps of butter

Of quality and best renown,

And at expense ne'er mutter.

Of mushrooms now take teacups two,

Cut fine, and gently simmer.

Ten minutes, just about, will do

:

Don't scorch or you're a sinner.

A Dainty Dish

,
Of strained tomatoes use a cup,

A quarter one of cheese.

Stir constantly with no let up,

Some pepper now.— don't sneeze !

Two eggs you next must briskly beat.

And smoothly make all leaven.

Pour over toast, then quickly eat,

And dream you are in heaven.
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Query 580.— Mrs. E. J. O.. Brooklyn,

N.Y. :
'* Please state the difference between

French and Jerusalem artichokes. Do you

consider kidneys an unhealthy article of

diet?

French and Jerusalem Artichokes

French artichokes are sold in the

Northern markets as a dehcacy. They

sell from twenty to forty cents each, and

are found in best condition during the

winter months. They are grown to

some extent in the South, but are in

more general use abroad, where they sell

for a few cents each. The French arti-

choke is made up of three parts, the

bottom, leaves, and choke. The bottom

and a part of the leaves are edible. The

choke is removed usually before cooking.

Globe or Jerusalem artichokes are a

tuber resembling potatoes. They make

a delicious soup, and are also used as a

vegetable.

Kidneys as an Article of Food
The kidneys are organs that eUminate

certain waste products from the system,

and, more particularly in adult creatures,

are Hable to be in a diseased condition.

Their structure, also, is very compact

;

and this tends to make them less easily

digested than many other proteid sub-

stances. In order to be tender when
cooked, they need be cooked as in recipe

given in last number, a short time below

the boihng-point, or else simmered five

or six hours. Properly cooked and

eaten occasionally, they would not neces-

sarily be called unhealthy ; but they cer-

tainly could not be recommended for

other than occasional use.

Query 581.— Mrs. H. Evanston, 111.:

Recipes for lobster farci and a few ap-

petizers.""

Lobster Farci

Make a white sauce of two table:

spoonfuls, each, of butter and flour, one

cup of milk, and salt and pepper to

taste. Add the sifted yolks of three

hard-cooked eggs, a tablespoonful of

chopped parsley, and about one cup

and a half of lobster meat cut into

half-inch pieces. The mixture should

be quite thick, and sometimes nearly

two cups of lobster may be used. Mix

as little as possible, to avoid a salvy

consistency in the lobster. Have the

lobster shell ready, washed and dried,

and into it put the mixture. Smooth

over the top with a silver knife, and

sprinkle with one-third a cup of cracker

crumbs mixed with two or three table-

spoonfuls of melted butter. Brown the

crumbs in a hot oven, and serve at once.

If the dish be set over hot water and
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the browning be done quickly, the lob-

ster

dish.

ster may be arranged on the ser\-ing

Egg-and-Anchovy Salad

Cut two hard-cooked eggs in small

cubes, also the fillets from six or eight

anchovies into similar pieces. Season

with paprika, and add enough mayon-

naise dressing to hold the egg and fish

together. Place a spoonful of the salad

into the centres of crisp lettuce leaves,

and decorate with chopped capers, pars-

ley, and figures cut from pickled beet.

Serve as an appetizer at the beginning

of a luncheon or dinner. Arrange the

salad on individual plates. Set these in

place as soon as the guests are seated.

Salpicon of Fruit

Strawberries cut in halves, pineapple

picked into bits, pieces of grape fruit

or orange pulp freed from membrane,

white grapes, skinned, cut in halves,

and seeded, bananas cut in slices,

—

these, singly or in combination, mixed

with sugar or syrup, flavored with rum

and chilled thoroughly, are favorite ap-

petizers at luncheons. Serve in small

glasses, or in cups made of orange or

grape-fruit peel.

Query 582.— M. F. B., Pittsburg, Pa. :

" Recipe for boiled sponge cake. Why
should it sometimes be tough ?

"'

Boiled Sponge Cake

Boil one cup of sugar and half a cup

of water to the thread degree, and pour

in a fine stream onto the beaten yolks

of five eggs, beating constantly mean-

time. Then set the bowl into cold water,

and continue beating until the mixture is

cold, adding the grated rind and juice of

half a lemon. Beat the whites of five

eggs until dry, and pass a cup of sifted

flour through the sieve a second time.

Cut and fold half the whites into the

yolk mixture, then the flour, and lastly

the other half the whites. Bake in an

ungreased tube-pan about fift}- minutes,

and let cool in the inverted pan. Sponge

cake made by any recipe is liable to be

tough, if the mixture be beaten after

the flour is added. The flour and

whites of eggs are to be incorporated

into the mixture with just as few mo-

tions of the spoon as possible.

Query 583.— Mrs. F. L. : -What will

remove cocoa stains from damask table

linen ?
"

To remove Cocoa Stains

Wash the spots with soap and lukewarm

water. Boiling water should not be used

until after the oil of cocoa has been dis-

lodged from the hnen.

Query 584.— S. S. H. :
" Give floral

decorations for a large round table, and

novel dishes with which to begin a lunch-

eon."

Floral Decorations for Large

Round Table

The decorations of a table should

either be very high or quite low, to

avoid obstructing the view across the

table. At this season nothing is more

beautiful than the first spring flowers,

—

primroses or crocuses,— growing in low

jardinieres. The florists show jardinieres

in green and yellow ware, that are about

fifteen inches across. These furnish all

the decorations needed for a round

table, five feet in diameter, unless it be

boutonnieres, or corsage bouquets of the

same flower, near the plate Une. Valley

lilies, the favorite flower of Queen

Alexandra, is in great demand, and

promises to be the popular flower of the

season. If height be desired, delicate,

spreading ferns may be used with these

lilies, the ferns standing: in a tall, slender
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vase of green and gold or crystal glass.

Narrow, low, pressed glass dishes of

different shapes make a fitting recep-

tacle for cut lilies. These can be so

disposed about a round dish of Hlies,

in which the tall vase of ferns stands, as

to give the shape of a star, or a large

circle. Baskets, in which spring flowers,

growing in pots, are set, are also avail-

able. The handles are often high and

bulging, and are wound with green

vines. Ribbon bows are seen on these,

but seem to be in questionable taste.

A tall vase of delicate ferns on a table

mirror, in the centre of the table, and

bouquets of valley lilies at each cover

and on the " plate line," is a device

simple, effective, and in best of taste.

A rose-bowl filled with narcissus, tulips,

or daffodils, with foUage, is always beau-

tiful. When possible, flowers should be

so treated that they may retain their

freshness, at least throughout the meal.

Lobster Canapes (Appetizer)

Saute rounds of bread, two inches in

diameter, in butter. Cool, and spread

with butter, mixed with sifted yolk of

egg, lobster coral, and paprika. In the

centre press a piece of lobster, cut from

the flesh of the tail and seasoned with

lemon juice, oil and paprika. Cover the

rest of the canape with fine-chopped

olives, gherkins, or parsley ; or use

whole capers.

Query 585.— Mrs. C, Arizona Terri

tory :
" Kindly publish a menu for a formal

luncheon, to be given in March to twelve

ladies. Advise when bread is passed dur-

ing the meal. Is a first course of baked

salmon or devilled crabs, served in rama-

kins, proper? and, if so, should sand-

wiches accompany the course ? When
should Roman punch be served? When
cheese balls are served with the salad, are

separate plates necessary, or may the salad

plate be used ? What kind of wines should

be served ? ''

Luncheon Menu
Grape-fruit, Salpicon of Fruit, Bouillon,

Raw Oysters or Canapes.

Baked Salmon or Devilled Crabs in Ramakins.
Cucumbers.

Breaded Sweetbreads with Peas.

Broiled Lamb Chops, French Fried Potatoes,

Asparagus, Hollandaise Sauce.

Roman Punch.

Fillets of Chicken, Mushroom Sauce.

Lettuce. Cheese Balls.

Pineapple Sherbet. Cake.

Coffee.

At a luncheon, unless very formal,

when the butter and plates are omitted

and the bread is placed in the folds of

the napkin, as at dinner, bread in some

form, accompanied by butter, is in place

on the bread and butter plates when the

guests are seated ; also plates of bread

and butter are standing on the sideboard

or serving table, and are passed to the

guests whenever the individual plates

need replenishing. Sandwiches would

not be passed at a formal luncheon, un-

less with raw oysters or the salad. Ro-

man punch (frozen) is served by itself,

between the roast and the game, or the

course corresponding to the latter : it is

oftener seen at dinners than at lunch-

eons. The salad plate may be used for

the cheese ball, or, the salad may be

served with the game course, cheese and

crackers following as a separate course

either immediately or after the sweet

course. But one or two kinds of wine

are served at luncheon. A single glass,

if any be taken, is regarded in best taste.

Sherry is served after soup, Sauterne af-

ter the fish, claret after entries of veal,

poultry, etc., champagne after the roast,

claret or Burgundy after the game, and

cordials with the coffee.
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Query 586.— Mrs. W. S. W., Chicago,

111. : " Recipe for sweetbread filling for pat-

ties for six people. Are oyster cocktails

served at dinner or at luncheon only ?
"

Salplcon of Sweetbread for Patties

Let a pair of sweetbreads stand in

cold water about an hour, then simmer

in salted water, slightly acidulated with

lemon juice or vinegar, twenty minutes

;

drain, cover with cold water, and remove

the pipes and any unedible portions. Set

aside, covered, until cold. Then cut in

small cubes. Melt two tablespoonfuls of

butter, and add two tablespoonfuls of

flour, one-fourth a teaspoonful, each, of

salt and white pepper. Cook until frothy,

then dilute gradually with one cup of

rich milk, thin cream, or chicken broth,

or use half chicken broth and half cream.

Let simmer ten minutes after all the liq-

uid has been added and the sauce boils.

Add the pieces of sweetbread, and when
again hot use to fill the patties, reheated

or fresh baked. If the sweetbread be

small, use less sauce. The beaten yolk

of an egg may be added just before the

sweetbread, but the sauce should not

boil afterward.

Serving Oyster Cocktails

Until recently nothing save raw oys-

ters on the half-shell were served, at a

formal dinner, before the soup. Now
canapes are occasionally seen, and we
know of no reason why oyster or clam

cocktails should not be given place in a

dinner menu ; but, in reality, they would

not be found there as a rule, being a

luncheon dish.

Query 587.— Mrs. B., Medford, Mass.

:

" Recipe for oyster chowder."

Oyster Chowder
Cut one-eighth a pound of salt pork

into bits and try out the fat very slowly

to avoid discoloring. In this saute a

small onion, cut in sHces, without dis-

coloring. Add one-third a cup of flour,

and, when frothy, gradually the strained

broth, in which a quart of oysters have

been parboiled. Let boil once, then

strain over three cups of sliced, par-

boiled and blanched potatoes. Let cook

until the potatoes are tender. Add the

oysters, which have been kept hot, three

cups of hot milk, one-fourth a cup of

butter, in Httle bits, and salt and pepper

to taste. Pour into a tureen over six

crackers, split and buttered. A cup of

tomato purde may be substituted for the

same quantity of milk.

Query 588.— Mrs. F. A. W., Providence,

R.I. :
«' Kindly tell me where I can purchase

a springerlie mould."

Springerlie Moulds
A springerlie mould, similar to that

shown in the December number of this

magazine, can be purchased at Wana-
maker's, New York or Philadelphia, for

58 cents. Chefs in bakeries, where Ger-

man specialties are made, use blocks

with much daintier designs and finer

carving. These are obtained in Ger-

many. We are not certain that they can

be bought in this country.

Query 589.— Mrs. H., Chelsea, Mass.:
" Recipes for cafd parfait and hot blueberry

cake."

Cafe Parfait

Mix two cups of double cream, one

cup of clear black coffee, and three-

fourths a cup of sugar. Chill thoroughly,

then beat with a Dover egg-beater until

thick to the bottom of the bowl, or whip

with a cream-whip, and take off the froth

as it rises. Drain, and fill into an ice-

cream mould. Press the cover down
over a piece of wrapping paper, and let

stand buried in equal measures of ice and

salt about three hours.
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Hot Blueberry Cake

Cream half a cup of butter, add three-

fourths a cup of sugar, a beaten egg,

and, alternately, three-fourths a cup of

milk and three cups of flour, sifted with

one teaspoonful of soda and four tea-

spoonfuls of cream of tartar. Then stir

in a cup and a half of blueberries dredged

with two tablespoonfuls of flour. Take

the flour from the three cups before add-

ing the other ingredients. Bake about

twenty-five minutes in muffin pans, or in

a shallow pan. This cake is also made
with six teaspoonfuls of baking-powder.

Query 590.— Mrs. W. H., Brooklyn,

N.Y. :
" How can I make one small cup of

black coffee and have it good ? Please give

information as to the care of the refrigera-

tor : mine is washed thoroughly every week,

but so often it does not seem sweet."

To make a Single Cup of Black

Coffee

Black coffee is usually made by filter-

ing boiling water through ground coffee,

the Hquid being passed through the

grounds a second time, where strength

is desired. Having failed with various

kinds of coffee-pots, one might go back

to the simplest of all, selecting one

that is white inside. Have the pot

thoroughly cleaned and aired as soon

as dinner is finished, then scald before

using again. Put in this three table-

spoonfuls of ground coffee, the crushed

shell of a clean egg, and two tablespoon-

fuls of cold water. Let stand four or five

minutes, then pour in one cup of fresh

boihng water and let boil three minutes

after boihng begins. Let stand without

boiling a few moments, then pour out a

few spoonfuls of the liquid to clear the

spout. Return this to the coffee, and

let stand about five minutes where the

coffee will keep hot, but not boil. Then
very gently pour off a small cup of the

liquid. If it be not perfectly clear,

strain through a piece of fine cheese-

cloth into a second cup, made hot by
rinsing in hot water. Explicit directions

for after dinner coffee were given in the

corresponding number of this magazine

last year.

Care of Refrigerator

Three things are essential to proper

care and use of a refrigerator : cleansing

the waste pipes, instant removal of any-

thing spilled, and a full supply of ice.

If the compartments of a refrigerator, in

which food is kept, be wiped out care-

fully once a week, no crumbs, drops of

liquid, or particles of food being left to

accumulate, meanwhile, these will need

no other attention. Once a week let the

ice supply run low, then remove the ice,

wash the floor under the rack upon
which the ice rests, and with a cloth

fastened to a rod or wire, clean out the

trap and all the waste pipe that can

be removed, with a strong solution of

sal-soda. Pour the same down the re-

mainder of the waste pipe, making sure

that the pipe is cleaned as far down as

it can be reached. Keep the ice com-

partment filled with ice. A large body of

ice keeps better than a small one, and

insures better circulation of air. Keep
the doors closed. Set milk in closed

bottles or in a compartment by itself.

Query 591.— Mrs. J. G. Nutley, N.J.

:

"Recipes for oyster stew that will not

curdle, and Graham or brown bread that is

not steamed."

Oyster Stew

Add a cup of cold water to one quart

of oysters. Take up the oysters, one by

one, to remove any bits of shell that may
be present, and drain them in a colander

set over a bowl. Scald the oyster liquor.

Skim carefully, and put in the oysters : let

heat over a quick fire to simmering point,
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and, when they look plump, add three

cups of scalded milk and salt and

pepper to taste. Particles of coagu-

lated oyster albumen are usually float-

ing on the top of an oyster stew. In

an oyster soup these particles are held

throughout the soup by the thickening.

This may be the recipe desired

:

Oyster Soup

Use the same general ingredients as

in the preceding recipe. Scald the milk

with a slice of onion and a cup of celery,

leaves and trimmings. Prepare the

oysters as before, and stir in the milk,

thickened with one-fourth a cup, each,

of butter and flour cooked together.

Strain out the onion and celery before

adding the milk to the butter and flour.

Season with salt and pepper.

Brown Bread

Stir about three cups of boiUng water

into a quart of Indian meal. When
lukewarm, add a pint of rye meal, one

cup of molasses, half a cup of yeast, or

one or two yeast cakes, softened in half

a cup of lukewarm water, a teaspoonful

of salt, and enough lukewarm water to

mix stiff with a spoon. Let stand in an

iron brown-bread pan until light. Put

into oven, at usual temperature for bread.

After half an hour, cover closely, and

bake slowly two or three hours.

pint of liquid give a deUcate custard

that will turn from the mould when
cold, but is not sufficiently firm to insure

unmoulding when hot.

Query 592.— S. E. H., Chicago, III:

'< Is the recipe given for tomato timbales, in

the February number of the magazine,

correct ?

"

Tomato Timbales

The recipe given for tomato timbales,

in the February issue of this magazine,

should read three-fourths a cup of tomato

pur^e, instead of two cups of puree.

With two cups of puree the dish be-

comes a custard^ which needs be served

from the baking-dish. Five eggs to a

Query 593.— C. C. H., Bath, N.Y.

:

" What is the meaning of ' pastry bag,'

and how used ? Recipes for macaroons,

timbale moulds, and vegetable salads served

with mayonnaise dressing."

Concerning Pastry Bag
Pastry, or forcing, bags are made of

bed-ticking, duck, or rubber cloth. A
square of cloth is folded and seamed to

make a three-cornered bag. The point is

cut off about an inch, thus making an

opening in which to fit a tin or copper

tube. The edge is hemmed. The tube

is inserted into the opening from above,

and pulled securely into place. The
bag is half filled with whipped cream,

icing, mayonnaise dressing, mashed po-

tato, puree of peas, or whatever mixture

is to be used, and the end is twisted

above the mixture, which is thus pressed

through the tube. The ends of the

tubes are plain or notched, to give

shapes to the mixture.

Macaroons

Work together, on a marble slab or

china plate, half a pound of almond

paste and three-fourths a pound of

powdered sugar. Then gradually add

the whites of three eggs and work
until the mixture is perfectly smooth.

Drop from the tip of a spoon onto

a tin sheet covered with oiled paper.

Have the cakes an inch apart, as they

spread in baking. Bake fifteen to

twenty minutes, in a slow oven. Dampen
the paper with cold water to remove the

cakes when baked.

Timbale Moulds
Timbale moulds are kept at a kitchen

Concluded on page x.
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A Summer School of Chemistry

AND Biology at Wesleyan Univer-

sity, MiDDLETOWN, CONN., JULY I-3I,

1902.— A number of communications

express a desire for such opportunity

for study in certain branches of ap-

plied chemistry and biolog}' as might

be suppUed in the laboratories and

by instructors at Wesleyan University.

The requests have come largely from

teachers of home economics in col-

leges and schools, who are interested

in the studies of food and in the nutri-

tion investigations which are being car-

ried on in different parts of the United

States, and who desire to familiarize

themselves with the methods and re-

sults of these inquiries, especially those

conducted at Wesleyan University under

the direction of Prof. Atwater, who,

as special agent of the United States

Department of Agriculture, has general

charge of these nutrition investigations.

Some of the same persons and others

have, in like manner, expressed the wish

to become familiar with bacteriological

inquiries of the kind conducted by Prof.

H. W. Conn, whose books on Germ Life

and Agricultural Bacteriolog)^- are used

by many teachers. It has been urged

that, while such opportunity would be

particularly advantageous to those regu-

larly engaged in teaching and experi-

menting in domestic and agricultural

science, it would also be prized by oth-

ers who are coming to realize the value

of the higher scientific research in these

specialties. There are indications that

some who are not teachers, but who,

through their connection with social

settlements and charitable organiza-

tions, have become interested in die-

tetics and household hygiene as means

of social improvement, would also be glad

to avail themselves of the quite unusual

facilities which Wesleyan University of-

fers for study in these subjects.

Teachers of chemistry and physics

are aware of the special interest re-

cently attaching to investigations at

low temperature. The newly established

cryogenic laboratory at Wesleyan Univer-

sity, under direction of Prof. W. P. Brad-

ley, includes a hquid-air plant intended

for such researches. Should there be

sufficient demand. Prof. Bradley will be

ready to give instruction in this spe-

cialty.

The present object is to make a ten-

tative announcement of such a summer
school, to be organized in case the

demand proves sufficient to warrant it,

as now seems very probable. The final

decision as to the undertaking and the

range of instruction and opportunities

offered will be announced as soon as

sufficient replies to this circular are

received. It is hoped that this may not

be much later than February 20.

While not excluding any who may be

interested, it is thought that the proposed

summer school may appeal especially to:
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(a) In general, those who wish to

famiUarize themselves with some of

the latest methods and results of in-

quiry in the special Hnes above named.

(d) Teachers of chemical, physical,

and biological science who desire to

enhance the interest and educational

value of their instruction by use of il-

lustrations from appHed science.

(<r) Teachers of home science who
desire to become more familiar with

processes used in food analysis, dietary,

digestion and metabolism experiments,

and bacteriological inquiry in their

relation to economy and health.

(^) Social workers, who by further

study of dietetic and hygienic prob-

lems, may be enabled to do more effec-

tive work among the destitute and ig-

norant of our population.

The opportunities for instruction and

study may include lectures, laboratory

courses, social conferences, and use of

laboratory, library, and other facilities.

The following may be offered :
—

Lectures and Laboratory Courses.— I.

A course of lectures by Prof. W. O. At-

water on methods and results of investi-

gations regarding food and nutrition.

Among the proposed topics are : compo-

sition of food materials, dietary studies,

and digestion and metabolism experi-

ments. In connection with these, oppor-

tunity will bis given to observe the exper-

imental methods followed at U'esleyan

and elsewhere, including experiments

with men in the respiration calorimeter.

II. A short course mfood analysis in

the chemical laboratory, under the im-

mediate direction of either Mr. A. P.

Bryant or another person associated with

the nutrition investigations. This will

involve use of the apparatus and meth-

ods regularly employed for the determin-

ation of moisture, ash, nitrogen (protein),

fat, etc., and the use of the bomb calo-

rimeter in determining heats of combus-

tion.

III. A practical course in methods

of dietary studies by Mr. A. P. Bryant

who has been associated with Prof. At-

water for a number of years in nutrition

investigations and has made a specialty

of this subject. In this course there will

be opportunity to see the details of the

Co7itinued onpage jSd.

Fresh and Strong

Food that sends One Along

" I found a food at last that I could

work on, and that would keep me fresh

and strong. I have been a school-teacher

for eleven years, and every year toward

the last have felt more or less worn out,

and have been bothered particularly with

my stomach and serious constipation.

" Last year I used Grape-nuts regularly

at both morning and evening me'als, and

the result was really wonderful. I have

been entirely cured of the troubles

spoken of, and don't know what it is to

take a dose of physic any more. The old

nervousness and sleeplessness have gone.

No more do I lie awake nights until

my brain is in a whirl. Now I sleep all

night long like a healthy child.

" I was the only teacher out of fourteen,

in our public school, who did not miss a

day on account of sickness during the

last session. I have been able to do more

hard studying than ever before, and took

up the teachers' State reading work, com-

pleted the course, and passed a successful

examination at the last institute.

'' Grape-nuts, in my case, has proved

the truth of the assertion that it is a

brain and nerve builder. I would es-

pecially recommend it for tired, over-

worked school-teachers, or any other

brain worker." Name given by Postum

Company, Battle Creek, Mich.

It is far wiser to build up health and

strength naturally with food than to

crutch along on some kind of medicine,

and let the disease finally do its work.
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work actually done at Middletown in be-

half of the United States government.

Opportunity will be given, if desired, to

make dietary studies.

IV. If desired, a short course in the

chemical laboratory, in either qualitative

or quantitative analysis, or special lecture

experiments, [under the direction of Prof.

W. P._Bradley.

V. If desired, a special course by

Prof. W. P. Bradley on chemicalphenom-

ena at low temperatures. For this pur-

pose, the cryogenic laboratory can be

made available.

VI. Lectures by Prof. H. W. Conn

on bacteria. The course will include a

general consideration of bacteriological

topics, especially those of importance in

the study of the economics of hygiene of

the house, the dairy, and the farm. Em-
phasis will be laid upon bacteriology as

related to the kitchen, the pantry, and

the sick-room, and upon the results of

the investigations in dairy bacteriology

conducted by Prof. Conn and his asso-

ciates at Wesleyan University and in

connection with the Storrs Agricultural

Experiment Station. The methods of

making bacteria cultures and the actions

of various kinds of bacteria will be ex-

plained.

VII. A laboratory course in bacteriol-

ogy by Mr. W. M. Esten, who has been

associated for a number of years with

Prof. Conn in his work of instruction

and research.

There is now a prospect that other

lectures or courses may be given by well-

known specialists, not residents of Mid-

dletown ; but announcement of these

cannot be made until more definite infor-

mation is received.

Informal Discussions.— There will be

opportunity for informal gatherings of a

more or less social character for the dis-

cussion of topics of special interest con-

nected with the various courses.

Co7icluded on page x.

Must be Shown
Coffee Drinkers require Proof

When persons insist on taking some

kind of food or drink that causes dis-

ease, it is not fair to blame a doctor for

not curing them.

Cofifee keeps thousands of people sick

in spite of all the doctor can do to cure

them. There is but one way to get

well. That is to quit coffee absolutely.

A great help will be to shift over to

Postum Food Coffee.

A case of this kind is illustrated

by Mrs. E. Kelly, 233 8th Avenue,

Newark, N.J., who says : "I have been

aihng for about eight years with bilious

trouble and indigestion. Every doctor

told me to give up coffee. I laughed at

the idea of coffee hurting me, until

about three years ago I was taken very

bad, and had to have a doctor attend me
regularly.

" The doctor refused to let me have

coffee, but prescribed Postum Food Cof-

fee. I soon got to making it so well that

I could not tell the difference in taste

between Postum and the common coffee.

" I began to improve right away, and

have never had a biUous spell since giv-

ing up coffee and taking on Postum.

When I started, I weighed one hundred

and nine pounds. Now I weigh one hun-

dred and thirty. My friends ask what has

made the change ; and, of course, I tell

them it was leaving off coffee and taking

up Postum.
" I know husband will never go back

to the old-fashioned coffee again. You

can use my name if you print this letter,

for I am not ashamed to have the public

know just what I have to say about

Postum and what it has done for me."

" The owner says, if we don't pay our

rent, he'll make it hot for us."

'' Tell him to go ahead. That's more

than his janitor has ever done."
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Co-operation for Play

By Amne L. Vroom an

"\ X /"HAT mean ye, fellow-citizens of Athens, that ye turn every stone to scrape wealth to-

^ ^ gether, and take so little care of your children, to whom one day ye must relinquish it all ?
"

EVEN in the golden age of Greece,

men apparently did not realize

the momentous fact that the heir

is greater than the inheritance ; and in

the rush of modern life the reproach of

Socrates finds fresh verification. Just

how the fathers of that ancient world

sinned against their children we need

not here inquire. It is more important

to us to know how we to-day are failing

in our duty to our own,— a failure, be

it remembered, in which we all share.

From the higher point of view (and no

other is worth while) we are all fathers

and mothers, and all children are ours

;

for in the child is enwrapped the future

of the race of which we are a part, and

the tie that binds us to them is a vital

one. To the children of our bodies we
may commit name and wealth ; but that

part of life which is most sacred to us,

—

our dreams, hopes, faiths, the work

which expresses our inmost self,— all

this we must commit to the children of

the race. Is it not, then, worth \vhile to

take thought for the training of the

Heir for the Inheritance ?

In this training, play is a chief factor

;

but, through the tendency to concentra-

tion of population in cities and the rapid

advance of tenement-house life among

Soci'ates.

all classes, this vital element of educa-

tion has been crowded out. This means
the repression of a natural instinct, the

denial of the deepest conscious need of

childhood, the thwarting of nature's

method of initiating her young creatures

into life. It means the child's misery

and the race's deterioration.

Most of us to-day live shut up in

small apartments, where great care must

be used, if we would not be always

treading upon each other's heels,

such conditions, that which we
delight in as the proof of a

physical and mental life, the

spirits of the child, is coming to

as one of the problems

is thrusting upon us as the price of her

favors. How, with the ever-narrowing

resources of the housekeeper, is pro-

vision to be made for this expansive,

explosive element of family life ? We
older ones can indeed learn to lop off

our inconvenient exuberances of spirit

and fit ourselves into our prescribed

environment, bearing the pain that en-

sues with a more or less smiling visage
;

and some among us would even have us

believe that we are the better for the

discipline. But the children ! That

which brings premature age upon us

Under
should

sound

animal

be felt

which Progress
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blights the child-soul irreparably. It is

not possible to measure the mischief

wrought by a repression, which begins

at birth and never relaxes.

To some "enlightened" minds the

only way out of the difficulty appears to

be the elimination of the child,— not, of

course, by violence, but politely and

even piously, by not letting him come

into life at all. The family of one or

no child is coming to be our solution of

the problem,— a truly radical solution,

but one with which some of us, at least,

are not disposed to rest satisfied. We
believe in our race, and we know that

the first essential of all Hfe is to live

and expand. In cehbacy and small

families we discern the sure road to

race extinction. As a social creed, they

gather strength in an exact ratio to the

scarcity of Hving room and the growth

of what we call " refinement." In " ad-

vanced " communities the child's pres-

ence grows inconvenient, and the spe-

cious doctrine of Rev. Mr. Malthus finds

easy credence.

The play question is at bottom a race

question. Moreover, it is essentially a

woman's question. We need not envy

men their power to make our tariff laws,

so long as there is left to us the incalcu-

lable privilege of organizing the life of

the child upon a basis worthy of the

vast resources of the modern world.

This is a work too big for the indi-

vidual parent, or the isolated lover of

children. To accomplish it, we must

turn to the power, which holds the solu-

tion of every problem of modern life, co-

operation. We cannot have play-rooms

in all our individual homes, but we may
have them in common. By combina-

tion, we may do what the captains of

industry have done in every department

of the industrial and commercial world,

what men and women are doing for

their own social life. Look at the up-

to-date department store, and contrast

its luxury and beauty with the dingy

little shop of twenty years ago. Recall

the old-time, circulating library, the

school-house of our childhood, the club-

house of the generation just gone,

and compare them wdth their modern
representatives. To come a step nearer

home, we women might, in the stimu-

lating atmosphere of our own club,

profitably call to mind the sewing

circle of our mothers' time, the humble

progenitor of Sorosis, and think if it

be not time to bring the play-room

under the sway of the power which has

accomplished all this social and indus-

trial transformation.

But let us take heed of our goal.

Look beyond your own nurseries, O
women of America, and see the race-

child, remembering that it is he who
holds your country's destinies in his

little hands.



The Tropical Pap
By Julia Davis Chandler

aw

OUR North American papaw is

not a valuable or much prized

fruit, like its Southern cousin.

Though its tough-skinned clusters are

marketed in some Western towns, few

care for the slippery yellow pulp with its

over-intense banana-like taste and odor
;

and yet, if it

were proper-

ly cultivated

and d e V e 1 -

oped, it might

become a

rival of the

banana and
the melon.

The South

American
papaw, Car-

ica Papaya, is

quite differ-

ent, and fur-

nishes not

only highly

prized food,

but a pepsin

in steady use,

which, in a

perfected
form, is gain-

ing in favor,

being liked

by physicians

in place of

the animal
pepsin from hogs' stomachs. Seldom

has a tree so many uses ; but it will not

grow north of Florida. Hot sun, tropical

rains, and certain soils it must have,

and according to local conditions its

fruit is either refreshing or poor and

insipid. The plant grows wild, but it is

also cultivated and cherished by every

hut in the tropics, above which towers

its umbrella-like top.

The slender trunk of the female tree,

with great fruits upon it, so resembles

the very curiously over-endowed deity

and symbol of fecundity and plenty of

ancient Ephesus, one can but exclaim,

" Great is Di-

jl ana of the

Ephesians."

Indeed, this

plant is called

the Mammee
Apple wher-

ever grown
around the

globe.

The flow-

ers of the

male tree are

bright yellow,

sometimes
purple-tinged

and, when
older, it bears

fruiting flow-

ers as well

;

g and, as these

and the en-

suing fruit

are on long

stems, this

tree is called

the hanging

papaw. Its

fruit, though sweet, is not so fine as that

on the so-called female tree. The lat-

ter develops so fast that buds, flowers,

and both green and ripe fruit may be

seen together. The natives crowd un-

der the trees to enjoy the ripe fruit, as

we do melons. In fact, it is called the

melon-tree, and the fruit, melons, which

Selling Papaw Fruit in the Market
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is eaten with salt or sugar, although

strangers have to acquire a fondness

for the resinous flavor that clings to

the tongue a long time.

The shape of the fruit varies from

that of an orange to that of a squash or

nutmeg melon. In color it is green,

then purplish, turning yellow when ripe.

When green, it is trying to handle, as

the juice affects the skin. It is, how-

ever, made into plain and spiced pickles,

which are highly esteemed. Partially

ripe, it is soaked in cold water and

boiled as a vegetable. The ripe fruit is

stewed as a sauce or made into excellent

preserves, or, mixed with acid fruit, is

made into native tarts somewhat like

our pies. The seeds are eaten as a

dehcacy, having a pleasant taste like

water- cress or mustard. They are

bruised and put in vinegar for a condi-

ment, as well as made into a drink for

use in fevers.

The beautiful skins of the belles and

beaux of the Antilles surprise one as

they did Lafcadio Hearn ; and his glow-

ing language alone does justice to their

satiny texture and various shades of

yellow, and olive, through brown to

black. It is said by the natives that a

secret lies in the use of this fruit as a

cosmetic : it is rubbed over the skin, not

only to remove blemishes, but also to

reduce extra flesh. The wood is value-

less : it seems useful only as a channel

for the sap, which, in the green fruit,

becomes a milky juice secreted in the

glands of the skin. When a fruit is

pricked, it seems as if one would be

deluged with milk. But the tree does

not allow itself to be bled to death ; for,

owing to a coagulating principle, the

flow soon stops, and herein lies the diflft-

culty in collecting the milk or juice for

drying. As the fruit hangs very high, it

is difticult to reach it and secure the

juice to be dried in pans. Prepared, it

retails at about two dollars an ounce.

A medical dictionary defines papain,

as the albuminoid ferment obtained from

the juice of the half- ripe fruit of Carica

Papaya. It is recommended as a sol-

Collecting Papaw Latex
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vent of fibrous membrane in croup and

diphtheria.

It is also called Papoid ; and Mr. Kil-

mer, of New Brunswick, N.J., who has

studied the plant in the tropics, as well

as in the laboratory of the principal firm

who prepares the ferment, papain, for

the market, gives a list of its many and

unusual properties.

The chief of these is its power to

soften meat. In hot countries, meat is

very poor and tough. It is customarily

eaten an hour after being slaughtered.

Long boiling will not make it tender

;

but by wrapping it in leaves of the pa-

paw, meat like leather is transformed al-

most like magic, and made both juicy

and tender.

Papaw is put into the pot with meat

for stews. It goes also into cereals and

many foods for digestion's sake, not that

the people have dyspepsia, but that they,

especially the half-breed Indians of

South America, may gorge the more.

In Bolivia and Paraguay raw meat is

sold in chunks at the railway stations
;

and the natives could not eat until dis-

tended with it, were it not for the

papaw that is partaken with it.

Visitors in Southern Florida enjoy the

papaw, or Mammee Sapota, as it is

called there ; and they describe it as like

bananas and rich yellow melons. Be-

side all its uses as food, it is medicinal,

being used to purify bad wounds follow-

ing insect bites, and other troubles of

the tropics. When rubbed over soiled

white clothing, it removes spots ; and

from it a preparation is made with which

to cleanse black cloth.

This unusual tree is rather notional

and short-lived, even in tropical lands,

where one must go to see its fruits in

abundance, and where

" The slim papaya ripens

Its yellow fruits for thee."

Life's Mirror
There are loyal hearts, there are spirits brave,

There are souls that are pure and true :

Then give to the world the best you have,

And the best will come back to you.

Give love, and love to your life will flow,

A strength in your utmost need
;

Have faith, and a score of hearts will show

Their faith in your word and deed.

Give truth, and your gift will be paid in kind.

And honor will honor meet

;

And a smile that is sweet will surely find

A smile that is just as sweet.

For life is the mirror of king and slave,

'Tis just what we are and do :

Then give to the world the best you have.

And the best will come back to you.

Madeline S. Bridges, in Christian Register.



The Travelling Kitchen
Bv Helen Campbell

KITCHENS there are, beyond a

doubt, in which the usual work

of kitchens is being done in a

most unusual way, so well done that

London is at present smacking its Ups

over the results brought to it by four

hundred motor cars, and that part of

London, which does not as yet share in

the smacking, demanding imperatively

that its turn may come.

How did it begin ? In Boston, and

from Boston passed on to New York

and to various points beyond, yet at no

time took sufficient hold to insure suc-

cess. The service was imperfect, and

the kitchen itself gave no impression of

skilled hands at work ; and, in a short

space of time, the dwellers in flats, and

the dwellers also in houses, where the

domestic service problem complicates

all kitchens, renounced the hope that

permanent help had come and returned

to the old ways.

Why London should have succeeded

when Boston failed, Boston must answer.

But an Englishwoman of experience and

quick discernment, who has very lately

told me part of the story, suggested that

the very fact of slower methods and

obstinate determination to make the

experiment tell may be part of the solu-

tion. The distributing kitchens have

already been obliged to start many
branches in different parts of the city,

and the trade of all already overtaxes

their resources.

In the great central kitchens the man-
ager, Mrs. Daubney, has installed every

possible labor-saving invention, not
alone from America, but from Paris.

Many of the cooking utensils are of

nickel, this being kept clean more easily

than any other form, though American

granite w^are is also largely in evidence.

Gas is the chief fuel, supplemented by

charcoal for broiling, the British epicure

believing that the latter secures a flavor

for the article broiled that is impossible

to any other method. Great gas heaters

for heating the silver dishes, in which

the food is sent out, are part of the

equipment ; and one of the kitchens is

given over to a corps of servants, whose

sole work it is to polish and care for

these dishes and other forms of silver-

ware in use. Immaculate linen, china

without a nick, are also furnished by the

company, or the housewife may, if she

prefers, use her own, and thus have all

the pleasure of the home table, with

none of the wear and tear that much
housekeeping at present stands for.

In the kitchens themselves each form

of cookery is specialized, even more

than in the great hotel, since it is a

service for thousands and an always

lengthening list. There are chefs with

suitable assistants for every course in

the most elaborate menu ; and they pro-

vide such menu, if it be required, or

simpler ones, as the case may be, all

with equal care and skill in hand-

ling. The pantries and storerooms are

stocked with material for the cookery of

all nations. One specialty, a dehght to

all Anglo-Indians in London, is a depart-

ment for curries of every order,— the

storeroom for the curry kitchen con-

taining all the paraphernalia of the East

Indian chef : curious seeds and spices,

powders and nuts, fruits, dried leaves,

and other mysteries that enter into the

curry at its best. Cubeb curries, dev-

illed pine kernels, chutnies, and a long

list daily take shape here ; and a

Colonel Herbert stands sponsor for
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them all, having himself trained some

of the cooks. Macaroni also has Italian

cooks in charge ; and the Englishman,

who has not learned its possibilities in

Italy, is learning them now, and calUng

for more. The Italian cook, too, has

more ways with eggs than he of any

other nation, the menu offering one

hundred methods, more than one of

which we might with advantage add to

our own menus, those with nut sauces

especially.

The cookery of vegetables has always

been a weak point in the English kitchen.

In fact, England, till within a short

period, has had the most limited supply

of that form of food, our variety and

profusion being always a surprise to the

travelling Englishman. But a kitchen

devoted exclusively to the best forms of

preparation makes the menus of these

kitchens beyond even those of the best

hotels. Salads are also a specialty,

America offering a number of new va-

rieties, with a fresh invention every

week, ninety-eight being given in their

list. In short, each nation represented

in the order may have its national

dishes, or those of any country pre-

ferred ; and each dish is warranted per-

fect of its kind.

As to the subscriber, the day's menu

may be as complex or as simple as

personal taste dictates. The manager's

estimates and the statistics that back

them show that the cost of the meals,

with all service included, is less than

that of the same order of food prepared

at home. Breakfast, luncheon, after-

noon tea, and dinner can be served in

the best of style to a family of three

adults for twenty-one shilUngs, each, a

a week. Whereas these meals pre-

pared at home, with cook's wages, keep,

cost of fuel, etc., general waste, break-

age, etc., bring the actual cost to twenty-

five shillings per head. There is thus

not alone a saving of twelve shillings a

week, but another in the elimination of

the wear and tear for the nerves of the

house mistress. The company is now
training maids for the many families

in small apartments, or those who live

as bachelor men and maids and have

a single maid or none, these maids to

serve at the meal hours or by the hour,

— another step forward in the long story

of domestic service.

As to the method of delivery, noth-

ing, it seems, could be better. Patent

carriers, lined heavily with green baize,

with a hot-water tin at the bottom of

each, receive the covered silver dishes,

which are set on the tin, and covered

with three thicknesses of the baize. An
air-tight Hd is placed on each carrier,

and this is put into an electric motor

car on shelves heated by charcoal fires.

The car whirls away, delivers, and re-

turns for a fresh load. Four hundred of

those are now employed, and more are

called for. Later the same car collects

the dishes, and orders for the next day

are either pinned to the baize cover or

sent by card or telephone. Telephones

are provided, and put up for a sub-

scriber, free of charge for the first year.

It is plain to see that the chief reason

for failure in this country lies in the

fact that the experiment was undertaken

by individuals with little capital and

with no facilities for the kind of hand-

ling required for success. It may be

said to be a food trust on a small scale

that is doing the present work. Whether

permanent success is certain remains

to be proved. At present it seems to be

the one thing for which hungry London

has waited. And, as our own domestic

service question is in even worse case

than theirs, why should not some execu-

tive woman, or combination of women,

undertake this work on a generous scale,

and demonstrate, for New York or Bos-

ton, the thing that has already become

a fact for London ?



Decorative House Plants

By Eleanor M. Lucas

IN
selecting plants for ornamenting

halls, pedestals, and jardinieres, it is

of importance to get those that are

able to withstand the injurious effects of

gas or furnace heat, dust, partial shade,

and variable temperature. And, then,

one cannot handle plants without a love

for them. Their comfort must be looked

after : water given when necessary, food

administered, spraying faithfully at-

tended to, in order that they may take

on graceful Unes and be fresh and bright-

looking.

One of the most satisfying of all

.decorative plants is Panicufn excurre?is^

commonly known as Palm Grass. The

plant is a grass from Natal, and closely

resembles a palm. It strikingly re-

sembles Curciiligo recurvata^ which is

so much used for decorative purposes
;

but it is more quickly and easily grown

than the latter. A year-old plant fills

a large tub, and is very effective for hall

or veranda, as the foliage is tropical in

appearance, graceful in form, and able

to endure considerable ill-usage. The

effect of a well-grown plant is fountain-

hke, as the long, narrow, recurved

leaves spring from a stem so short that

they seem to start from a common
centre. As the leaves are only one to

two inches wide, and from twelve to

fifteen inches long, a well-grown speci-

men forms a beautiful effect alone on a

pedestal. A large pot is required, as

many feeding roots are produced. The
plant delights in a soil composed of leaf

mould, well-decayed manure, and sand.

It can be grown with equal ease in the

sun or shade. In the latter situation the

foUage is a handsome pea-green color

:

the sunshine gives it a richer, deeper

green. The leaves work up beautifully

in room or church decoration. When
the plant becomes too large, it can be

divided ; and each portion of roots with a

stalk attached will form a strong plant

in a short time. Care must be taken to

protect the leaves from winds, as they are

very brittle. Each leaf is ribbed length-

wise, and resembles green crinkled silk.

Aiithericum picttiratum gives a good

effect, when it is appropriately placed.

It is a grand plant for a stand or

bracket. The leaves are long, tapering,

and beautifully striped green and creamy

white. It produces tiny, white, star-

like flowers on long spikes. A pecu-

liar characteristic is that it throws out

little plants along the flower-stems.

These, upon becoming too heavy, curve

gracefully over the sides of the pot. It

produces strong roots, and requires a

stout pot. This plant will endure heat,

cold, drought, and moisture, better than

most of the plants that are grown in

rooms ; and it deserves extended cult-

ure. It wants a strong soil, and must

be sprayed to keep off dust.

Anthericum variegatum, with its nar-

row foliage, beautifully marked with a

broad stripe of creamy yellow, ivory

white, and often a tinge of pink on a

dark-green ground, is a fine table orna-

ment. It is quite dwarf, with slender,

graceful leaves, and grows very symmet-

rical. The little plantlets hanging on all

sides, some all white, others green, and

here and there a variegated one, add to

the beauty of this plant.

The Cyperus (umbrella palm) is an

easily grown and very effective plant.

It thrives well in small pots, considering

the size of its foliage, and is at its best

when grown in a vase half-filled with

rich leaf-mould and sand kept full of
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water. Each day water must be given

to overflow, and for a vase nothing

is prettier than an empty ginger-jar.

Throw a few bits of charcoal into the

water to keep it sweet.

There are few plants more useful,

easily grown, and more generally ad-

mired than the asparagus ferns. As-

paragus plumosus is so beautiful and

graceful that it readily takes the place

of deUcate ferns. This plant excels not

only in beauty, but its easy culture and

hardiness are strong points in its favor.

It will flourish in a temperature where

ferns would perish from heat and lack

of humidity. It gives a grace to all cut

flowers, but especially to carnations, be-

cause the feathery sprays are most be-

coming to these spicy blooms. Try half

a dozen Hobarts and a few sprays of

Plumosus in a green glass vase, a green

that will carry out the stem color of the

flowers, and set it on a round table mir-

ror. Let the flowers droop over the edge

of the vase and be reflected in the mir-

ror below. It is wonderful how far such

a little thing goes. That vase will be a

keynote of the whole room, in its refine-

ment and perfect taste.

And to revert again to the asparagus,

we must not forget A. Sprengeri. It

makes a very showy appearance, and is

of very rapid growth. For cutting pur-

poses the asparagus has no superior in

one respect. The sprays remain in a per-

fect condition for hours, and even days,

after being cut from the parent stem.

Plants require an abundance of water

during their growing periods, but very

little when not sending out new fronds.

They should be repotted at least once

a year. The spring is the best time.

Shift to larger pots each time, or divide

the roots. Each piece of root with an

eye attached will develop into a large

plant. Give good drainage. Nothing

is so fatal to their fresh green beauty as

sour soil. Give as much Hght and fresh

air as possible.

When repotting plants, scrub old pots

clean and soak new ones twenty-four

hours before using. Charcoal is the

best material for drainage, because it

purifies the soil. A little pulverized

charcoal dug about the roots of foliage

plants improves the shade of green. In

repotting an old plant, turn it out of the

pot upon the hand, remove any bits of

old drainage, and trim oft' all dead roots.

Have the new pot ready, 'with plenty of

drainage and a few inches of soil. Hold
the plant in the centre, and fill it with

fresh soil. Press this quite firm with

the fingers. Water the plant carefully,

but thoroughly, and keep in a warm,

close place for several days. Avoid

keeping too wet, until the plant is making

rapid growth. Use a good fertilizer

each week, when active growth is estab-

lished. The commercial plant foods are

cleanly and easy to use. Care must be

taken to add fertility to the soil before

the plant begins to show that it is

exhausted.

Our lives are songs
;

God writes the words,

And we set them to music at leisure

;

And the song is sad, or the song is glad,

As we choose to fashion the measure.

We must write the song,

Whatever the words,

Whatever its rhyme or metre
;

And if it is sad, we must make it glad,

And if sweet, we must make it sweeter.

— Gibbon.



Creole Cooking
By Lylie O. Harris

DO you ask what Creole cooking

is? It is a system of cookery

which has held its own through

several generations, and which drew

from Thackeray the following tribute to

its excellence :
" In that old Franco-

Spanish city on the banks of the Missis-

sippi, where of all the cities in the

world you may eat the most and suffer

the least, where claret is as good as at

Bordeaux, and where a ragout and a

bouilleabaisse can be had, the like of

which was never eaten in Marseilles or

Paris."

Nearly two hundred years ago began

the evolution of this distinct school of

cooking, when the African woman took

her first lessons in the art from the

Creole mistress, who had received her

inheritance of gastronomic lore from

France, where the art of good cooking

first had birth. The African is a born

cook. She learned readily, and in her

turn transmitted her knowledge to her

children, who often improvised new
dishes or improved upon the methods of

Louisiana's mother country. Then came
the Spanish domination, with its influx

of rich and stately dishes, brought over

by the grand dames of Spain. After

that a slow blending of the best ele-

ments of the French and Spanish cook-

ery went on, with the result that South-

ern Louisiana became famed for the ex-

cellence of its dishes. New Orleans

won the reputation of being the unsur-

passed " eating-and-drinking city." To
it came many French chefs, who, tried

in the furnace fire of many years, found

her an attractive field for the exercise of

their talents.

New Orleans still preserves its repu-

tation for good cooking. While much

of it is distinctly French, yet many
variations have been introduced. The
Creoles have invented a number of new
dishes,— gumbo, for instance, of which

there are many varieties. Gombo aux

herbes, gombo fild, gombo fevis, gombo
aux ecrivisses, are but a few of them.

The Italian colonists have introduced

not a few of the delicacies of their

country. The finest dish of macaroni,

the genuine article made from the flinty

wheat of Parma, and cooked in pure

Italian style, is here a common and a

popular dish. The Germans contrib-

uted a fair quota to this savory melange,

and latterly the Chinese have added a

few dishes to the motley combination.

Another advantage possessed by the

New Orleans cook is the great variety

and surpassing excellence of its market

suppUes,— fresh and salt water fish,

oysters cheap and abundant, early vege-

tables and fruit ahead of any other city

in the Union, and game in abundance

in the not distant swamps.

Let us peep into Tante Pdlagie's

kitchen, a typical Creole one. She is a

survival. She tells you proudly :
" I ain

none ur deze yuh no count, booklarned

niggahs ! Me, Ize ur befo de wah
niggah, I is. Ize been fotch up ; but

dese yuh triflin, Abe Linkum niggahs,

deeze jest been dmg up, dee is
!

"

Tante Pelagic in this early morning

hour, in her quaint guinea-blue dress

and Madras tignon^ is carefully making

the cup of morning coffee, that cafe

noir, which is the integral part of the

life of a Creole household. The Cre-

oles contend that the drinking of this

cup of hot coffee early in the morning

makes for longevity, and point, day after

day, to examples of old men and women
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of fourscore and more, who bear wit-

ness to the aid they have received

through hfe from a cup of good, fragrant

coffee early in the morning.

Ask Tante Pelagie the secret of her

coffee, and you learn that you must

select good coffee. She means a blend

of those berries which grow on well-

watered mountain slopes, of delightful

aroma and of stimulating effect.

Her next essential is that the coffee

be parched just before making it. She

roasts it to a rich brown, stirs into it,

while hot, the white of an ^gg or a piece

of butter, to give it a glaze, and cools it

in a tightly covered vessel, to preserve

its aroma. It is ground rather fine, and

she drips it slowly in a covered strainer

until all its flavor is extracted.

Tante Pelagie will gravely assure you

that nobody who is somebody fails to eat

soup daily. She can make all manner
of purees and maigre soups; but the

bouillon, the consomme, and the pot-au-

feu are the three mother soups upon
which she depends. These soups do

not enter as largely into the Hfe of the

New Orleans people as they do into the

households of France. There the richer

classes drink a cup of bouillon for break-

fast, While the poor people depend upon
the bowl of pot-au-feu at their morning

meal. The Creoles abandoned the cup

of bouillon for the cup of coffee, but

serve soup always at dinner, or its sub-

stitute, gumbo. Tante Pelagie says that

soups, properly made, never need any

thickening, save, perhaps, some of the

purees. She would be lost without her

herb bouquet, made of a spray of pars-

ley, a sprig of thyme, celery, and bay

leaf, which will flavor a gallon of soup,

if cooked in it for an hour. She knows
the possibilities for a good entree, which

lurk in the bouilH, or the boiled meat,

that other people throw away, after the

soup has been made. She makes of it

Mirotons, Boiled Beef Saute k la Ly-

onnaise, \ ITndienne, a la Paysanne,

aux Papillottes, au Pain Perdu, and

good, every-day hash.

She makes court bouillon of the red

fish, always known by the single spot on

his tail. The darkies say that this was
the fish which the apostles brought to the

Saviour when he performed his miracle

of the loaves and the fishes. They say

that the Saviour took up this fish be-

tween his fingers, and blessed it; and

ever after it has borne the imprint of

his fingers. Court bouillon is a deU-

cious and economical dish, and is

served with boiled rice or Irish pota-

toes.

Tante Pelagie is past grand mistress

in the art of making palatable dishes of

beef, veal, mutton, pork, poultry, game,

and fish. Her roasts, her peculiar

methods of broiHng, her grillades, her

wonderful daubes, her unequalled

methods of seasoning, have given to her

kitchen well-deserved fame. She knows

that almost any portion of the beef, from

the head to the tail, may be delicately

and temptingly prepared to suit the

palate of the most fastidious. Of the

hog and the sheep, she holds that every

part is good ; and her ways with those

animals are seductive enough to convert

the most sceptical. She makes many
savory dishes of rice and of corn-meal

and of hominy. She manufactures an

infinite variety of sausages, boudins

blancs, and boudins noirs. Brown sauces

and white are in her repertoire, as are

also delicious dressings for poultry,

game, and fish. She can make all

manner of elaborate desserts, but she

also makes delightful ones of inexpensive

materials. Nobody makes compotes ex-

actly like Tante Pelagie's. In every

Creole household there are home-made
sirops and cordials, the former made of

fruit, blossoms, or leaves.

The orange sirop, so universally used

by them, is made of the petals of the
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orange blossom. The geranium sirop, of

the leaves of the rose geranium, both

of delicate perfume and deUcious flavor.

In Tante Pelagie's kitchen you find

the brown sauce and the art of season-

ing carried to perfection.

Creole cookery is adaptable. Its re-

sults are fit to grace the banquets of the

rich, also the frugal board of the poor.

It considers the possibilities of all foods.

It makes the most of the cheapest and

most unpromising material. It discards

nothing. The dishes it evolves are fit

for a gourmet^ but they bring no indi-

gestion in their train.

No households suffered more from

the ravages of war than did those of the

Creoles. But the old social customs

still remain, although often the hostess,

who in bygone days could invite her

friends to superb dinings, must now live

on less than a dollar a day. But this

simple fare is so well prepared, its

manner of serving so elegant, and the

hostess so gracious, that you agree with

Marion Crawford, who, when he went

into one of these old-fashioned homes
said, " You feel that you are in the

presence of a princess of the royal

blood ; for you meet with such a warmth
of hospitality as makes you at once feel

at home, and such a courtesy and charm

of manner as would do honor to a

throne."

The Economics of Nutritive and Practi-

cal Cookery
By Mary D. Chambers

Lesson II.

Discussion

I. Comparison of Human Body with

a Steam Engi7ie

Body needs food, air, and water.

Engine needs fuel, air, and water.

Potential energy of food converted

into kinetic by means of oxidation in

body.

Potential energy of fuel converted

into kinetic by means of oxidation, (com-

bustion) in engine.

Combustion in human body produced

at a low temperature (98°F., about).

Combustion in engine produced at a

high temperature (i,ooo°F. minimum,
approximately).

Waste products, water, gases, ashes.

Waste products, water, gases, ashes.

Working power of 3,400 foot tons de-

veloped in body from about 5 pounds

food in 24 hours.

Working power of 9,000— 30,000

foot tons developed in engine from 18

pounds coal in 24 hours.

Heat available for work in body is

about 1-6 of the potential heat of food.

Heat available for work in engine is

I-
1
5 to i-io of the potential heat of the

fuel.

Food in body a source of heat and

energy. Also builds and repairs.
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Fuel in engine a source of heat and

energy, but does not build or repair.

Body can use its constructive material

to produce energy.

Engine cannot use its constructive ma-

terial to produce energy.

Destruction and construction of mat-

ter goes on in body.

Destruction of matter goes on in

engine.

II. Energy: Source and Conservation

Energy: power to do work, to over-

come resistance.

Exists in a variety of forms,— heat,

light, electricity, chemism, muscular en-

ergy, mechanical work, etc.

Source of all energy, the sun. All

power to do work comes from the sun's

heat. Energy stored in food exactly

equal to amount of the sun's heat re-

.quired to build up the food substance.

Energy liberated by breaking up of

food.

Plants, agents for storing energy.

Animals, agents for both storage and

liberation of energy.

Potential and kinetic energy convert-

ible into one another, the sum of both

unchangeable in universe.

III. Definition of Food. Classification

of Foods based on their Function in

Body

Food : that which, taken into the

body from without, is necessary to life

and forms a biologic part of the body.

Functions of food :
—

1. To yield energy by decomposition :

e.g.^ the organic compounds of carbon.

2. To promote or stimulate energy by
chemical or mechanical means: e.g.^ inor-

ganic substances,—water, salts, oxygen.

3. To build muscular tissue.

IV. Place of Vegetables in Diet

Economic value : cheaper than animal

foods.

Adaptation to body : shape of teeth,

length of alimentary canal, variety of di-

gestive secretions, etc.

P'unction in body :
—

Yield energy.

Build tissue.

Furnish water and salts.

Supply bulk.

(Commoner strong-juiced vegetables

named : e.g., turnips, kale, dandelion,

thistle-tops, beet greens, onions. Some-

times parsnips.)

Experimental and Practical Work

Experiment I.

To ascertaifi Co7tstituents of Cabbage

1. Cover a porcelain slab, set on

utensil plate, with a square of cheese-

cloth. On this place a cabbage leaf,

and crush or pound it with a rolling-pin

until disintegrated. Examine fibres, and

compare -with those of potato. Which

are the tougher ?

2. Squeeze out liquid, and taste. Is

cabbage a strong-juiced or a sweet-

juiced vegetable ?

3. Test residue in cheese-cloth with

iodine. What do you consider the

nutritive value of cabbage as compared

with potato ?

4. Heat a bit of cabbage leaf in test

tube, in mouth of which is inserted a

piece of lead acetate paper.

Discussion on Experiment I.

Value of cabbage in diet, anti-scor-

butic, furnishes bulk, etc.

Raw versus cooked cabbage.

Object in cooking cabbage :
—

1. Delicacy of flavor by eUminating

strong taste.

2. Digestibihty, by softening cellulose
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and eliminating sulphur, which, though

anti-scorbutic, may, if retained too long

in stomach, give rise to formation of

Ho S.

Problems in cooking cabbage ;
—

1. To eliminate strong taste.

2. To soften cellulose.

Experiment II.

To ascertain how Vegetable Juices may
be retained or draum out

I. Three small beakers, A, B, and C,

half filled with faucet water. In A dis-

solve one-half a teaspoonful of salt, in B
one-eighth a teaspoonful soda, use C for

control test. Add to each beaker a

pinch (1-16 teaspoon) ground coffee,

sprinkling it lightly on the water. In

which beaker is the water colored

most by the coffee ? How has the sol-

vent action of the water been affected

by the salt, by the soda ?

Experiment III.

2o ascertain how Cellulose may be Soft-

ened

I. Two portions, A and B, of cabbage

fibre, cotton wool, cheese-cloth, or filter

paper. Treat A with caustic soda solu-

tion, B with solution of acetic acid.

Which makes the fibres softer?

Cookery of Cabbage.

I. Boiled Cabbage

Preparation.— On coming from mar-

ket, place head down, in pan of cold

salted water, to freshen and remove in-

sects. When it is time to cook, cut into

quarters, remove outer leaves, and cut

away hard core.

Method.— Place in a generous amount
of boiUng water, to which a little baking

soda has been added (one-fourth tea-

spoon to three or four quarts), and cook

ten minutes uncovered and boiling

rapidly. Drain off water, and replace

with fresh boiling water, to which a little

vinegar has been added (one tablespoon

to every quart of water). Cook fifteen

to twenty minutes longer. Drain in

colander, pressing out water thoroughly.

Mix lightly with following seasoning:

one tablespoonful of butter, one-half a

teaspoonful of salt, one-eighth a tea-

spoonful of pepper to every pint of

cabbage.

To avoid Unpleasant Odor.— Allow

fumes from hot vinegar to mingle with

steam from cabbage pot while cooking.

II. Cabbage with Cheese

Method.— Boil as directed above, and

drain thoroughly. Moisten with one

cup of cream sauce (see Lesson I.,

Recipe III). Place in baking-dish with

alternate layers of cheese, about half as

much cheese as cabbage. Sprinkle

each layer lightly with salt and pepper.

Cover top with buttered crumbs, and

bake until sauce bubbles through

crumbs.

III. Boiled Red Cabbage.

Preparation.— Same as boiled cab-

bage.

Method.— Cook for first ten minutes

same as boiled cabbage. Drain. Re-

turn to sauce-pan with the following sea-

soning : one tablespoonful of butter,

one-half a teaspoonful of salt, one-eighth

a teaspoonful of pepper, two teaspoon-

fuls of vinegar to every pint of cabbage.

Cover saucepan, and allow to stand on

side of range until cabbage is tender.

IV. Cole Slaw.

Method.— Cut sweet white cabbage

into thin shreds (using a plane, if con-

venient) or chop very fine. Sprinkle

with salt and pepper, tossing with

fork to distribute condiments evenly.

Sprinkle with good vinegar, and toss

again. Serve on small plates.

For individual work each student is
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given one or two single leaves of cab-

bage or a small piece of the quartered

head. (4 oz. or 1-16 avg. head of cab-

bage).

Questions

What principles were involved in

your cookery of cabbage ?

Discuss the effect, in the cookery of

strong-juiced vegetables, of softening

the water, changing the water, exposing

large surface by slicing. Specify cases

in which each of above methods may be

used with most advantage.

A red cabbage, after cooking, ap-

peared a dull bluish color. Account

for this, and suggest a remedy.

In potatoes there is 1 1 per cent., in

cabbage 15 per cent., which is not

utilized in the body. Which is the

cheaper? (Potatoes cost .05 per quart,

weighing 2 pounds ; cabbage, .06 per

head, weighing 4-6 pounds.)

What will be the result, to a working-

man, if the output of energy is in excess

of the available energy of his food ?

Why would such a condition be more

serious in the case of the growing boy

or girl ?

Compare the efficiency of the Ameri-

can workingman with that of the laborer

in other less fortunate countries. Why
is the study of the Economics of Nutri-

tion becoming of great poUtical and

sociologic importance at the present

time ?
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Food for a Growing Child
A question of vital interest to the ma-

jority of mothers to-day is what food is

best calculated to meet the demands of

growing childhood, as well as to supply

the waste of its tissues. With the fast-

growing child, its demands for food

oft-times seem inconsistent, but in most

instances it will be found that its system

is really in need of a certain food sub-

stance, which can only be gotten by

eating an excess of the unnecessary food

in order to obtain it.

With active exercise of both mind and

body, as with the rollicking school-boy,

the demand for proper food is great.

In most instances, and leaving it to

the children's decision, "proper food"

means pastries, etc. Instead of these

building up and repairing the body, they

serve to give more heat and energy to

an already worn, tired-out nature. In

order to get a clearer conception of the

effect of such a diet, one has only to

observe the stunted growth and pallid

faces of the children of the very poor,

who are fed on an almost exclusive diet

of starch foods. It is cheaper and al-

ready prepared by the bakers. Therein

lies its merit.

Appetites can become perverted as to

the eating of sweet pastries, the same

as by any other habit. As our inheri-
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tance, we are always craving the sweets

of life. The bitter are always cast

aside.

The virtues of whole-wheat bread for

the growing child are many. It sup-

plies every need and want of the human

body. It not only gives heat and

energy, but is a constant repairer of

waste tissue ; w^hile its mineral con-

stituents convert cartilage into strong,

healthy bone and teeth. Sandwdches of

this bread, daintily put together with a

thin slice of cold meat or some meat

preparation, forms a most acceptable

lunch ; and, if these are encased in the

waxed paper used by bakers, and which

can be purchased of them, they will

keep moist and fresh for hours.

There are egg sandwiches, cheese

sandwiches, and others too numerous to

mention ; but these I have made men-

tion of will be found best to meet the

requirements of the child's system, and

another consideration is the ease in

their preparation. Do not forget to use

butter on the bread quite as liberally as

if no sandwich was to be made. A
certain portion of fat is absolutely neces-

sary to the body's development as well.

Sweet, fresh butter, or cream, is the best

form of fat, and a liberal use of these

is quite sufficient for the body's needs.

In preparing the school luncheon, do

not forget to tuck in a bit of fruit of

some kind. Sweet fruits contain much
nourishment, it is well to remember,

dates, figs, bananas, and grapes con-

taining the most.

Juicy fruits are rich in phosphates for

the blood, and are easily digested as

well. The excess of water which they

contain forms a distilled drink, and as

thirst-quenchers they prove a success.

It is far better to supply the children

with fruit for their luncheon than to

give them a food that in time works

evil effects in the system. The limited

purse often feels that fruits are a too

expensive drain on it, but a Httle wise

reflection will show to the average mind

that money invested in fruits is wisely

expended.

Nuts form another of Nature's foods,

and much nourishment is contained in

them. Take the walnut, filbert, almond,

cocoanut, and chestnut, for instance.

These nuts are rich in nourishment, and

can be used in a paste form— that is,

crushed or ground— and mixed with a

dressing of sweet cream and spread on

bread that is to be made into sand-

wiches. Or the nuts can be cracked

and opened, and a handful included in

the daily lunch. There will be fully as

much nourishment in these as in the

bread itself.

Both fruit and nuts in their original

form— that is, not made into jams or

other substances in which adulteration

can be practised— are far better.

These cheap jams with which the

market is flooded are most injurious in

their effect on the human system. They

should never be eaten. I have often

observed children's liking for them as

well as many of the productions of

the delicatessen store, such as different

forms of pickles, etc. Acids in the sys-

tem produce disease. Not only does

the eating of sour substances produce

this, but sweet substances are also con-

verted in the process of digestion into

an acid. A thoughtful care in this re-

spect is quite necessary to health. A
stalk of celery or a bit of water-cress

answers far better, and these can be

eaten with impunity.

In concluding, I would say that, if a

luncheon is daintily made up, it not only

appeals to the eye, but through the eye

to the stomach. There comes a desire

to taste, and by this desire the gastric

secretions are appealed to and the food

is partaken of with genuine relish instead

of a forced inclination.— JVew York

Observer,



Selected Verse

optimism
You may reap your harvest of wheat and tares,

You may gather your cockle and barley;

You may husband a harvest of joys and cares,

Laboring late and early
;

The grain of gold

And the poppy bold

And the corn-flower blue for adorning :

But the fullest ears of the seven fat years

Will be gleaned by the gleaner next morning.

You may draw your nets, you may draw your

line,

Fine silvery fish in plenty

;

You may angle for honor, hook titles fine,

And of places and posts fill twenty.

The fish of weight

Swallow up your bait.

Your lures and your wiles not scorning

;

But the lustiest trout, there's no manner of

doubt.

Will be caught by the fisher next morning.

You may think out thoughts that are witty and

wise.

You may think some deep, some shallow

;

You may store your brain with truth or with

lies.

You may let your brain lie fallow.

Thought is good.

Be it understood

;

But this fact on your mind must be borne in,

—

That the latest thought that mankind can be

taught

Will be thought by some thinker next morning.

You may cling to this world of time and sense.

You may think of another rarely
;

You may sigh, Ah, whither ? and ask, Ah,

whence ?

And find life puzzling, fairly.

Yet life is sweet.

We still repeat,

On this dear old earth we were bom in :

Good bettered to best, best changed into

blest,

When we wake to God's cloudless next

morning.

Blackwood 'j- Magazine.

Leaves and Shadows
I am longing for the shadow of the leaves.

Winter's chilling wind at last my spirit grieves.

I am longing for their flutter.

For the whispered words they utter,

—

I am longing for the shadows and the leaves.

Just a hint of spring is vibrant in the air.

I can see it, I can feel it everywhere;

And my soul goes up on wings,

Like a bird it flies and sings,

While I'm longing for the shadows of the leaves.

Life and I are friends, indeed, no longer new.

We have passed together half our journey

through I

And the sorrows and the fears

That have sometimes brought us tears.

We are learning, are but shadows of God's leaves.

Leaves that tremble in His sunlight, after all,

And its rays come glinting through them as they

fall.

Let us only lift our eyes.

It will give us glad surprise

As we look between the shadows of the leaves.

Mary Clarke Smith., in Christian Res^ister.

The Three Sisters

Flax and fingers, and distaff and shears,

—

The way of the Fates is one

;

In the dawn of the world, in the ultimate years,

Unchanged for each mother's son.

The gifts that the Sisters hold in their hands

Are undying and hoary with age

;

To the boy, strange fruits out of morning lands

Discharmed, grown stale, to the sage.

These be the gifts that the Sisters hold

:

Day labor, and rest at night,

Love and loathing, and greed of gold.

Salt tears, and a way for delight

;

High hope, and despair that is child to hope,

—

There shall never a man lack these,

—

And manacled hands and limitless scope,

And kinship to winds and to seas

;

Prayers that are answered, and barren days.

Glory of strength in the strife,

—

These be the fruit of the Sisters' ways,

—

And death, and desire of life.

Fail of the glory the Sisters give.

The conquest crowned from above;

But would ye have joy of the span ye live.

Fail not of the gift of love ! Helen Hicks.

To-morrow's fate, though thou be wise.

Thou canst not tell nor yet surmise

:

Pass, therefore, not to-day in vain,

For it will never come again.

Omar Khayyam.
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NOTWITHSTANDING the di-

vine injunction, " Take no
thought for your life, what ye

shall eat or what ye shall drink," the

subject of eating, of necessity, demands
a good deal of attention. Shall we eat

freely or abstemiously, partake of a mixed

or a limited diet ? Shall animal or vege-

table matter form the chief constituent

of our dietaries ? these are serious ques-

tions to many. To be sure, ' history is

thickly studded with examples of eminent

men who were gross feeders and great

drinkers, also of ascetics who partook

of food but sparingly and used alcohol

not at all.' To-day we have the un-

qualified gourmet., the fastidious diner-

out, the strict vegetarian, and even those

who would limit the means of suste-

nance to ripe fruits and uncooked grains

and nuts. It is an era of fads in food

as in other things.

But, while, as yet, no fixed rules of

feeding can be prescribed, the subject

would seem to be largely scientific.

And it is not improbable that the time

may come when the whole matter of eat-

ing will be placed upon a strictly scien-

tific basis, as is now done in case of

feeding the fires of a locomotive or a

steamship. It must be granted, how-

ever, that the conditions involved in the

one case are infinitely more intricate

and perplexing than are those in the

other.

Fortunately, the natural appetite, un-

vitiated by habit, is a pretty safe guide

to healthful eating. Often taste avails

where the doctor fails. In connection

with this subject the Medical Record

very fittingly remarks :
—

''It is impossible to lay down any hard-

and-fast rule of eating or drinking for a

body of people. The personal factor

must be in every case taken into con-

sideration. In truth, it commands the

situation. What suits one person may
be harmful to another ; and, if the indi-
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vidual be possessed of ordinan* common
sense, he will not be long before he

finds out what food or drink agrees with

him, and regulate his diet accordingly.

'' A dyspeptic who eats to excess or

partakes of food which disagrees with

him will, in the nature of things, suffer,

and, if he be wise, will alter his mode of

life.

" There are, of course, diseases which

are aggravated by an injudicious diet,

and in such cases the physician's advice

as to character and quantity of food

should be strictly followed ; but, with

the person in robust health, it would

be unnecessary and even absurd to live

by routine.

" Change is the salt of life, and the

aphorism may be applied with equal

force to food. Persons who are slaves

to their stomach will find in time that

that organ is a hard master, and will re-

gret that they ever put themselves under

its rule.

'* In these days, fads dominate a large

number of people to the exclusion of

hard sense. All theories are ridden to

death, and among them those concerning

food and drink.

''With regard to eating and drinking

the happy medium will be found the

wisest course."

CONCERNING the statement of

a statistician that a working-

man's family "can subsist on

six cents per meal " much has been

said ; but the fact might as well be con-

ceded, at once, that this thing cannot be

done. Neither were it desirable, could it

be done. FrugaUty and economy are

commendable ever ; but parsimony and

deprivation, in respect to proper suste-

nance, must be characterized as cruelty,

if not crime. Statistics showing wages,

hours of labor, cost of living, etc., all

are valuable, indeed ; but the final result

should be " not to find out how cheaply

we can live, but rather how much better

we can live." Some one has said re-

cently :
" The wages paid to labor come

from the products of labor. This is the

first item to learn from the lessons of

political economy." When the working-

man has learned that lesson, and also

how to get his just share of the products

of industr}-, the diflerence that now ex-

ists, in cost of Hving, between rich and

poor, the one-fourth and the three-fourths

of the race, will not be quite so marked.

THE best thought of the day

centres about co-operative

methods. Facility of commu-
nication and transportation renders the

wide distribution of the fruits of industry

easy. In this respect, continents are

nearer each other than States once were.

Without leaving his office, the man of

affairs can conduct transactions around

the globe. As to individuals and

States, the fact is coming to be reahzed

that the prosperity- of each depends

upon the prosperit)- of all. One cannot

thrive long on the misfortunes of others.

Reciprocity, co-operation, free trade are

indicative of principles of conduct in

social and national policy as just and

unerring as are the laws of nature.

And yet, because of wrongs in matters

of trade and commerce, our protege

Cuba is still cr)dng aloud for justice.

* * *

IN
•' The Travelling Kitchen," in the

present number of this magazine,

Helen Campbell hints at a co-oper-

ative method as it appHes directly to

domestic science. The subject suggests

grand possibilities. It concerns the

comfort and welfare of many a family.

Strange though it be, the question of

help in the household is still unsettled

and vexatious. In the workshop and

laboratory conditions are different, and

there scarcity of helpers does not exist.

Young women, it seems, as well as
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young men, are attracted by business

ways. They are fond of change of

scene and active pursuits ; and these

opportunities the co-operative laundry,

the kitchen laboratory, or, in other

words, large establishments in a certain

measure afford. Besides the problem

of labor, the gain to be made in choice

and quality of food prepared in large

central kitchens would eventually be

enormous. There cooks and purveyors

of food supplies would become experts

;

for skilled service would soon be held

at a premium. In the exploitation of

the co-operative kitchen, if we mistake

not, a rich field of enterprise awaits

utiHzation.

But, for the other side of this question,

see in column of News and Notes the

article by Mrs. E. L. Banks on " Kitchens

in Homes, not Kitchens on Wheels."

" This article," says Food and Cookery,

" should be read not only by our readers,

but by every housewife and daughter,

no matter in what position in life they

may be. No truer words were ever

written regarding the importance of do-

mestic work in homes."

REFORM in cookery is, like re-

forms in other arts, a matter of

slow growth. Yet progress is

surely made, and improved ways are

practised in cooking as a race advances

in civilization. The animal tears at his

food ; and history teaches that, the nearer

the approach to barbarism, the less care

people manifest in the preparation of

their food and in the manner of partak-

ing the same.

It follows that they who are wont to

sneer at fine cooking show either lack

of discrimination or poor taste ; for per-

haps refinement, or " good breeding," is

nowhere manifested more surely than in

ways of cooking and eating, or in table

manners. In the nature, quality, and

style of the dishes set upon the family

table the character and taste of the

household are indicated. Hence it fol-

lows that in respect to neatness and con-

venience of appointment the kitchen

should not be made the least important

part of the modern home. Here ele-

gance in the parlor and laxity in the

kitchen are conspicuously incongruous.

In the theory of cookery, as it is set

forth to-day in analyses, statistics, and

formulas, there is little to incite to en-

thusiasm ; and women soon tire of the

theme. But the practical appUcation of

the art, in form and substance, never

fails to interest and attract. And espec-

ially the woman who can cook is every-

where in great demand.

The Cost of Living

The cost of living continues to rise,

and with butter, eggs, milk, potatoes,

vegetables of nearly all kinds, and fuel

at the highest prices known in years,

people possessed of small incomes must

be having difficulty in making both ends

meet. Only in rare cases, if at all, have

wages increased in equal proportion.

DuTi's Review publishes its index num-

ber of commodity prices for March i

showing an increase from $99,576 on

February i to $101,593. This is the

highest point reached in many years, and

is to be compared with the index number
of $72,455, as it stood at the bottom of

the decline in prices, which was reached

in July of 1897. In other words, bread-

stuffs, meats, dairy and garden products,

clothing and necessaries of hfe gener-

ally, which cost $72.45 in 1897 now
cost $101.59. This represents an ad-

vance of 40 per cent, in the cost of liv-

ing, and a corresponding depreciation

of the dollar.



After Breakfast Chat
Bv Kate Gannett Wells

Items from an Old Receipt Book

LONG ago, in 1824, when a gentle

New England maiden began

housekeeping, the companion to

her Bible was a manuscript book of re-

ceipts, labelled with the names of her

mother's friends, who thus furnished her

with the knowledge which befitteth a

bride. Sixty-one years later, the book

was rebound in tender memory of the

maiden, and thus preserved gives a little

insight into the favorite dishes of a past

generation, which, after all, were greatly

like our own. Seventy-eight years of

time, and yet the yellow pages, to im-

agination, are still redolent with the

brandy, wine, and spices with which

the young girl prepared her husband's

meals !

" Breakfast bannocks of Rhode Isl-

and white meal," fried sizzUng hot and

crisp, cracknels with brandy and rose-

water flavor, plum puddings and squash

pies, that in the making thereof stood

over night, gladdened the heart of him

who was not averse to her baked Indian

whey puddings, when Sundays came,

its whey as glistening as any fabulous

stream of gold.

Then were there real "whortleberry"

puddings, the forerunners of our emas-

culated blueberry pies ; and no governor

could take his seat unless each house-

hold were provided with its own loaf of

Election cake. Prophetically was an-

other variety of loaf dubbed Abolition

cake.

At the bottom of one of the pages are

the words :
*' Mrs. and her mother

have made by these receipts many
years, and they are always excellent, if

strictly followed." One can discern

the girl-wife's pathetic despair in those

words :
*' Why didn't she, why couldn't

she, do what others had done ? " Con-

science had presided over all her handi-

work, and yet she had not effected what

her ancestors did.

Her husband entertained generously,

and the home-made, conical-shaped co-

coanut cakes must need be adorned

with candies around their base. Was it

hard for her ?

Curiously, with the sense of painful

effort, read the directions for " A neat

and genteel dinner for a party of 20 in

the month of April : 2 tureens of soup

at the sides of the table ; i dish of a la

mode beef, weighing 1 5 pounds ; i dish

of salmon or stewed halibut ; i of

minced lobster ; i of boiled ham ; i pair

of fricassee chickens ; i dozen of potted

pigeons
;

potatoes, buttered and plain

;

rice ; dandelions ; spinnage and eggs

and asparagus.

" Second course : i pair of brants
;

goose ; 2 boats of gravy ; onions ; but-

tered potatoes ; cranberry sauce ; and

salads.

"Third course: 2 apple pies; 2 al-

mond and 2 lemon puddings ; 2 moulds

of blancmange ; 2 moulds of calves' feet

jelly ; 2 dishes of custards ; 2 dishes of

preserves, ginger or quince ; 2 dishes of

httle pasties, currant or raspberry jam

;

2 plates of crackers and 2 of butter

;

cheese ; 2 tumblers of radishes.
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" Fourth course : 2 baskets of apples
;

2 of figs ; 2 of oranges ; 2 of English

nuts ; 2 of nuts ; 2 of macaroons.

Sponge cake for the centre of the table

ornamented on the top with flowers.

Table ornamented with flowers, and the

fruit with green leaves."

No wonder an organizer and preparer

of such a meal might sometimes have

felt a little tired.

In the same book is carefully pre-

served the menu of a dinner at the

Nahant House in i860, which was then

at the height of its fame, and where a

woman, no longer young, might have

contrasted the ease of its meals with

those served at her own table. Lobster

fried in batter, and fried apples with salt

pork and raspberry pies, had made the

hostelry famous, though its guests were

"requested to Tea before 8 p.m.," when

a " Chamber concert, assisted by the

Choir of King's Chapel, Boston," was

to be given.

Noon dinners are now renounced, and

church choirs do not sanctify any

modern hotel ; but the fellowship of the

old Nahant House (for no one then Hved

in Boston, of which Nahant is an off-

shoot, who was not courteously aristo-

cratic) is still a tale by which to conjure,

as old men drink the vintage of their

great - great - grandfathers. Times are

changed. Dinner courses are reduced

in multiplicity of dishes served ; but the

receipts for their preparation are still

admitted to usage, as in advancing

years men remember that no one ever

cooked so well as their mothers, with

whose cooking, however, at the time

they probably remonstrated in un filial

manner.

Midway, in time, between 1824 and

1902, came the ministerial dinners of

Boston, which made its clergy famous,

and which were accepted for the sake of

the people one met rather than for the

food eaten. Veal, in its double capac-

ity of what it had been and what it

became, answered for both Roast and

Game. Ground rice pudding with soft

custard constituted the second and last

course ; and then came the after-dinner

talk, minus cigars and wines. Theo-

logic wit was keen and, laughter hearty.

By this time also the ministry,

whether Episcopal or Congregational,

had been shorn of its old vested power

of civic government, but was still in

possession of its ancient right of per-

sonal consolation and righteousness,

which it used for the benefit of the

ungodly. Philanthropy had not then

descended upon it as a nimbus. Or-

ganization was looked at aloof, as tend-

ing to unspiritual issues ; and Religion

was not considered as identical with

Ethics.

But the temperance question aroused

the clergy, for Carpenter and Atwater

had not diagnosed alcohol; and then

came the Abolition movement and the

Civil War, and ministers and rectors

began to preach " politics," at other

times than on Fast Days. Once a year

afforded too slight opportunity for self-

expression to those who had buckled

on to their sanctity the armor of re-

form.

Yet it has not worked ill that the dear

old-fashioned ministers are gone, with

their fear of any art that was not

sacred ; for the fragrant odor of their

piety still clings to their memories.

Gone also in influence are the books

of their days, save as they are regarded

as antique curiosities. Contrast '! Little

Women " with the sedative qualities of

"Parent's Assistant"; or "To Have
and to Hold " with Miss Bremer's or

Miss Edgeworth's novels for " The
Home." No up-to-date girl would hesi-

tate over her preference for a lover of

the Johnston variety, to one of the well-

bred, wearisome type portrayed by the

Swedish or English writer.



Fillets of Chicken with M usiirooms

Seasonable Recipes

IN all recipes where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of such

material.

Cream of Potato Soup
Let two potatoes, half an onion, and a

stalk of celery stand over the fire in cold

water to cover, until the boiling-point is

reached. Cook five minutes, drain, and

re-cover with boihng water. When ten-

der, pass through a sieve together with

the water in which it was cooked.

(There should be about a pint of water

and potato.) Add to this two cups of

white sauce and milk, or white stock, to

make of the consistency desired. Re-

move from the fire, and stir in the beaten

yolk of an ^g'g^ diluted with about one-

fourth a cup of cream. Pour into the

tureen, and sprinkle with a tablespoonful

of fine-chopped parsley. Half a table-

spoonful of celery seed or a teaspoonful

of celery salt may take the place of the

fresh celery.

Cream of Onion-and-Lima Bean

Soup

Soak one cup of dried Lima beans in

cold water over night. Drain and cook

in fresh water about two hours, then add

two onions, sliced, and three or four

sprigs of parsley. Let cook until all are

tender, then press through a puree sieve

with the water in which it was cooked.

To each cup of pure'e and liquid add a

cup of white sauce and milk, or white

stock, to make of the consistency re-

quired. Serve with croutons.

Bisque of Fish Printaniere (Boston

Cooking School)

Remove and reserve the fillets of flesh

from a four-pound haddock. Cover the

bones and head and, if convenient, the

head of a second haddock, both broken

in pieces, with five cups of cold water.

Cut an onion in slices and tie in a piece

of cheese-cloth with three slices of car-

rot, a small stalk of celery, broken in

pieces, half a bay leaf, and a few stems

of parsley and thyme. Heat slowly to

the boiling-point, then skim, and con-
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tinue cooking and skimming until the

stock is clear, then strain. Cook one-

third a cup of carrot, cut tine, and two

tablespoonfuls of fine-cut celery, in a

tablespoonful of butter, six minutes, and

add to the stock. Thicken with two

tablespoonfuls, each, of butter and flour

cooked together. Add one dozen fish

quenelles, and cook three minutes. Add
one cup of cream and, as soon as

thoroughly heated, one tablespoonful of

fine-chopped parsley, and season to taste

with salt and paprika.

Fish Quenelles

To one-fourth a cup of fish meat,

pounded in a mortar and pressed through

a puree sieve, add one-third the white of

an egg and one-fourth a cup of heavy

cream. The fish may be pounded and

pressed through the sieve more easily, if

the egg and cream be gradually added

after the fish has been pounded a little.

Season with salt and pepper, and shape

in small balls. Cook these in the soup

as directed above. A larger quantity

fish. Cut these in size to serve, trim to

a point at each end, and sprinkle with

salt, white pepper, lemon, and onion

juice. Cut strips of potato half an inch

thick. Dip these in melted butter (to

facilitate removal), and fold each fillet

over a piece of potato. Bake about

twenty minutes, in a buttered dish, bast-

ing with a little fish stock, made of the

fish trimmings and the hquor from half

a pint of oysters and a few bits of vege-

tables. Dispose the fillets (first remove

the potato) lengthwise on a serving-dish,

one overlapping another, with a broiled

or blanched oyster, seasoned with melted

butter and lemon juice, and with salt

and pepper above. Surround with the

Hquid, in which the fish was cooked,

thickened with roux. Garnish with cut-

let-shaped pieces of toast, lettuce leaves

and parsley.

Fillets of Fish, White Wine Sauce

(Boston Cooking School)

Separate the flesh from a haddock

into fillets or pieces suitable for serving,

Fillets of Flounder, Sole, etc.

may be prepared and served in a sauce

as an entree.

Fillets of Flounder, Sole, Had-
dock, etc.

Have the fillets removed from the

and put in an agate pan with three

tablespoonfuls of butter, two thin slices

of onion, half a tablespoonful of lemon

juice, and three-fourths a cup of white

wine. Cover with a buttered paper and

cook until the fish will separate easily
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into flakes. Drain off the liquid, add

fish stock to make a pint, and thicken

with three tablespoonfuls, each, of butter

and flour creamed together. Let simmer

ten minutes, then add the yolks of two

eggs, beaten and diluted with two table-

spoonfuls of thick cream, season with

salt and pepper, strain ov^er the fish, and

sprinkle with fine-chopped parsley.

Croustades of Salmon with Cu-

cumber Salad

Press half a pound of cooked salmon

through a sieve. Add two tablespoon-

fuls of sauce Tartare, two tablespoonfuls

of liquid aspic jelly (consomme and

gelatine), half a cup of whipped cream,

a teaspoonful of lemon juice, and salt

and pepper to season. Mix thoroughly.

Stamp out bread, cut in quarter-inch

sUces, in cutlet shapes. Saute these to

a golden brown in butter, or dip them
in melted butter and brown in the oven.

When cool, spread these on one side

with the sahnon mixture, smooth with a

silver knife, dipped in hot water, sprinkle

with fine-chopped aspic jelly, and the

jelly with fine-chopped parsley or tarra-

gon. Serve, one overlapping another, in

a straight line on a serving-dish, with

cucumbers, cut in cubes and dressed

with French dressing, on each side.

These may be served on individual

plates before the soup, at a luncheon, or

on the serving-dish as above, at an even-

ing spread.

Slices of Landlocked Salmon

Select two or three slices, cut about

two inches thick, from the centre of a

good-sized salmon. Put these in an

agate pan with a cup of tomato puree, a

cup of rich stock, and one-foUrth a cup

of butter. Sprinkle with salt, paprika,

and the juice of a lemon. Cover, and

heat to the boiling-point. Then draw

to a cool place on the range, and let

simmer about twenty minutes. Dispose

the slices on a hot dish. Thicken the

liquid with roux, and pour a little

around the fish. Serve the rest in a

sauce boat. Serve at the same time a

dish of vegetable oysters, or salsify.

Brook Tr(nit

Salsify, Melted Butter

Scrape the roots from the crown

downward. Then trim, split lengthwise,

and cut in inch lengths. Let stand in

cold water, acidulated with vinegar or

lemon juice. Boil in salted, acidulated

water until tender, then drain. For a

pint of salsify put three tablespoonfuls

of butter into a saute pan, add the sal-

sify, salt, and pepper, and toss in the

oven, or on the back of the range, until

the salsify is coated with the butter.

Serve in a hot dish. Half a cup of hot

cream may be added at discretion.

Oysters and Sweetbreads

(Chafing-dish)

Wash and drain a quart of oysters.

Strain the liquor through a cheese-cloth

and heat in the blazer with half a cup

of strong chicken broth or gravy from

roast veal. When the liquid boils, stir

in half a cup, each, of butter and flour,

creamed together, with a teaspoonful of

salt and a dash of paprika. Let cook ten

minutes. Then add the oysters and a

cooked-and-blanched sweetbread cut in
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cubes. When the oysters look plump,

add a cup of cream, and serve, as soon

as reheated, on toast or crackers.

Calves' Tails (Subscriber)

Have several tails cleaned, and each

separated into six or eight inch lengths.

Steam or saute until tender. Then
thicken the liquid in which they were

steamed with roux. Dumplings may
be added to the kettle ten minutes

before the cooking is finished. If

sauted, serv^e with tomato sauce. Any
joints left over may be egged-and-

breadcrumbed and fried in deep fat.

Serve with peas, fresh or canned, as an

entree. Twenty-five cents will purchase

enough for two meals for a family of

four.

superfluous fat around the eye. Wipe
with a damp cloth and place in a well-

oiled broiler. Broil from six to ten

minutes, according to thickness, ten

seconds on a side. Spread with maitre

d'hotel butter. Cover the ends with

paper frills, and dispose around a sup-

port, hollow in the centre. Fill the

centre with peas.

Canned Peas

Drain the peas. Rinse in cold water

and drain again. Let stand on the

range covered with boiling water ten

minutes, and drain again. Add a tea-

spoonful of sugar, two leaves of mint,

chopped fine, a scant half-teaspoonful

of salt, a dash of black pepper, and two

or three tablespoonfuls of butter. If

Broiled Lamb Chops, Maitre d' Hotel

Broiled Lamb Chops, Maitre

d'H6tel

Trim the flesh neatly from that part

of the rib bone which extends upward
from the " eye " of meat. Remove all

the peas are home-canned, reheat in the

liquid of the can.

Maitre d'Hotel Butter

Cream one-fourth a cup of butter.
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Add half a teaspoonful of salt, a dash of

pepper, and a tablespoonful of fine-

chopped parsley ; then, very slowly, to

avoid curdling, a tablespoonful of lemon

juice. This sauce is appropriate also

for beefsteak and broiled fish.

Support for Chops

The rest for the chops is simply for a

rest, and not for eating. Bread, mashed

potato, cooked rice, or any of the cereals,

may be used for this purpose. If bread

be used, cut in the shape desired, and

dip each side into melted butter and

brown in the oven. Or the bread may
be fried in deep fat. Press hot mashed

potato or rice, or turn a hot cereal, into

a well-buttered mould. Remove from

the mould when cold, brush over with

beaten egg and brown in the oven, or

sprinkle with crumbs and brown in hot

fat. The cereal may afterward be

sliced, dipped in flour, and sauted in

bacon fat for breakfast.

Cooked Vegetable Salad

Dress cooked kidney beans, peas, and

balls, cut from potatoes, each separately

with French dressing, to which a few

drops of onion juice have been added.

Dispose upon a serving-dish, and let

stand in a cool place an hour or more.

Garnish

lettuce.

Garnish at serving with heart leaves of

Salad of Lettuce with Cheese

and Vegetable Macedoine

Mix together a ten-cent cream cheese,

canned pimento (red) cut in tiny

Salad of Lettuce with Cheese, etc.

cubes, one-fourth a cup of small green

string beans, cut in cubes, five olives,

chopped fine, and enough cream to hold

the mixture together. When thoroughly

mixed, use a piece of parafflne or con-

fectioner's paper to handle and give the

mixture the original shape. Let stand

in a cold place, wrapped in the paper,

until ready to serve, then dispose in the

centre of a salad dish, Uned with lettuce

leaves, dressed with French dressing.

SUce the cheese with a silver knife

before sending to table. At luncheon,

mayonnaise may be served in a dish

apart.

Cooked Vegetable Salad
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Salad of Ov^sters and Cucumbers

Pare the cucumber with a handy

sheer, and shce, as usual, in even shces.

Let stand in ice-water until ready to

serve, then drain dry in a towel, season

with French dressing, and mix with an

equal bulk of oysters parboiled, drained,

cooled and seasoned with French dress-

ing, to which a few drops of Tobasco

sauce have been added. Serve as a

first course, at a luncheon, in individual

casseroles or on lettuce leaves. Pass at

the same time Boston brown bread

sandwiches.

Scandinavian Rosettes

Beat four eggs without separating.

Add one pint of milk, and stir gradu-

ally into three cups of iiour, sifted with

added. The eggs might be added with

half the milk, as all the milk may not be

needed. Heat the rosette iron in hot fat.

Dip into the batter to half its height, and

return to the hot fat, until the cake is

cooked a deUcate^brown. Shake from the

iron on to soft paper. Serve, sprinkled

with powdered sugar, as a dessert dish,

or spread the rosettes with jam or pre-

serves and ornament with whipped cream.

The batter should stand an hour after

being mixed before the rosettes are fried.

In winter it may be kept for days,

and used as occasion requires, either for

this or other purposes, as to coat quarters

of banana for frying.

Succotash with Dried Beans

Let a cup of Lima beans stand in cold

water over night. Drain, and

let simmer three or four hours,

or until tender, adding salt

to season when half-cooked.

When the skins are tender,

add half a can of corn, a dash

of black pepper, and, when
again hot, three tablespoon-

Scandinavian Rosettes

half a teaspoonful of salt and two table-

spoonfuls of sugar. Beat very thor-

oughly, when half the liquid has been

fuls of butter. Toss until the butter is

dissolved, and serve as a luncheon or

dinner dish.
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Fillets of Chicken with Mush-
rooms

Remove the fillets from two chickens,

and separate them into large and

Scandinavian Rosettes witli Preserves and Cream

mignon fillets. Remove the membrane

from the large fillets and the tendon

from the small fillets, and trim neatly.

Cut transverse slits in the upper side of

each fillet, and in the larger insert slices

of truffle, stamped into rounds, with the

lower edge fringed, and tiny strips of

truffle in the smaller fillets. Smoked

and cooked beef tongue may be used

in the place of the truffles. Brush the

fillets with slightly beaten white of egg,

and dispose in a buttered agate baking-

pan. Turn in a

few spoonfuls of

rich broth, sprinkle

with salt and white

pepper, and cook

from ten to fifteen

minutes, closely

covered with a but-

tered paper. Dis-

pose around a

socle, or support,

of fried bread.
Garnish the top

of the socle with

parsley and heart

leaves of lettuce.

Surround the base Delmonico Puddi

with a Bechamel or veloute sauce, to

which the trimmings of the truffles,

chopped fine, and eight small mush-
rooms, saute'd in butter, have been

added.

Delmonico Pudding
Stir half a cup of corn-

starch with milk to a smooth

batter, then stir into a quart

of scalded milk. Let cook,

stirring constantly, at first,

twenty minutes. Add a

tablespoonful of butter, a

few grains of salt, and the

yolks of four or five eggs,

beaten and mixed with three-

fourths a cup of sugar. Let

stand over the hot water two

minutes, or until the egg is set, then

turn into a buttered pudding-dish. Let

bake ten minutes, then cover with mer-

ingue, and return to the oven to brown.

Serve hot or cold.

Delmonico Pudding with Oranges

Peel and shoe six oranges into a

buttered pudding-dish. Sprinkle with

half a cup or less of sugar, and pour

over them a pudding made as above,

using one-fourth a cup, each, of sugar

ng ith Oi igei
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and cornstarch. If at hand, use the

whites of six eggs in making the

meringue. SHced bananas or pineapple,

or strawberries, may take the place of

the oranges.

Rolls, Clover Leaf Fashion

Meringue
Allow twice as many level tablespoon-

fuls of powdered sugar as there are

whites of eggs. Beat the whites until

very foamy, but not quite dry. Add
half the sugar gradually, beating mean-

while. Then, when very light, fold in

the rest of the sugar, and turn the me-

ringue on to the pudding, drawing it up

to a point in the centre. Score with a

silver knife wet in hot water. Sprinkle

with sugar, and return to a moderate oven

for about ten minutes. Garnish with

sections of orange. Serve hot or cold.

Rolls, Clover-leaf Fashion (Boston

Cooking School)

Add one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt

and half a tablespoonful of sugar to

half a cup of scalded milk. When
lukewarm, add half a yeast cake dis-

solved in two tablespoonfuls of luke-

warm water and three-fourths a cup

of flour. Beat thoroughly, then cover

and let rise. When light, add two

tablespoonfuls of melted butter, one

well-beaten egg, and flour enough to

knead. Let rise again, then shape

into very small balls. (Size of Eng-

Hsh walnut when again Hght.) Put

three or four into well-buttered round

patty-pans, brushing over with butter

the sides that will touch each other,

and bake in a hot oven, when about

doubled in bulk.

Vanilla Sherbet

Boil three pints of water and a pint of

sugar twenty minutes. Add a tea-

spoonful of gelatine, softened in one-

fourth a cup of cold water, and strain

into the can of a freezer. When cold,

add two tablespoonfuls of vanilla extract

and the strained juice of a lemon and

a half, and freeze as any sherbet. Serve

The Cover'' for Formal Dinner, pages 421 and 423
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either with or without a spoonful of

whipped cream on the top of each glass.

Where a green effect is desired, sprinkle

the cream with fine-chopped pistachio

nuts. For the young girl's luncheon

add a maraschino cherry, or a straw-

berry with the nuts.

Swedish Roll

Sift together two cups of flour, three

teaspoonfuls of baking-powder, and half

a teaspoonful of salt, and work in two

tablespoonfuls of butter. Beat an egg,

add half a cup of milk, and use in mix-

ing the dry ingredients to a dough, add-

ing more milk, if needed. Roll into a

rectangular sheet, spread with a cup of

figs or dates, chopped fine and cooked

to a paste. Roll as a jelly roll, place on

a buttered tin, and steam half an hour.

Serve hot with hard sauce.

Farina Croquettes

Add a teaspoonful of salt to three and

a-half cups of boiling water, and stir

while sprinkling in a cup of farina.

Let boil vigorously, then cook from one

to three hours over hot water. Let cool

slightly, and with the hands, wet in cold

water, shape into croquettes, or, when
thoroughly cold, cut into cubes. Egg-

and-bread crumb, and fry in deep fat,

or dip in milk and then in flour, and

saute in hot salt pork fat. Serve with

grated maple sugar.

Cheese Sandwiches (Boston

Cooking School)

Mix a ten-cent cream cheese with

salt, cayenne, six stoned and fine-

chopped olives, half a canned pimento

cut in bits, a little lettuce cut fine

(two tablespoonfuls of cooked spinach

chopped fine is better, as lettuce wilts

easily), adding cream as needed to

moisten. Form into rectangular shape,

cover with paraffine paper, bearing a

weight, and let stand in a cold place

some hours, or over night. When ready

to use, cut in very thin slices, and lay

each sUce on a lettuce leaf. Then put

between slices of rye bread, spread with

mayonnaise dressing.

Chocolate Custard Pudding

Soften two ounces of chocolate over hot

water, add two or three tablespoonfuls

each of sugar and hot water, and let

cook until glossy. Add to one quart of

hot milk. Beat the yolks of six eggs

and the whites of three, add the rest of

a cup of sugar and a few grains of salt,

and dilute with the hot milk. Add two

tablespoonfuls of butter and two tea-

spoonfuls of vanilla, and turn into a

baking-dish. Bake standing on a folded

paper in a dish of hot water. Cover

with a meringue made of the whites of

three eggs and six tablespoonfuls of

sugar. Return to the oven to color the

meringue.

Filling for Two Lemon Pies

Mix three crackers, rolled fine, with

two cups of sugar, half a teaspoonful of

salt, the grated rind and juice of two

lemons, three beaten eggs, a tablespoon-

ful of melted butter, and two cups of

cream or milk.

A Valuable Feature

" No," said the father to the principal

of the cooking school, " I don't believe

I'll send my daughter to your institution.

I expect to be able to provide for her so

that she will not have to work in the

kitchen after she is married."

" That is all very nice," said the prin-

cipal, *' but the most important part of

our curriculum is that which instructs

the young ladies how to boss the cook

and to discharge her, if necessary."

At this the father immediately wrote a

check for the full term's tuition.



Menus One Week in April
ilook not begonU tfjt stars for fjtatoen,
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Wheatlet, Cream. Brook Trout Saiite.

Salt Codfish Balls, Radishes.

Farina Croquettes, Grated Maple Sugar.

Coffee.

Chicken Soup with Tomato.
Roast Fillet of Beef (Rump), Bro\vn Sauce.

Riced Potato. New String Beans.

Spinach-and-Egg Salad.

Ice-cream, Hot Maple Syrup Sauce.

Coffef^.

Supper

Scalloped Oysters (Chafing-dish)
Yeast Roils (reheated). Rhubarb Baked with Raisins.

Angel Cake. Cereal Coffee.

^Breakfast (Guests)

Grape Nuts, Cream.
Chopped Ham in Cream Sauce on Toast.

Poached Eggs. Cole Slaw.

Spider Corn-cake. Coffee.

Luncheon (Family)

Cold Fillet of Beef Sliced and Broiled.

Macaroni with Tomato Sauce.

Rhubarb Jelly, Whipped Cream.
Tea.

Dinner

Cream of Potato Soup, Croutons.

Baked Shad, Bread Stuffing.

Spinach a la Creme. Lettuce Salad.

Orange Pudding wdth Meringue.
Cereal Coffee.

"Breakfast

Ralston Barley Food, Cream.
Eggs in the Shell. Toast.

Coffee. Cocoa.

Luncheon
Shad Roe-and-Lettuce Salad,

Mayonnaise Dressing.

Rosette Cakes, Powdered Sugar.

Tea.

^nner
Roast Fillet of Veal, Brown Sauce.
Sliced Raw Potatoes Baked in Milk.

Beet Greens.
Cream Cheese with Lettuce, etc., French Dressing.

Lemon Pie with Meringue.
Cereal Coffee.

Persian.

"Breakfast

Quaker Oat^, Cream or Milk.
Egg Poached in Timbale Moulds, Tomato Sauce.

White Mountain Muffins.

Coffee.

Luncheon
Clam Chowder.
Cucumbers.

Rhubarb Pie. Cereal Coffee.

"Dinner

Cream of Onion-and Lima-bean Soup.
Cold Veal, Sliced Thin, Cream Horseradish Sauce.

Salsify. Mashed Potato.

Dandelion Salad.

Brown Betty with Dried Peaches, Cream.
Tea.

"Breakfast

Gluten Grits, Cream.
Boston Baked Beans, Cucumbers.
Brown Bread Toast. Zwiebach.

Coffee. Cocoa.

Luncheon
Broiled Live Lobster. Pim Olas.

Baking Powder Biscuit.

Rhubarb Baked w'ith Ginger Root.
Pfeffemiisse. Cereal Coffee.

Dinner

Veal Souffle, Tomato Sauce.
Buttered Parsnips.

Cowslip Greens.
Rosettes with Marmalade and Cream.

Tea.

breakfast
Old Grist-mill Toasted Wheat, Cream.
Broiled Shad, Maitre d'Hotel Butter.

Cucumbers. White Hashed Potatoes.

Toast. Coffee.

Luncheon
Eggs Scrambled with Tomato Puree.

Clover Biscuit (Yeast)

Junket with Brown Bread Crumbs. Tea.

"Dinner
Cream of Spinach. Fillets of Fish with Oysters.

New String Beans, with Butter and
Lemon Juice. Mashed Potato.

Radishes. Oatmeal Biscuits. Edam Cheese.
Rhubarb with Tapioca, Cream.

Cereal Coffee.

X
c
00

>

"Breakfast Luncheon "Dinner

Q Farina, Cream. Succotash. Cream of Rice Soup.
»5 Fish Cakes with Broiled Bacon. Cheese in Shells. Scalloped Oysters.
D Watercress. Jell-o (Lemon) Cole Slaw, Garnish of Man Olas

H Clover Biscuit (reheated). With Sliced Bananas, Cream. Custard Souffle, Vanilla Sauce.

<
C/3

Coffee. Cereal Coffee. Tea.



Menus for Formal Occasions (Served from the side)

Breakiast [Guests, Gentlemen and Ladies^

gau come most carefullg upon gour fjour,

'Eis note struck tbielbe.

Hamlet, i. i.

MENU.

Strawberries au Naturel, Powdered Sugar.

Slices of Land locked Salmon. Salsify Buttered.

Asparagus Tips in Cream Sauce on Rosettes, Poached Egg Above.

Fillets of Chicken with Mushrooms.

Watercress Salad. Edam Cheese. Toasted Biscuit.

Pineapple Omelet. Coffee.

Girls' Luncheon
(See Frontispiece.)

%\sz iwater suiteli ijer, bitfj a likeness of fog outstUe tfje glass, anti tfje gleam of a crgstal unHer

it.— Lorna Doone.

MENU.

Cream of Spinach, Croutons.

Fillets of Flounder with Oysters. Potato Balls.

Lamb Chops with Peas. Banana Fritters, Currant Jelly Sauce.

Lettuce Salad, Cream Cheese.

Vanilla Sherbet. Little Cakes.

Bonbons.

Formal Dinner (Yellow and White Marguerites)

'*
^Efje cljef of to^liag seeks to lag before one a fisl} toljicfj retains eberg tristinctiije Uelicacg of its

particular V\X(^''— Pascal Grand.

MENU.
(See half-tone of " The Cover," pages 418 and 423.)

Blue Points.

Consomme with Egg Balls.

Fried White Bait, Sauce Tartare. Rye Bread-and-Butter Sandwiches.

Baked Sweetbread in Nests of Pea Puree with Mushrooms.

Saddle of Lamb, Macedoine of New Carrots (Yellow Part), Asparagus Tips, etc.

Roman Punch (in Sherry Glasses).

Broiled Spring Chicken. Lettuce-and-Tomato Salad, French Dressing.

Garnish, Sifted Yolk of Egg.

Orange Bombe Glace. Little Cakes.

Bonbons.

Coffee.



Referring to Recipes and Menus

IT
is generally conceded that the

spring time is rather a trying period

for the family caterer. The appe-

tite, often as fickle as the weather,

clamors for something new, something

fresh and savoring of the earth. This

longing is not due to caprice, but, prob-

ably, shows some unsupplied need of

the system, especially in the case of

children. Chloride of sodium (common

salt) and lime, both important elements

in the formation of teeth and bone and

in maintenance of the integrity of the

system, are largely found in fresh fruits,

vegetables, and grains. Often the supply

of fresh fruit and vegetables is limited

during the winter season, and the

system is now calling for elements that

have been wanting. True, common
salt has been supphed in the food, and

lime may have been given ; but these

crude substances are not identical with

the lime and salt contained in fruit,

vegetables, and grains. Here these sub-

stances have been organized and fitted

for appropriation by animal life, while,

in an unorganized, state they tend to

disturb digestion. The evidence is

strong that common salt, in excess, may
cause kidney disorders, leading even to

Bright's disease.

* # *

Bananas are always available ; and,

when perfectly ripe, many can eat them

in a raw state. For others the starch

in composition needs be changed by

cooking to more assimilable sweet sub-

stances. Oranges are plentiful, and com-

paratively cheap during the early spring

;

and later '' spring greens " abound.

Spinach is, in reality, a green the " year

round " ; but it is more plentiful and

cheap after freezing weather has passed.

This, with dandelions and cowslips all

cooked as " pot herbs " with but little

water, avails to maintain '' health and
courage " in the enervating days of the

spring time. Even sorrel that grows

wild, or that which is found in the city

market, should not be overlooked.

Thoroughly washed, wiped dry, and

broken or cut in pieces, it gives tone to

a salad, or in sufficient quantity it may
be used for a cream of sorrel soup. A
quart of sorrel is required to make about

a quart of soup. Ten minutes' cooking

in a cup of water will suffice. Then
drain the sorrel, discarding the water,

chop fine and finish as any cream soup,

using a pint of broth or milk with the

sorrel for the foundation sauce, and

cream for the rest. As sorrel loses

its color in cooking, spinach juice is

needed for tinting. A suspicion of

onion is scarcely recognized, and adds

completeness to the finished soup. Yolks

of eggs also give richness. Rhubarb is

too medicinal for frequent use, but the

first tender shoots are always welcomed.

For a change bake with raisins, first

cooking the latter, to insure tenderness

of the skins.

* * *

In the April menus, for dinner on Sun-

day roast fillet of beef is given. The
fillet from the rump (short fillet), weigh-

ing about two pounds and a half, sells

for thirty-five cents per pound ; and, being

solid meat, from ten to fifteen slices

may be cut from it crosswise. For a

formal occasion a fillet is usually larded
;

but flavor is more easily added by

spreading over it, when neatly trimmed

and ready for the oven, thin slices of

bacon. Thirty minutes in a hot oven

are required, unless it be desired very-

rare. Baste with hot broth and the

liquid in the pan. After the meat is

cooked, make a brown sauce in the pan,

flavoring it with some sauce or relish, if
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hot water, rather than a highly flavored

stock, be used as the Uquid for bast-

ing.

If the family be small, the fillet will

not all be eaten on Sunday. The re-

mainder, when cold, may be sUced,

brushed over with oil or melted butter,

dipped in soft bread crumbs and

browned over the coals.

The ice-cream, served with hot maple

sauce, may be made without flavoring.

If the syrup be thick, dilute with a little

hot water, and pour while hot in a very

fine stream onto the beaten yolks of

eggs, using three yolks to a pint of

syrup. If the eggs be insufficiently

cooked, return to the fire, over hot water,

and stir for a moment, until the egg is

set. Do not cook long enough to make
a thick sauce.

The fish cakes on Saturday are made
from the remnants left from the fillets of

fish and the mashed potato, served with

them. A few slices of bacon may be

cooked as a relish for the cakes. Use
the fat in sauteing the cakes dipped in

flour.

* * *

The menus for the formal occasions

are planned to be served from the side.

In the first, dispose the strawberries

unhulled in a wreath around a little

mound of powdered sugar on a deco-

rated plate, which rests on the service

plates. This service thus forms a part

of the decoration of the table. Omit
the sugar in the recipe for the rosettes,

and use these in place of croutons for

the entree of asparagus tips in cream

sauce, with poached eggs above. These

disposed on individual plates, should be

set before the guests, from the right.

Pass the chicken fillets on the serving-

dish, the waitress helping each guest.

Set the watercress salad, on individual

plates, before the guests, from the right.

Pass the cheese and crackers on a tray

to the left, that each may help himself.

The pineapple omelet may be prepared

as a large omelet and cut in portions, or

the same ingredients may be made
into a souffle and baked in individual

dishes.

In the luncheon menu, (see frontis-

piece) the silver needed for the various

courses, excepting the knife and fork

for the chops, should be in readiness

on a side table and put in place before

the various courses are served. Soup

is brought in after the guests are seated,

and set upon the service plates. A
tablespoonful of tiny croutons are

sprinkled on the soup in each plate.

When this course is finished, take up

the service plate, holding the soup plate,

from the right with the left hand, and

with the right hand set in place a

warmed plate for the fish. Pass the

fillets of fish, then the potato balls in

a vegetable dish, resting^ on the flat of

the hand, to the left, the silver on the

dishes, so that each may help himself.

Remove these plates, and set in place,

as before, warmed plates for the chops.

After the salad has been finished, re-

move these plates, also the bread-and-

butter plates, and, with soft napkin and

plate, all stray crumbs. Set the sher-

bet, in cups on a plate with doilie be-

tween, from the right. In order remove

these from the right, with the left hand,

and set in place, with the right hand,

the finger-bOwls on a doily-covered

plate. Let the bowls be filled one-third

with warm water. The finger-bowls

are set on the doilies upon the table

;

and the plates are used for bonbons,

which are now passed.

The last menu is given in answer

to a query, and a half-tone of the cover

is given on page 418. Two waitresses

are needed to serve this dinner expe-

ditiously to eight or ten guests. The

glasses are " Touraine " in style. The
filled glass is for sauterne, usually

served with the fish. This is filled after
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the removal of the oyster plates and

again after the fish course. The oysters

are in place when the guests are seated.

When this course is finished, the oyster

plates are removed, and the service

plate left in place. The soup plate is

set upon this ; and, when these are re-

moved, the service plate still is left, and

is used for olives, etc., being removed,

with the left hand, when the fish plate

is set down from the right with the right

hand. When the fish plate is removed,

the plate, with the entree neatly dis-

posed upon it, replaces the service plate.

In this manner a plate is always before

the guest, until the table is cleared for

the dessert. The dessert is served as

in the second menu, after which the

ladies retire, while coffee and liquor in

tiny glasses are served to the gentlemen,

in the dining-room, and coffee and

green mint with fine ice or maraschino

to the ladies, in the reception-room.

Spoons are passed with the mint.

The following silver is seen in the

cover : on the right, oyster fork, soup

spoon, and knives for lamb and chicken

(roast and game) ; on the left, fish fork,

and forks for roast and salad. The
fork for the entree, in this case, needs

be put in place when the course is

served, as also all the silver needed

after the salad. Fish-knives are some-

times provided, but they are of so little

practical use that their absence will not

be noted.

^^Food Adulterations"

PROFESSOR Woodman of the

Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology considers these in lectures

to the pupils of the School of House-

keeping :
—

The points covered in these lectures

were the causes of adulteration ; a brief

survey of legislation against them ; the

adulterations themselves,— /.<?., the arti-

cles most commonly adulterated ; and

the demonstration of a few simple tests

to prove adulteration.

Adulteration of food products is

caused by excessive competition, de-

mand for goods out of season, desire to

eat and drink imported food products,

demand for cheap goods, and the failure

of some sources of supply. In mention-

ing the legislation, Professor Woodman
commended the well-equipped laboratory

at the State House of the State Board of

Health, the result of whose work has

brought the amount of adulteration in

Massachusetts down to 5 per cent.,

while in the United States at large it is

15 per cent. The fact, however, was

emphasized that local measures are not

sufficient. They do not affect goods

made in one State and sold in another.

Congress should take the matter in

hand ; and what is needed is the enact-

ment of general laws affecting the whole

country, so the lecturer stated.

The demonstration tests were those

which could be carried on easily in any

kitchen. Among them were the detec-

tion of formalin in milk ; the difference

in behavior of butter, renovated butter

and oleomargarine ; simple tests for

baking-powders and for the presence of

coal-tar dyes and glucose. The students

at the school have since bought a num-

ber of samples of suspected articles, and

carried on their investigations them-

selves, proving the presence of dyes,

glucose, etc., in various cases.
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Query 595.— L. E. W., Somerville,

Mass. :
" Can you give any remedy for

the formation of acid crystals in jelly made
from the Concord or other common garden

grapes?"

Acid Crystals in Grape Jelly

We cannot give an absolute remedy

against acid crystals in grape jelly. We
have thought that this condition might

be owing to the ripeness of the grapes at

the time of use. Think the crystals are

most numerous in over-ripe grapes. Try

making the jelly, when the grapes are

not quite ripe enough for table service.

Query 596.—Mrs. B. C. M., Columbia,

Mo. :
" Recipes for soda biscuit with pastry

flour, and liver salad, in which pickles are

used "

Soda Biscuit with Pastry Flour

Sift together two cups of pastry flour,

three teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar, one

teaspoonful of soda, and one teaspoonful

of salt. Chop in two tablespoonfuls of

shortening, and, when this is fine and the

particles well mixed with the dry ingredi-

ents, add gradually about one cup of

milk, or milk and water, and mix to a

dough. Cut and mix the dough, until it

takes up the materials on the sides of the

bowl. Then toss onto a floured board

and knead delicately, until it is smooth

and loses its stickiness, using but little or

no additional flour. Roll or pat into a

sheet half an inch thick, stamp into

rounds with a cutter dipped in flour,

and set close together in a buttered pan.

Let stand six or eight minutes before

baking. Bake in a hot oven about fif-

teen minutes. These maybe made with

four teaspoonfuls of baking-powder.

Liver Salad

Braise a calf's liver with bits of bacon

and vegetables and a Uttle rich stock.

Cook about three hours. When cooked

and cold, cut in cubes, marinate with

oil, lemon juice, salt, and paprika, and

let stand an hour or two in a cool place.

Use about six tablespoonfuls of oil and

three or four of lemon juice to a pint of

cubes. The last tablespoonful of each

may not be required. When ready to

serve, mix with half the bulk of celery,

cabbage, or cress, and sprinkle with cu-

cumber pickles, cut in small cubes or

chopped. Garnish with small cucumber

pickles, cut in thin shoes from the blos-

som nearly to the stem end, and spread

as a fan.

Query 597.— Mrs. J. C, Springfield,

Mass. :
" Recipe for crescents or horns."
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Crescents

Soften a compressed yeast cake in

half a cup of scalded-and-cooled milk.

Add to two cups of scalded-and-cooled

milk, and stir in three cups of flour.

When light, add half a cup of softened

butter, one-fourth a cup of sugar, two

eggs, and flour to make a stiff dough.

Knead fifteen or twenty minutes. When
doubled in bulk, roll into a sheet about

one-eighth an inch thick. Cut into strips

rather more than six inches wide, and

then into sharp triangles. Commencing

at the base, roll these, letting the point

of the triangle come on the top and in

the middle of the roll. Turn the ends

around into the shape of a crescent.

Place a Uttle distance apart on buttered

tins until doubled in bulk. Bake in a

hot oven about fifteen minutes. When
baked, brush over with very thin boiled

starch,— half a teaspoonful of corn-

starch to a cup of boiling water,— and

return to the oven to glaze.

Query 598.— Mrs. R. C, St. John,

N.B. :
" Should Pfefferniisse be hard, or is

the fault in the baking ? Can I improve

my little girl's diet, to give her more bone

and muscle ? She is very tiny, not sick, but

easily pulled down. Breakfast, grape-nuts

or shredded wheat biscuit and milk, toast,

and marmalade: dinner, meat or fish, veg-

etables, and a milk pudding; tea, bread

and butter, milk, canned or fresh fruit, and

sometimes cookies or plain cake."

Dryness of Pfefferniisse

These little cakes are rather dry,

being made without cream or butter. If

preferred moist, store them in a closed

earthen jar.

Diet for a Young Child

Let raw fruit be taken before the

tea hour or between meals. A young
child's diet should contain one part

proteid to each four parts of carbohy-

drates. Think the menus given are

deficient in protein and rather monoto-

nous. Avoid giving the same breakfast,

day after day. Vary the meal with

eggs, a bit of fresh fish or meat, occa-

sionally. Give macaroni with cream or

platter gravy once a week. Add eggs

to the puddings. Some form of fat,

particularly in cold weather, is needed

by children. A Uttle olive oil, cream,

or bacon fat, will be readily assimilated.

Butter bread generously.

Query 599.— Mr. E. B. :
" Recipe for

oyster cocktails, stating what they are

served in."

Oyster Cocktails

Mix one tablespoonful of fresh grated

horseradish, a scant half-teaspoonful of

Tabasco sauce, one tablespoonful of

vinegar, two tablespoonfuls of lemon

juice, nearly a teaspoonful of salt, and

a teaspoonful of Shrewsbury Manor
relish, and pour over a pint of small

selected oysters, carefully cleaned. Mix,

and let stand an hour in a very cool

place. Serve in champagne or sherry

glasses, set on a doily-covered plate, or

serve in cups formed of small fresh

tomatoes or tomato jelly. These latter

may rest on a lettuce leaf, or be sur-

rounded by two or three sprigs of

parsley.

Query 600.— C. J. W., La Salle, 111.:

" Recipe for almond wafers shown in illus-

tration in March number of the magazine. "

Almond Wafers

This recipe was given in the magazine

for June—July, 190 1 ; but, as we have

several requests for the same, it is re-

printed here :
—

Cream half a cup of butter. Add,

gradually, one cup of powdered sugar,

and then, drop by drop, half a cup of

milk, and, lastly, two cups of pastry fiour

and half a teaspoonful of vanilla extract.

Spread very thin on the bottom of drip-
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ping-pans, inverted and buttered. Mark
in squares, sprinkle with almonds,

blanched and chopped fine, and bake

in a slow oven about five minutes. Cut

the wafers apart at the scoring. Roll

at once, while warm, either in tubular or

cornucopia shape. Before roUing, turn

the wafers, to bring the nuts on the out-

side.

Query 601.— E. H. C. : «' How are

cherries candied at home? How are

candied cherries prepared for ice-cream ?

Recipe for the case used for chicken pat-

ties. Recipe for lemon ice, using cream

and orange juice. Is recipe for pfeffer-

niisse correct? I doubled the number of

eggs by accident, and they were delicious.

Did not like them when made with given

number of eggs. Meaning of jellied in

aspic and recipe ?
"

Candied Cherries

See answer to query No. 603.

Candied Cherries for Ice-cream

Cut the cherries in pieces, and let

stand some hours, or over night, in

sherry or Jamaica rum ; or let stand on

the range in a thick, hot sugar-syrup to

cover an hour or more.

Cases for Chicken Patties

Chicken patty shells are made of puff

paste. A good description of the proc-

ess is helpful, but one will understand

the subject much better, if she take a

lesson in the subject. The recipes are

too long to publish often : they may be

found in any cook book. Pastry, made

by the recipe given in the November
issue of the magazine and baked over

inverted patty-pans, makes very good

cases for a chicken patty mixture.

Lemon Ice

Boil a quart of water and a pint of

sugar twenty minutes. Add a teaspoon-

ful of gelatine, softened in a few table-

spoonfuls of cold water, and strain.

When cool, add a cup of lemon juice,

and freeze as usual. For orange ice, add
a pint of orange juice and the juice of

one lemon. Use three cups of water in

the place of the quart given, and, when
half frozen, add a cup of cream and
finish freezing.

Lemon Ice with Milk
Mix the juice of three lemons with

one cup and a half of sugar. Turn into

the can of the freezer, packed for freez-

ing, and also one quart of rich milk,

then freeze as usual.

Recipe for Pfeffernusse

The recipe as given was correct. It

is a German recipe. In the original it

is a pound, each, of sugar and flour to

four eggs. Another recipe gives five

eggs. The thickening quality of flour

varies, and often five eggs might be

used. Do not beat the eggs separately.

Beat with the sugar, then add the other

ingredients.

Jellied in Aspic

Aspic jelly is a highly seasoned and

flavored meat or fish broth, made stiff

enough to hold its shape with gelatine.

A cooked fowl or bird, a fillet of fowl or

bird, or a salad, is often imbedded or

moulded in this jelly. Two recipes were

published in the October, 1901, maga-

zine. A chapter on '*how to prepare

and Use Aspic Jelly " is given in

" Salads, Sandwiches, and Chafing-dish

Dainties."

Query 602.— Mrs. J. M. D., Tyler,

Tex. : *' Recipe for frozen angels' food."

Frozen Angels' Food, Angel Par-

fait

Boil one cup of sugar and one-third a

cup of boiling water to the thread degree,

then pour in a fine stream onto the
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whites of two eggs, beaten until foamy.

Set into a dish of cold water and beat

until cold, then add a scant tablespoon-

ful of vanilla, and fold into a pint of

double cream, beaten stiff. Turn into a

mould, and let stand packed in equal

measures of ice and salt about four

hours. Serve with preserved ginger,

stewed figs, or orange compote.

Query 603.— Mrs. F. H., Erie, Penn.

:

" Recipe for candied pineapple."

Candied Pineapple

Cook a pound and a quarter of sugar

and a cup of water to the soft ball stage.

Remove from the fire, and put into it a

pound of pineapple slices. The slices

should be neatly trimmed and about one-

fourth an inch thick. Let the syrup

cover the slices. Return to the fire, and

let boil up once throughout the dish, then

transfer to a cold dish. The next day

drain on a sieve. To the syrup add half

a cup of sugar, and cook again to the

soft ball stage. Put in the pineapple, let

boil as before, and set aside for twelve^

hours. Drain again, and boil the syrup

with a second half-cup of sugar to the

ball stage. Again add the pineapple, let

boil, and set aside as before. Drain the

third time. Heat the syrup to the boil-

ing-point, and add the pineapple. Re-

move from the fire and stir until the

syrup begins to grain. Then turn onto

oiled paper to dry. This recipe has not

been tested with pineapple, but it has

proven successful with other fruits.

Stirring in the syrup may be omitted;

and the fruit may be returned to the

syrup repeatedly, until it has absorbed

all the syrup it will take up, and then

dried.

Query 604.— Mrs. R. E. A., Ossining,

N.Y. : " Recipe for German coffee bread,

sometimes made in rings, to eat with

coffee."

Brioche

Soften a cake of compressed yeast in

one-fourth a cup of lukewarm water, and

stir in flour to make a dough. Knead
thoroughly, then drop into a saucepan

containing a Uttle warm water, and let

stand in a temperature of 70° Fahr.,

until doubled in size. Put the rest of a

pound (four cups equal a pound) of

flour in a mixing-bowl, and add one-

fourth a teaspoonful of salt, one table-

spoonful of sugar, ten ounces (one cup

and a fourth) of softened butter, and

four eggs. Mix to a paste, beat thor-

oughly with the hand, then add eggs, one

at a time, until seven in all have been

used : beat until smooth and fine-grained.

When the ball of sponge is light, re-

move from the water with a skimmer,

and place in the centre of the egg mixt-

ure. Fold the egg mixture over the

sponge, then beat until the two are

thoroughly blended. Set aside in a tem-

perature of about 70° Fahr., until

doubled in bulk. Turn on to a floured

board, pat out, and fold over several

times, or, if very soft, fold in the mixing-

bowl : let rise a second time, and repeat

the process, then set aside on the ice to

become thoroughly chilled. It may
stand over night to advantage. It is

then ready to use as desired. Brioche

is a very soft dough, and only an expert

can shape it successfully on the board.

The simplest way is to shape the mixt-

ure by baking in a well-buttered Turk's

head mould or pan. It is also baked in

a sheet, with chopped almonds and cin-

namon sprinkled over the top. To
shape the German coffee cakes, roll the

chilled dough into a sheet one-fourth an

inch thick, brush over lightly with butter,

then fold from each side toward the

centre to make three layers. Cut strips

three-fourths an inch wide. Take each

separately, and twist from the ends in

opposite directions, and with each form
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a circle on the baking-sheet, but, instead

of having the ends meet, bring them

side by side up to the centre of the

curve. Arrange the rolls close together

in the baking-pan, and brush over with

yolk of egg, beaten and diluted with

milk. Let rise, and bake about twenty-

five minutes in a moderate oven. Let

cool, then brush over with confectioners'

sugar, moistened with boihng water to

spread.

Query 605.— Mrs. W., St. Paul, Minn.:
" Recipe for a rich pie made of grated pine-

apple."

Rich Pineapple Pie

Beat half a pound (one cup) of butter

and a pound (two cups) of sugar to a

cream. Stir in a pound of grated pine-

apple (one pint) after scalding, and then

three eggs, beaten and diluted with one

cup of milk. The juice of half a lemon

is an improvement. Bake with an under

crust. This recipe makes two pies. It

may be baked in a pudding-dish without

pastry.

Query 606.— Miss A. A. H., Elmira,

N.Y. :
" Recipes for zwieback, scallops, and

lady locks. In making lobster, shrimp, or

chicken salad, is celery or anything else used

with the meat.'*"

Zwieback

Stir three cups of flour into two cups

of scalded-and-cooled milk, to which one

teaspoonful of salt and one cake of com-

pressed yeast, softened in half a cup of

scalded-and-cooled milk, have been added.

Let the sponge rise until Ught, then add

to it three-fourths a cup of butter, soft-

ened, half a cup of sugar, three eggs,

and flour to make a dough as stiff as

bread. Knead until elastic, and let rise

until doubled in bulk. Shape into long

narrow loaves, and, when again nearly

doubled in bulk, bake in an oven slower

than for bread. When cold, cut in

slices half an inch thick, and let brown

in the oven, or dry in a slow oven with-

out browning.

Fried Scallops

Cover the scallops with boiling water.

Let stand three minutes, drain and dry

on a cloth. Season with salt and pepper,

roll in seasoned cracker crumbs, dip in

egg, and roll again in cracker or bread
crumbs. Fry in deep fat until well col-

ored
; dress on a napkin, and serve with

quartered lemons.

Scallop Salad

Let the scallops simmer in boihng

water to cover five minutes after simmer-

ing begins. Drain, and, when cold, cut

in slices and marinate with lemon juice,

oil, salt and pepper. When ready to

serve, drain, add half the bulk of celery,

cut in small pieces, and mayonnaise

dressing to moisten.

Devilled Scallops

Parboil the scallops as for salad, drain,

and cut in halves. Add to an equal bulk

of highly seasoned, hot, white sauce,

turn into buttered scallop shells, and

cover with buttered cracker crumbs,

one-third a cup of melted butter to a

cup of crumbs. Set into the oven long

enough to brown the crumbs.

Lady Locks

Cut puff or other rich pastry, rolled

into a thin sheet, into strips about three-

fourths an inch wide. Wind this round

and round upon lady lock sticks, keep-

ing the space between the paste quite

narrow. Dispose on a baking-sheet, and

bake in a moderate oven. Remove the

pastry from the sticks, and fill the hollow

centres with heavy cream, sweetened and

flavored before whipping.

Celery, etc., with Lobster and other

Salads

Lobster salad is usually preferred
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without other salad plant than lettuce.

Capers and sliced olives are sometimes

added. Celery is in favor with chicken

salad, nuts, olives, or capers being

used in addition. Cucumbers, cut in

cubes, are also used with chicken.

Whole lettuce leaves, with any salad.

Cucumbers harmonize well with shrimp.

Query 607.— F. S. A., Olneyville, R.I.:

" In making the caramel for the custards

renversee in the little cups, the caramel be-

came hard as soon as it touched the cups, and

remained in the cups after the custard was

turned out. Can the custard part be made
with fewer tgg yolks ? and what is the rea-

son for the whole egg? What is French

fruit? Recipe for old-fashioned yeast brown

bread."

Little Custards Renversee

We are glad to know some one has

made this truly delectable custard, even

if the caramel part was not so much of a

success as it might have been. It is well

to use a mould that will take the whole

recipe, so as to line but one, until, by

experience, the matter becomes easier.

Melt the sugar over a hot fire. Have
the mould at hand, and attend to the

matter until the mould is Uned. Do
not leave the work before it is completed.

The caramel is liquid only at a high

temperature, and will harden even when
the mould is still hot. A beginner will

probably have better success if the half-

cup of sugar be increased to three-

fourths. After the custard is turned

from the mould, any caramel that re-

mains may be melted by placing the

mould in a hot place, and added to the

sauce around the custard. Four eggs—
three and a half would do— are required

to a pint of milk. The yolks give a

more delicate texture than the whites,

but one or two whites are needed for

firmness.

French Fruit

By " French fruit " is meant glac^ fruit.

such as cherries, apricots, green gages,

sHces of pineapple, etc., which are

bought in bulk, and preserved in what

may be called a dry form, i.e., without the

accompaniment of syrup. Such fruit is

quite high in price ; but, as it is used only

occasionally and in small quantities, it

lasts a long time, and gives a touch of

elegance to a large number of dishes.

Brown Bread with Yeast

Stir one pint of boiUng water into a

quart of Indian meal, to half scald

it. When cold, add a pint of rye meal,

one cup of molasses, half a cup of home-

made yeast, or a cake of compressed

jeast, softened in half a cup of luke-

warm water, and warm water to mix as

stiff as can be done with a spoon. Turn

into iron brown-bread pans and let stand

until light, then bake in a hot oven

half an hour. At the end of this time

put on the cover or covers, and bake

slowly, in a moderate oven, two or three

hours.

Query 608.—Mrs. P. N. E., Lafayette,

Ind.: "Suggestions for a menu for a spring

(May) supper party. Sixteen or twenty

guests are to be seated at small tables.

Wish particularly: (ist) something other

than a salpicon of fruits, dainty and appe-

tizing for a possibly warm evening
;
(2d)

something hot for a fish course, other than

shell fish, to be served in ramekins
;
(3d)

a meat course of sweetbreads in some form,

with proper vegetable accompaniment
;
(4th)

suggestion for something new in a salad and

an ice-cream. Also, a recipe for " lady

cake," a kind of pound cake without yolks

of eggs.

Menu for Spring Supper Party

Strawberries, Unhulled, Powdered Sugar,

Or
Consomme with Peas and Royal Custard.

Salmon or White Fish a la Newburgh
in Ramekins.
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Breaded-and-Fried Sweetbread, Sauce Tartare.

Asparagus Peas.

Tomatoes Stuffed with Chopped Cucumber,

Whipped Cream Dressing.

Or
Pineapple and Celery in Lettuce Nests,

Whipped Cream Dressing.

Strawberry Sherbet and Vanilla Ice-cream,

Moulded in Individual Paper Cases,

Served Unmoulded on Lace Paper.

White Pound Cake

Cream one cup of butter. Add one

cup and a half of sugar, gradually, then,

alternately, half a cup of milk and two

cups of flour with one level teaspoonful

of baking-powder, and, lastly, the whites

of eight eggs, beaten dry. Flavor with

one teaspoonful of lemon extract.

Lady Cake

Cream six ounces (three-fourths a

cup) of butter. Add gradually half a

pound (one cup) of sugar, then one

tablespoonful of rose water, and very

gradually one pound of flour (about four

cups). Beat the whites of twelve eggs

until dry, then fold in very lightly a sec-

ond half-pound (one cup) of sugar.

Bake in two cake moulds, lined with but-

tered paper, about three-fourths of an

hour.

Query 609.— B. F. McC, Hightstown,

N.J. :
"• Recipes for beaten biscuit, yeast

bread, salt rising bread, and Dutch or

raisin bread."

Maryland Beaten Biscuit

With the tips of the fingers work a

teaspoonful of butter into each pint of

flour, then mix with milk to a dough.

Beat twenty minutes, then cut into

rounds and bake in a moderate oven.

Salt Rising Bread

Into a pint of warm water stir flour

to make a drop batter. Let stand in a

vessel of warm water in a warm place,

keeping the temperature as even as pos-

sible. When light and foamy, in eight

or ten hours, add a quart of warm water

and flour to make a batter rather stiffer

than before. Keep warm, and, when
again light, make into loaves. When
risen again, bake in an oven at the

proper temperature for bread.

Raisin Bread (German Recipe)

To a quart of milk use four pounds of

flour, salt, yeast, or sour dough, four eggs,

one-fourth a pound of butter and raisins,

as desired. Add the dissolved yeast

(one cake of compressed yeast) to the

lukewarm milk, and stir in flour to make
a batter. When light, add the other in-

gredients and knead, or beat and fold,

until the dough loses its stickiness.

When light, shape into loaves and bake

as usual.

Yeast Bread

To a pint of scalded-and-cooled milk,

or boiled water, or half and half of each,

add from one-third to one whole cake of

compressed yeast, softened in half a cup

of lukewarm hquid, a tablespoonful of

sugar, one teaspoonful of salt, and about

seven cups of flour. Mix with a knife,

and add the flour, httle by Httle, until

the dough is of a consistency to knead.

Knead until elastic and the stickiness is

gone. Let rise in a temperature of about

68° Fahr. until doubled in bulk. Then

shape into loaves, and bake when again

light. Have the oven hot at first, and

reduce the heat, when the crust has

formed and the bread has stopped rising.
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''If

" were

dence,

among

Kitchens in Homes, not Kitchens

on Wheels
As viewed by Mrs. E. L. Banks in " Food and

Cookery "

anything," says Mrs. Banks,

needed to encourage improvi-

extravagance, and shiftlessness

London's working people, this

suggestion would meet that deficiency !

" Kitchens on wheels are becoming
more and more a necessity for what are

known as the better classes of London,
because of the difficulty in securing

cooks, and then of inducing the cooks

to cook when they are found. Under
present circumstances the establishment

of any kind of outside assistance in the

way of providing food cooked and ready
to eat by these same better classes must
be looked upon as a blessing. This
much for the people who can afford to

keep servants and cannot get them, or

who, getting them, cannot induce them
to send to the dining-room a properly

cooked meal.
" But kitchens on wheels for the poor

man's wife, who does— or ought to do
— her own work, would be about the

greatest calamity that could befall her.

What the poor man's wife needs is not

only a kitchen of her own, but a knowl-

edge of how to manage it.

" Mr. Greenwood says that the poor
man who works at home is bothered by
the muddUng which degrades his home,
the muddHng being presumably caused
by the wife, who must needs prepare the

meals. Then let the poor man's wife be
taught not to muddle. To send meals
to her all cooked and piping hot will not

make her any better helpmeet for her

husband, will not make her a better

housekeeper, or make her children any

better fitted to become wives of other

poor men.
" Mr. Greenwood tells a pathetic tale

of the seamstress, who must needs get

her hands soiled from handhng the pots

and pans in which she cooks her dinner.

But why doesn't she wash them ; ?>., the

pots and pans ? If she washes them
clean when she washes her dishes, she

certainly cannot get her hands dirty

when she handles them for the making
of her tea or the boiUng of her ^^^.

" Once, in the cause of journaHsm, I

wished to make an experiment, to see if

a working-woman could live comfortably

on twelve shiUings per week.
" Starting out on the presumption that

such a woman had no home, no friends

to help her, nothing in all the world but

that twelve shillings coming in every

week, I separated myself from all my
friends, hired an empty room, furnished

it completely with £2 (which amount I

was supposed to have laid by in the sav-

ings-bank), and became a working-girl,

drawing twelve shillings every week. I

furnished my room most comfortably

and daintily, curtained off a part of it

for bedroom, and had the rest for a liv-

ing-room. Over an oil-stove I cooked

all my food. I washed my dishes, and

took entire charge of my room. I had

always good breakfasts (even a bit of

cream, which rose on the milk brought

the night before, for my coffee). I at-

tended to my room-cleaning before go-

ing out to my work, where I must begin
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my day's work at eight o'clock in the

morning.
" My luncheons I was obliged to take

with me to business in a paper bag, but

my seven o'clock dinners I cooked on

the oil-stove every night. I made soup,

sweets, e?itrees. I could coolj my pota-

toes in thirty-seven different ways. (Do

the best London cooks know of more

than five, at the most ?) I got up extra

special mid-day dinners on Sunday, and

invited another working-girl to dine with

me. I had plenty of food. It was cooked

better than any I have ever tasted cooked

by the best of English professed cooks
;

and my room was as pretty and dainty

and as comfortable as any I could hire

in London, furnished, for thirty shilUngs

a week.

" For bed I had a cot with springs (it

cost three shilUngs), with a pretty dark-

striped covering over it, which made it

serve for a couch in the daytime. My
walls had interesting though cheap

pictures hanging on them. On shelves

I had Uttle ornaments scattered about,

which I had picked up for a halfpenny

apiece.

" The main point is that I attended to

my own housekeeping, cooked my food,

went early to my work, and lived com-

fortably, not forgetting to plan for the

saving of a small sum every week for my
clothes. When I had finished with my
room, I handed it over, furnished, to a

bona fide working-girl, who, though she

had a great deal more than twelve shil-

lings a week, continued to live in it on

the system I had inaugurated.

" Why the London seamstress de-

scribed by Mr. Greenwood cannot do

as well as I did (though I sincerely hope

her means are larger than those allowed

by the newspaper for which I made my
experiment) I certainly cannot under-

stand.

—

" Yes, I do understand, too 1 She
does not know how ! Well, then, let her

be taught how to do it ! Let her be

taught how she can get herself up a nice

Uttle dinner for fourpence and fivepence,

all clean, all wholesome ! Will any

{Concluded on page 434.)

Nev^ Theory on Cause of Hay
Fever

Hay fever is not so much a result of

climatic conditions as it is a showing of

the " weak spot " in the general condi-

tion of the body. If a hay-fever sufferer

can be fed up to a prime condition of

health by the use of well-selected food,

the chances are the hay fever will not

present itself.

As an illustration, a lady in Cave
Spring, Ga., explains how the change of

food affected her. '' This past summer
I found myself in a very low state of

health and much emaciated. I got down
to 95 pounds, and was worried, especi-

ally as I had to look forward to my
annual tussle with hay fever in Septem-

ber, and felt it would push me even

further down.
" One day a friend told me she had

been using Grape-nuts Breakfast Food,

and that she felt Uke a new person, with

greatly increased strength and vigor. I

grasped at the straw, and began the use

of Grape-nuts. The effect was really

magical. In a week I felt toned up,

and in a month began in earnest to gain

flesh and strength. By September my
weight had increased to no pounds;

and, much to my amazement, I dis-

covered that, when the hay-fever sufferers

began to complain, I had not one symp-

tom, and escaped it altogether. Inas-

much as I had suffered for years from

this miserable disease, and had made no

change except in my food, I naturally

concluded that my improved condition

was caused by the daily use of Grape-

nuts and by observing the usual laws-

of health." Name can be given by

Postum Company, Battle Creek, Mich.
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Kitchen on Wheels supply her with

a good, clean, properly cooked dinner

for fourpence ? I very much doubt it.

" Does Mr. Greenwood ask : Who will

teach her ? There are plenty of chari-

table ladies who might start a proper

sort of cooking school, where the seam-

stress and the poor workingman's wife

might be taught how to make a good,

wholesome soup out of a bone which

they think, is fit for nothing but the dust-

hole, with the addition of an onion, salt,

pepper, and some water.

"In Chicago one of the papers, the

Chicago Evening Fost, has started a free

cooking school, paying a competent lect-

urer and teacher for her services. One
of the things which the teacher most in-

sists upon is economy, with daintiness

and tastiness.

" There are now in London, I know,

cooking schools for the rich and for the

poor. The rich, and those who expect

to go out to do cooking for the rich, are

taught how to make cakes with twelve

eggs, and pudding sauces with one pint

of cream and other ingredients to match,

while the poor are taught how to boil

potatoes plain, and how to roast a joint,

and how to place some cabbage in the

pot and let it boil. Who teaches the

poor of London how to cook potatoes

in thirty-seven different ways, how to

make nine different and tasty dishes out

of that joint after it has got cold, how to

make sour cabbage and cold-slab, and

other things, the eating of which would

help to make life worth living ?

" I lately visited the home of a char-

woman and watched her peel potatoes.

" ' I understand why you are so poor,'

I said. * You waste half your potatoes

in the peeling. You also never wash

them before peeling, and that makes

your potatoes dirty with a dirt that goes

into the pot, and makes them black when
you put them on the table.'

" Teach the poor to cook. Encourage

them to be industrious, not shiftless

;

economical, not extravagant ; dainty, not

dirty. Above all, encourage the working-

man's wife to be abetter housekeeper,

—

not a worse one than she is at present.

*' Kitchens on Wheels ? No ! Kitchens

in the Homes !

"

"Coffee Hearts"
More Frequent than Tobacco Hearts

Coffee-drinking frequently affects the

heart, and many cases of heart trouble

are relieved or entirely cured by leaving

off coffee and taking on Postum Food
Coffee.

A good illustration is that of a lady

who says, " I was troubled for many
years with my heart, and at times would

become unconscious. The children have

many times run for the neighbors to

come in and restore me by putting my
feet in hot water and rubbing me.

" Dr. Short frequently told me that

coffee was a poison to me, and was really

the cause of my weak heart. I could

not do without the coffee, though ; but

finally the doctor told me it was certain

death if I did not give it up. This was

about five years ago, and I changed

from coffee to Postum Food Coffee.

My heart trouble gradually disappeared
;

and now I am entirely well, have never

used a particle of coffee since my first

cup of Postum.
" I gave a little Postum to a lady

friend one day to take home and try.

She reported that she did not like it at

all. I found she boiled it only five min-

utes, so I gave her some more and told

her to boil it twenty minutes. That

was different. She has been using Pos-

tum now a long time.

" It cured her daughter of liver

trouble, restored her fresh, pretty com-

plexion, and cured the mother from

headaches, from which she suffered

severely." Mrs. M. Douglass, 607

Plum Street, Elkhart, Ind.
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Crepe Paper in Decorations

By W. F. Beetle

TOGETHER with

pations of the summer outing,

its rest, and its outdoor pleas-

ures, there is bound to come to the

fortunate few, who are not thrown back

upon hotel life during vacation, the

practical question : How shall I make
my cottage most unique and attractive ?

The decorations must be inexpensive,

easy to carry to seashore or mountain,

and yet striking and pleasing to the eye.

The arranging and adorning of a

summer cottage is an unmixed delight,

and especially so, if one only has an ideal

material and knows how to use it.

Crepe paper is fast becoming the most

popular and correct fabric for this pur-

pose. It is especially adapted for
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19
Draped Mantel

Properly speaking, sofa cushions come
under the head of luxuries ; and yet they

are invariably among the first furnishings

thought of for a rustic cottage. Unless

one has seen them, it is difficult to realize

what beautiful cushions are being made
of paper. They are durable also, for

crepe paper is strong as well as flexible.

Innumerable ways may be found of

designing these pillows, some decorated,

some plain, some with patterns cut out

and glued on. They may be produced

in all varieties of tints and shades.

It is no new thing for college men to

make collections of pillows, but they are

just beginning to learn that college

colors come in crepe paper.

The three pillows here displayed are

fair specimens of what may be accom-

plished, and give a good idea of their

appearance when finished with cord.

A bedroom should be made as dainty

draperies, and may be used in ways

unthought of by the uninitiated.

In many cottages the fireplace

occupies the central position in the

living room. This, then, is a start-

ing-point, and should be made a

feature of the room. Nothing

could be richer or more satisfying

than a mantel draped with a dark

red and black dragon design.

Crepe paper can be gathered with

a needle and thread as well as

cloth. It can also, with a little

care, be stretched and draped as

easily.

Cord, which always lends a fin-

ished effect, is made precisely after

the manner of old-fashioned worsted

cord. Cut a twenty-inch roll into

three strips. Twist each separately

until quite tight, then twist the

three strands together in the op-

posite direction. Heavier cord is

made by using half or even the

whole roll for a single strand. Window Drapery
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and pretty as possible. The illustration

shows an artistic and easily constructed

dressing-table. A common packing box

and an old mirror serve the purpose per-

fectly, and may be transformed into a

pleasing dresser. Two ruffles of deco-

rated crepe, gathered and fastened about

the box, form its trimming, and also hide

any shelves that may be conveniently

placed underneath. The mirror may be

covered by dra-

peries, as is

shown in the

half-tone.

Plain colors,

used as under-

ruffles, bows, or

rosettes, relieve

the decorated

paper, and add

a touch of art

that should not

be omitted. The
paper may often

be scalloped
with pleasing

result, pulled

out to form a

little ruffle, or

twisted into

rope.

The top of the

box is best when
simply covered

with a straight

piece of crepe.

A jaunty little paper pin-cushion com-

pletes the scheme, and the dresser stands

ready to challenge criticism.

When the modern crepe paper was

first placed upon the market a few

years ago, it commanded little at-

tention. The possibilities of its devel-

opment were not realized. It was
not long, however, before the delicate

colors and artistic designs occasioned

examination ; and with examination has

come adoption. Now it is in general

Dressing Table

use, and the possibilities are increasing

every day. As an evidence of the wide-

spread interest in plain and decorated

crepe paper for decorative purposes, we
call attention to its uses for table decora-

tion, table-covers, lamp, candle, and
electric-light shades, drapings, ice-cups,

bonbon boxes, flowers, streamers, May
baskets, favors for cotillions, costumes

for May dances and amateur theatricals,

and a thousand

and one dainty

novelties made
to order with

ideas carried out

to suit the most

fastidious taste.

The various
manufacturing

companies make
plain crepe pa-

per in thirty
different colors,

and their deco-

rated crepe in

forty different

designs, thereby

offering an un-

limited range of

ideas to be car-

ried out at a

very small cost

of time and
money.

Flowers made

of this paper are

truly beautiful. At the distance of a

few feet they can scarcely be distin-

guished from the natural blossoms, even

by the most critical eye. This is par-

ticularly true of roses, and is due to the

soft texture and dull finish of the paper,

and, above all, to its beautiful " crepy
"

nature.

At slight expense one may have all

the small tiags desired. Buy the paper

by the " fold," cut out the flags, and

paste them on to small sticks made for
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the purpose, and in half an hour two

children can improvise flags enough to

decorate a house in most loyal fashion.

The pictures of tables, presented upon

the outside cover and as the frontis-

piece, in this issue, were decorated with

crepe paper, and were designed for

a first wedding anniversary, or paper

wedding. The table represented upon

the cover was laid with a damask cloth,

the decorations being conhned to white

paper roses with green leaves and green

shades for the candlesticks. The table

shown in the frontispiece was draped

with plain white and pink crepe paper,

and decorated further with pink roses.

The guests send gifts of paper in some
form. Books and pictures are choice

remembrances. Stationery, blotters, or

a new piece of music, are simpler gifts.

A subscription to a household magazine

would be quite an appropriate souvenir.

The menu may be simple or elaborate at

choice. Fruit punch and ices are always

appreciated.

Hall Seat



A Garden Reminiscence
By Belle Squire

"W "W" "T HO would recognize that last

% /%/ addition to a salad in the

J J following description ? — '* A
genus of plants of the natural order Um-
belliferae. The species are annual or bi-

ennial, branching, smooth, herbaceous

plants, with variously pinnated leaves."

That's dictionary reading for you. I

venture to say that, were this torn from

its place among the P's, with no name to

it, no one would ever suspect it was good

for soup-flavoring.

Being very fond of parsley, I took

occasion to look it up in the dictionary,

and found the above description. I also

found this phrase, " Cultivation simple "
;

but, having had some experience with

parsley cultivation, I must beg leave to

differ with the author of the dictionary.

I am more inclined to believe the old

adage, which was made before diction-

aries were ever thought of ; namely, that

" parsley has to go to the Devil and

back again nine times before it sprouts."

Unfortunately, in my own case, some

imp of his majesty has usually stolen my
seeds on one of their various downward
journeys. Wise people say that parsley

must be planted two months before it

comes up, and must be carefully weeded
;

but the dictionary says that it grows

wild in the south of Europe, being found

chiefly on rocks and old walls. One
would be inclined to think it a product

of the nether world itself on account of

its perverseness in preferring a rock or

old wall to a nicely prepared amateur

garden.

The dictionary waxes eloquent when
further discussing this plant. To quote :

*' Parsley, not only of use for flavoring,

but nutritious at the same time and stim-

ulating, a quality which it seems to de-

rive from an essential oil present in every

part of the plant."

It further states that parsley has a

peculiar gelatinous substance called

Apiin, also that the bruised leaves of

parsley are sometimes used as a stimulat-

ing poultice. After reading this, and

more, in one of the best reference books

of the English language, I found my cu-

riosity aroused to hunt elsewhere. So in

another text-book of our language I found

the following :
" Its aromatic leaves are

used to flavor soups, and it is much liked

for garnishing." But this was nothing new.

Then, again, " Its leaves contain a fra-

grant oil, which will hide other odors, for

which reason they are often chewed after

eating onions." This was worth know-

ing. On down the column I learned that

the root of the common parsley is used

for medicinal purposes. Truly, this plant

is not to be despised,

My respect for it. and my own taste as

well in liking it, increased when I learned

that parsley comes of aristocratic lineage,

and has, in fact, seen better days ; for

back in the heroic age of Greece they

crowned the victors of Nemean games

with wreaths of parsley.

" Her glorious head was compast with a crown,

Not made of Olive, Pine or I.awrell bough.

Nor Fars/eywresith, which Grecians did allow,

Th' Olympian games for signals of renown."

In later days, however, the skeleton,

that was always present at the great

feasts of the rich and powerful, was

decked with parsley, which in some mys-

terious way had come to be associated

with ideas of death. Not so in Shake-

speare's time, though ; for he makes one

of his characters say, —
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" I knew a wench married of an afternoon

as she went to the garden for parsley to stuff a

rabbit."

Xo doubt the parsley served as the

wedding wreath or bridal bouquet.

As a child, living in a small suburban

town, I was torn with conflicting emotions

in the fall, when I surveyed the large

clump of smooth, branching, glossy

plants of the ' natural order Umbell-

iferai, with variously pinnated leaves,'

that soon would wither under the Frost

King's wand. The very luxuriance of

the glossy leaves manifested the irony

of fate, for I dare not transplant one

single root for winter use. Had I not

heard the awful consequences of such a

rash act in the clinching and final

argument :
'• They say it is the sign of

death in the house where parsley is

transplanted " ? Then, again, in case I

planted seeds in a pot, how could I wait

for those nine trips ? While my irreso-

lution was at its height, I would hear

wonderful tales of fortunate people, who,

having a pot of growing parsley in the

kitchen window, would be supplied with

the toothsome and pretty luxury all

winter, or of some other one more enter-

prising still, who bored holes in a small

keg, filled it with soil, planted seeds in

the holes and on top, and, presto ! a

living mass of green. Meanwhile my
own glossy clump, lovingly banked with

boards and dry leaves, slowly but surely

assumed a faded yellow look, then

drooped and died. Then I believed in

the old superstition. If it was fatal for

us, if I transplanted it, it was certainly

fatal for the parsley, if I did not.

Finally, however, a neighbor solved the

problem of winter supply by growing it

in his greenhouse ; and my fears were

set at rest. The problem is a problem

no more, for parsley is now a regular

winter product in all the markets, sub-

urban as well as urban.

As we sit at a modern dining table,

where parsley has such a prominent

place in flavoring soups and various

dishes, in garnishing meat and fish and

salad, and adding one more charm to

the bird of honor at our holiday feasts,

how many ever think of the history of

those glossy leaves ? Do w^e see the

beautiful Grecian youth, flushed with

victory and crowned with a wreath of

those rich green leaves, and then in

fancy travel to that later scene of riotous

revelry, of velvet and silken-clad beau-

ties and handsome men, whose charms

are heightened by the soft glow of

candles and the flashing of jewels, while

silent among them sits the shrouded

skeleton, crowned with the same rich,

glossy leaves ?

Far from being a symbol of death, it

should be a symbol of life and health
;

for '' they say that, if a handful of parsley

be used each week in the family, that

grim spectre, Bright's Disease, would be

banished." No wonder its leaves are so

glossy. No wonder it holds them upon

such haughty stems, when it remembers

its proud place in history, in literature,

in medicine, and its abiding place in

our affections.

Stand in the sunshine sweet

And treasure every ray,

Nor seek with stubborn feet

The darksome way.

Have courage ! Keep good cheer

Our longest time is brief.

To those who hold you dear

Bring no more grief.

But cherish blisses small,

Grateful for least delight

That to your lot doth fall,

However slight.

And, lo ! all hearts will biing

Love, to make glad your days :

Blessings untold will spring

About your ways. Celia Thaxtcr



Some Uses and Abuses of Common Foods
By Emma J. Davenport

IN
these days of rapid transit, by

land and sea, the products of the

earth are brought to our very door.

Our markets are suppUed at all times

with fruits and vegetables from the sun-

niest climes. Our own market garden-

ers are turning winter into summer, by

producing nearly the whole role of green

stuffs out of their season, until the sum-

mer has almost no new joys, in the way

of foods for our tables, except the pleas-

ures of our own gardens.

That food supply has much to do

with the physical stature, the habits, and

temperaments of all animals, is unques-

tioned. The entire character of some

of the strains of our domestic animals

has been changed by change in locality,

which involved the scarcity or abundance

of food supply. It is difficult for the

breeder to keep down the size of Shet-

land ponies, as they are changed from

the rugged wilds of their native isles to

this land of ease and plenty.

Man is the animal that has always

been omnivorous, subsisting upon what-

ever grew in the region in which he was

placed, and developing those articles,

either anirnal or vegetable, until they

suited his taste or met his require-

ments. Thus most of our fruits and

vegetables and domestic animals have

been developed from the wild state

;

and men cease not in their endeavors

to bring them to a more perfect condi-

tion.

The majority of people must depend

for their food supply very' largely upon

that which can be produced most abun-

dantly and cheaply in their own country.

To meet this requirement for this coun-

try or locality, we may name wheat, corn,

potatoes, beef, pork, and poultry.

Now certain of these standard foods

have been severely criticised, so much
so that some would banish them from
our tables. The inevitable result of

such criticism, if it be prolonged, must
be to prejudice people against such

articles, and ultimately lead to their dis-

use. We have been almost obliged to

drop cheese, a very valuable article of

food, from our dietaries, because of a

general dissatisfaction with its quality;

and the consumption of butter per

capita is decreasing.

These facts are greatly to be deplored.

It is a serious matter, even when well-

founded prejudice drives from our

tables, and thus from our markets, foods

which from their own value, and because

of the ease and cheapness of production,

would naturally be accorded a place in

the dietaries of all classes ; but it is

doubly unfortunate if a standard food

suffer from prejudice not well founded,

for we cannot afford to sacrifice a food

except for the best of reasons. Not-

withstanding its bad reputation, the

potato has a good pedigree. It was

among the first families of Virginia ; and

it once saved a country from famine, the

people of which are lacking neither in

brawn nor wit. Much has been said

against the too common use of the

potato ; and it has been recommended

that rice be used in its stead, with the

claim that the latter contains a much
larger per cent, of nutrients than the

former. Let us compare the two. From
the revised edition of Bulletin No. 28

of the United States Department of

Agriculture, on " Comparison of Ameri-

can Food Materials," an average -of 21

analyses of rice and 136 of potatoes

gives the following :
—

* A paper read before the Housekeepers' Confeience at the University of Illinois.
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Water Dry Matter Protein

Rice 12.3';, 87.7% 8.00%

Potato 78.3 21.7 2.2

Fat Carbohydrates Ash Fuel

Rice 3^, 7900% o-4% 1630%

Potato ... .1 18.4 i.o 385

The large water content of the potato

evidently deceives us. It is the compo-

sition of the dry matter that is important,

and not its proportion. We find that,

when an equal amount of dry matter of

potato is considered, we have :
—

Carbo-
Dry Matter Protein Fat hydrates Ash Fiiel

86.8% 8.00% .4% 73-6% 4-00% 1540%

Thus we see that, of the nitrogenous

and mineral constituents, the material

most lacking in our diet, the weight is in

favor of the potato. The fuel value is

not quite so high as it is in rice, be-

cause the carbohydrate of starch is not

so great ; but starch is, perhaps, the one

over-abundant constituent of our diet.

The important item to be considered

in the food question is. From what can we

get the greatest return for our money ?

The usual price of rice is three pounds

for 25 cents, and for that money we
receive :

—
Dry Matter Protein Fat

Rice 2.63% .24% .09%

Potato 2.63 .26 .12

Carbohydrates A sh Fuel

Rice 2.37% .012% 4890%
Potato 2.23 .12 4666

To secure the same amount of dry

matter of potato and for the same money,

we may pay at the rate of 93 cents per

bushel, and count 20 per cent, for waste.

A large per cent, of people raise their

own potatoes, and many more might do

so to great advantage. Potatoes are one

of the easiest and cheapest crops raised.

They can be produced at 20 cents per

bushel ; and many a laboring man might

raise enough in his back yard to supply

his family, except of course in large

cities.

One hundred and fifty bushels may be

produced on an acre of land. If the

tiller be skilful, he may produce twice

that many. One hundred and fifty bush-

els of potatoes yield a ton of dry matter,

which in the farmer's field may be pro-

duced for from $20 to $25. To buy an

equal amount of dry matter of rice would

cost, at present prices, $173.27. Enough

potatoes could be raised on a small plot

of ground to supply a family, and enough

be sold to buy what rice would be needed

for variety.

One could pay $8.30 per 100 pounds

for flour before it would be as expensive

as rice at present prices.

Rice, therefore, is not to be recom-

mended as a staple article of food in this

country ; but it is to be used for sake of

variety.

There is a domestic animal which, in

view of the fact that he was represented

by over eight and a quarter millions of

his kind in Chicago last year, possibly

does not need a champion. This ani-

mal has developed with the Anglo-Saxon

race, has enjoyed its prosperity, and

to-day is a clean, well-bred, wholesome

domestic creature. I refer to the mod-

ern hog.

Now I know that some of you will

smile and shake your heads, for the hog

has many enemies. Not long since a

young lady asked, *' Why, do you really

think that pork is fit to eat ? " There are

those who claim that pork is not fit to

eat, because the hog is subject to some

of the same diseases as man. What about

tuberculous beef ? Let us examine the

record, for 190 1, of the chief representa-

tive of the United States Bureau of

Animal Industry for the Chicago live

stock market, furnished by Mr. Horine,

statistician of the Chicago Union Stock

Yards.

Of cattle there were 1,810,155 inspec-

tions in the yard. Of these there were

2,202 rejections, or J of i per cent.
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There were 1,748.573 post-mortem in-

spections, of which 5,371, or J of i per

cent, of the carcasses, were condemned.

Of the inspected cattle, therefore, .42

of I per cent, were condemned either on

foot or after killing. Of hogs there

were 6,547,370 inspections, of which

there were 15,424, or J of i per cent.,

rejected on foot; and, of 7,121,509 post-

mortem inspections, 11,088, or J of i per

cent., were rejected.

Of the hogs inspected, therefore, .30 of

I per cent, were condemned against .42

of I per cent, of cattle,—nearly \ less.

Not only this, we have ^ of i per cent,

of cattle against \ of i per cent, of hogs

condemned on foot, showing that dis-

ease in the hog is much more easily

detected while alive than in cattle ; and

this is further borne out by the fact

that, of \h^ post-mortem examinations, but

one-half as many carcasses of hogs were

condemned as of cattle, or ^ of i per

cent, against \ of i per cent.

Besides, the average dressed carcass of

a hog weighs 150 pounds, and that of a

beef 470 pounds, or a Httle over three

times as much. Now if, as we see, the

proportion of diseased cattle is \ times

as great as of hogs, when we buy one

pound of inspected meat, the chances are

over four times as great that it will be

healthy, if it be pork, than if it be beef.

And yet no one except a vegetarian would

think of saying that we should not eat

beef.

The tubercuHn test and meat inspec-

tion have mitigated greatly the chances

for diseased milk and meat being put

upon the market, and yet our only safety

lies in insisting absolutely that our milk

shall come from herds which are fre-

quently given the tuberculin test and

where sanitary measures as to cleanliness

and pure water are observed. Our pro-

tection as to meat is always to cook it

thoroughly well, whatever it may be.

From these statistics we have seen that

pork is as wholesome and safe a meat as

is beef.

Let us compare the composition of

beef and pork,—these are the averages

of the whole carcasses not including

the head :
—
ll^aste Water Dry Matter Protein

Beef. . . 17.6% 50.4% 32% 14.6%
Pork. . . 24 32 53.8 10.8

Beef.

Pork.

Fats

16.6%

40.5

7%
2.4

Ftiel

975

2045

We see that pork is particularly valu-

able as a food for energy, as it furnishes

more than twice the amount of beef.

The adult does not require food for build-

ing up the body, except to replace the

small amount of waste ; but he needs that

which will give energy. We see also that

pork contains the greater amount of dry

matter, and that it is not deficient in

protein. It is also to be recommended
as a cheap food. It is especially cheap

to the producer, and costs less per pound

to the man who buys it. From quota-

tions of the Chicago markets, prices, for

dressed pork, range from 5 cents to 8

cents per pound, and, for beef, from 8

cents to 12 cents.

In a hst of dietaries furnishing ap-

proximately 0.28 pounds of protein and

3,500 calories of energy, the standard

for a man at moderate muscular work,

taken from the government bulletin on

nutritive value and cost of foods,

—

the cheapest diet given was bread and

butter, pork and beans, at a cost of

13J cents.

In a recent issue of a prominent

household magazine appears a story in

three parts. Part first, " 'Tis but a little

faded flour." " It was all right when it

grew in the fields, ripening under the

sunshine and sweetening with the dews

of heaven. It was all right when the

miller got it ; but by the time the miller

got through with it, and sent it off in

barrels and bags to the dealer, what the
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consumer got was but a little faded

flour,— tasteless, colorless, all but lifeless.

No wonder we are a nation of dys-

peptics."

Chapters two and three dilate upon

the woes, which come to those who will

eat white flour bread, and the joys, which

come to those who buy and eat a cer-

tain brand of whole wheat flour.

Let us compare this " little faded

flour " with that which is claimed to

give health and wealth and all the

domestic joys.

An average of 12 analyses of breads

made from white flour, of 5 of whole

wheat flour, and 6 of Graham, gives the

following table :
—

Carbo-
Protein Fat hydrates Ash Fuel

White bread, 8.89% 1.93% 51.77% 1.28% 2866

Wholewheat, 8.92 1.31 50.10 1.68 2654

Graham . . 6.26 1.68 47.02 1.99 2533

The whole wheat bread is slightly

richer in protein and ash, but falls

below in fuel value, while the Graham
is considerably lower in all except fat

and ash constituents.

These same breads were used in ex-

periments. 13 men were fed white

bread alone, 6 Graham bread with

milk, and 5 whole wheat bread and

milk.

The following table gives the averages

of all the experiments :
—

Total Organic Protein
Matter Fat

White bread .

Whole wheat .

Graham wheat

. 96.0

• 957
. 91.7

Fat

86.4 73-5

86.7 57.8

76.5 64.4

Heat of Cotn-
Carbo- bustion, Avail-

hydrates able Energy

White bread 98.3 91.

i

Whole wheat 97.2 89.6

Graham wheat 92.2 84.2

To eUminate the personal equation,

the following table shows the digesti-

bility of the different breads with the

same individuals, the bread in each case

being taken with milk :
—

Total Orga7itc
Matter

Protein
Fat Fat-

White bread

Whole wheat .

Graham wheat .

... 97.

... 96.

... 93.

5

I

93-6 95-5

91.7 91.5

88.6 95.8

Carbo-
hydrates Ash

H^at of
Combustion

White bread . .

Whole wheat . .

Graham wheat .

. 98.1

• 97-5

• 93-8

7.0.9

76.0

63.8

92.4

92.4

89.6

These experiments were conducted at

the Main Agricultural Experiment Sta-

tion for the United States Department

of Agriculture, and are given in the

Department Bulletin No. 85.

We see from these experiments that

there is practically no difference between

the white bread and the whole wheat

bread, while the Graham is considerably

lower in its percentages.

In view of these results, why should

it be said that no bread, except that

made from the whole wheat, should be

used ? It is a well-known fact among
stockmen that wheat bran from the

patent roller process is hardly worth the

buying.

There may be physical reasons why
certain individuals would be benefited

by using breads made from the coarser

flours, as the coarser particles cause an

increased peristaltic action of the intes-

tines, and so reUeve sluggish digestion.

But even this may be carried to excess.

There is no quarrel with the person,

who prefers to eat bread made from the

whole wheat ; but do not let us say that

no other is fit for food, when experiments

show it to be fully as good.

There is another element, however,

which is to be considered in this connec-

tion ; and that is the cost. I find, upon

consulting my grocer's bill, that I pay

one dollar more per hundred pounds for

whole wheat flour than for the best white

wheat. Doubtless the difference in price

is not so large, if the whole wheat flour

be purchased in larger quantities. But

there, again, is a difficulty. The whole
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wheat flour cannot be kept for great

length of time, as can the white flour

;

it is, therefore, of greater expense to the

miller, and for this reason to the con-

sumer.

Should our millers cease to make white

flour and turn their great plants into

making only whole wheat flour, great dif-

ficulties would be met with at once. It

would ruin export trade because of its

non-keeping qualities. The flour trade

cannot be carried on with a grade that

will not keep. The white flour of this

country is a great boon to the laboring

classes of Europe. Some of the greatest

mills, the Pillsbury's in particular, put

up a fine grade of flour in 12 1-2 pound

sacks to supply this particular class of

people who are not able to buy the larger

sacks. This makes it possible for them

to provide themselves with light, whole-

some bread, to replace the coarse, black

bread of that country.

There is another and very potent

reason for many cases of indigestion and

dyspepsia, and that is underdone bread.

Hood says,—
" Who has not met with home-made bread

A heavy compound of putty and lead ?

"

Many a loaf that otherwise would have

made a light and nutritious bread has had

its practical food value destroyed by be-

ing under-baked. Let us give great care

to our bread-making, bake in smaller

loaves, let stand uncovered, or with but

a light covering, to exclude dust or flies,

until cold, and then keep in a sweet,

well-aired receptacle ; and, no matter

whether it be whole wheat, or white,

loaf, one will have a wholesome, nutri-

tious food, fit for the gods.

Now I am aware that I may be branded
" heretic " for what I have written ; but I

have kept well within the bounds of

truth, and have written only that which

can be substantiated by facts.

Do not say that I have advocated an

exclusive diet of pork, potatoes, and

white bread : that is not true. I would

urge every housewife to provide^ her

table with as great a variety as it is pos-

sible to have, particularly of those things

which are standard foods in our own

country ; and the farmer's wife has the

greatest opportunity to do this.

Let us eat everything that is good and

wholesome, and not exclude this or that

from our diet, because some one has said

that it is not good for us ; but, above all,

let the housewife remember that the

preparation of a food has more to do

with its wholesomeness or unwholesome-

ness than even its composition. As
some one has said, " The state of mind

when eating is a powerful factor in

determining the nutritive value of a

meal."

A Bit of Pottery
The potter stood at his daily work,

One patient foot on the ground,

The other with never-slacking speed

Turning his swift wheel around.

Silent, we stood beside him there,

Watching the restless knee,

Till my friend said low, in pitying voice,

" IIow tired his foot must bel "

The potter never paused in his work,

Shaping the wondrous thing :

'Twas only a common flower-pot.

But perfect in fashioning.

Slowly he raised his patient eyes,

With homely truth inspired :

" No, marm, it isn't the foot that kicks,

The one that stands gets tired."

The Continent.



A Progressive Luncheon
By Eleanor M. Lucas

THE progressive luncheon will

have an added popularity for

spring and early summer en-

ertainment. The flowers of the season

lend themselves so admirably to the

deft fingers of a tasteful hostess that

the busiest and most limited of home-

makers is tempted to entertain.

The progressive luncheon is given by

five or seven housewives, as many as

there are courses. One course is as

signed to each, and she is to carry it

out as her fancy dictates. Carriages

are hired, and these call for the guests

and drive them from house to house.

A pretty affair of this kind, given by six

young matrons, was much enjoyed on

account of novel ideas.

The first course was strawberries in

Parisian style. Here everything was

in pink. The white-draped board held

an immense mound of pale pink sweet-

peas, slightly banked toward the centre,

and surrounded by a mat of feathery

green, reaching nearly to the plate Hne.

The place cards were in the form of a

strawberry leaf, with stem tied with a

tiny pink bow. Pink-shaded banquet

lamps stood at two corners. The straw-

berries were mixed with sugar, orange

juice, creme de 7neuthe, and shaved ice,

and were served in tiny fancy paper

cases, simulating a strawberry basket.

This course over, the party drove to

the next house. Here were devilled

clams in shells, with cucumbers and

olives. No plates were used. Every-

thing was served in shells. In the cen-

tre of the table was a large mirror, bor-

dered with bright green mosses. About
it huge abalone shells were disposed,

holding thin slices of brown bread,

olives, and cucumbers. The clams were

served in cockle-shells. The place

cards were clam-shells, with name in

green lettering. Pieces of moss were

scattered over the table, and pretty sea-

green paper napkins were used. The
whole effect was extremely pretty and

odd.

The next table was all yellow. The
table was round, of poUshed oak, and

dainty white drawn-work doilies were

used at each place. In the centre was

a handsome branched candelabra,

crowned with yellow candles, each can-

dle shaded with a fluffy yellow crepe

shade, simulating the cup-shaped flowers

of the daffodil. About the base was a

mass of daffodils, partly veiled in a set-

ting of green asparagus ferns. Glass

finger-bowls had been set closely to-

gether to form a circle. In these the

daffodils were arranged in close masses,

while all about the asparagus ferns had

been gracefully arranged to form a rich

background. Little crepe paper cases,

in the similitude of yellow jonquils, held

the pimolas and salted almonds.

The course consisted of chicken tim-

bales, smothered in a rich yellow sauce,

accompanied by green peas in little

nests of fried potatoes, and hot rolls,

offered in little baskets made of yellow

crepe paper.

The salad was served at the next

^lace. Everything was a leafy green.

A big flat wreath of asparagus ferns

held the place of honor. In the centre

of it was a white and gold china swan,

holding a freight of feathery asparagus

ferns. About the table were disposed

long single leaves of the cos lettuce,

holding oHves and slices of frozen

cheese. The centre part and all de-

fective leaves of lettuce heads had been
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removed. The remainder was pressed

out flat to simulate a round dish. On
these the dainty nut and Graham bread

sandwiches were arranged. The salad

of sweetbreads and lettuce, with a green

mayonnaise, was served in little baskets

made of lettuce leaves, fastened in shape

with cress stems. Handles were made
of arched cress stems, and each re-

ceptacle was placed on an individual

salad plate. The name cards were

pretty tinted affairs, tinted to resemble

a head of lettuce.

Next in order were the ices and cakes.

Here red was the color scheme, and

the brilUant scarlet anemone the chosen

flower. The pretty table was draped

with white ; and a green embroidered

centre cloth held a big green basket

filled with the fiery little " wind flowers."

The place cards were shaped and

painted to resemble anemones, with the

name on the stem. Small bunches of

anemones and ferns were scattered over

the table. Pretty little baskets held

rose wafers and red and white iced

cake. The red ice was offered in little

paper rose-shaped cups.

Coffee, nuts, raisins, and bonbons

constituted the last course. The flowers

were great brown velvety pansies. The
centre of the table was a perfect bed of

them, their saucy faces standing up-

right. A large round pan was filled

with wet moss. In this the pansies

were set, while the deep border of smi-

lax hid the pan from view, and formed a

lovely setting. Half circles, with the

open ends toward the plates and the

middle point of the top touching the

green border, were arranged before each

cover. These were cut from cardboard,

padded with wet moss, and filled with

pansies. Little trails of green here and

there concealed the edges. In the open

spaces were cocoanut shells filled with

chocolate bonbons, nuts, and raisins.

Each shell had been Hned with tinfoil.

The name cards were chocolate hearts,

with lettering in gold ink.

When the Woods turn Green Again
There's a warm, warm wind comes from the

south

With a promise and a song,

—

A song that wells from a rose-lipped mouth,

In cadence full and strong.

It whispers, whispers through the day

To the hearts of longing men
That the time is coming on the way
When the woods turn green again.

When the woods turn green in the sunshine's

kiss,

And dream o'er the lazy pool,

Where the dappled shadows, hit-and-miss,

Sway slowly, dark and cool,

And the long, long dawnings bring the tune

Of the robin, thrush, and wren,

Till they lullaby to the day-held moon,

When the woods turn green again.

When the woods turn green and the sky's rich

hue

Takes a deeper, truer shade.

And the blood-red poppies dot the view-

In a pattern God has made.

Then the song the south wind sings so low

Will live on the hill and glen,

And its mellow notes into being grow

When the woods turn green again.

Baltimore Ainerican.



Paste and PufF

By Helen Campbell

P
,UFF paste," the Prophet said

pensively, " are two words that

shall be separate. It is paste

that is first, and puff that comes after,

and that is justice, when into a little

dinner of choiceness like this there is

put, as interjection, this so anti-digestive

dish, so pleasant to eye and to nose that

how shall a man's stomach resist such

call unless he be armored in knowl-

edge ?
"

It was a dish of mushroom patties

on which he gazed, and with certain re-

lentings against which he sought to steel

himself,— fresh mushrooms, " connyngly

devised," as old Enghsh recipes have it,

wine, a suspicion of spice, but the mush-

room flavor delicately heightened, not

lost.

" See now," he went on, despair and

resolution blended in equal measure.

" I give you a menu for this luncheon of

dishes I myself have taught, each one

complement to the other, each one part

of a final blending, a composition whose

unity is perfect. And into that that is

enough, and to go beyond it sin, there

comes out of a mind that has perceived

this, that is a luncheon well-nigh perfect,

there comes, to overweight it, mushrooms
so solid as beefsteak, and all that aggra-

vated by your puff^ which means also

too much fat. If such entree must be,

then you dispense with another dish

;

and the salad must have much acid to

overcome ever so little the real heavi-

ness in that you call puff. But you say

true : the puff comes to the glutton who
puts it away with all the other incongrui-

ties that even the truest chef is taught to

think must be, and so is, true of all

modern diseases ; too much work, too

much paste, and then puff that is never

necessary, but comes for statement and

witness of the fool man is. Man !
" and

here the Prophet rose, but fell back be-

fore his theme. " It is man in the

abstraction that I say then. It is woman
who will bring such things to pass !

You have mastered the chestnut puree,

the nut-loaf that I have never seen more
true to all its possibiUties, a sauce

smooth as velvet, all to an ideal, and

enough, and to the exactness of enough,

for all who eat ; but why, why, why then

the pate' ?
"

The Prophet's voice had risen to its

most pathetic key, as if he were intoning

some remnant of barbaric chant; and

the hostess, no whit disconcerted, but

desiring peace, made no answer.

" Always it is woman who perverts

the righteous intentions of man," he

went on reproachfully. " I eat as frib-

ute to skill, but I protest that I should

not be so led into temptation. And
when I, too. Puff, if that come, then it is

you who are responsible, and I only that

I am weak."

The pate was on his plate ; and he ate

it seriously, as if reflecting on the sins

of others, yet a gleam in his eye that

indicated he might still be tempted.
*' If I were teaching you to-day the

thing that must be known, I should not

eat," he continued. " It is concession I

make. But, again I say, it is women
who crowd a menu, ask ever for the

incongruous. It is not a woman who is

simplifying the English dinner and work-

ing reform for the heaviest feeders the

earth knows, save ever the Germans. I

read him, and he has sense, this Sir

Henry Thompson, who makes a book
an ' Food and Feeding ' that is scientific

and a warning. But he gives choice
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dinners that society likes ; for he is a

great diner-out also, and distinguished,

and so people listen, and at last learn a

little. When will you learn here ? And
when will you make more simple the

thing that needs no such complexity as

you will have in it, you women that

could make disease no more, and health

in the pot for every eater ? I find that

you will not be content with simple gar-

nish, like that brown nut-loaf, whose

color alone rejoices the heart, that needs

only the orange slice and the green of

parsley to make the joy it is to eye and

palate. No, it must be strange devices

cut from vegetables or what not, each

day a harder thing, and your iron inven-

tion perhaps to make it easier, and the

dish disguised until one knows not what

lies underneath that thing that is set

before one. Too much garnish, and so

like the dress you wear to-day,— all

women,— with fur on lace, and chiffon

on broadcloth, and the whole gay,— yes,

but incongruous as the mind that con-

ceived such combination. It is the de-

struction of a sense of harmony. How
shall harmony be in a mind that must

hold a thousand inharmonies ?
"

The Prophet roused from the spoken

reverie ; for his voice had fallen, and his

eyes were fixed on the table-cloth.

" And now it is to ask pardon," he

said with his childlike and atoning

smile. " But, as I think of what we
learn together, I must have it that you

remember, and sin not against the

unities for your dish. As for your dress,

with that I am not called to meddle ; but

he who knows beauty knows that ten

trimmings superimposed, ever 'incrusta-

tions on incrustations,' as the Journal

des Modes has it,— for my eyes have seen

in the library— yes, and in streets where

they have no place— such deeds are

not of wisdom. They are madness, and

the race is mad that will do it. I pray

you, dearest friends, I pray you less

garnish, less garnish." And with a mel-

ancholy shake of the head the Prophet

disappeared with a mournful yet sweep-

ing bow, and declined positively his

next invitation to luncheon.

" They tell me I run tilt against puff

paste," he said some days later. " That

is not so. I run tilt only against the su-

perfluous, the incongruous. I have eaten

often your puff paste ; and it is good,

but it is superfluous,— a dish that con-

sumes much time, and that the foolish

think essential. But, when you kill my
menu with your puff, I have right to

speak and to protest ; and so I do. You
are generous. You will give always for

luncheon or dinner more than is needed,

and so you waste like no people that

lives ; and there is another sin. Enough,

but less puff and less of what you call

trimming. Trimming ! it is an Ameri-

can vice. It is the vice of the thing

you say is civilization. I say it is bar-

barism, for dish and woman ahke ; but

who shall hinder woman, if her will is

set to a thing? Not I, or any man."

The Prophet shook his head. This

was his revenge for having been be-

guiled into eating the pate, his hostess

assured him ; but he had eaten it, and

thus further criticism was barred out.

"It is ethics, then, that you would

make of your puff," he said ;
" but a puff

shall have no ethics to-day. There are

other days still, and other things we

shall say."



The Laundering of Shirt Waists
By Marietta McPherson

wITH every returning spring

the feminine fancy turns seri-

ously to thoughts of shirt

waists. Their worth has long since

been proved, and each year more atten-

tion is given to the selection of fabrics

and the making of the waist. In choos-

ing colored linen or cotton goods, one

question is sure to come to the mind of

the purchaser. Will it wash well ? This

is an important item to consider, and

the answer will depend chiefly upon the

method employed in laundering.

It is so very discouraging to have

new shirt waists come from the laundry

faded and streaked, when, if intelligent

care had been given to the washing,

starching, drying, and ironing, much
trouble could have been avoided. The
method of starching and ironing given

here is that employed in the best laun-

dries, where only hand work is done.

Method of Washing.— In washing,

avoid strong yellow soap, ammonia, and

all washing powders. Use only a mild

white soap. If the color does not run,

soak the waist in tepid soapy water five

minutes. This loosens the dirt, and

lessens the

necessity for

hand rubbing.

Then wash
well, g i V in g
special atten-

tion to the un-

derparts of the

sleeves and the cuffs. Do not boil.

Rinse thoroughly in two or three clear

waters, using blueing with discretion.

Lavender or green waists should never

be blued. Hang, by the neck band in

the shade, and, when dry, dip in warm
boiled starch, then put through the

wringer, and dry again. White waists

may be soaked half an hour before

washing, and should be boiled at least

five minutes. It is also an advantage

to hang them in the sun, as this gives

them a good color.

ATordaiits.— Salt is the most common
household mordant and is often an aid

in fixing colors. Use one tablespoon-

ful of salt in one gallon of water at the last

rinsing. Vinegar is another convenient

mordant, and is especially useful in re-

storing aniline colors, which have been

faded by washing. Such colors are

faded by alkalis and intensified by weak
acids. L^se one-quarter a cup of vinegar

(white wine is best) in one gallon of

water at the last rinsing.

Blueing.— If blueing be used, be sure

that all soap is rinsed from the garment

first, as many blueings are Prussian

blues. This blueing is a compound of

two iron salts, which are precipitated by

alkalis. This accounts for many of the

iron-rust spots found on clothing, and

shows the necessity for thorough rinsing.

To prepare tJie starch.— Mix three ta-

blespoonfuls of starch with half a cup

of cold water,

add one quart

of boiling
water, and
cook twenty

m i n u t e s .

Strain through

cheese-cloth

and use hot. While cooking, add one-

half a teaspoonful of lard, or a small

piece of wax, as this will help to keep

the starch smooth and prevent it from

sticking to the iron. A wheat starch is

considered best.

Ironing.— When ready to iron the
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waist, dip quickly into a pail of hot

water, then put through the wringer, and

iron at once. Begin with the cuffs,

pressing first on the wrong side and

then finishing on the right, until per-

fectly dry. Next iron the collar band,

and then the sleeves. The sleeves are

the most difficult part of the waist to do

well ; and a sleeve board can be pur-

chased for about twenty-five cents, which

is considered by many as a great help.

These are commonly used in hand laun-

dries ; and, when used, the sleeves are

ironed last. If the sleeve is to be ironed

without a board, press it flat, ironing

both sides. Finish the top by putting a

small iron inside of the sleeve, through

the arm's eye, and smoothing out the

gathered top. Many object to the fold

in the sleeve when ironed fiat, and this

can be removed by rubbing with a damp
cheese-cloth and pressing out with a

small iron. Before ironing the front of

the waist, stretch into shape, having the

front pleat very straight. If there are

tucks, smooth them out evenly and iron

on the right side until dry. Then iron

the back, and finish the bottom of the

waist. If parts of the waist have be-

come tumbled after ironing, smooth out

quickly with a hot iron. Fasten the

collar band and the cuffs with a stud or

pin, and dry thoroughly before folding.

Pique waists should be ironed on the

wrong side, excepting the sleeves, and

on a well-padded ironing table, so that

the cords will stand out well. If the

cuffs be desired very stiff, place them on

a clean board, and with the hand rub in

a thick cooked starch, until the Unings

and the outside of the cuffs are as one

piece, then wipe superfluous starch from

both sides of cuffs, and dry. Let stand

in the dampened body of the waist under

pressure for about half an hour before

ironing.

To launder a Flannel Waist.— Have a

tub half filled with warm (9o°F.) soapy

water, to which have been added two ta-

blespoonfuls of borax. Wash waist up

and down in the water with as little rub-

bing as possible, as this mats the fibre.

Never rub soap directly on flannel.

Rinse well in two or three waters of the

same temperature as the first, adding to

the last water one tablespoonful of gly-

cerine. This helps to keep the wool soft.

Loosen the tension of the wringer, put the

waist through, and hang until nearly dry.

To Iron.— Place a slightly dampened
cheese-cloth over the flannel, on the right

side, and press with a moderately hot

iron. In removing the cheese-cloth, the

fibres cling to it and are drawn up, giv-

ing the flannel a soft finish much like the

new material.

Silk Waists.— Wash-silk waists should

be washed as the colored shirt waists.

Before they are wholly dry, iron on the

wrong side. A little gum arable water

will give the waist a slight stiffness, if

desired.

Of course, it's a good thing if you've

got the only article of the kind in the

world and everybody must possess one

or more of these articles, and nobody

else on earth can supply the demand.

But don't expect to step into anything of

this kind when you go into business.

Competition won't hurt you, provided

you handle the right kind of goods and

treat your trade fairly and honestly. The

friends of Benjamin Franklin tried to

dissuade him from starting a newspaper

because there were two other papers in

America.

—

Indicator.
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AFEW years ago and the subject

of domestic science was rarely

mentioned in the schools. Even

with the rise of woman in the pursuit

of higher education, this subject was

entirely ignored. The history of educa-

tion teaches us that it has been custom-

ary, in the past, to extol theoretical and

professional courses of study above

scientific and practical courses. Men
have been trained to law, medicine, and

theology, women to music, art, and

letters. Now a change is taking place.

It is coming to be recognized that there

are not offices and professions enough
" to go round." Speculative pursuits

are seen to be less profitable and satis-

fying than are those which concern the

immediate uphfting and well-being of

the race.

To be sure, in a measure, the greater

includes the lesser, in matters real as

well as ideal. The arts and letters,

which instruct and please, are to be

exalted. At the same time the sciences

and crafts, which also multiply the com-

forts of life, are by no means to be de-

spised. We are beginning to realize

that " these ye ought to have done, and

not to leave the other undone." Schools

of cookery and housekeeping are spring-

ing up on every hand. Domestic science

is already recognized and taught in many
schools and colleges. Scientific progress

is the marvel of the age. The industrial

energies engaged in the business of the

world are vast. In brief, how to live

well and wisely, as this question applies

to everybody, is given a prominence

hitherto but little known. The practical

side of life is accentuated as it never

has been before.

HYGIENE, we should say, is

a matter foremost in impor-

tance to house-keepers. As

population increases and places age,

healthful surroundings become more and
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more imperative. In medicine and sur-

gery the antiseptic method has become

an accepted doctrine and is in common
practice. The physician, or surgeon,

who does not make himself famiUar with

the details of the system, is held to be

antiquated, and is soon laid on the shelf.

People require in a dentist one who has

been schooled in the use of steriUzed

materials and disinfected instruments.

Witness how, in a Western city, accord-

ing to recent report, small-pox was

stamped out by sanitary and protective

measures rather than by compulsory

resort to odious vaccination. Through

the application and rigid enforcement

of sanitary regulations, yellow fever in

Cuba will soon be known, like the Asi-

atic plague, as a scourge of the past.

And now the mosquito, convicted of

being a common carrier of malarial and

other contagious diseases, has become

a condemned criminal, and must take his

departure.

These things are of special concern

to the home-maker, in whose environ-

ment sanitary conditions are of such

vital importance. In a contest with sub-

tile foes there is need of unceasing

vigilance. In ways of hving protective

methods are preferable to curative proc-

esses.

THE futility of administering

drugs as curative agents is be-

coming more and more appar-

ent. As remedies in certain disorders,

medicines are doubtless indispensable.

Still, their effects, at best, are incidental

and temporary. They avail little in re-

storing health or in repairing strength.

Vegetarianism, massage, osteopathy.

Christian science, etc., regardless of

the question of merit or demerit in

those methods, all imply reaction, in

.greater or less degree, against too im-

plicit a reUance upon the use of drugs

in trying to eradicate bodily ills.

Food, wisely chosen and judiciously

served, has come to be regarded as the

source of all nourishment, as well as the

only sure and reliable remedial and re-

storative agent. In the practice of medi-

cine, of all the schools, the tendency of

the day, if we mistake not, is to place the

consequence of food higher and that of

drugs lower in value among remedial

agencies. Proper feeding,— that is, di-

etetics,— healthful surroundings,— that

is, hygiene,— it is conceded, are leading

factors to observe in the common effort

of the race for the maintenance of health.

And these subjects are of constantly

growing importance, alike to the profes-

sional and non-professional, in every

phase of life. They will receive proper

attention, when people once come fully

to understand that, practically, all the

ills of life come from bad habits of

living.

" Medicine is no longer a synonym for

mystery, nor is the practice of medicine

wholly an empirical system of selecting

and administering drugs." Dietother-

apy is a new word in professional use.

The word does not occur in EngUsh

lexicons, but a writer on dietetics has

recently defined it thus :
" Dietother-

apy is the application of food to the

preservation of strength, flesh, and en-

ergy, or to their repair when diminished

by disease."

A writer in the Dietetic and Hygietiic

6^^^:^/'/^ pertinently asks, " Can any candid

student of medicine, who is not tied to a

theory or an ingrained prejudice, assert

that any sheer drug cure is not a virtual

loan ? In short, can we by any therapeu-

tic necromancy create a single impulse of

vital energy ? Can we, by the adminis-

tration of any drug medicine whatever,

outside of actual nutrition, add one iota

to the sum total of any individual's vital

force ? To be sure, we must not over-

look the fact that by suitable medicine

we can divert diseased action, can amel-
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iorate suffering, and remove physiologic

obstructions. And this is the mission

of medicine."

This is only one of many current

items that point to " the sign of the

times, a harbinger of promise for the

race, of substantial progress in the cause

of the gospel of health."

WITH the June number, the

Boston Cookifig-School Maga-
zine begins its seventh year

and a new volume. Plans have been

matured to make this an exceptionally

strong and attractive number. Indeed,

it is proposed to make the seventh vol-

ume not only larger, more comprehen-

sive, and complete than any of the pre-

ceding volumes, but also more interesting

and unique in every respect. Six years

of continued effort have brought us

valuable experience. We hope we have

learned, though slowly perhaps, how to

select material, to prune away waste

matter, and set before our readers what

is most essential and helpful in the con-

duct of home life ; and we enter upon

the preparation of a new volume with

keen anticipations of adding largely to

the scope, excellence, and usefulness of

the magazine.

We are always anxious to secure and

retain the hearty co-operation of our

readers. The magazine is conducted

solely in the interests of housekeepers.

Not a page is prepared with other ob-

ject than this in view. Whatever in our

table of contents may be found amiss, we
are pleased to rectify. In ways of ex-

pansion or improvement we are ever

eager to be informed and directed.

" The secret of success is concentra-

tion." With this, our motto, in view,

may we not anticipate anew the contin-

ued good will and co-operation of the

very large class of women whose chief

interests are centred in their home ?

THE advertising pages of the

Boston Cooking-SchoolMagazine

are worthy of careful perusal.

The best of everything in foods and

household appliance is represented there.

When we have found a good thing, we
wish others to know of the same, and be

able to share in the advantages it offers.

With this object in view we are con-

stantly aiming to place before our readers

representations of the choicest products

and the latest appliances in the market,

and such only as are wholesome, useful,

or appropriate to housekeepers every-

where. In fact, it seems to us the pub-

lishers and advertising patrons of this

magazine, with common purpose, are

working for one and the same end,

—

to simpHfy better ways of living, to pro-

mote the highest interests of the house-

hold. In full assurance of the excellence

and reliability of the articles set forth in

our advertising columns, we are able to

recommend them with confidence to the

favorable notice of our readers. In a

special sense, we trust, our advertise-

ments will be found timely, fitting, and

serviceable.

Do not worry, eat three square meals

a day, say your prayers, be courteous to

your creditors, keep your digestion good,

steer clear of biliousness, exercise, go

slow, and go easy. Maybe there are

other things that your special case re-

quires to make you happy ; but, my
friend, these, I reckon, will give you a

good lift.— Abraham Lincoln,

Yoimg Wife.— " I received to-day a

beautiful diploma from the cooking

school,— on parchment,— and I've cele-

brated it by making you this dish.

Now just guess what it is !

"

Young Husband (chewing on his

burnt omelet).— " The diploma ? "—
The Caterer,



After Breakfast Chat
By Janet M. Hill

THERE is no human invention so aptly calculated for the formation of a free-born people as

that of a theatre.— Steele.

For we that live to please must please to live.

—

JoJnison.

THE Stage has long set the

fashion in dress. Modiste and

milliner have an eye to busi-

ness, as well as pleasure, when they pur-

chase sightly seats, on occasion of the

presentation of a new and well-staged

play. But, as the latest in this line, we
are confronted with a Boston woman,
who sends her parlor maid and butler to

plays that depict society scenes, td* note

the manner in posing of similar func-

tionaries on the stage, in opening doors,

in receiving and seating guests, and also

in making their exit.

=i^ * *

But it is only when artists, not enter-

tainers, appear, that correct usage or the

strict and conventional etiquette, de-

manded by the best society, is exempli-

fied at the theatre. A play staged by

an EngUsh, rather than an American

manager would seem to present the best

field for a study in good form. Still,

when the green room of the new Froh-

man Theatre in New York is completed,

and the company shall give, as it is pre-

dicted, " dinners and receptions surpass-

ing functions of this type indulged in by
the smart set," then even an American
company may hope to present on the

stage the service of at least one or two
of the courses in a twelve-course dinner,

and advertise the same as a drawing

card. This is the day of realism, and
the presentation of elegant dinner tables,

guests seated, and the dmners in process

of service, would open up a field of

great possibilities for scenic effects,

and would be no doubt to many people

vastly entertaining.

* * *

Indeed, this is not at all an extrava-

gant or impractical idea. The proper

laying of the table and serving of meals

is one of the chief household questions

of the moment, for all classes of people.

Table manners indicate most emphati-

cally what sort of being man is. The
habits of a lifetime cannot be changed

with the whisking of the damask from the

mahogany. Thomas Hardy, in " A pair

of Blue Eyes," voices this sentiment

quite cleverly, when he causes Mr. Swan-

court to say :
'' Yes. I was inclined to

suspect him, because he didn't care

about sauces of any kind. I always did

doubt a man's being a gentleman, if his

palate had no acquired tastes. An un-

edified palate is the irrepressible cloven

foot of the upstart." The same thing is,

in a measure, just as true of table

manners.

In this country are there not many

possessed of fine sensibiUties, innate

courtesy, and natural charm of personal-

ity, who, as far as the minor items of

table service and etiquette signify, are

not " to the manner born " ? Then, too,

there are foreign dignitaries, desirous of

sustaining the honor of the home gov-

ernment and appearing to advantage

before charming women, who are society

leaders, and punctihous in regard to

what might be classed as the trivialities
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of table etiquette. How shall all these

acquire this knowledge, and escape from

the mortification of spirit, often aggra-

vated by circumstances that arise from

some mesaventure at table ?

One young woman writes :
" It was an

elegant affair, and a very distinguished-

looking man took me into the dining-

room, but I was so distressed because,

when the peas were passed, I put

them into a Uttle dish designed for

salad, instead of on my plate, and then,

when the salad was passed, had nothing

for that but my warm plate. The even-

ing was utterly spoiled, and I devoutly

wished it had been my lot to go in to

dinner with some one less an fait.'''

But only by actual sight, or participa-

tion in the act, can the service be

mastered to perfection. And there is

no place where experience in this art

can be purchased with money, for hotel

service is not home service. Classes in

the conduct of the various society func-

tions might be carried on by private

individuals, or in schools, if the expense

were not prohibitory. So, after all, is

not the theatre the most promising field

for this venture ? Yes, the " play's the

thing."

Malaria Infection

IN
the February issue of the Biille-

ii?i of the Johns Hopkins Hospital is

a paper by Leonard K. Hirshberg

and Gustavus C. Dohme giving the re-

sult of investigations made by them with

regard to the distribution of the malaria-

bearing mosquito in the neighborhood

of Baltimore.

The conclusions at which these in-

vestigators arrived with respect to the

extirpation of mosquitoes do not alto-

gether agree with those of others who
have made a study of the matter.

They do not believe it possible to

exterminate mosquitoes by means of oil,

and declare that the only antidote

against contracting malaria is the mos-

quito net.

They are also of the opinion that

malaria should be included among the

infectious diseases, and that cases of

malarial infection should be reported to

the boards of health, just as are conta-

gious diseases, and thus enable precau-

tions against the spread of malaria to

be carried out under the proper super-

vision.

In concluding their paper, these in-

vestigators say :
" Of special importance

is the careful screening of doors and

windows by wire gauze or mosquito net-

ting, as suggested by CeUi. Where this

cannot be done, fitting the beds with

netting will offer security, insomuch as

most anopheles bite at night. Again,

persons already infected should be pro-

tected by screens to prevent infection of

healthy mosquitoes, and thus spread the

disease broadcast, inasmuch as a patient

having been infected in one place may
carry it to another and infect the mos-

quitoes there."

The extirpation of mosquitoes, or even

their abolition from the vicinity of towns,

will be a much harder task than many
have thought; that is, with the means

now at disposal. The only safeguard

against infection by the agency of mos-

quitoes is to carefully protect one's self

against being bitten.— Medical Record,



Materials for Clam Chowder

Seasonable Recipes

IN all recipes where flour is used, unless otherwise stated, the flour is measured after sifting

once. When flour is measured by cups, the cup is filled with a spoon, and a level cupful is

meant. A tablespoonful or a teaspoonful of any designated material is a level spoonful of such

material.

Clam Chowder (Mrs. A. Howe)
Cut four ounces of larding pork in

bits, and fry to a light brown. Add two

quarts of boiling water, one cup of car-

rot cut in thin slices, one pint of fine-cut

onions, and half a cup of fine-cut celery,

and cook until the vegetables are nearly

tender. Then add a scant quart of thin-

sliced potatoes, a teaspoonful of salt, a

teaspoonful of white pepper, and half a

can of tomatoes, and cook until the

potatoes are tender. Add a quart of

chopped clams with their liquor, one

teaspoonful of powdered thyme, a tea-

spoonful of beef extract, and a few grains

of cayenne pepper. Melt half a table-

spoonful of butter, ad4 half a tablespoon-

ful of flour, and stir over the fire a few

moments, then stir into the chowder

and serve. Or, instead of the roux, add

six or eight crackers. After the chowder

is poured into the tureen, sprinkle with

fine-chopped parsley.

Fish Chowder, Boston Style

Select a very fresh cod, haddock, or

lake fish, weighing three or four pounds.

Skin the fish, and remove the fiesh in

two long fillets. Cut these in two-inch

pieces, and set aside. Cover the head,

body bones, and trimmings with cold

water. Let come slowly to the boiling-

point, then simmer half an hour. Cut

a scant quarter of a pound of salt pork

into bits and cook out the fat slowly, to

avoid discoloring. In this saute' the

sliced onion without browning. Add the

fat and onion to the saucepan, in which

the onion is simmering, and strain the

whole over the fish. Add a quart of

shced potatoes that have been parboiled

five minutes and drained, also about a

tablespoonful of salt and pepper as

desired, and let simmer until the potatoes

are tender. Then add three cups of

scalded milk, ten or twelve crackers,

split apart and buttered, and two table-
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spoonfuls of butter. If a thicker con-

sistency be desired, cream together one-

third a cup. each, of butter and liour,

and cook ten minutes in the hot milk

before adding the latter to the chowder.

Broiled Sardines

Put about two dozen firm sardines.

drained from oil and scales removed, in

an oyster broiler, and broil two or three

minutes over a brisk fire, turning each

ten seconds. Dispose on slices of toast

on a hot dish, and spread each sar-

dine with maitre d'hotel butter. Gar-

nish with quarters of lemon equal in

number to the slices of toast.

Sardines with \Vhite Sauce

Remove the skin and tails from a

Curry powder may be added with the

fiour.

Moulded Lobster Ragout with

Cucumbers

To one-fourth a pound (half a cup) of

cooked lobster, cut in small cubes, add

half a cup of flaked fish, the sifted yolks

of three eggs, the whites cut fine, a

tablespoonful of capers, and. if at hand,

two or three cleaned anchovies, cut in

small pieces. Mix with half a cup of

thick mayonnaise sauce, a teaspoonful

of vinegar, and a cup and a half of aspic

jelly, made of fish or chicken stock.

Stir these in ice-water until the mixture

begins to set. then turn into timbale

moulds. To a cup of thick mayonnaise

add half a cup of liquid aspic jelly, and

Moulded Lobster Ragout with Cucumbt

dozen sardines, lay them on four slices

of hot buttered toast, and heat in the

oven. Prepare a cup of white sauce :

add the beaten yolk of an egg, diluted

with a tablespoonful of lemon juice, sea-

son generously with paprika, and pour

over the sardines. Sprinkle with fine-

chopped parsley and seiTe at once.

stir over ice-water until it begins to set.

Unmould the timbales on a support, upon

which a central support rests. Garnish

with scalloped slices of cucumbers, and

pipe the jellied mayonnaise around the

timbales. Serve with lettuce. If pre-

ferred, half-set aspic may be piped

around the timbales and upon the sup-
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ports, and mayonnaise or French dress-

ing be served apart.

Moulded Salmon Salad

Prepare the sahnon and sauce as on

page 467. Shape

the salmon in a

mould, holding a

pint and a half.

Pare a cucumber

with a h a n d 3^

slicer; cut a

piece thr e e-

fourths an inch

long, and pare

this round and

round very thin,

and use as a cup

to hold sauce on the top of the dish.

Serve the rest of the sauce with lettuce

and sliced cucumbers as a garnish.

Lobster Salad in China or Paper

Cases

Reserve the meat of the tail and large

claws of a lobster, and chop fine the rest

of the meat. Add the soft edible portion

and enough sifted yolk of hard-cooked

eggs to make half a cup in all. Simmer
the body bones, with a slice of onion

and sprig of parsley, half an

hour. To half a cup of the

strained liquid add half a tea-

spoonful of gelatine, softened

in cold water to cover, a

teaspoonful of tarragon vine-

gar, a teaspoonful of lemon

juice, a dash of paprika, half

a teaspoonful of mustard, and

salt to season. Mix thor-

oughly, and turn into tiny

shell moulds over a sprig of

parsley. This quantity will

fill six or eight moulds. Fill china or

paper cases with the rest of the lobster

and celery or cucumber, both cut small

and dressed with French dressing. Dip

the moulds into warm water, and turn

onto the salad in the cases. Serve as a

fish course, at luncheon or dinner.

Shrimps in Tomato Cases (Helen

Armstrong)
For one and

one-half cups of

shrimps, broken

into small pieces,

prepare six me-

dium-sized toma-

toes, by cutting in

halves, removing

the pulp, and in-

verting on a sieve

to drain. Melt

in saucepan two

tablespoonfuls of

butter, and cook in this, slowly, two slices

of onion until slightly browned, then re-

move onion and add the tomato pulp.

Cook this for fifteen minutes, and add a

cup of stale bread crumbs and cream to

make a soft paste, about, one-fourth a

cup. When well blended, add the

shrimps, also high seasoning of salt and

paprika, place in tomatoes, cover with

buttered crumbs, and bake quickly until

browned. Serve in lettuce leaves or on

rounds of bread, either toasted or fried.

Moulded Salmon Salad

Salt Codfish Cakes en Surprise

Put six pared potatoes, cut in quarters,

into a saucepan, and dispose above them

a cup of raw salt codfish picked into
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bits. Pour boiling water about the pota-

toes, and cook until tender. Drain off

the water, and dry as usual. Mash
thoroughly, and add black pepper, or

paprika, to taste. Beat an egg. add a

little of the mixture, and. when well

mould before the meat is turned into it.

This dish was particularly good, made of

roast mutton and served hot, surrounded

with buttered string beans, and a rich,

well-tiavored brown sauce, in a dish apart.

The portion left over, cut into small

Meat Pudding: a la Zurich

blended, beat into the rest of the mixt-

ure. Shape the mixture into smooth

balls. Make a little well in the centre of

each fish-ball, first dipping the hnger into

tiour, and in this put a teaspoonful of

anchovy butter. Cover the butter closely

with the potato mixture, to preserve the

shape and keep the butter within. Fry

in a basket in deep fat. Drain on soft

paper, and serve at once.

Meat Pudding a la Zurich

^Mix one pound of chopped cooked

meat, three ounces of fat pork, cooked

and chopped, a tablespoonful of pow-

dered herbs, one-fourth a cup of capers,

a cucumber pickle, chopped fine, four

beaten eggs, and salt and pepper as re-

quired. Pack into a round, buttered dish,

and steam half an hour. When cold,

turn from the mould and serve, sliced

thin, with a green vegetable salad. It is

also good with potato salad. In the il-

lustration, shoes of hard-boiled egg (two

were used) are pressed against the but-

tered sides and upon the bottom of the

pieces, was reheated, with the rest of the

in the *' left-over " sauce.string beans

heated to boiling.

Anchovv Butter

Cream one-fourth a pound (half a cup)

of butter. Beat into this, very gradually,

the sifted flesh of six anchovies, a table-

spoonful of fine-chopped parsley, and two

tablespoonfuls of chopped capers. To
prepare the anchovies, drain from the

oil, pick oft' the ftns, separate the two

fillets from the bones, and press the flesh

through a fine sieve. If the anchovies

were preserved in salt rather than oil,

let stand some hours in milk or water to

freshen.

Stuffing for Boned Leg of Mutton
Chop two slices of bacon very fine,

turn into a frying-pan. and. when hot, add

a slice of onion, chopped fine, and a

tablespoonful of fine chopped parsley.

Saute until colored delicately, then add

about a pint of stale bread crumbs, soft-

ened in cold water and wrung: drv. A
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tablespoonful of thyme and a bay leaf

may also be added. Season to taste

with salt and pepper, and, when well

mixed and hot throughout, use to fill the

cavity from which the bone was taken.

Fried Tripe

Have two pounds of fresh tripe that

has been cooked cut into pieces three

inches long and one inch wide. Season

with onion juice and paprika, salt, if

needed, then dip into a beaten egg, and

roll in bread crumbs. Fry in hot fat to

a golden brown. Drain on soft paper,

and serve on a dish paper. Garnish

with quartered lemons and parsley.

Serve with tomato sauce, to which

a little grated horseradish has been

added.

Mashed Potato

Scrub and wash the potatoes, and with

a thin sharp knife pare and take out the

" eyes." Let stand several hours in cold

let stand on the back of the range a few

moments to dry. Pass through a vege-

table press into a hot saucepan. Add,

for each quart of potatoes, one- fourth a

cup of butter, melted in about the same
quantity of hot milk. Season with a

teaspoonful of salt, and, if for adults

and agreeable, a dash of black pepper.

Beat with a wooden perforated cake-

spoon until very light and fluffy. Then
turn into a warm vegetable dish, and,

without smoothing the top, sprinkle with

fine-chopped parsley.

Potato Rolls

To a pint of scalded milk add one

pint of hot mashed potato (white or

sweet). When lukewarm, add a cake

of compressed yeast, softened in half a

cup of lukewarm milk or water, and flour

to make a batter. Cover and stand

aside until light, then add one-fourth a

pound of softened butter, one teaspoon-

ful of salt, and flour to knead. Knead

Preparing Mashed Potatoes

water. Then drain and cover with boil-

ing water, adding to each quart a table-

spoonful of salt. Let cook, until the

potatoes are easily pierced with a fork.

Then drain perfectly dry. Then sprinkle

lightly with salt, cover with a towel, and

until elastic, and set aside to rise.

When light, roll into a sheet half an

inch thick, and cut into rounds. Set

the rolls closely together, and, when
doubled in bulk, bake about twenty

minutes.
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Cheese Rings

Cheese Rings

Scald together a cup of milk and half

a cup of butter. Add half a teaspoon-

ful of salt and a dash of paprika. Then

stir in a cup and a half of sifted tiour.

Continue to stir, until the mixture leaves

the sides of the pan. Then beat in four

ounces (half a cup) of grated Parmesan

cheese and, one at a time, four eggs.

Butter a piece of paper that tits into the

frying kettle, and on it, with a forcing

bag and small plain tube, shape the

dough into rings about two inches in

diameter. Brush with beaten egg, and

fry in hot fat four or five minutes. When
the rings float from the paper, remove it,

turn the rings, and fry as doughnuts.

Sprinkle with grated cheese, and serve

hot with a plain green salad.

French Rolls

Soften half a yeast cake in half a cup

of lukewarm water. Stir in flour to

make a stiff dough. Knead and shape

into a ball. Score on the top in two

parallel cuts, one-fourth an inch deep.

Put the paste in a bowl of lukewarm

water, the cuts upward, and set aside in

a warm place. After a few moments the

bair will swell and float. When well

puffed out, remove to a pint of lukewarm

water, in which one-fourth a cup of butter

has been melted. Add a tablespoonful

of salt, and flour to make a dough stiff

enough to knead. Knead fifteen or

twenty minutes, then set aside to become
light. When doubled in bulk, shape in

balls. Roll these under the hand, to give

a long-shaped roll with pointed ends.

Set some distance apart on a baking-

sheet, cover, and let rise to double the

bulk. Score the tops diagonally with a

sharp knife ; the cuts wqll spread in

baking. When nearly baked, brush

over with thin starch and return to the

oven to finish baking, and glaze the

tops. To make " tomato " rolls, roll the

dough into a sheet, cut in four or five

inch squares, brush with water, and fold

each corner to bring the point to the

centre of the dough. Let rise. Bake
and glaze as before. A recipe for cres-

cents was given on page 426, of the

April issue.

Orange Filling

Put into the upper part of a double

boiler half a cup of sugar, two table-
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spoonfuls of butter, a few grains of salt,

one whole egg. or two yolks, the grated

rind and juice of an orange, and a table-

spoonful of lemon juice. Let cook, stir-

ring constantly, until the spoon is slightly

coated, then remove from the tire, and

use when cold.

Cocoanut Cake

Bake an ordinary sponge cake, or cake

such as is used for cream pies, in three

layer cake-pans. Remove from the tins,

and put together with orange or lemon

filling, sprinkled with cocoanut. Cover

the outside of the cake with meringue,

piping stars of meringue upon the top,

smoothed over with a silver knife.

Sprinkle with grated cocoanut, and

set into the oven, to brown the

meringue slightly.

Chocolate Pudding

Soften three ounces of chocolate

over hot water. Add one-fourth a

cup, each, of sugar and hot water,

and cook until smooth. Then add

to a quart of scalded milk. Beat

the yolks of six, and the whites of

three eggs. Add half a cup of

sugar, one-fourth a teaspoonful of cin-

namon, the same quantity of salt, and

a teaspoonful of vanilla, and stir into

the hot milk. Turn into a baking-dish,

set in a pan of hot water, and bake until

the centre is firm. Beat the other three

whites of eggs until foamy, then beat in

gradually, three level tablespoonfuls of

sugar, and when very light, fold in three

level tablespoonfuls of sugar. Flavor

with a few drops of vanilla, and spread

upon the custard when cooled a little.

Return to the oven to brown the me-

ringue. Serve cold.

Meringue

Beat the whites of three eggs until

very foamy. Add gradually three level

tablespoonfuls of sugar, and continue

beating ; then fold in three level table-

spoonfuls of sugar. Flavor with a few

drops of lemon extract.

Cottage Cheese

Let freshly drawn milk stand in a

temperature of 100 degrees Fahrenheit

from one to three days, or until the curd

separates from the whey. Turn the

curd into a coarse cotton bag, and let

hang in a cool, dry place about twenty-

four hours, or until the curd is free from

whey. Add salt, sweet cream or butter

to taste, and shape into balls. In

winter the process may be hastened by

heating thick, sour, or "clabbered"

Cocoanut Cake

milk over hot water ; but, if the water

be too hot, a tough cheese results. The
cheese is most rich and creamy, when
the separation takes place at a low tem-

perature, that is, at about 100 P^ahren-

heit. Skimmed milk gives a cheese

rich in proteid (casein), but lacking in

fat.

" Butter Sponge" Cake (Ida M.
Lehman)

Beat live eggs and one cup of sugar

fifteen minutes. Add one cup of un-

sifted flour with one level teaspoon-

ful of baking-powder. Last of all. beat

in a scant half-cup of melted butter,

and quickly put into the oven. Bake

three-fourths an hour in a moderate

oven.
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Apricot Ice-cream

Press the apricots in a single can

through a pure'e sieve. Add one cup

and a fourth of sugar, one-fourth to one-

half a, teaspoonful of almond extract,

and one quart of single cream, and

freeze as usual.

A Supper Appetizer

Have ready slices of Graham or Boston

brown bread, neatly trimmed and toasted.

Dispose a slice of hot broiled bacon on

the top of each slice, and serve at once.

Olives are a good accompaniment.

Sardine Balls

Wipe the oil from a dozen sardines,

remove the skin, then push the flesh from

the bones, and press it through a puree

sieve. Add three hard-boiled yolks of

eggs, a dash of paprika, two tablespoon-

fuls of melted butter, one unbeaten yolk

of egg, one-fourth a cup of milk, and about

one-half a cup of fresh grated bread.

Shape into balls, dip into egg and roll

in bread crumbs, and fry in deep fat.

Serve on a paper napkin. Garnish with

parsley.

A cover at a family breakfast, includ-

ing the coffee service, is shown in the

half-tone on this page. At no time is

the bread-and-butter plate with butter-

spreader more serviceable than at this

meal, where butter is always served and

hot mufhns are often in evidence. If

fruit or cereal be made a first course,

each, disposed in its appropriate recept-

acle, is set on the plate at the cover.

When the service allows, this " cover "

plate remains in place, until it be ex-

changed for the warm plate holding the

chop or principal article of the meal.

Cream and hot milk are provided for

coffee. These are poured first into the

cups,— rinsed with hot water in cold

weather, — sugar is added, if desired,

and then the coft'ee is poured into the

cups.

Cover for Family Breakfast
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Shad Roe Croquettes

Parboil the roe of a shad in boiling,

salted, acidulated water ten minutes.

Drain and finish cooking in two table-

spoonfuls of butter and two-thirds a

cup of white wine. Remove from the

liquid, and, when cool, separate into

pieces. Soak one-third a cup of stale

bread crumbs in one-third a cup of milk

twenty minutes. Add wine left in the

pan, and one tablespoonful of butter,

cooked five minutes with a few drops

of onion juice. Then add the roe. Sea-

son with salt, cayenne, and lemon juice,

and set aside to cool. Then shape, egg-

and-bread crumb, and fry in deep fat.

Moulded Salmon

Rinse the salmon in a can with hot

water, and drain thoroughly. Remove
skin and bone, and pick the flesh fine

with a silver fork. Mix half a tea-

spoonful of salt, one tablespoonful and

a half of sugar, half a tablespoonful of

flour, one teaspoonful of mustard. Pour

over, gradually, three-fourths a cup of

scalded milk, and, when well mixed, re-

turn to the double boiler, and stir and

cook ten minutes. Then add a table-

spoonful and a half of melted butter,

the beaten yolks of two eggs, and one-

fourth a cup of hot vinegar. Stir while

cooking a moment. Then add three-

fourths a tablespoonful of granulated

gelatine, softened in two tablespoonfuls

of cold water. Stir until melted, then

add the salmon, and turn into small

moulds. When thoroughly chilled, serve

with

Cucumber Sauce

Beat half a cup of double-cream until

solid. Add one-fourth a teaspoonful of

salt, a few grains of pepper, and, gradu-

ally, three tablespoonfuls of vinegar.

When ready to serve, fold in one cucum-

ber pared, chilled, chopped coarse, and

drained.

Russian Pilaf

Cook rice in boiling salted water,

until the grains are softened, but not

broken. Drain and rinse with hot

water. Melt three tablespoonfuls of

butter in a hot omelet pan, and shake

in it one cup of the partly cooked rice.

Add half a cup of tomatoes, half a cup

of cooked chicken, cut in cubes, salt,

cayenne, and about half a cup of chicken

or veal stock, and let cook until of the

right consistency.

Beef Loar

Chop fine one pound and a half of

beef from the top of the round. Add

a well-beaten egg, one-fourth a cup,

each, of melted butter and cream, one

teaspoonful, each, of salt and sage, and

one-fourth a teaspoonful of pepper.

Pack sohdly in a bread-pan, and bake

from thirty-five to forty minutes. When
cold, slice thin, and serve with

Rajah's Sauce

Strain one cup of lemon juice. Add
half a teaspoonful of salt and cayenne

to make quite hot. Let simmer five

minutes, and, when cold, strain, bottle,

cork, and keep in a cool place.

Braised Ox Joints

Separate an ox tail, at the joints, into

pieces three or four inches in length.

Parboil, then drain, and saute in butter
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until well browned. Sprinkle with salt.

Add one onion, cut in slices, and cook

until well browned. Add one-fourth a

cup of flour, two cups, each, of stock,

water, and tomatoes, and one-fourth a

teaspoonful of pepper. Cover, and cook

slowly in the oven three hours. After

cooking two and a half hours, remove

the pieces of tail, strain the sauce, and

return to the oven with the " joints,"

and two-thirds a cup, each, of carrot and

turnip, cut in pieces one inch long, and

parboiled in boiling salted water. As

soon as vegetables are tender, add a

glass of sherr}' wine, if desired, and

more salt and pepper, if needed.

Fritters of Calf's Brains

Let the brains stand in cold water

several hours, changing the water often.

Tie in a cheese-cloth, and cover with

boihng salted water, to which a little

lemon juice or vinegar, two slices of

onion, three cloves, and half a bay leaf

have been added. Let simmer twenty

minutes. Remove from the fire, and let

stand in cold water to harden. Then dry

between folds of cloth, and separate

into pieces. Make a batter of half a

cup of flour, one teaspoonful of baking-

powder, one-fourth a teaspoonful of salt,

a few grains of pepper, one beaten egg,

and from one-fourth to one-third a cup

of milk. Add the brains, and drop the

mixture by spoonfuls into a buttered

muffin ring, placed in an omelet pan, in

which there is hot fat. Cook on one

side, then turn and cook on the other

side, and drain on soft paper. Remove
the ring before turning. Sen-e with

Sauce Finiste

To three-fourths a cup of stewed and

strained tomatoes add three tablespoon-

fuls of browned butter, half a teaspoon-

ful of mustard, one teaspoonful and a

half of Worcestershire sauce, one tea-

spoonful of lemon juice, and a few grains

of cayenne.

Calf's Liver, Stuffed and Larded

Select a liver of light color ; make a

long, deep cut on under side, thus mak-

ing a pocket for stuffing. Chop fine one

small onion. Add two tablespoonsful of

fine-chopped parsley, one pound of lean

cooked ham, and one cup of stale bread

crumbs (centre of loaf), and moisten with

brown sauce. Add two raw eggs, and mix

thoroughly, adding salt and pepper to

taste. Fill the pocket with the stuflSng,

and sew secure. Lard the upper side of

the liver. Make two cups of brown
sauce of two cups of brown stock and

one tablespoonful, each, of butter and

flour. Put the liver in the baking pan,

pour the sauce around it, and bake two

hours or longer, basting often with the

sauce. The liver may be baked in a

casserole, and basting will be unnec-

essary. Ser\-e with

French Fried Onions

Cut Spanish onions in one-fourth inch

slices and separate into rings ; dip in

milk, then drain and dip in flour. Fr}- in

deep fat in a basket, drain on soft paper,

and sprinkle with salt.

Ice a la M argot

Serve vanilla cream ice in champagne

glasses. Cover the cream ice with

whipped cream, sweetened, flavored with

pistachio, and tinted a very delicate

green. Decorate with blanched pista-

chio nuts.



Economical Menus for a Week in May
Cfje htst liccoration for a Uining^room is a toclUcaokcU liinntr.

— Theodore Child.

Wheatlet, Cream.
Broiled Liver and Bacon, Radishes.

Delmonico Potatoes.

Yeast Rolls. Cereal Coffee.

Luncheon
Stewed Lima Beans (Dried) with Cream.

Dry Toast. Rhubarb Pie.

Tea.

THnner

Leg of Mutton, Bread Stuffing.

Macaroni in Tomato .Sauce.

Lettuce. Asparagus-and-Egg Salad.

Strawberries, Cream.
Cereal Coffee.

"Bre^ikfsLst

Gluten Grits, Cream.
Asparagus in Cream Sauce, on Toast.

Poached Eggs. Graham Muffins.

Coffee.

Luncheon
Crescents. Strawberries, Cream.

Tea.

Dinner

Clam Bouillon.

Cold Roast Mutton.
Mashed Potato. Horseradish.

Spinach a la Creme.
Baked Rhubarb and Raisins, Pastn' Garnish.

Cream Cheese. Cereal Coffee.

"Breakf^t

Ralston Barley Food, Cream.
Broiled Sardines. Pim Olas.

Baking Powder Biscuit.

Coffee.

Luncheon
Lima Beans, Maitre d'Hotel Butter.

German Coffee Cake.
Cocoa.

^nner
Baked Fillets of Flounder or Lake Fish,

Sauce Thickened with Roux.
Buttered Parsnips. Mashed Potato.

Lettuce Salad. Pineapple Omelet.
Cereal Coffee.

.

"Bre^kfdsi

Pettijohn's Breakfast Food, Cream.
Fish in Curry Sauce. Radishes.

Rye-meal Muffins.

Coffee.

Luncheon
Baked Beans, Brown Bread.

Lettuce or Pickles.

Strawberries.

Tea.

^nner
Meat Pudding a la Zurich.

String Beans, Brown Sauce.
Lemon Pie.

Cereal Coffee.

"Breakfast

Old Grist-mill Toasted Wheat, Cream.
Salt Codfish Cakes en surprise.

Cucumbers. Toasted Brown Bread.

Cereal Coffee.

'l^inneT

Cream of Spinach Soup.
Roast Loin of Veal.

Asparagus Baked with Cheese.
Lettuce-and-Radish Salad.

Strawberry Ice-cream. Cocoanut Cake.
Coffee.

Supper
Sardines with Brown Sauce.

(Chafing Dish). Crackers.

Strawberries. Cereal Coffee.

"Breakfast

Boiled Rice, Cream.
Eggs in the Shell.

Gluten Gems.
Cocoa.

Luncheon

Baked Bean-and-Lettuce Salad.

Strawberry- Short Cake.
Cereal Coffee.

Dinner
Veal Souffle,

Asparagus, Hollandaise Sauce.

New Beets, Buttered.

Edam Cheese, Crackers, Radishes.

Rhubarb Jelly, Cocoanut Cake.
Coffee.

breakfast

Barley Crystals, Cream.
Hashed Veal on Toast.

Stewed Prunes.

Zwiebach.
Coffee.

Luncheon
Komlet Fritters.

Smoked Halibut.

Strawberries.

Jell-o (I^emon)

Tea.

^nner
Cream of Tomato Soup, Croutons.

Fresh Mackerel Baked.
Boiled Beets.

Stewed Figs, Rhubarb Jelly,

Whipped Cream.

Cereal Coffee.



Menus for Occasions

Children's Party (about May 26)

Floral Decorations : Apple Blossoms.

Olhcr Decorations : May Baskets {Apple Green Paper) filled loith Green and White Mints.

2l2Ei}2 Ijattj tijg quern

SumtnonetJ mc ijitijcr to tljis s|)ort=grass'li grmx?
Tempest, iv. i.

Nut-and-Graham Bread Sandwiches. Bacon-and-White Bread Sandwiches.

Biscuits. Cold Fowl. Olives.

Little Cakes. Wafers.

Hot Cocoa, Whipped Cream.

" Left Over " Luncheon [Eight Guests)

[Day after a Dinner Party.)

jFurnisi)cti plentcouslg toitlj breati

^nti tJamticg, remnants of tijc last regaU.

Cowpcr.

Strawberries aji natnrel.

" If strawberries be not in season, buy them not at a great price. It is neither art nor cour-

tesy to invite your friends to be ' eating money,' as the saying is. A guest should be led to think

always that her meal tasted pleasantly, never that its cost was disagreeable."

Consomme of Birds. Shreds of Quail, Green Peas.

Fish Croquettes, Tartare Sauce.

Cold Saddle of Lamb. String Beans. Pineapple Fritters.

EscALLOPED Cheese and Asparagus in Silver Casseroles.

Crackers. Strawberry Sherbet, Moulded.

Garnish: Cubes of Orange Jelly, Whipped Cream.

Coffee.

A dozen stall-fed quail were boned, stuffed, and roasted for a dinner party. The bones are

added to the consomme to give flavor, which is accentuated by the addition of the breasts of two

birds left over, cut in long shreds. Peas are added for the color.



Referring to Seasonable Menus
AM impatient and querulous under culinary disappointments, as to come home at the dinner-

hour, for instance, expecting some savory mess, and to find one quite tasteless and sapidless.

Charles Lamb.

THIS confession of Charles

Lamb might be given as the

honest confession of nine-tenths

of the men and women who daily sit

down to dinner. Consider for a mom.ent

the aggregate of impatience and queru-

lousness that might be obviated, and

that, too, by no very Herculean effort on

the part of each individual cook or house-

wife.

Women might as well recognize, at the

outset, that eating is, from necessity, one

of the chiefest concerns of life, and that

it takes but little to occasion either dis-

appointment or pleasure therein. Duty

demands that they systematically plan

to avoid disappointment and secure hap-

piness. Who is there who cannot recall

the sensation of pleasure with which the

steps have been quickened, when walking

home in the damp and chilly dusk, at the

thought of a glowing fire on the hearth

and the odor of some favorite and savory

dish ? This may be a purely physical

form of pleasure ; but it is, notwithstand-

ing, very human.

The Dressing of Vegetables

The week's menus began on Wednes-

day. Bread and yeast rolls were made.

Tuesday the dough for the rolls was set

when light, into the refrigerator, and

Wednesday morning it is shaped into

rolls and baked for breakfast. Those

remaining are reheated for dinner or for

breakfast next day. The bread stuffing

and macaroni supply the starchy element

in Sunday's dinner, potatoes not being

served.

Potatoes have come to be a rather

expensive article of food, and conse-

quently more attention, perhaps, is now
demanded in their cookery, where for-

merly ill service was tolerated. Indeed,

of late we have received so many com-

munications in regard to the subject that

we might say a general complaint has

been voiced in respect to the cookery of

this useful vegetable. One woman writes,

" Cannot something be done to empha-
size the proper cookery of some of the ev-

ery-day dishes that are so ill prepared ?
"

She mentions especially mashed potato :

hence the half-tone and recipe on page 463.

With profit more variety might be

rung on the cooking of vegetables.

Possibly " the whole vegetable tribe

might not have lost their gust," with

Charles Lamb, if more variety in ser-

vice had been displayed. But even he

held to asparagus, " which," he says,

" still seems to inspire gentle thoughts."

But not when dressed with " butter, ill

melted," which "puts me beside my
tenor."

The short season for asparagus is

now here. Let the plant be well

dressed, to insure against disappoint-

ment
;
yet how often these early vegeta-

bles, never economical from a money
point of view, unless they be cooked so

that every morsel be eaten and relished,

are indifferently prepared ! Uncooked

paste is not " drawn butter," and detracts

from, rather than adds to, the flavor of

any vegetable. An adult, who has pre-

pared three meals a day for one month

and has not become an adept at making

this simple sauce, is either lacking in a

good cook-book, or has not a sufficient

appreciation of savor to continue in the

office of cook.

The presumption with which either mis-

tress or maid, without training or knowl-

edge, and without making any effort to

become informed, puts together food
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products (all food costs money) by guess,

in the vain hope it will come out right, is

to be condemned. No such condition

of affairs need exist long in the kitchen

of any capable woman, who is able to

spend one hour daily in her kitchen. A
daily lesson of a single hour, conducted

in every kitchen in the land, would soon

revolutionize the conditions in our house-

holds. She who gives a lesson must be

prepared to teach, and thus command the

respect of the taught. In this matter no

one should ever entertain the narrow

thought that such teaching would prob-

ably be a gain to some one else rather

than the teacher. Such thoughts are not

in harmony with the altruistic ideas of

the twentieth century, and will never be

cherished by the true woman.

Drawn Butter Sauce

The first essential, in making a drawn

butter sauce, is an immaculate saucepan,

in which the butter may be heated.

Smooth, clean dishes are always a chief

requisite in good cooking, but in sauce-

making they are absolutely a sine qua non.

A sauce is used to give richness and flavor

to that which is without these desirable

elements. If the dish be not sweet and

clean, or if the sauce burns or " catches

on," as we say, at any point, those are

the flavors carried by the sauce ; for

butter absorbs odors and flavors most

persistently. Nor will any amount of

outside flavors that may be added cover

up those that have been, as it were,

burned into the foundation of the sauce.

Then, having melted two tablespoonfuls

of choice butter (" cooking butter " is

an abomination, to speak in no stronger

terms), and cooked in this, until frothy,

two tablespoonfuls of flour and one-

fourth a tablespoonful of salt wdth a

dash of pepper, let one cup of cold

water be added gradually while it stands

over the fire, with now and then a drop

of lemon juice. Do not discontinue the

stirring, until all the liquid has been

added, and be sure that the mixture is

made smooth between each addition of

liquid. When all the liquid is in, let

simmer ten minutes, stirring occasion-

ally. Then, at serving, beat into it two

additional tablespoonfuls of butter, a ht-

tle at a time. Capers, chopped parsley,

pickles, or olives, with a teaspoonful of

lemon juice, may be added at discretion.

Chopped or sliced " hard-boiled " eggs

change this to an ^gg sauce. The plain

drawn butter is used with various vege-

tables. With capers, olives, etc., it is

served with boiled mutton or fish ; and

with hard-boiled eggs it is appropriate for

boiled or baked fish. This much certainly

can be taught in a morning's lesson.

:* # *

To return to the menus. The bits of

pastry left from the rhubarb pie, cut

into fanciful shapes and baked, may be

reheated and served on the dish with

the baked rhubarb, or passed separately.

In baking the rhubarb, no water will be

required, save possibly two or three

tablespoonfuls, to keep the sugar from

burning, until the juice begins to flow.

About three-fourths the weight of the

rhubarb in sugar will be needed to make
the dish palatable for most tastes. For

variety, candied orange peel — at this

season the home-made supply will be

plentiful and particularly good— will be

found occasionally a most welcome addi-

tion. Jellied with gelatine and moulded

in thin sheets that set quickly, a " com-

pany dish " may be quickly evolved.

Cut the jelly into cubes, and serve with

sliced bananas, cooked figs, dates, or

prunes. Whipped cream gives the fin-

ishing touch to the dish.
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Query 610.— H. C. G., Concord, N. H.:

"In eating cherries as a sauce, how should

the pits be removed from the mouth ? Why
does milk boil over so readily? Is soda

properly called an alkali? Explain the

combustion of cream of tartar and soda.

Why does Indian pudding whey? Is there

any chemical action? "

Removing Cherry-stones from

Mouth
Remove the stones upon the silver

used in eating them, either spoon or

fork.

Boiling Milk
Milk contains so much solid matter

that, in boiling, the bubbles below are

of such consistency that they hold up

those above ; or bubbles are piled up on

bubbles until the dish overflows.

Is Soda an Alkali

Anything that turns red litmus blue or

cabbage water green are called alkalis.

A substance forming carbon dioxide

(shown by effervescence) when com-

bined with an acid is called a carbonate.

These tests prove baking soda an alka-

line carbonate.

Action of Cream of Tartar and

Soda

We have noted above the character-

istic quahties of alkalis. Acids turn

blue litmus paper red, and cabbage

water violet. If acids and alkalis be

mixed in the proper proportion, so that

one neutralizes the other, the mixture

will have no effect upon cabbage water

or litmus paper. The following formula

shows the chemical reaction :
—

Bicarbonate of Soda. Cream of Tartar.

NaHCOg + KH(C4H406) -
Rochelle Salt.

KNa (C4H4O6) + CO2 + H2O

The molecular weight of baking soda

is 84, while that of cream of tartar is

188. Hence it takes by weight 188

parts of cream of tartar to " satisfy," or

neutralize, 84 parts of soda.

Why Indian Pudding wheys

The acid in the molasses coagulates

the casein of the milk, thus separating

the curd from the whey. This is a

chemical change, and is probably made
more pronounced by the heat of the

oven.

Query 611. — R. C, Salt Lake City,

Utah :
" Recipe for club-house sandwiches."

Club-house Sandwiches

Prepare four triangular pieces of

toasted bread, spread with mayonnaise

dressing. Cover two of these with let-

tuce, lay thin slices of cold chicken
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(white meat) upon the lettuce, over this

dispose sUces of broiled breakfast bacon,

then more lettuce, and cover with the

other triangles of toast, spread with may-

onnaise. Dispose on an individual plate,

and garnish with heart leaves of lettuce

and mayonnaise dressing. A half-tone

of this sandwich maybe seen in " Salads,

Sandwiches, and Chafing-dish Dainties."

QUER^ 612. — S. W. P.: "Recipe for

eggs Benedict as served by Hotel Navarre,

New York City."

Poached Eggs a la Benedict

(Adolphe Meyer)

Split and toast some muffins. Put on

each a round slice of broiled ham, and

on the ham a poached egg. Pour over

some HoUandaise sauce. Beat half a cup

of butter to a cream, add the yolks of

two to four eggs (according to the con-

sistency desired) one at a time, beating

in each egg thoroughly before another

is added. Add one-fourth a teaspoonful

of salt, a dash of cayenne or paprika,

and half a cup of boihng water. Cook
over hot water until thickened slightly,

adding gradually the juice of half a

lemon. Remove the saucepan from the

water occasionally, to avoid overheating

and curdling the mixture.

Query 613.— L. A. C, Newtonville,

Mass. :
" In the German stew given in the

March issue, should the ingredients, other

than the meat and peas, keep their shape ?

Kindly give recipe for cooking chops and

fowl en casserole'''

Ingredients in Stew

That the shape of the vegetables in

the German stew remain unchanged

seems immaterial. On account of the

length of cooking, they will probably

break in pieces during serving.

Fowl and Chops en Casserole

Disjoint a young chicken : a fowd may

be used if longer cooked. Heat three

tablespoonfuls of butter, or fat from

bacon, in a frying-pan, saute in it half

an onion and half a carrot, both sliced

thin, then remove the vegetables to the

casserole ; saute the chicken, and add

this also to the casserole wdth a bay leaf

and a cup and a half of white stock or

water. Cover closely, then bind a strip

of cloth, spread with flour paste, over

the joining of the dish and cover, and

set to cook in a moderate oven. A
young chicken will cook in three-fourths

an hour. When tender, add a dozen

potato balls, cut with a French cutter

and brow^ned in the frying-pan, six or

eight mushroom caps, peeled and sauted,

three tablespoonfuls of sherry, and salt

and pepper to taste. Let cook ten min-

utes, or until the potatoes are tender.

Then skim off the fat, and send to the

table in the casserole. The preliminary

saut^ing of chicken and vegetables, one

or both, is often omitted. Chops of any

kind, pigeons, birds, or a steak of beef

or venison, may be prepared in the same

way. Button onions or green peas may
take the place of the potato balls and

mushrooms. The mushrooms may be

retained with any of the vegetables.

Query 614. — C. S. S., Ossining, N.Y. :

" In making a gallon of mayonnaise, what

quantity of materials would you start with .-^

Is there an ' oil-dropper ' for use in the

process ?

"

Materials for a Gallon of May-
onnaise

Use a Dover egg-beater and a mixing-

bowl large enough to hold the entire

quantity. Mix two teaspoonfuls of salt,

half a teaspoonful of paprika, less of

cayenne, and, if desired, two or three tea-

spoonfuls of mustard. Add the yolks

of six eggs, and beat wdth Dover egg-

beater, until the ingredients are well

blended, then beat in two tablespoon-

fuls of vinegar or lemon juice, following
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with the oil. At first add but a few

drops of oil at a time. When the mixt-

ure attains consistency by beating and

admixture of oil, the oil may be added a

teaspoonful, and then a tablespoonful, at

a time. There are oil-droppers for sale

at kitchen-furnishing stores.

Query 615. — Mrs. H. C. A.: "Will

you in the May magazine explain the

process of making French bread .'*

"

French Bread

See the recipe for rolls on page 464.

Use water rather than milk as the

liquid. Omit the butter, otherwise the

recipe is the same. Knead a long time.

Shape the dough in long, narrow loaves,

and place some distance apart in a drip-

ping-pan ; or bake in small loaves in indi-

vidual French pans. These are round

upon the bottom, and are made of Rus-

sia iron. Score and brush over with

starch as in the recipe for rolls.

Query 616.— E. S. S., Marion, Ohio:

" Recipes for chopped pickle, requiring no

cooking, pickling beans and canning beans,

and corn without preservatives. Where can

I procure paper covers for baking-dishes,

and lace paper for cakes, etc. ?
"

Chopped Pickle (Miss Parloa)

Use three quarts of ripe tomatoes,

pared and chopped fine, half a pint of

grated horseradish, one pint of celery,

chopped fine, half a cup of chopped

onion, eight tablespoonfuls of mustard

seed, two tablespoonfuls of chopped red

peppers, eight tablespoonfuls of sugar,

eight of salt, one tablespoonful of ground

cinnamon, a level teaspooful, each, of

clove and mace, and one quart of vinegar.

Mix all these ingredients thoroughly, and

then pack in a stone jar. . It will be

ready for use in a few days, and will

keep for months in a cool place.

Pickled String Beans

Select young and tender string beans

about three inches long. Prepare as for

the table, and let stand over night in

salted water,— use a cup of salt for four

quarts of beans,— in the morning drain

and scald, a few at a time, in a quart of

hot vinegar. Let stand over the fire at

least ten minutes in hot vinegar, then

drain into a jar, cover with hot vinegar,

in which half a cup of mixed spices, or

two or three bell-peppers, several bits of

stick cinnamon, and a dozen cloves have

been scalded. Cover closely, and store

in a cool place when cold.

Canned String Beans

A canner is of great convenience in

putting up vegetables. If one is not at

hand, use a large steam kettle. Set the

jars, filled with beans, on a folded cloth,

laid on the rack in the kettle. Pour in

hot water below the rack, and use boil-

ing water, in which a tablespoonful of

salt to a gallon of water has been dis-

solved, in filling the jars. Cover the

jars loosely, and cook from forty-five

minutes to an hour and a half, accord-

ing to the tenderness of the beans. Se-

lect young, tender beans, remove the

strings and cut in lengthwise strips, if

the pods be wide, crosswise, if they

be long, or let remain whole, if very

small.

Canned Corn

Corn and shell-beans are the most

difficult of all vegetables to can success-

fully. Both need be young, and set to

cook within one hour after gathering.

Remove the husks and silk from fresh

corn. Cut the kernels from the cob,

pack in jars, pressing down tightly, and

filling the jars nearly to the top. Set

these into the kettle as above, and cook

two hours. If the corn shrinks, use one

jar to fill the others. Then cook another

hour (two is better), and adjust the rub-

bers and covers closely. Tighten the

covers again after the jars are cold.
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Paper Covers and Lace Paper

Doilies

Paper covers for baking-dishes and

lace paper doilies of all descriptions

may be purchased of S. S. Pierce Com-
pany, Tremont Street, or of F. A.

Walker, Cornhill, Boston. Doubtless,

other well-furnished houses keep these

items.

Query 617. — Miss E. J. M., Brookline,

Mass. :
'• Recipe for Delmonico potatoes."

Delmonico Potatoes

Dispose a pint of cooked, sliced pota-

toes and a pint of hot white sauce, made
with milk as the liquid, in alternate lay-

ers, in a buttered baking-dish. Cover the

top with buttered cracker crumbs, and

set into the oven to brown the crumbs.

Delmonico Cream Roll Potatoes

Pare potatoes, and cut them into bits,

the size of a pea. Keep them in cold

water until all are ready. For each

scant pint of potatoes, make a pint of

white sauce, seasoning with onion juice

or celery salt. Stir the potatoes into the

hot sauce, turn into a well-buttered agate

saute pan, and cook in the oven, until

the potatoes are tender and the sauce

is absorbed, with the exception of just

enough to hold the bits of potato to-

gether. Fold one part over the other as

an omelet, and turn onto a hot dish.

The potatoes should not brown above or

below. If necessary, set them on the

grate and cover the pan.

Query 61 8. — H. C. G., Concord, N.H.

:

'• Why does or curdle,when stirred

constantly ? Is there any way to prevent

it?" We are unable to decipher the name
of this article. Kindly send again.

Marshmallovv Filling for Cake
Cook one cup and a third of sugar, and

half a cup of boiUng water, to the thread

stage, 217 degrees F., and pour in a fine

stream onto the whites of two eggs,

beaten until foamy ; then add half a

pound of marshmallows, cut in small

pieces and melted with two tablespoon-

fuls of boihng water over a dish of hot

water. Add half a teaspoonful of vanilla,

and beat until cold. This icing or filling

may be used with any variety of cake,

but it is particularly appropriate for a

chocolate cake.

Moist Chocolate Cake
Cream half a cup of butter, add grad-

ually a cup and a half of sugar, then

the beaten yolks of four eggs and four

ounces of chocolate, melted over hot

water and mixed with five tablespoonfuls

of hot water. Add half a cup of milk,

alternately, with one cup and three-

fourths of flour, sifted with two level

teaspoonfuls of baking powder and a

teaspoonful of cinnamon, and lastly one

teaspoonful of vanilla and the whites of

four eggs, beaten dry. Bake in a sheet

about forty minutes.

Query 619. — B. B. B., Chicago, III:

" A good recipe for marshmallow cake. Can-

not make a satisfactory filling."

Query 620.-— M. T. M. :
" How to make

old-fashioned potato cake, baked either on
a sheet or in muffin-pans." We do not know
just what is desired, and have not the full

address of the inquirer. Are muffins in

which white potatoes are used the dish

desired ?

Query 621.— Mrs. M. A. W., West
Point, N.Y. :

" Suggestions for new things

for five o'clock tea."

Dishes for Five O'clock Tea
The term '- teas " now includes so many

and various functions that we scarcely

know how to suggest appropriate dishes.

For a " five o'clock tea " proper, only

sandwiches, wafers, and tea are in good
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taste. At the Americanized " teas,"

chocolate, bouillon, fruit, punch, salads,

sandwiches, ices, and cakes are intro-

duced for sake of variety. A fruit soup,

served in bouillon cups (strawberries are

used in these soups in Germany), moulds

of fish, lobster salpicon, cream with salad

in paper cases (see half-tone, page 461)

or on lettuce leaves, parfaits and mousses,

frozen in paper cases and decorated with

chopped candied fruit or pistachio nuts,

Scandinavian rosettes with fresh straw-

berries and whipped cream, cubes of

wine jelly, surrounded with strawberries

and whipped cream, might be enumerated

as new ways of serving regulation dishes,

at rather elaborate functions of the

genus " tea."

Strawberry Soup

Hull one quart of berries, rinse in a

colander, drain, mix with a cup of sugar,

and turn into the soup tureen. Cover,

and let stand an hour. Mix a quart,

each, of white wine and water, the juice

of a lemon, and a teaspoonful of ground

cinnamon. Add sugar to taste (sugar

syrup at 30° F. is better), and pour

over the berries. If the mixture be too

sweet, add equal parts of wine and water

to rectify. Serve with sweet crackers

or wafers. Unsweetened crackers, after

dipping the edges in wine and then lightly

in sugar, are sometimes preferred.

Query 622.— R. H., New York City:

" A Spanish family, who do not understand

American customs in household matters, are

desirouj of information in regard to the

setting of the table for each meal, and the

proper time to serve each course. Which
vegetables should be served on the same

plate as the meat, and which, in individual

dishes ? Should such vegetables as rice,

turnips, and peas be served after the meat

has been eaten or with the meat ?
"

Serving the Family Breakfast

Breakfast menus are given on page 469.

For a half-tone of the " cover " at break-

fast see page 466. A dish of choice

fresh fruit, a growing plant, or a few cut

flowers in appropriate receptacles, mark
the centre of the table, and the point to

which all eyes are naturally directed at

the intervals of the meal. In the half-

tone of the cover, but one knife and

fork are shown. Often, as when fish

and eggs, or hot cakes, are served, other

pieces will be needed. These may be

put in place, knives on the right, forks

on the left, when the table is laid, or

from the side-table as required. The
first is the better plan in families of

large size. Orange spoons may be

placed above the plate, in laying the

table. Knives for fruit are laid beside

the plate after the plate holding the

fruit is set upon the service plate. The
reason for this is obvious, for only part

of the family will take fruit and the un-

used knife is in the way. The service,

or cover plate, and the handles of the

small pieces of silver, are set one inch

from the edge of the table, the glass

for water at the knife-point, the bread

and butter plate .at the left of the glass.

The maid announces the serving of

breakfast after the coffee-pot and the

cereal, covered to keep hot, have been

set in place, the coffee-pot at the right

of the cover for the mistress, and the

dish of cereal directly before that of

the master or some other adult. Before

setting these upon the table, the waitress

ascertains if the family are in readiness

for the meal. Balls or pats of butter,

cold bread, and hot muffins are upon the

side-table ; and the waitress is careful to

note when fresh supply is needed, in

order to forestall the need of asking for

them. The main dish of the meal, if

this be prepared in individual portions,

may be set before each individual ; or in

all cases the platter should be placed be-

fore the head of the house, who, carving

when necessary, disposes the portions
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upon the plates set before him, one

after another, by the waitress. Potato,

stewed tomatoes, or any vegetable, served

with this course, is passed upon a tray,

a spoon or fork being first placed in the

dish, to the left of each individual, who

helps himself. Small dishes, as a rule,

are avoided.

Regarding Dinner Service

The " cover " for a formal dinner was

given in the April issue of this magazine.

The arrangement of the cover for the

family dinner is practically the same.

The oyster plate and fork and the wine-

glasses, all, or all but one, might be

omitted. Butter is not served, though

concessions are made, especially if the

dinner is lacking in sauces or meat juices.

In this case the small butter-dish, rather

than plate, would be the proper recepta-

cle. The salad and dessert may be served

by the mistress, the fish and roast, by the

head of the house. Other dishes do not

appear upon the table. Potatoes or peas,

served with fish, are passed on a tray,

and returned to the side-table. Turnips,

rice, spinach, squash, etc., are eaten with

the meat and from the same plate. • A
choice dish of asparagus, cauliflower, or

macaroni with cheese, with a rich sauce,

may be served after the roast, as an

entree on a separate plate. The French

serve each vegetable by itself. In this

country we serve only a richly dressed

vegetable alone, thus calUng attention

to it. Thus also the flavor is accentu-

ated.

Query 623.— Mrs. R. L., South Chat-

ham, N.H. :
" Recipe for bombe glace,

with sherbet made of canned berries."

Bombe Glace with Canned Berries

Without a syrup gauge, it is a rather

difficult matter to know when a fruit

syrup mixture is of the proper density

or sweetness, especially if made of canned

or preserved fruit. After a cup of sugar

has been added to the berries in a quart

can about three cups of liquid can be

drained from the same. In such case

try adding to this three cups of water

and a cup and a half of sugar with the

juice of a lemon. It is preferable to

boil the sugar and water together five

minutes, but this cooking may be omitted.

With this formula as a guide, the right

proportions of sugar and water can be

worked out perfectly after one or two

trials. To make the charlotte russe

fining for the centre of a three-pint

bombe, beat the white of one egg until

dry, fold into this one-third a cup of

sugar, and also flavoring, then fold this

mixture into a cup of double cream beaten

until solid.

Mrs. H. C. F., Clear Lake, la., sends

the following, in answer to query 510, by

L. E., Berhalto, 111.

How to Start a "Starter"

Boil three large potatoes, wash well,

and add to the water in which they were

boiled. Add also half a cup of sugar

and one tablespoonful of salt. Stir well,

put in a quart glass fruit-can, and fill

with cold water. Put on cover without

the rubber, and keep in a warm place,

until the mixture ferments. Always

keep a cup of this to start again. Start

by saving water potatoes have been

boiled in, adding two tablespoonfuls of

sugar and the cup of " starter." When
cool enough not to scald, fill can, as at

first ; and you have it always ready.

Use all but one cup, with milk or

water added, according to number of

loaves baked. Put in all the ingre-

dients for the bread— salt, sugar, short-

ening, and flour— at night. In the morn-

ing shape into loaves, and let rise. You
can have warm rolls for breakfast, and
" the bread is out of the way " before

9 A.M.
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Points for Housekeepers

At the Grundmann Studios the Bos-

ton branch of the Association of Col-

legiate Alumnae held recently an exhibi-

tion of " the contributions of college

women to home economics." Perhaps

the title might sound a Uttle formidable

to one who did not quite understand its

meaning
;
yet a visit to the rooms of the

College Club showed that the exhibition

was full of suggestions for the house-

keeper who wishes to have a healthful,

comfortable, and beautiful home.

The idea behind it all, summed up in

a few words, is : first, the best and most

healthful foods prepared economically

and attractively; second, the best and

least expensive way of having the laun-

dry work done ; third, the clothing of

the family ; and, fourth, the furnishing of

the house ; and to this might be added

the construction of the house itself.

Of course, these ideas are capable of

many divisions and subdivisions ; and,

though the members of the association

are fully acquainted with them, they de-

sire that they may be taught in the pub-

lic schools. So examples were given of

how the proper training may be given

along this line.

The first section contained a great

deal of literature on the subject of home
economics, in the form of pamphlets.

The next had a model house that was
completely furnished and decorated by

the home economics class of the Brook-

hne high school. In doing this work,

they not only decided the proper location

and situation for a house, but selected the

proper colors for the walls, decorations,

etc. They were careful to choose colors

that blend, complement, or contrast.

The articles used in the work of the

Louise M. Alcott Club were another at-

tractive feature ; for that club has done

much to instruct girls at the South End
in the best housekeeping ways.

The home economics appHed to shel-

ter and to furnishings are worthy of

much study ; but to the housekeeper,

especially of small income, the home

economics applied to food promises to

solve one of the great problems. For

there were the tables spread with de-

licious-looking food, at a cost of 17

cents for each person, for three meals.

A 10 cents a day menu was shown, a

" dietary computer," demonstrating the

nutritive values and costs of food, and a

table covered with delicious " standard "

bread made by a college woman. All

attracted much attention.

Home economics applied to clothing

included an hygienic wardrobe for in-

fants, with half a dozen big dolls to

show just how it is worn. The hygiene

of clothing was explained, the unironed

and finished work of a twentieth-century

laundry was exhibited, and clever color

schemes and selections from the cos-

tumes of centuries.

One corner was devoted to home eco-
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nomics as applied to household manage-

ment, and contained the necessary ap-

paratus for holding the household books,

the recipe frames, card catalogues, handy

box, etc.

Section 7 showed a bedroom, kitchen,

dining-room, and living-room furnished,

according to the best ideas of simplicity

and beauty, and yet so arranged that all

can be taken apart and sent to any

public school which desires to have its

pupils instructed along these hnes.

Lake Placid Conference on Home
Economics

Fourth Session, September 15 to 20, 1902

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION

1. Controlling ideals in the family hfe

of the future.

2. Function of the leisure class in

a democracy.

3. Standards of living as reflected in

(a) food, (b) shelter, (c) clothing, (d) so-

cial movements.

4. Efficiency the keynote of the twen-

tieth century.

5. Home Institutes, objects and scope.

6. Symposium of members on current

thought as indicated in recent pubHca-

tions.

7. Reports of Committees.

The Lake Placid Club is a group of

families and persons of similar tastes

who have joined in making a summer
home for themselves without the discom-

forts incident to the travelling public.

The club-house is not a hotel, open to

any casual visitor, but is like a private

house, open only to residents, members,

and their personal friends. The Club

Trustees invite the Council of the Con-

ference as their personal guests, and al-

low them also to ask a limited number
of friends at reduced rates. Obviously,

this means a considerable degree of true

hospitality, for which the conference is

under great obligations.

Evidently, only a limited number can

be thus invited to a private club ; and

this number depends each year on the

rooms vacant at the time designated.

As the work of the conference is for the

development of ideas rather than meth-

ods, for the future, even the distant fut-

ure, rather than the present or immediate

future, and as it deals with research

rather than well-defined fact, the discus-

sions are most fruitful when a few per-

sons, selected for differing views as well

as representing different sections of the

country, come together with the honest

intention of getting at the truth.

Any one wishing to attend should

apply to the Secretary, Miss S. M.
Elhott, 118 Charles Street, Boston, at

least a month before the meeting. She

will refer the application to the Member-
ship Committee. The membership fee is

$2.00, which entitles the person to at-

tendance at the meeting of that year and

to the published Proceedings. The
Proceedings may be subscribed for

separately.

The syllabus for study clubs (No. 82),

Home Economics, and the one on Food,

may be obtained from the Home Educa-

tion Department, State Library, Albany,

N.Y., at about five cents each.

The Telegram Union Cooking

School

At Bridgeport, Conn.

The Telegram Union Cooking School

is closed for the season, having passed its

initial stage and demonstrated its right

to live again next fall. The school has

successfully demonstrated a long-mooted

question, that a cooking school would be

appreciated in this city. The number

and character of the classes have settled

this beyond a doubt. The aim was to

provide a first-class school, regardless of

expense, and the public has had the

benefit of it ; and it has been the verdict
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of experienced people, who have visited

it, that it has been ideal, and in certain

directions excelled by none. The pro-

vision of a course lesson, which resulted

at the close in a wholesome and abun-

dant meal, which was served upon

dainty Unen and in courses, is unusual,

and, so far as the manager has been able

to find out, original. This method has

had other advantages, in that it has

taught how to carve and serve food.

The testimony of the members of the

classes is that they enjoy the lessons as

much as any social function they attend.

One lady said that she would give up

anything for the theatre, but that this

winter she had even sacrificed Maude
Adams, preferring the class in cooking,

which fell upon the same evening.

Another says she has learned to enjoy

a cook book as she does a novel. No
doubt the ability and tactfulness of the

teacher, Miss Harriet L. Sheldon, has

done much to bring about this desirable

condition. No one would ever question

Miss Sheldon's ability to perform what

she set out to do, if they once became
acquainted with her splendid executive

abilities. She is especially well equipped

for the training of others, being herself

a woman of culture and refinement, and,

having lived abroad, is famihar with the

finest French cooking.

There has been, in connection with

the lessons in cooking, a series of free

lectures on topics of interest to the

home-maker. These have included two

talks, by one of the best-known special-

ists, on stomach disorders and on the

subject of food, a talk on Sanitation, two

on " First Aid to the Injured," one by
the vice-president of the State Federa-

tion on " What Women can do to pre-

serve the Trees," and one on "The Par-

ents' Part in the Education of the

Child." All of these lectures were

largely attended. One of them was so

crowded that as many went away as

were seated, because they were unable

to even get into the room to stand.

Next fall the work will be taken up
again ; and during the summer plans will

be made to make the course, if anything,

more attractive yet.

A Question of Privilege

Mistress (after a heated discussion

with argumentative cook). " Are you the

mistress of this house, I should like to

know ?
"

Cook. " No, ma'am, I ain't— but "—
Mistress (triumphantly). " Then don't

talk like an idiot !
" — London Punch.

A Burning Blacksmith
Changed Food and put out the Fire

Even sturdy blacksmiths sometimes

discover that, notwithstanding their

daily exercise and resulting good health,

if their food is not well selected, trouble

will follow ; but in some cases a change

of food to the right sort will quickly re-

lieve the sufferer, for, generally, such ac-

tive men have fine constitutions, and can,

with a little change of diet, easily rid

themselves of the disease.

I. E. Overdorf, Vilas, Penn., a black-

smith, says :
" Two months ago I got

down so bad with stomach troubles that

I had to quit my business. About ten

o'clock each morning I was attacked by

burning pains in the stomach, so bad I

was unable to work.

" Our groceryman insisted upon my
changing breakfasts, and using Grape

Nuts Breakfast Food, instead of the

ordinary breakfast of meat, potatoes,

etc. So I tried, and at once began to

mend. The new food agreed with my
stomach perfectly, and the pains all

ceased. I kept getting better and better

every day, and now I am able to follow

my business better than before in years.

I am a thousand times obliged to the

makers of Grape Nuts for the great

benefits the food has dven."
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A Use for Silver Butter Dishes

Individual butter plates of silver, long

since disused, now appear, not for butter,

but to hold salted almonds. A very

happy thought, because almonds either

soil the cloth or get carried off with the

different courses, necessitating another

supply, if these be put upon one's plate.

Not long since, at Chester, Penn., the

old and historic city near Philadelphia,

a geological tea followed a lecture by

Professor Angelo Heilprin, the geologist

and explorer on the first Peary Relief

expedition. The subject of the lecture

was " The African Dessert Sands and

Oysters." Among the dishes served

were creamed oysters in shells, sand

tarts (sugar and cinnamon imitated the

red sand of the Sahara), conglomerate

-and marble cakes, rock candy, chocolate

fish and oysters. This lecture was the

first in the second annual course of

"Afternoons with Science." The sub-

jects of other lectures were " Bananas

and their Relatives," "The Uses and

Food Value of Nuts," "Flavors and

Spices," and " Novel Plants used as

Food." The last was by Mrs. Julia Davis

Chandler, a contributor to the April

issue of this magazine.

The Normal class of the Boston Cook-

ing School have adopted a gold pin as

souvenir of their course. It is of neat and

tasty design, and is intended as a school

rather than a class emblem. The pub-

lishers of this magazine have made ar-

rangements to furnish this pin in solid

gold, exact size of which is given above,

to former graduates of the school at the

net price of two dollars each, or as

premium for Jive new subscriptions to

the magazine at one dollar each.

The minister was taking dinner at

our house one day, and little Charley

had not spoken a word during the meal.

The reverend gentleman had partaken

quite heartily of the chicken and other

viands, and seemed incUned to forego

the dessert of frosted pudding. Charley

was already at work on his, and, see-

ing the minister's hesitancy, said quite

gravely, " You'd better take some.

Mister : it's pretty good when you get

below the suds."— The Christian Reg-

ister.

A China Head
Comes from Tea Drinking

A lady writes from Shanghai, China

:

"In the summer of 1898 husband and

I were travelling through Southern

Europe, and I was finally laid up in

Rome with a slow fever. An American

lady gave me some Postum Food Coffee,

which I began using at once. It was

my sole breakfast and supper. In a

short time the change in my physical

condition was wonderful to see. I will

never travel again without Postum.
" When we arrived in Shanghai, we

were in an English community, and

found ourselves in the midst of the four

o'clock tea custom. Before long we
began to have sleepless nights and

nervous days, as a result of our en-

deavors to be amiable and conform to

custom.

" As soon as it could arrive from San

Francisco, we had a large supply of

Postum Food Coffee, and began its use

at the four o'clock tea table. I cannot

tell how popular the coffee table became

for afternoon callers. In fact, a number

of the business men, as well as mission-

aries, use Postum now wholly in place of

tea ; and the value of the change from

coffee and tea cannot be estimated."

Name given by Postum Company,

Battle Creek, Mich.



Alum Baking Powder under the Microscope

THE last report of the Con-

necticut Experiment Station

contains a somewhat startHng

arraignment of the alum baking-powders.

Of the fifteen brands analyzed, about

every imaginable adulteration was dis-

covered, varying from sulphuric acid (22

per cent.) to ground rock.

Alum itself is unhealthful, and there-

fore objectionable. The alum powders

ing for the public health. The cream

of tartar powders, on the other hand,

though costing a little more, are made

by large and responsible firms who have

too much at stake, even were they so

inclined, to father anything but a chemi-

cally pure article.

The family physician may not find it

practicable to overhaul the larders of all

his patients ; but the knowledge he

Photographic reproduction of baking powder made with alum with ground rock

filler, seized and destroyed by the New York Board of Health.

must be indeed bad when to the objec-

tionable alum are added still further

adulterants, so reprehensible as to pro-

voke special condemnation from the

health officials. This only goes to show
the danger of using any of the cheap

grades of baking-powder. They are put

upon the market by small concerns who
have no reputation to lose and care noth-

possesses of the dangerous character of

alum powders ought to be communicated,

particularly in cases where digestive and

similar troubles are indicated. There

are two or three cream of tartar baking-

powders whose names have become
" household words," and from them the

housewife may safely make her selec-

tion.



The Buffet of their Majesties' Court
The important state function which

was held at Buckingham Palace on the

14th ult. was the first court held by the

king and queen.

That this great reception was both

brilliant and exceptionally successful,

most readers will already have heard.

Few, however, may have seen the list of

dainties, both savory and sweet, which

comprised the me/i?^ du souper. We give

below the bill of fare of dishes set be-

fore over one thousand of their Majes-

ties' privileged guests. -

It is said that the present function was

one of the largest ever held at the royal

palace. The viands on the buffet, the

chaudfi'oids, ballotines, and dainty-cut

sandwiches would indeed have been a

sight for even Lucullus, had he been alive.

Yet there was nothing gaudy. '* Simple,

effective, and yet smart to the extreme,"

was my verdict as I surveyed these

dishes.

Here is the menu, which was neatly

written (not printed) on plain white, gilt-

edged cards, with the royal crest on

top: —
Buckingham Palace.

Consomme Riche.

Mayonnaise de Homard.
Chaudfroid de Volaille a la Bagration.

Petiles Ballotines truffees, printaniere.

Jambon et Poulardes decoupes.

Langue et Poulets a la Gelee.

Sandwiches varies.

Petites Patisseries snr gradiiis.

Cremes Rixbannees.

Bavarois Marquis.

Gelees d'Oranges a la Maltaise.

Macedoine de Fruits au Champagne.
Petites Glaces assorties.

Limonade et Orangeade.

Dessert.

Le 14 Mars, iqo2.

The supper served for the royal fam-

ily differed somewhat from the foregoing,

inasmuch as the menu was much shorter.

Both the king and queen, as is well

known, have a great objection to long

and tedious meals.

The menu du souper for the royal

party was as follows :
—

Buckingham Palace.

Consomme Riche.

Cotelettes d'Agneau aux Pointes

d'Asperges.

Cailles Grillees a la Diable.

Mayonnaise de Homard.
Chaudfroid de Volaille a le Bagration.

Sandwiches varies.

Petites Patisseries sur gradins.

Macedoine de Fruits au Champagne.

Petites Glaces assorties.

Dessert.
Le 14 Mars, igo2.-

The first three dishes of the foregoing

menu were served hot. The quails were

prepared spread-eagle fashion, with the

breast bone and leg bones removed.

The remainder of the dishes were cold.

Ora/iges a la Maltaise is not exactly a

new dish, but exceedingly pretty and

most popular. The oranges are hollowed

out carefully, filled with layers of red

wine jelly and two different kinds of

creams, and, when set, cut up into quar-

ters.

The ices were moulded in tiny fruit-

shaped moulds, and resembled as near

as possible the natural fruit. They were

served in baskets made out of Nougat au

Caramel ; and the handles of the baskets

were ornamented with pulled sugar, rep-

resenting green foliage and lilies of the

valley.

I must not omit to mention that every-

thing served was entirely provided in the

kitchens of the palace.

The whole of the culinary arrange-

ments were such as to cast the greatest

credit possible on the master-cook and

his chief assistants. The tasks were by

no means easy, when one considers that

this was the first entertainment of its

kind given for many years, and that it

needs something more than a mere cook

to succeed in providing a supper for over

one thousand guests, which was justly

pronounced a "culinary triumph."

—

C. H. S., in Food and Cookery.
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" As a last resort the doctor directed the nurse to take a sHce of the

Ferris Boneless Bacon and try it out in the frying-pan, and while

the liquid fat was still warm I was to take at first a teaspoonful dose.

The experiment was an admirable success, and the dose was enlarged

to a tablespoonful at a time. This Boneless Bacon fat was as clear

as any olive oil I have ever tasted, and was not at all difficult to take.

I am now a well man, fully recovered, and the medicine that cured

me was the Delicious Ferris Bacon."

The Ferris Hams and Bacon are not only suitable diet for invalids, but

furnish most appetizing, healthful, and invigorating articles for the

daily menu in every well-regulated family. We trust all the house-

keepers who read this page will have their tables regularly supplied

with the Ferris Brand.

ii
ff

THE FOLLOWING REPORT |

HAS COME TO US:

" Last summer I was sick, poisoned

by eating lobster and ice-cream.

My doctor said the lining of my
stomach was ulcerated. 1 could

eat no solid food, and the liquid

foods prescribed for me were not

assimilated, and other devices failed.

A Ferris Axiom

BEST TQ ALWAYSmnp CHEAPEST

CHEAPEST lu NEVER Iflll BEST.

You can have the Ferris Famous Hams and Bacon regularly if you say vou

will. Any grocer or market will furnish them rather than lose your trade.
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Book Reviews
Mks. Seeia's Cook Ihh^. Cloth.

12 mo. Illustrated. $2.00. New
York : The Macmillan Company.

This is styled a manual of French and

American cookery. In Part I. the

author deals with the "rights and duties

of servants.'" This feature, if not en-

tirely new, is carried out in greater detail

than is customarily done in American

works. It imparts quite a foreign air to

the book. The first chapter in Part II.

is devoted to " Dinners and Dinner-

giving," and is well presented. The re-

maining part consists of recipes such as

are found in the general cookbook. We
note that the directions for combining

the ingredients called for in various

recipes are not such as are recognized

as "up to date " by those who are versed

in the principles of the culinary art.

An expert knows how to work out any-

thing in the form of recipes, even in

cases where the beginner could not hope

for success without seeking instruction

elsewhere. For instance, without any

preliminary instructions in making a cer-

tain pudding, these directions are given :

*' Scald one quart of milk, add the well-

beaten yolks of three eggs, tablespoon

-

ful of cornstarch, and granulated sugar

to taste. Boil (?) long ejioiigh to make a

nice thick cream.'' In nine cases out of

ten, even if the " boiling " were not inter-

preted literally, the starch would be un-

cooked or the eggs overcooked. Again,

to make a cheese timbale, we find, " Mix
one cup of cream, one tablespoonful of

butter, and two tablespoonfuls of flour

together, and stir over a moderate fire

until the mixture comes to a boil."

Cheese is added, and the mixture

strained. Made in this fashion, straining

would be a necessity. However, the

cook ought to be able to recognize a

white sauce, no matter in what guise,

and be able to put the materials together

so as to retain the full quantity of flour

and avoid the necessity of straining the

product.

But these are minor items. The work.

as a whole, is meritorious and commend-
able. The half-tone illustrations are

numerous, and very fine, indeed. They
are indicative of a feature of the modern
cook book that is becoming marked.

From the house of the Macmillan's

have issued many excellent books in

many lines of interest. In fact, the pub-

lication of valuable works has become a

habit with them ; and this book will be

no exception to the rule.

The Picayune's Creole Cook Book.

Cloth. Price by registered mail, $1.25.

New Orleans : The Picayune.

This is undoubtedly the most inter-

esting cook book ever published under

newspaper auspices. Its raisoii d'etre is

best stated in its own words :
" The

question of a good cook is now becoming

a very vexing problem ; and the only

remedy for this state of things is for

ladies of the present day to do as their

grandmothers did, acquaint themselves

thoroughly with the art of cooking in all

its important and minutest details, and

learn how to properly apply them. To
assist them in this, to preserve to future

generations the many excellent and

matchless recipes of our New Orleans

cuisine, to gather these up from the lips

of the old Creole negro cooks and the

grand old housekeepers who still sur-

vive, ere they, too, pass away, and

Creole cookery, with all its delightful

combinations and possibilities, will have

become a lost art, is, in a measure, the

object of this book.''

The book is unique, sui generis. ** Its

name tells its story and bespeaks its

value. It is the only book of the kind."

No work on cookery is complete that

fails to utilize the contribution to the

subject made by the Creole element of

the South. It forms a connecting link

between French, Spanish, and Ameri-

can cookery. The book will prove to

be a choice and valuable addition to

the culinary resources in many a house-

hold.
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Domestic Service in Chili

Senorita Carolina Huidobro, of Chili,

last week gave a lecture in Boston on

the women of her country. Her ac-

count of the domestic service question is

interesting.

*' There are two kinds of cooks,'' she

said. " Advertisements read :
' Wanted,

a cook with bed inside ' or ' Wanted, a

cook with bed outside.' The latter sort

of cook can always be had. Domestics

prefer the 'bed outside,' because a cook

who does not sleep in the house has

more Uberty. She does not begin quite

so early in the morning, her mistress

cannot get quite so much work out of

her, and she can steal a little more
;
yet

her services, in the main, are satisfac-

tory. After dinner every evening the

cook comes for orders as to the next

day's meals. Even if unable to read,

she will remember every item of an

elaborate menu. She is given a certain

amount of money to buy the provisions

;

for everything is bought in small quan-

tities, just enough for one day. The
cook will only cook. She will not wash

the dessert dishes, for that belongs to

the table girl's work. The table girl

will not clean the knives, for that be-

longs to the boots. The washing is all

done out, and the clothes are brought

back in from three days to five weeks.

" The laundress has most winning

ways, and often brings her employer

flowers and candy ; but she asks for a

dollar for soap for each washing, and

has to be closely watched. Every ser-

vant who lives in the house brings her

own bed and furniture. A girl from the

country will arrive with only a thin mat-

tress and one poor coverlet, and will

leave at the end of three or four years

with a cartload of goods that she has

accumulated. When several servants

are leaving at once, with their bedding

and furniture, it looks as if the whole

family were moving out.

" The women of Chili are not of

mixed race. They are pure Spanish,

and of the finest blood of Spain. They
speak Castihan Spanish, and have the

general characteristics of Spanish

women. They are well educated, the

daughters of the rich in private schools,

the others in the public schools. The
nation offers free education to both

boys and girls from the primary school

clear through the university ; and prom-

ising young men and women are after-

ward sent abroad to study from three to

five years at government expense. One
of the most distinguished physicians in

ChiU to-day is Dr. Ernestina Perez, a

washerwoman's daughter, who showed

so much talent as a child that she was

educated in Europe by the State. In

Chili no genius is lost to the world on

account of poverty.

" Of late years, with the growth of

educational faciUties for women, zeal

for education has sprung up. We have

women doctors, lawyers, authors, and

newspaper correspondents. There were

last year in the University of Chili

thirty-eight women studying medicine,

four studying dentistry, and eight study-

ing law. Of the eight law students, five

did not mean to practise, but were

taking a law course to enable them the

better to manage their large properties."

Rely upon

Piatt's Chlorides

as your household

disinfectant.

An odorless, colorless liquid

;

powerful, safe, and cheap.

Destroys disease germs and
noxious gases, thus preventing

sickness. Sold in quart bottles

only, by druggists and high-class

grocers. Prepared only by Henry
B. Piatt, Piatt Street, New York.

When you write advertliers. please mention Thb Bostok Cookiito School Maoazink.
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Advertisements

j[
WE HAVE IT YOU WANT IT

" In nearly one million homes.

"BE SURE TO GET
THE ONE THAT OPENS,"
cautioned the mother, as she sent her child for

I The Ideal Food Cutter I
experience.

I

It will cut everything for which a chopping-bowl and

knife are used, but with scarcely any effort and in

ONE-TENTH OF THE TIME. TRY IT.

The Peck, Stow & Wilcox Co., f

A 27 Murray Street, New York City.

Why
do more than a million housewives

and other owners of valuable Silver

in all parts of the civilized world

use

ELECTRO
r^ SILVER POUSH g

Silicon
Because

25 years constant use has proved it

harmless^ and the brilliancy it im-

parts has made it famous around

the world.

No Other ha^s Stood this Test.
Whatever the occasion, it will greatly improve your table
setting, 60 essential in entertaining. Equally good for Toilet
Silver.

Sold everywhere and sent post-paid for 15 cts.
in stamps. Trial quantity for the asking.
Simply send your address on a postal.

The Electro Silicon Co., 80 Cuff Street, Neav York

The HUB
LINE of
RANGES
Speak for Themselves

in Thousands of Homes

The Hub Ranges are used

in the New York, Boston,

Providence, Hartford,

Worcester, and many other

Cooking-schools.

Is Stronger Endorsement

Possible ?

Smith & Anthony Co., Makers Hub Ranges and Heaters

Nos. 48-54 UNION STREET, BOSTON

When you write advertisers, please mention The Boston Cookino School Maoazotb.



Opti

I am forever urging on my young

friends the study of that critical page

near the beginning of " Robinson Cru-

soe " where he divides the leaf by a verti-

cal line, and on the left-hand side writes

" evil " in large letters, while on the right-

hand side he writes " good." There is a

little story of mine, now forgotten by all

but the author, in which the experience

of Robinson Crusoe, on the first of Sep-

tember, in the year 1660, is translated

into the customs of Boston in the nine-

teenth century. Will the reader have

the goodness to take his own experience

for to-day, and make his own translation

of " Robinson Crusoe ? " Robinson Cru-

soe's evil column begins, '= I am cast

upon a horrible desolate island, void of

all hope of recovery.'' His good col-

umn says, " But I am alive, and not

drowned, as all my ship's company was."

And it proved that the desolate island

produced almost spontaneously almost

ever}-thing which Robinson Crusoe

needed for his life.

Now, dear reader, your evil column

would probably begin, "The newsman

left the Argils instead of the Tribujie at

the door this morning." Your good

column will begin with, '' Breakfast was

on the table at quarter of eight, with

coffee from Mocha, with sugar from

Cuba, with silver spoons from Montana,

with baked apples from Sherborn, with

linen table-cloth from Ireland, with

mism
silvered knives from Sheffield, with car-

nations from Tewksbury, with beef from

Texas, with butter from Yellow Springs

in Antioch," and so on and so on. And
at the bottom of the two columns, if the

day is long enough for my reader to

write column number two, he will write

with a gold pen and gold ink, made
from the diggings at Cape Nome,
Sterling's fine lines :

—
He finds that Nature gives us more
Than all she ever takes away.

If this particular reader of mine will

turn himself, in some such method, to

look up into the infinite universe of

God, instead of looking down into his

own footprints in the mud, I think he

will grow into the hope of a consistent

optimism ; and, to begin with, he may
write this in his diary for his next

birthday, which he will find in one of

Dr. Hedge's sermons :
" A consistent

optimism is at the foundation of all

religion."

—

Dr. E. E. Hale, in the Con-

gregationalist.

Recent investigations made by the

Department of Agriculture show that

mushrooms are about equal to potatoes

in the element of nutrition that goes to

make flesh and blood, but that, on the

other hand, they do not hold much of

the fuel stuff required to keep the body

machine running.

SEND FOR FREE SAMPLE!
Very

Nutritious

Easily

Digested

The most practical way for us to

demonstrate the excellency of

this new product of our ovens is

to have you sample it. Address

for sample: AUSTIN YOUNG
& CO., Chelsea, Mass. This bis-

cuit and our fifty other package

varieties are for sale by grocers

throughout New England.

AUSTIN YOUNG ®. CO/S Fine Oatmeal Bisc\iit

Wben you writ* adTortiMrs, please mention Thx Bostoic Cookino Sohool Maoaxikk.
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KNOXS GELATINE
Look into it yourself, and you'll rind it so pure that

you can see to read through it. Being pure, there is no

odor about it. Being granulated, it dissolves instantaneously,

and sets in half an hour. Being honestly made, it yields a

pint more jelly than other kinds and a quart more than

some, weight for weight

NO CHARGE FOR MY BOOK '^i ,S'X%r^l,'I!^.
Or instead send a 2C. stamp. For 5c. in stamps, the book and full pint sample.
For 15c. , the book and full two-quart package (two for 25c.). Pink color for fancy
desserts in every large package. A package of Knox's Gelatine will make two
quarts ^ half-gallon — of jelly.

CHARLES B. KNOX, 3 Knox Avenue, Johnstown, N.Y

Purity Hooton's
Cocoa

is absolutely pure ^entiine
cocosi distinguished for its

superior quality. You will
fully appreciate the value and
pleasure of using it.

HOOTON'S COCOA.
is the signal for a cup of cocoa
that is delicious, n^otirisH-
ix\^ and satisfying.
ALWAYS USE

HOOTON'S COCOA
Send for free sample.

HooTON Cocoa & Chocolate Co., Newark, N.J.

Sawyer s

Sold in

Sprinkling

Top Bottles.

CRYSTAL

BLUE
Gives a

beautiful tint

to linens,

laces, and re-

stores the

color to goods
that are worn
and faded.

Be sure

that you

get

SAWYER'S
40 YEARS THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE.

And many other tempting dainties that make an epicure's

dinner perfect can be made only on a HANDY FRUIT
and VEGETABLE SLICER, Send your dealer's

name and 30 cents for sample of improved slicer.

^HANDY THINGS CO., 22 Rowe St., ludington, Wich.^

Colonial Spirits
TRADE-MARK.

A refreshingluxury

for the bath and for

massage purposes.

A pure re/ined

spirit for domestic

use, sweet-smell-

ing and clear as

crystal . The
ideal fuel for spirit

lamps, chafing-

dishes, tea and
coffee urns, etc.

U-oz. bottle, 35 cents

28=oz.bottle;'65ceots

Sold ONLY, in sealed

bottles for family trade.

For sale by all

druggists and
grocers.

BERRY BROTHERS, Ltd., Detroit, Mich.

The SAWYER CRYSTAL BLUE COMPANY
New England Agents. 27 Broad St., Boston, Hass.
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Useful Household Hints
" Corinthianism," or the art of dis-

pensing with servants, is the latest fad

adopted by Parisian society. Fashion-

able ladies have taken to cooking and

marketing, to conduct all menial duties

themselves— at least, for a while. Not

only has the new social pastime become

ridiculously popular in the capital, but

has spread with astonishing rapidity

throughout other parts of wealthy France.

The movement is headed by such well-

known entertainers as Madame de la

Rochefoucauld, etc., '* Corinthians

"

agreeing to practise the severest econ-

omy, so as to provide necessary funds

for the coming elections. Instead of

guests arriving at a fixed hour, they are

requested two hours or more earlier than

dinner time, so as to help to cook the

meal in company with the host and host-

ess. Aprons and, in some cases, a com-

plete chef^s outfit are provided. The cook-

ing over, all sit down to enjoy it save

the two younger guests, one of each sex,

who wait at table. After removing the

soup and washing up the soup plates and

tureen, they resume their place at the

table. Then the two eldest go on duty

and serve the fish. So the hobby con-

tinues throughout the dinner.— Food

and Cookery.

The Origin of the Spoon
The use of the spoon does not date

back any further thari the fourteenth

century : it was in use a few years before

the fork. The wooden spoon and the

spatula were both known by the Greeks,

the cooks at that time using them for

tasting and stirring their sauces, and the

druggists for preparing their ointment.

The Fatal Corset

London Health is responsible for this :

" It has been our lot to see the liver

of a young girl after death which has

been so forcibly compressed that it ex-

hibited depressions, which the ribs had

made, in each one of which one could

lay a finger. Permanent injur}^ was in

this case done. All the aihnents entailed

by an inactive liver followed one an-

other in quick succession, disease was

induced which proved incurable, and in

this case the patient may have been

truly described as a victim to her own
vanity, she having literally squeezed the

breath out of her body."

Let your digestion be but sound,

Your side unwrung by spasm or stitch,

Your foot unconscious of a twitch,

And could you be more truly blest

Though of the wealth of kings possessed ?

— Theodore Martin.

Now that the strawberry season is at

hand, our readers will be interested in

the advertisement of F. A. Walker cv:

Co. on page xxvi. The strawberry huller

is worth many times its cost. It saves

time, berries, and patience.

PATENT SUSTAINED
ASK FOR AND INSIST

ON HAVING THE

GENUINE

CIRCUIT COURT

EVERY PAIR WARRANTED HOSE
CUSHION
BUTTON

by mall, 25c

Never slips, tears, nor unfastens

CEO. FROST CO., makers, boston

Sample pair, SUPPORTER
LOOK for the name on E^p"
every loop, and for the
Moulded Rubber Button.

When jou write Adrertlsen, please mention Thb Bostok Cookuto School Maoaziks.
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LADIES' DEPARTMENTS
We call the attention of ladies to our " Primus " shoe, made on
orthopedic lasts and requiring no breaking in. All styles of toes.

The name " Primus " is our copyright, and the " Primus " shoe

can be found only in our Ladies' Shoe Department.

$3.00

Ladies are cordially invited to examine our new and complete

spring line of " Sapphire " corsets. We exhibit the new models,

including straight front, long hips, low and medium high bust.

These corsets are designed to meet the prevailing style of gowns,
and are represented in Boston in our establishment only. The
prices range from five to twenty-five dollars. We call particular

attention to a new model in imported striped batiste, stylish

short effect, at

$5.00

A. SHUMAN & COMPANY
SHUMAN CORNER, BOSTON

*
«>

#
«>

*
^
^
«>

*
^
«

^
^
*

^

Turn Over the Spoon—Examine the Trade Mark
do not run the risk of being deceived in the quality of the spoons, forks, etc., you purchase. You can
easily decide whether the design is pleasing, but whether the silver plate is of sufficient thickness to
be durable is uncertain unless you can locate the maker and know his responsibility. Pieces stamped

46

1847 ROGERS BROS.
are the best that can be produced after half a century of experience, and wherever purchased if they bear this

complete trade mark are fully guaranteed to give satisfaction, by the largest silverware makers in the world. From
its well known wearing qualities, this brand has long been known as ''Silver Plate that Wears." A great variety of
beautiful designs are shown in catalogue "B-M," Send for it. Leading dealers can supply you with these goods.

Madeonlyby MERIDEN BRITANNIA CO. (International Silver Co. Successor), MERIDEN, CONN.

Whmk yon write adrertiBen, please mentloii The Boston CooKnra Sohool MAOAznrv.
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From our Exchanges

The Candy Habit

The tobacco, the opium, the tea, the

coffee, the alcohol habits are constantly

being referred to ; but it is seldom that

the candy habit is spoken of. It is

well known, of course, that a large num-

ber of American women consume por-

tentous quantities of sweetmeats,— that

is, unless the fair sex are beUed in this

respect; but that men also indulge to

an exorbitant extent in the toothsome

candy is a fact which has not as yet been

widely disseminated. However, when a

journal of such unblemished repute for

veracity as the New York Evening Post

stands sponsor for the statement, it e'en

must be credited. The journal in ques-

tion says :
" That candy has become

the basis of a bad habit, like tea, to-

bacco, alcohol, or ice-water, has long

been admitted by medical men. That

its worst victims are not women, how-

ever, is not so well known, except to the

owners of candy shops. The fact that

one" man bought and devoured four hun-

dred pounds of the richest chocolates in

one summer, and that this gastronomic

feat was not looked upon as anything

unusual by the candy clerks, will give

some idea of the slavery to which the

habitual candy-eaters are committed.

The man who consumed ' confection-

ery ' by the hundred-weight is young,

and sound in mind and body. He gen-

erally yields to temptation immediately

after luncheon, although the craving

sometimes becomes unendurable at an

earlier hour. He estimates that the

candy he has bought for personal con-

sumption cost him $250 last summer.

He has been an unwilling victim for

years, and has frequently sworn off or

attempted to. The last time was for

three months ; and, when the self-im-

posed embargo was raised, he bought

two pounds of mixed chocolates and ate

them between lunch and dinner."

—

Medical Record.

Why not eat less meat this warm
weather, and try a diet of " vegetable

meat," or Gum Gluten. This prepara-

tion is richer in proteids and phosphates

than any other food substance known.

If your grocer does not keep Gum
Gluten, it can be found at Cobb, Bates

& Yerxa Company this city, or apply to

the Pure Gluten Food Company at 90.

West Broadway, New York City.

A Malicious Exposure

Emeline. How I should love to over-

hear the conversation of several highly

intellectual men !

Edgar. Pooh ! I've been with them.

They always begin on books, but soon

get to talking about something good to

eat.

—

Detroit Eree Press.

Always Ready !

MINUTE
TAPIOCA
GELATINE and
MALTED CEREAL COFFEE

So was the Mhnite Mini. So is our thrilling story of the Battles of

Lexington and Concord, a handsome Book with a splendid lot

of Recipes for Delicious Desserts. Book rich with Color-plates

and Engravings. Send ID cents in coln or stamps, and get

the Book and three Packages (enough to make a pint of each of above

Minute Dainties), postpaid by us. Addi'ess

Department S, WHITMAN GROCERY CO., Orange, Mass.

When you write advertisers, please mention The Boston Cookinq School Maoaziks.
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A New Ice-cream

Of a rich, creamy texture, smooth, velvety,

delicious, and healthful, can be made in this

new way without any cooking or warming
whatever. Simply take a quart of pure milk
and half a pint of cream, stir in sugar, flavor,

and one dissolved Junket Tablet for each
quart of mixture. Set it in the ice-box over
night. In the morning it will be jellied ready
to freeze ; or it may be set in the pantry in the

morning, and be ready to freeze in two or three

hours.

Junket Tablets have been a great favorite

for making exquisite milk jellies, but this

new recipe makes them doubly valuable.

In ordering Junket Tablets of your druggist

or grocer, always insist on getting Chr.
Hansen's " Junket Tablets," as there are

imitations made under various names, which
are of inferior strength, that do not make a
rich, firm milk jelly.

If your dealer fails to supply you with
Junket Tablets, we mail, postpaid, lo tablets

and the new Ice-cream Recipe for lo cents.

CHR. HANSEN'S LABORATORY
Box 1212 Little Falls, N.Y.

Wlien you write adyertisers, pleaie mention Thb BosTOir Cookhto Sohool Maoaxotb.
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TOURNADE'S
Kitchen Bouquet

A Concentrated Essence
of Vegetables

Makes delicious Soups and Brown Sauces and
Gravies for Stews, Roasts, Entrees, and any

dish of Fish, Flesh, or Fowl.

The Kitchen Garden Condensed, bottled and
ready for instant use. Imparts rich color and
delightful flavor. Used and endorsed by Chefs,

Cooking Experts, and Physicians everywhere.

"A necessity to all ^ood cooking,"— E. Lapperuque,
Chief Cook at Delmonico's.
" Housekeeping would be a burden without it."

Sarah Tyson Rorer.
" Any housekeeper who has once used it will never be with-

out it."— Helen Armstrong.

Writefor booklet andfree sample. Allfirst-class
grocers should have it. Ifyotirs has not, send lis

^oc. for prepaidpackage,
house-to-house canvassers.

Liberal commission to

PALISADE MANUFACTURING CO.
West Hoboken, N.J.

01df2ismoned

BROWNSVILLE

Made just as tney were
years ago.

Old-fashioned ovens— wood
heated— old-fashioned methods
of mixing.

Can't make such crackers in

new-fangled ways.

2ry them with Soups and Salads.

S. S. PIERCE CO.,
Selling Agents,

Boston. Brookline.

A New Recipe Book
Walter Baker & Co., Ltd., Dorchester,

Mass., the oldest and largest manufact-

urers of Cocoa and Chocolate prepara-

tions, are about to issue a new and
greatly enlarged edition of their booklet

of " Choice Recipes," prepared by Miss
Parloa and other noted teachers of cook-

ing. It is a very attractive publication

of eighty pages, illustrated with half-

tones and colored lithographs, and con-

tains the most complete collection ever

made of recipes in which Cocoa or Choc-

olate is used for eating and drinking.

Nearly every State in the Union is

represented in the collection. Vassar

College and Smith College contribute

their famous recipes for making Fudge.

A copy of the book will be sent free by

mail to any applicant in the United

States or Canada. Address, mentioning

this paper, Walter Baker & Co., Ltd.,

Dorchester, Mass.

The only thing about a cook stove

that wears out is th^ lining to the fire-

box. Champion stove clay will keep

this from wearing out. Always keep a

box in the house (your dealer has it),

and, when the lining first cracks or

breaks, fill in the crack or break with

the clay according to the directions on

the box. By using the preparation oc-

casionally, you can keep your stove in

perfect baking condition at a cost, per-

haps, of 15 cents a year.

IDEAL
THE •

^^^ Sharpener
J

that

f
f
f

;
f
f
f

5
f

The Sharpens
minute.
By mail

Sharpener
KNIVES and SCISSORS in a

Fasten on table— always ready.

postage paid, 15 cents in coin. T
Advance Furnishing Co. ^

Box 947 — Dep. B. Warren, Ohio. J
a(;knts wantki). ^

Wben you write adrertlBers, pleas© mention Tna BosTOxr CooKuro Sobool MAttAzm.
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j Refrigerators j

Wliat's wanted is the most coldness and the

imallest ice Dills and absolute cleanliness. ?

You get them in the

I

Eddy
Our book tells all about it, but let us give

you these hints

:

The " Eddy " has 3-inch walls on all sides,

top and bottom ; has a packing of its own
to keep out heat ,• its doors are tight. It is

perfectly built.

As to cleanliness^ it is lined with metal, be-

cause it is the Best.

There are no joints or cracks to hold dirt.

The shelves are of the best slate, and are

easily cleaned.

If your dealer hasn't the -'Eddy," write for

free book to
I

JD. EDDY & SONSi
S BOSTON S

Our Store \
Is large, and in its various departments

anticipates every possible
Kitchen Need.

Our Stock
Of KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS

is the largest, most complete, and most
up-to-date in this country. All our

goods are fresh, and show all

the cleverest labor-saving

kitchen devices.

Our Success I
In this particular line is the result of doing

one kind of business for many years,

with a view to meeting every
reasonable kitchen

requirement.

Call and examine our goods.
Catalogue free on postal request.

LEWIS & congerS
130 and 132 W. 42d Street, New York, N.Y. |^

Our Stoves Make Cooking a

Pleasure.
Not alone during the warm weather period,

but all the year round Dangler Gas Ranges,

Dangler Blue Flame Wick and Wickless Oil

Stoves, and Dangler Vapor and Evaporating

Stoves are being used with satisfaction by

hundreds of housewives.

Dangler Qas, Oil, and Vapor Stoves

Are a combination of everything a good stove

should be in the matter of economy, conven-

ience, and design, for which reason they have

come to be recognized as LEADERS in the

market.

LEARN MORE ABOUT THEM BY WRITING FOR A CATALOG

THE DANGLER STOVE AND MFG. COMPANY
Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.

"^i^ ^1^5(^ d|^d^ 2^6d^d^ ^|i d|e) d;j;6d^ a;^

Wlien yon write adyertisen, pleaM mention Thb Botrov Cookivo School Maoauvb.
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j Makes a success of any Soup,
|

5 Sauce, or Salad Dressing. • • • f

j
McILHENNY'S

j

TABASCO.
j

The perfection of flavor, the s

epitome of strength. Avoid )

cheap substitutes, and use only
|

the original Mcllhenny's, made !

at New Iberia, Louisiana. 1

\ Booklet containing recipes on ?

request. I

I

f E. M C I LH E N NY ' S SoN, •

s New Iberia, Louisiana, i

f Boston Office, 42 Central Street. J
s s

li III ! Ill ^'11 IT ^ IT It — It It ^ ITU Ml fit ^ in M

T E A-K E T T L E
WATER STILL CO.,

Youngstown, Ohio.

Send for Booklet

Strawberry Hullers
NO SOILED FINGERS
NO CRUSHED BERRIES

BRASS NICKELLED. BY MAIL, 10c.

AciENTs Wanted

F. A. Walker & Co., 8 Brattle wSt., Boston, Mass.
-- !

Milk-bottles to be used for Milk
Only

The New York Health Board have

just passed a resolution requiring milk

inspectors to insist that milk-bottles and

cans be used for nothing but milk. An
ordinance will shortly be introduced,

making it a misdemeanor for any per-

son, milk -dealer, retailer, grocer, or

housekeeper, to use the bottles or cans

for anything but milk.

What a breakfast relish a dainty slice

of fine-cured ham, cut thin, and cooked

to a turn, affords, or toothsome bacon

with eggs, or as an added flavor to fish,

flesh, or fowl !

A good cook suggests, " A baked ham
for dinner." It makes one hungry to

hear such appetizing reminders. They
will alike pleasantly affect our readers

as they notice the Ferris firm is adver-

tising in our columns. Their products

are famed for choicest flavor and perfect

condition. Housekeepers who insist

upon having their tables furnished with

the Ferris hams and bacon will have

their reward.

These trade-mark crisscross lines on every package,

GLUTE
SPECIAL D
K.C. WHOL
Unlike all

For b

Farwell & Rhines,

For

DYSPEPSIA.

IC FLOUR.
AT FLOUR.

Ask Grocers,

write

own.N.Y..U.S.A.

OristMill
Wheat Coffee

Good for

Children
^6KYOUR OROCER-HE SELLS IT.

When you write advertisers, please mention Thb UosTOir CooKuro School MAOAzma,
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Gum Gluten|
I

OR
I

I
Vegetable Meat|

f
Richer in proteids and phosphates than

^^
any other food substance known.

A Decidedly out of the ordinary. ^
T Truly delicious. *

^ Not kept at every corner grocery, ^

Jj;
For sale by the elite grocer of each

jjj

I
''"^-

I
in\ It will pay you to investigate. $U

^> \l/

I The Pure Gluten Food Co. ^
/|\ go West Broadway, New York Si

i 1
I For sale by

|
I COBB, BATES & YERXA CO. |
d Boston ^
Mil i^ fi'

Shirt Waists
are an important part of every woman's
SUMMER. COMFORT. They require
that perfect treatment in the laundry
which makes them the delight of both
possessor and beholder.
It's all a matter of STARCH. If it's

ELECTRIC LUSTRE

mm^m
LECTRicLusTRE Starch Co.

you need have no further
care.
It's bound to come out all

right. See that your laun-
dress is provided with

ELECTRIC
LUSTRE
STARCH

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS
Send to Electric Lustre Starch Co., 26

Central Street, Boston, Mass., for Booklet telling

how to Wash, Starch, and Iron White or Colored
Goods. Sent Free.

OELATINE
"Desserts" (elaborate,

rich, simple, or plain) are

embraced in the recipes by

Oscar of the Waldorf-
Astoriay— sent free on re-

quest. Most gelatines have

names that sound like
*' Cox." To avoid confusion

order the ** Checkerboard

Packet." Booklet and pack-

age of Gelatine for trial sent

to any child desiring to make
jelly for invalids. Address

The John M. Chapman Co.,

American Representatives ot
,1. .\: (;. Cox, Ltd. Established
1725, KdinburKli, Scotland.

Wool Evchana:e Building:,
New York.

When you write advertisers, please mention Ths Bostoit Cookino Sohooi. Maoazink.
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You have the Best

Qas Stove
made, and the most attrac-

tive and economical, if you
own a popular

GAS RANGED
The Blue Planished Steel

body, built double to retain

all the heat in the ovens,
keeps the kitchen very cool,

makes the range last a long
time and do good, econom-
ical cooking while it does
last. This is only one of its

many distinctive features.

Our fine new booklet, *• Cook=
ing by Qas," will interest pro-

spective purchasers ofGas Ranges.
Ask the Gas Company, or sent

free if you mention this magazine.
Address Dept. D.,

Detroit Stove W^orKs
''La7'g£st Stove Platii in the WorlcV

Detroit Chicago

If you want low gas bills, insist

ON GETTING A DeTROIT JeWEL

The old-time Boston '& Albany was
deserving of all praise, and is to-day a

great property. It has the best road-

bed of any railway in America, and its

equipment has always been solid and
substantial. For convenience, safety,

and superior connections it has always

been the favorite route to the West.

This especially, where connections are

being depended upon over other lines, is

a very important matter.

We know it is the desire of the New
York Central to conduct the Boston &
Albany affairs to the entire satisfaction

of all the New England people, and they

are too liberal-minded to pursue any

other course. They have moved slowly

in making any changes ; but, as far as

these have been made, they have been

entirely in the line of improvement.

Lewis & Conger, whose advertisement

will be found on another page of this

magazine, have just issued an illustrated

catalogue of kitchen furnishings. As
this house is one of the largest in this

line in the country, their catalogue will

be of in...-est to every reader of this

magazine. A postal addressed to Lewis

& Conger, 130 West 42d Street, New
York, N.Y., will secure this catalogue.

II ^GAFFELINE i
Headache tABi-ETS

OR SICK AND Nervous Headaches

m AJ.JOHNSON JR. Pf-
, DRtJOOfSX
m^4I3;V\AlNST. PAWTUCKET, R, I

FLEISCHMANN'S

VEGETABLE

COMPRESSEDYeast
HAS NO EQUAL

When you write adrertiaen, please mention Thb Bobtoit Cookuto Sohool MAGAzum.
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